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PREFACE

The views about ancient India now held by scholars are based

upon an examination of the Veda and Vedic literature, to the

neglect of Puranic and epic tradition ; that is, ancient Indian

history has been fashioned out of compositions, which are purely

religious and priestly, which notoriously do not deal with history,

and which totally lack the historical sense. The extraordinary

nature of such history may be perceived, if it were suggested that

European history should be constructed merely out of theological

literature. What would raise a smile if applied to Europe has

been soberly accepted when applied to India. This contrast is full

justification for a consideration of what historical tradition has to

tell us, and the results obtained from an examination of Puranic

and epic tradition as well as of the Rigveda and Vedic literature

are set out in the following pages.

Nothing herein has been the outcome of preconceived ideas,

speculation, or haste. It began with a study of the epics and

Puranas for geographical information about ancient India thirty

years ago, during the translation of the Markandeya Purana, in

order to elucidate its geographical chapters. Geography included

political divisions, and led to an examination of aneient kingdoms,

and so on to their dynastic genealogies and traditions—subjects

that were generally regarded as of little or no historical value,

and were practically neglected. With no views about ancient

Indian historical tradition, and a desire merely to see whether

there was any substance in it, it was collected, compared, and

studied, and inferences were drawn therefrom, revised continually

with fresh material, and discarded freely if they proved untenable

—

which is simply the scientific process of collecting and testing facts

copiously before forming any opinion or theory. At length some

substance and order seemed to manifest themselves, and certain

results gradually took shape; and some of these have been pub-

lished in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society during the last

fourteen years. These results developed with further study in
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various directions, especially on the religious side, and all have

been revised and recast repeatedly, as their mutual relations

became more complex, with fresh material from all sources.

The outcome of all these inquiries is set out here. No con-

clusion is put forward but what is based upon definite statements,

and the authorities for every statement are cited. The results are

totally different from the views now held by scholars as noticed

above
;
yet there is nothing in them, as far as I am aware, really in-

consistent with the most ancient book we possess, namely, the Rigveda,

and they throw much new light thereon, and on all problems

concerning ancient India. It remains however to be seen how far

Professor M. Bloomfield^s recent book, Rig-Veda Repetitions, which

should lead to some solid chronological results, will support what

tradition indicates regarding the order of rishis.

No pains have been spared to verify the references and make

them complete and accurate. Unfortunately a few errors escaped

notice in the proof-reading, and a considerable number of typo-

graphical blemishes have crept into the finally printed page, mostly

the loss of diacritical marks which have failed or broken off in

the printing, such as the stroke over the capital palatal sibilant,

and the long mark over capital vowels. All these are exhibited

in the list of Corrigenda at the end. I trust there are none others

overlooked, yet feel sure that, if there are any, whether in the

text or in the map, they can be readily corrected, and will not

create any doubt as to what is intended.

My sincere thanks are given to the University of Oxford and

the Government of India for generous help towards lightening the

cost of this book for the benefit of readers.

Oxford,

March, 1922.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL SURVEY OF ANCIENT INDIAN

HISTORICAL TRADITION

^ f(^TW II

II

The brahman, who may know the four Vedas with the Ahgas
and Upanisads, should not really be (regarded as) having attained

proficiency, if he should not thoroughly know the Purana. He
should reinforce the Veda with the Itihasa and Purana. The

Veda is afraid of him who is deficient in tradition,^ (thinking) ‘ he

will do me hurt

Our knowledge of the most ancient times in India rests mainly

on tradition. We know from the evidence of language that the

Aryans entered India very early, and established themselves

ultimately throughout North India and in the north-west of the

Dekhan, so that the history of those times is bound up closely with

the Aryan conquest. The Puranas, the jMahabharata and in

a minor degree the Ramayana profess to give accounts from

tradition about the earliest occurrences. The Vedas, the Brahmanas

and other brahmanie literature supply information also. The oldest

of these, the Rigveda, contains historical allusions, of which some

record contemporary persons and events, but more refer to bygone

times and persons and are obviously based on tradition. Almost all

the information therefore comes from tradition.

' Va 1, 200-1. Pad v, 2, 50—2. Siv v, 1, 35. MBh has the two
verses separately, the first (modified) in i, 2, 645, and the second in

i, 1, 260.
“ Sruta here means ‘ tradition ’, see chap. II.

24GQ B



2 IMPOETANCE OF TRADITION

Ancient India has bequeathed to us no historical works, *' History

is the one weak spot in Indian literature. It is, in fact^ non-

existent. The total lack of the historical sense is so characteristic,

that the whole course of Sanskrit literature is darkened by the

shadow of this defect, suffering as it does from an entire absence

of exact chronology.’ ^ This is especially true of the brahmanic

literature, for it has been truly said, ‘That the Vedic texts, the

Samhitas and the Brahmanas, are not books of historical purpose

is notorious,^ nor do they deal with history.^

The evidence in the Rigveda, whether contemporary notices or

matter concerning the past boiTowed from tradition, consists of

statements more or less isolated; they are merely allusions and

make up no connected account. Even the contemporary notices,

though having all the trustworthiness of first-hand evidence, yet

fix little or nothing definitely of themselves, because they have no

certain chronological setting with reference to other events. The

same remarks hold good for the brahmanical literature later than

the Rigveda. This may be illustrated by the contemporary infor-

mation about king Sudas in the Rigveda.

It tells us of his battle with the ten kings, but that event can-

not be assigned to any definite time unless we know when he lived

;

and there is the widest difference, whether it took place (as scholars

believe at present) when the Aryans were in the Panjab conquering

their way into India, and was a battle between them and the

hostile races who opposed their eastward advance
;
or whether it took

place (as tradition indicates) long after the Aryans had established

themselves in N. India, and was a battle between Sudasa (Sudas),

king of North Paiicala, and other Aryan and non-Aryan kings

who opposed his westward conquests. There is nothing in the

Rigveda to fix his position chronologically, but there are plain

statements in the genealogies and tradition which assign him a

definite place in the scheme of Aryan expansion in North India.

Even contemporary historical notices in the Rigveda therefore

remain chronologically vague, and by themselves yield little infor-

mation that can be co-ordinated for historical purposes. Statements

of an historical kind in the Vedic literature become serviceable, if

they can be linked up with other statements from elsewhere, and

^ Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 10.

^ Professor Keith, JRAS, 1914, pp. 739, 1031 note; 1915, p.

143 note.



ARYAN CONQUEST AND TRADITION 3

that can be only from tradition. It is tradition that gives many

of them a chronological position ; hence the soundness and force

of the counsel given in the verses prefixed to this chapter are

manifest. Tradition therefore becomes all-important. It is the

only resource, since historical works are wanting, and is not an

untrustworthy guide. In ancient times men knew perfectly well

the difference between truth and falsehood, as abundant proverbs

and sayings show. It was natural therefore that they should

discriminate what was true and preserve it
; and historical tradition

must be considered in this light. This will be noticed farther on.

The Aryans could not have established themselves in India with-

out long and arduous warfare. Among the hostile races who

possessed the country before them were not only rude tribes but

also communities in a higher state of civilization (chapter XXV).

The Aryans not only subdued them, but also gradually cleared

much of the country of the forests which occupied a large portion

of its surface, so as to render it fit for themselves, their cattle and

their cultivation.

Their wars, their conquests and the founding of new kingdoms

all implied that there were victorious kings, whose lineage and

exploits would have been sung in many a ksatriya ballad.^ With

their territorial expansion their religion naturally extended its

sphere. Political supremacy fostered religious ascendancy, and

rishis^ and munis, protected and favoured by royal power and

Aryan prestige, spread and propagated their doctrines and obser-

vances, not only in the countries conquered, but also in the

surrounding regions beyond the actual Aryan sway. Thus they

gradually brought the alien peoples and tribes under the influence

of Aryan beliefs and customs. This process has prevailed to the

present day, and along with it another process must have been

going on also, which likewise has continued to the present day,

namely, the Aryans met with religious practices and beliefs among
the peoples whom they ruled over or came into lasting contact with,

and have, assimilated some of them gradually, thus modifying

their own religion to a certain extent.

Their victorious career must have given rise to abundant tradition

of all kinds, warlike, religious and peaceful, and tradition must

have grown with their expansion and the length of their occupa-

* So MBh i, 1
, 220-5 (10 verses).

^ This word is Anglicized throughout.

B 2



4 KINGS AND RISHIS IN TRADITION

tion. Naturally it was impossible to remember all the accumulated

traditions, much dropped out, and only what was important or

specially interesting- to kings, priests and people was preserved.

Consequently the principal matters that would have survived would

he (speaking generall}'^) the genealogies o£ great dynasties, ballads

and stories about famous kings and eminent rishis, and accounts

of the chief popular religious beliefs and observances. Kings and

rishis therefore were the prominent figures, and it is mainly with

them that ancient traditions deal.

There was, however, the widest difference between kings and

rishis. Kings occupied settled countries and towns. The rishis

were not confined to any place, but wandered into woods and hills

and wilds to practise asceticism and a religious life in order to

form and enhance their sacred character. The conditions of a

king^s life were fixed. The rishi was independent; spiritual

eminence being his aim, he sought out when young the teaching

of a distinguished preceptor and, when he had completed his

novitiate, was free to establish his hermitage where he pleased or

to seek the patronage of some king who might welcome his

ministrations. The kings inherited the throne of celebrated

ancestors, whose memory and fame they cherished with pride and

soup-ht to emulate. The rishis came from well-known families
O

indeed, but that birthright merely entitled them to acquire religious

lore, and their advancement depended wholly on their own faculties.

To maintain their lineage and dynasties was the natural and

ardent wish of kings; hence the great desire that is often mentioned

among kings to have sons. Rishis perpetuated their sacred lore

and fame through their disciples, among whom might be their

own sons if capable.

One indication of tins difference is the fact that, while kings

are treated genealogically, brahmanic succession is reckoned by

the line of teaching as shown in the lists of religious teachers set

out in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad,^ Satapatha Brahmana,^ &c.^

Marriage alliances were matters of high importance with kings

and are often noticed. As regards rishis, though the names of the

wives of certain have been preserved, yet very little is ever said

about their marriages except when they married princesses; and

strange stories are told about rishis, which indicate that their

^ ii, 6 ;
iv, 6 ;

vi, 5. " x, 6, 5, 9.

® Macdonell and Keith, Index, ii, p. 236.
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marital relations were not seldom erratic and their lineage by uo

means pured

The result is displayed in the epics and Puranas on the one side

and in the Vedic literature on the other. Sacred lore is the

subject of that literature, and references to secular matters are

generally incidental for the purpose of illustrating some religious

point. The ancient portion of the Puranas consists largel}^, as will

be shown in chapter III, of the royal genealogies and ksatriya

ballads and tales, while most of their teaching on religious matters

was added by brahmans in later times. Dynastic accounts and

heroic tales were the principal subjects of the ksatriya recoi’d.

Royal genealogies are found in thirteen Puranas, the epics and

the Harivaihsa; but brahman genealogies hardly exist and are

most meagre. The former give long lists of kings, but among
rishi families it is rare to find more than three or four descents

remembered, and the longest rishi pedigree is that of Vyasa^s

family with six descents. Further it is noteworthy that, in cases

where a king became a brahman, his ksatriya descent is given

fairly fully, but the succeeding brahman pedigree stops short or

is dissipated into a mere list of gotra names, as is especially

noticeable in the famous case of Visvamitra.^

Such were the widely different conditions of kings and rishis.

The secular business of kings, their wars and exploits, naturally

had little interest for rishis, who dwelt apart from the world and

were affected little and only indirectly by political changes. On
the other hand, though eminent rishis commanded veneration from

kings and their services were at times keenly solicited and hand-

somely rewarded, yet the religious doctrines of the rishis lay

generally outside the purview of kings, unless they were hrahnanya,
‘ brahmanically-minded k Such was the attitude of the people also

at large.

The foregoing considerations show that there must have been

abundant tradition about kings and their exploits, and also much
tradition about rishis and their doings; but it is obvious that in

such different conditions the traditions about kings and those about

rishis must have been correspondingly separate, that is, there must

^ Sorensen’s Index to the MBh re Drona, Krpa, Vyasa, &c. Vedic
Index ii, 84, 259.

' Va5i, 96-103. Bd iii, 66, 68-75. Br iO, 57-63. Hv .27, 1460-8;
32, 1767-72. MBh xiii, 4, 248-59.



6 NO WANT OF ANCIENT TRADITION

have been two great streams of distinct tradition, ksatriya tradition

and brahmanic tradition. It is absurd to suppose that all the

genuine ksatriya tradition has been lost or utterly corrupted, and

that the traditions which we have now are spurious. If the

brahmans could and did preserve their religious compositions with

the most scrupulous care and fidelity, it is absurd to suppose the

opposite about ksatriya tradition, when (as will be shown in

chapter II) there were men whose business it was to preserve such

tradition. The general trustworthiness of tradition is the fact

demonstrated, wherever it has been possible to test tradition by

the results of discoveries and excavations, and we should distrust

scepticism born of ignorance. The position now is this—there

is a strong presumption in favour of tradition
;

if anj'- one contests

tradition, the burden lies on him to show that it is wrong
;
and,

till he does that, tradition holds the field.

The distinction between ksatriya and brahmanic tradition is very

important. It is entirely natural, and there would be matter for

wonder if it had not existed, because the Vedic literature confines

itself to religious subjects, and notices political and secular occur-

rences only incidentally so far as they had a bearing on the

religious subjects
;
and it is absurd to suppose that that literature

contains all the genuine tradition that existed about political and

secular occurrences, such as those involved in the Aryan conquest

of North India and those revealed partially in the Rigveda. The

very fact that that literature deals almost exclusively with

brahmanic thought and action implies that there must have been

a body of other tradition dealing with the ksatriyas and the great

part that they played during that conquest and in the political

life that was the outcome of it.^ The distinction existed from the

earliest times, until the original Parana was compiled and passed

into the custody of the Puranic brahmans, as will be explained in

chapter II. It is strikingly illustrated in two ways, first, by

comparing the notices of kings and rishis in the epic and Puranic

literature and in the Vedic literature, and secondly, by the

difference between the two kinds of tradition. The former is

discussed here, and the latter will be dealt with in chapter V.

Famous kings in the epics and Puranas were Mandhatr, Hari-

scandra, Sagara, Bhagiratha, Dasaratha and Rama of Ayodhya

;

^ The brahmans of course magnified their part therein, Macdonell and

Keith, Vedic Index, ii, 5-6, 91.
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Sasabindu and Arjuna Kartavirya among Yadavas
;

Dusyanta,

Bharata, AjamTdha, Kuru and Santanu among Pauravas; Jahnu

and Gadhi of Kanyakubja ;
Divodasa and Pratardana of Kasi

;

Vasu Caidya of Cedi and Magadha
;

Marutta Aviksita and

Trnabindu of the Vaisala kingdom ;
and Usinara and Sivi of

the Panjab Anavasd All wex’e great monarchs, some of them great

conquerors, and many (it is said) great sacrificers. The Rigvedic

canon was not closed till after their times, because it contains a

hymn by Devapi, brother (or cousin) of king Santanu
;
yet none

of those kings are mentioned in the hymns except Bharata/

Santanu,^ apparently Ajamldha^ and Mandhatr/ and possibly

Rama,® while x, 134 is attributed to Mandhatr, and in x, 179,

verse 1 is assigned to Sivi and verse 2 to Pratardana.

This difference is the more remarkable, because those kings

did not all miss laudation for want of rishis. The Vasisthas were

hereditary priests of Ayodhya, and various members of their family

are mentioned in close connexion with Hariscandra, Sagara and

Dasaratha. Arjuna Kartavirya was favoured by Datta Atreya.^

Marutta Aviksita had Samvarta Ahgirasa for his priest,® and

a Vasistha was minister to Kuru’s father Samvarana,® It can

hardly be supposed that none of those rishis was capable of com-

posing a hymn, nor that no rishis existed who might have

celebrated the others of those kings. The absence of laudation

is particularly noticeable in the case of Bharata. He is the only

one of those great kings who is really extolled in Vedic literature,

and yet no contemporary hymn in his honour exists. He reigned

in central Madhyadesa and seems to have been eminently hrahmanya',

and some of his descendants, Gargyas, Sahkrtyas and others,

became brahmans, as will be shown in chapter XXIII,
On the other hand, the kings who are lauded in the Rigveda are

hardly known to ksatriya fame. Some, such as A’adhryasva,

Divodasa, Sriljaya, Sudas, Sahadeva and Somaka are mentioned as

kings in the North Pancala genealogy,^® but nothing particular is

^ See chap. IX and the table of genealogies in chap. XII.
“ vi, IQ, 4 &c. ^ X, 98, 1 &c. ^ iv, 44, 6.

“ Called Mandhatr in Rigv i, 112, 1 3 : viii, 39, 8 ; 40, 1 2.

' X, 93, 14.
’ Va 94, 10-11. Mat45,15. Hv55, 1852-3. Pad V, 4.2, 1 18-19, &c.
* Va 86, 9-11. Bd iii, 61, 5-7. Bhag ix, 2, 26.
“ MBh i, 473, 6615-19.
Table of genealogies in chap. XII. JRAS 1918, pp. 229 f.
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recorded in tlie epics and Puranas about any of them except

Somaka, and the story told of him is not creditable^ Others again

such as Abh^ avartin Cayamana, Srutarvan Arksa^ Pla3mgi Asahga

and Svanaya Bhavya^ are absolutely" unknown to the genealogies^

the epics and the Puranas. The explanation of this difference is

that the hymns celebrate, not the really great kings, but those who
specially favoured and enriched poetical rishis. The praise is no

measure of the king’s greatness or fame, but rather the rishi’s

grateful laudation of the king^s dignity" and generosity. A king,

though undistinguished, who secured the services of a poetical rishi

and rewarded him liberally", might naturally obtain such praise.^

Similar remarks hold "ood with rearard to the rishis celebrated

in the Rigveda and in the epics and Puranas, though the difference

is naturally not so wide, because the latter in praising them approxi-

mate to Vedic matter. Great rishis mentioned in the latter were

RcTka, Jamadagni and his son Rama among the Bhargavas
;
the

Vasisthas of Trisahku and Hariscandra, of Sagara and of Kalmasa-

pada, all of Ayodhya, and also Parasara
;
Datta and Durvasas of the

Atreyas
;
Brhaspati, Saihvarta, Dirghatamas and Bharadvaja among

the Ahgii’asas
;
the first and great Visvamitra and Agastya : yet

no hymns are attributed to some of them, and the portions attributed

to others are meagre. Dirghatamas, Parasara, Bharadvaja,

Agastya, Visvamitra, Atri and Vasistha are credited with many
hymns, yet these names appear to be merely" gotra and not personal

names except the first two. On the other hand many rishis, to

whom numerous hymns are ascribed, such as Madhucchandas,

Kanva, Medhatithi, KaksTvant, Grtsamada, Vamadeva and Asita,

are mentioned in the epics and Puranas, though little definite is

said about them. The majority of reputed authors are unknown

to those works.

The A^edic literature gives us notices of ancient times from the

brahmanic and religious points of view, and ksatriya tradition

enables us to picture ancient India and its political conditions from

the ksatriya standpoint. The ksatriyas manifestly played the most

important part in the Aryan conquest of India, and if we wish to

discover and estimate what their position and achievements were,

it is essential to study their traditions, for, as will be shown, the

Puranic genealogies, and they alone, give an account how the Aila

' MBh iii, 1^5, 10422; 1^7, 10470 to 1£S, 10499.
^ See Veck'c Index ii, 82

,
Gifts to brahmans.
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race dominated all the regions to which we assign the Aryan occu-

pation, while the brahmanic literature contains no inkling whatever

of that great transformation.

Vedic literature not only lacks the historical sense as pointed

out above (p. 2), but is not always to be trusted in matters that

concerned brahmanical claims and pretensions. The greatest

brahmanical book is the Rigveda. It is a compilation of hymns

composed by many authors and is arranged according to certain

principles. It must manifestly have been compiled and arranged

by some one or more persons, yet Vedic literature says absolutely

nothing about this. The brahmans cannot have been ignorant

about it, for they preserved it and its text with unparalleled care

;

they certainly did not accept and venerate this canon blindly upon

uncertain authority, and they must have known who compiled it

and established its text.^ This is made clearer by another fact,

namel}', that Vedic literature professes to know and declares the

names of the authors of nearly all the hymns and even of single

verses, yet it ignores all knowledge of the person or persons who
afterwards compiled and arranged those hymns. To suppose that,

when it preserved the earlier information, it was ignorant of the

later work in so vital a matter is ridiculous. Plainly therefore

Vedic literature has deliberately suppressed all information on these

matters.

Epic and Puranic tradition unanimously and repeatedly declares

that the Veda was ‘ arranged ’ by the great rishi, Parasara’s son

Krsna Dvaipayana, who was consequently renowned by the name
Vyasa.^ Yet Vedic literature is remarkably reticent about him,

for the Vedic Index mentions no such Krsna, no Dvaipayana, and

the only Vyasa noticed is Vydsa Fdrdmrya, and all it says about

him is that this ‘ is the name of a mythical sage who in the Vedic

period is found only as a pupil of Visvaksena in the Vamsa (list of

teachers) at the end of the Samavidhana Brahmana and in the late

Taittirlya Aranyaka.-* ^ The Mahabharata and Puranas are full of

Vyasa and habitually refer to him as ^ Vyasa and it is incredible

^ AVe might as well suppose that we do not know who translated the
Bible into German, or who gave us the English Bible.

^

2 e.g. MBh i, 63, 2417; 105, 4236. Va 60, 11-12. Vis iii. 4, 2.

Kur i, 53, 10. Acknowledged in the brahmanical Santi-parvan, MBh
xii, 343, 13025, 13119.

® Vedic Index ii, p. 339.
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that all they say about him is pure fiction. It is beyond doubt

that the Vedie literature has deliberately ignored him; there is

a conspiracy ol silence in it both about the compilation of the

Rigveda and about the pre-eminent rishi who is declared to have

^ arranged ’
it. The reason is patent. The brahmans put forward

the doctrine that the Veda existed from everlasting, hence to admit

that any one had compiled or even arranged it struck at the root of

their doctrine and was in common parlance, ‘ to give their whole

case away.’

These considerations show how little trust can be placed in the

Vedic literature as regards any matter which the brahmans found

awkward for their pretensions. When they suppressed facts of the

greatest moment, it was a light thing to distort smaller matters.^

Historical tradition in the Vedic literature has one great merit

over that in the epics and Puranas, namely, that that literature has

been very carefully preserved and what it contains now is what it

contained when it was composed, so that its statements are state-

ments of that time. Hence there is a strong presumption that its

statements being ancient are nearer accuracy than statements in

the epics and Puranas which were not so scrupulously preserved.

Rut the presumption is seriously weakened by three well-known

facts, (1) that literature deals with religious matters and is not

of historical purpose nor does it deal with history (p. 2) ; (2) the

brahmans, its authors, lacked the historical sense ;
and (3) they

lived in secluded hermitages, and so lacked clear knowledge. The

first two of these facts have been discussed above, and the third

will be noticed more fully in chaijter V, but one illustration of it

may be mentioned here. The brahmanical story of Sunahsepa^

speaks of the most famous city Ayodhya as a village {grama) !

®

With such grave defects the presumption virtually disappears,

and two instances may be cited in which the brahmanical books are

wrong, both taken from that story, which affords special oppor-

tunities for testing brahmanical accuracy. It says that the sacrifice

of Sunahsepa was a rajasuya, and the first Visvamitra is there

styled Bharata-rsahlia. Now tbe sacrifice was not a rajasuya,

because Hariscandra had been reigning then some twenty-five

years, the real rajasuya took place early in his reign, and the sacrifice

.
' They did misrepresent, cf. Vedic, Index ii, 256.

^ Aitareya Brahm vii, 5, 1 f. Sahkhayaua Sr Sutra xv, 17-25.

^ JRAS, 1917, p. 52, note.
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of Sunahsepa was merely the belated fulfilment of a special vow.

The appellation Bharata-rsabha, ‘ leader of the Bharatas/ was im-

possible, because the Bharatas were VisvamitiVs descendants and

had not come into existence then, as will be shown in chapter IX.

^

Statements in Vedic literature therefore, though ancient, may be

incorrect, and, if wrong originally, no amount of carefuh preserva-

tion can make them true. Besides, priestly tampering must not

he forgotten, as shown above with regard to Vyasa.

Though historical works about ancient India are wanting, yet

tradition has handed down fairly copious genealogies of the ancient

dynasties. These state the succession of kings, and in that way
are historical. They are almost the only historical data found in

Sanskrit books as regards ancient political development; and the

lists of teachers in professed chronological order set out in some

brahmanical books supply evidence as regards brahmanical suc-

cession. The genealogies form the basis by which the investigation

of tradition for historical ends may be tested. They supply the

best chronological clue, for the Vedic literature, as shown above, is

not a sure guide in historical matters.

Great importance has been attached to historical statements in

the Vedic literature, even when not contemporaneous and when

based on tradition, and epic and Puranic tradition has been dis-

credited, however numerous and clear may be its statements about

any particular matter. Such exaltation of Vedic literature and

depreciation of epic and Puranic tradition has led to surprising

conclusions. Tradition in many passages tells of an early and

well-known king of Ayodhya named Satyavrata Trisahku, who was

the subject of a famous contest between Vasistha and Visvamitra,^

and the Taittiriya Brahmana (i, 10, 6) merely names an obscure

religious teacher Trisanku (who belonged to a far later time)
;

yet it has been said,
‘ The confusion of the chronology in the tales

'“ji of Trisahku is a good example of the worthlessness of the supposed

epic tradition An apt parallel to the two Trisahkus occurs in

Saul king of Israel and Saul (Paul) the religious teacher; yet

'i
would any one say—the confusion of the chronology in the tales

f of Saul is a good example of the worthlessness of the supposed

A historical books of the Old Testament ?

i
' ‘ JEAS, 1917, pp. 57, 64. The rajasuya, MBhii, 12, 491-5.

^ Chap. XVIII. JEAS, 1913, pp. 888 f
. ; 1917, pp. 37-40.

^ Vedic Index i, 331.

•k':

'

,;l
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Exaltation of Vedic literature has drawn historical conclusions

even from its silence. It is not of historical purpose and does not

deal with history (p. 2), hence its silence about historical points

is of no significance, and to draw historical conclusions from its

mere silence is astonishing. Two illustrations of this may be

adduced. -

First, it is said with refei’ence to Yayati, ‘ There is no trace

whatever of his connexion with Puru, as in the Epic, the tradition

of which must be deemed to be inaccurate’.^ Would any one

argue—there is no trace whatever in the Book of Psalms of David'’s

connexion with Solomon, as in the historical books of the Old

Testament, the statement of which must be deemed to be in-

accurate ?

A few words may be said about the argument from silence, and

the second example will illustrate them. Some matter, say A, is

mentioned, and nothing is said about another matter, say B

;

and

the question is, whether the silence regarding JB proves anything

against it. If B is closely connected with or directly related to A,

it would naturally arise with A, and we should expect to hear of it

along with A, so that, if it is not mentioned, the silence is strange

and is cogent evidence against B. But if B is apart from A and

has no concern with it, there is no reason why it should ordinarily

be mentioned with A, so that the silence is natural and indicates

nothing. The criterion is, whether in the particular circumstances

silence is unnatural or not. If unnatural, it is significant; if

natural, it has no significance in this respect.

The second illustration is this. The epics and Puranas repeatedly

declare that the first Visvamitra was a king who became a brahman,

but ‘ there is no trace of his kingship in the Rigveda ’
;
and, though

it is supported even by brahmanical books such as the Nirukta and

the Aitareya and Paheavimsa Brahmanas, yet the conclusion has

been drawn, ‘ that there is no real trace of this kingship of Visvii-

mitra : it may probably be dismissed as a mere legend, with no

more foundation at most than that Visvamitra was of a family

which once had been royal. But even this is doubtful Now,

after Visvamitra had renounced his ksatriya status and kingdom

and become a brahman, neither he nor his descendants had any

motive to refer to that discarded past in any Vedic hymns, which

he or they may have composed as rishis in circumstances that had

^ Vedic Index ii, 187 .
^ Ibid, ii, 311 -12 .
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nothing to do with that past and were alien to it, while other rishis

had no concern witli it. It would have been surprising if his

kingship had been mentioned in such circumstances, and it is

entirely natural that there sliould be no mention of it in the

Rigveda. The non-mention of it there is not only no reason for

discrediting the tradition but it is in exact keeping with what would

be expected if the tradition were true. The tradition therefore

stands unshaken.^

The foregoing considerations suggest some remarks on the way

in which ancient Indian historical tradition should be treated. It

is not to be put aside as wholly unworthy of attention^ nor is it to

be summarily explained by prima facie comments. The former

course is not criticism but is mere prejudging the matter, and the

latter is superficial observation. It is not to be interpreted by way

of personification and allegory, as that the story of Rama’s doings

in S. India and Ceylon represents the spread of Aryan civilization

in the south. That is akin to euhemerism, and shirks real examina-

tion by suggesting a specious theory. Nor is it to be scrutinized

for defects and discrepancies and so promptly discredited. All

human testimony is liable to error, and tradition is human testimony

concerning the long past : hence it is not to be discarded simply

because it contains discrepancies. Ancient Indian historical tradition

must be examined and weighed with the aid of all infoi-mation

available and of experience and common sense. It was preserved

by the sutas or bards and when collected into the Purana soon

passed into the hands of the Puranic brahmans, as will be shown

in the next chapter. The attitude of the latter to ancient matters

differed from that of the former, and changed still more as time

went on through the causes that will be explained in chapter V,

taking more and more a brahmanieal colouring, so that generally

the more brahmanieal a statement is, the later or less trustworthy

it is. This will appear, for instance, from the variations in the

descriptions of the Danavas, Daityas and Raksasas.^ The older

accounts treat them as men, the late brahmanieal as demons.

Hitherto opinions about ancient India have been based on a study

of the Veda and Vedic literature without much regard for historical

tradition outside that. Historical tradition yields very different

conclusions. To make the former the chief and authoritative basis

^ JRAS, 1913, 887-8.
^ See Prof. E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology, pp. 38—52.
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of historical reconstruction is much the same as to write European

history mainly from theological works—an undertaking that would

not receive a moment’s acceptance
;
yet that is how ancient India

has heen treated, and the results have heen regarded with satisfac-

tion. Vedic literature is not authoritative in historical matters

(except where it notices contemporary matters), and conclusions

drawn from it are not criteria for estimating the results yielded hy

historical tradition in the epics and Puranas. Those results are set

out in the following pages and must be judged independently on

their own merits. I have not drawn information from Buddhist

and Jain literature, because it is of no real help: it is religious,

does not deal wdth history any more than Vedic literature, and

having diverged from the main course of Indian religion had largely

lost touch with ancient tradition.

In the following chapters I endeavour to deal fully with ancient

Indian historical tradition, basing my statements always on definite

statements in Sanskrit books and citing those authorities
;
and no

statements are made without such support.^ The chief authorities

are the Puranas and the Mahabharata, and less reliably the

Ramayana
;
and as the first are continually mentioned, the word

is Anglicized as Purana. Among the Puranas is reckoned the

Harivamsa which is really a Purana. The Puranas are cited by

name,^ and the Mahabharata in the Calcutta edition.^ References

are cited as copiously as possible, so that all passages may be

combined and receive due consideration, because, when tradition is

dealt with, the quantity and character of the statements about any

particular matter are important in the way of evidence. The same

matter or person has often to be noticed in different aspects or

connexions, and cross-references have been given as far as practi-

cable, yet it is impossible in the early pages to particularize later

pages. A copious index is added, which will aid comparison, so that

all the information on any particular subject may be collected, and

the book serve as a compendium of ancient historical tradition.

' Sanskrit passages have not been quoted except rarely when essential,

because of the great cost of printing.

^ The editions cited are these : Vayu, Matsya, Brahma and Padma,
Anandasrama. Kurma, Markandeya, Varaha and Vrhannaradlya, Biblio-

theca Indica. Agni, Lihga, Garuda and Visnu, Jivdnanda Vidydsdgar’s.

Brahmanda and Bhavisya, ^rl-Venkateivara. Bhagavata, Gana'pata-

Krsndjl.
® Including the Harivaih^a. The Ramayana in the Bombay edition.
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CHAPTER II

TRADITION, ITS PRESERVERS AND THE ORIGIN
OF THE PURANAS

The Vayii and Padma Puranas tell us how ancient genealogies,

tales and ballads were preserved, namely, by the sutas, and they

describe the suta’s duty. Their statements are different versions

of the same original. The Vayu {1, 31-2) says^—'The suta’s

special duty as perceived by good men of old was to preserve the

genealogies of gods, rishis and most glorious kings, and the

traditions of great men, which are displayed by those who declare

sacred lore in the Itihasas and Puranas.'’ The Padma (v, 1, 27-8)

says similarly,^ but in a later and inferior version—‘ This is the

suta’s duty from primaeval time as perceived by good men, to

compose the genealogies of gods, rishis and most glorious kings

and the eulogies of great men, who are seen as declarers of sacred

lore in the Itihasas and Puranas.’ In the Vayu’s statement s7-7da

obviously means 'tradition’ and not 'celebrated’, as the corre-

sponding word sttdi in the Padma version shows, and the meaning

'celebrated’ yields poor sense. The sutas would have, as bards have

generally, preserved ballads and songs as well as genealogies.

Smta here does not mean 'sacred tradition’, but simply 'tradition’,

for it is often used so in tbe Puranas, as will be shown. Stuti in

the Padma would generally mean a ' ballad in praise of ’, and

eulogies of and ballads about great men of the past would naturally

be one subject of tradition.^ Eulogistic ballads are found, as those

* Sva-dharma eva sutasya sadbhir drstah puratanaih

devatanam rslnam ca rajnam camita-tejasam

vamSanain dharanaih karyam irutanam ca mahatmanam
itihasa-puranesu dista ye brahma-vadibhih.

Ye appears to refer to vamia and sruta, and to be in the masc., in agree-

ment with vamsa
;
but it might refer to mahatmanam.

^ Esa dharmas tu sutasya sadbhir drstah sanatanah

devatanam rslnam ca rajnam amita-tejasam

tad vaihia-karanam * karyam stutlnam ca mahatmanam
itihasa-puranesu drsta ye brahma-vadinah

* Some copies read dhdranam as in Va.

^ Cf. MBh xiii, W4, 5104. Stuti-Purdna-jha, xii, 53, 1898.
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in praise of Arjuna Kartavirya/ Alarka,^ Devavrdha ^ and others.

Further the word hrahna in both versions does not neeessarily mean

Vedic or brahmanic lore, but means Puranie lore, both because of

the subjects mentioned and because the Puranas assert themselves

to be hralinia^ and place themselves on an equality with the Veda,

as will be shown at the end of this chapter. The Vayu^s statement

is the older and appears to be the more trustworthy version,

yet both come to practically the same effect for the present

purpose.

The suta mentioned here is not the caste that was described as

the offspring of a ksatriya father and brahman mother; ® that was

a later application of the term. This suta was a bard, like the

magadha, and the origin of both is placed in the time of a primaeval

king Prthu, son of Vena.® It is explained by a fable, which says

the first suta and magadha came into existence at his sacrifice, and

gives a fanciful explanation of the names. What is noteworthy is

that the story says Prthu assigned the Anupa (or Suta) country to

the suta and Magadha to the magadha
;

and this discloses that

the magadhas were really inhabitants of Magadha and the sutas

inhabitants of the Anupa country which appears to mean Bengal

here, or of the Suta country, the district east of Magadha. -The

story clearly distinguishes between these sutas and the later class

sprung from ksatriya fathers and brahman mothers which also was

called suta, and explains that the latter received this name because

they observed the same duty as the original sutas, while they were

also allowed two other inferior occupations, namely, secondly,

employment with a ksatriya in connexion with chariots, elephants

' Ed iii, G9, 19 f. Va 94, 19 f. IJat 43, 23 f. Br 13, 170 f. Pad v,

12, 125 f.

2 Bd iii, 67, 70-1. Va 92, 66-7. Br 11, 51-3. Hv 29, 1588-90.
=> Va 96, 13-16. Br 15, 41-44.
* Param brahma sandtanam, Bd i, 1, 11. Brahma-vidyd, Pad iv,

110, 400. Cf. brahma sandtana, Bd ii, 26, 65. Va 55, 68. See Va 1, 196.
® Manu X, 11, 17. MBh xiii, 48, 2571-3 : &c.
® The whole account is narrated in Va 62, 137—48, and Bd ii, 36,

158-73. Less fully in Va 1, 33-8: Pad ii, .27, 65-86; v, I, 29-35:

Br 4, 60-8 : Hv 5, 324—9. Voticed, Kiir 1, 6 ;
14. 12 : Siv vii, 56,

30-1 : MBh xii, 59, 2233-4 : Br 2, 24-5
;
Hv 2, 78 : Ag 18, 15-16.

'M-a.62,147. Bd ii, 56, 172. MBh xii, 59, 2234. Br 4, 67. Hv 5,

325. Pad V, 1, 31. But Pad ii, 27, 86-7, says wrongly Mahodaya to

the suta, magadha and vandin, and Kalihga to the carana. Mahodaya =
Kfinyakuhja, Pad v, 35, 1, 193. Earn (ed Gorr.) i, 35, 5, 35.
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aud horses^ and lastly, medicine.^ The original sutas seem to have

been gradually superseded by the latter class.

The sutas are often classed with magadhas and vandins, even in

descriptions of ancient times, ^ and distinctions are sometimes made

between these three classes. One statement makes the suta a

paurdnika, the magadha a genealogist (vamm-saihsaka), and the

vandin a eulogist (stdvaka).^ Another makes the two latter eulogists

and says much the same of the suta also.^ A thii’d passage says

that from Prthu^s time the sutas and magadhas, who both came

into existence then, were royal panegyrists, and they and the

vandins awakened the king in the morning with their blessings.®

The Mahabharata has other expressions.®

The distinction between the original sutas and magadhas and the

two later mixed castes which were dubbed suta and magadha is

clearly noticed in the Kautillya Arthasastra. When dealing with

pratlloma offspring it says that the offspring of a vaisya and women
of the two higher castes are the mdgadJia and vaidehaka •, and that

of a ksatriya and a brahman woman is the siitad Then it adds,

‘ But the suta who is mentioned in the Puranas is different, and so

also is the magadha icho is mentioned there, from biahmana-ksatriya

offspring by a real distinction ’
:
® that is, in the Puranas the suta

' The passages in second note above, collated, run thus

—

yac ca ksatrat samahhavad brahmanyam hina-yonitah

sutah 25urvena sadharmyat tulya-dharmah 2)rakirtitah

inadhyamo hy esa sutasya dharmah ksatropajlvanam

ratha-nagasva-caritam jaghanyam ca cikitsitam.

So used, MBh xiv, 72, 2087. Cf. Manu x, 47. This statement helps to

elucidate the brahraanical information about the suta in the Yedic Index.
' Hv 107, 5964 ; 113, 6324. MBh viii, 1, 12.
® Garga Samhita, Goloka-khanda, 12, 36. Quoted in Indian Antiquary,

1893, vol. xxii, p. 253, note : and the commentator on Ram ii, 6, 6 says

the same.
' Pad ii, 27, 71-2, and 85-6. MBh iii, 256, 15325 : xiv, 64, 1896 :

XV, 23, 624.
® Bd ii, 36, 172-3. Va 62, 148. Cf. MBh iii, 233, 14750 : xv, 38,

1061 : Ram ii, 65, 1—4.
® MBh xiii, 48, 2571-3.
^ Book iii, chap. 7 (p. 165). See Manu x, 11, 16 f. MBh xiii, 48,

2571 f.; 49, 2622-3.
® Ibid, line 7—Pauranikas tv anyas suto magadha^ ca hrahma-ksatrad

vi^esatah. R. Shama Sastri translates this thus, ‘ But men of the names,
Suta and Magadha, celebrated in the puranas, are quite different and of

greater merit than either Brahmans or Ksatriyas ’—where the last asser-

tion is surely staggering. Brahma-ksatra means sometimes ‘brahmans and

C2465
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is different from the suta wlio is the offspring' of a brahman woman
by a hsatriya, and the magadha from the mag’adha who is the

offspring of a ksatriya woman by a vaisya. Here the Pauranika

suta and magadha are clearly distinguished from the pratiloma

suta and magadha
;
and the reference to them as Pauranika

plainl}^ suggests that they were only known from the Puranas

in Kautilya^s time and had ceased to exist then, in the fourth

century b.c.

A remote antiquity was thus assigned to the original sutas, who

were royal and other hards and held an honourable position
;
and

that is true because bards existed in various countries in the earliest

times and were highly esteemed. It was thus their duty to preserve

the genealogies of gods, rishis and famous kings and the ballads

about celebrated men^—which were all matters of ancient tradition;

and this statement of their duty refers obviously to the earliest times

before the Purana was compiled, because there would have been no

genealogies or ballads to collect and fashion into the Purana, unless

they had been preserving such ancient traditions all along. The

genealogies of kings and rishis are referred to as really existing

and as well known to those who were learned in ancient lore.^ The

suta had no duty with regard to the Vedas.^

Tradition is cited by various expressions. Swrta, ‘ remembered,’

is the most common, and often has little force, but sometimes its

use is emphatic, as in the statements that Visvamitra was re-

membered as having had the (ksatriya) name Visvaratha,^ and that

Sukra-Usanas had the name Kavya.® Similarly anususnmia, ‘we

have heard it handed down,’ occurs fairly often.® Abundant is the

ksatriyas e. g. MBh xii, 65, 2430; Mat 47, 32; 273, 61, 63; Va 99,

443, 446 ;
Br 45, 35 ; 123, 6 : and with reference to the Aila race which

being ksatriya gave rise to ksatriyan brahmans and brahmans. Mat 50, 88 ;

Va 99, 278. Sometimes it means a blending of the two, as where ksatriya

kings became brahmans, e.g. Va 57, 121 (cf. Mat 143, 37); Hv.27, 1469;

32, 1773
;
Br 10, 63: or where a brahman became practically a ksatriya,

like Rama Jamadagnya, Va 65, 94 ;
Bd iii, 1, 98.

' So the suta is called vamsa-husala, Vayu 4, 2.

® MBh iii, 200, 13482-5; 88, 8329-30.
® Va 1, 33. Pad v, 1, 29.
^ Br 10, 56 : Hv. 27, 1459 ; 32, 1766.
® Va 65, 75. Other instances. Mat 49, 75-6; Va 99, 190-1

;
Hv 20,

1081-2
;
Bd ii, 32, 122.

' e.g. Va 62, 174; 96, 123. Bd ii, 36, 201 ;
iii, 71, 124. Hv 4, 47.

Br 4, 95. MBh i, 94, 3740 : xii, 227, 8267.
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use of the phrase iti nah Sruiam^ ‘ so we have heard/ or shortly

iti srutani^ and its equivalent occurs often, iti sndih^ ‘ such is the

tradition/ where &mta and sruti refer to secular tradition.

Sruti generally means ‘ sacred text
’
or ^ sacred tradition but in

the Puranas very often means ordinary tradition and not sacred

tradition, because the phrase iti Snitih occurs too often to be a

clerical mistake, and because matters on which it is cited do not

appear to be mentioned or even alluded to in the Vedie literature.

For instance, the Vayu (88, 28) says, 'Brhadasva^s son was

Kuvalasva, such is the irnti’ , and both the Brahma (8, 68) and

Harivamsa {15, 802) say, one of king SagaiVs two wives brought

forth a gourd (out of which developed 60,000 sons), such is the

huti: but these citations are wholly unknown to Vedic literature.^

Again the Matsya {47, 186) says that Devayani was born from

Kavya, such is the sruti, and the Ramayana says of king Asita of

Ayodhya (called Bahu in the Puranas), ^his two wives were with

child, such is the sruti,’ ® though Vedic literature knows nothing

about either statement.

Those notices refer to genealogical matters,® and sruti is found

used similarly regarding other matters. Thus the Padma (v, 11,

69-71) quotes a long-enduring sruti, that a son who goes to Gaya
will please his seven paternal ancestors and also others of his

maternal grandfathers. The Brahma {175, 35) declares Uma is

queen of the three worlds and mother of the world, such is the

well-known sruti. The former is not known to Vedic tradition,

nor apparently is the latter.

The phrase iti hutih is also the authority adduced for many
statements of various kinds, which do not appear to come from

sacred tradition, such as these: that Visnu is infinite;’^ that the

Parana should be heard daily
;
® that Yayati attained to heaven

' Va 2, 15; 62, 192; 65, 42; 88, 153; 90, 3, 10, 24; 93, 2; 99,

175. Other Puranas similarly.

' Y& 94, SI, &c. Of. Mat 35, 4.

' Va 18, 3, 11, 14; 59, 73; 65, 43; 83, 127; 83, 7; 88, 28, 182;
89, 8, 15; 92, 70; 94, 4; 99, 200, 231. Mat 35, 5; 36, 2. Br 7, 6.

Hv 10, 619. Kur i, 22, 24. Pad iv, 17, 70 ; 111, 35. Lg i, 27, 50.

Bd in various passages, that correspond to those cited from Va, reads iti

srutah or visrutah instead, e.g. iii, 63, 29, 182 ; 64, 8, 15 ; 67, 74 : but
in iii, 1, 43 it has iti irutih. Its variations are probably editorial.

* Not found in Vedic Index. ® Bam i, 70, 30 ;
ii, 110, 18.

® So also many of the references in third note above.
' Mat 247. 39. ® Pad iv. 111. 35.
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a second time
;
^ that there is no unrighteousness greater than

theft
;
2 and others.®

This meaning of sruti does not, I believe, occur in later brahmanic

additions nor in the latest Puranas that are frankly sectarian. In

passages enunciating purely brahmanic matter, which are later

additions, smti appears in its ordinary brahmanic sense and is

generally restricted to ^ sacred text or tradition as for instance

in the brahmanic mrihatmya of the river Godavari called Gautami

Gahga,® and when it is contrasted with svirti,^ and in other

brahmanic passages
;

also it is used at times with the word Veda,

seemingly as meaning sacred tradition.® Sometimes its precise

import is not quite clear.®

Similar remarks apply to the word eruta in such connexions,

where it has its brahmanic sense generall}^^® Iti nah smtam is then

applied to late mystic 'doctrine.^^ Srutam and iti smtam are used

sometimes in tales and fables about tlrthas in order apparently to

give them a semblance of ancient tradition,^® just as Veda-vids are

cited as vouching for the sanctity of tlrthas on the Godavari

;

and it is even asserted that that river was celebrated by rishis in

the Veda as v/ell as in the Purana.^^ Iti srutah is similarly used in

this latter way.^®

The use of smti for ordinary tradition is thus well-established in

the earlier parts of the Puranas and especially in those containing

ksatriya tradition. When there was need to distinguish Vedic

1 Mat 35
,
5. ^ Lg i, 90, 12.

" MBh viii, 33,
1394 : xlii, 155

,
7267. Mat 111

, 6 ; 247,
7

, 8, 39, 44.

Lg i, 90
,
14-15. Var 13

,
10. Va 53

,
108. Bd ii, 24 , 133. Br 213,

32. Hv 42 , 2226.
* So defined, Mat 145

, 32 : Va 59
,
31 : Bd ii, 32

,
35. Sruti-vetta

purohitah. Mat 230
,
9.

^ Br 161
, 15, 33, 35; 174 , 4, 5.

« Va 59, 51. Bd ii, 32, 56. Mat 52, 12 ;
144

, 7; 145, 52. Pad iv,

17
, 25 : vi, 250

, 55; 256 , 6; 280
,
35-6.

’ e. g. Br. 221
, 170 ;

223, 56. Pad i, 51
, 50 : vi, 277, 49.

* Br 175
,
78. Vuranam Veda-iruti-samahitam, Br 213

,
167 and 31

(where for deva read Veda). Va 100
,
33 has Vede irutaa Purdne ca, but

Bd iv, 1
,
30 for irutau reads smrtau.

e. g. Mat 95
, 2; Br 75, 21.’

e. g. Va 91 , 104. Bd iii, 66, 76. Pad v, 19
, 337; 49

,
105. So

srutavant, Br 224
, 33; 226

,
28.

e. g. Lg ii, 52
,

1. e. g. Br 111
, 85; 113, 18 ;

164 , 41.

Br 99, 1 ; 101 , 1 ;
152

, 1 ;
164

,
53-4. “ Br 174

, 29.

Lg i, 29, 46 : ii, 8, 8. Pad vi, 224
, 42, 43 ; 238

,
7 .
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tradition^ it was cited as Vaidiki Sruti
;

^ and so also Vedic gathiis ^

and Vedic mantras ® were distinguished from ordinary gathas and

Puranic mantras by the same epithet. Sometimes the word lauJcika

was added to distinguish ordinary or popular matters from Vedic,

as in the cases of dharma,^ vidya ® and sabda.”

The phrase iti krntah is common.'^ The words sruyate^ and

Sruyante^ are used of tradition. This use of sruyate is set against

kruyate in brahmanical works; thus, it is often used in the Vedar-

thadlpika and always of statements quoted from Vedic literature,

but never, I believe, of non-sacred tradition, which is cited simply

as an ‘ itihasa ’, or bj'' the word smaryate in its notice of Rig-

veda i, 65.

The Vayu, Brahmanda and Visnu give an account, how the

original Purana came into existence
;

and the Bhagavata also gives

an account,^^ which however is different and, being late and untrust-

worthy, need not be notieed. Those three Puranas say—Krsna

Dvaipayana divided the single Veda into four and arranged them,

and so was called Vyasa. He entrusted them to his four disciples,

one to each, namely Paila, Vaisampayana, Jaimini and Sumantu.^^

Then with tales, anecdotes, songs and lore that had come down from

the ages he compiled a Purana,^® and taught it and the Itihasa

to his fifth disciple, the suta Romaharsana or Lomaharsana.^^

1 Ya 30, 4. Bd ii, 13, 4. Mat 19, 3; 142, 9 ;
248,1. Pad v, 10,

37; 13, 319. Var 17, 23. Kvir i, 1, 91. Similarly Atharvani ^ruti,

Vis vi, 5, 65.
“ Br 120, 3. •* Mat 70, 54. Pad vi, 233, 80.
' Br 220, 206. Br 95, 27. <= Pad vi, 281, 25. Cf. Br 130, 7.

' e.g. Va 88, 206 ; 89, 12. Bd ii, 30, 39 : iii, 63, 206 ; 64, 12. Br
13, 155. Hv 33, 1845. Cf. MBh xii, 20, 614.

* Bd ii, 36, 207, 209 : iii, 69, 16. Mat 10, 1 ; 19, 12. Pad v, S, 1 ;

27, 5. Br 214, 3. Var 37, 7. MBh i, 223, 8098 : iii, 121, 10291 :

xii, 33, 1184. Hv 192, 11098.
® Va 24, 3; 57, 121 ; 94, 16. Mat 143, 37. MBh i, 66, 2570: xii,

227, 8267.

Bd ii, 34, 12-16. Va 60, 12-16. Vis iii, 4, 7-10.

Bhag xii, 7, 4-7.

Cf. MBh i, 63, 2418 : xii, 342, 13025-7
; 329, 12337-8.

Bd ii, 34, 21 ;
Va 60, 21 ;

and Vis iii, 6, 16 say

—

akhyanai^ capy upakhyanair gathabhih kalpa-joktibhih *

purana-samhitarii cakre puranartha-vi^aradah

* where Vis reads kalpa-siiddhibhih and Va kulakarmabhih. Cf. also

Va 103, 51 104, 20.
“ Bd ii, 34, 16 and Va 60, 16 : Vis iii, 4, 10 similarly but showing it

is late because it makes the suta a mahd-muni. Also Kur i, 52, 13.
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After that lie composed the Mahabharatad The epic itself implies

that the Piirana preceded it. It says that Vyasa^ just after he had

composed it, declared that he had already made the Itihasas and

Puraiias manifest.^ It also asserts that a Vaisnava may gain the

same merit by listening to it that is gained by listening to the

eighteen Puranas ^—a statement which (however much we discount

the number eighteen) would hardly have suggested itself, if the

epic was believed to be prior to all the Puranas. The epic has also

borrowed from the Puranas,^ more often I think than they cite it.

This account mentions the materials® from which the Purana

was compiled. As explained above, the sutas had from remote

times preserved the genealogies of gods, rishis and kings, and

traditions and ballads about celebrated men, that is, exactly the

material—tales, songs and ancient lore—out of which the Purana

was constructed. Whether or not Vyasa composed the original

Purana or superintended its compilation, is immaterial for the

present purpose. What is important is that there was abundant

tradition of various kinds, which could and would naturally have

been used in its construction, and of the very kinds that went to its

construction. The ancient tales were topics of real interest to kings,

people and rishis, as both the epics and the Puranas by their very

structure proclaim, and they were also matters to which men of

intellig'ence save their attention.® Allusions in the Veda itself

show the same.'^ It would be quite natural that, after the religious

hymns were formed into the Veda, the ancient secular tales and

lore should have been collected in a Purana.

What the next development of the Purana was is described in the

Brahmandaand Vayu, and similarly though less fully in the Visnu.®

Romaharsana made that into six versions and taught

^ Mat 53
,
7 0 says

—

astadasa Puranani krtv:! Satyavatl-sutah

Bhruatakliyanam akhilam cakre tad-upavrmhitam

where the mention of eighteen Puranas accords with a later theory, see

the end of this chapter. Cf. Vis iii, 4 , 5 .

2 MBh i, 1
,
54-64. Cf. viii, 34

,
1498. ' MBh xviii, 6,

304.

^ e.g. MBh i, 65
, 2560; 196

,
7265 : v, 179, 7073; xiii, 84

,
3990.

Also third note above.

^ The terms used are considei'ed in chap. III.

“ Mat 53
,
63 and 73.

’’

e.g. i, 112
,
116 and 117 : x, 39 .

* Bd ii, 35,
63-70 and Va 61

,
55-62, which have a common text.

Vis iii, 6 ,
17-19. Ag 270,

10-13. The two former texts collated

suggest the following version ;

—
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them to his six disciples, Atreya Sumati, Kasyapa Ahrtavrana,

Bharadvaja Agnivareas, Vasistha Mitra^ u, Savarni Somadatti, and
Susarman Samsapayana. Three of them, Kasyapa, Savarni and
Sam&payana, made three separate sarhhitas, which were called by
their names. Romaharsana’s samhita and those three were the

O-oot-eompositions ’ (inula-samliitu). They consisted of four divisions

{padd) and were to the same effect but differed in their diction.

All except Samsapayana’s contained 4,000 verses.

Those versions do not exist now
;

still some of those persons,

besides Romaharsana, appear as inquirers or narrators in some of

the Puranas and also in the Mahabhrirata.^ Thus Savarni/^ Kasya-

peya ^ and Samsapayana ® appear in the Vayu and Brahmanda,

which are two of the oldest Puranas and were one originally. The
passages in which those persons appear may be remnants of those

old Puranas incorporated in these two, especially as Samsapayana

not seldom appears without announcement. Moreover these two

Puranas alone have the old fourfold division spoken of in the above

sat^ah krtva mayapy uktam Puranam rsi-sattainah

Atreyah Sumatir dhiman Ka^yapo hy Akrtavranah
Bharadvajo ’gnivarca^ ca Vasistho Mitrayu^ ca yah

Savarnih Somadattis tu Su^arma Samiapayanah
ete ^isya mama proktah Puranesu dhrta-vratah

5

tribhis tatra krtas tisrah samhitah^punar eva hi

Ka^yapah samhita-karta Savarnih Sam^apaj^anah

mamika ca catui thi syac catasra mula-samhitrdi *

sarvas ta hi catuspadrih sarva^ caikartha-vacikah

pathantare prthag-bhuta veda-^akha yatha tatha 10

catuh-sahasrikah sarvah Sam^apayanikam rte

Lomahaisanika mula tatah Ka^yapikapaia

Savarnika trtlyasau rju-vakyartha-mandita

Sam^apayanika canya nodanartha-vibliusita

sahasrani ream astau sat ^atani tathaiva ca 15

etah paScadaMnya4 ca da^anya da^abhis tatha.

Where * Va reads sd caisd purva-sarhhitd.
^ Mat calls itself a Purdna-samMtd {290, 20); so Vis (i, 1, 30, 34)

and Lg (i, 1, II, 13). Adi-Purdnas are referred to. Mat 164, 16; Pad
V, 36, 14.

^ Akrtavrana, iii, 115, 11027 f., &c. ® Va 21, 1.

^ Kasyajpeyah sandtanah, Va 7, 1 : Kdpeyah samsaydyati, Bd ii, 6, 1.

Read in both Kdiyapah Sdmsapayanah ?

^ As inquirer, Va 49, 07 ; 56, 1-2
; 57, 86, 88; 60, 33 ; 62,\; 65,

1 ; 71,2; 72, 24 ; S9, 16 : and Bel ii, 15, 1 ; 19, 99 ; 2S, 2; 30, 1, 5;
34, 34; 36, 1: iii, 1,1. As narrator, Vfi 103, 67. Eeacl probably

Sdm^apdyana in Va 69, 34.
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passage/ and their four imdas are called IPrahnyu, Annsanga, Upod-

gJidta and JJpasamlidra? The others have either no divisions, as

the Matsya ® and Brahma, or have a different number with other

terms than pdda, as the Visnu and Padma, Kurma and Harivamsa.

After the original Purana was composed, by Vyasa as is said, his

disciple Romaharsana taught it to his son Ugrasravas,^ and

Ugrasravas the sauti appears as the reciter in some of the present

Puranas
;

® and the sutas still retained the right to recite it for

their livelihood.® But, as stated above, Romaharsana taught it to

his six disciples, at least five of whom were brahmans. It thus

passed into the hands of brahmans, and their appropriation and

development of it increased in the course of time, as the Purana

grew into many Puranas, as Sanskrit learning became peculiarly

the province of the brahmans,’^ and as new and frankly sectarian

Puranas were composed. How they dealt with these subjects is

explained thus—' Wise men, extracting valuable matters every-

where from the multitude of ancient stories {or the Puranas), have

described things in many ways in various Puranas.’ ® This also

acknowledges that the Puranas grew up in various localities.

This account of the origin of the Purana is supported by copious

direct allusions to ancient tradition in the Puranas. These might

be cited from many Puranas, but will be taken here chiefly from

the Vayu and Brahmanda, which have the oldest version in such

traditional matters, and also from the Matsya, Brahma and Hari-

vamsa, which have the next best versions.

There are many allusions to matters that were handed down

from very ancient times, long before the original Purana was

' Va 32, 67

:

catuspadam Puranam tu Brahmaiia vihitam pura.

* Va says these are the four padas (4, 13 ; 103, 44-5). Bd is plainly

so divided. The padas in the Va are (1) ch. 1-6
; (2) ch. 7-64

; (3) ch.

65-99; and (4) ch. 100-112: but 58, 126 suggests that its Anusahga
ended there once.

® ]\Iat appears to have a memory of it, since for avdpodghdta read

probably atropodghdta (last line).

^Bdiv, 4, 67. Pad v, 4, 2, 14. MBh i, 5, 863, 867.

®Hvj[, 11,16. Padv, 4, Ilf. BV i. 4, 2 f. MBh i, 4, 851 f.

® Kur i, 14, 15.

' Mat 164, 16 refers to the Adi-puranas and Vedas being recited by
brahmans. Lg i, 39, 61 says the Itihasas and Puranas became separate

hdla-gauravdt.
® Pad vi, 219, 37.
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compiled, such as old songs {fjutJids) sung by Yayati,^ and songs

eulogizing the famous kings, Mandhatr/ Arjuna Kartavirya

(p, 16), Alarka (p. 16), Rantideva,'* Nrga,^ and others.®

That there were men whose business it was to know the ancient

genealogies and tales is proved by various expressions often met

with, for nothing less than this can be implied by the frequent

references to them as authoritative exponents of ancient events and

by the many terms used to describe them. Thus, first, as regards

ancient tradition generally, we find the term purd-vicl, designating

those who sang an ancient genealogical verse about the famous

Yadava king Sasabindu,® those who sang the songs of the pitrs^

and others.® Its use was extended to later minstrels in additions

made to the Puranas, and so the A^’ayu in its description of the

dynasties of the Kali age applies it to those who sang about the

last Paurava king,® the Mahabharata to those who sang about

gifts,^® and the late Bhagavata to those who sang about Krsna.^^

Other terms, such as pwdna-jna^‘^ purdna-vid,^^ paurdniTca^^ and

imrdniJia}^ often mean merely ^one who knows the Purana (or

1 Bd iii, 68, 96-103. Va 55, 94-101. Br 12, 39-46. Hv 30, 1638-
45. Vis iv, 10, 8-15. Lg i, 67, 15-24. MBh i, 75, 3173-7

; 85,

3510-15 : vii, 63, 2299-2300 : xii, 26, 780-3. Mat 34, 10-12.
® Bd iii, 63, 69-70. Va 88, 67-9.

MBh vii, 67, 2369-73. / MBh iii, 88, 8329-30.
® e. g. Aitareya Brahm viii, 4, 21. Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 3 f.

quotes many. MBh v, 101, 3515.
“ Va 95, 19 : where Bd (iii, 70, 20), Mat {44, 19) and Pad (v, 13, 4)

have equivalent expressions.

' Bd iii, 19, 9. Va 83, 10.

® MBh i, 4692. Also Raghuv. xviii, 23. Vedarth on Rigv iii, 55
quotes an itihasa declared by pura-vids.

® Va 99, 278 with the significant word vipra.

MBh xiii, 62, 3136. " Bhag xii, 2, 33.

Mat 55, 3 ; .275, 38 (with irutarsi)
;
end, 11, 17. Pad iv, 102, 41 ;

109, 26, 29 ; 110, 397, 461 (Avith dvija). &c.
; 111, 1, 3, 7, &c. Applied

to Romaharsana, Va 101, 70 : Bd iv, 2, 69. Itihdsa-purdna-jna, Pad
v, 18, 50.

' '

Mat 60, 1. Pad iv, 111, 46, 50. Perhaps Br 121, 1 : MBh ii, 40,
1472.

Bd iii, 63, 69, 168. Va 5S, 67, 168. Pad iv, 110, 419, 462 (with
dvija), &c.

; 111, 6,49, 50: vi, 81, 43. MBh i, 51, 2021. Applied
particularly to Romaharsana, Va 45, 71 ; 65, 15 ; 101, 72 ;

&c. : Bd iv,

.2, 71 : Pad i, 1, 12 : and so called Paurdnikottama, Va, 1, 15 Lg i,

71, 6 ; 99, 3 : &c. Paurdnika also his son. Mat 114, 3 : MBh i, 1, 2 ;

4, 851-2:&c.
Pad iv, 111, 5.
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Puranas) ’ and are found so used ;
^ as also the precise expressions,

Purmm-vettr^ Purdna-vdcaka,^ and others.'*^ But at other times

jiiirdna-jha, jmrdna-vid and panrdnika imply more and can only

mean ‘ one who knows the ancient tales Thus, as regards

purdna-jhas, vamsa-vids are cited as quoting an old verse sung by

purana-jilas as older authorities about Mandhatr®; pauranikas are

cited as quoting an old verse sung by purana-jilas about Datta

Atreya
;

and a verse about king Devavrdha is repeated as well

known from a genealogy recited by puiTina-jhasd This term is

applied even to maharsis,® when it cannot reasonably mean merely
‘ knowing the Purauah® Similarly p^'H-i'dna-vid janas are quoted as

singing a song about Rama Dasaratbi of Ayodhya,^® about king

Rantideva,^^ and about king Vyusitasva of Ayodhya,^^ and

othersd® Panrdniha generally refers to the Puranas and means

^one who knows the Puranas yet it appears sometimes to mean
' those who know the puranas or ancient stories as in the old

ksatriya ballad about king Satyavrata Trisahku, in which the

Vayu and Brahmanda quote verses more ancient than themselves

as having been recited hy paurdnikajanasd^

Paurdna often means ‘ ancient but sometimes ^ belonging to,

connected with or mentioned in the Purana (or Puranas) ’d® The

^ Especially where the context shows a brahman is meant.
^ Mat 16, 9 (a brahman); 265, 2.

® Mat, end, 22-3. Pad iii, 25, 32.

' Pad iv, no, 398, 463 ; 111, 28. Br 174, 4.

^ Va 88, 69. Distinguished perhaps from the Pauranikas of verse 67.
® Va 70, 76-7. Bd iii, S, 83.

’ Va 96, 13. Bd iii, 71, 14. Mat 44, 57. Br 15, 41. Hv 38, 2010.

Lg i, 60, 5. Pad v, 13, 42.
® Hv 202, 11445. Pad v, 37, 3. So Vasistha, Pad iv, 111, 9. To

surar^s, MBli xiii, 16, 1054.
® Para^ara is called iti1idsa-purdna-j7ia. Vis i, 1, 4—apparent^ by an

anachronism.

Bd iii, 63, 192. Va 88, 191. Br 213, 152. Hv 42, 2352.
“ MBh vii, 67, 2369.

MBh i, 121, 4692.

e.g. MBh vii, 57, 2203.

See sixth note above. MBh vi, 12, 483.

Sutas, MBli i, 214, 7777.

va 88, 114. Bd iii, 63, 113 ; see 8, 83-4. JRAS, 1913, p. 897.

e.g. kavis, MBh i, 74, 3024: Vasistha, v, 107, 3773: vriti, xv

26, 677 : &c. So also purana rishis, Hv 59, 3291.

e.g. MBh i, 2, 543; 223, 8097-8: xii, 349, 13525.
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word pumtana is used, denoting sometimes men not really ancient,

such as the brahmans who treated of the dynasties of the Kali

age^ not earlier than about the sixth century b.c,, but some-

times men more ancient as those who sang about Sasabindu ^

and Alarka.^

The way in which these terms are introduced shows that they

do not refer to the present Puranas and hardly even to the original

Parana, but more probably to ancient minstrels, because no songs

could have been handed down unless there had been a succession of

minstrels, as is natural
;
and the verses that are quoted are scraps

of song, evidently the remains of larger ballads, for there are

always pieces of ancient poetry surviving.

Next, as regards genealogical lore, expressions are used, which

prove that genealogies were specially studied, just as the Veda and

other subjects were studied. Thus vamsa-vid occurs, denoting
‘ one who had acquired knowledge of genealogies just as plainly

as Veda-vid^ meant ^one who had learnt the Veda'’, and feddnta-

vid,^ yoga-vid and even sankJiyd-vid^ besides many similar ex-

pressions which imply thorough knowledge.^ Vaihsa-vids are

mentioned as quoting from more ancient purana-jiias (p. 26), and

in particular Soma-vaihsa-vids are referred to. The character

of these men is emphasized by the superlative vamSa-vittama,^^

showing that there were men specially learned in genealogies, just

as Veda-vittamas^"^ are alluded to; and these special genealogists

were ancient and are cited as earlier authorities by paurdnikas}^

^ Vij)raih p>urdtanaih, Mat 50, 88 ; 271, 15.
^ Bd iii, 70, 20 : where Va {95, 19) uses purd-vid.
^ Bd iii, 67, 70. Br 11, 51. Hv 29, 1588. Cf. Va 92, 66.
* Va 88, 69. Lg i, 65, 1. Also vamia-kusala, Va 4, 2.

“ Very common, e. g. Va 66, 39. Bd iii, 3, 38. Mat 72, 44 ; 96, 21.

MBh xii, 344, 13241.
® Mat 274, 37.
' Va 83, 98-9. Bd iii, 19, 66. Br 234, 2 ; 238, 2. Lg i, 8, 86;

9, 62. Pad V, 36, 5.

* Mat 142, 15. Va 57, 20; 70, 46.
® e.g. Rgveda-vid and Sama-vid, Mat .274, 39. Yajur-vid, Mat 58, 35 ;

93, 129;' 274, 39. Mantra-vid, Mat 93, 41; 102, 2: 240, 27; Lg i,

25, 16. Also brahma-vid, sutra-vid, nydya-vid, &c.

Va 99, 432. Bd iii, 74, 245. Mat 273, 53.

”Va8S, 169. Bd iii, 55, 169.

Br 85, 2. Pad v, 29, 11 : vi, 248, 23 (ironical?). So also hmlima-
vittama. Pad v, 26, 35 : Va 71, 48 : Lg ii, 55, 26.

See second note above.
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The same faet is proved by the word cmtaka, whieh in vamm-

cintaka ^ proves that men did give thought to aneient genealogies,

just as it shows in Veda-cintaka ^ that men gave thought to the

Veda, as is well known. Similarly are used the terms vamka-

purdna-jiia^ and amivamka-purdna-jna^ meaning either ‘one who

knew the genealogies and Purana \ or better ‘ one who knew the

aneient tales eonnected with the genealogies \ It thus appears

that ancient genealogies and tales were matters of study as well as

the Veda, but the brahmans, with the growing pretensions of their

caste and doctrines, and through the political vicissitudes that

befell North India, exalted the Vedic literature to the undue depre-

ciation of non-religious lore.

In this connexion two expressions may be noticed, which occur

rarely, yet seem to indicate that genealogies were not accepted

blindly but were scrutinized in order to ascertain the true or most

trustworthy version. One is icchanti, which appears to mean ‘ men
prefer ‘ men approve as if the statement to whieh it is applied

was approved after inquiry
;

® and it is used somewhat similarly

elsewhere.® The other is samsanii, whieh does not mean ‘ extol ^ in

the passages where it occurs, because Antara (Uttara, Uttama) is

unknown otherwise, but it appears to mean ‘ men announce ’, in an

emphatic way as if settling some difference of opinion.’^

The genealogists and students of aneient tales are often mentioned

without any allusions to their status, and are sometimes called by

the general word jana ® added to the various appellations mentioned

above
;

but at other times the description ‘ brahmans ’ (dvija^

’BrS, 77. Hvi5, 812.
2 Va 83, 100. Cf. MBh xii, 3M, 13241.
^ Va 88, 171. Bd iii, 63, 171- " Lg i, 69, 5.

>= Bd iii, 70, 16. Va 95, 15. Br 15, 1. Hv 37, 1969

Varjinivatam icchanti Svahim svahavatam vai’am.

Also Hv 37, 1977 : but cf. Br 15, 9 ;
Mat U, 17 and Lg i, 68, 23. Cf.

apparently ista in Vedarth on Rigv ii, 29.
“ Cf. Va "32, 37; 66, 39; 76, 21. Bd iii, 3, 38; 12, 23: Pad iv,

100, 123.

Bd iii, 70, 23. Mat 44, 22. Br 15, 5. Hv 37, 1973. Also Va
95, 22 (cf. Lg i, 68, 26, confusedly):

—

Samsanti ca puranajnah Parthalravasam Antaram.

® e.g. Va 88, 69, 114, 168, 191. MBh i, 121, 4692; vii, 67, 2369.
® e.g. Va 88, 67; 96, 13; and Bd iii, 63, 69; 71, \4; as regards

paurdnikas and 2^urdna-jruis.
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vipra^ and even snitarsi'^ and maharsi^) is applied to those who

knew the old tales. They were sutas in the most ancient times,

though Court brahmans may have possessed such knowledge, for

the Ramayana makes Dasaratha’s priest Vasistha declare the royal

genealogy of Ayodhya twice,^ while king Janaka himself sets

out his own genealogy.®

But in later times, and certainly after the compilation of the

Purana and its passing into the hands of Romaharsana^s brahman

disciples, the sutas appear to have gradually lost this particular

connexion with these matters, which became in time a speciality of

certain brahmans, who thus developed into students and expounders

of the Puranas. It is to this class that the description, noticed

above, of PaiTina-jiias, Pauranikas, &c., refers when they are

brahmans. By devoting themselves especially to the Puranas,

they would naturally have tended to diverge from those who

studied the Vedas and to form a separate class, for they would very

rarely have been able to combine proficiency in both wide fields of

literature. The difference between the two classes is noticed, for

mention is made of the brahmans who knew the Puranas, as already

cited, and brahmans who were wise in the Veda;® and Vedic

literature itself discloses that the latter class knew little of Puranic

tradition, as many an article in the Vedic Index shows when com-

pared with information to be gathered from the Puranas. The

priestly brahmans would have regarded the Purana-knowing

brahmans as having fallen away from the highest brahmanic

standard, and on the other hand the latter would naturally have

magnified their own office and extolled the Puranas, and have

enhanced both by incorporating distinctly brahmanic teaching and

practice into the Puranas. Accordingly the Puranas, expressly or

impliedly comparing themselves with the Vedas, claim superlative

praise for themselves and assert the dignity of the brahmans who

recited and expounded them.

There was in fact clear rivalry on the part of the Puranas with

^ e.g. Va, 99, 278; and Mat 50, 88 ; 371, 15 ;
with reference to the

Pauravas and Aiksvakus of the Kali age.
“ Purdna-jnaih Srutarsibhih, with reference to the Bhavisya, at the

close of the dynasties of the Kali age, Mat. 373, 38.
® Purdrm-jndh . . . maharsayah, Hv 303, 11445.
^ Ram i, 70, is f.

;
ii, 110, 1 f. : wrongly, see chap. VIII.

® Ram i, 71, 1 f.

« MBh xii, 343, 13023-4. Also Br 335, 46, 57. Pad iv, 113, 58.
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the Vedas. First as regards antiquity, Vyasa is said to have

arranged the Veda and formed the four Vedas, and the Puranas,

putting aside the account of their origin given above, say he divided

the one original Parana into the existing eighteen,^ thus placing

themselves in the same chronological rank with the Vedas. Further,

the brahmans asserted that theVeda had existed from everlasting, and

the Puranas, while acknowledging its primaeval antiquity, claimed

for themselves even prior antiquity. Thus five at least declare that

at the beginning of things Brahma remembered tbe Purana first

of all the scriptures before the Vedas issued from his mouths.*'*

Next, as regards their character, the Puranas place themselves on

an equality with the Veda, for many of them assert that they are

Veda-sammita, or Tedaili samimta^ ‘of equal measure with the

Veda^; and even a single story is so estimated.^ The title Veda

is sometimes given to them,® and so the Vayn (1, 18) calls itself

Furdna- Veda. Smti is applied to their tradition as shown above,

and the word rc ® and also apparently sukta to their verses. The

brahmans extolled the Veda in the highest degree, yet the Puranas

exalt themselves even more highly.® Consequently they dis-

tinguished themselves from smrti.^ The hymns of the Rigveda were

‘ seen ^ by rishis, but all the Puranas except two (the Naradlya and

Vamana) declare that they were originally delivered by some god,^®

thus claiming a divine authorship, higher than that of rishis ; and

the Padma even asserts that it is Visnu himself.^^

’ Mat 53, 9-11. Pad v, 1, 49-51. Kur i, 53, 18.

" Va 1, 60-1. Bd i, 1, 40-1. Mat 3, 3-4; 53, 3. Pad v, 1, 45-7.

Siv V, 1, 27-8. Cf. Mark 45, 20-1 : Br 161, 27-8.
^ Va 1, 11, 194, 202 ; 12 ; 21, 3. Br 1, 29 ; 245, 4, 21, 27, 39.

Vis i, J, 3 : vi, 8, 12. Pad vi, 1, 8; 282, 116. The Bhag is hrahma-

sammita, Pad vi, 190, 73. Veda-sammita is sometimes toned down to

Veda-sammata, Va 103, 51 : or to sruti-sammata, Va 4, 5 ;
Bd i, 5, 1 : or

to Vedaih samita, MBh i, 62, 2298, 2329 ; 95, 3842. Cf. MBh xii, 341,

12983; 349, 13457, 13528.
* So the story of Prthu Vainya, Br 4, 26 ;

Hv 4, 290. Other portions,

Br 48, 3;, Pad vi, 223, 50 ; 281, 57.
® Cf. Satapatha Brahm xiii, 4, 3, 12-13. Sahkhayana Sr Sutra xvi, 1.

Asvalayana Sutra x, 7. Va speaks of its nirukta {1, 203 ; 103, 55), and

so also Bd (i, 1, 173 ;
iv, 4, 55) and Pad (v, 2, 54).

® p. 22, note 8, last line but one. ' Va 1, 19.

« Br 245, 16-40. Pad v, 2, 49-51. Cf. Vis vi, 8, 3.

« Br. 121, 10 ; 158, 32 ; 175, 10. Pad vi, 263, 86, 90.

Vai, 196; .2,44; 4, 12. Bdi, 172; .2,47. Mat J, 28. Br L 30.

Lg i, .2, 1. Mark, conclusion, 2-3, 7. Vis vi, 8, 42.

Pad i, 62, 8.
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Thirdly^ as regards their teaching and authority, they claim

divine sanction, and freely introduce gods as dramatis personae,

who give instruction upon all kinds of subjects, thus placing their

teaching beyond cavil.^ Also the strongest censure is passed on

those who regarded or treated the recital of the Purana disrespect-

fully.2 In late additions the suta Romaharsana is called a muni

and extolled,^ and even his son Raumaharsani is lauded fulsomely,

and jagad-guru.^

Fourthly, as regards their value and efficacy. The brahmans

asserted a supreme position for the Veda, to dispute which was

blasphemy, but the Puranas claimed even higher merit for them-

selves; thus, to give only a few instances, it is said the Purana

destroys all sin
;
® it gives every blessing and even final emancipa-

tion from existence
;
® it bestows union with Brahma

;
it raises

one to Visnu :
® that is, in short, the Puranas gave blessings equal,

or rather superior, to anything the Vedas could give.® It is said

that the Purana should be heard even by brahmans who attained

the utmost bounds of sacred knowledge {!)ra]ima-para)^^ and that

even tales in the Purana would make a brahman know the

Veda.ii

Further the brahmans arrogated to themselves the monopoly of

revelation and religious ceremonies and ritual. The Puranas, while

acknowledging their great privileges, yet inculcated much teaching

that virtually superseded brahmanic doctrine in extolling the

^ e.g. Brahma, speaks of geography, the sun, &c., Br 27-40] about
tirthas and the mahatmyaof GautamI Gahga (the Godavari), id,, 41-177.
Most of the Mat and Var is declared by Visnu himself as the Fish or the

Boar. Siva is often introduced as giving instruction to Parvati.
- Mat, conclusion, 3-19. Pad iii, 1, \l.

® Vis iii, 4, 10.
* Pad vi, 219, 14-21 (in 21 preferably ve&d llomaliarsana).
® Va 103, 55, 58. Vis vi, 8, 3, 12, 17 &c. Mat 290, 2o'; 291, 29, 32.

Var 112, 63, 75. Br 175, 89, 90 ; 245, 6, 14, 16 &c. Pad i, 62, 10:
ii, 125, 18 f. ; vi, 28, 56-60; 31, 64. Even the sins of gods and rishis,

Bd i, 2, 47-8.
® Br 245, 32-3, Vis vi, 8, 28-32. Pad i, 62, 20-23 : v, 2, 52-4.

Mat, conclusion, 20. Pad vi, 191, 26-39 passim: 193, 42 as to the Bhag.
^ Va 103, 57. Kur ii, 45, 133.
* Mat 291, 32. Vis vi, 8, 55. Pad vi, 1,17 ] 191, 75. Var 112, 75.
® Equal, Lg ii, 55, 40-1. Superior, Padiv, 111, 42: Mark (my trans-

lation), 137, 14-16, 25-7, 31-2.

Br 245, 17. Of. Kur ii, 45, 125.
“ Pad ii, 60, 28.
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superlative efficacy of tlrthas/ religious devotion (i/oga),"^ exercises

{pratd)^ and loving- faith {bhakti)^ whereby a man can obtain every

blessing, remission of every sin and final emancipation from

existence.® The Padma goes so far as to say, ‘ enough of vratas,

tirtbas, yogas, sacrifices and discourses about knowledge, faith

{hhakti) alone indeed bestows final emancipation.^ ^ Some Puranas

do not hesitate to introduce the sacred gayatrl into a spell,^ and

even to modify and almost parody it.®

Lastly as regards the dignity of the brahmans who recited or

exjrounded the Puranas, the Vayu, Padma and Siva assert that a

brahman was not really wise if he did not know the Parana (p. 1),®

thus making knowledge of the Parana the crown of all learning;

and the laudation is carried farthest in the Padma, which gives

directions about reciting the Purana and has much to say about the

brahman who knew and expounded the Puranas,^® proclaiming

that—the brahman who declares the Puranas is superior {vislsyate)

to every one
;
even sin committed by him cannot adhere to him

;

the Purana destroys tbe sins of every one else
;
and if a believer in

the Puranas esteems the declarer of them as a guru who gives

knowledge of sacred science {hrahnia-viclyd), all his sins disappear.^^

The Matsya imprecates a curse on those who reviled the Purana-

jhas.^^ Those who recited the Purana were worthy of signal

honour,^® but various faults disqualified them.^^

^ Pilgrimages to tirthas are extolled everywhere. They are equal to

the Vedas, Pad i, 13, 48 ;
and better than sacrifices, Pad i, 11, 17.

" e. g. Va 13. Kur ii, 3, 30 f.

® e. g. Mat 62 f. Pad vi, 35 f.

* Praising Krsna is more efficacious than the Veda or anything else,

Pad vi, 228, 39-41. Cf. Vis vi, 2, 39.
® Even a specially munificent gift confers greater blessings than the

Puranas, Vedas and sacrifices. Mat 83, 2-3.
® Pad vi, 190, 22. Cf. ibid. 256, 69-70

; 257, 152-3 : Br 178, 186.
’’

Lo- ii, 22 9 ‘ 51 18.
* Lg ii’ 27, 48, 50, 245, 254, 265 ; 28, 61 ; 48, 5-26. Pad v, 75, 97 ;

76,11

:

vi, 72, 115, 118-121
; 85, 19; 88, 33.

^ Va also pi'oclaims {79, 53) the superiority of the brahman who knew
the itihdsa as well as the four Vedas.

Pad iv, 109, 25 f
. ; 111, 21 f., 40-9, 63-5. See p. 26 for terms:

also VIST 9, 100; Kur ii, 45, 120-35.
“ Pad iv, iiO, 398-402. Conclusion 11.

Pad iii, 25, 32-6: iv 109, 26; 111, 26-30, 51-8: vi, 29, 25 f.;

125, 91-3.
“ Pad iv. 111, 59-62.
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The Mahabharata puts forward similar claims for itself
; thus it

declares it is the chief of all sastras/ it is a Veda^ and outweighs

the four Vedas/ it cleanses from sin/ it enables a man to attain

to Brahmans abode® and Visnu’s abode/ and it procures final

emancipation from existence/ These claims are not however quite

as thoroughgoing as those that the Puranas assert for themselves^

and moreover it seems that the Puranas were first with their

claims and the epic followed and copied them (p. 22). The Rama-
yana, being a brahmanical production, is less assertive, and claims

but to be equal to the Veda and to free from sin.®

CHAPTEH III

CONTENTS OF THE EARLIEST PURANAS

It has been explained in the last chapter how the original Purana

• was compiled. The materials used were dkhydnas, updkhydnas,

gdthds and kalpa-joktis (and the equivalent kalpa-vdkya). Similar

materials would appear to have gone to make up the Itihasa.

The term kalpa in a precise sense means a vast cosmic period,

but this seems to have been a later application of it, when the

scheme of cosmological time was developed. It is not seldom used

in a simpler and unspecialized way to mean ‘ a period of time ’,
‘ an

age and this seems to have been its earlier signification, as where

it is said, wise men knew the old tales of the old time.® In this way
kalpa is often used loosely ; and so also purd-kalpa}^ as where it

is declared that purd-kalpa-vich knew a particular vrata,^^ and

* xviii, 6, 298.
' i, 1, 261

; 63, 2300. Equal, cf. vii, 53, 2027; 303, 9647.
“ i, 1, 264-6. Cf. i, 63, 2314, 2329.
' i, 1, 247; 63, 2301-2, 2313, 2319-21 : xviii, 6, 219, 310.
' i, 63, 2297. ® xviii, 6, 305, 310. ' xviii, 6, 298.
* vii, 111, 4-6.
" Mat 53, 63, 73

puratanasya kalpasya puranani vidur budhah.

e.g. Mat 57, 26; 58, 55 ; 63, 36. Pad v, 83, 45.
” e.g. Pad i, 41, 1 : ii, 7, 11 ; 38, 54: v, 33, 65. Va 59, 137, pro-

fesses to explain it. Cf. also MBh v, 36, 1352 : ix, 48, 2732.
Mat 63, 1. Pad v, 33, 105.

2465 D
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proclaim son^s sung by king Ambarisa.^ Accordingly kalpa must

have this general sense when it is used in the above words kalpu-

jokti and kalpa-vdkya.

Purdna and itihdsa, apart from their application to compilations,

are applied to single stories.^ Piirdna means any ‘old tale’, or

‘ ancient lore ’ generally,^ and itihdsa would seem properly to

denote a story of fact in accordance with its derivation iti ha dsa,

which rather denotes actual traditional history.'* But the line

between fact and fable was hardly definite and gradually became

blurred, especially where the historical sense was lacking, and so no

clear distinction was made, particularly in brahmanic additions to

the Puranas. Hence both words tended to become indefinite.

The Vedarthadipika calls all the old stories it cites itihdsas, and

never uses the word Purdna, I believe, except once, and then of a

quotation from ‘ the Puranas which agrees with the Mahabharata.^

Purana is applied to a single story, whether quasi-historical® or

mythological or instructive •, ® and so also an itihasa may be an

ordinary tale® or quasi-historical,*® fanciful,** mythological*® or

even didactic.*® In later additions to the Puranas any kind of

tale is called an itihasa, and spurious antiquity was ascribed to

’
* MBh xiv, 31, 876.
® See fifth note above. Mat 181, 5 ; 347, 5. MBh i, 175, 6650.

Also the following references.

’ Mat 53, 64.
‘ So Yaska uses aitihdsika for those who interpreted the Veda with

reference to traditional history {Yedic Index i, 122. Cf. opening verses

in chap. I). It shows that itihdsa as traditional history was well under-

stood, and therefore that itihasas must have been commonly current.

Itihdsas according to Sayana are cosmological myths or accounts, such

as ‘ In the beginning this universe was nothing but water &c.
;

so SBE
xliv, p. 98 : but this is very doubtful, because (1) itihdsa is, I believe,

very rarely found applied to such accounts, (2) the definition of itihdsa

and the references to it in the Kautillya Artha^astra (which will be

noticed in chap. IV) distinctly negative it, and (3) so also does Yaska’s

use of the word aitihdsika.

® Its notice of Eigv i, 65. MBh xii, 351, 13642-3.
« MBh i, 123, 4718: xii, 150, 5595.
* Mat 247, 5, 8. Pad v, 37, 110. Cf. MBh xii, 341, 12983; 349,

13457, 13528 : where spurious antiquity is given.

* Mat 181, 5. Va 46, 3. ® Pad ii, 47, 63 : iii, 14, 14 f.

*“ MBh i, 95, 3840 ; 104, 4178. Pad ii, 85, 15 f. : v, 38, 47.
** Var 53, 26. Pad iv, 113, 203/13.

Va 55, 2. Pad vi, 19, 144; 98, 1] 108, 1.

” Br 240, 5. Pad v, 59, 2.
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stories, fables, and other matters that are manifestly late by adding

the epithet purdtana} Moreover no strong distinction was made

in later times between these terms and akhyana, and they are not

seldom treated as synonymous.^

As collective terms Itihasa and Parana are often mentioned as

distinct/ and yet are sometimes treated as much the same
; thus

the Vayu calls itself both a Parana and an Itihasa/ and so also

the Brahmanda.® The Brahma calls itself a Parana and an Akhyana.*^

The Mahabharata calls itself by all these terms.'^

The word Parana occurs often in tlie singular. In various

passages it means the Puranas collectively,® and in some places it

is doubtful whether the singular or plural is intended
j

® but in

others^® it means ‘the Parana’ and refers apparently to the

original Parana, and this seems specially clear where its locative

is used in connexion with ancient tenets.

The Parana as so framed was entrusted to the suta Romaharsana

in virtue of the duties that appertained to sutas (p. 21), and it is

there said that the matters with which sutas were concerned were

displayed in itihasas and puranas, itilidsa-purdnesu dUtd. It makes

no real difference whether we understand these words as meaning

that those matters ‘ were displayed in tales and ancient stories
’

or as meaning that they ‘are displayed in the Itihasas and

Puranas ’
;

for in the former case those tales and ancient stories

would have been comprised among the materials used, and the

' Mat 72, 6-10. Pad vi, 77, 30; 24:3, 3: and often. So in the

Anugita, which is a late brahmanical production, e. g. lIBh xiv, 20',

21; &c.
^ Va 54, 1-3, 115. Br 131, 2. Bad v, 32, 8-9: vi, 29, 1-3; 192,

16 with 193, 90-1.
^ e. g. Mat 69, 55. Br 161, 27; 234, 4. See quotations from

Kautilya at end of chap. IV.
" Va 103, 48, 51, 55-8. Cf. 1, 8. ® Bd iv, 4, 47, 50, 54-8.
® Br 245, 27, 30.
' Itihasa, i, 2, 648; dO, 2229 ;

&c. Parana, i. 1, 17; 62, 2298.
Akhyoma, i, i, 18 ; 2, 649-52. Updkhydna, i, 2, 647.

* e. g. Va 83, 53. Br 121, 10; and i75, 35 in connexion with the

Godavari, where the original Parana cannot be meant. Also MBh i, 31,

1438-9; 51, 2020.
® e.g. Va 50, 189. Bd ii, 21, 137. Mat 52, 11. Br 3, 50.

Probably MBh i, 4, 852 ; 5, 863.
“ Pura/ne niscayam gatam, Va 56, 90 ; 101, 21 : Bd ii, 28, 96 ; iv, 2,

19;: Mat 141, 81. Similarly Vis i, 7, 6 : MBh xii, 208, 7571. Doubtful,

MPb xj},. 166, 6205. Perhaps Purdne klrtita, Br 5, 21 : Hv 7, 427,

D 2
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latter construction would say definitely that they had been in-

corporated in the Itihasas and Pui'anas. It is clear then that the

original Purana dealt with ancient traditions about gods, rishis and

kings, their genealogies and famous deeds. Itihasas appear to have

remained distinct for some time, and Lihga i, 26, 28 mentions the

Saiva as one; but afterwards they would seem to have become

absorbed into the Puranas.^

Genealogies and the deeds of famous Icings and I’ishis constituted

two subjects. Traditions about gods and (to some extent) the most

ancient rishis and kings would divide themselves into the three

subjects of creation, its obvious end and dissolution, and the

Manvantaras. The matters then with which the Purana would

have dealt were these five subjects, and the truth of the old verse

about the five subjects that every Purana should treat of beeomes

manifest, namely, original creation, dissolution and re-creation, the

Manvantaras, ancient genealogies and accounts of persons mentioned

in the genealogies.^ These gave rise to the term panca-lahana, as

a special epithet of the ‘ Purana ’. This term manifestly eould not

have been coined after the Puranas substantially took their present

composition, comprising great quantities of other matters, especially

brahmanic doctrine and ritual, dhai’ina of all kinds, and the merits

of tirthas, which are often expounded with emphatic prominence.

It belongs to a time before these matters were ineorporated into

the Puranas. It is therefore ancient, characterizes the earliest

Puranas, and shows what their contents were.

Dharma in all its branches bulks very large in the present Puranas,

but is not alluded to nor even implied in any of those five subjects.

Hence it was no ingredient of the earliest Puranas, except probably

such simple lessons as might be conveyed incidentally in those five

subjects.^ It has been explained how the original Purana was soon

developed into four separate versions (p. 23), and thenceforward

the Puranic brahmans developed the Puranas. The multifarious

^ Cf. Matsya Sdmmada near the end of chap. IV
;
and also the use of

itihdsa in Vedarth ante.

^ Sarga^ ca pratisargaS ca vamio manvantarani ca

vamSyanucaritam caiva Puranam panca-laksanam.

Quoted in Bd i, 1, 37-8 : Va 4, 10-11 : Mat 53, 65 : Kur i, 1, 12 : Siv

v, jf, 37 : Gar i, 215, 14: Bhav i, 2, 4-5: Var 2, 4. Differently ex-

pressed in Vis iii, 6, 25 : Ag 1, 14. I^rongly in Bhag xii, 7, 8-10. Cf.

Vis vi, 8, 2, 13.

® Such as are found interspersed ip Homer,
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other matters now found were thus later additions, such augmen-

tations gradually nullified the ancient fivefold division, and it was

then possible that Puranas could be composed which diverged from

that character, panca-laJcmna. The Puranas naturally lent them-

selves to augmentation, and the Puranic brahmans used their

opportunities to the full, partly with further genuine traditions,

but mostly with additions of brahmanic stories and fables and

doctrinal and ritual matter.

The Matsya implies this, for, after describing the eighteen

Puranas and the characteristic subjects of a Purana (55, 10-59),

it adds (66-9) that the five-subject Purana treats also of the mahil-

tmya of Brahma, Visnu, the sun, Rudra and the earth
;
and that

dharma, wealth, love and final emancipation from existence and

what is repugnant thereto are treated of in all the Puranas. The

Vayu, which states the five characteristic subjects, describes the

eighteen Puranas briefly {104, 2-11), and adds (11-17), that they

give instruction about many dharmas belonging to all classes and

asramas, about rivers, sacrifices, austerities and gifts, about yoga,

faith, and knowledge, about the cults of Brahma, Siva, Visnu, the

sun, the saktis and the Arhatas ^ and many other matters. Some

of these matters, if not most, were certainly not ancient, and very

few of them could by any stretch of terms be reckoned within the

five characteristic subjects. Hence clearly all these matters were

later additions, additions manifestly made by the Puranic

brahmans.

The compilation of the original Purana and even of the four

versions into which it developed does not mean that all the traditions

existing at that time were collected therein, and in fact it would

have been impossible to condense them all into the 4,000 verses of

which those collections consisted. There must have been much
other tradition surviving about ancient times; just as there were

traditions about later kings (which were not admitted into the

Puranas because they belonged to later times), as indeed Kalidasa

testifies when he alludes to old villagers who were well acquainted

with the stories about king Udayana,^ Such outstanding traditions

about ancient times were no doubt taken up and incorporated and

so contributed to the augmentation of the Puranas. As specimens

of such may probably be reckoned the story about Bhisma and

' That is, apparently both Jains and Buddhists.
^ Meghaduta i, 31.
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Ugrayudha,^ Sagara’s campaign in west India, ^ the genealogy of

a branch of kings descended from the Yadava Lomapada,® which

appear in single passages only. The Mahabharata also incorporated

many such traditions, which are introduced as extraneous vehicles

of instruction
;
such as the stories of Lopamudra and Agastya,*

of Marutta and Saihvarta,® and of Nala.®

As regards traditional history there is generally little evidence to

show whether particular stories about kings were in the original

compilation, yet the character of certain tales suggests that they

were there, such as (1) the natural and simple accounts of kings

Satyavrata-Trisahku and Sagara ® narrated in the Ayodhya

genealogy, and (2) the frequent narration of and allusions to other

tales in a historical setting, such as the legend of Pururavas and

his queen UrvasI,® and that of the rishi Cyavana and his princess-

wife Sukanya.^° Eor instance, Pururavas and Urvasi were according

to tradition the progenitors of the great Aila race; hence their

legend must have existed in the earliest times, and it is noteworthy

that Sayaua mentions it as a typical purfina.” It is found in the

present Puranas. Obviously their legend must have existed through

all the intervening ages, because, when oral tradition is the only

means of perpetuation, things once forgotten are lost for ever. The

fact that Pururavas and Urvasi are mentioned in a hymn of the

Rigveda (x, 95
)
would not account for the legend that exists,

because other persons who are far more prominent in the Veda are

unknown to general tradition, as for instance, Vadhryasva, Divodasa

and Sudas (p. 7). It is true that stories were fabricated in later

times about ancient kings and rishis, but such stories betray their

character in various ways that will be noticed in chapter V, and

stand on a different footing. That hymn by itself is obscure, but

’ Hv 30
,
1085-1112. ' Bd iii, 49.

^ Kur i, 21 ,
6-10.

’ MBli iii, 96, 8561 f. : noticed in chap. XIV.
^ MBli xiv, 5

, 99 f. : discussed in chap. XIII.
« MBh iii, 53 to 79 .

‘ Va 88,
78-116. Bd iii, 63

,
77-114. Br 7, 97 to 8

,
23. Hv 12

,

717 to 13 , 753. Lg i, 66
,
3-10. Siv vii, 60

,
81 to 61

,
19. JRAS,

1913, pp. 888 f.

« Va 88,, 122-43. Bd iii, 63
,
120-41. Br 8, 29-51. Hv:Z3, 760 to

14
,
784. Siv vii, 61 ,

29-43. JRAS, 1919, pp. 353 f.

Va 91 ,
4-52. Bd iii, 66, 4-22., Br 10

,
4-8. Hv .56, 1366-70.

Mat 24
,
24-34. Vis iv, 6,

20-42. Satapatha Brahm xi, 5, 1.

MBh iii, 122 : and chap. XVII. See SBE xliv, p. 98.
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was intelligible to those who knew the legend,^ and thei'efore

implies the existence of the legend when it was composed.^

The first three subjects that Puranas should treat of are based on

imagination, are wholly fanciful, and do not admit of any practical

examination
;
hence it would be a vain pursuit to investigate them

here. The fourth and fifth subjects however, genealogies and tales

of ancient kings, profess to be historical tradition and do admit of

chronological scrutiny
;
hence they are well worth considering. It

is manifest from the Rigvedic hymns that there was real civilization

in India, there were independent kings, and famous exploits were

celebrated in song. Independent kings imply separate dynasties.

Dynasties had genealogies, hence there were genealogies to be

incorporated in the original Purana. The genealogies will be dealt

with in chapters VIII and IX. Here may be noticed the fifth

subject, and there is plenty of tradition to testify who were the

ancient kings renowned for their deeds.

The greatest kings were generally styled cakravartins^ sovereigns

who conquered surrounding kingdoms or brought them under their

authority, and established a paramount position over more or less

extensive regions ai-ound their own kingdoms. There is a list of

sixteen celebrated monarchs and their doings, which is called the

Soflam-rdjika, and is given twice. ^ They are these :

—

Marutta Aviksita

Suhotra Atithina

Brhadratha Vira ® the Afiga

Sivi Ausinara

Bharata Dausyanti

Rama Dasarathi

BhagTratha

Dillpa Ailavila Khatvafiga

Mandhatr Yauvanasva

Yayati Nahusa

Ambarlsa Nabhagi

Sasabindu Caitraratha

Gaya Amurtarayasa

Rantideva Sahkrti

Sagara Aiksvaku

Prthu Vainya.

Instead of Sagara the list in the Di’ona-parvan names Rama Jama-

* So Tennyson’s Dream of Fair Women is intelligible only to those

who know the stories.

^ Tlie legend is also impliedly referred to in Rigv iv, 2, 18 ; see SBE
xlvi, 318, 323-4.

® Their ideal characteristics are explained in Va 57, 68-80
;
Bd ii, 29,

74-88. Cf. Mat 142 ,
63-73.

“ MBh vii, 55, 2170 to 7(9; xii, 29
,
910-1037 : i, 1 , 223-4 (6 verses)

speak of 24.

Vlra may be an adjective. Probably Brhadratha of Magadha.
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dagiiya
;
but he does not properly fall into this enumeration because

he was not a king. Suhotra Atithina is Suhotra, the descendant of

Vitatha/ Bharata’s successoi’, Atithina being a variant of Vaita-

thina. All these were eminent kings and all will be found in the

genealogies^ except Prthu Vainya^ whose lineage stands quite apart

from the other genealogies and seems rather mythical.® The list

does not arrange the kings in any proper order. Mandhatr,

Sagara, Bhagiratha, Ambarisa,* Dillpa (Dilipa II) and Kama
Dasarathi belonged to the Ayodhya dynasty

;
and Marutta to the

Vaisala dynasty. Yayati was of the Aila race; and among his

descendants were Bharata, Suhotra, Rantideva and Brhadratha in

the Paurava line, and Sasabindu a Y'adava and Sivi an Anava.

There were two kings named Gaya Amurtarayasa (son of

Amurtarayas), one who reigned at Gaya,® and the other on

the river Payosni® (the modern Tapti)
;

the former seems to

be meant here.

Another list names certain kings who gained the title samraj,^

‘ pai'amount sovereign’, four of the foregoing, Yauvanasvi (Mandhatr),®

' Extolled as a very prosperous monarch, MBh i, 94, 3715-9.
" The genealogies are discussed in chaps. VII to IX, and the main

lines are set out fully in the Table in chap. XII.

® His story is given in Va 1, 33-36
; 62, 103 f.

;
and 63: Bd ii, 36,

103 f.; and 37: Mat 10, 3-15: Br 2, 17-28; 4, 28 f. : Hv .2, 74-81
;

4, 283 to 6, 405: Pad ii, 26 to 37; 123, 55 to 125, 6 : v, S, 3-34 :

Kur i, 14, 7-21 : Ag 18, 8-18.
* There was another Ambarlsa Nabhagi, in the very earliest times, see

the ‘Nabhagas’ in chap. VIII.

* MBh iii, 95, 8518-20, 8528-39 : ix, 39, 2205. He appears to have

been a scion of the Kanyakubja dynasty, Bd iii, 66, 32 : Va 91, 62 : Gari,

139, 5 : Bhag ix, 15, 4 : Hv 27, 1425 : 10, 23.

® MBh iii, 121, 10293-304. It was this latter apparently who is

meant when it is said Mandhatr vanquished Gaya, MBh vii, 62, 2281 ;

xii, 29, 981.

' MBh ii, 14, 649-50.
* He who conquers the whole of Bharata-varsa is celebrated as a

samraj
;
Va 45, 86.

® Often celebrated. Of him an old verse was sung—‘As far as the sun

rises and as far as he sets, all that is called YauvanaSva Mandhatr’s

territory’: MBh vii, 62, 2282-3 ;
xii, 29, 983: Va 88, 68: Bd iii,

63, 69-70: Vis iv, 2, 18: Bhag ix, 6, 37. Celebrated in MBh iii,

126, 10423-68, which describes his birth in an absurd brahmanical

fable, noticed in id. vii, 62 and xii, 29, 974-9. Cakravartin, id. xiii,

14, 860.
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Bhagiratlia,^ Bharata,^ and Alarutta,^ and a fifth, Kartavlrya,

that is, Arjuna Kartavlrya of the Flaihaya line, who was a very

famous monarch and is called both a samraj and a cakravartin/

Other lists name as kings of wide sway,® Dillpa, Nrga,® Nahusa,

Amharlsa and Mandhatr : as kings of high renown,'^ Prthu Vainya,

Iksvaku, Yayati,® Amharlsa, Sivi Ausinara,® llsabha Aila, Nrga,

Kusika, Gadhi,®® Somaka^^ and Dilipa : and as kings of great

magnificence,^^ Rantideva,^® Nabhaga (Ambarlsa), Yauvanasva

(Mandhatr), Prthu Vainya, Bhaglratha, Yayati, Nahusa and

Hariscandrad^

A list is given of kings who gained fame by their gifts of

cattle,^® Bhaglratha, Mandhatr Yauvanasva, Bharata, Rama
Dasarathi, Dilipa, Pururavas, Usinara, Mucukunda,’® Nrga, and

Somaka, and others of less note. Another list, given twice, names

kings who gained great merit by liberality or devotion to brahmans.

' After him the Ganges was named Bhagirathl. The storv is told,-

MBh iii, 107, 9918 to 109, 9965 : &c.
^ Famous in Vedic literature also. A cakravartin and sarvabhauma,

VBh i, 69, 2814 ; 74, 3121 : iii, 90, 8379.
^ Praised in MBh xii, 30, 613; Mark 450 (Translation 139), 2-18.

His story, ibid., and MBh xiv, 4, 86 f.

'Va94,9,23. Bd iii, 69, 9, 23. Br 45, 166, 1 74. Hv 55, 1857, 1865.

Mat 43, 17-18, 26. Pad v, 13, 120-2. Vis iv, 44, 3. Ag 374, 5.

® MBh xii, 8, 238.
“ MBh iii, 88, 8329-32 ; 131, 10291-2: xiii, 3, 121.
' MBh vi, 9, 314-16.
** Extolled for nobleness, MBh iii, 495, 13256-60; 393, 16675.
“ Extolled for piety and truthfulness, MBh iii, 497, 13319-30; 393,

16674
;

xii, 143, 5461. The fable of the hawk and pigeon is applied to

him in MBh iii, 196, 13274-300
; 307, 13808 : xiii, 67, 3384 : xiv, 90,

2790; hut to his father U^Iuara, 130, 10557 to 131, 10596: confusedly

to U^Inara AYsadarbha, king of Kasi, xiii, 33.

Kusika and Gadhi were kings of Kilnyakubja.

Probably Sahadeva’s son, king of North PancMa
:
praised, MBh iii,

135, 10422. A story about him in 137, 10471 f.

MBh ii, 53, 1929-31.
Praised for liberality, MBh iii, 83, 4096 ; 307, 13809; 393, 16674

:

xiii, 66, 3365 ; 113, 5544 ; 150, 7129 : xiv, 90, 2787.
Praised, MBh ii, 13, 488-98

;
xii, 30, 614. His story is fullj’^ dis-

cussed, JRAS, 1917, 40 f.

MBh xiii, 76, 3688-91
;
81, 3806.

Son of Mandhatr, Va 88, 71-2
;
Bd iii, 63, 72 ;

Mat 13, 35 ;
Hv 13,

714; Br 7, 95; &c. Fables are told about him, Br 196, 18-26: Hv
445, 6464-89 : Vis v, 33, 17-23. Also MBh xii, 74.

MBh xii, .254, '8590-8610 : xiii, 457, 6247-71.
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namely, Eantideva Sankrtya, Sivi Ausinara, Pratardana king of

Kasi, Ambarlsa, Yuvanasva,^ Rama Dasarathi, Kavandhama^s

grandson Marutta,- Bhagiratha, Devavrdha, Janamejaya, Vrsa-

darbhi, Brahmadatta, Mitrasaba,^ Bhumanyu, Satadyumna, Loma-

pada,^ Satyasandha, Nimi of Vidarbha, Mann’s son Sudyumna,

Sahasrajit and Prasenajit,® and others.

Other lists are found,® but it is unnecessary to quote more.

They contain most of the foregoing names and new names also,

but the compilers were no experts, for the names are generally

jumbled together without dynastic, genealogical or chronological

order. A very few lists do aim at chronological order, and the

longest is one that describes the descent of the sword of justice,'^

thus—Manu, Ksupa, Iksvaku, Pururavas, Ayus, Nahusa, Yayati,

Puru, &c.
;
but the order after Puru is worthless, thus it places

Ailavila (Dillpa II) before Uhundhumara, Mucukunda and Yuva-

nasva, though he was long posterior to them in the Ayodhya line.

This list is in the Santi-parvan and is a brahmanical compilation

with the usual brahmanical lack of the historical sense, yet it

shows who were remembered as righteous rulers even by brahmans.

These lists have been set out, in order that there should be no

lack of names of notable kings for comparison. They show that

the really famous kings occur repeatedly and were well established

in tradition
;
and that there were many others less celebrated but

yet well known. It is very remarkable, as pointed out before

(p. 7), how widely these kings differ from those extolled in the

Rigveda and Vedic literature, even when the lists are brahmanical.

Rigvedic kings are practically non-existent here, and eulogies of

kings in all that literature hardly count in the compilation of these

lists. This fact shows how entirely apart from general popular

^ Mruidhatr’s father, who was a great king; so Va 88, 65 ;
Bd iii, 63,

66; YLv 12,7 U-, Siv vii, 60, 75-6 ;
Br 7, 92.

^ That is, Aviksita, mentioned above.
^ Called Kalmasapada, of Ayodhya. A story about him in chap. XVIII.

Da^aratha’s friend, king of Ahga, in Ram.
^ Most of these kings will be found in the Table of Genealogies in

chap. XII. Consult also the Index.
® Very long lists in MBh i, 1, 223-32 : ii, 8, 319—33 : xiii, 115,

5661-9
;
165, 7674-85. Similar lists occur in brahmanical books, e. g.

Maitrayana-Brahmana-Upanisad i, 4. Short lists in MBh iv, 56, 1768-9 :

V, 89, 3146 : vi, 9, 313-6 ; &c.
' MBh xii, 166, 6191-201.
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thought stood Vedic literature in this matter. The popular scale

o£ values was totally different from that of Vedic brahmans.

Hence it is clear how little Vedic brahmans were in touch with

public life and interests,^ and of what small importance Vedic

literature is as regards historical matters.

These divergencies and also the fact that the Puranas sometimes

contain statements that differ from those in brahmanic literature

show that the Puranic stream of tradition flowed independently

of the Vedic stream. The former sometimes incorporated brah-

manical doctrines and tales, and Vedic literature sometimes

borrowed from Puranic and Itihasic sources.^ The divergence how-

ever is substantial and shows that the Puranic brahmans must have

received the different account when they took over the Puranas,

and that they preserved it, notwithstanding the disagreements, as

being genuine tradition.

Now may be noticed the matters that Apastamba ^ quotes from

Puranas, viz., three doctrines from a Purana, and one from the

Bhavisyat Purana, as bearing on the contents of the Puranas in

his time.

The first passage is translated thus by Biihler^—‘Now they

quote also in a Pura?ia the following two verses :
“ The Lord of

creatures has declared, that food offered unasked and brought by

the giver himself, may be eaten, though (the giver be) a sinner,

provided the gift has not been announced beforehand. The manes

of the ancestors of that man who spurns such food, do not eat (his

oblations) for fifteen years, nor does the fire carry his offerings (to

the gods) These verses occur in Manu iv, 248-9, as Biihler

notes, with some variations. I have not so far found them in any

Purana, but they are probably somewhere there.

The second passage is this ®—A Purana says, ‘No guilt® attaches

to him who smites (or kills) an assailant that intends to injure

him
;

(it is,) wrath indeed touches wrath This is in prose, and

^ This is further discussed in chap. V.

Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4. Vedarth passim.
® Biihler’s 2nd edition, Bombay, 1892.
^ I, 6, 19, 13. SBE ii, 70.

I, 10, 29, 7—Yo himsaithani ahhikrantam hanti inanyur eva

inanyuih spr^ati na tasmin dosa iti Purane. SBE ii, p. 90.
® Dosa means ‘ guilt ’ rather than ‘ sin

' The root han means ‘ to strike even as far as to kill ’. ‘ Smite ’ is

the nearest equivalent.
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apparently Apastamba has not quoted literally but has summarized

the dictum of the Purana. His citation is fully supported by the

Matsya, which says ^

‘

One may indeed unhesitatingly smite (or

kill) a guru or a boy or an old man or a brahman very learned in

the Vedas, who advances as an dtatdyin against one : the smiter (or

killer) incurs no guilt whatever in killing an dtatdyin

;

(it is,) wrath

meets that wrath The agreement in phraseology shows that

this is evidently the passage that Apastamba had in mind. The

Padma has a similar passage about the dtatdyin, though differentl}^

expressed.^

Atatdyin meant originally Oiaving oner’s bow drawn (ready for

shooting) * and so ^ prepared to take another’s life b Then it was

applied to cases of murderous assault as in the Matsya and Padma

passages, which lay down that it was no offence to kill an dtatdyin

outright. This was evidently a maxim of popular justice, because

Apastamba cites as his authority, not a law-book, but a Purana.

His phraseology shows he was quoting the doctrine as expressed in

the Matsya, and Manu afterwards copied the very words of that

version (viii, 350-1). Atatdyin was afterwards extended in its

scope and applied as a legal term to include other heinous offenders,

such as incendiaries, poisoners, robbers, &c., and is so defined in

those two Puranas,^ and similarly in law-books.^ The word thus

came to include one who was actuated by injurious or malign

intent,® and Apastamba^s expression himsdrtham, ‘ in order to injure,’

rather suggests that it had acquired its wider meaning before

his time.®

The third passage'^ is translated thus by Biihler®—‘Now they

quote (the following) two verses from a Purawa : Those eighty

thousand sages who desired offspring passed to the south by

Aryaman’s road and obtained burial-grounds. Those eighty thousand

sages who desired no offspring passed by Arj^aman’s road to the north

and obtained immortality’. I have not found the precise verses

^ Mat ^£7, 115-7. ^ Pad v, 45, 54-6.
3 Mat 117-9. Pad v, 45, 56-8.
^ Baudhayana i, 10, 18, 13. Vasistba iii, 15-18. Visnu-smrti v,

189-92. Brhaspati ii, 15-16.
^ A king was of course bound to punish an dtatdyin, but an attempt

was made to exempt brahmans and nobles, Lg ii, 50, 9-10. Cf. Brhas-

pati ii, 17.

' Atatdyin', MBh iii, 36, 1420; 41, 1695: Vis vi, 6, 24.
‘ ii, 9, 23, 3-5. ® SBE ii, 156-7.
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cited by him in any Parana, but the same statements expressed in

very similar language are found in the Vayu, Brahmanda, Matsya

and Visnu, with fuller descriptions^ Apastamba quotes a conciser

version.

The passage^ which cites the Bhavisyat Purana runs thus, as

translated by Biihler^— These (sons) who live, fulfilling the rites

taught (in the Veda), increase the fame and heavenly bliss of their

departed ancestors. In this manner each succeeding (generation

increases the fame and heavenly bliss) of the preceding ones. They

(the ancestors) live in heaven until the (next) general destruction of

created things. (After the destruction of the world, they stay)

again in heaven, being the seed (of the new creation) That has

been declared in the Bhavishyatpurawa^. This is expressed in

concise prose, and it is clear that Apastamba has summarized herein

the doctrine of the Bhavisyat Purana, and has even severely con-

densed it. He does not name the ancestors as but it is

obvious that he has ranked them as Pitrs, as of course they are.

The present Bhavisya appears to be the modern presentation of

. the ancient Bhavisyat. There is nothing in the difference of name.

The Matsya says (55, 31-2) that the Bhavisya specially extols the

sun and concerns itself chiefly with ‘ future ^ events or events in

^the future and again, in describing the Samba (or Samba)

Upapurana, it appears to say that the story of Samba or Samba

(the name is written both ways) is the first part of the Bhavisyat

and constitutes the whole of that Upapurana.® The present

Bhavisya, after a preface (manifestly an addition) expounding

dharma, worship of various kinds and other matters, extols and

inculcates the majesty of the sun (i, 48 f.), and in connexion there-

with tells the story of Krsna^s son Samba.® The Varaha (177, 34,

51) says the Bhavisyat Purana deals with Samba. Thus the two

names Bhavisya and Bhavisyat are given to the present Parana,^

^ The chief passages are Ya, 50, 214-22 ;
Bd ii, 31, 164-75

;
Mat 134,

102-110
;
Vis ii, 8, 84, 87-9. Cf. also Va 8, 194 ; 61, 99-102, 122-3 :

Bd ii, 7, 180 ; 35, 110-3, 146-7.
' ii, 9, 24, 3-6. =* SBE ii. 158.
* This expression is explained in the next chapter.
® Mat 53, 62 where Bhavisyati must, for the verse describes a work

I

already in existence, be the locative of Bhavisyat. Cf. Var 177, 34,

!
49-51.

“ In i, 48, 2, and especially 66 f.

’ So Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 302.
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and there is no difference in name between the ancient Parana and

the present one. There is no definite statement what the ancient

Bhavisyat contained, yet its general purport was expressed in its

name, as will be noticed in the next chapter. It is highly im-

probable that the present Bhavisya can be a totally different work

from the ancient Bhavisyat. It was easier and more natural to

tamper with and revise an existing work of acknowledged impor-

tance so as to bring it into accordance with later notions than to

compose a wholly new work and supersede the earlier authority

completely : and it is notorious that the Bhavisya ’ has been un-

blushingly tampered with, as evidenced by its historical account of

the Kali age.

But whether the existing Bhavisya is the ancient Bhavisyat or

not is not a question of any consequence in the matter under con-

sideration. It says very little about cosmogony and the ages, and

that little is clearly the presentation of later ideas. It is practically

worthless as regards all ancient beliefs. To expect to find in it the

doctrine that Apastamba quoted from the Bhavisyat is futile,

because that became obsolete. If we wish to discover that doctrine

in the Puranas, we must look at those which have best preserved

the ancient ideas about the Pitrs, and there we do find it. The

fullest account is in the Vayu ^ and Brahmanda^^ which are

practically identical. The Harivamsa ^ agrees closely therewith, so

far as its shorter version goes
;
and a similar but brief account is

given in the Matsya ® and Padma,® which are almost alike. Similar

accounts are found elsewhere.’^

These texts say this.® There were various classes of Pitrs, of

different origins, forms, grades and abodes. One broad distinction

is into Pitrs who were divine and Pitrs who were deceased men.®

t

' As presented in the Srl-Vehkatei5vara edition.

- Passim in 56, 13-19, 61-73, 88-92
; 71, 8-78

; 73, 1 ; 73, 49-60 ;

75, 53.
^ Passim in ii, 38: iii, 9, 6-75; 10, 1, 99-107

; 11, 90.
' Passim in 16, 836-77; 17, 918, 928 ; 18, 932-1009.
^ In 13, 2-5

; 15, 29, 30; 141, 12-20, 57-65, 79-81.
® In V, ,9, 2-5, 56, 58. " e. g. Var 13, 16-31.
® Where several texts are cited for a statement, they should be

collated.

® The divine are called devah pitarah, Mat 141, 57 ;
Va 56, 61 ;

Bd ii,

38, 66. Deceased ancestors are called manusyah (or mdnusdh) pitarah,

Mat 141, 65 ;
Va 56, 73 ;

Bd ii, 38, 78 : or laukikdh pitarah, Mat 141,
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Also some dwelt in heaven and some in the underworld.^ The

former who dwelt in heaven were as gods^^ and they and the gods

were reciprocally gods and pitrs.^ They were the most primeval

deities,^ and were indeed from everlasting,® and never cease to

exist.® But the Pitrs who were human ancestors (comprising the

father, grandfather and great grandfather '^) attained to and

became one with the divine Pitrs through righteousness ® and dwelt

blissfully in heaven with them.® At the end of every thousand

yugas they are reborn,^® they revive the worlds, and from them are

produced all the Manus and all progeny at the new ereations.^^

These Puranas thus declare that the manusija pitrs attain to the

same condition and position as the divine Pitrs, dwell in heaven and

reproduce the world in the next creation—that is, they are the

^seed^ which generates fresh life in the next creation.’^ Such is

precisely the doctrine which Apastamba quotes from the Bhavisyat.

This is corroborated by certain further statements. The Pitrs are

classed with the gods, seven rishis and Manus, and all these are

60; Va 5d, 64; Bd ii, 28, 69. Mat Ul, 80; Va 56, 65-6, 89; and
Bd ii, 28, 70-1, 95 define them as father, grandfather and great grand-
father.

‘ Va 71, 9 ;
Bd iil, 9, 8. Cf. Hv 16, 847. Mark 96 and 97, and

Gar i, 89 vary.

= Va 71, 8 : Bd iii, 9,6: Hv 16, 837 (and 871). Cf. Va 71, 12, 52

;

83, 108 : Bd iii, 9, 11, 52 : Hv 16, 851 : Mat 13, 4 ; Pad v, 9, 4 : Mark
96, 13 ; 97, 4, 7 : Gar i, 89, 13. 52.

' Va 71, 34 : Bd iii, .9, 35 : Hv 17, 928 : Mat 141, 79. Repeated in

Va 56, 88
;

75, 53 ; 83, 122 : Bd ii, 28, 94 ;
iii, 11, 90. Cf. Var 13, 18.

* Va 71, 54 and Bd iii, 9, 54 say ddi-devdh. Hv 16, 877 similarly.

Cf. Mark 96, 39 : Gar’i, 89, 39 : Mat 15, 42.

'

= Va 56, 92 : Bd ii, 28, 98.
® Va 71, 78 : Bd iii, 9, 75. Cf. Bd iii, 10, 105 ; 20, 8 : Va 73, 58

(ending corrupted)
; 83, 115: Hv 78, 1009.

’’

See seventh note above.
* Mat 141, 60, where for smrtdh read probably sritdh (cf. verses 58-9

;

and first passages in p. 45 note ^j. Similarly Bd ii, 28, 73-4 : Va 56,
68. Cf. Br 220, 92.

^ Mat 141, 63 : Va 56, 70-1 : Bd ii, 28, 76-7—where Pitrmant is

Soma ‘the moon’, w’hich is so called in Va 56, 31 ; 75, 56 : Bd ii, 28,
33 : Mat 141, 29.

Va 71, 60-1 : Bd iii, 9, 60-1. Similarly Hv 18, 937. Mat 13, 4-5
and Pad v, 9, 4-5 equivalently. Cf. also Va 61, 128-9

; 71, 15 : Bd iii,

9, 13.

“ Mat 15, 29 : Pad v, 9, 56. Cf. Va 71, 57 : Bd iii, 9, 57-8.
Lokdndm aksayarthin, Va 83, 121 ;

Bd iii, 20, 15.
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declared to be the sCulhakas of each new manvantarad Moreover

the Pitrs were a comprehensive body of being-Sj for the seven chief

rsiganas are also called Pitrs
;
^ and the restoration of humankind

at the beginning- of a new age is assigned to the seven rishis also,^

and they are referred to in this function by the words santatg-artha

and santdndrtJia,^ and sanfdna-kara,^ which are synonymous with

the word bijdrtha that Apastamba uses. The word hijdrtlia itself

occurs in similar connexions, namely, in the restoration of population

in the Krta age after this Kali age. Thus it is applied to Devapi

the Paurava and Maru ® the Aiksvaku, who will revive the brahma-

ksatras then
;

and also to the renewal of the castes then.® The

word thus has precisely the meaning which Apastamba gives it,

and his application of it to the Pitrs sums up correctly the function

assigned them as shown above.

These Puranas also declare that they repeat the doctrine con-

cerning the Pitrs, which was expounded in ^a Parana^ or more

probably in ^ the Parana ’,® so that it was the ancient belief. ‘ The

Purana ’ would obviously mean the original Parana. ‘ A Parana '

might very appropriately mean the Bhavisyat, because the Bhavi-

syat would naturally treat of such future matters. From whatever

Purana then they quoted this doctrine, they manifestly repeat the

ancient belief that would have been expounded in the Bhavisyat in

Apastamba's time.

It has been pointed out above, that dharma was no ingredient

of the earliest Puranas except probably such simple lessons as might

be conveyed incidentally in the five special subjects of those

Puranas
;

and these four doctrines cited by Apastamba support

that view. The third and fourth are not matters of dharma but

* Va 61, 134, 150-5, 173. Bd ii, 55, 177-82, 201-2.
= Va 65, 49, 50. Bd iii, 1, 50-51.
" Va 55, 11, 47-8. Bd iii, 1, 10.
" Va 61, 158, 161. Bd ii, 55, 185, 189. Mat 273, 62.
® Va 65, 48. Bd iii, i, 47. Mat 145, 35.
® Corrupted to Mata in Va 99, 437 and Mat 273, 56. He was a king

of Ayodhya.
’’ Va 99, 443 : Bd iii, 74, 256 : Mat .275, 61 : where the plural is

used for the dual, Prakrit-wise. As these Puranas avowedly borrowed
their account of the kings of the Kali age from the Bhavisya (see next

chapter), it seems probable they borrowed this portion also from it,

though the present Bhavisya has not either. Cf. Vis iv, 24, 46, 48.

* Va 58, 104-110; Bd ii, 31, 104-111. Less correctly Mat 144, 94.
® Mat 141, 81 and 16.' Va 56, 90. Bd ii, 28, 96.
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of ancient cosmogony. The second is not dharma properly speaking,

for it deals with criminal guilt and not sin, and merely declared a

rule of common -sense jurisprudence. The first alone comes within

the description of dharma. Only one then of the matters which

Apastamba quotes from Puranas belongs to dharma, and this fact

is no proof that dharma was a subject dealt with in the earliest

Puranas, because his book was concerned with dharma and he

naturally cited only points of dharma.^ The true inference there-

from would be that the Puranic brahmans had already begun to

incorporate some dharma in the Puranas in his time.

CHAPTER IV

THE AGE OF THE ORIGINAL PURANA

The age of the Puranas may now be considered according to the

evidence obtained from themselves and from other sources. In

doing this, the discussion must proceed from later known facts to

earlier evidence.

The Vayu Purana existed before a. d. 620, because it is referred

to by Bana in his Harsa-carita,^ and the writing in a MS. of the

Skanda in the Royal Library of Nepal shows that that Purana also

existed about that time.^ Verses praising gifts of land are quoted

in various land-grants, that are dated
3

and some of those are

found only in the Padma, Bhavisya and Brahma Puranas, and thus

indicate that those Puranas were in existence before a.d. 500 and

even long before that time.^ Some of those verses, which occur in

grants of the years 475-6 and 482-3, are declared in some grants

to have been enunciated by Vyasa in the Mahabharata.® They do

^ One might as well argue that, because Maine in Ancient Law (chap, v)

quotes some verses from the Odyssey about certain ancient legal con-
ditions, therefore the Odyssey dealt with law.

^ Chap. Ill, paragraph 4. Cowell and Thomas, Translation, p. 72.

See V. A. Smith, Early History of India, 3rd ed., pp. 21-22.
® Trans. Vlth Oriental Congress, vol. iii, p. 205. The MS. was sent

to Oxford for inspection.
^ JRAS, 1912, pp. 248-55. Gar may perhaps be added because

verses 36 and 7 occur in it (ii, 31, 14 and 4).
= JRAS, 1912, 253-4.

2465 E
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not however (as far as I know) occur there, but are found in the

Padma and Bhavisya, and nowhere else. Such an error, citing the

Mahabharata instead of the Puranas, in a land-grant, which was

not a learned treatise, is venial, especially as Vyasa was believed to

be the author of all those works. The mistake shows the pre-eminent

position held by the epic then. The important point however is

that the grantors assert that a book was the original authority for

those verses
;

not popular lore nor unknown compositions. It

follows therefore that either the Padma or the Bhavisya or both

existed before a. d. 475 and even much earlier, and a similar con-

clusion, though not so clear, may be drawn as regards the Brahma.

Further the Matsya, Vayu and Brahmanda say in their accounts

of the dynasties of the Kali age that they borrowed their accounts

from the Bhavisya
;

^ and the internal evidence therein shows that

the Bhavisya existed in the middle of the third century A.D., the

Matsya borrowed before the end of that century, and the Vayu and

Brahmanda borrowed in the next century.^ The present Bhavisya,

as presented in the Sii-Vehlmtesvara edition, does not contain that

account, but another altogether corrupt and false, and the reason is

that the Bhavisya has been freely tampered with in order to bring

its prophecies up to date and the ancient matter utterly vitiated

:

but those three Puranas show what it contained in the third

century, as regards the dynasties of the Kali age.

Next may be considered the mention of the Bhavisyat Purana in

the Apastambiya Dharmasutra (chap. Ill), and the inferences that

may be drawn therefrom.

The ' Purana as already pointed out, first came into existence as

a collection of ancient legendary lore, and this, its original nature,

is an essential fact. Apastamba obviously refers in his citations of

Puranas (chap. Ill) to definite books. Now the Bhavisyat Purana

plainly professed by its title to treat of the future ’, and its title

is a contradiction in terms. The first inference therefore is that

such a name could not have been possible until the term Purana

had become so thoroughly specialized as to have lost its proper

meaning, and had become merely the designation of a particular

class of books. It would have required the existence of a number

of books called Puranas to produce that change, and manifestly

^ My Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. vii-viii. JRAS, 1915, pp. 141-2,

517—18. These three Puranas existed before.

“ Id., pp. xii-xiv, xxiv, xxv. JRAS, 1912, pp. 142-3.
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they must have had their own special names to distinguish one

from another, and so convert their common title Purana into a

mere class designation.^

The next inference is that the foregoing change implied long

usage—that is, the Puranas began long before Apastamba^s time.

His sutra is estimated by Biihler as not later than the third

century b. c., and possibly 150-200 years earlier.^ His citation of

the Bhavisyat as an authority shows that it was no new work then,

but had acquired an acknowledged position of dignity, whieh it

could not have attained to in less than half a century. Hence the

Bhavisyat cannot be placed later than the early part of the third

century b.c., and even possibly earlier still by the above 150-200

years. At that time the title Purana had completely lost its

original meaning, and the question arises, what length of time

would have been required to bring about that result. There can be

no definite pronouncement on this, but the time cannot have been

less than two centuries, considering the conditions of literature in

those times, and was probably much longer. Hence Puranas must

have existed at least as early as the beginning of the fifth century

B.c.
;
and this lower limit would be shifted 150-200 years earlier

if a prior date be given to Apastamba. It is quite probable there-

fore that the Matsya existed long prior to him, as indeed his

citation of it indicates (p. 44).

The third inference from the name Bhavisyat is that before that

Purana could have been composed about ‘ the future ’ there must

have been some general consensus of opinion when ‘ the future
’

began. The Bhavisyat and Bhavisya are referred to here as

distinet, the former being the Purana cited by Apastamba, and the

latter that which existed in the third century a.d. as mentioned

above, and which, modified by the continual tampering to which it

has notoriously been subjected, we have now. When the Bhavisyat

was composed, whenever that was, obviously everything after that

time was ^ future^, so that the third century b.c. at the latest

and all after time fell into ‘ the future ’

;

and it would have

included the two preceding eenturies if Apastamba should be ante-

dated. It is however pretty obvious that ‘ the future
’ must have

commenced before the Bhavisyat was composed, otherwise there

^ Compare the Journals of the Royal Asiatic and other Societies,

where the title ‘ Journal’ has completely lost its original meaning.
^ SEE ii, p. xliii.
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would have been little to speak of beyond vague prophecies and

teleology, subjects hardly attractive enough of themselves alone to

win general interest in a new ‘Purana’.^ Hence ‘the future’ had

probably been reckoned as having begun some time before, so that

the author could have commenced with interesting tales of what had

taken place before launching out into talk about the real and

unknown futui’e. This inference is entirely supported by the

statement ante that the Bhavisyat began with the story of Krsua’s

son Samba soon after the Bharata battle, and by the following

further declarations.

There is some definite information concerning, first, what was

ranked as ‘ past ’, and secondly, what was considered to be ‘ future ’.

First, all the epic and Puranic traditions that deal with kings and

princes, and less markedly with rishis, stop short soon after the

great Bharata battle. Till that event they are fairly copious, and

after that they take in the reign of Yudhisthira and his brothers,

and, in the early and final chapters of the Mahabharata, speak of

their successors Parlksit II and Janamejaya III ;
^ but there are no

traditions about Janamejaya’s successors, nor about any of the

kings of the great dynasties of Ayodhya and Magadha after that

battle beyond a few curt allusions in the list of the kings of the

Kali age.^ ‘ The past ’ therefore was to that extent regarded

as ending with the decease of the Pandavas, or later with

Janamejaya III.

As regards ‘the future’ there are these data. The Vaju pro-

fesses to have been narrated in the reign of Asimakrsna or Adhisl-

makrsna, the gi’eat grandson of that Janamejaya and the sixth in

generation from Arjuna, in the Pauiava line.^ The Matsya (50, 66)

takes the same standpoint. Both definitely declare his successors

to be future.® Both treat Divakara, king of Ayodhya, and

Senajit, king of Magadha, as reigning contemporaneously with

him, and say they were respectively the fifth and seventh in

succession from Brhadbala and Sahadeva who were killed in the

' That was done as in the Kalki Upapurana, but it was a later

elaboration and very small in scope.

See Table of Genealogies in chap. XII.
’ Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. 1 f. Erroneous account in Hv 191 f.

‘ Va 1, 12; 99, 255-8. Bd has lost the latter passage in a large

lacuna.

® Va 99, 270. Mat oU, 77.
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great battle. Both declare their successors to be future^ and so

also does the Vayu’s counterparty the Brabmanda.^ These three

Puranas thus start the ‘future’ kings in those three great dynasties

with the sixth or seventh successors of those who took part in that

battle; that is, they make ‘the future’ begin some five or six

clear reigns after that battle, or about a century after it, if we put

aside the extravagant lengths given to the reigns of Senajit’s pre-

decessors in Magadha,^ This point is more definitely discussed in

chapter XV.
The Visnu and Bhagavata in their accounts speak of Pariksit as

reigning and his successors as future in the Paurava line,^ but treat

the first kings of Ayodhj^a and Magadha after that battle, who

were his contemporaries, as future.^ These two Puranas thus make

‘the future’ begin some thirt}" years after the battle as regards

Pariksit, but immediately after the battle as regards the two other

dynasties. The Garuda speaks of Janamejaya as reigning in the

Paurava line and his successors as future, but apparently treats ‘ the

future ’ in the two other dynasties as beginning after that battle.®

As regards ‘ the future then, these statements offer two limits

of commencement, an upper, the end of the Bharata battle, and a

lower, about a century later.® Everything prior to the former was

‘past’, everything posterior to the latter was reckoned as definitely

‘ future ’, and the interval between them was intermediate, regarded

sometimes as ‘ past ’ and sometimes as ‘ future ’. The Matsya, Vayu
and Brahmanda contain the undoubtedly oldest account of the

kings of the Kali age and assert the lower limit. The Bhavisyat

and Bhavisya, by including the story of Krsna’s son Samba, took the

earlier limit. The Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata, which were later

than the Bhavisyat, pi'actically adopted its view. Apastamba’s

citation of the Bhavisyat is perfectly compatible with either

reckoning, for it merely indicates that ‘ the future ’ had already

begun before the third century b.c.

The reckoning then was this. ‘ The past’ ended and ‘ the future
’

* Va 99, 282-3, 300. Mat 271
,
5-6, 23. Bd iii, 74

,
113-14 as

regards Seiiajit
;

its reference to Divakara is lost in the lacuna.
“ And the 60 years assigned to Pariksit II, MBh i, 49

,
1949-

^ Vis iv, 20, 12-13; 21
,
1. Bhag ix, 22

,
34-6.

* Vis iv, 22
, 1 ; 23

,
1-3. Bhag ix, 12

, 9 ; 22, 46.
’ Gar i, J40, 40; 1, 5, 9.

® Further remarks about the Kali age, chap. XV.
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began at the close o£ the Bliarata battle, or at the latest about a

century afterwards.^ The difference is not material for the present

purpose. The transition manifestly implies a definite stage in the

])osition of tradition, and indicates that previous tradition must have

been collected then and formed into a definite compilation, which

closed ‘ the past h That would have been the precise consequence

of the formation of the original Purana. Tradition says that the

original Purana was composed about that time (p. 21).^ The two

therefore agree and the former corroborates the latter. True

Puranas multiplied, the Bhavisyat was devised, and the Puranic

brahmans had ample time to begin incorporating brahmanic matter,

before Apastamba’s date.

These conclusions are corroborated by certain statements in the

KautilTya Arthasastra, which may next be considered. It belongs

to the fourth century B.c., about a century earlier than the latest

date for Apastamba.

Kautilya says, ‘The three Vedas, the Saman, Be and Yajus, are

the threefold (scripture). The Atharva-veda and the Itihasa-veda

are also Vedas h® He calls the Itihasa a Veda and puts it on the

same footing as the Atharva-veda. Clearly therefore the Itihasa

was something as definite and well known as that Veda. He also

defines the Itihasa thus— ‘Itihasa means the Purana, Itivrtta

(history), Akhyayika (tale), Udaharana (illustrative story), the

Dharmasastra and the Arthasastra’.^ All these terms are obviously

ii'eneric ® and Purana here means Puranas. As the Itihasa was a

^ eda and definite, its component parts cannot have been indefinite,

hence the Pui'anas were not an indefinite collection of ancient tales

but must have been compositions certain and well established in

character then. This is corroborated by another passage which

says that a minister skilled in the Arthasastra should admonish

a king, who is led astray, by means of the Itivrtta and Purana.*'

Here also the terms are generic, and the serious purpose for which

the Puranas were to be used shows that they were not mere ancient

tales but were definite and instructive compositions.

' Estimated at 950 and 840 b.c. respectively, chap. XV.
^ Vyasa may liave begun it, and Romaharsana and his disciples would

have completed it.

^ Book i, chap. 3 (p. 7).
* Book i, chap. 5 (p. 10).

® See JRAS, 1914, p. 1022.
® Book V, chap. 6 (p. 255, lines 1, 2)
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Kautilya enjoins that a prince should spend the afternoon in

listening to the Itihasa ;
^ and in order to hear the Puranas the

prince would need some one to recite them. Hence among the

officials whom a king should retain with salaries are mentioned

‘ the Pauranikaj the suta and the magadha The Pauranika here

is manifestly one specially conversant with the Puranas
;
and he is

distinguished from the suta and magadha. He is also referred to

in another passage in a similar setting, apart from them,^ and

separate. Kautilya uses the word Pauranika also to distinguish the

Puranie suta and magadha from the two castes of mixed origin who

were so named, but the former had ceased to exist then (p. 18).

Hence the Puranas were old in his time. The three first mentioned,

the Pauranika, the suta and the magadha, were quite different.

Of these the latter two mean the mixed castes of sutas and maga-

dhas who had succeeded to some at least of the functions of the

ancient sutas and magadhas
;
^ and the Pauranika was the person,

whether brahman or other, who made the Puranas his speciality.

His office proves that the Puranas were well known and established

compositions in the fourth century b. c.
;
and the fact that the

original suta and magadha were only known then from them

shows also that the Puranas went back a considerable time before

that century.

It thus appears from Kautilya that Puranas, definite works,

existed at least as early as the fourth century b. c., possessed an

authoritative position, and were not novel works then, but went

back a long time previously as the Puranie suta had completely

disappeared.

The Purana was regarded with high respect even by the brah-

mans who upheld the Vedas specially. Thus the Atharva-veda

says °—The res, and the samans, the metres, the PuiTina, together

with the Yajus, all gods in the heavens, founded upon heaven, were

born of the ucchista. The Chandogya Upanisad says ®—The

(hymns of the) Atharvahgiras are the bees, the Itihasa-Purana is

the flower : and this simile, as expressed, implies that those hymns

^ Book i, chap. 5 (p. 10, line 15).
^ Book V, chap. 3 (p. 245). Cf. MBh xii, 85, 3203.
^ Book xiii, chap. 1 (p. 393).
‘ Were they employed for akhydyikds and uddharanas ?

= xi, 7, 24. SBE xlii, 229. Cf MBh viii, 34, 1498.
® iii, 4, 1. SBE i, 39.
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drew their sustenance from the Itihasa and Parana, which must

therefore have been ancient like those hymns. Both these passages

imply that the Parana was something definite, like the other

compositions mentioned, and was not a novel thing then.

Further the Satapatha Brahmana calls the Itihasa-Puiana and

certain other compositions ‘ honey-offerings to the gods ’, and com-

mends their daily study. ^ It also appoints the Itihasa and Parana

for recitation by the priests, calling each a Veda.^ These passages

show that the Itihasa and Parana were definite compositions.

Similarly the Sahkhayana Srauta Sutra and Asvalayana Sutra®

say—On the eighth day he tells the story which begins with Ilatsya

Sdvmada . . . He then says, 'The Itihasa-veda is the Veda, this

is the Veda,’’ and recites an Itihasa. On the ninth day he tells the

story which begins with Tdrksya Vaipasyata ^ . . . He then says,

' The Purana-vcda is the Veda, this is the Veda,’ and recites the

Parana.®

The story above mentioned that hegmsMatsyah Sdmmadah^

to be that told in Visnu iv, 2
,
19 f. and Padma vi, 232

,
33 f. about

the rishi Saubhari. While practising long austerities he saw a fish

named Sammada or Samamada joyous with an immense and happy

family,'^ and aroused thereby, he married the fifty daughters of

Mandhatr, king of Ayodhya, and maintained them in great

magnificence and happiness.® That is probably what the above

brahmanical passage cited. What is there called an itihasa is

found in two Puranas now. I have not found the story about

Tarksya Vaipasyata, but it was a story about birds.®

* xi, 5, 6, 8. SBE xliv, 98. Weber, Hist, of Indian Lit., 93.

* xiii, 4, 3, 12-13^ SBE xliv, 369.

’ SSnkh xvi, 1. A4val x, 7, inverting the procedure of the two days;
]

SBE xliv, 369, note 3. Max Miiller, Sanskrit Lit., 37, 40.
j

^ The ASval. Sutra reads Vaifaicita (better ?).

® The Commentator on the Sahkhayana notes, The Purana uttered by
Vayu should be narrated here. Both Va and Bd were uttered by Vayu,

and were one originally.

“ Rigv viii, 67 is attributed in the alternative to Matsya Sammada
;

Anukramam and Vedarth.

’ Satapatha Brahm (xiii, I, 3, 12) says. King Matsya Sammada and

his people were water-dwellers. This cannot refer to the Matsya country

and people, for their country was anything but watery
;

so matsya must
mean ‘ fish’. Vedarth on Rigv viii, 67 says he was a fish.

® This story is further considei’ed in chap. V.

® So Satapatha Brahm, loc. cit.
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As pointed out above (p. 54), a collection of tradition must

have been made within a century or so after the Bharata battle,

thus closing the 'past^ and its traditions, whence all subsequent

occurrences belonged to the ‘future’. This conclusion is confirmed

by a general survey of tradition in the Puranas.

There is much traditional history including fairly copious genea-

logies down to the time of that battle and the death of Krsna and

the Pandavas, and then all the genealogies stop short except those

of the three great kingdoms of Hastinapura, Ayodhya and Magadha,

although other old d
3masties continued to exist, such as those of

Pancala, Kasi, Mithila, &cd There is a little historical tradition of

the century or so that followed the battle, yet only concerning the

first five Paurava kings in the first of those three kingdoms, and

nothing about the two other kingdoms. After that centui’y or so

there is no historical tradition, and the genealogies of those three

kingdoms are given in prophetic form, but were manifestly com-

piled long afterwards out of Prakrit chronicles.^ Yet there were

traditions about those ‘future"’ kings, as, for instance, about the

kings in Buddha^s time and about king Udayana of Vatsa,® and

none such are noticed in the Puranas, as far as I am aware. These

facts, much traditional history down to the death of the Pandavas,

a very little for a century or so following, and then none whatever

in the Puranas, prove that there must have been a closing stage in

tradition during that century or so—that is, that the original Parana

must have been compiled about that time.

The absolute dearth of traditional history after that stage is

quite intelligible, both because the compilation of the Purana had

set a seal on tradition, and because the Purana soon passed into the

hands of brahmans, who preserved what they had received, but

with the brahmanic lack of the historical sense added nothing about

later kings—just as the Bhagavata Purana, which was composed

about the ninth century a.d., added nothing to its account of the

kings of the Kali age beyond where the Vaj'u stopped some four

centuries earlier. With the same lack however they have introduced

in their own additions to the Puranas notices of brahmans who
were later, such as Asuri, Paiicasikha, &c.^ This marked change

at that stage betokens the compilation of the original Purana and

’ My Dynasties of the Kali Age, p. 23. See chap. XV.
^ Id. p. 10 and Appendix I. ^ Meghadiita i, 31.
^ Discussed in chap. XXVII.
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the change in the custody of tradition from tlie sutas to the

brahmans. It is clear evidence that ancient traditions were collected

while they were still well known^ and while there was still a class

of men whose business it was to preserve them carefully.

The Brahmanas are in accord with this conclusion. The late

Satapatha has far more tradition than the earliest Brahmanas,

They were composed while the Purana or Puranas were in their

infancy/ but it was composed after the Puranas had become

established, and by quoting their tradition shows that they existed

and that the recluse brahmans who studied the Vedas had at length

become aware to some extent of the contents and importance of

the Puranas.

CHAPTEE V

BRAHMANICAL AND KSATRIYA TRADITION

So far tradition has been considered in its more general aspect,

but a survey of ancient Indian tradition discloses the fact that great

differences exist in the character of its multitudinous tales
;
and we

may examine now the main features, according to which traditions

may be classified.

The first classification that obviously presents itself is the broad

division into the two groups, traditions that are mythological and

those that profess to deal with history. Instances of the foi'raer

are Soma’s abduetion of Brhaspati’s wife Tara and the birth of

their son Budha,^ the birth of Ha from Manu’s sacrifice,® and the

marriage of Siva and Parvati.^ With such we have nothing to do

here, though myths that explain the origin of the chief races said

to have ruled ancient India may suggest clues for exploring the

earliest conditions.

Taking then traditions that profess to deal with history, we find

that many tales are manifestly and essentially brahmanic, such as

1 See chap. XXVII.
“ Va 90 . Bd iii, 65 . Br 9 . Hv 35 . Vis iv, 6

,
5-19. Bliag ix, 14

,

3-14. Ag 373
,
8-11. Mat 33 , 29 to 34

, 3. Gar i, 139,
1-2.

® Va 85
,
5-9. Bd iii, 60

,
4-8. Hv 10

,
615-22. Br 7, 3-8. Vis iv,

1
,
6-8 .

^ Mat 154 . Br 36. Bad v, 40 . Var 33 . Va 93 ,
29-35. Bd iii,

67,
32-9.
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the story of Vasistlia, Visvamitra and king Trisahku in the Maha-

bharata and Ramixyana/ that of Yisvanoitra and king Hariscandra

in the Markandeya (7 and 8), and that of king Hariscandra, Rohita

and Sunahsepa in the Aitareya Brahmana '^ and Sahkhayana Srauta

Sutra.^ Others are plainly ksatriya tales, such as the ballad of

king Satyavrata-Tri&hku, Vasistha and Visvamitra in the Puranas

(p. 38), that of king Sagara in the Puranas (p. 38), and that of

Bhisma and Ugrayudha in the Harivamsa (p. 37). Others again

are neither ksatriya nor brahmanical precisely, but combine features

of both those classes and are thus of a mixed or intermediate

character, such as the story of Agastya and Lopamudra (p. 38),

that of king Mitrasaha Kalmasapada,^ and that of king Jana-

mejaya II Parlksita who hurt Gargya^s son.® And there is a

fourth class, namely, stories which have obviously been devised in

order to explain names.

The contrast between the stories about Trisahku, Vasistha and

Visvamitra shows clearly that there were two classes of tradition,

the brahmanie and the ksatriya (see p. 6). This is only what

might be naturally expected. This distinction in tradition, brah-

manic and ksatriya, is very important and may be paralleled by the

difference between legends of saints and tales of chivalry. Brahmanie

tradition speaks from the brahmanical standpoint, describes events

and expresses feelings as they would appear to brahmans, illustrates

brahmanical ideas, maintains and inculcates the dignity, sanctity,

supremacy and even superhuman character of brahmans, enunciates

brahmanical doctrines and advocates whatever subserved the interests

of brahmans;® often enforcing the moral by means of marvellous

incidents, that not seldom are made up of absurd and utterly

impossible details. It often introduces kings, because kings were

their chief patrons, yet even so the brahmans’ dignity is never

forgotten. Ksatriya tradition, on the other hand, speaks from the

ksatriya standpoint, desei'ibes events and expresses feelings as they

would appear to ksatriyas, is concerned chiefly with kings and

heroes and their great deeds, and displays the ideas and code of

’ MBhi, i75, 6651-91: cf. ix, 2301-6
; 43: Earn i, 5.9, 1 to .55, 10.

^ vii, 5, 1 f. ® XV, 17-25.
" MBh i, 176, 6696 to 177, 6791. Vis iv, 4, 19 f. Bhag ix, .9, 18-

39. VN .9.

Va 93, 21-6.
° Pad ii is a good example of brahmanie matter : also BV iv, J24 f.
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honour of ksatriyas. It notices rishls who came into contact with

kings, but otherwise is not much concerned with the life and

thoughts of rishis. Ksatriya tales do often indulge in the mar-

vellousj but their marvels are generally mere exaggeration without

any didactic purpose; and ksatrij’a tradition, even when magnifying

the glory of kings, does not disparage brahmans but acknowledges

their character and position, though not in the excessive terms often

employed in brahmanie tales. Ksatriya genealogies are of necessity

of ksatriya origin.

The ditference between the two kinds of tradition is best broug-ht

out where fortunately both the ksatriya and the brahmanie versions

exist. That is found in the stories about Trisahku, Vasistha and

Yisvamitra. The ksatriya ballad gives a simple and natural account

of Trisahku’s fortunes as affected by those two rishis, while the

brahman ical versions are a farrago of absurdities and impossibilities,

utterly distorting all the incidents.^ But it is rare that the two

aspects of a story are presented so characteristically, and what

is found very often is a story which suggests that it was a ksatriya

version which has been subsequently revised according to brahmanie

ideas—that is, a story of the third or intermediate class. The

legend of Sunahsepa presents different stages of this process.^

Thus ksatriya tales sometimes exist without brahmanie counter-

parts, such as the above story of king Sagara, many brahmanie

tales exist without ksatriya counterparts, and the intermediate class

is abundant.

Another marked difference appears between ksatriya tales on the

one hand, and brahmanical tales and tales of an intermediate

character on the other hand. In ksatriya tales there is generally

some historical consistenejq but the two other classes are generally

deficient in the historical sense, often revealing a total lack of it.

This lack of the historical sense in ancient Indian literature is a

commonplace (p. 2), but it does not hold entirely good as regards

ksatriya tradition. Before the invention of writing, genealogies,

ballads and tales are practically the only literature of an historical

kind that can exist. Genealogies are essentially chronological

;

and the old tales, especially those narrated in the course of the best

^ Discussed in JRAS, 1913, p. 888 : 1919, [>. 364.
* Discussed in JRAS, 1917, p. 44. An absurd instance of brah-

manical fancy is the story of Yayati and his four sons (misnamed),

Pad ii, C4 to '84.
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versions of the genealogies, have also an historical character. Royal

genealogies certainly do not lack the historical sense, and those

ksatriya tales and ballads are generally consistent in their historical

conditions. Since the brahmans did treasure up and hand down

the ancient hymns, there is nothing impossible in holding that the

sutas also displayed similar care in preserving traditions committed

to their charge, as pointed out in chapter II, until the Purana was

compiled, and there were men and brahmans who made old tales

and genealogies their special concern.

The lack of the historical sense was a special characteristic of the

brahmans. The Vedic texts, notoriously, are not books of historical

purpose, nor do they deal with history (p. 2). Before the intro-

duction of writing the brahmans had, like every one else, to rely

on tradition when referring to preceding times, and, even after

writing was introduced, they discountenanced it so far as their

religious books were concerned. There is no want of references to

prior events in the Rigveda as well as some to contemjjoi’aneous

occurrences, and allusions to bygone men and events were necessarily

drawn from tradition, such as those to Nahusa, Yayati and others,

who were ancient even then. So also the mention of Yadu,

Turvasa (Turvasu), Druhyu, Anu and Puru is generic, referring

to the families and kings descended from them, and not to the

progenitors themselves, who had passed away into tradition even

then. Similarly as regards Bharata, his descendants are introduced,

but he himself was a bygone figure.

The lack of the historical sense, especially among brahmans,

while on the one hand it failed to compose genuine history or

fabricated incorrect stories and fables, on the other hand has been

of valuable service in that it often neglected to revise or harmonize

historical tradition. Positively it was a defect, negatively it was

often a safeguard, with the result that the Puranic brahmans pre-

served a large mass of ksatriya and popular tradition, which was

inconsistent with brahmanic stories and tenets, and the bearing of

which thereon they did not perceive. Thus not seldom they un-

consciously passed on traditions which are a check on brahmanic

statements and often refute much of them. When we seek for

explanations of the lack, differences of opinion arise. It was not for

want of history. There w'ere plenty of historical events in the

earliest times (p. 3).

A reason assigned for the lack is that ^ the Brahmans, whose task
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it would naturally have been to record great deeds, had early

embraced the doctrine that all action and existence are a positive

evil, and could therefore have felt but little inclination to chronicle

historical events ’d But, as already pointed out, that was not the

task of the brahmans but of the sutas, and what they preserved was

incorporated in the Puranas. When the literature of tradition

passed into brahmanie custody later, the brahmans were prevented

in two ways
;

first, since the Puranas dealt with ancient tradition,

they could not incorporate into them the doings of later kings
;

and secondly, the above reason applied from the time when the

brahmans embraced that doctrine, namely, in and after the age of

the Brahmanas and Upanisads, when, according to tradition as

already explained, Puranas had been compiled.^ Thenceforward

they added no fresh historical events beyond incorporating the

account of the dynasties of the Kali age. That docti’ine, and its

consequence that men should strive to be rid of further existence;

was later than the Rigvedic age. The primitive doctrine was

different. Asceticism has been practised ardently in India at all

times, but its object varied. Under that doctrine it became the

means of training the body and mind to a condition which ended

virtually in non-existence ; but in ancient times the rishis aimed

at acquiring superhuman faculties and powers or the reputation

of possessing them, and asceticism was the means by which that

could be attained. During all that time it was the sutas who

preserved tradition.

There have been, broadly speaking, three classes among brahmans

throughout Indian history, namely, (1) the ascetic devotee and

teacher, the rishi or muni
; (2) the priest and spiritual guide of

kings, nobles and
2
)eople

;
and (3) the minister of state, royal oflRcer,

and those who followed secular employments. The first was the

brahman par excellence, the saint
;
the second the priest and pre-

ceptor; and the third the semi-secular brahman and sometimes

wholly a layman. The first class, devoting itself to an ascetic life,

lived apart in secluded hermitagesi, The second dwelt in cities and

towns, ministering to their royal and other patrons, and conversant

with what went on around them
;
they were not ordinarily religious

thinkers. The third class were busied chiefly or altogether with

^ Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 1 1

.

This will be shown further in chap. XXVI.
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mundane affairs, and were practically brahmans only by caste
;

^

they do not concern us here.

Kings performed sacrifices through their own priests, but invoked

the aid of celebrated rishis also on special occasions as various stories

show. Both the first and second classes appear to have composed

the Rigvedic hymns, but the BiTihmanas and Upanisads were the

product of the meditations and speculations of the first class. These

men lived away from the world, immersed in sj^iritual problems and

in close relation to the influences of Nature. Their religious rites,

meditations and questionings were deeply and continuously concerned

with the divine; tlie gods were very real to them. Mythology

tlierefore was not an abstract subject, but as real to them as Nature.

On the other hand, kings and j)olitical life belonged to a sphere

with which they had nothing to do and of which they knew little

or nothing personally; and ])olitical vicissitudes did not affect them.

All that they knew of such matters was what penetrated into their

seclusion through popular report and tale, mere hearsay, often less

real to them than mythology and of far less importance. There

was no vivid distinction between history and mythology, and

naturally there was a constant tendency to confuse the two, to

mythologize history and give mythology an historical garb. We can

thus see why there was a total lack of the historical sense among
the brahmans who composed the brahmanical literature. It is of

I course authoritative on the religious matters of which it treats, but

one cannot extend its authority to secular matters.

The lack of the historical sense was a fertile source of confusion.

It displayed itself in various ways that will be noticed now, and

many other illustrations will present themselves in future chajiters.^

First, it confused different persons of the same name. Preliminary

confusion between two different persons, Bali, the Anava king of

the Eastern region, and Bali Vairocana, the demon king, is found

’ See lists of brahmans to be excluded from ^raddhas, Manu hi, 150 f.

:

MBh xiii, 23, 1582-93
; 90, 4275-80: Var 190, 84 f. Such brahmans

are often alluded to. Veda-varjita cultivators. Pad iv, 110, 403-4 :

cultivators, 113, 204; vi, 181, 74. Rangopajlvin, Va 101, 164. Kita-

vdgram. Pad vi, 184, 41. Engaged in vai^ya occupations, MBh xii, 78,

2917 f. : Pad vi, 177, 2-3
; 238, 6-7, 15-20. An-dmndya-vid, Pad vi,

i 171, 31. Of. MBh xiii, 33, 2094-5: Pad v, 44, 11 f.

I

^ e. g. The Maruts and Bharata, chap. XIII. The birth of a Vasistha

I

and an Agastya from Mitra and Varuna, chaps. XVIII and XXII.

Ij

Janamejaya II and his three sons, chap. IX.
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in the story of the former/ where three Puranas call him Danava
and Vairocana^^ in spite of the fact that they give his genealogy as

Anava and make no mention of any Virocana among his ancestors.

Further confusion is seen in the allusions to ‘king Janaka’, for

Janaka was the family name of the kings of Videha and various

Janakas are distinguished in epic and Puranic tradition,® but in

brahmanic literature Janaka is regarded as one king.^ Similarly

rishis of the same name were confused : thus the first Visvamitra is

wrongly called Bharata-rsahha in the story of Sunahsepa (p. 10)

;

and this term really belonged to one of his descendants long after-

wards, probably the Visvamitra who was priest to Sudas, i. e.

Sudasa, king of north Pailcala, wdio was descended from Bharata.®

Two other brahmanical books ® confuse the two Visvamitras by

reversing the blunder, in styling the descendant ‘ Gathi’s son who
was the first Visvamitra. Again, the Ramayana wrongly identifies

the Visvamitra of Ramans time with the first Visvamitra,'^ and

naively makes Satananda narrate in ‘ Visvamitra^s^ presence the

fable of the first Visvauiitra^s discomfiture by Vasistha.® Similarly,

the Vasisthas, of whom there were many, as will be shown in

chapter XVIII, were often confused, until at length they were

all regarded as one,® who was cirajivhi : and so also all the

Markandeyas were reckoned as only one,^° and the Brhaspatis

are confused.^^

An excellent instance of this kind of confusion is that of the

two Sukas. One Suka had a daughter Krtvl or Kirtti, who married

Anuha king of South Pancala and was mother of king Brahmadatta.^®

' Va 99, 26 f. Bd iii, 74, 24-32. Mat 48, 23 f. Hv 31, 1682-8.
Br 13, 27-35.

= Va 99, 65, 66, 72, 97. Bd iii, 74, 66, 68, 74, 99. Mat 48, 58, 60, 89.
^ See the notice of this dynasty in chap. VIII.
‘ See Vedic Index i, 271.
® See JRAS, 1917, p. 64 ; 1918, p. 236. Also chap. XXI.
® Brhadd iv, 112. Vedarth on Rigv iii, 53.
’’ Ram i, 18, 39-40

; 51, 15. It is brahmanic.
* Bam i, 51, 12 f. See chap. XXL The Visvamitras are confused in

MBh xiii, 3.

® MBh i, 174, 66 36-44, where several are confused.

Pad V, 28, 22, 24. MBh iii, 25, 952-3. See chap. XVII.
“ Including descendants. See chap. XVI.
Mat 49, 56-7. Va 99, 179-80. Hv .29, 1039-44 (calling her also

Klrttimatl), 1065-6
; 23, 1241-2. Vis iv, 19, 12-13. Bhag ix, 21, 25

(with confusion about Anuha). Gar i, 140, 13 partially.
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The other was Vyasa’s son,^ far later. It will be shown in

chapter XIII that Brahmadatta was a contemporary of the Kaurava

king’ Pratlpa^ and that his great great grandson Janamejaya was

a contemporary of Pratipa’s great grandson Bhisma and of Prsata

(Drupada^s father). Bhisma was of about the same age as

Satyavatl, the maiden-mother of Vyasa,^ for he was a youth when

his father Santanu married young Satyavatl ;
^ hence Vyasa was

younger than Bhisma, and his son Suka was therefore at least

a generation later. From Brahmadatta’s grandfather Suka down

to Vyasa^s son Suka there were therefore some six generations.

The ksatriya genealogies and traditions keep the two Sukas

distinct, but the brahmanical vamsas in their attempt to construct

Vyasa’s family identify the two, give Vyasa’s son Suka a daughter

Kirtimati, say she was Anuha’s queen and Brahmadatta’s mother,

and so make Brahmadatta great grandson of Vyasa,^ thus mis-

placing Anuha and Brahmadatta from their true position to one

some six generations later. Ksatriya tradition is right, and the

brahmanical lack of the historical sense produces the absurdity that

Anuha or Brahmadatta would have been king of south Pancala at

the time of the Bharata battle when, as the Mahabharata shows,

Drupada was reigning there.

Another instance may be cited from the Satapatha Brahmana

(xiii, 5, 4, 9 and 21). It says that Bharata seized the sacrificial

horse of the Satvants, and adds that his descendants, the Bharatas,

were greater than those of any other king. Here it has confused

Bharata, the famous Paurava king, with apparently Bharata, the

brother of Rama of Ayodhya. King Bharata was long prior to

the Satvants or Satvatas, as the synchronisms and the Table of

royal genealogies show (chapters XII to XIV), but Rama and

Bharata of Ayodhya were their contemporaries, and this story is no

doubt connected with the conquest of the Surasena territory from

the Satvatas and its occupation by Rama’s brother Satrughna, as

will be noticed in chapter XIV. It would have been this Bharata

who could have carried off the sacrificial horse, and it was the

^ MBh i, 1, 103. Va 75, 28-9 : &c. See chap. XVITI.
“ The whole MBh shows this. ® MBh i, 100, 4008-9, 4036-64.
* Bd iii, 8, 92-4. Va 70, 84-6 (misreading Anuha as Aguha). Sridhara

on Vis iv, 19, 12 says the same. Also Kur i, 19, 25-7 partially. The
vam^a in Mat 201, 30-32 does not introduce this mistake. Consequently
Krtvl is sometimes called Kirtimati, e.g. Hv 20, 1044.
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clescendants of the Paurava Bharata, who were the famous

Bharatas.

Secondlj^ the brahmans confused kings^ rishis and others with

mythological persons of the same names, for names were common
to both then as down even to modern timesd A few instances of

such confusion may be noticed here. Brhaspati, the Ahgirasa rishi,

who lived just before Bharata^s time,^ is confused with the divine

priest Brhaspati.^ Madhu, the great Yadava king,^ from whom Krsna

obtained the patronymic Madhava, is called a Daitya, a Danava and

an asura,® being apparently confused with the demon Madhu whom
Visnu killed. Such eases of confusion led to the fabrication of

brahmanical fables, and not a few other fables may be suspected to

have arisen through similar misunderstanding.

Another instanee is that of Tapatl, wife of the Paurava king

Samvarana. She was daughter of Sura, Surya, or Tapana.® These

words are treated as meaning ‘ the sun and a fable is told how
Samvarana’s piiest, a Vasistha, went to the sun and obtained

Tapatl for him.® But those words were probably the name of

a man, for other names of the sun were used as personal names,

such as Prabhakara, Divakara and Bhanu. Surya appears to have

been a real name, for the Suryas are spoken of along with the

Bhrgus and Kanvas,® and the patronymic Saurya is assigned to

three rishis, the alleged authors of hymns x, 37, 158 and 170 . But

Tapatl’s father being confused with the sun, she became the sun’s

daughter, and accordingly she is foisted into the myth of the sun

and his wives as his daughter along with his sons Manu Vaivasvata,

Yama and the Asvins,^° confusing historical tradition with mythology

and all with an utter disregard of chronological consistency.

Thirdly, the brahmans did not always distinguish between

different periods, and so often misplaced persons chronologically

' e.g. Saiikara, Visnu, Nllakantha.
" See the synchronisms in chap. XIII.
" See chaps XVI and XIX. ^ Hv 94

,
5164.

® Hv 55 , 3061 ; 94 , 5143, 5157, 5168. Earn vii, 61
, 3, 10, 15.

“ MBh i, 94
, 3738; 171 , 6530, 6535. Ehagix, 22, 4.

’ MBh i, 171
, 6521 ; 172 . 6581-3. * MBh i, 173,

6596-6610.
® Kigv viii, 3, 16. Of. i, 117, 13 ;

118, 5. Surya was the name of a

Danava also, MBh i, 65
,
2534-5.

e.g. Mat 11
, 9. Vis iii, 2 , 4. Pad v, 8, 44, 74. Var 20 , 8. Mat

11 , 39 then identifies her with some river, probably the Tapi (modern

Tapti).
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and brought together as contemporaries persons who were widely

separated in time. Such mistakes are innumerable,, and only a few

of the most glaring can be noticed here.

The brahmanical Santi-parvan says that Bhisma learnt dharma

from Bhargava Cyavana (who belonged to the very earliest age),

from Vasistha and Markandeya (these are only gotra names), and

from Rama (that is, Jamadagnya, who was long anterior).^

Similarly, Drona is said to have visited Rama Jamadagnya.^ The

story of Utahka ® is a farrago of absurdities and chronological errors,

plainly brahmanical. So the Brhaddevata (iv, 112) and the

Vedarthadipika on Rigveda iii, 53 make the first Visvamitra (son

of Gathi or Gadhi) contemporary with Sakti Vasistha who was far

later.^ This chronological ignorance produces at times the most

absurd positions, as where persons are made to describe events long

posterior to their time
;
thus king Dillpa of Ayodhya is instructed

by his priest ‘Vasistha’ about Kaihsa’s tyranny and Krsna’s

birth.®

Similarly lists are sometimes given of rishis as present at some

gathering, although they belonged to widely different times and

could not have been all alive together. The wildest instances of

this are the lists of rishis who assembled at the twelve-year sacrifice

in Naimisa forest
;
® of those who visited Bhisma on his death-bed

and of those who attended when Yudhisthira was installed as king.®

Kings are sometimes jumbled together.® There are many other

instances.^® This lack of the historical sense must always be borne

in mind when dealing with brahmanical statements in tradition

;

thus the order of the kings in Aitareya Brahmana vii, 5, 34 is

wrong, being inverted for the most part.

Fourthly, the historical sense being lacking, the difference between

reality and mythology became obliterated. So history was mytho-

logized. The story of Tapatl discussed above illustrates this.

' MBh xii, 37,
1354-6. Cf. vi, 119

,
5534 : viii, 3 , 37: xii, 46

,
1570.

^ MBh i, 130
,
5118-32. Kama also, viii, 34

,
1613.

== MBh xiv, 53
,
1542 to 58

,
1750.

' See among the Vasisthas, chap. XVIII. Pad iii, 13, 8 f.

« Pad vi, 219 ,
1-12.

” MBh xiii, 26
,
1760-6.

® MBh ii, 4 , 104-113. Pad ii, 64
,
41-3.

e.g. Pad i, 39
,
111-14 : v, 29,

13-19 : vi, 82
,
4-8. MBh iii, 26,

985-8: xii, 338,
12757-60. Ram vii, 1

, 1-6; 19
,

1-6. Hv 268
,

14537-40. Va 106
,
33-40.
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Another instance is an account of Buddhism and Jainism.^ There

was war between the gods and asuras for a divine year^ and the

gods being worsted besought help of Visnu. He produced Maya-

moha. This being went to the asuras and Daityas at the river

Narbada and beguiled them to forsake the Veda and their own
dharma and to blaspheme the Veda, &c. They became Arhatas.

Then the gods renewed the battle and destroyed them. The terms

Arhata, &c., used show that Buddhism and Jainism ^ are meant,

and that river is made the place of their origin. The whole story

is mythologized, the Buddhists and Jains become asuras and

Daityas, and the struggle between brahmanism and them is turned

into a war between gods and demons.®

Another excellent instance of this is the development of ‘ Aurva

Agni k There was a Bhargava rishi named U rva. The traditional

history about him and his descendants will be set out in

chapter XVII, and here it is sufficient to state the salient points

briefly. Urva’s son was Rclka, his son was Jamadagni, and his son

was Rama
;
and a descendant was Agni in Sagara^s time. All

these were therefore Aurvas. Jamadagni means 'devouring fire'’

—

Rama according to the brahmanical fable destroyed all ksatriyas off

the earth twenty-one times—and Aurva might be treated as meaning
' born from the thigh ’ {urn), and also ‘ belonging to the earth ’

{iirvl). These names and ideas developed a fable which appears in

two forms. According to the first form ^ the Bhargavas were

cruelly treated by the Haihayas, Aurva was born then from

his mothers thigh, blinding the Haihayas with his blaze ;
filled

with wrath he determined to destroy the world, but cast the fire

of his wrath into the sea, where it became the submarine fire.

According to the second form,® from Urva^s thigh was born

Aurva Agni, a fuel-less fire, eager to burn up the world, but it

was assigned to the submarine region, and this fire is the fire

' Vis iii, 17. 8 to 18, 34. Similarly, Buddhism was for the perdition

of the Daityas, Pad vi, 263, 69-70.
'’• Buddha is called Jina-suta, Gar i, 1, 32.

^ Eama Jamadagnya’s war with the Haihayas (chap. XXIV) seems

to be the basis of his devasura war in MBh viii, 34, 1584-1612,

similarly.

« MBh i, 178, 6815 to 180, 6863: very briefly in xiii, 56, 2905-9.

The whole matter is discussed in JEAS, 1919, pp. 364 f.

® Mat 175, 23-62. Pad v, 38, 74-112. Hv 46, 2527-69.
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which will destroy the world at the dissolution ^ and is identified

with Visnu.2

Another instance is the curious Pitr-vamsa.® The seven

classes of Pitrs had each one mind-born daughter {mdnast kanyd),

namely^ Mena, Acchoda (-Satyavatl), Pivarl, Go, Yasoda, Viraja

and Narmada. The account (subject to minor variations) stands

thus. Mena was wife of Mount Himavant. They had a son

Mount Mainaka and three daughters, Aparna, Ekaparna and

Ekapatalii. Aparna became the goddess Uma ;
Ekaparna married the

rishi Asita and had a son the rishi Devala ;
and Ekapatala married

Satasilaka’s son, the rishi Jaigisavya, and had two sons, Sahkha

and Likhita. Acchoda, the river, transgressing against the Pitrs,

was born as a low-caste maiden {ddseyi) from king Vasu of Cedi

and a fish who was the apsaras Adrika; and she became (Kali)

Satyavatl, who was mother of Vyasa by Parasara, and of Vicitra-

vlrya and Citrahgada^ by king Santanu. Pivarl was wife of

Vyasa^s son Suka, and had five sons and a daughter Kli’timatl who

was Anuha’s queen and Brahmadatta'’s mother.® Go, called also

Ekasrhga, married the great rishi Sukra and was ancestress of the

Bhrgus. Yasoda was wife of Visvamahat, daughter-in-law of

Vrddhasarman, and mother of Dillpa II Khatvahga.® Viraja was

wife of Nahusa and mother of Yayati.^ Narmada, the river, was

wife of Purukutsa and mother of Trasadasyu.®

1 Also Mat 2, 5. See ihid. 51, 29-30 : Va 47, 76 : Bd ii, 18, 79-80,
with which cf. Bigv viii, 102, 4 {samvdra-vdms).

" Hv 41, 2149. Va 97, 18. Bd iii, 72, 17. Cf. MBh iii, 189, 12961,
12966-7.

3 Va 72, 1-19
; 73, 1-49. Bd iii, 10, 1-21, 52-98. Hv 18, 932-99.

Br 34, 41-2, 81-93. Mat 13, 2-9; 14, 1 to 15, 28. Pad v, 9, 2-56.

Also Va 77, 32. 74-6. Bd iii, 13, 32, 76-9. Lg i, 6, 5-9 ; 70, 331 ;

82, 14-15: ii, 45, 88.
* Mat and Pad {loc. cit.) wrongly say they were ksetraja sons. Vicitra-

vlrya’s sons, Dhrtarastra and Pandu, were ksetraja by Vyasa.
® This statement is wrong, as shown above.
® Three kings of Ayodhya, see Table of Genealogies in chap. XII.

Visvamahat = ViSvasaha, &c. VrddhaSarman = ViSvaSarman, KrtaSar-

mau, &c.
^ Two early kings of the Lunar race, see same Table.
* Two kings (of Ayodhya. The genealogies say Pumkutsa's wife was

Narmada, without connecting her with the river, Va 88, 74 : Bd iii, 63,

73 (which has lost 3 lines) : Br 7, 95-6 : ^\12, 714-5 : Siv vii, 60, 79 :

Kur i, 20, 27-8 : Gar i, 138, 24. Women in ancient times bore the

same names as rivers, see chap. XL So also Vis iv, 3, 6-12 and Bhag
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Here genuine genealogy is mixed up with mythology, and the

whole of this vamsa of the Pitr-kanyas arose out of a mis-

understanding of this word. The genealogies say that Nahusa’s

sons were born of jntr-kan^d Viraja,^ connect a pitr-kanyd with

^"isvamahat,^ and call Krtvi a intr-kanyd? There can be no doubt

that the word meant ‘ father’s daughter that is
‘
sister for

union between brother and sister was not unknown, as Rigveda x, 10

about Yama and Yami shows. Nahusa and Visvamahat married

their sisters or half-sisters, and the same may be presumed of

Purukutsa and probably of Sukra and Suka. But the brahmans

misunderstood or perverted the word to mean “'daughter of the

Pitrs
’

^ (and therefore “ mind-born ’), thus mythologizing it, and

extended its use. Satyavatl, as a queen and great grandmother of

the Pandavas, was ennobled by the ksatriyas in the fable making

her the offspring of Vasu, king of Cedi;® and, as mother of the

great Yyasa, by the brahmans in the additional fable that she was

a daughter of the Pitrs.® Mena was purely mythological, but

Ekaparna and Ekapatala were mistakenly conjoined with Aparna-

Uma, probably through some similarity in names, much as in the

case of Tapatl discussed above.

The converse also occurred : mythology was not only freely brought

into tales but was also turned into history. Thus Siva and Parvatl

are introduced into the account of the long war between the

Haihayas and the kings of Kasi ® dealt with in chapter XIII ;
and

Indra into the story of Vasistha, Visvamitra and Trisahku and that

of Hariscandra and Rohita mentioned above.® The aitihasikas also,

ix, 7, 1-3, but imply her identity with the river. Mat 12, 36 (where for

Vasudo read Trasado) and Ag 272, 25 wrongly make her wife of Trasa-

dasyu. Pad v, 8, 1 40 goes further wrong, making her wife of (Trasadasyu’s

son) Sambhuta. The identification of her with the river was a later

fancy, as in MBh xv, 20, 549-50.
iVa.95, 12. By 12,\. Hv 50, 1599. Kur i, .2.2, 5. Lgi, 06, 60-1.
^ In Va 88, 181-2 (^jnitrikasyci) and Bd iii, 63, 181-2 [futrikasydm^

Ye&di jntr-kanyd. Lg i, 66, 31, with Vrddha^arman.
® Hv 2.3, 1242-3.
^ It is applied to Satyavatl in MBh xii, 351, 13688 as intT-kanyakd,

which is rendered in Pratap Ch. Ray’s translation, ‘ a maiden residing in

the house of her sire ’.

® Told in MBh i, 63, 2371-99. Alluded to, Va 1, 40-1.
® Alluded to, Va 1, 176. ” Thev are also names of Uma, Va 9, 86.

® Va 92, 29-61. Bd iii, 67, 32-64'! Hv 29,’l549-82.
® But Indra in both is probably a perverted misunderstanding of

Devardj (Vasistha), JRAS. 1913, p. 903: 1917, pp. 39, 54, 63.
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pushing their method to an extreme^ declared that the Asvins were

two kingsd

Fifthly^ the brahmans freely misapplied historical or other

tradition to new places and conditions to subserv^e religious ends.

Thus they transferred the story of Hariscandra, Rohita and

Sunahsepa^ and that of Pururavas ^ to the Godavari in order to

enhance its glory in the Gautaml-mahritm 3'a. They connected

Rama with the R. Lauhitya (Brahmaputra),^ and UrvasI wdth that

river® and also Mt. Malaya.®

Sixthh", the brahmans took some person or incident from

historical tradition and freely fabricated edifying religious tales

thereon, such as those of kings Hariscandra/ Surasena ® and

Jayadhvaja.®

Each of these classes of tradition may now be considered more in

detail.

Ksatriya tradition comprises genealogies, tales, notices and

allusions. The genealogies will be dealt with fully in chapters

VII to IX. The tales are of two kinds—those that appear to be

historical and those that manifestly are merely laudatory. The

former are generally told simply and naturally without excessive

exaggeration, and have the appearance of being ancient and

genuine, for it is very improbable that they could have been the

work of Puranic brahmans, so that they must have belonged to

the ancient ksatriya traditions preserved by the sutas. They are

most trustworthy when narrated simply\ The best occur in the

genealogies, such as the Puranic stories of Satyavrata-Trisafiku

and Sagara, mentioned above
;

and others that occur elsewhere

are those of Dusyanta and Sakuntala,^® Saihvarana and Vasistha,^^

Bhisma and Ugrayudha.^^ They are open to doubt the more they'

are elaborated and amplified, the most striking example being the

detailed account of the early kings of the Vaisall dynasty in the

Markandeya,^® wherein occur many anachronisms such as the

introduction of Agastya in the earliest times {115, 16).

^ Nirukta xii, 1. Br 104. ® Br 101 : 108] and 175, 64 (?).
* MBh iii, 85, 8144. ® Ibid, xiii, 25, 1732.
« Ihid. xii, 334, 12597. '' Mark 7 to A « Br 111.
'' Kur i, 22, 21-80.
MBh i, 69, 2816 to 71, 2913; 73, 2955 to 74, 3110.
MBh i, 173. 6617-30. Hv 20, 1085-1110.
Chapters 113-136 and 109-110.
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The laudatory tales are not generally of historical value, for

they are often exaggerated, sometimes absurd or impossible, and

frequently violate chronology, such as Rama Dasarathi^s alleged

fig’ht with Rama Jamadagnya^ and that of Bhisma with the same,^

for Rama Jamadagnya lived long before them : but sometimes such

tales are expressed in less extravagant terms, such as the praise of

Arjuna Kartavirya^ and Mandhatr,^ though even these are highly

coloured.

All tales however narrated in the genealogies are not ksatriya

tradition, and some are patently brahmanical, such as those of the

rishi Saubhari and Mandhatr’s fifty daughters,® of king Vasumanas,®

and of king Jayadhvaja and his brothers.'^ The first is a pure

brahmanic marvel, the second conveys a brahmanic discourse, and

the third extols Visnu’s supremacy. The contrast between these

and true ksatriya tradition is striking and unmistakable, and such

stories inserted in the genealogies are generally found only in the

later Puranas.

Notices and allusions occur in the genealogies and elsewhere, and

are most trustworthy when introduced naturally, appropriately and

simply, such as the mention of Gauri and her son king Mandhatr

in the Paurava genealogy,® that of Datta Atreya in connexion witli

Arjuna Kartavirya,® and of king Krta as disciple of Hiranyanabha

Kausalya.^® The Brahmanda, Vayu, Brahma, Harivamsa and

Matsya have the best and most valuable allusions of this kind

;

others have few, and some have none, such as the Garuda and

Agni, because they are merely late and concise compilations. Where

notices and allusions occur in tales or discourses, their value

depends greatly on their context, and they are per se the less trust-

worthy, the more their context is brahmanical, because the brahmans

1 MBh iii, 99, 8658-82. Ram i, 7i, 17 to 76, 24. Pad vi, M9,
154-179.

MBh v, 178, 7049 to 187, 7336. Alluded to, i, 67, 2711-2 : v, 146,

4980
; 167, 5840 : vii, 3, 113 : xii, 27, 806.

* Va 94, 20 f. Bd iii, 69, 21 f. Mat 43, 24 f. : &c.

" Va 88, 67-9. Bd iii, 63, 68-70. MBh vii, 62 : xii, 29, 974-85.
^ Vis iv, 2, 19 to 3, 3. Bhag ix, 6, 38—55. Brhadd vi, 50-7. Pad

vi, 232, 16, 33-82. Gar i, 138, 23.
« Kur i, 20, 31-76. ’ Kur i, 22, 21-80.
® Bd iii, 63, 66-8. Va 88, 64-7. See chap. VI.
“ Va 94, 10. Bd iii, 69, 10. Mat 43, 15 : &c.

Mat 49, 75-6.' Hv 20, 1081-2. Va 99, 190-1.
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lacked the historical sense : thus^ for instance in the brahmanieal

version of the story of Sunahsepa the appellation Bliarata-nalha

given to Visvamitra is entirely wrong as mentioned above; and so

also the introduction of Agastya into a story about king Nahusa/

for the Agastyas did not exist then.

Taking next brahmanieal tradition and considering those tales

only that profess to have a historical basis, three groups may be

distinguished:—(1) those that extol rishis and brahmans, (2) those

that advocate or describe the merits of tirthas, and (3) those that

commend religious doctrines, rites and observances. Such tales

too often indulge in marvels or impossibilities, and it is not always

easy to divide the quasi-historical tales from fables that are

mythological, for the former have a tendency to treat their

subject-matter in a mythological way or to introduce- mythology.

With this qualification some instances of the three groups may
be given.

In the first group may be mentioned the story of the rishi

Saubhari’s marrying the fifty daughters of Mandhatr, king of

Ayodhya,^ that of JamadagnFs death and Raman’s killing the

ksatriyas off the earth twenty-one times,^ and the extraordinary

tale of Galava and YayatFs daughter,^ to which was fabricated

a sequel about Yayati and his daughter'’s sons,^ which is wholly

fabulous. Some of such tales appear to have been developed out of

incidental statements. Thus the story of Saubhari seems to have

grown out of the statement in Rigveda viii, 19, 36, that Trasadasyu

Paurukutsya gave Sobhari fifty maidens. That king was different

from Trasadasyu Paurukutsa, grandson of Mandhatr, the Kakutstha,

king of Ayodhya, as will be shown in chapter XI, but the two

Trasadasyus w'ere confused, so that the Brhaddevata says the

maidens were Kakutstha maidens and thus implies that the Trasa-

dasyu of the hymn was the Ayodhya king, and adds that Sobhari

obtained magnificent boons from Indra. The Visnu improved

* MBh V, 16, 521. For the Agastyas, see chap. XXII.
^ See seventh note above.
® MBh iii, 116, 11 089 to 117, 10210 (there is a mistake in the numbering).

Xo ksatriya could have put such a story about, manifestly untrue and so

discreditable to his class.

^ MBh V, 113 f.

= MBh i, 88, 3569 to 93, 3690. Mat 35 to 42. Cf. MBh iii, 197,
13301-2.
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thereon by definitely making the maidens MandhatFs daughters,

by describing those boons as in real existence and by adding many
fanciful incidents. The Bhagavata copied from the Visnu.

Tales about tirthas (the second group) generally introduce the

marvellous or mythology, and it is rare to find any that are rational.

So also tales that commend doctrines, rites and observances (the

third group) are much the same in their character. Yet a few may
be discovered that are rather of an ordinary kind, such as, among
the former class, the story of Apastamba-tlrtha,^ and that of Bhanu-

tirtha where however the collocation of Madhucchandas with Saryati

is absurd
;
^ and among the latter class, the story of king Suvrata ^

and that of some of Krsna’s wives who were ravished by bandits

after his death

Brahmanic tales generally are untrustworthy for traditional

history, because of the lack of the historical sense
;

3^et sometimes

they introduce allusions of an historical kind incidentally, as well as

geographical particulars and notices of other matters, and these are

useful and sometimes even valuable
;

but the historical allusions

can hardl}" be trusted of themselves, and should not be relied on

unless they are corroborated from elsewhere. The Ramayana is

highly brahmanical and its stories fanciful and often absurd.

Next comes the intermediate class of stories that show both

ksatriya and brahmanical traits and sentiments combined. These

are plainly composite. Since the ksatriya features are older than

the brahmanic as pointed out above, such stories must have been

of ksatriya origin and have been touched up afterwards by the

Puranic brahmans. The reverse is not credible from what has

been explained about the development of the Puranas. These stories

display all grades of modification from tales that are mainly ksatriva

to tales that have become essentially" brahmanic. Generally it is

})ossible to trace out the modification onl}" when different versions

of the same story exist; but in most eases, while it is fairly evident

that modification has taken place, it can only be conjectured what

the changes have been,

Ksatriya stories were often tampered with to subserve brahmanical

interests, and different stages of this can be detected. Preliminary

' Br 130 . ' Br 138.
' Pad vi, 238

, 6 f.

^ Mat 70, 1 1 f. Pad v, 23
, 74 f. : vi, 279

, 86, 93. MBli xvi, 7, 222 f.

But other statements seemingly differ, Lg i, 69
,
88-90.
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tampering is found in the Vayu version of the story of Satyavrata

Ti’isahku;^ further tampering in the Vayu account of king

Janamejaya IIFs contest with the hrahmans
;
^ and still more in

the story of king Mitrasaha Kalmasapada^ as the various versions

show.® Where different versions do not exist, we can yet perceive

that there has been tampering, as in the story of Agastya and

Lopamudra."* The furthest development occurs where the brahmans

took some incident in ksatriya tradition and enlarged it, till their

story loses all resemblance to a ksatriya tale and becomes a

hrahmanical fable, as in the above story of Aurva.

It is mainly the hrahmanical mistakes and absurdities that have

discredited the Puranas. If, however, we put them aside and

consider statements and stories that are evidently of ksatriya origin

and have not been over-tampered with by the brahmans, it is

remarkable what an amount of consistency they reveal, though

unconnected and drawn from different contexts.

The fourth class of stories is connected with names and comprises

two kinds, first, statements or anecdotes that provide explanations

of names, and secondly, statements or anecdotes that have grown

from misunderstanding or misapplication of names.

Of the first kind, some appear to be ancient and may be genuine,

such as the explanation of Pancdla from panca alam, which began

as a jocose nickname, the 'Five capables’, given to the five sons of

king Bhrmyasva in consequence of a jocular boast of his
;
® of the

' nickname Nandanodarachmduhhi of a Yadava king ;
® and possibly

of the name Trimiikn? But most of such stories have been coined

out of the names themselves, sometimes fanciful, sometimes mis-

taken, and sometimes absurd. Some no doubt arose from popular

etymology, but many were certainly the invention of Puranic

brahmans. Some may be fairly old, though silly, as that Iksvaku

was so named because Manu sneezed,® and that Sasada got his name

' Va 88, 78 f. : JRAS, 1913, pp. 889, 894, note k 895, note
^ Va 99, 250-5 compared with Mat 50, 57-64.
® See chap. XVIII. * MBh iii, 96, 8553 to 99, 8644.
’ Va 99, 197-8. Mat 50, 4. Hv 5.9, 1779-80. Br 13, 95-6. Vis

iv. 19, 15. Bhag ix, .21, 32-3. JRAS, 1910, p. 48: 1914, p. 284:
1918, p. 238.

“ Mat 44, 63. Corrupted, Ya. 96, 117 : Bd iii, 71, 118 : Vis iv, 14, 4:
Lg i, 69, 34 : Ag 274, 29. Kur i, 24, 49-54 explains it.

’ Va 88, 109. Bd iii, 63, 108. Br 7, 19. Hv 13, 749. Lg i, 66. 7.

Va 88, 9. Br 7, 44. Vis iv, 2, 3 : &c.
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because be ate a bare.^ But many, if not most, are obviously late

fabrications, being sometimes fashioned with grotesque ingenuity,

sucb as those explaining the names Mandhatr,^ Videha,^ Jara-

sandha,^ GandinI® and Bharadvaja.® These are quite on a par

with similar explanations in brahmanical books, such as those of

Atri,’^ Ayasya and Ahgiras,® and yupa.®

Of the second kind appear to be the following. Kuruksetra was

so named because king Kuru ploughed it,^® whereas it really denoted

that it was his cultivated territory, east of which lay his tract

(apparently less cultivated) called Kurujahgala.^® Sita received her

name, because her father Siradhvaja^^ found her in a furrow (slta),^^

whereas it was a natural feminine name expressing the idea of

human propagation found in ksetm, ksetraja and Lija (cf. Ahalyd)

;

and the mistake led on to the epithet ayonijd given her.^® Arjuna

Kartavirya had a thousand arms {bdliu-sakasra)}^ whereas it seems

probable he had the name Sahasrabahu.^'^

It is clear therefore that the ksatriya tales found in the Puranas,

especially those that are genuinely ksatriya, belonged to the ancient

body of tradition prior to the composition of the Purana. This is

’ Br 7, 50. Va 88, 12 24. Vis iv, 2, 6 : &c.
2 MBh iii, 126, 10452-3: xii, 29, 976-7.
^ Briefly Va 89, 4 : Bd iii, 64, 4. Differently, Mat 61, 32-3. Other- t

wise Vis iv, 5, 1-5.
^ Va

'

99
,
226. Mat 50, 31-2. Amplified, MBh ii, 17, 739.

® Va 96, 105-8. Bd iii, 71, 106-9. Br 16, 51. Hv 39, 2082.
•= Va 99, 140-50. Mat 49, 17-25. Vis iv, 19, 5-7.
’’

Brhad Aranyaka Upanisad ii, 2, 4.

* Ibid, i, 3, 8 and 19. Bloomfield, Atharvaveda, p. 107.

Aitar. Brahm. ii, 1, 1.

Va 99, 115-6. Mat 50, 20-1. MBh ix, 54, 3009 f.

“ MBh i, 94, 3739: iii, 129, 10535. Defined, ix, 54. Noticed, ix,

39, 2211-3.
MBh i, 126, 4901-6: ii, 19, 793: v, 152, 5191, 5195: cf. v, 53,

2127. Bam ii, 68, 13 (the two lines should be inverted) where Kuru-
jaiigala is used by an anachronism. Kuruksetra is also used sometimes

by anticipation.

This was a real name. Cf. Haldyudha, Ldugaladhvaja, MBh v, 3, 44.

Ram i, 66, 13-14: ii, 118, 28-9. Va 89, 15-17. Bd iii, 64, 15-
18. Pad vi, 269, 99-103.

Ram i, 66, 15. Br 154, 12, 24. Vis iv, 4, 42.

Va 94, 11, 15, &c. Mat 43, 14, 16, &c. Hv 33, 1851-3. MBh xiii,

152, 7187, but he had ordinarily only two at home, ibid. 7191.

Mat 68, 10. Ag 4, 14. This was a name, so also Sahasrapad, see

Sorensen’s Index.

I
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a very important conclusion. The Puranic brahmans took over the

ksatriya traditions
;
some they preserved without modification ; but

others they re-shaped more or less according' to brahmanic ideas,

and these form a considerable portion of the intermediate or

combined class mentioned above. Different stages of that process

are discernible, as has been noticed.

CHAPTER VI

THE PURANAS AND THEIR GENEALOGICAL TEXTS

Tue genealogies of the ancient dynasties are the chief data of

an historical kind, and the investigation of traditional history must

begin with them. They are given more or less fully by all the

Puranas, except the late Varaha, Vamana, Skanda, Naradlya and

Brahmavaivarta, and ‘the Bhavisya which does not deal with the

ancient past. Some are found in the Mahabharata and Ramayana.

All the accounts are in verse in the sloka metre, except some parts

in the Mahabharata and most of the Visnu. The most important

Puranas as regards genealogies are the Vayu and Brahmanda, the

Brahma and Harivaihsa, the Matsya (with book V of the Padma)

and the Visnu.

The Vayu and Brahmanda have the best text of the genealogies.

Their accounts agree closely, so that they are really only two

versions of the same text. They have a great part of their con-

tents in common, generally almost verbatim, and it appears they

were originally one Purana. This is indicated also by the lists

given in the Puranas.^ Nearly all mention the Brahmanda, putting

it last, and omit the Vayu, though it was one of the best known.

The Kurma^ also mentions it last and calls it the Vayavlya

Brahmanda. The Vayu and Brahmanda are named separately only

in the Vayu itself and the Garuda.^ These lists are of course late

1 Mat 53, 11-58. Vis iii, 6, 22-4. Lg i, 39, 61-3. Var 112, 69-

72. Pad i, 62, 2-7 : iv. 111, 90-4 : vi, 219, 25-7
; 263, 77-84. Siv

V, 1, 38-40. Mark, p. 659 ;
my translation 137, 8-11.

“ Kur i, 1, 13-15.
® Va 104, 2-11 (^Anila). Gar i, 215, 15-16 {Vayavlya).
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insertions, which could not have been completed till after the latest

of these Puranas was composed
;
yet they show that the two were

not regarded as distinct and the differentiation of the one original

into two versions with separate names was a later process. Both

these Puranas say they were declared by the god Vayu
;
^ thus both

were Vdyu-proJda and either might be so described
;
but the use of

the name Brahmanda in the above lists to the general exclusion of

the name Vayu suggests that Brahmanda was the older and better-

known name. Their version may be conveniently called the ‘Vayu

version

The editions cited are the Anandasrama for the Vayu, and the

Vehkatesvara for the Brahmanda. Where they differ, the former

is generally preferable, because the latter is not a critical edition,

and also appears to have been silently emended by the editor, as, for

instance, where it reads iti srutali and viSrutah instead of iti snitih

(p. 19), and probably where it avoids a difficulty by substituting

yogesvarasya for Pauroravasya (i.e. Paururavasya)? But the Vayu

is not invariably better, because sometimes corruptions have passed

undetected in it, as where the Visnuvrddhas have been misplaced,^

and where it reads Ayasya’s name wrongly.^ The Brahmanda has

unfortunately one very serious lacuna in its account after iii, 74, 103,

where the latter half of the Anava genealogy, the whole of that of

the Pauravas, and a portion of the Kali age dynasties have been lost,

namely, all the matter contained in Vayu 99
j
102-290. These two

appear to be the oldest of the Puranas that we possess now, and are

on the whole the most valuable in all matters of traditional history.

The Brahma and Harivamsa agree closely in their genealogical

account and have practically the same text, subject to small varia-

tions. The Brahma is cited from the Anandasrama edition. The

Harivamsa text (Calcutta edition) is better than the Brahma, for

the latter has suffered through losses
;
thus it is manifestly incom-

plete in the North Pancala genealogy, and most copies of it omit

the Cedi-Magadha dynasty descended from Kuru (chapter IX).

Their version is very similar to the ‘Vayu version \ and has the

same basis, and appears to be a revision of that version. Sometimes

it has omissions, sometimes additions which seem to contain genuine

’ Va 1
, 47, 196 ; 3 ,

44. Bd i, 1
,
36.

* Bd iii, 66, 74. Va 91, loi Cf. Hv 37, 1468 ; 33, 1773 and Br 10,

63. See Kanyakubja dynasty in chap. IX.
® Va 88, 79. See chap. XXIII. ^ Va 59, 101 with Bd ii, 33, 110.
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tradition^ sometimes it varies^ and sometimes it makes mistakes.

It may be called the ‘ Harivamsa version k It is manifestly later

than the ' Vayu version^, and this is best illustrated by the fact

that it gives two incompatible origins for the Kanyakubja and

Kasi dynasties^ one in each ease being necessarily wrong, devised at

a later time when erroneous views had obtained currency.

The genealogical record in the Matsya has peculiarities. It may
be considered in three parts, (1) its account of the Aiksvakus,

Saryatas and other sons of Manu, (2) its account of the early Ailas

down to Yayati, and (3) its genealogies of the five Aila races,

Yadavas, Pauravas, &c. This third part resembles the ‘Vayu

version \ and appears to be based on the same original text, and

to be not a revision but a distinct version which early became

separate. Its variations are additions, omissions, condensations and

sometimes corruptions
; and on the whole its agreement with the

^ Vayu version’ occurs more in the strictly genealogical statements

and less in the incidental or collateral matter. The two other parts

(1) and (2) differ from the ^Vayu version’, the verses being quite

different. The pedigrees are in the main the same, though there

are wide divergencies or corruptions in names in the second part

and marked disagreements at several stages in the first part. In

the first part the account is very concise, without any of the tales

and allusions that diversify the ‘Vayu version^. The second part

is briefer than the ‘Vayu version^, the legends are narrated

differently, and some interpolations occur. On the whole the

Matsya record is a valuable and in many points independent

authority.

The genealogical account in the Padma ^ is in book V, and is

practically the same as the Matsya version so far as it goes, the

differences being generally small and verbal. It is therefore

valuable as a means of checking the Alatsya text.

The Visnu account is mainly in prose, with old verses intro-

duced occasionally. It is generally in agreement with the ‘Vayu
and Harivamsa versions •’ in the structure of its genealogies, some-

times agreeing rather with the former as in the Aiksvaku dynasty,

and sometimes rather with the latter as in the cases of the Yadavas

and Pauravas; but it also has omissions, variations, additions, and

‘embellishments’ of its own. It leaves out some of the incidents

' Auanda^rama edition.
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in those versions, condenses others (as for instance, the famous story

of Satyavrata Trisahku of Ayodhya ^), and adds others again, which

are brahmanical fables (as the story of the rishi Saubhari and king

Mandhatr^s daughters) ^ or brahmanized legends (as the story of

king Kalmasapada),^ or tales that seem to have some basis of

genuine tradition but have been half mythologized (as the story of

Purukutsa and Narmada)."^ The verses it intersperses are manifestly

quotations from older metrical versions, and agree sometimes with

the Vayu and Harivaihsa versions. It is a late Purana, composed

as a single whole upon a consistent plan, and not a collection of

materials of various times, as we find in the Vayu, Brahma and

Matsya. From its account of Buddhism and Jainism (p. 68) it

appears to have been composed after brahmanism had recovered

its supremacy, so that it cannot be earlier than about the fifth

century, a.d.® and it is brahmanical.

Three other Puranas contain all or nearly all the genealogies, the

Garuda, Agni ® and Bhagavata.^ Their accounts are all late re-

compilations, the Bhagavata being one of the very latest, about the

ninth century a.d. They do not reproduce any of the old verses

except rarely, but have re-stated the genealogies in fresh verses,

generally in more condensed form. The Garuda and Agni give

merely bald pedigrees with hardly any incidental allusions. The

Garuda and Bhagavata follow the Vayu tradition as regards

the Aiksvakus, and the Agni the Matsya tradition. As regards

the other dynasties, all three follow in a genei’al way the common
tradition. The Bhagavata has used the Visnu in its composition,

and so also has the Garuda apparently. All three however

have peculiarities of their own. The Agni has erred seriously as

regards the Kanyakubja and Kasi dynasties. The Bhagavata

is fuller and contains stories and allusions, which show a marked

brahmanical colouring and some corruptions
;

and it has taken

considerable liberties with names. These three Puranas have

no authority as regards the genealogies, yet are of use for

' iv, 3
,
13-14. 2 19 to 3, 3. P. 73.

= iv, 4 . 20-38. •• iv, 5, 7-12.
® The list of the Puranas in Vis iii, 6,

22—4 could not have been

completed until the Bhagavata and other very late Puranas had come
into existence.

“ Both in Jivananda Vidyasagar’s editions.

' The Giinapata-Krsnaji edition.
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comparison, and sometimes elucidate the older accounts. The

Bhagavata has a special value, where it restates traditions, found

in the older Puranas, that do not harmonize with brahmanieal

assertions and pretensions and could not have originated with the

brahmans ;
for the fact that it, a thoroughly brahmanieal compo-

sition, affirms such traditions, is very strong testimony that the

traditions were genuine and could not be discarded. It will be

often cited therefore in this way.

The Lihga account is based on the ‘ Vayu version \ but adapts

it to frame its own text. Often it has the same verses, but often

also it modifies, curtails, and freely omits, especially incidental and

descriptive matter
;
and it adds occasionally.^ It also interpolates

religious teaching, as where it introduces a long eulogy of Rudra

(i, 65
,
46 f.). It however shows traces of the influence of the

Matsya version
;
thus it has the same verses sometimes,^ and

ends the Aiksvaku genealogy with six kings instead of the

Vayu^s twenty-one, just as the Matsya does. The Lihga is

useful for collating with the 'Vayu version^ when the verses

agree, and for comparison where they vary
;

thus, it suggests

(i, 65
, 42-3) that the Vayu's misplaced lines

{
88,

/O'*?®) about the

Visnuvrddhas ^ should probably come after verse 74.

The Kurma account is a composite production. Now and again

it has a few lines like the Vayu text,^ and like the Matsya text,®

in the Aiksvaku genealogy, but it follows the Matsya rather,

where they differ. It is a late composition and shows brahmanieal

features ;
thus it omits most of the Vayu’s tales and introduces

brahmanieal fabrications instead : for instance, it makes Gautama

(who was far later) a contemporary of Yuvanasva I,® and tells

long fables about king Vasumanas'^ and the Haihaya kings

Jayadhvaja and Durjaya.®

The Siva gives only the account of Manu and his offspring

(vii, 60
, 1), the Aiksvakus (ibid., 33) and the Saryatas (ibid., 20).

Its text is similar to that of the ' Harivaihsa version ’, but is less

accurate and shortens or omits incidental and descriptive matter.

’ e. g. compaie Lg i, 66 , 1 f. with Va, 88
,
77 f.

^
e. g. Lg i, 66,

14'’-20®' agree with Mat 12
,
39-44.

® Bd iii, 63
,
70-80 omit these lines. Cf. Kur i, 20 , 28.

* Thus Kur i, 21 ,
16'^ and 17 agree with Va 88

,
183®^ and 184.

® Kur i, 21
,

4-8’''- are part of Mat 12 , 39-44.
® i, 20,

13-18. ’ i, 20
,
32-76.

« i, 22
,
22-80 ; 23

,
6-44.

2465 G
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The Markandeya gives only the aceount of Manu’s ofEspring

(chaps. 111^ 112) and the early part of the Vaisala dynasty

(chaps. 113-36, 109-10), and it narrates the latter at immense

length with abundant imaginative description. Its text is its own.

The accounts in the Mahabharata^ are peculiar. They are

partly in verse and partly in prose, and do not appear to be

ancient. They will be noticed in connexion with the genealogies

that they treat of.

The Ramayana ^ is, as it professes to be, altogether a brahmanical

book. Some of its genealogies agree with those in the Puranas,

and where it difPers from them, as in the Aiksvaku line, it is

manifestly wrong, as will be shown in chapter VIII. The legends

it narrates or mentions are generally distorted according to brah-

manical notions and through the brahmanical lack of the historical

sense.®

In examining the genealogies it is of little profit and is likely to

be misleading to deal with the accounts in the several Puranas

separately. The only trustworthy course is first to collate the

texts that generally agree and ascertain as far as possible what

original text they indicate, and then construct the genealogy there-

from. By this method individual corruptions and errors can be

corrected, losses and omissions remedied, and interpolations and

alterations detected with reasonable confidence
;

and thus a text

may be framed which approaches as nearly as is possible to the

common original on which all those texts were based. At times

divergences occur which are greater than can be so resolved, and we

find competing texts, yet they are not on the whole so frequent or

serious as to cause material difficulty
;
and small discrepancies do

not really affect the general fabric of the genealogy.

The method here advocated cannot be merely one of pure verbal

criticism
;

some scope must be allowed to discrimination and

judgement based on a general study of the Puranic texts. Whether

one's individual decisions on the reconstruction of the passages be

sound or not must be tested by study devoted to the Puranas
;
but

the principle is sound and provides the only sane way in which

these genealogies can be examined. This is the method used here.

The texts of the Puranas have been collated throughout, wherever

^ Calcutta edition. ^ Bombay edition.

^ e. g. its statement that Yadu was virtually a raksasa and his offspring

were raksasas and yatudhanas (vii, 59
, 14, 15, 20) is outrageous.
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doubtful points ai’ose; and wherever it is essential to elucidate the

discussion^ the text that appears to be most probably the nearest

approach to the original common text is quoted. It will be often

found that, though there may be scope for difference in the

selection of particular words in framing the text, yet that does not

affect the general sense of the passages, the purport being clear’,

though the words selected may vary. As an illustration of the

advantage of collating the texts may be given the following

passage, which shows how important may be what appear to be

stray readings.

In the Solar line of Ayodhya there were three early kings,

Prasenajit, his son Yuvanasva, and his son Mandhatr. The Brah-

manda and Vayu say Gauri was Yuvanasva’s wife

—

atyanta-dharmika Gauri tasya patni pati-vrata

and call her son Mandhatr Gaiirika} But the Brahma, Harivamsa

and Siva say Gauri was Prasenajit’s wife, thus making her

Mandhatr’s grandmother.^ The question arises, which of these

accounts is right? Now there was in the Paurava line an early

king whose name is given as Matinara,^ Antinara^ and Ratinara,®

and we may adopt Matinara as the form most often found, though

Atinara may be the true original. The Vayu, Matsj^a, and Hari-

vamsa itself say he had a daughter Gauri and she was mother of

Mandhatr •, ® the Harivamsa thus contradicting its statement in the

former passage. It is clear then that she was wife of Yuvanasva

and not of Prasenajit
; and the phrase atyanta-dharmika in the

above line supplies an interesting corroboration of this. This phrase

is the general reading in the Brahmanda and Vayu, but two copies

of the Vayu XQ&dL Atimundtmaja instead, which is obviously a mistake

for Atindratmaj

a

or Malinuratmajd, as she was Matinara’s daughter;

and this rare reading is the right one and confirms the statement

in the Paurava genealogy. But it was corrupted and was not

understood, and so was altered to the intelligible but commonplace

epithet atyanta-dharmika, which has now almost superseded that

true reading. The Brahmanda and Vayu therefore have the

correct relation, and the three other Puranas have altered it. It is

’ Bd iii, 63, 66—8. Va 88, 64-7 (^dlidrmiko by mistake).

2 Br 7, 90-2. Hv 12, 709-11. Siv vii, 60, 74-6.
® MBh i, 94, 3703 ; 95, 3778. Br 13, 51. Hv 32, 1715. Ag 277, 4.
^ Mat 49, 7. = Va 99, 128-9. Vis iv, 19, 2. Gar 140, 4.

® Va 99, 130. Mat 49, 8. Hv 32, 1716. Bd wanting.
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possible to suggest a reason for their tampering with it. It was

a very common trait to provide explanations of names, as shown in

chapter V, and MandhatFs name is explained in an absurd fable,

which says he was born from his father Yuvanasva’s side.^ That

being accepted, it followed that Gauri was not his mother, and so

it was natural to transfer her as wife from Yuvanasva to Prasenajit.

CHAPTER VII

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE GENEALOGIES

The general scheme of the genealogies is here first sketched out,

and the several dynasties will be dealt with in more detail in the

next two chapters, the Solar race in chapter VIII and the Aila or

Lunar race in chapter IX.

All the royal lineages are traced back to the mythical Manu
Vaivasvata. He is said to have had nine sons,^ and also a daughter

named Ha or an eldest son Ha who was turned into a woman Ila.^

Only four of the sons are impoidant. The chief son Iksvaku reigned

at Ayodhya and had two sons Vikuksi-Sasada and Nimi. From

the former was descended the great Aiksvaku dynasty of Ayodhya,

generally known as the Solar race, and the latter founded the

dynasty of Videha. Another son Nabhanedistha established the

line of kings that reigned in the country known afterwards as the

’ MBh iii, 126, 10423-53; vii, 62, 2274-5; xii, 29, 974: copied in

Vis iv, 2, 13-18. See pp. 40 and 76.

2 Bd iii, 60, 2-3. Va 85, 3-4. Br 7, 1-2. Hv 10, 613-14. Lg i,

65,17-19. Av vii, 60, 1-2. Kur i, .26, 4-6. Kg 272,5-7. Cf. also

Va 64, 29-30
;
Bd ii, 38, 30-2. These collated suggest this original

text :

—

Manor Vaivasvatasyasan putra vai nava tat-samah

Iksvakus caiva Nahhago Dhrstah Saryatir eva ca

Narisyantas tatha Pram^ur Nahhagodista eva ca

Karusa^ ca Prsadhras ca navaite Manavah smrtah.

Vis iv, 1, 5 and MBh i, 75, 3140-1 agree generally therewith. The
correct form of Nahhagodista is Nabhanedistha, as Vis suggests. Gar i,

138, 2; Mark 79, 11-12 and 111, 4-5; and Bhag ix, 1, 11-12 vary.

Mat 11, 40-1 and Pad v, 8, 75-7 have a different text. MBh i, 1, 42-7
is a fanciful summary, incorrect.

‘ This is fully dealt with in chap. XXIV.
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kingdom of Vaisall; a third Saryuti the dynasty that reigned in

Anarta (Gujarat)
;
and from a fourth Nabhaga were descended the

Rathitaras. These are discussed in chapter VIII.

Ila had a son Pururavas Aila, the progenitor of the great Aila

race, who reigned at Pratisthana ^ (Allahabad). The early part of

the Aila genealogy from him to YayatFs five sons is given by twelve

Puranas and twice by the Mahabharata, and part is also given b}"

tlie Ramayana.^

Pururavas is said to have had six ^ or seven ^ sons, and there is

some variation in their names, but only two are important, and

nearly all the authorities agree about them, namely, Ayu or Ayus,

and Amavasu. Ayu continued the main line at Pratisthana, and

fi\)m Amavasu was descended the dynasty of Kanyakubja (Kanauj).

A}u had by Svarbhanu^s daughter Prabha five sons who are all

mentioned as important, namely, Nahusa, Ksatravrildha (or

Vrddhasarman), Rambha, Raji and Anenas (or synonymously

Vipapman).® Nahusa continued the main line at Pratisthana.

^ Pratisthana is Prayaga on the north bank of the Jumna
;
Va 91, .50 :

Ed iii, 66, 21 : Lg i, 66, 56. Br 10, 9-10 and Rv 36, 1371, 1411-2
say it is Prayaga but place it on the north bank of the Ganges. Mat 106,
30-2 suggests it was on the east side oi the Ganges

;
cf. Ill, 7-9.

MBh i, 75, 3149-62; 95, 3760-2; vii, 144, 6027-30: xiii, 147,

6831-3. Ram vii, 56, 25-7 (wrongly calling Pururavas king of Kah);
58, 7-10.

“ Bd iii, 66, 22-3. Va 91, 51-2. Cf. Vis iv, 7, 1 : Gar 139, 2.

^ Br iO, 11-12 and Hv 36, 1372-3 differently. Lg i, 66, 57-8 (seven

sons) and Kur i, 33, 1-2 (six sons) are alike but intermediate and
corrupt. MBh i, 75, 3149 (six sons) is somewhat alike. Mat 35, 33-4 ;

Pad V, 13, 86-7 and Ag 373, 15, which have a different text, give eight

names, cornipting most of them. Bhag ix, 15, 1 is wrong.
Some of the variations are obviously due to misreadings of the names

in the old scripts.

Bd iii, 67, 1-2. Vii 93, 1-2. Br 11, 1-2. Hv 38, 1475-6. These
agree, except that Br and Hv call Ksatravrddha Vrddhasarman. Lg i, 66,

59-60 and Klir i, 33, 3-4 are similar but name only Nahusa. Vis iv, 8, 1,

Gar 139, 7—8 and Bhag ix, 17, 1—2 concur in the names. Mat 34, 34—5,
Pad V, 13, 87-8 and Ag 373, 16 agree, with different verses. MBh i, 75,

3150 varies. Svarbhanu was a Danava king', MBh i, 65, 2532 ; 67, 2648 :

xii, 337, 8262-7. Cf. Va 68, 8, 22, 24 ;
Bd iii, 6, 8, 23-4

;
Mat 6, 20-1,

and Vis i, 31, 6, which say Prabha wms his daughter. Svarbhanu was
also a name of Rahu, MBh v, 109, 3811 : vi, 13, 481-8; 103, 4619:
cl. Va 53, 80 ; 53, 63—5, 83 (confused). The two must be distinguished,

but \is iv, 8, 1 (read Edhor) confuses them. So also the Danavas Surya
and Candramas w'eie different from the sun and moon, MBh i, 65,

2534-5 : Bd iii, 6, 12 : Va 68, 12.
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Ksatravrddha founded the dynasty of Kasi (Benares)^ for the

Brahma and Harivariisa, though they call him Vrddhasarman at

first, give his lineage under his name Ksatravrddha.^ From Raji

were descended the Rajeya ksatriyas, who perished (it is said) in

a contest with Indra.^ Rambha had no sons.® From Anenas

sprang a line called the Ksatradharmans, whose names as best

ascertainable are these—Anenas, Ksatradharma, Pratiksatra, Sanjaya,

Jaya, Vijaya, Krti (or Jaya), Haryatvata, Sahadeva, Adina, Jayat-

sena, Safikrti, and Krtadharma (or Ksatradharma).^ They seem to

have constituted a small dynasty somewhere, but nothing more is

said about them : the second of these names became confused with

Ksatravrddha, and so the Visnu and Garuda drop out Anenas and

attribute this lineage to Ksatravrddha erroneously :
® and the last

name also became confused with Ksatravrddha, whose lineage

follows this pedigree, in the Brahma {11, 31), and was wrongly

altered to Ksatravrddha.

Nahusa had six ® or seven sons by piir-kanya Viraja, which no

doubt means his sister (p. 70). Only two sons are important,

Yati and Yayati. Yati the eldest became a muni and gave up the

kingdom,® and Yayati succeeded to it. Yayati had two wives,

DevayanI daughter of the great Bhargava rishi Usanas-Sukra,® and

’ Br 11, 31, beginning with Ksatravrddhasya cdparah, vamsah under-

stood. Hv 29, 1517, beginning with Ksatravrddhasya me srnu.
2 Bd iii, 67, 80-104. Va 92, 75-99. Bv' 11, 3-26. Hv .28, 1477-

1511.' Mat 24, 35-49. Ag 273, 17-19. Gar i, 138, 14. Bhag ix, 17,

12-16. Pad V, i.2, 88-102.

Br 11, 27. Hv 29, 1513. Vis iv, 9, 8. Yet Bhag ix, 17, 10-12
provides him with a short lineage wrongly.!

^ Bd iii, 68, 7-11 ;
Va 93, 7-11. Br 11, 27-31 and Hv 29, 1513-17,

both concluding with Anenasah samdkhydtdh. Bhag ix, 17, 11-12
wrongly gives Anenas a wholly different line of descendants. Bd and Va
preface this genealogy with a passage about king Marutta and IMitra-

jyotis (vei'ses 1-6) which has no connexion with it and seems misplaced.

I do not know what its true connexion is.

° Vis iv, ,9, 8. Gar i, 139, 15-17.
« Bd iii, 68, 12-13 ;

Va 93, 12-13 ;
Br 12, 1-2

;
Hv 30, 1599-1600;

Lg i, 66, 60-62; Kur i, 22, 5-6. Vis iv, 10, 1, Gar 139, 17 and Bhag
ix, 18, 1 agree; and MBh i, 75, 3155 partially. But Br, Hv, Lg, and

Kur readings approximate to the Mat and Pad reading.

Mat 24, 49-50 and Pad v, 12, 103-4; which vary some of the

names corruptly. Ag 273, 20.
® See continuations of passages in second note above.

® See chap. XVII.
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Sarmistha daughter of the Daitya-Danava-asura king Vrsaparvan.^

The former bore two sons, Yadu and Turvasu, and the latter three,

Druhyu, Anu and Puru.^ Yayati divided his territories among

them, so that his kingdom developed into five kingdoms, and from

his sons were descended the five famous royal lines of the Yadus or

Yadavas, the Turvasus, the Druhyus, the Anus or Anavas and the

Purus or Pauravas.

Yadu had five^ or four‘‘ sons, but only two are important,

Sahasrajit (or Sahasrada) and Krostu (or Krostr). With them the

Yadavas divided into two great branches. Sahasrajit’s descendants

were named after his grandson Haihaya and were well known as

the Haihayas.^ Krostu’ s descendants had no special name, but

were known particularly as the Yadavas. The Anavas after Anu^s

seventh named successor Mahamanas divided into two branches

under two sons Usinara and Titiksu. The former branch established

various kingdoms in the Panjab, and the latter founded a dynasty

in East Bihar. The Pauravas gradually developed and established

a number of kingdoms in Madhyadesa. All these lines will be

explained fully in chapter IX.

The broad results thus sketched out are exhibited in the annexed

genealogical table.

The genealogies profess to give the dynastic lists at length and

in correct succession, and say so expressly, vistarendnu'purvya ca,

as regards the Yadava® and Paurava’' lines. But in giving the

1 Va 68,
23-4. Bd iii, 6

, 23, 25. Mat 6, 20, 22. Vis i, ^1, 6.

- Bd iii, 68
,
15-16. Va 93,

15-17. Br 13
,
4-6. Hv 30,

1603-4.
Lg i, 66

,
64-6. Kur i, 33

,
7-8 . Similarly Ag 373

,
21-3, Vis iv, 10,

1-2 and Bhag ix, 18, 29-33; also Gar 139
,
18. Mat 34 ,

52-4 and
Pad V, 13

,
105-7 say the same in different verses; and MBh i, 75,

3158-60; 95 ,
3760-2. Cf. MBh i, 84 -, 85 : Br 146

,
2-7. Turvasu is

called Turvala in Vedic literature. The sous are said to be four and are

wi’ongly named in late fables in Pad ii, 64 , 11-12; 77, 105: and 109,

49-55, where the genealogy is corrupt—an instance of the vitiation of

genealogies by late story-makers. The story of Yayati, DevayanI and

Sarmistha at great length. Mat 35 to 33 ;
MBh i, 78 to 83 : differently,

Earn vii, 58 ; 59 -

^ Bd iii, 69, 2. Va 94 , 2. Br 13
,
153-4. Hv 33, 1843. Mat 4.3,

6-7. Pad V, 13, 110. Lg i, 68
, 2. Kiir i, 33,

12-13. Ag 374
, 1 is

equivalent but confused.
* Vis iv, 11

, 3. Gar 139
,
19. Bhag ix, 33

, 20-1 (corrupt).
® So stated expressly in Br 13

, 207; Hv 34
, 1898; Lg i, 68

,
15

—

which also say they were Yadavas.
® Va 94

, 1. Mat 43
, 5. Hv 33

,
1842. Bd iii, 69

, 1.
’’ Va 99

,
119. Mat 48

,
103. Br 13

,
2. Hv 31 , 1653.
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h

Aiksvaku genealogy ol: Ayodhya the Puranas do not profess to be

complete, and saj^ that only the chief and best-known kings are

mentioned.^ These statements are noteworthy, because the three

genealogies profess to cover exactly the same chronological period,

all starting from Mann and all ending with the Bharata battle.

Yet, while the Aiksvaku lists name some 93 kings, the Y’adava

lists give only about 53 kings, and the Paurava lists only some

45 kings in succession, and prefixing to each of these two the

common anterior names Manu, Ha, Pururavas, Ayu, Nahusa and

Yayati, these two lists make their totals 59 and 51 respectively.

Moreover, the latter two lists pi’ofess to be given at length, while

the first does not profess to be exhaustive. The Lihga throws

some light on the meaning of the word visiarena, in that, after

setting out the list of Yadava names as fully as the Vayu, it adds

that it gives the list succinctly, >sauksepena (i, G8, 1), which is

explained by the fact that its account is more concise. Hence

apparently vistarena does not impl}" that the list is exhaustive, but

that it is the full traditional account. In fact it will be found

that gaps occur sometimes in the genealogies, and in one place it is

frankly admitted that there is a gap.”

The succession of kings in the lists is expressed in four ways,

which may be explained by styling the predecessor A and the

successor B
;
namely (1) B was son of A, (2) B was ‘ of A’,^ no

relationship being expressed, (3) B was 'from or after A^, the

ablative being used or its adverbial form,^ and (4) B was 'heir ’ of

A.® The second and third forms are indistinguishable where the

genitive and ablative cases are the same.® These different forms

may all mean sonship
;
the last three may include the succession

of other relatives, and the third may imply bare succession without

particular relationship. None necessarily means immediate sonshi])^

' Va 88, 213; Bd iii, 6i, 213-14
;
Lg i, GG, 43. Br S, 94 ;

Hv 15,

831—2 and Mat 12, 57 somewhat similarly. Vis iv, 4, 49 equivalently.

Kur i, 21, 60 says truly it gives this geuealogy succinctly, samdsena.
^ Tasyctnvavdye mahati. Mat 49, 72; Va 99, 187.
® e. g. Harya^vasya Nikumbho ’bhut (Va 88, 62).

e. g. Saruthat tu Janapidas (Va 99, 5). Aviddhatah Praviras tu

{ibid. 121).
® e. g. Purukutsasya dayadas Trasadasyur (Va 88, 74).
® e. g. Karandhamas Trisauos tu (Va 99, 2). Sanjater atha Eaudra^vas

{ibid. 123).
^ Thus Va 99, 234 says Devapi and Saiitanu were sons of Pratipa, but

they were really grandsons : see chap. XIII.
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or succession ^ for even the first does not always mean it. Absolute

precision in genealogical details can hardly be expected and is not

indispensable for historical purposes. Kings who were celebrated

are well known by name, and the names of others are mainly useful

as marking steps in descent, so that it is not material whether

insignificant names are perfectly correct. In such cases the name
which is best supported is adopted, and the question of names is

dealt with in chapter XI.

The fact that the genealogies of some dynasties are fuller than

those of others will not be a serious bar chronologically, because

synchronisms (which will be discussed in chapters XII to XIV) will

fix the positions of the chief kings, and other kings will fall into

approximate position accordingly
;
and thus it will appear where

lists are incomplete or gaps occur. Though absolute accuracy is

unattainable, yet it may be possible to reach an approximation

sufficient for working purposes.

CHAPTER VIII

THE SOLAR RACE

Ajjodhya Dynasty.

The genealogy of the kings of Ayodhya, to whom were especially

applied the titles, the ‘Solar race^, the Iksvakus, Aiksvakus or

Aiksvakas, is given by many authorities. Thirteen Puranas give

the whole list of kings more or less completely.^ The Ramayana

gives the list down to Rama twice.^ The Mahabharata mentions

the early part as far as Drdhasva,* and other small portions else-

’ Thus Ajamidha, Rksa and Samvarana in the main Paurava line were

not three successive kings
; as the table of genealogies in chap. XII

shows. Genealogies also were intentionally abbreviated
;

cf. the Aiksvaku
line in Ag 5, 3

;
Gar i, 143, 2-3.

" Bd iii, 63, 8-214. Va 88, 8-213. Br 7, 44 to, 8, 94. Hv 11, 660
to 15, 832. Mat lA, 25-57. Pad v, 8, 130-62. Siv vii, 60, 33 to 61,

73. Lg i, 65, 31 to 66, 45. Kur i, 20, 10 to 21, 60. Vis iv, 2, 3 to

4, 49. Ag 272, 18-39. Gar i, 138, 17-44. Bhag ix, 6. 4 to 12, 9.

Also Saura Upapurana, 30, 32-73.
" Bam i, 70, 21-44: ii, 110, 6-35.
‘ MBhiii, 201, 13515-19; 20.3, 13614-22.
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where.^ The Raghuvamsa has much of the latter half, from

DilTpa II to Agnivarna.^ All these authorities are on the whole in

general agreement, so far as they extend, except the Ramayana.

Its two lists are practically the same, but differ widely from the

others. Most of its names occur in the other lists, but they are

arranged in such absolutely different order that its lists cannot be

reconciled with the others. There are thus two wholly distinct

genealogies, and it is necessary to examine which is more probably

right.

The Ramayana genealogy is open to great doubt, when considered

as a whole or examined in detail. It contains only some 35 kings

down to Rama, whereas the Puranas name some 63 kings in that

period, and it will be seen from a comparison of the other dynasties

exhibited in the table of genealogies (chapter XII) that its list is

manifestly defective in length. It is very improbable that the

Ramayana alone should be right and all the other authorities

wrong
;
even the late Raghuvaihsa accepting the latter and rejecting

the former.

This conclusion is confirmed when the lists are examined in

detail. We may first notice what are undoubted omissions in the

Ramayana list. It omits Purukutsa and his son Trasadasyu, but

they were kings of this line as the Mahabharata knows.^ It omits

Hariscandra and his son Rohita, yet brahmanical books testify to

both.^ Again it omits Rtuparna, though he is mentioned in the

story of Nala.“ Also it omits Sudasa, yet admits his existence by

calling Kalmasapada Sauddsa in its second list, and contradicts

itself by saying Kalmasapada was son of Raghu •, and the Maha-
bharata declares he was son of Sudasa.® It omits A^maka, who
according to that epic was Kalmasapada’s son.' As regards all

.
these kings the Puranas name them and are corroborated by the

other authorities mentioned above.

Next as regards the relationships and positions of kings. The

^ Baku to Bhagiratha, MBh iii, 107, 9912-18: Br 78, 3-11, 40-7:
YN 7 and 8 : Bd iii, 47, 74 to 56, 32.

^ Dillpa II to Atithi in chap. I-XVII; Nisadha to Sudar^ana in

XVIII
;
and Agnivarna in XIX.

® iii, 98, 8606-8.
^ Aitar Brahm vii, 3, 1 f. Saiikhay Sr Sutra xv, 17-25.
= MBh iii, 70, 2766.
® MBh xiii, 6‘, 326 : xiv, 56, 1656 : read witli i, 176 to 177.

MBh i. 177. 6 7 91.
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Rainayana places Ambarlsa three steps above Nabbaga, but be was

Nabhaga^s son, for Ambarlsa son of Nabbaga is praised in the

epicd It tells, moreover, the well-known story of Hariscandra ^ as

a story of Ambarlsa,^ and Ambarlsa may have been another name
of Hariscandra

;
but if so, it is wrong in making bis son Nabusa

instead of Rohita. The Puranas say there wei’e two Dillpas, one

father of Bbagiratba and the other father or grandfather of Raghu,

but the Ramayana mentions only one Dilipa as father of Bhagiratha

and great grandfather of Raghu. One DilTpa was certainly father

of Bhag’Tratha,^’’ and the Raghuvamsa supports the Puranas that

Raghu was son of a Dilipa, who was necessarily a second Dillpa.

Further the Ramayana makes Raghu father of Kalmasapada and

places Aja twelve generations below Raghu, while the Puranas

make Aja son of Raghu. Now Kalmasapada was son of Sudasa,

even according to the Rama} ana as shown above, and not son of

Raghu, and the Raghuvaihsa (v, 35-6) corroborates the Puranas

that Raghu'’s son was Aja. Again, the Ramayana says Kalmasa-

pada’s son was Sankhana, but his son was Asraaka according

to some Puranas or Sarvakarman according to others.*^ The

Mahabharata corroborates the former of these statements in one

passage and the latter in another,'’ thus contradicting the Ramayana

in either case; and the Raghuvaihsa (xviii, 21-2) confirms the

contradiction by saying that Sankhana was son of Vajranabha as

the Puranas state.

Further, the Ramayana makes Kakutstha son of Bhagiratha and

grandson of Dilipa, but the Puranas say he was son of Sasada, and

was the third earliest king. The Mahabharata corroborates them,’”

’ MBh iii. 129, 10514
;

vii, (ii, 2303-18; xii, .2,9, 993-7. There was
another Ambarlsa, son of jManu’s son Nabhaga (see infra), but the

Ambarlsa extolled in MBh Avas apparently the Ayodhya king.

^ Aitar Brahm vii, 5, 1 f. : Sahkhay Sr Sutra xv, 1 7-25 : &c. See JEAS,
1917, 44 f., where the whole story is discussed.

* Ram i, 61 and 62. * Lg ii, 5, 6. '' MBh iii, 107, 9916-18.
Eaghuv iii, 13-21. Not every archaeological statement in the

liaglmv is correct, for it refers to Puspapura (i. e. Pataliputra) as existing

(vi, 24) in Aja’s time; and speaks of the Surasena king as a Nipa (vi,

45-6), whereas the ‘ Surasena ’ kingdom did not apparently exist then,

and its king could hardly have been a Nipa (see S. Paiicala).

^ Va 88, 177. Bd iii, 63, 176-7. Vis iv, 4, 38 : &c.
* Mat 12, 46. Br 8, 82. Hv 15, 816-17 : &c.
® MBh i, 177, 6787-91 : xii, 49, 1792-3.
MBh iii, 201, 13515-16.
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and the Raghuvamsa supports them in saying (vi, 71-4) that from

his time the kini^s had borne the title Kakutstha and that Dillpa

was his descendant. The Ramayanaand the Puranas have a group

of five kings, Sudarsana, Agnivarna, Slghra, Maru and Prasusruta,

and the Ramayana makes them anterior to Rama, while the

Puranas put them long after him. Similarly it places three others,

Sankhana, Dhruvasandhi and Susandhi, before Rama, while the

Puranas make them his descendants. As regards these last three

and Sudarsana and Agnivarna the Raghuvamsa^ corroborates the

Puranas that they were long after Rama, and so also as regards

the three others in that it does not notice them, because it closes

its account with Agnivarna and they succeeded him.’

It thus appears that wherever it is possible to cheek the Rama-

yana and Puranic lists of the Ayodhya dynasty by other authorities

those authorities coiToborate the Puranas and contradict the Rama-

yana. Hence the Ramayana genealogy must be put aside as

erroneous, and the Puranic genealogy accepted. This is not sur-

prising, because the Ramayana is a brahmanical poem, and the

brahmans notoriously lacked the historical sense.

The Purana lists all agree fairly down to Mandhatr, though with

much variation in some names; and here the Mahabharata list also

agrees. With Mandhatr there is some variation. He had three

well-known sons, Purukutsa, Ambarlsa and Mueukunda.^ From

Ambarisa came the Harita brahmans (chapter XXIII). Mucukunda

was a famous king,^ and of him the fable is told that he went to

sleep in a cave and slept on till awakened by Kalayavana, who had

pursued Krsna into it; then he killed Kala, and marvelled at the

degeneracy of mankind.^ Purukutsa’s son was Trasadasyu ® who

continued the main line. All then fairly agree, subject to some

omissions, down to Saudasa Kalmasapacla, but between him and

Dilipa II Khatvafiga ® two different versions occur, where the names

are all different : thus the Brahma, Harivamsa, Matsya, Padma,

Siva and Agni generally insert five kings, Sarvakarman, Anaranya,

' Eaghuv xviii and xix.

“ Mat and Pad add a fourth son.
® MBh V, 131, 4467-9 : and pp. 41, 42. Also Hv 115, 6464 : Vis v,

23, 18 f. : Br 196 , 197: Pad vi, 273, 51-60.
' Hv 113, 6464-88. Pad vi, 189, 73 ; 273, 51-70. Vis v, 23, 26 to

24, 5; Br 196, 16 to 197, 5.

® Mat calls him Vasuda (for Trasada). Pad errs further.
® Br and Hv wrongly call Dillpa I Khatvafiga.
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Nighna, Anamitra with a Raghu, and Duliduha; but the seven

other Puranas name six, Asmaka, Mulaka, Sataratha, Idavida (with

variations), Vrddhasarman and. Visvasaha. It is not material

which version we adopt, because their number is practically the

same and none were important, but the latter group is supported

by the better texts and is preferable.^ From Dillpa II Khatvahga

to Dasaratha there is general agreement subject to some diver-

gences
;
and here the better texts make Dlrghabahu ' father of

Raghu'’ instead of an epithet of Raghu, though the Raghuvaihsa

omits him. From Dasaratha to Ahlnagu there is general agreement..

After Ahlnagu most of the Puranas give a list of some twenty

kings Paripatra* (or Sudhanvan) to Brhadbala who was killed hy

Abhimanyu in the Bharata battle,^ agreeing generally in their

names, though some of the lists are incomplete towards the end.

Thus the Brahma stops at Nala (= Sahkhana)
;

the Harivamsa

at Maru except that it mentions the last king Brhadbala
;
and

the Garuda at Prasusruta, where hy the loss of some verses closing

this dynasty and introducing the Videha line it runs the two

together making Prasusruta father of Udavasu of that line. But

six Puranas, the Matsya, Padma, Lifiga, Kurma, Siva and Agni,

differ completely, and all except the Siva name, instead of those

twenty, six other kings, Sahasrasva, Candravaloka, Tarapida,

Candragiri, Bhanuseandra (with variations) and Srutayus. The

Siva names only the first. The Lihga identifies Srutayus with

Brhadbala, the last in the former list. The former list is certainly

preferable for several reasons. The table of royal genealogies

(chapter XII) shows that there must have heen many more kings

than six and quite as many as twenty. The Raghuvaihsa cor-

rohorates it as far as Agnivarna. Some of the kings in the long

list are named elsewhere, and even in the Matsya which gives the

short list; thus, it mentions Hiranyanabhin Kausalya as teacher

of king Krta of Dvimidha^s line,^ and Maru as one who with

Devapi the Paurava will restore the ksatriyas at the end of this

Kali age.'* Further Paripatra and his successors appear from

a comparison of their names to be meant by the Mahabharata

^ An explanation of this discrepancy is suggested in chap. XXIY.
- MBh vii, 47, 1864-83.
^ Mat 49, 75. Va 99, 190. Hv 20, 1081. Vis iv, 19, 13. This is

dealt with in chap. XIV.
* Mat 273, 56, and Va 99, 437, where read Maruh for Matah. Va

32, 39 (read Maruh). Ed iii, 74, 250. Vis iv, 24, 45, 48.
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story of Pariksit and his sons.^ On the other hand there is nothing',

as far as I know, to support the short list. The longer list of

twenty kings must therefore be accepted.

The Videha Dynasty.

This dynasty was descended from Iksvaku’s son Nimi (or Nemi)^

who is called Tidehay^ and so was a branch of the Solar raee.^ It is

given by five Puranas, and its earh' part down to Slradhvaja by the

Ramayana.'’ All are in substantial agreement down to Slradhvaja,

except that the Garuda, as mentioned above, omits the first two

kings and makes Udavasu of this dynasty son of Prasusruta of

Ayodhya. The Puranas fairly agree about the rest of the genealogy,

except that after Sakuni the "^^isnu, Garuda and Bhagavata insert

twelve kings, Anjana to Upagupta, whom the Vayu and Brah-

manda omit. No doubt these three Puranas are right and the

two latter have lost this portion, because the table of genealogies,

with the synchronisms, shows that there must have been many

more kings than the Vayu and Brahmanda have.

Kusadhvaja was Siradhvaja^s brother and was king of Sahkasya,

as the Puranas generally say and also the Ramayana.® The
Bhagavata confuses the genealogy here, and gives Kusadhvaja^s

successors thus. Its account is supported by the Visnu in a story

about Kesidhvaja and Khandikya," and may be true.

Kusadhvaja

I

Dharmadlivaja
I

I I

Krtadhvaja Mitadhvaja

I
.

I.

Kesidhvaja Khandik3a

^ MBh iii, 192,
13145-78, 13198. Vyusita^vaof this list is different

from Vyusita^va of MBh i, 121 , 4686, who was a Paurava.
- Va 88 , 9 ;

89 , 1, 3. ® Va 89,
4. Bd iii, 64

, 4. Vis iv, 5, 12.

Gar i, 139, 1 says so expressly.

® Bd iii. 64
,
1-24. Va 89 ,

1-23. Vis iv, 5, 11-14. Gar i, 138
,
44-

58. Bhag ix, 13 . Ram i, 71
,
3-20 : but vii, 57, 18-20 gives a fabulous

beginning.
® Bam i, 70, 2-3; 71

,
14-16, 19. Bd iii, 64

,
18-19 and Va 89

, 18
invert two lines and corrupt Sahkasya

;
they should read thus :

—

bhrata Ku^adhvajas tasya Sahka^yadhipatir nrpah

Siradhvajat tu jatas tu Bhanuman nama Maithilah.

Vis vi, 6
, 7 to 7, 104.
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From the second king- Mithi Janaka (whom the Ramayana makes

two) it is said the capital Mithila was named/ and hence the kings

were called Maithilas,^ From him, too, the kings were also styled

Janaka, and this was the family name, for he was the first king

Janaka,^ and the Janakas are expressly mentioned as a family,^ and

two Puranas conclude with the remark that with Krti ends the

race of the Janakas." The kings were thus collectively ‘Janakas^,

and many are individually so named, as Siradhvaja,® Dharmadhvaja,’^

Janadeva,® Daivarati,® Khandikya,^® and also Karala and Aindra-

dyumni (who ai-e not named in the genealogy).^® The references

to ‘Janaka^ in the brahmanical books do not therefore necessarily

mean one and the same king, but the name is used generically

there according to the brahmanical custom and lack of the

historical sense, just as various A^asisthas and Visvamitras are

mentioned merely as Vasistha and A^isvamitra, and are sometimes

confused as one A^asistha and one Visvamitra. Moreover, the

brahmanical Bhagavata says of these Alaithilas generally that

they were skilled in knowledge of the Atman,^® so that it is

erroneous to assume that only one Janaka is meant in the

brahmanical books.

The Vaisdla Bynasly.

This dynasty was descended from Manu’s son Nabhanedistha, and

is given by seven Puranas, and also partially by the Ramayana and

‘ Bd iii, 6'i, 6. A"a 8d, 6.

- Bd iii, 6i, 24. Va 89, 23. Vis iv, 5, 14.

® Ram i, 71, 4, 'prathamo Janako rdjd.
* Janakdndm kule, jMark 13, 11. Janakdndm varistha, MBh iii, 133,

10637. Janakas, Bam i, 67, 8 ;
Br 88, 24. Janaka-rdjdno bahavas,

Br 88, 22.
® Va 89, 23 ;

Bd iii, 64, 24

—

vamso Janakdndm.
« MBh iii, 373, 15880.
' MBh xii, 333, 11855. Vis iv, 34, 54: vi, 6, 7. See table in

chap. XXVII.
« MBh xii, 318, 7883; 319, 7930 ;

331, 11839-40. See above table.

® MBh xii, 313, 11545-6. A is vi. 5, 81 ; 6, 5, 8.

“ MBh xii, 304, 11220 ; 310, 11504. Br 340, 5.

MBh iii, 133, 10624.
12 Unnamed ‘Janakas’, AIBh ii, 39, 1087: xii, 99, 3664-5; 393,

10699; 311, 11518-19; 338, 12260: xiii, 45, 2466.
11 Also Br 88, 2—3. Cf. ‘ Pharaoh ’. AVeber conjectured this. Hist,

of Ind. Lit., p. 135.
1® ix, 13, 27 (and 20). Cf. AAs vi, d, 7, 9 ; 7, 27 f.
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Mahabharata.^ None of these works however carries the genealogy

beyond Pramati or Sumati, who was the contemporary of Dasaratha,

king of Ayodhya, according to the Ramayana.^ Only four lists

are complete, those in the Vayu, Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata.

The others show various limitations or omissions : thus the Lifiga

mentions only the first four kings
;
the Mahabharata list is in-

complete at the beginning, goes down only to Marutta, and wrongly

inserts an Iksvaku; the Brahmanda omits from Prajani to Aviksit,

though Marutta was well known as son of Aviksit ;
^ the Markandeya

narrates the doings of these kings at great length but only down

to Rajyavardhana
;
and the Ramayana begins the dynasty with

Visala, wrongly calling him ^ son of Iksvaku Subject to these

shortcomings the lists are in substantial agreement.

No nameisgiven to this dynasty or kingdom at first, but king

Visala is said to have founded Visala or Vaisall as his capital, and

thenceforward the kingdom was that of Vai^all, and the kings were

styled Vaisalaka kings.^ These names may conveniently be extended

retrospectively to include the whole dynasty. The first two kings

named are Bhalandana and Vatsapri. Bhalandana is said to have

become a vaisya,® and it is declared there were three vaisya hymn-

makers, Bhalandana, Vatsa orVasasva (read Fatsapn ?) and Sanklla.®

This Vatsapri Bhalandana is the reputed author of Rigveda ix, 68,

and probably x, 45 and 46. Accordingly some Puranas add that

these vaisyas became brahmans.^

The Sdnjdtas.

These were the descendants of Saryati, son of Manu, and the list

is given briefly by twelve Puranas.® There is a fair amount of

1 Bd iii, 61, 3-18
;
and 8, 35-7. Va, 86, 3-22. Lg i, 66, 53. Mark

113 to 136, and 109 to 110. Vis iv, 1, 15-19. Gar i, 138, 5-13.
Bhag ix, 3, 23-36. Ram i, 47, 11-17. MBh xiv, 4, 65-86.

* i, 47, 17, 20. ® MBh vii, 55, 2170 : xii, 20,613', 29, 910.
* Va 86, 17, 22. Bd iii, 61, 12, 17. Vis iv, 1, 18-19. Bhag ix, 2,

33,36. Gari, li
= Mark 113, 36; 114, 2; 116, 3-4. Br 7, 26. Vis iv, 1, 15. Bhag

ix, 2, 23.
® Bd ii, 32, 121-2. Mat 145, 116-7.
’’

Br 7, 42. Hv 11, 658. Siv vii, 60, 30.
* Va 86, 23-9; 88, 1-4. Bd iii, 61, 18-24; 63, 1-4. Br 7, 27-41.

Hv 10, 642 to 11, 657. Mat 12, 21-4. Lg i, 66, 47-9. Vis iv, 1, 20-
34; 2, 1-2. Pad \, 8, 126-9. Ag 272, 11-16. Gar i, 138, 14.

Bhag ix, 3, 1—2, 27-36. Siv' vii, 60, 20—30. Pad vi, 274, 10 is wrong.

2465 H
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agreement. The dynasty does not play any conspicuous part in

tradition, and the genealogy is manifestly curtailed and incomplete.

It may be stated thus—Saryati, his son Anarta and daughter

Sukanya (who married the great Bhargava rishi Cyavana), then

Rocamana, Reva and Raivata Kakudmin. It reigned at Kusasthall,

the ancient name of Dvaraka (Dvaravatl) ^ in Gujarat, which was

named Anarta after king Anarta, It did not last long and was

destroyed by Punyajana Raksasas. The remnant of the Saryatas

appear to have afterwards become a tribe among tbe Haihayas (see

next chapter).

Raivata is made the subject of myth in that it is said he visited

the Gandharva world and Brahma’s court, stayed thei’e listening to

music for long ages, returned to find Kusasthall in possession of the

Yadavas and then gave his daughter to Balarama.^ It seems

probable that two Raivatas, who were ages apart, have been

confused.

The Ndblidga.^.

These were the descendants of Manu’s son Nabhaga, and their

genealogy is noticed in twelve Puranas.^ All mention Nabhaga

or Nabhaga and his son Ambarisa,^ and the Brahmanda, Vayu,

Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata add the successors, Virupa, Prsadasva

and Rathitara. Where this dynasty reigned is wholly uncertain.

From Rathitara were descended the Rathitaras who were ‘ ksatriyan

brahmans ^ as will be noticed in chapter XXIII.

1 ]\rat 69, 9. Pad v, 23, 10. Vis iv, 1, 34. Cf. also MBIi ii, 13,

613-4; iii, 20, 111', 88, 8348-9: xii, 341, 12955: xiv, 1535-6. Hv
56‘, 1967; 445, 6265.

See continuation of passages in second note above. The fable some-

times introduces a disquisition on music.

^ Va 88, 5-7. Bd iii, 63, 5-7. Br 7, 2f Hv 10, 641. Mat 12,

20-1. Pad v, 8, 125-6. Lg i, 66, 50-1. Siv vii, 60, 19-20. Vis iv,

2, 2. Ag 272, 10-11. Gar i, 138, 15-16. Bhag ix, 4, 1, 13 and 6, 1-3,

with fables intervening. Ag 272, 17 should probably read Nahhdga-

dista-putrau, referring to Nabhanedistha.
^ This Nabhaga and his son Ambarisa must be distinguished from

the two similar kings of Ayodhva, see ante and Table ot genealogies,

chap. XII.
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This stock gave rise, as mentioned in ekapter VII, to two side

branches, the Kanyakubja and Kasi dynasties, and developed through

Yayati’s five sons into five races. The genealogies of all these will

now be considered in detail.

The Kanyakubja Dynasty,

Two origins are alleged for the Kanyakubja dynasty. It was

descended from Pururavas’ son Amavasu according to seven Puranas,^

which give the first kings as Amavasu, Bhima, Kancanaprabha,

Suhotra and Jahnu. The genealogy is also given by the Ramayana,

Agni and twice by the Alahabharata.^ The first Mahabharata

account and that in the Ramayana leave the origin untouched, but

the second account and the Agni derive Jahnu from the Paurava

line, making him son of Ajamidha ;
and the Brahma and Harivaihsa ^

inconsistently give both versions. From Jahnu to Kusa all the

lists agree,^ there is variation as regards Kusa’s sons, and from

Gadhi to Visvamitra and the end all agree generally.

The derivation from Ajamidha is certainly wrong. He was the

seventh successor of Bharata. Visvamitra was the descendant of

Jahnu by some eight steps, and must, if Jahnu was son of Ajamidha,

have been some fifteen generations below Bharata; but it is well

known that Bharata was son of king Dusyanta and Sakuntala ^ who

was daughter of a Visvamitra
;
° so that Visvamitra was an ancestor

of Bharata. Visvamitra cannot have been both an ancestor and

1 Bel iii, 66, 22-68, 75: Va 91, 51-96, 103: Br 10, 13-60, 68: and

Hv 37, 1413-31, 1457, 1473: which all agree. Vis iv, 7, 2-17, Gar i,

139, 2-7 and Bhag ix, 15, 3 to 16, 36 (which calls Amavasu Vijaya)

concur with them.
^ Bam i, 33, 1 to 34, 6. Ag 377, 16-18. MBli xii, 49, 1717-20, 1745;

and xiii, 4, 201—5, 246 (with i, 94, 3722—3).
^ Second version, Br 13, 82-92

;
Hv 33, 1756-76.

* Vedarth, introduction to Eigv iii, says KuSika’s father (Gathiu’s

grandfather) was Isiratha; this name does not occur in the genealogies.

There is room for its insertion, see Table of genealogies, chap. XII.
= MBhi, 3, 371; 74, 2 9 8 3, 3 1 03-6

; 95, 3782: vii, 68, 2387: xii,

39, 938 : xiv, 3, 50 : and Paurava genealogies.

® MBh i, 73 (in fabulous form), 2945 ; 95, 3782.
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a descendant of Bharata. The story of Sakuntalii is one of the

best alleged tales in ancient tradition, so that Visvamitra was

certainly prior to Bharata and therefore to Ajamidha, and the

versions which make his ancestor Jahnu son of Ajamidha are

certainly wrong. Moreover it will be seen from the discussion of

Jahnu, Visvamitra and their contemporaries in chapter XIII, that

they belonged to the age of the early Aiksvaku, Haihaya and

Paurava kings, long anterior to Bharata and Ajamidha. The error

appears also from the condition, that it makes this kingdom arise

at the same time as N. and S. Paneala, though they comprised all its

territory.

The error probably arose out of Rigveda iii, 53, 12, which,

referring to king Sudas, says ‘ this prayer of Visvamitra safeguards

the Bharata folk ’

;

and Aitareya Brahmana vii, 3, 5 and Sahkha-

yana Srauta Sutra xv, 25, where Visvamitra is called Bharata-rsahha,

‘leader of the Bharatask Sudas, or Sudasa as he is called in the

genealogy, was a king of the North Pahcala dynasty, which was

descended from Ajamidha and Bharata.^ He and his dynasty were

therefore Bharatas or Bharatas, for the name Pahcala (p. 75) had

not come into approved use then.^ One of Visvamitra'’s descendants,

called by his gotra name merely Visvamitra, was his priest, as the

hymn shows, and therefore the religious guardian and leader of

these Bharatas or Bharatas. Afterwards misunderstanding began.

That Visvamitra might, not inappropriately, be styled a Bharata-

rsahha, the term used in the Brahmana and Sutra. These books

however, through the brahmanical lack of the historical sense, con-

fused him with his ancestor, the first Visvamitra, and applied this

term to the first Visvamitra. It thus became wholly erroneous as

mentioned above, and the Bharatas did not come into existence till

after his time. Further, this term might be taken to imply that

he was himself a Bharata, and, as the brahmans were not learned

in ksatriya genealogies, or perhaps considered the above allusions as

authoritative, it was so understood, with the result that Visvamitra

was held to be a descendant of Bharata.^ Consequently it was

necessary to introduce him and his well-known ancestor Jahnu into

the Paurava genealogy somewhere after Bharata
;
and, as Ajamidha

had three sons who ruled the separate kingdoms of Hastinapura and

^ See Table of Eoyal Genealogies, chap. XII.
' JEAS, 1914, p. 284 : 1918, pp. 238-9.

So Sayana on Eigv iii, 53, 24.
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North and South Panealaj it was easy to assign Jahnu of the

Kanyakubja kingdom^ as another son to him^ especially as Jahnu

and Ajamldha had near ancestors named Suhotra. Connected with

this mistake is the alteration which the Brahma and Harivaihsa

make in the ancestral name Pa.urorava (i.e. Paumrava) applied

rightly to Visvamitra in the Vayu, namely, changing it to Paitrava?

Kdsi Pynastij.

Two origins are alleged for the Kasi (Benares) dynasty also. It

was descended from Ayu’s son Ksatravrddha according to seven

Puranas,^ which give the first four kings as Ksatravrddha, Sunahotra

(or Suhotra), Kasa (or Kasya) and Dirghatapas. But the Brahma

and Harivaihsa give another account also, identifying Sunahotra

or Suhotra with Suhotra of the Paurava line, whom they place as

son of Vitatha (really son of Brhatksatra and great-grandson of

Vitatha), and so, deriving this dynasty from Suhotra Paurava, give

the early kings thus—Vitatha, Suhotra, Kasika and Dirg’hatapas.

They thus inconsistently give both origins for the dynasty. The

Agni follows this version, though confusedly and faultily.^ Both

versions agree on the whole in their lists of the kings, except that

the second has various omissions. The list is not a long one and

reaches down only to king Bharga, but at what stage in the

chronology he is to be placed is wholly uncertain. The kings in

the Pandavas’ time were SubMiu and Abhibhu.-’

The former version is clearly right and the latter is wrong,

because Divodasa and Pratardana of this dynasty, as will be seen

from the discussion about the synchronisms in chapter XIII, were

contemporaries of the Haihaya kings and lived anterior to Vitatha

and Suhotra of the Paurava line. The origin of the error here is

not so easily conjecturable as of that in the Kanyakubja genealogy,

yet it appears to have arisen from confusing Ksatravrddha and his

successor Sunahotra or Suhotra here with Brhatksatra and his

successor Suhotra of the Paurava dynasty.

^ Oblivious of territorial confusion, as mentioned above.
^ He was a descendant of Pururavas but not of Puru, Va 91, 102. Br

10, 63 and Hv 27, 1468; 32, 1773 wrongly; and Bd substitutes yo(je-

hara (hi, 66, 74).
^ Bd hi, 67, 1-79. Va 92, 1-75 (text corrupt). Br 11, 32-61. Hv

29, 1518-98. Vis iv, 8, 1-9. Gar i, 139, 8-14. Bhag ix, 17, 2-10.
' Br 13, 63-79. Hv 32, 1733-54. Ag 277, 9-14.
® MBh ii, 29, 1080: and vh, 95, 3528; vhi, 6, 173. Cf. v, 197,

7650.
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The Hathayas.

The genealogy of the Haihaya branch of the Yadavas is given by

twelve Puranas.^ They all agree generally, except that there are

differences and some uncertainty in the account of Talajahgha’s

offspring, and there the best texts collated say this—Talajahgha

had many sons, called the Talajahghas, of whom the eldest was king

Vitihotra : the Haihayas comprised five families, the Yltihotras,

Saryatas,^ Bhojas, Avantis and Tundikeras, who were all Tala-

janghas :
^ Vltihotra’s son was king Ananta, and his son was

Durjaya Amitrakarsana. The Brahma and Harivamsa give, instead

of the last two lines, six other lines,^ but these seem doubtful

inasmuch as they assign to this branch persons and families who
apparently belonged to the other branch.

The Yadavas.

The genealogy of the other branch descended from Yadu’s son

Krostu and knowm as the Yadavas proper may be conveniently

noticed in two parts, the first from Krostu to Satvata and the

second the remainder.

The first part is given by twelve Puranas.'^ They all agree

generally, though with considerable variations in some of the

names, down to Paravrt’s sons. Then they leave the further

descent of the senior line from his eldest son, and follow the line

of his younger son Jyamagha, who (or whose son Vidarbha) carved

out the kingdom of Vidarbha. This line soon divided into three

sub-lines, the senior of which apparently continued there for a time,

while the second descended from Kaisika (who is often miscalled

1 Bd iii, 69, 3-55. Va 94, 3-54. Br 13, 154-207. IIv 33, 1844-
98. Mat 43, 7-49. Pad v, 13, 110-49. Lg i, 68, 3-20. Kur i, 33,

13-21 ; 33, 1-4, 45. Vis iv, 11, 3-7. Ag 374, 1-11. Gar i, 139, 19-

24. Bhag ix, .25, 21-30.
^ So Mat, which appears to be right

;
all tlie other authorities corrupt

the name. They were the remnant of the Saryatas (ante). This appears

to be the explanation of the incorrect statement in MBh xiii, 30, 1945-6,

that Haihaya and Talajahgha were descended from Saryati.

* This seems to be the meaning, for the Yltihotras were certainly

TMajanghas.
* Lg has five of them and Kiir three.

® Bd iii, 70, 14-48. Va 95, 14-47. Br 15, 1-30. Hv 37, 1969-99.

Mat 44, 14-47. Pad v, 13, 1-30. Lg i. 68, 21-49. Kur i, 34, 1-32.

Vis iv, 13. Ag 374, 12-23. Gar i, 139, 25-35. Bhag ix, 33, 30 to

34, 6. Partially, MBh xiii, 147, 6833-4
;
Hv 117, 6588-92.
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Kausika) established itself in Cedi, and the third from Lomapada

reigned elsewhere. All the authorities agree in the main about these

developments, and the Kurma (i, 24, 6-10) gives Lomapada’s sub-

line for thirteen descents. The genealogies then follow the senior

line of Vidarbha from Kratha, whom the Brahma and Harivarhsa

call Bhima,^ and all are in general agreement down to Devaksatra,

though with variations in some of the names. Then occur differences

down to Satvata, and the texts collated suggest the names set out

in the Table of genealogies in chapter XII.

Lomapada’s sub-line is given thus—Lomapada, Babhru, Ahrti,^

Sveta, Visvasaha, Kausika, Sumanta, Anala, Sveni, Dyutimaut,

Yapusmant, Brhanmedhas, SrTdeva, and Vltaratha. Where they

reigned is not stated.

The second part begins with Satvata’s sons, Bhajamana, Deva-

vrdha, Andhaka and Vrsni,^ and comprises the various families

that developed from them. It is given by the same twelve Puranas,

but the accounts are not all clear, for se^'eral reasons. Some of the

pedigrees have become confused in some Puranas through mistakes

in names, partly at least due to misreadings of old scripts
;
as where

the Brahmanda and Vayu misread AndhakJt as Satyakdt in giving

Andhaka’s descendants
; and the Brahma and Harivamsa misread

J'rsner as Krostor in giving Vrsni’s descendants, and then seemingly

regard him as Yadu’s son Krostu, so mentioning some of the lines

of descent twice. Moreover some passages seem to have become

misarranged, and lines have sometimes been lost. Some uncertainty

was caused by the fact that there were several persons with the

same names in these families, and thus it seems that Vrsni’s eldest

son by one wife was Suniitra known also as Anamitra, and his

youngest son by another wife was Anamitra too
;
while Vrsni was

a favourite name. The difficulties can only be cleared up by

^ The same descendants are given to both.
^ Much variation in these two names.
® The best texts, Bd iii, 71, 1-2 ; Va 96, 1-2 ;

Br 15, 30-31 ;
Hv 38,

1999-2000; Mat 44, 47-8; Pad v, 13, 31-2; and Lg i, 69, 1-2 ;

collated give this reading

Satvatat sattva-sampaiman Kausalya susuve sutan

bhajinam Bhajamanam tu divyam Devavrdham nrpam
Andhakam ca maha-Bhojam Vrsnim ca Yadu-nandanam
tesam hi sarga^ catvarah

—

Vis, Ag, and Bhag multiply them by treating their epithets as separate

names. Ktir is defective.
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collating the various passages in those Puranas, which are based
' on the same original metrical text more or less accurately.^ That

being done, the results are shown in the pedigrees set out Infra,

There is no difficulty about Bhajamana, for only his sons are

mentioned, and the texts, though partially corrupt, yet when collated

make the account clear.^

Nor is there any difficulty about Devavrdha, because only his son

Babhru is named, and the texts ^ collated say his lineage were the

Bhojas of Marttikavata as stated in the concluding half verse.^

The real difficulties occur with regard to Andhaka'’s and Vrsni^s

descendants, and these are elucidated in detail.

Andhaka had four sons, but only two are important, Kukura

and Bhajamana. From Kukura were descended the Kukuras,^ and

Bhajamana’s descendants were specially styled the Andhakas.® The

genealogy of both as elucidated by collating the texts is given in

the table opposite.

Vrsni^s progeny present the most difficulty, because he had at least

four sons, two with the same name, and from them were descended

various families, and because the accounts are not always compact.

' Vis iv, 13, 1 f. Ag 274, 24 f. Gar i, 139, 36 f., and Bbag ix, 24,

6 f. have recast the account and show much conlusion, especially the

last three, but are useful for comparison.
- Bd iii, 71, 3-6«. Va 96, 3-6\ Br lo, 32-4. Hv 38, 2001-3.

.Mat 44, 49-50. Pad v, 13, 33-35^. Lg i, 69, 3 and Kur i, 24, 37 are

incomplete. Cf. Vis iv, 13, 2 : Ag 274, 25^

:

Gar i, 139, 37 : Bhag
ix, 24, 7^-8.

® Bd iii, 7i, e'^-lSa. Va 96, 6''-17‘V Br 75, 35-45^. Hv 5S, 2004-

14 a. Mat 44, 51-60. Pad v, 13, 35^-45^. Lg i, 69, 4-9. Kur i, 24,

35-6, 38<\ Cf. Vis iv, 13, 3-6; Ag 274, 25^-27^; Gar i, 139, 38^;

Bhag ix, 24, 9-11.
^ It should run thus, hut Mat, Pad aud Kur corrupt it and Lg

varies it ;

—

tasyanvavayah sumahan Bhoja ye Marttikavatah.

® Bd iii, 71, 116-35‘'>' and Va 96, 115-34, which misread the first word
Andhakat as Satyakdt. Br 15, 45'’—62. Hv 38, 2014*'—31. Mat 44,

61-76. Pad V, 13, 451^-62. Lg i, 69, 32-42. Kur i, 24, 46^-65 lias

only the first five lines and then varies. The opening words should be

Andhakat Kdsya-duhitd. Cf. Visiv, 14, 3-5; Ag 274, 27'’-33; Gar i,

139, 43'’-48«
;
Bhag ix, 24, 19-25.

® Bd iii, 71, 136b-44. Va 96, 135-42. Br 16, 1-8. Hv 39, 2032-9.

Mat 44, 77-85. Pad v, 13, 63-72^. Kur i, 24, 66-7 is different.

Lg nil. There is much variation in the unimportant names. Kur
wrongly makes Krsna’s fatlier Vasudeva grandson of Krtavarman. Cf.

Visiv, 14, 6-7; Ag 274, 34-38^; Gar i, 139, 48'’-50; Bhag ix, 24,

26-27^.
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The Jadavas~The Sdtvatas.

Satvata

Bhajin-
Bhajamana

lineage not
given

Devavrdha
1

Andhaka Vrsni

.
1

Babhru
Maha-Bhoja (see next table)

1

The Bhojas of
1

Kukura
1

Bhajamaiia
Marttikavata (from whom (from whom

were the were the
Kukuras)

1

Andhakas)
1

1

Vrsni (Dhrsnu)
I

Viduratha

1 1

Kapotaroman Rajadhideva-Sura

1

Viloman (Tittiri) 6ona4va
*

1

1

Nala (Nandanodaradundubhi)
, 1

Samin
1

1

Abhijit
i

1

Pratiksatra
1

1

Punarvasu
1

1

Svayambhoja
1

1

Ahuka
I

1

Hrdika
|

Devaka
1 >

' , iUgrasena Krtavarnian Devarha other

Kaihsa and
other sons

I

sons
Kambalabarhisa

I

Asamaujas

Moreover the Brahma, Harivarirsa and Padma misread his name as

Krostu or Krostr, and appear to confuse him with his ancestor,

Yadu’s son Krostu or Krostr, and that this is a mistake is shown

by their reading Vrsni correctly in the first line about the family

of the Sainyas.^ There were three lines of descent of the Vrsnis

from Vrsni’s three sons Anamitra, Yudhajit and Devamidhusa
;

^

and Anamitra there means the eldest son (by Gandharl), who was

also called Sumitra. But there was also a fourth line from his

youngest son Anamitra (by Madri) as will appear, whose descendants

were called Sainyas. Vrsni^s lineage, so far as it can be made out

from a collation of the important texts, is shown in the next table,

and a comparison of its length with that of the Kukuras and

Andhakas shows that it must omit several generations.

VrsnPs offspring begin with that of the eldest son (by Gandharl)

Sumitra, called Anamitra by the Brahma and Harivamsa, down

^ See sixth note infra. = Br U, 2, 35. Hv 35, 1907, 1945.
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to Satrajit,^ and Satrajit’s children are mentioned separately.^

YudhajiCs descendants divided into two families, those of Svaphalka

and Citraka.® Devamidhusa’s line is given extremely briefly, and

some of the authorities wrongly invert him and his son Sura.^ This

was the family in which Krsna was born.® Vrsni’s youngest son

Anamitra had a son Sini, and their descendants were called the

Sainyas.® All these are shown in the table opposite.

Turvasu's lineage.

Turvasu’s line is given by nine Puranas,'^ and all are in general

agreement, except that there is great variation in some of the

names, the Agni wrongly includes in it the Gandharas who were

' Bd iii, 71, 18l>-21. Yd 96, 17l^-20. Bv 16, 9-11. Hv 39, 2010-2.
Mat 45, 1-3. Pad v, 13, 72^-75”-. Lg i, 69, 10-12. Also Br 14, 1-2

and IIv55, 1906-7, which give only the first two lines. Kur i, 24, 38'’-

39 is different. Cf. Vis iv, 13, 7-8
;
Ag 274, 38'’-40 ; Gar i, 139, 39

;

Bhag ix, 24, 12-13'^.

^ Bd iii, 71, 54-7. Va 96, 53-5. Br 16, 45'’-49^ Hv 39, 2076'’-

80®. Mat 45, 19-21. Bad v, 13, 93'’-6. Lg and Kur nil.

^ Bd iii, 71, 102-115. Va 96, 101-114. Br 14, 3-13 (inaccurate)
;

16, 49b-59. Hv 35, 1908-21 (inaccurate); 39, 2080b-89. Mat 45,

25-33 and Pad v, 13, 98-105® (without Citraka’s line). Lg i, 69, 18-
31. Kur i, 24, 42-46® partially agrees. There are considerable varia-

tions in the versus, especially in Mat and Pad where some lines are

obviously corrupt. Cf. Vis iv, 14, 2 ;
Ag 274, 46-7®

;
Gar i, 139, 41-3®

;

Bhag ix, i'i, 14b-18.

^ Bd iii, 71, 145-60'. Va 96, 143-59®. Br 14, 14-24®, 25'’ f. Hv
35, 1922-34®, 1935'’ f. Mat 46, 1-10, 23-4. Pad v, 13, 108'’-117.

These collated show that Devamidhusa was the father (or ancestor) and

Sura the son (or descendant). So MBh says Sura was son of Devamidha
(vii, 144, 6030-1) and father of Vasudeva {ibid.

:

also i, 67, 2764 ; 111,

4382). MBh xiii, 147, 6834-5 says Sura was son (descendant) of

Citraratha, referring to his distant ancestor. Kur i, 24, 67-70 confusedly

joins this line on to Hrdika in the Aiulhaka line. Cf. Vis iv, 14, 8-12

;

Ag 274, 47b-8; Gar i’ 139, 50'’-55; Bhag ix, 24, 27'’-44.

“ Vasudeva’s and Krsna’s families, Bd iii, 71, 160'’ f. : Va 96, 159'’ f.

:

Bri4,36f.: Hv5d: Mat 46,11-22: Pad v, 45, 123'’ f. : Lgi,65,43f.:

Kur i, 24, 68 f. Cf. Vis iv, 15, 11 f
. ; Ag 274, 49 f.

;
Gar i, 139, 56 f.

;

Bhag ix, 24, 45 f.

® Bd iii, 71, 100-1. Va 96, 99-100. Mat 45, 22-4. Pad \,13, 97.

Hv 35, 1934'’-5® (condensed) Lg i, 69, 15'’-17. Kur i, 24, 40-1. Br

14, 24'’-5«. Cf. Vis iv, 14, 1 ;
Ag 274, 45'’-46®

;
Gar i, 139, 38'’, 39'’,

40; Bhag ix, .24, 13'’-14.

’ Bd iii, 74, 1-6. Va 99, 1-6. Br 13, 141-8. Hv 32, 1829-36.

Mat 48, 1-5. Vis iv, 16. Ag 276, 1-3. Gar i, 139, 63-4. Bhag ix,

23, 16-18. Turvasu is called Turva^a in Vedic literature.
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Druhyus^ and the Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata omit the last

part. Marutta the great king o£ this dynasty (whom the Matsya

incorrectly calls Bharata) had no son and adopted Dusyanta the
t

Paurava, and thus this line is said to have merged into the Paurava
J

line, as the Brahmanda, Vayu, Brahma and Harivarhsa declare.

Yet it is added that from this line or from Dusyanta there was a

branch which founded the kingdoms of Pandya, Cola, Kerala, &c.

in the south. ^ The line stands thus, greatly abbreviated—Turvasu,

Vahni, Garbha, Gobhanu, Trisanu, Karandhama, Marutta, Dusyanta,

Sarutha (or Varutha), Andlra; and Pandya, Kerala, Cola and

Kulya (or Kola).

Uruhyu's lineage.

Druhyu^s line is given by nine Puranas,^ and all are in general

agreement, except that the Brahma and Harivariisa wrongly divide

it into two, assigning to him the successors down to Gandhara, and

Dharma and the remainder to Anu. This mistake of theirs is the !

cause or result of their erroneously making the A^avas a branch

growing out of the Paurava line, as will be explained in noticing

the Anava genealog}^ The line stands thus—Druhyu with two

sons Babhru and Setu, then Setups descendants, Ahgara-setu,®

Gandhara, Dharma, Dhrta,^ Durdama,^ Pracetas, to whom the

Brahma and Harivaihsa add Sucetas. Four Puranas add that

Pracetas’ offspring spread out into the mleccha countries to the

north beyond India and founded kingdoms there.^

The Auavas.

The genealogy of Ann’s descendants, the Anavas, is given by

nine Puranas.® All agree substantially, except that the Brahma

and Harivariisa wrongly make Ann’s lineage descend from Kakseyu,

' Cf. Pad vi, 250, 1-2. This is not improbable. Turvasu princes

may have carved out such kingdoms.
" Bd iii, 74, 7-12. Va 99, 7-12. Br 13, 148-53. Hv 32, 1837-41.

Mat 48, 6-9. Vis iv, 17. Gar i, 139, 64-5. Ag 276, 4-5‘h Bhag ix,

23, 14-16.
_ I

^ These names have variations. The name Angara is supported by
:

MBh xii, 29, 981 ;
cf. also id. iii, 126, 10465.

* Bd, Va, and Mat (Zoc. cit.') thus :— j

Pracetasah putra-satam rajanah sarva eva te

mleccha-rastradhipah sarve by udicim di^am a^ritah.
j

Vis more fully. Bhag briefly. See JRAS, 1919, p. 361.

® Bd iii, 74, 12 f. Va 99, 12 f. Br 13, 14 f. Hv 31, 1669 f. Mat
j
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one of the sons of Eaudrasva of the Paurava line, and wrongly

assign to Ann part of Druhyu’s progeny,^ as mentioned above.

The seventh king after Ann, Mahamanas, had two sons, Usinara

and Titiksu, and under them the Anavas divided into two great

branches
;

Usinara and his descendants occupied the Panjab,

and Titiksu founded a new kingdom in the east, viz., in East

Behar.

Usinara’s posterity is given by the same nine Puranas,^ the

fullest account being in the Brahmanda, Vayu, Brahma and

Harivaihsa. It stands thus, with the kingdoms that his descendants

founded :

—

Usinara

Nrga®

Yaudheyas

Nava

I

kings of

Nava-
rastra

Krmi
|

lords of

city

Krmila

I

Suvrata

I

Ambasthas

Sivi Au^inara
(whose descendants were the 6ivis)

Vrsadarbha^

Vrsadarbhas

Suvira Kekaya

I I

Sauviras

Madraka

Kekayas Madras or

or Madrakas
Kaikeyas

Titiksu^s lineage is given by the same nine Puranas.'^ All agree

substantially, except that the Brahmanda has lost all after Dhar-

maratha in a great lacuna, the Vayu omits from Satyaratha to

Campa, the Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata omit Ja5"adratha^s

I descendants, and the Bi’ahma and Agni omit Vijaya and his line.

(The best accounts are in the Matsya and Harivaihsa, This

Kingdom in the East’ was divided among Bali’s five sons

Jinto five kingdoms, Ahga, Vahga, Kalihga, Pundra and Suhma.

He was quite distinct from Bali son of Virocana, the Daitya

(p. 64). This genealogy with the Ahga line is given in the

Table in chapter XII.

^ Br 13, 152-3. Hv 32, 1840-1.
^ Passages in continuation of those in second note above.

^
® Probably referred to in MBh ix, 55, 3020-31.

M' ^ Miscalled Brhadgarhlia, MBli iii, 197, 13321. See xiii, 93, 4420,
B4424.

“ Bd iii, 74, 24-103. Va 99, 24-119. Br 13, 27-49. Hv5L 1681-
' 1710. Mat 48, 21-108. Vis iv, 18, 1-7. Ag 276, 10-16. Gar i,

139, 68-74. Bhag ix, 23, 4-14. Cf. MBh xiii, 42, 2351 (Citraratha).
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The Panravas.

The genealogy of Puru’s descendants, the Panravas, is found in

eight Puranas and also twice in the Mahabharata, and may be

conveniently considered in three portions, only the more important

features and differences being noticed
;

the first, from Puru to

Ajamidha, the second from Ajamidha to Kuru, and the third from

Kuru to the Pandavas. The Brahmanda has lost all the Panravas

in a large lacuna.

In the first portion all the Puranas ^ agree more or less down to

Matinara
;

but the two Mahabharata accounts ^ differ, the first

having many names as in the Puranas but being manifestly con-

fused
;
^ and the second omitting Raudrasva and Rceyu, but inserting

a group of ten kings Sarvabhauma, Jayatsena, Avacina, Ariha,

Mahabhauma, Ayutanayin, Akrodhana, Devatithi, Ariha and Rksa

between Ahamyati and Matinara. None of the other authorities

know of this group in this position, and all the Puranas place it as

a group of eight kings in the third portion between Viduratha and

Bhimasena, except the Brahma, Harivamsa and Agni which omit

all these kings except Rksa (who is Rksa II). The Mahabharata

has certainly misplaced this group, and for several reasons. Its own

first account agrees with the Puranas in knowing nothing of this

group here. The account says that two of these kings married

princesses of Anga, one a princess of Kalinga, and two married

princesses of Vidarbha, but those kingdoms wei’e not founded till

long after MatinaiVs time, as will appear from the synchronisms

in chapter XIII and Table of genealogies in chapter XII. That

table and the synchronisms also show that it is impossible these

ten kings could find room at this stage
;
and further that, if they

could be inserted here, there would be an unaccountable gap in the

third portion. The group must therefore be removed from here and

put where the Puranas place it, in the third portion, and where it is

thoroughly in position.

' Va 99, 119-166. Br 13, 2-8, 50-63, 80-1. Hv 31, 1653-68
; 33,

1714-32, 1754-5
;
with 30, 1053-5. Mat 49, 1-43. Vis iv, 19, 1-10.

Ag 377, 1-9, 15. Gar i, 140, 1-8. Bhag ix, 30, 1-39 -,31,1, 20-1.
^ MBh (first) i, 94, 3695-3720

;
(second) i, 95, 3764-89.

^ It says Puru’s son Pravira married a Saurasena princess (3696), and

his son Manasyu married a Sauvira princess (3697), but Surasena and

Suvira did not come into existence till later
;
see chap. XIV and Anavas

ante.
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From Tamsu to Dusyanta there is great uncertainty. The chief

texts, the Vayu, Matsya, Brahma and Harivamsa, have a certain

seeming agreement, yet really supply no intelligible pedigree, as

will appear if we try to construct one from their statements. All

that seems clear is that there was a remarkable woman Hina and

that her grandson was Dusyanta.^ The Mahabharata accounts turn

her into a king Hina. Queens were sometimes turned into kings

mistakenly,^ but I am not aware of any instance of the reverse

;

so that these accounts appear to be incorrect, and the genealogical

verse quoted is not found in these Puranas. The other Puranas

which are later have connected up a pedigree, but differ incom-

patibly and omit Hina altogether. The truth is, there is a serious

gap in the genealogy here, as will appear from the discussion of the

synchronisms in chapter XIII.

From Dusyanta to Hastin (or Brhat ^), who founded or named

Hastinapura, the lists fairly agree. Hastin had two sons Ajamidha

and Dvimidha. Ajamidha continued the main Paurava line at

Hastinapura, and Dvimidha founded a separate dynasty, which is

not specially named and may be called the Dvimidha line, and

which will be noticed infra. This portion is shown in the following

table.

The second portion from Ajamidha to Kuru is given by the same

eight Puranas * and the two Mahabharata accounts.^ Ajamidha

had three sons, and they originated separate dynasties. The eldest

line from Rksa I continued the main line at Hastinapura, and here

the lists agree down to Kuru, inserting only Sarhvarana between

them
;
but it will appear from the synchronisms and the Table of

genealogies in chapters XIV and XII that there must have been

more generations, and that not a few names have been lost here,

probably both before and after Rksa. The two other sons, Nila

^ Cf. also Va 68, 23, 24 ;
Bd iii, 6 , 23, 25.

^ As Mat 12
, 37, Pad v, 8

,
142 and Ag 272, 26 do with Satyavrata

Tri^ahku’s queen Satyaratha; as Gar i, 138, 22 does with Mandhatr’s

queen Binilumatl
;

and as Mat 50
, 6 does with Vadhryaiva’s mother

Indrasena.

® So Br, and Hv
;
but Hv 20 ,

1053-4 names Hastin.

^ Va 99 ,
211-17. Br 13

,
102-7. Hv 32 . 1795-1800. Mat 50,

17-
21. Vis iv, 19, 18. Ag 277,

25-6. Gar i, 140
,
24-5. Bhag ix,

22
,
3-4.

“ MBh (first) i, 94
,
3721-2, 3724-39

;
(second) i, 95,

3790-1.
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and Brhadvasu/ founded the dynasties of North and South

Pancala respectively, which will be noticed separately. The

Mahabharata does not say anything about the origin of these two

dynasties, except that its first account baldly declares that Ajamidha

had two sons Dusyanta and Paramesthin, and from them came all

the Pancalas, which except in the names agrees with the Puranas.

South Pancala was approximately the portion of Pancala south of

the Ganges as far as the R. Carmanvatl (Chambal), and its capitals

were Kampilya^ and Makandl. North Pancala was the portion

north of the Ganges, with its capital at Ahicchattra,^ whence it

was called the Ahichattra country.^

Bharata’s descendants were called the Bharatas or Bharatas
;

®

so all these dynasties, the main line at Hastinapura ® and those of

the Dvimidhas and of North ^ and South Pancala, were Bharatas.

The third portion from Kuru to the Pandavas is given by the

same authorities.* There are some discrepancies among Kuril’s

immediate descendants, but the text suggested by collating the

chief accounts ® clears them up. It shows that Kuru had three

^ So Va. Mat Brliadanu. Hv, Vis, Gar, and Bhag Brhadisu.
2 MBh V, 193, 7500 ; xii, 139, 5137.
® Called also Chattravatl, MBh i, 166, 6348.
" MBh i, 138, 5507-16.
= MBh i, 3, 371 ; 62, 2320-1

; 74, 3123: iv, 28, 912 : xiii, 76, 3690.

Va 99, 134. Mat 24, 71 ; 49, 11. Br 13, 57. Hv 32, 1723, &c. So

also Satapatha Brahm (p. 65).
® So habitually in the MBh. Sorensen (p. 123) treats Bhdrata in iii,

106, 8847 as applying to Sagara, but it really refers to Janamejaya, to

whom the MBh professes to have been recited.
’’ Thus Dhrstadyumna, who belonged to this line, is called Bharatar-

sabha, MBh vi, 50, 2066.
« Va 99, 217-18, 229-49. Br 108-23. Hv 3^, 1801-2, 1813-28.

Mat 50, 23, 34-56. Vis iv, 19, 19; 20. Ag 277, 27, 31-40. Gar i,

140, 25, 30-40. Bhag ix, 22, 4, 9-33. MBh (first) i, 94, 3740-51 ;

(second) i, 95, 3792-3835. His ancestor Yayati is called, by anticipation

or through lack of the historical sense, ‘ augmentor of the Kuru race,’

MBh i, 86, 3541-2 ; and so also Saruvarana, MBh i, 171, 6527 ; 172,

6562; i73, 6611.
® Kuros tu dayitah putrah Sudhanva Jahnur eva ca

Pariksito mahatejah pravara^ carimardanah
* * *

Pariksitasya dayado babhuva Janamejayah
Janamejayasya putras tu traya eva maharathah

SrutasenOgrasenau ca Bhimasena^ ca namatah
Jahnus tv ajanayat putram Surathaih nama bhumipam
Surathasya tu dayado viro raja Vidurathah—&c.

I2466
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sons, Pariksit I^ the eldest, Jahnu and Sudhanvan. The account

deals first with Sudhanvan^s descendants, an offshoot, in which was

Vasu who conquered and founded anew the kingdoms of Cedi and

Magadha : its genealogy is noticed separately infra. The account

then returns to the main line, to Pariksit I^s lineage. His son was

Janamejaya II, and his sons were Srutasena, Ugrasena and Bhlma-

sena. Then the account drops them, passes to Jahnu, and gives his

descendants who became the main Paurava line.^ Srutasena, Ugra-

sena and BhTmasena are not described as kings, and the fact that

their line stops and the account passes to Jahnu’s son Suratha as

king shows that Janamejaya'’s branch lost the sovereignty, which

then vested in Suratha. The cause of this is explained by a story

told earlier in the genealogy. Janamejaya II injured the rishi

Gargya’s son and was cursed by Gargya
;
he was abandoned by his

people, and was in great affliction
;
he sought help from the rishi

Indrota Daivapa Saunaka, who purified him with a horse-sacrifice.^

He did not however recover the sovereignty, and so his three sons

passed into oblivion.^

The Mahabharata^s two genealogies of the main line are different

and mutually inconsistent, though if the group of kings, Sarva-

bhauma to Rksa II, be brought from the first portion into its

proper place here, the second genealogy approximates to the Purana

^ Written indifferently as Pariksit and Parlksita.
|

^ Vis, Gar and Ag agree with this resume, except that Vis and Gar
!

(unless its reading be amended) make Janamejaya’s three sons his

brothers. Bhag says Pariksit I had no offspring. Ag follows Hv with

one or two more mistakes. MBh i, 5, 661-2 and Bhag ix, 22, 35 con-

luse this Janamejaya II with the later Pariksit’s son Janamejaya III,

who reigned after the Bharata battle
;
and then make the same mistake

as Vis and Gar. Var 193, 1—5 also confuses them. The Pariksit who
got Vamadeva’s horses was a different person, a king of Ayodhya (MBh iii,

192, 13145, 13179 f.), and probably the same as Paripatra of that line. '

= Va 93, 21-6. Bd iii, 68, 20-6. Hv 30, 1608-13. Br 12, 9-15. !

Lg i, 66, 71-7, Also MBh xii, 150 to 152, which amplifies and brah-

manizes it.
,

* This explains the allusions in the Satapatha Brahm (xiii, 5, 4, 1) and
|

Sahkhayana Sr Sutra (xvi, 9, 7) to Janamejaya Pariksita and his three

sons (not brothers), the Pariksitlyas, and also the question in the

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (iii, 3),
‘ Whither have the Pariksitas gone 1 ’ if

their extinction be implied ; hut the answer ‘ Thither where a^vamedha
sacrificers go ’ suggests the opposite, because such sacrifices procui-ed great

blessings, as is declared in this story in MBh xii, 152, 5674. See Weber, ^
Hist, of Indian Lit., pp. 125-6, 135-6, 186: and Vedic Index, i, p. 520.
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account. The Brahma, Harivamsa and Agni omit them all except

Rksa II.

The Dvimldhas.

The Dvimidha dynasty is given by six Puranas.^ It is derived

correctly by the Vayu, Visnu, Garuda and Bhagavata, but is

wrongly attributed to Ajamidha by the Matsya and Harivamsa
;
and

the Visnu by the loss of words, that closed the South Pahcala

dynasty with Bhallata^s son Janamejaya and opened this, says

Dvimidha was Bhalla^’s son and thus tacks it on to that line.

, This is clearly wrong, because it thus makes Ugrayudha of this

dynasty the tenth descendant from Bhallata, but he killed Bhallata’s

son Janamejaya, and both of them were contemporaries of Bhisma,

as will be explained in chapter XIII. ^ As regards the kings the

lists agree generally (the Vayu and Matsya having the best texts),

with however some mistakes. Thus the Visnu, Garuda and Bhaga-

vata omit four kings, Sudharman to Rukmaratha ; and the Bhaga-

vata, misunderstanding the relation of teacher and disciple between

j

Hiranyanabha of Kosala and king Krta,^ wrongly introduces the

: former here as Krta’s father, and also wrongly assigns the last five

i kings as Nipa’s descendants in the South Pancala line. The Vayu,

;; Matsya and Harivamsa declare that in Sarvabhauma’s lineage was

i! Mahant Paurava, thus indicating a gap between them. This line

is set out in the Table of Genealogies in chapter XII.

I North Pancala.

I

This dynasty, which reigned in the portion of Pancala north of

the Ganges, is given by eight Puranas.^ All are in substantial

agreement (except that the Brahma is incomplete) down to Divo-

dasa’s son Mitrayu. Then divergencies occur as regards Mitrayu’s

i son and Srnjaya and Cyavana-Pancajana, and the Brahma, Hari-

l|

' vamsa and Agni call Sudasa After that all agree. This

!
' Va 99 ,

184-93. Mat 49
,
70-9. Hv 30

,
1075-85. Vis iv, 19

,
13-

I ' 15. Gar i, 140
,
14-16. Bhag ix, 31

,
27-30.

^ Mat in a brahmanical fable says wrongly that Ugrayudha, and so

this dynasty, belonged to the Solar race {49, 61).

!

^ So Va, Hv and Mat. Also Bd ii, 35
,
38-40, 49 : Va 61

, 33, 35, 44 ;

I
and Vis iii, 6 , 4, 7.

i

* Va 99,
194-211 and Mat 50,

1-16, which have the best text. Hv
'

33
,
1777-94. Br 13

,
93-101. Vis iv, 19

,
15-18. Ag 377,

18-25.
'

I Gar i, 140
,
17-24. Bhag ix, 31

,
30 to 33

, 3.

i I 2
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North Pancala Dynasty

Ajamidha
I

Nila

I

Su^anti

.
1

Purujanu or Purujati

I

Rksa

r
Bhrmya^va

(who had five sons called the Paficalas)

^

I III
Mudgala^ Srfijaya Brhadisu Yavinara

I

a king
Brahmistha Indrasena

I

I

Vadhrya^va Menaka
I

Divodasa (Atithigva) Ahalya ^aradvant (Angirasa)

1 I

Mitrayu

Maitreya Soma ^

(whose successor was, apparently his son,) ^atananda

Srlijaya

I

Cyavana-Pancajana (Pijavana)

I

Sudasa (Sudas)-Somadatta

I

Sahadeva (Suplan) Satyadhrti

Somaka-Ajamidha

I

Jantu
(whose distant descendant was)

Prsata
|

I I

Drupada Krpa Krpi

Kampilya
or Kapila,

or Krmila^va

From Mudgala were descended the Maudgalyas
;
see chap. XXIII.

2 From him were the Maitreyas, brahmans.
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is a very noteworthy dynasty, because many of its kings play an

important part in the Rigveda. Pahcajana appears to be a

mistake for the Vedic Pijavana, and Sudasa is the Vedic

Sudas.^ It stands with its incidental information as in the

preceding table.

Bhrmyasva^s territory was apparently subdivided among his five

sons as petty rajas. The eldest branch soon rose to prominence

under Vadhryasva, Divodasa, and Sudas. It decayed after Sudas'’

death and was subdued by Saihvarana of the main Hastinapura

line.^ It then became insignificant, and so there is a large gap
' after Jantu until Prsata revived the dynasty in Bhlsma^s time.

;
Drona with the aid of the Hastinapura princes conquered Prsata’s

' son Drupada, retained North Pancala for himself, and transferred

,

him to South Pancala,^ so that this family reigned over South

.
Pancala in the period treated of in the Mahabharata. From SrSjaya

; of the main branch here were descended the Srnjayas and from

. Somaka the Somakas, both of which families attended Drupada^

who was a Somaka.® This dynasty is also noteworthy because it

became brahmanic, as will be explained in chapter XXIII.

South, Pancala.

ii

This dynasty, which reigned south of the Ganges and was

descended from Ajamidha as mentioned above, is given by six

Puranas,® All these are in general agreement down to Nipa except

that there is much variation in the names of the first five kings.

From Nipa were descended the Nipas. Then all agree substantially,

except that the Matsya wrongly derives Nipas chief son Samara

and Samara’s successors from a younger son of Senajit by a mis-

reading of Kavydc ca for Kampilye
;
the Bhagavata omits most of

these successors, and the Garuda the last three kings. The Visnu

omits the last king Jamamejaya and wrongly tacks the Dvimidha

line on to this (see above).

^ This dynasty is considered in chap. X, and fully in JEAS, 1918,

pp. 229 f.

See synchronisms in chap. XIV.
® MEh i, 138, 5444-5513; 166, 6341-54.
^ Srnjayas, MEh i, 138, 5476: vi, 16, 631: &c. Somakas, i, 185,

6975; 193, 7174: vi, 75, 3288: &c. Eoth, vi, 89, 3889; 90, 3952.
® Called Saumaki, MEh i, 131, 5192.
® Va 99, 167, 170-182. Mat 49, 47-59. Hv 20, 1055-73. Vis iv,

19, 11-13. Gar i, 140, 10-13. Bhag ix, 21, 22-26.
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Cedi, Magadha, ^c.

The dynasties in these countries were descended from Kura’s son

Sudhanvan (ante), and the genealogy is found in seven Puranas.^

His fourth successor, Vasu, conquered the kingdom of Cedi,^ which

belonged to the Yadavas (ante), and obtained the title Caidyo-

paricara, ‘the overcomer of the Caidyas^.^ He also subdued and

annexed the adjoining countries as far as Magadha. He had five

sons, Brhadratha, Pratyagraha, Kusa or Kusamba called Maniva- i

hana, Yadu (or Lalittha), and a fifth Mavella, Mathailyaor Maruta. ‘

He divided his territories and established them in separate

kingdoms. They were the Vasava kings, and occupied countries

and towns named after themselves.^ Cedi and Magadha were

two of those kingdoms, two others from their position must have

been Kausambi and Karusa,'’ but the fifth is not clear.
|

The eldest son Brhadratha took Magadha and founded the famous j

Barhadratha dynasty there.® Kusa or Kusamba obviously had f

Kausambi, Pratyagraha may have taken Cedi, and Yadu Karusa.

It seems probable the fifth kingdom was Matsya. The Matsyas '

existed before (probably as a Yadava tribe), because they were ?

opponents of Sudas;® and Vasu may have conquered this country
j

also, which adjoined Cedi on the north-west. There is no account ^

given anywhere about the Matsya dynasty, except that fable®
j

‘ Ya 99, 217-28. Mat 50, 23-34. Hv 3.9, 1801-13. Vis iv, ^9, 19. (

Ag 977, 27-31. Gar i, i40, 25-30. Bliag ix, 99, 4-9. Also one MS. j

of Br, see Br 13, 109, note. ^
2 MBh i, 63, 2334-5, 2342. Va 93, 26-7. Bel iii, 68, 27. Hv 30, ^

1614-15. Bri9, 15-16. '

|
^ This title was afterwards misunderstood as Caidya Uyaricara, and I

uparicara was taken to mean ‘ moving on high and so fable said he I?

could soar through the air. So upari-cara, MBh i, 63, 2367 : Vis iv, t'

19, 19 : Gar i, 140, 26 : &c. Urdhva-edrin, Va 57, 110: Mat 143, 25-6 :

Bd ii, 30, 31: &c. AntariJesa-ga, Va 99, 220: Mat 50, 26; Hv 39, i

1804 : cf. l\l Bh xii, 339, 12834. He was also called rdjojyaricara, MBh
*

xii, 33S, 12754: 339, 12838.
|

‘ MBh i, 63, 2360-5; and genealogies above. Ram i, 39, 1-11 is

wrong, a jumble of several dynasties. 1 1

’ Pad vi, 974, 16-17 says Dantavakra (king of Karusa) was of Caidya 1

lineage.
j

' Also Hv 447, 6598. ; .

' MSvellakas are mentioned, MBh vii, 94, 3255 : viii, 5, 138.
,

|

* Rigv vii, 18, 6. See the positions of Sudasa and Vasu in the Table
;

|

of Genealogies in chap. XII.
® MBh i, 63, 2371-98 : impossible even chronologically as regards Kali. I
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made Yasu the parent, through a fish, of two children, the fisher-

maiden Kali (p. 69) and a son named Matsya, who became a king.

The genealogies in the Visnu and Bhagavata insert Matsya among

Vasu'’s sons, and those in the other Puranas add Kali and Matsya

to the above five. Thus tradition suggests that one of Vasu^s sons

was king of Matsya, and except to account for this there was no

reason for introducing him into that fable
:
possibl}" then the fifth

son should be Matsya, and his kingdom Matsya.

After Vasu the genealogies give only the Magadha dynasfy. All

are in general agreement, subject to variations in names, except

that the Brahma ends with Brhadratha’s grandson Rsabha, and the

Visnu and Bhagavata by abbreviation make Jarasandha Brhadratha^s

son. As regards the collateral dynasties we know only the kings

who reigned in the Pandavas^ time, namely, Damaghosa, his son

Sisupala Sunitha, and his son Dhrstaketu, kings of Cedi
;

^

Vrddhasarman and his son Dantavakra, kings of Karusa
;
^ Virata,

king of Matsya.®

CHAPTER X

GENERAL CREDIBILITY OF THE GENEALOGIES

The question naturally arises whether credence can be attached

to the foregoing royal genealogies. Kingdoms and dynasties existed,

as we know even from the Vedic literature, and their genealogies

must have existed and would have been preserved as long as the

dynasties endured. It is incredible that the students of ancient

traditional lore, who existed continuously as pointed out in

chapter II, discarded or lost those famous genealogies and preserved

spurious substitutes. This does not mean that spurious genealogies

were never fabricated, for some were devised as will be noticed
;

but fictitious pedigrees presuppose genuine pedigrees, and it is absurd

‘ MBh i, 187, 7028-9: ii, 44, 1575-96: v, 79, 2857: &c. Ya 96,

157-8. Mat 46, 6. Hv 55, 1930 ;
6599-6601. Br 14, 20. Bd

iii, 7i, 158-9. Visiv, 11.

Va 96, 255. Bd iii, 71, 156. Hv 35, 1931-2. Br 14, 21-2.

MBh ii. 13, 575, 577. Vis iv, 14, 11.
* MBh iv, 5, 245-7

; 7, 225 ; 68, 2164.
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to suppose that fiction completely ousted truth : so that, if any one

maintains that these genealogies are worthless, the burden rests on

him to produce, not mere doubts and suppositions, but substantial

grounds and reasons for his assertion. Common sense thus shows

that these genealogies cannot be fictitious, and the foregoing question

is narrowed down to this, whether they can be accepted as sub-

stantially trustworthy. Their credibility can be testedin various ways.

First, by contemporary corroboration, and here we have a signal

instance in the large agreement between the genealogy of the North

Pancala kings and the incidental references to many of them in the

Rigveda.^

Mudgala (called Bharmyasva by the AnukramanT) is mentioned

in hymn x, 102, 5, 9 ;
Indrasena^ in verse 2, and Vadhryasva may

be hinted at by the words vadhrind yujd in verse 12. Vadhryasva

is named in x, 69, 1 f., and in vi, 61, 1, which says Divodasa was

his son. Srnjaya is mentioned in iv, 15, 4. Cyavana is probably

meant in x, 69, 5, 6,® and his other name Pahcajana is no doubt

a misreading of Pijavana. His son Sudasa is named as Sudas

Paijavana in vii, 18, 22, 23, and verse 25 says Sudas was son (i. e.

descendant) of Divodasa. Aitareya Brahmana vii, 34 says Sahadeva

was descended from Srnjaya, and hymn iv, 15, 7-10 says Somaka

was his son. Further, iii, 53, 9, 11, 12, 24 and vi, 16, 19 show

that Divodasa and Sudas were descendants of Bharata. In all

these particulars the hymns agree with the genealogy, and they

are too numerous and too closely interrelated to permit of any doubt

that these Vedic kings were the North Pancala kings.

Further, references to Vadhryasva’s fire in x, 69, 2, 4, 9, 10 show

that he and its reputed author, his descendant, Sumitra, exercised

priestly functions
;
and so also as regards Divodasa and his fire in

viii, 103, 2. Hymn i, 130, 7, 10 proves that some of the descen-

dants of Divodasa ihe warrior were rishis and brahmans ;
and x, 133

is attributed to Sudas. These allusions confirm the statements

in the genealogy that Mudgala’s descendants were ' ksatriyan

brahmans \ as will be discussed in chapter XXIII.

This is the only dynasty to which connected references occur in

the Rigveda and that can be tested thereby. Those references

’ Fully discussed in JPtAS, 1918, pp. 229 f.

= Also MBh iii, 113,
10093.

® Cyavano . . . aiwatiratlio of the genealogy = iura iva dhrsnu^ \

Gyavanah of the hymn. i
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entirely corroborate the genealogy
;
and the statements in the

latter show that it could not have been framed therefrom but was

independent. Its genuineness, accuracy and independence pi’ove that

it must have been contemporaneous with the dynasty and as old

as the hymns themselves. This conclusion affords a very strong

presumption that the other genealogies are also genuine and true
;

the want of evidence regarding them is wholly on the side of the

Vedic literature, and its silence proves nothing adverse.

Secondly, the genealogies are corroborated by the testimony of

other works in their support. Of this we have a cogent instance

in the Raghuvaihsa and the Ayodhya genealogy. The Puranas

give one version of that genealogy and the Ramayana another and

absolutely incompatible version as already pointed out (chap. VIII),

and those Puranas and the Ramayana were in existence when

Kalidasa composed the Raghuvaihsa
;
yet he followed the Puranic

version in the portion of the genealogy that he gives which is

common to both. Putting aside Dilipa, because the comparison

from him is uncertain, since the Ramayana names only one Dilipa

while the Puranas mention two, and starting from Raghu about

whom there is no doubt, he gives four kings, Raghu, Aja, Dasaratha

and Rama as in the Puranas, instead of the Ramayana version of

14 or 15 kings
;

so that he virtually declares the Puranas are right

and the Ramayana wrong. His work also testifies that the Puranic

version is no late composition, but was so well established as

authoritative in his time that even the Ramayana could not in-

validate it
; and proves that, as his entire list from Dilipa II down

I, to Agnivarna agrees substantially with the list in the Vayu, Brah-

/ manda, Brahma, Harivamsa and Visnu, the Puranic list was the

\ same substantially in his time as we have it now. If then the

A Puranic genealogy of Ayodhya was held to be right then, in spite

;
of the Ramayana, that is strong evidence that it is ancient and

trustworthy. It is reasonable to conclude that equal care has been

•; bestowed on the other dynasties, and there is a strong presumption

that they had been equally well preserved during the preceding

centuries, that is, that they are the original genealogies and there-

fore genuine.

Thirdly, the existence of spurious genealogies testifies in favour

' of these genealogies. They are of two kinds, first, the wrong

1
,
derivation of true genealogies, and secondly, wholly spurious

,
pedigrees. Of the former kind several have been noticed in
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chapter IX, and the plainest instance is the derivation of the

Kanyakubja dynasty from Ajamidha of the Paurava line, which

has been demonstrated there to be wrong. Of wholly spurious

genealogies there are two kinds, first the brahman vamsas, which

will be dealt with afterwards (chapters XVI f.) and are obviously

late attempts to construct vamsas out of the information that was

available; and secondly, imaginary genealogies, such as those con-

nected with Daksa and creation, and that of the various kinds

of Fires.^ The difference between the royal genealogies and such

genealogies is most striking, revealing the distinction between

what is genuine and what is a fake.

An excellent instance of a spurious genealogy is the account of

the Yadavas in the Harivamsa (94, 5138 f.). It says Madhu, a

king who reigned from Madhuvana on the river Jumna to Surastra

and Anarta (Gujarat), was descended from Yaduand Yayati (5164).

His daughter married Haryasva, a scion of the Aiksvaku race,

and their son was Yadu, and from this Yadu were descended the

Y'adavas (5180, 5191). It thus makes Madhu both a Yadava and

also grandfather of Yadu the ancestor of the Yadavas. It says the

Yadu race thus issued from the Iksvaku race (5239), although it

acknowledges that Madhu was already a Yadava, and introduces

the further absurdity that this Yadu was like his ancestor Puru

(5176). Lastly, it styles Madhu a Daitya (5143) and a Danava

(5157),^ although it acknowledges he was of the Lunar race (5165).

The whole story is a mass of absurd confusion ;
and the confusion

is carried on into the accounts of this Yadu’s five sons (95, 5205 f.),

except the short passage (5242-8) which appears to contain genuine

tradition because it is corroborated elsewhere (see chapter XIV).

Fourthly, by the treatment of defects and mistakes. These were

inevitable in the handing down of tradition, but there was a real

endeavour to ascertain and preserve the genealogies correctly, because,

as shown in chapter II, there w-ere men who made a special study

of ancient genealogies, and certain terms used, such as vai/imviffawa

and icclianti, indicate that tradition was carefully examined and the

best adopted. It was afterwards, when the brahmans obtained the

custody of the Puranas, that questionable influences came into play.

1 MBh iii, 218 to 220. Va 29, 1 f. Mat 51, 2 f. Vis i, 10, 14-17. &c.
“ Hv 55, 3060-3110, which tells part of the same story, also calls

Madhu a Danava (3061), and his ‘ son’ Lavana a Danava (3063) and a

Daitya (3086).
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Still it was difficult to make material changes which would not be

inconsistent with statements elsewhere, and as they lacked the

historical sense they could hardly accomplish that, and so their errors

can be detected. Many instances of defects and mistakes have

been noticed in the preceding chapters, and only two need be cited

here as illustrations. As regards defects, there is the gap in the

Paurava pedigree between Tamsu and Dusyanta : the text in the

oldest and best Puranas remains confused, and it is the later com-

positions that attempt to reconstruct the descent. As regards

mistakes, the fact that the Rigveda, Aitareya Brahmana and

Sahkhayana Srauta Sutra connect ‘ Visvamitra’ with the Bharatas

in no way disturbed the best Puranas in their derivation of the

Kanyakubja dynasty from Ayu’s son Amavasu
;
and the derivation

of it from Bharata^s descendant Ajamidha was manifestly known

to be doubtful, because the Brahma and Harivamsa, though they

give it, give also the true version, and none of the other Puranas

adopted it except the late Agmi : so that mistaken post-Vedie

interpretation was powerless to overthrow the ksatriya tradition,

and even the late brahmanical Bhagavata. was unmoved by it.

Fifthly, by a comparison of these with brahman genealogies.

The brahmans, and the Puranic brahmans as much as other

brahmans, had a natural and obvious incentive to preserve and,

if necessary, to fabricate brahman genealogies. The brahmans have

constituted a priestly power unique in history
;
they aggrandized

themselves in every way and their pretensions have been notorious

;

•yet, as pointed out (chapter XVI), they have produced no real

brahman genealogy. If then they did not construct their own
genealogies, it is absurd to suppose they fabricated elaborate ksatriya

genealogies ; and the only reasonable conclusion is that these

genealogies are ancient and genuine ksatriya tradition which was

incorporated in the Purana. The internal evidence corroborates

this, for these genealogies in the earliest Puranas are, on the

whole, manifestly ksatriya literature, as, for instance, the stories

of Trisahku and Sagara, so often alluded to, show.

Sixthly, the genealogies declare that from time to time members

of royal families became brahmans as the Kanvas (chapter XIX), or

became ksatriyan brahmans, many of whom developed into true

brahman gotras, as will be explained in chapter XXIII. Such

statements cannot have originated with the brahmans, because it

was not to the interest of any brahman gotra to allege such a
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beginning", and it is incredible that they, deeply interested as they

were in exalting their own status, would have asserted that any

brahman gotra sprang from ksatriyas, except the Visvamitras,

whose ksatriya ancestry was notorious; and in fact their Vedic

literature says nothing about such matters. These statements were

too damaging to exclusive hrahmanic pretensions. The brahmans

then did not put them into the genealogies. The statements came

from ksatriya sources, and were notices which occurred naturally in

the course of the royal genealogies. The Puranie brahmans found

these notices therein and preserved them, although Vedic brahmans

ignored such facts. The statements therefore were genuine ancient

tradition and were known to be true beyond gainsaying
;

so the

Visnu, a late brahmanic Purana, acknowledges them freely, and

even the Bhagavata, later still and more avowedly brahmanic,

though it ignores some of them, yet admits the most important

cases. The statements must have originated with the incidents

they describe, and therefore the genealogies which contain them

were equally ancient and contemporaneous, and these considerations

show that all was preserved with care.

Seventhly, the genealogies give an account, how the Aryans

dominated North India and the north-west of the Dekhan, and

it is the only account to be found in the whole of Sanskrit literature

of that great ethnological fact. They do not allude to that con-

quest except in very general terms,^ yet those terms show they

did know of it. They give no actual account of that, but the

genealogies when co-ordinated show how the ‘ Aila ^ race extended

its rule over precisely the very regions over which the Aryans

established themselves. This subject will be fully dealt with here-

after (chapter XXV). This outcome was not the object of the

genealogies, and they were not constructed to establish it
;
hence

the fact that they do tacitly disclose how a great ethnological

change took place is strong evidence that they are genuine and true.

Against the statements of the Puranas and Mahabharata about

matters of traditional history, arguments from Vedic literature are

adduced of two kinds—arguments from statements and allusions,

and arguments ex silentio. Both these have been discussed already

' As where it is said, the five races descended from Yayati, namely, the

Yadavas, Turvasus, Anavas, Druhyus and Pauravas, overspread the entire

earth. Va 93, 103; 99, 462. Bd iii, 68, 105-6. Hv 30, 1619-20.

Lg i, 67, 26. Kur i, 39, 11. Br 13, 20-1.
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in pages 10-12. Only a few remarks need be added here. As
regards statements in that literature, contemiiorary references to

historical matters are trustworthy, and they do not clash with

ksatriya historical tradition in the Puranas as far as I am aware

;

but references to prior traditional history have no such authority,

though they may be of use. Arguments regarding historical

matters drawn from the silence of that literature are particularly

worthless. Thus it is a mistake to assert that, because the Rigveda

makes no mention of the Aila (or Lunar) race, there was no such

race.^ One might argue with more force that, because the banyan,

the most characteristic tree of India, is not mentioned in the

Rigveda,^ there were none in India when the hymns were

composed.

These considerations show that the genealogies have strong

claims to acceptance. This does not mean that they are complete

and altogether accurate, because no human testimony is free from

defects and errors
;
and it has been shown in the preceding pages,

and more will appear in the following pages, that there are defects,

gaps and errors in them, especially when taken singly, but many
of these blemishes can be corrected by collating the various texts,

and others can be remedied by statements found elsewhere. Never-

theless, it is quite clear that they are genuine accounts and are

substantially trustworthy. They give us history as handed down

in tradition by men whose business it was to preserve the past;

and they are far superior to historical statements in the Vedic

literature, composed by brahmans who lacked the historical sense

and were little concerned with mundane affairs.

1 JRAS, 1914, p. 735. ® Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 146-7.



CHAPTER XI

CONSIDERATION OF NAMES

When the genealogies are examined, differences are found in that

a name or even several names appear in one or more lists while

wanting in others. These variations are often unsubstantial, and

may be due to faults sometimes in the MSS and sometimes in the

structure of the genealogy itself. The former faults arise through

copyists’ mistakes or defects in the MSS. Omissions may include

one or two kings, as will appear on comparing the common text of

the Vayu and Matsya in the North Pancala dynasty, or a group of

kings, as will appear from the common text of the Brahmanda and

Vayu in the Vaisala dynasty.- A case where a passage is in the

process of disappearing occurs in the Brahma when compared with

its counterpart in the Harivamsa in the North Pancala dynasty.

^

Large omissions would be due to loss of pages in the ancient MSS
;

and the clearest example of this is the great lacuna in the Brah-

manda (p. 78).

Variations in the structure of a genealogy may be due to one or

other of six causes, and in illustrating them it will be convenient

to choose mainly from the Ayodhya line. First, a name may be

left out by mere omission, probably accidental
;
thus the Bhagavata

and Kurma omit Ambarlsa, and the Harivamsa omits Hiranyanabha,

both well-known kings. Secondly, little-known kings are omitted
;

thus the Matsya, Padma, Lihga and Kurma insert after Drdhasva

a king Pramoda, whom the other Puranas omit, and they and the

Agni and Garuda omit Prasenajit, father of Yuvanasva I, whom all

the others mention. There is ro good reason to think that either

Pramoda or Prasenajit has been invented, and the omission is no

doubt due to their unimportance. Thirdly, names have been dis-
!

placed
;
and thus the Matsya, Padma and Agni misplace DilTpa II, I

Dirghabahu, Raghu and Aja as Raghu, Dillpa, Aja and Dirgha-
|

bahu. Fourthly, a name has been converted into an epithet; thus
'

most Pui-anas make Dirghabahu and Raghu father and son, and

the Matsya, Padma and Agni treat them as separate, but the
j

I

' Va 99, 208-9. Mat 50, 15. ' Bd iii. 61, 4-5. Va 86, 4-9.

^ Br 13, 97 and note thereto. Hv 3^, 1781-90.
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Brahma, Harivamsa and Siva treat Dirghabahn as an epithet of

Baghn, the Raghuvaihsa omits him accordingly, and the Garuda

mentions him, omitting Raghu. Here the weight of authority is

in favour of Dirghabahu as a separate king and not as an epithet

of Raghud Fifthly, an epithet may conversely be turned into

a king; thus the Visnu, Agni and Bhagavata coin new sons for

Satvata the Yadava out of the epithets applied to his genuine sons

(chapter IX)
;
and the epithet Kausalya belonging to Hiranyanabha

as king of Kosala becomes a separate king Kausalya, his son, in

the Raghuvaihsa (xviii, 27). Lastly, there may be a pure blunder,

as where the Matsya, Padma and Agni turn Satyavrata Trisahku’s

wife Satyaratha into a son Satyaratha, and where the Garuda

changes Mandhatr^s wife Bindumatl into a son Bindumahya.

Differences occur also in names, but they are often superficial,

and a few are noticed here out of the many that may be cited.

Names are curtailed. Sometimes the final component is omitted,

thus Kancanaprabha of the Kanyakubja dynasty becomes merely

Kancana in the Visnu and Garuda; Rohitasva of the Ayodhya line

is generally called Rohita ;
and Bhlma Pandava^’s full name was

Bhimasena.^ In other cases the first component is omitted, thus

Devatithi of the Pauravas becomes Atithi in the Garuda
;
and the

Bhagavata calls Prasenajit of Ayodhya Senajit.^ Similarly the

prefix su not seldom disappears in the later Puranas, and so Susruta

of Videha becomes Sruta in the Bhagavata, which abounds in such

modifications and also attempted emendations. Again names may
be altered by misreadings, as Vasumata alias Sumati of Ayodhya

by an easy misreading of w as c or vice versa.* Further, names are

changed by metathesis, thus Durdama of the Haihayas appears as

Durmada in the Vayu and Brahmanda, and the rishi Indrapramati

appears as Indrapratima.®

Another cause of variation, which is only superficial, is the use

of synonyms. Thus Anenas, son of Ayu, appears as Vipapman

;

Ksemadhanvan of Ayodhya as Sudhanvan in the Agni ; Kalmasa-

^ Dirghabahn was a name
;

so one of Dhrtarastra’s sons, MBh i, 67,

2740: vi, 97, 4349: vii, 164, 7337.
' MBh i, 67, 2746; 124, 4854. So in tales, as Sindbu for Sintlhu-

dvlpa, Br. 169, 4, 19.

® So in tales, as Knndala for Manikundala, Br 170, 4, 52.

Vayu 88, 76, iajrie Vasumato nrfah, and Brahmanda iii, 63, 75,

jajne ca Sumatir nrpah.
® Ed ii, 32, 115: iii, 8, 96-7. Va 59, 105 ; 70, 88. Mat 145, 110.
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pada of Ayodhya as Kalmasanghri
;
^ and Hiranyavarraan, king of

Dasarna, appears as Hemavarman and Kaneanavarman.^

Real differences also occur in names, and many of these are

easily explainable as misreadings of old scripts. A few out of many
such cases may be given here, and the probable mutation is suggested,

but in some instances it might have taken place reversely.

Thus misreadings of dh and v (or h) are not uncommon. Vyusi-

tasva of Ayodhya is Dhyusitasva in the Vayu; Suvarman of

Dvimidha’s line in the Vayu is Sudbarman in the Matsya and

Harivaihsa ; and in the Videha line Pratindhaka of the Ramayana

is Pratinvaka in the Vayu and Pratimbaka in the Brahmanda
;
and

the Bhagavata by a double misreading transforms Tridhanvan of

Ayodhya into Tribandhana. Similarly Aradhi of the Paurava

line in the Vayu is Aravin in the Visnu ; and by a further easy

misreading of r as v in the later script Ai’adhi becomes Avadhita

in the Garuda, and by a second easy mistake between v and c

Aravin appears as Avacina in the Mahabharata (i, 95, 3771). Some

of these changes seem to be due to a desire to emend a name so as

to make it intelligible.

Among easy misreadings of other letters, the following may be

cited. By reading tr as v Trasadasyu of Ayodhya (shortened

probably to Trasada) was altered to Vasuda in the Matsya. By
confusing r, kr, kra and ku in later mediaeval script, Rta of Videha

in the Vayu and Visnu is Krta in some copies of the Vayu and

Kratu in the Brahmanda; Krteyu of the Pauravas in the Vayu

is Rteyu in the Visnu and Garuda
;
and Rtujit of Videha in the

Visnu became, by a further easy mistake between tu and la in later

script, Kulajit in the Garuda. By confusion between dh and gh in

the later script, we find in the Druhyu line Dharma is Gharma in

the Agni and Garuda; and Dhrta is Ghrta in the Matsya, Hari-

variisa and Agni, while Ghrta by a further easy misreading is

Dyuta in the Brahma. Again t andy are sometimes easily mistaken

in the later script, so in the Videha line Devarata and Kirtirata are

Devaraja and Kirtiraja in some copies of the Vayu. P and y were

easily confused, so in the Paurava line Sampati = Samyati of the

Mahabharata and Agni ; and Ahampati of the Visnu and Bhaga-

vata = Ahariiyati of the Mahabharata (i, 95, 3766-8). So also

^ Ag 372, 31-2. Bhag ix, 9, 18.

2 MBh V. 190, 7419; 193, 7493, 7506, 7511 and 7518.
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th and py, and thus in the Turvasu line Sarutha of the Vayu =
Sai’upya of the Brahmanda. Again s and hh were sometimes rather

alike, so in the Ayodhya line Sindhudvipa = Bhindhudvipa of the

Visnu, and Prasusruta = Prabhusuta of the Brahmanda. In the

mediaeval script gti and Sva might be mistaken, and so Ahlnagu of

Ayodhya becomes Ahinasva in the Agni. Similarly Safikhana of

Ayodhya (probably by metathesis, Khasana) appears as Khagana

in the Bhagavata and Gana in the Garuda.

The cohesion of a euphonic r, or the treating of an initial r as

belonging to the preceding word may explain in the Paurava line

the forms Rahampati of the Harivamsa and Ahampati of the Visnu

and Bhagavata ;
also of Rantinara in the Vayu and Antinara

in the Matsya, while Antinara and the form generally found,

Matinara, may perhaps be due to mistake between ma and a.

Sometimes the connecting link between variant names is found

readily in the Prakrit form. Ancient names do occur in both

Sanskrit and Prakrit shape, for the famous Kanyakubja king

appears as Gathi and Gathin in the brahmanieal literature ^ and as

Gadhi in the Epics and Puranas. The examination of names in

this light is an interesting study. The most cogent illustration of

connexion through Prakrit is the name of the famous Paurava

king, who is called Dusyanta (with a common variation Dusmanta) ^

in the Mahabharata and Puranas, but Dussanta and Duhsanta in

brahmanic tradition because his son Bharata is styled Daussanti

and Dauhsanti in the Aitareya and Satapatha Brahmanas re-

spectively.^ These forms can be reconciled through a Prakrit

form Dussanta or Dussanta, of which they are different Sanskrit

equivalents, the form Dusyanta being probably right and the

brahmanic one mistaken. Similarly we have Nabhaka in Vedie

literature and Nabhaga in the Puranic genealogies ; and the

Bhargava rishi Apnavana’s name was ‘ emended ’
to Atmavant (see

chapter XVII). Other variant names which can be explained

through Prakrit forms are the following in the Videha dynasty :

Brhaduktha (Brahmanda and Visnu) and Brhaduttha (Vayu),

^ For names cited from Vedic literature, see Yedic Index.
^ Hv 33, 1721-4. Va 99, 133-4. Vis iv, 19, 2.

’ Vedic Index, i, 382. Also Vedarth on Rigv vi, 53, in its verses

12 and 14. Aitar Brahm viii, 23. Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 11-14,
where the patronymic Saudyumni given to Bharata is probably a

brahmanieal mistake for Dausyanti, which it also calls him.

!t65 K
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which, by an easy misreading of dra for du, appears as Brhadratha

in the Ramayana : Sakuni (Vayu and Brahmanda), through Sakuui,

sa Kuni, appears as Kuni (Visnu), and by an easy mistake of I for

n as Kuli (Garuda) : and Svagata (Vayu and Brahmanda) appears

as Sasvata in the Visnu, where the two forms may perhaps be

connected through a possible Prakrit form read as Sdgata or Sdmta

(g and S being mistaken).

Other divergencies of this kind might be noticed, and will occur

to any one who examines the variant names. All such variations

are not material, however, because the distinguished kings are well

known and the names of the less known kings are not important

except as supplying links in the chain of a genealogy
;
and as long

as the descents are labelled, it is not material whether the labels are

perfectly accurate.

We may now consider sameness of name of different persons. It

was quite common. Abundant examples might be given. ^ A few

of the more important are cited here, and others will be found on

consulting Macdonell and Keith^s Vedic Index, Sdrensen^s Index to

the Mahdbhdrata, and the Dictionaries. Forgetfulness of the fact

that the same names reappeared in India as in other countries has

led to the strangest conjectures and identifications.

Sameness of name was well known among kings and princes, for

it is expressly declared that there were a hundred Prativindhyas,

Nagas, Haihayas, Dhrtarastras, Brahmadattas, Paulas, Svetas,

Kasis and Kusas, eighty Janamejayas, a thousand Sasabindus and

two hundred Bhismas and Bhimas :
^ also that there were two

Nalas, one king of Ayodhya and the other the hero of the ' Story

of Nala^.^ So there were two famous Arjunas, Kartavirya and

Pandava, and a third in Rigveda i, 222, 5. The genealogical

lists in chapter XII show that other names were not uncommon,

such as Divodasa, Srnjaya and Sahadeva
;
and the number of

duplicates is very large. Further, it is expressly stated that in the

main Paurava line were two Rksas, two Parlksits, three Bhimasenas

and two Janamejayas; ^ and all these appear in that genealogy, if

’ It is noticed in MBh i, 65, 2535.
' Bd iii, 74, 267-9. Va 32, 49-52 ; 99, 453-5. MBli ii, 8, 333-6.

Mat 273, 71-3.
' Va 88, 174-5. Bd iii, 63, 173-4. Br 8, 80, 89. Hv 15, 815,

830-1. Lg i, 66, 24-5. Pad v, 8, 160-1 blunders over them. There
were others besides, see Table of Genealogies in chap. XII.

* Br 13, 112-13. Hv 32, 1817-18.
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' we include Bhiraasena Pandava. Similarly brahmans had the same

names, thus there were two Saktis, four brahman Ram as, Jama-

dagnya and three others,^ three named Susravas,^ two Sukas

* (pp. 64-5), &c. Also kings and brahmans often had the same

names.2 There were two royal Ramas, one the famous king of

Ayodhya and the other Balarama, besides four brahman Ramas

:t mentioned above : four Krsnas at least, the king, Dvaipayana-

jj,

Vyasa, Devakiputra and Harlta : five Babhrus, a son of the

?!
Yadava Lomapada, a king in the Druhyu line, the Yadava

I
Devavrdha’s son, and two brahmans : and three Cyavanas, the

|j|
Bhargava rishi and two kings, one of N. Paneala and the other

i't a descendant of Kuru.

Moreover kings, princes, and brahmans had the same names as

;

gods and mythological beings and heavenly bodies. There was a

Varuna among the Vasisthas ^ and among the Bhargavas.^ Agni

was the name of an Aurva rishi (p. 68) and of a maharsi.^

,
Called Bharata were (1) the famous Paurava king, (2) Rama’s

brother, and (3) a mythical king after whom (it is said) India was

called Bharatavarsa.® Aruna was the dawn, and two brahmans

were so named. Sukra was the name of (1) the ancient Bhargava

rishi, (2) the planet Venus, and (3) Jabala. Named Bali was an

Anava king and also the Daitya king Vairocana (p. 63). Rishis

and others were named after deities
;
and heavenly bodies were

called after rishis and others, such as the seven stars of the

Great Bear and the star Canopus.

Further, kings and brahmans sometimes had the same names as

peoples and places. Thus there were a people called ASmaka,^ yet

it was also the name of a king of Ayodhya ® and of a brahman.^®

Anga was the name of a country and people (East Bihar), and of

^ See Vedie Index.
** For the kings here mentioned, where other references are not given,

consult the Table of Genealogies in chap. XII, and for the brahmans,

Vedic Index.
^ See chap’ XVIII.
^ Anukramani and Vedarth on Rigvix, 65. Aitareya Brahm iii, 34, 1.

^ Aitareya Brahm vii, 5, 34.

« Va 33, 51-2. Bd ii, 14, 60-2. Lg i, 47, 20, 24. Vis ii, 1, 28, 32.

' See chap. XVI : both called U^anas also.

« MBh vii, 37, 1605-8; 85, 3049; viii, 8, 237. Hv 119, 6724.

Apparently in the Dekhan.
« See genealogy, and MBh i, 122, 4737 ; 177, 6791.

MBh xii, 47, 1592,
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the king after whom it was said to have been called, and also of the

reputed author (Aurava) of Rigveda x, 138. Aja, king of Ayodhya,

had the same name as a people. Puskara was the name of (1) a son

of Rama's brother Bharata, (2) Nala’s brother in the ‘ Story of

Nala’, (3) a town, the modern Pokhar, (4) one of the mythical

continents, and (5) many other persons. Kuni, the Paurava king,

had the same name as the people, the northern Kurus who dwelt

beyond the Himalayas. Such similarity in name must not confuse

what is wholly different. Thus king Kuru had nothing to do with

the northern Kurus, and to connect him with them merely because

of their common name is on a par with saying that Ahga Aurava

mentioned above was an Anga
;
or that Asmaka king of Ayodhya

was an Asmaka ; or that the brahman Kirata was one of the rude

Kirata folk.

There are no passages, as far as I know, that lend colour to any

connexion between king Kuru's descendants (the Kurus) and the

northern Kurus, except perhaps two : one says that in the time of

Dhrtarastra's and Pandu's youth the southern Kurus rivalled the

northern Kurus
;

^ and the other says that, when the victorious

Pandavas re-entered Hastinapura, flags waving in the wind displayed

in a way {iva) the southern and northern Kurus.^ The people of

Hastinapura were not Kurus, but the name Kuru of the royal family

was extended to their people and country according to a common
Indian usage.® Both passages occur in rhapsodies on the extra-

ordinary happiness of the Kaurava kingdom at those times, and the

similarity of name suggested the comparison of the Kurus (Kauravas)

with the northern Kurus, a simple folk whose condition is portrayed

as one of continual ideal bliss.^ The comparisons are merely happy

poetic similes, and do not indicate racial identity.® The adjective

‘ northern ’ was added to distinguish the Himalayan folk.

Kings and brahmans also bore the names ® of animals, as Rksa,

' MBh i, 109, 4346. - MBh xiv, 70, 2053.
® So Gandhaia; and Pancala (p. 75). Cf. our ‘Rhodesia’ and

‘ Rhodesian
^ Mat 105, 20 ; 113, 69-77. Pad i, 4, 2-11. Va 45, Ilf. MBh i,

123, 4719-23 : vi, 7, 254-66 : xiii, 102, 4867-8. Ram iv, 43, 39-53.

Lg i, 52, 19-23 : &c.
® Further study has led me to cancel the remarks that I made in my

Translation of the Markandeya, p. 345.
® For most of the following names, see Vedic Index

;
also Sorensen’s

Index to the MBh, and Table of Genealogies in chap. XII.
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Rsabha^ Kurunga, and Vatsa; of birds, Sakuni, Hamsa, Suka, and

Ulukaj of trees and plants, as Asvattlia, Plaksa, Nala, and Munja;

of inanimate objects, as Sankha, Drti, Asman ^ and Drona
;
and

even of ceremonies, as Asvamedha : also of parts of the body, as

Baku, Karna, Caksus
;
and of abstract ideas, as Sakti and Manyu.

Further, not only was sameness of name common, but names of

father and son sometimes recur; thus in the Paurava line there

were two Parlksits with sons called Janamejaya. There is nothing

improbable in such duplication, and it is less than has occurred in

dynasties in other countries. Other instances are these. Srutarvan

Arksa is praised in the Rigveda, and another is mentioned later as

a contemporary of Krsna.^ There were two kings called Gaya son

of Amurtarayas (p. 40). There were two kings Karandhamas, one

in the Vaisala dynasty and the other in Turvasu^s lineage.^ The

former had a son Aviksit and a grandson, the famous Marutta;

the latter had a son Marutta. They are sometimes confused.^

One Pratardana, son of Divodasa, was king of Kasi and is one of

the reputed authors of Bigvedax, 179
;
while Pratardana Daivodasi,

the reputed author of ix, 96, appears to have been a descendant of

Divodasa, king of North Pancala.

Purukutsa and his son Trasadasyu were kings of Ayodhya. The

Rigveda (iv, 42, 8, 9) mentions a king Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa,

who is a different and later person. The former Purukutsa was son

of Mandhatr, as the Aiksvaku genealogies show
;
the latter is called

Baurgaha and Gairihita,^ 'son or descendant of Durgaha and

Giriksit’. The former Trasadasyu was prior to Bharata as the syn-

chronisms in chapter XIII show
;
the latter Trasadasyu was contem-

porary with Asvamedha Bharata ® and is praised by Sobhari Kanva

;

Asvamedha was a descendant of Bharata, and the Kanvas sprang

from Bharata’s descendantAjamidha as will be shown in chapter XIX

;

hence the latter Trasadasyu was far later than the former. There

were thus two Purukutsas with sons named Trasadasyu. Those of

1 MBh xii, 28
,
834-5. “ Rigv viii, 74

, 4, 13. Hv 119 , 6725.
® Distinguished in Va 99, 2 : Bd iii, 74

, 2 : Br 13
, 143 : Hv 32 , 1831.

* So Br 13
,
144-5 and Hv 32

,
1832-3, by interpolating two lines

stating that the latter Marutta gave his daughter to the rishi Samvarta,

whereas it was the former who did so. MBh xii, 234
,
8602 makes the

same mistake, but xiii, 137, 6260 coi’rects it. See chap. XIII.
® See Vedic Index, i, 231, 327.
® Rigv V, 27. These synchronisms are fully discussed in chap. XIV.
' Rigv viii, 19

,
2

, 36.
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Ayodhya were well known, as even tlie Satapatha Brahmana shows.^

Those in the Bigveda were apparently Puru kings ^ and probably

belonged to some minor dynasty descended from Bharata
;
and are

unknown to ksatriya fame. There was no Iksvaku line of Puru

princes.

Similar remarks apply to queens and women as the following

examples show.^ Sameness of name was common
;

thus, three

queens in the Paurava dynasty are said to have had the name

Sunanda ;
^ there were two Indrasenas,® two Satyavatls (Rclka’s

wife and Santanu^s queen), and many Malinls. Women had the

names of animals and birds, as two Gos (Sukra’s wife and Yati’s

wife),® and Haiiisi
;
of plants or flowers, as Malatl,'^ Padmini and

Kamala
;

of inanimate objects, as Aksamala, Arani and Sita ; and

also of abstract ideas, as Maryada and Sannati.®

Further, women had the same names as rivers, and this fact is

proved by the injunction that a brahman should not marry a

maiden having such a name.® Thus the queen of king Purukutsa,

son of Mandhatr, of Ayodhya was named Narmada;^® Yauvanasva^s

(MandhatFs) granddaughter Kaverl was wife of Jahnu, king of

Kanyakubja
;

Sarasvatl was queen of the Paurava king Matinara

or Rantinara
;

and Kalindi (= Yamuna) was the name of the

wife of Asita (= Bahu) king of Ayodhya,^® and also of a wife of

Krsna.^^ There were three queens named Drsadvati, (1) wife of a

^ xiii, 5, 4, 5 ;
which yet seems to confuse them.

^ Vedic Index, i, 327.
“ If no references are given here, the names will be found in Sorensen’s

Index to the MBh, and in the Dictionary.
" MBh i, 95, 3769, 3785, 3797.
® VadhryaSva’s mother. The other, MBh iii, 57, 2237.
“ P. 69: and Va 93, 14: Hv 30, 1601 : &c. Also Brahmadatta’s

queen according to Bhag ix. 31, 25.

' Mat 308, 10.
® Mat .20, 26. Hv .25, 1261.
® Manu iii, 9. Ag 343, 4. Pad vi, 333, 45.

Va 88, 74. Bd iii, 63, 73.^ Br 7, 95-6. Hv 13, 714-15. Lg i,

65, 41-2. Kur i, 30, 27-8. Siv vii, 60, 79. Mat 13, 36 and Pad v,

8, 140, where for Narmadd-patih read °pateh.

Va 91, 58-60. Ed iii, 66, 28-30. Hv .27, 1421-3; 33, 1761-2.

Br 10, 19-20; 13, 87.

Va 99, 129. MBh i, 95, 3779-80 (identifying her with the river).

Mat 49, 7 calls her Manasvinl.

So Ram i, 70, 33 : ii, 110, 20.

Hv 118, 6701. Va 96, 234 ;
&c.
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king of Ayodhya,^ (2) Visvamitra’s queen/ and (3) wife of Divodasa,

king of Kasi.^ Urvasi was wife of Pururavas/ and Urvasi was also

the original name of the Ganges.® This sameness of name led to

the identification of these women with the rivers^ with sometimes

a story to explain it—all obviously fanciful interpolations due to

the desire to explain names (p. 75). So Narmada is identified with

the river (p. 69); and Kaveri because of Yuvanasva’s curse was

turned into the river, which may mean either the large river in the

south or the southern tributary of the Narbada.® The former is

improbable because it is more than a thousand miles distant
;
and

the latter is no doubt meant, because the princess Kaveri was

daughter or niece of queen Narmada. Similarly, the remark that

Yuvanasva cursed his wife Gauri and she became the river Bahuda ^

is probably to be explained,in a like way, though the connexion is

wanting in the names as they stand.

Again, women had the same names as stars or constellations

;

thus there were two Rohinis (one wife of Vasudeva,® and the other

wife of Krsna several Revatis (Balarama^s wife and others), a

Citra,’^® and Radha
;
hence Arundhatl,^^ wife of a Vasistha,'^ may

not perhaps be mythical. Moreover, women had the same names

as mythological persons, such as apsarases ; thus Vadhryasva’s

queen in the North Pancala dynasty was Menaka,^^ the queen of

Trnabindu of the Vaisala dynasty was Alambusa,^^ and the Paurava

Raudrasva’s queen was GhrtacT.^® The last two are called apsarases,

' Va 88, 64 ;
Bd hi, 63, 65; Vtv 12, 709; Br 7, 90; all of which

appear to identify her with the river. Siv vii, 60, 73-4.
" Va 91, 103. Br 10, 67. Hv 27, 1473 ; 32, 1775. Bd iii, 66, 75.

® Va 92, 64. Bd ih, 67, 67. Br 11, 49. Hv 29, 1586.
‘ MBh i, 75, 3149. Va 91, 4. Mat 24, 32: &c.
® MBh vii, 60, 2254 : xii, 29, 961.
« Mat 189, 2f. Pad i, 16, 2f. Kur ii, 39, 40-1. JRAS, 1910,

p. 868.
,

' Va 88, 66. Bd iii, 63, 67. Br 7, 91. Hv 12, 710. Siv vii, 60, 75.
« Va 96, 160-1.' Br 14, 36 : &c. ^ Va 96, 233. Hv 118, 6701 : &c.

Name of Subhadra, Hv 36, 1952.
" The star Alcor in the Great Bear is called Arundhatl.

MBh i, 199, 7352. Va 70, 83. Mat 201, 30.

Va 99, 200. Hv 32, 1783. Mat 50, 7.

Gar i, 138, 11. Vis iv. 1, 18 and Bhag ix, 2, 31, which identify

her with the apsaras. Ram i, 47, 12 inaccurately.

Va 99, 123. Hv 31, 1658. Mat 49, 4. Bhag ix, 20, 5. Another

GhrtacT (MBh i, 5, 871 : xiii, 30, 2004) and the wife of a A^asistha

(chap. XVIII)
;
neither was an apsaras.
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but Vadhryasva’s queen was certainly not an apsaras, and the same-

ness of name no doubt suggested that Ghrtacl and Alamhusa were

apsarases.^

Such similarities were nothing uncommon. Manu iii, 9 gives

the plainest proof that such names did really occur, for he says a

hrahman should not marry a maiden who hore the name of a con-

stellation, tree or river, of a low caste, of a mountain, of a bird,

snake or slave, or of anything terrifying. Women then had such

names, and so also had men ; and the instances cited show that the

range of names w'as wider than what Manu prohibits. In such

conditions there was every chance of mistaking the application of

names, confounding different persons of the same name,^ confusing

persons with things, devising fanciful explanations and fabricating

mythology. Some illustrations of these tendencies have been given

above, as the identifications of queens with rivers
;
and others occur,

as where Vyasa^’s wife Arani is turned into the piece of wood used

for kindling fire, and so their son Suka was born therefrom.^

It is quite permissible therefore to suspect similar fancies in

other cases. For instance, Bhisma is often called Gdngeya^^ Jdhiavl’

s

son ^ and BhdglratM

s

son,® and a fable is narrated that he was

begotten by king Santanu of the river Ganges.'^ It is not eu-

hemerism to suggest that his mother had the name Gahga ® or the

patronymic Jahnavl ® or Bhagirathl,^® that tradition forgot her, and

that fancy then confused her with and finally superseded her by the

river. Again, it is said that king Gadhi of Kanyakubja was an

incarnation of Indra, and the story suggests that the truth was he

had also the name Indra or one of its synonyms such as Purandara.^^

' Bharata’s mother Sakuntala is absurdly called an apsai’as, Satapatha

Biahmana, xiii, 5, 4, 13.

' So Nahusa in Rigv i, 122 is different from Nahusa, father of Yayati,

as will be shown in connexion with Pajriya Kaksivant in chap. XIX.
® So MBh xii, 326, 12192-6, which is brahmanical.
" MBh i, m, 3965 : iv, 6d, 2078 : v, 186, 7307 : &c.

^ MBh v, 177, 7015 : vi, 122, 5746.
« MBh xiii, 139, 6294: xiv, 2, 24.
' MBh i, 97, 3889 to 100, 4006 : xii, 37, 1351.
® This was a feminine name, see the Dictionary.
« MBh xiii, 84, 3942.
MBh V, 186, 7317. A woman’s name, Br 136, 3.

“ MBh xii, 49, 1718-20. Va 91, 63-5. Bd iii, 66, 33-5. Br 10,

24-7; 13, 90-1, Hv 27, 1426-9; 32, 1764-5.' Vedarth, introduction

to Bigv iii.
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The same was alleged of king Vikuksiof Ayodhya, because probably

he had also the name Devaraj.^ Otherwise there appears to be no

reason why those two kings should have received that distinction.

Further examples will be found in the following pages and especially

among the Vasisthas in chapter XVIII.

These examples and those in chapter V show how the misunder-

standing of names and the desire to explain them led to the fabri-

cation of fanciful tales and mythology. Indeed a great deal of the

mythology is no doubt the work of brahmans who lacked the

historical sense and mistook facts, and it is not euhemerism to look

in that direction for the origin of silly stories and mythology con-

nected with persons.

On the other hand, names may not be explained as eponymous or

personifications without more ado (p. 13). Thus countries are said

sometimes to have been named after kings, such as Gandhara,'^

Anarta,^ and Sauvira
;

^ and similarly towns, such as Sravasti,®

Hastinapura® and VaisalU from the kings who founded them. To
assert that such kings are merely eponymous is to disregard the

evidence supplied by many countries and all times. One might

equally assert that Alexander, Seleucus and Constantine were merely

eponymous heroes of Alexandria, Seleucia and Constantinople
;
or

that Columbus, Tasman and Rhodes were mythical persons invented

to account for Columbia, Tasmania and Rhodesia. It has been

a universal practice to name countries, towns, mountains and

rivers, especially in newly developed regions, after discoverers,

conquerors, founders and celebrated men, and the same method

must have been adopted by the Aryans who conquered North

India and founded new kingdoms and towns there.

‘ Mat 1^, 26.

-ya99, 9. Hv 5.2, 1839. Mat 48, 7, Bd iii, 74, 9. Br 45, 150-1.
^ Mat 4.2, 22. Va 86

,
24. Hv 10

,
644 ; &c.

* Va 99,
23-4. Mat 48,

19-20. Hv 54, 1680-1.
’ Va 88,

27 . Mat 4.2, 30. Hv 44, 670: &c.
« MBh i, 95 ,

3787. Mat 49
, 42- Va 99

,
165 : &c.

' Va 86, 17. Bd iii, 61 , 12. Vis iv, 4, 18.



CHAPTER XII

SYNCHRONISMS AND TABLE OF ROYAL
GENEALOGIES

The genealogies regarded singly help to elucidate difficulties, as

in distinguishing between different kings and rishis of the same

names, and how necessary this is will appear from the articles on

Divodasa, Vasistha, Visvamitra, Bharadvaja, &c., in the Fedic Index,

where the information drawn solely from Vedic literature with its

lack of the historical sense leaves many points in perplexity,

because different persons of the same name cannot be distinguished

therefrom.

Thus, in the first place, the genealogies show there were at least

two kings named Divodasa, one a king of Kasi, and the other a

king of N. Pancala, but the Fedic Index combines them in its

article ^ Divodasa Similarly, there were two Sudasas, one a king

of Ayodhya whose son was Kalmasapada, and the other a king of

N. Pancala, the Sudas of the Rigveda; but they have been confused

in the stories about the murder of the rishi Sakti (chapter XVIII).

Secondly, as regards families. The attempt to elucidate the

Bharatas or Bharatas in the Fedic Index is attended with perplexity,

but the whole of the difficulties disappear when we learn from the

genealogies that Bharata, the great Paurava king, had a numerous

progeny, and that his descendants divided into many branches,

some of which were ksatriyas and others became brahmans

(chapter XXIII). Thirdly, as regards different individuals of rishi

families, who are often mentioned merely by their simple gotra

name, as Bhrgu, Vasistha, Visvamitra, &c. The Vedic literature

often does not distinguish them, but the genealogies show that

when a Vasistha is mentioned in connexion with Hariseandra,

Sagara, Kalmasapada, and Dasaratha of Ayodhya, a different

person is meant in each case.

The genealogies considered singly, however, are of little chrono-

logical value, because we have no data for providing a definite

historical setting for individual kings, and because, though they

aim at fullness, yet admittedly they do not record the name of every
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king (chapter IX)^ so that their length or brevity does not fix the

chronological durations of the dynasties. A clear illustration of

this appears on comparing the Ayodhya and Vaisala lines, for both

start from Manu, and Dasaratha of the former was contemporary

with Pramati of the latter according to the RSmayana, yet the lists

of the latter line contain only about half as many names as the lists

of the former to that point. But the genealogies would become of

relative historical value if they can be connected together so as to

supplement one another and form a combined and consistent scheme,

in which each checks and elucidates the others, so that all settle into

an arrangement relatively harmonious. The genealogies are, for the

most part, separate and independent, each pursuing its own course

without concerning itself with others, yet co-ordinate allusions do

occur incidentally sometimes. If points of contact can be discovered

either in them or elsewhere, which bring kings in two or more lines

into connexion, they help towards the construction of a combined

genealogical scheme; and since such points generally occur inci-

dentally, co-ordination not being the intention of the genealogists,

the co-ordination gains a definite probability of being real and true.

The more numerous such points, the more abundant become the

means of constructing and testing the combined framework and the

greater the probability of historical trustworthiness. That is, we
must seek for synchronisms.

In dealing with synchronisms certain cautions must be borne in

mind. First must be noted the lax use of personal names as gotra

names instead of patronymics. Ksatriya tradition generally dis-

tinguished between personal names and patronymics, and the same

care is often found in the Brahmanas and Upanisads, as where

Janamejaya is styled Pdriksita, Sahadeva Sdrfijaya, and Somaka

Sdhadevya but sometimes, especially in the Veda, the personal

name is used instead of the patronymic, and thus Vasistha,^

Visvamitra,® Jamadagni,^ Kanva,® &c., are used in the plural

collectively for Vasisthas, Vaisvamitras, Jamadagnyas, Kanvas, &c.

;

and similarly Yadus, Turvasas, Druhyus, Anus and Purus are

spoken of.®

This practice, combined with the brahmans’ lack of the historical

sense, tended to blur historical differences and led to the confusion

- Rigv vii, 7, 7 ; 12,
* Rigv iii, 53, 16.
® Rigv i, 108, 8.

^ Aitar Biahm vii, 5, 8.

’ Rigv iii, 21 ; 18, 4.

® Rigv i, 44, 8; 46,9; 47, 10.
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of persons having the same name or patronymic, so that, to cite the

most striking instances, all the Vasisthas became jumbled into one

Vasistha and all the Visvamitras into one Visvamitra. Hence the

mention of a person by the simple name is no sure criterion that

the original person of that name is intended, but often means a

descendant. This must be especially observed when brahmans are

mentioned only by their gotra names. Thus among the Bhargavas

Usanas-Sukra,^ Cyavana,^ his descendant Rcika,® his grandson

Rama Jamadagn
3"a,^ and another late rishi^are all called Bhrgu

simply. The only safe way of distinguishing brahmans in refer-

ences of an historical kind is to discriminate them according to

the kings with whom they were associated, for the royal genealogies

afford the only chronological criteria. Otherwise the confusion is

inextricable, as may be seen in the perplexities attending the

Vasisthas, Bharadvajas, Visvamitras, &c., in the Vedic Index.

Secondly, the use of a patronymic does not always denote that the

person to whom it is applied was the son of the bearer of the simple

name, but often means a descendant. This is patent as regards tribal

or family names, such as Yadava, Paurava, Bharata and Kaurava;

and is also clear in less comprehensive names, as when Rama is

called Raghava after his great grandfather Raghu,® and Krsna is

styled Dasarha, Madhava, Satvata, Varsneya and Sauri after various

ancestors,’^ as well as Vasudeva after his father. This use of

patronymics seems to he more frequent in ksatriya than in brah-

manic traditions
;
thus Rclka (p. 68) and the later rishi Agni of

Sagara^s time ® are both called Aurva after their common ancestor

Urva. Moreover, a man had various patronymics from different

ancestors, and the choice in poetry was often governed by the metre;

and perhaps this may explain Kaksivant^s patronymic Ausija in

Rigveda i, 18, 1, instead of Bakghatamasa or Aticathya.^

Thirdly, sameness of name does not always imply identity of

person, and this is abundantly clear from what has been pointed out

in the last chapter. Whether identity can be reasonably inferred

must depend on other considerations, especially any data of a

* Va 97, 140. .

" MBh xiii, 51, 2685.

" Va 91, 93. Pd iii, 66 57. Pad vi, 268, 13.

" MBh vii, 70, 2435. ® MBh xiii, 30, 1983-96.

" MBh iii, 277, 16030.

MBh i, 221, 7987-9, 8012; 222, 8078; 223, 8083-4.

^ Va 88, 157 with Mat 12, 40. See chap. XVII.
® See chap. XIX.
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chronological kind. Thus, when it is said that Mandhatr o£

Ayodhya married Sasabindu’s daughter Caitrarathi Bindumati,’^ it

may be safely inferred from the position and circumstances of both

that Sasabindu was the famous Yadava king, son of Citraratha.

But when the Mahabharata says that Ahamyati of the Lunar race

married Krtavlrya’s daughter/ it is clear that it cannot mean

Krtavirya the Haihaya king, for the two kings were widely apart

in time.

Synchronistic references occur in three ways : first, those that

are definite and have every appearance of being genuine and that

when tested with other allusions are harmonious
;
secondly, those

that may be true but are too vague to be of any use
;
and thirdly,

those that are spurious and untrue. The latter two classes may be

briefly considered before we proceed to genuine synchronisms.

Of the second class are notices of rishis and kings by their gotra

names merely, as where Janaka, king of Videha, is introduced in

various philosophical discussions, for Janaka was the royal family

name and many Janakas are mentioned (chapter VIII); or where

personal names are used as gotra names, such as the references to

Bharadvajas at different times.

The third class of references requires rather more notice, because

they are sometimes precise and circumstantial, but examination

shows their falsity. It comprises three kinds of allusions : first,

those that are purely laudatory and introduce persons on special

occasions in defiance of chronology merely to enhance the dignity

of the hero or the occasion
;
secondly, those that have grown or

been developed out of some allusion but are mistaken
;
and thirdly,

those that are wholly spurious.

Of the first of these kinds is the introduction of famous rishis,

as noticed at page 67 ;
and as where it is said the Atreya rishi

Durvasas visited the Pandavas in their exile,^ though his real period

was far anterior and he is introduced into the story of Sakuntala,

their distant ancestress. It is generally rishis who appear on

such occasions in defiance of chronology, and rarely that kings so

appear. The second kind comprises all sorts of notices, from brief

allusions to long stories. As such may be cited these—Mandhatr

^ Va 88, 70. Bd iii, 63, 70-1 : &c. See chap. XIII.
^ MBh i, 95, 3768. No patronymic given. Its list is not reliable

(chap. IX), and certainly goes wrong at that point.

5 MBh iii, 261, 15499.
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conquered the Ahga Brhadratha,^ who was long posterior : and

Bhaglratha was a contemporary of Jahnu, king of Kanyakubja.^

It is in brahmanical stories that such spurious synchronisms are

generally found, and they are often mere expedients for hanging

some precept or doctrine upon, as that Suhotra, the Paurava king,

encountered Sivi Ausinara to learn deference to superior virtue ®
;
or

for the purpose of exalting the dignity of brahmans, as that Agastya

vanquished Nahusa.^ Similarly are erroneously connected Madhuc-

chandas Vaisvamitra as priest to Saryati,® Cyavana as cursing the

Haihaya king KrtavTrya,® and many others.^

The story of Galava’s doings® is an excellent instance of the

third kind of spurious synchronisms. In order to earn the special

fee required by his teacher Visvamitra he obtained from king

Yayati Nahusa ® his daughter Madhavl and offered her in turn to

king Haryasva of Ayodhya, king Divodasa of Kasi, king Usinara

of Bhojanagara, and Visvamitra himself, each for a fourth part of

the fee, and they begot of her one son each, Vasumanas, Pratardana,

Sivi and Astaka respectively. Then he returned her to her father.

This story makes all those kings and Visvamitiu, contemporary, and

three facts show its absurdity. First, Usinara was adescendant ofAnu,

Yayati’s son, by some generations; secondly, this the first Visvamitra

was a distant descendant in the Kanyakubja line, which sprang out

of the Aila race just before YayatFs time; and thirdly, Galava was

Visvamitra^s own son ! —a fact of which the story is ignorant.^^

The appended table of genealogies will display these errors clearly.

Haryasva and Usinara probably were contemporaries, but Visva-

mitra was later and Divodasa (Pratardana’ s father) later still, as will

be shown by the genuine synchronisms in the next chapter
;
and

Yayati was far earlier. The story makes kings Vasumanas,

Pratardana, Sivi and Astaka brothers and contemporaries, and this

^ MBli xii, 29, 981, where some names as Angara are right but other

nnines have been inserted wrongly or are corrupted.
^ Bd iii, 56, 44-8, a late story. ® MBh iii, 194, 13249-55.
^ MBh V, 16, 521-37. ^ Br 138, 2-3.
" Mat 68, 7-9. ' e.g. MBh xii, 49, 1790-9 ; 99, 3664 f.

® MBh V, 105, 3732 to 106; 113 to 118.
“ It wrongly calls Yayati king of all the Ka^is, id. 114, 3918. Ka^i

wa'< a separate kingdom, and the story itself assigns Divodasa to it.

MBh xiii, 4, 251. Va 88, 87-90; 91, 100. Bd iii, 63, 86-9; 66,

72. Br 7, 106-9; 10, 59. Ry 12, 726-9; 27, 1462; 32, 1769.
“ So MBh xiii, 18, 1349, unless different Galavas and Vi^vamitras are

confused.
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statement appears elsewhere also^^ especially in a further fable ^ that

Yayati was cast out from heaven for pride and fell at Naimisa forest,

where those four kings were assembled, and they were made known

to him as his daughter's sons. The story is manifestly a brah-

manical fabrication, and may have been developed from the fact

that the three verses of which Rigveda x, 179 consists are attributed

one each to Sivi, Pratardana and Vasumanas (who is called son of

Rusadasva or Rohidasva, which are almost synonymous with

Haryasva), in order to explain how the single verses composed by

these three kings became combined into one hymn.® But how

Astaka is joined with them is uncertain.

We may now investigate w'hat are genuine synchronisms, and

these will be dealt with in the next two chapters. It will be con-

venient, however, for ease of reference to set out the combined

scheme of genealogies of all the important dynasties, as established

by genuine synchronisms, and this is displayed in the following

table. The dynasties have been arranged in the table according

to geographical position, as far as is feasible, those that reigned in

the west on the left side, those in the east on the right, and the

others in the middle. The names of kings whose positions are

fixed by synchronisms or otherwise are printed in italics, and the

famous kings are indicated by an asterisk. As already explained,

the lists are not equally full, and the deficiencies appear very plainly

from the table; hence, where there are no synchronisms and the

lists are defective, the names that occur are spaced out, but this

arrangement is only tentative and the position of such a name

merely indicates the best possible approximation. Among the last

kings of Videha, Krtaksana is mentioned,^ and kings later than the

battle are set out in the list in chapter XXVII. Smaller or shorter

dynasties, which have not been brought into this list, are given in

chapters VIII and IX, such as the Saryatas, Nabhagas and various

branches of the Yadavas.

' MBh iii, 197, 13301-2. Mat 35, 5.

^ MBh i, 88 to 93: v, 119, 4041 to 122, 4097. Mat 37 to 42.
® Possibly also each king’s mother was named Madhavi.
^ MBh ii. 4. 122.
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TABLE OF ROYAL

V-1 ADAYAS Haihayas Druhyus Turvasus
Kanya-
RUBJA

Paukavas

1 Manu Manu Manu Manu Manu
2 Ila Ila Ila Ila Ila

3 Pururavas* Pururavas* Pururavas* Pururavas* Pururavas*

4 Ayu* Ayu* Ayu* Amavasu Ayu*
5 Nahusa* Nahusa* Nahusa* Nahusa*

6 YayCdi* Yaydti* Yaydti* Yaydti*

7 Yadu Druhyu Turvasu Pfiru*

8 Krostu Sahasrajit Janame-
jaya I

9 Bhima Pracinvant

10

^atajit

Pravlra
11 Vrjinivant Manasyu

12 Babhru Abhayada
13 Sudhanvan-

Dhundhu
14 Svahi Haihaya Vahni Kaacana-

prabha
Bahugava

15 Saihvati
16 Alianiyati

17 Eu^adgu Dharma-
netra

Setu Raudra^va

18 Rceyu
19 Citraratha Kunti Suhotra Matindra

20 iaiSabindu* ... Tamsu

21 Prthusra-
vas

Sahafija Angara Garbha

22 Antara
23 Mahismant Gandhara Jahnu*
24 Suyajna Sunaha
25 Bhadra-

^remja*

Ajaka

26 U^anas ... ••• Dharma Balaka^va
27

Sineyu
Burdama ... •••

28 Kanaka Gobhanu Ku^a

29 Dlirta Ku^a^va-
Kudika

30 Marutta Krtavli-ya Gddhi*

31 Arjuna*
32 Kambala-

barhis

Durdama Vi^vdmitra*

33 Jayadhvaja
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GENEALOGIES

Ka^i
Anavas,
NW. I Anavas, E. Ayodhya VinrHA Vaisali

Manu Manu
1

Manu Manu
1

1

Ila I’a
) Iksvaku* Nabhane-

distha

2

Pururavas* Pururavas* Vikuksi- Niini 3

Sasada
Ayu* Ayu* Kakuistha 4

Nahusa* Nahusa* Anenas Mithi 5

Janaka
Ksatra- Taydfi* Prthu Bhalandana 6

vrddha
Anu Vistara^va 7

Ardra Udavasu VatsaprI 8

Sunahotra fuvan-
aSva I

9

Sabhanara Sravasta 10

Brhada^va Nandivar- 11

dhana
Ka^a Kuvala^va Prarii^u 12

Kalanala Drdha^va 13

Pramoda Suketu 14

Dirghatapas
Srfijaya

Harya^va I

Nikumbha Prajani

15
16

Dhanva Saifahata^Vii Devarata 17

Akr^a^va 18

Dhanvan- Purafijaya Prasenajit 19
tari

Yuvan- Brhaduktha Khaniti’a 20

d^va 11

Ketumant I Mdndhdtr* 21

Maha^ala Purukutsa* _
22

Bhimaratlia Trasadasyu Mahavirya 23

Mahamanas Sambhuta Ksupa 24

Divodasa I Anaranya 25

Astdraiha U^Tnara* Titiksu Trasada^va Dhrtimant 26

^ivi* Harya^va II 27

Vasumata .Virii^a 28
(or Vasu-
manas)

29Kekaya Tridhanvan Sudhrti

^
Ru^adratha Trayydruna 30

31

I- Satyavraia- Dhrstaketu Vivim4a 32

t .

TrUanku*
Hari^candra* .33

24G,'i L
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YiDAV^iS Haihayas Drtjhyus Turvastjs
Kanya-
KUB.TA

Pauravas

34

35

Rukmaka-
vaca

TCilajangha'

Pracetas

Trisanu Astaka

36
37
38
39
40

Paravrt

Jyamagha*

Vidarbha

VUihotra

Anauta
Durjaya
Supratika

Sucetas

Karandhama

Lauhi

41

42
43
44

45

46

47

Kratha-
Bhlma
Kunti
Dhrsta
Nirvrti

Viduratha

Da^arha

Vyoman

Cedi

Kai^ika

Cidi

Marutta

{Dusyania) JDusyanta*

Bharaia*

(Bliarad-

vaja)

Vitatha

48

49

50

Jimuta

Vikrti

Bhimaraiha Vlrabdku

Bhuvaman-
yu
Brhatksa-
tra

Siihotra

51
52
53
54

Rathavara Subdhu Dvimidhas N. Pancala S. Pancala Hastin

Dasaratha
Ekada^a-
ratha

Dvimidha Ajamidba *

55 6akuni Yavinara Kila Brhadvasu

56
57

58

Karambha

Devarata

Dhrtimant
Su^anti
Purujanu

Rksa

Brhadisu
Brhaddha-
nus

Brhatkar-
man

59 Devaksatra Satyadlirti Bhrmya^va Jayadratha

60 Devana Drdhanemi Mudgala Vi^vajit

61

62

63

Madhu*

Puruva^a

Purudvant

Suvarman

Sarvabhau-

(Brahmis-
tha)
Vadhrya^-
va*
Divodasa*

Senajit

Rueira^va Rksa I

64

65

Jantu
(Amsu)

Satvant

ma

Mahant-
Paurava

Mitrayu

Maitreya
Soma

Prthusena

Para I
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1

Kasi
Anayas,
NW. Anayas, E. Ayodhya Yideha Vaisali

Hema Rohita 34

Harita, Harya^Ya Khaninetra
35

Cancu
Vijaya

1

36
Ruruka 37

Hanjaiva Sutapas Vrka Maru Karandhama 38
Sudeva Baku (Astfa) Aviksit 39

Divoddsa II Marutia* 40

Pratardana* Bali* Sagara* Pratindha- Narisyanta 41

Vatsa Asamafijas
ka

Dama 42
Alarka* Anga Amiumant 43

Dilipa I Kirtiratha EastraYar- 44

Sannati Bhagi-
dhana

Sudhrti 45

Sunitha
ratha*
§ruta Nara 46

DadhiYa- Nabhaga DeYamidha KeYala 47

Ksema
hana

Ambarisa* Bandhu- 48

Sindhu-
mant
VegaYant 49

Ketu-
dYlpa
Ayutayus Vibudha Budha 50

mant II
DiYiratha Rtuparna 51

Suketu SarYakama Trnabindu^' 52
Sudasa Mahadhrti Vi^raYas 53

Dharma- Dharma- Mitrasaha- Vi^ala 54
ketu ratha Kalmasa-

pada*
A^maka Hemacan- 55

Satyaketu Mulaka Kirtirata
dra
Sucandra 56

Citraratha ^ataratha Dhumra^va 57

Vibhu AidaYida- Srii.iaya 58
Vrddlia-
^arman

Vi^Yasaha I Maharo- SahadeYa 59

Suvibhu Satyaratha Dilipa II-

man
Kr^a^Ya 60

i

Khatvah-
ga*
Dirghabahu SYarnaro- 61

Sukumara Baghu*
man

Somadatta 62

Aja
j

Hrasvaro- Janamejaya 63

Dhrstaketu LomapMa* Da^aratha*
man

1 Siradhvaja Pramati 64

Rama*
j

Bhanu- 65

L 2
1

mant
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YADAVAS Yadavas DvimIdhas N. Pancala S. Panca Paueavas

66 Bhvma
Sdtvata

Srnjaya Nipa

67 Andhaka Vrsni Cyavana*
6S Suddsa*
6'J Kukura Sahadeva Samvarana

70 Somaka
71

72
Jantu Kwu*

73 Vrsni Pariksit I

74 Janame-
jaya II

75 (Bhimasena,
&c.)

76 Devaml-
dhusa

Rukma-
ratha

Samara Vidurafcha

77 Kapota-
roman

Sarva-
bhauma

78 Supar^va Para II Jayatsena

79 Sumati Aradhin

80 Viloman Prthu Maha-
bhauma

81 Sannati-
mant

Ayutayus

82 Sanati Sukrti Akrodhana

83 Nala Devatithi

84 Krta Vibhraja Rksa II

85 Bhimasena

8G Abhijit Anuha Dillpa

87 Brahma-
datta*

Pratlpa*

88 Visvaksena
89 Punarvasu ^ura Udaksena (Rstisena)

90 Ugrayudha Bhallata Santanu*
91 Kseinya Prsaia Janamejaya {Blnsma)

92 Ugrasena Vasudeva Suvira Vidtravirya

93 Kamsa* Nrpaiijaya Drona Drupada* Dhrtardfra*

94 Krsna* Bahiiratha A^vatthdman Dhrstadyum^
na

Pdndavas*

95 Samba Dhrstaketu 1 Abhimanyu

[Here occurred the
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KaIi
Anavas,
NW. Anavas, E. Ayodhya ViDEHA VaiIalT

Venuhotra Caturahga Pradyum- 66

Ku^a

na-Sata-
dyumna
Muni 67

Bharga Atithi Urjavaha 68
Prthuliiksa Nisadha

Nala

Sanadvaja

Sakuni

69

70

Paukavas Pauravas Campa Nabhas Anjana 71

Jahnu Sudhanvan Haryanga
Pundarika
Ksema-

Rtujit

Aristanemi
72

73

Suhotra
dhanvan
Devanika ^rutayus 74

Suratha Cyavana Bhadra- Ahinagu Supar^va 75

Krta

ratha

Paripatra Sanjay

a

76

Magadha Cedi Dala, Bala Ksemari 77

Vasu Brhatkar- Uktha Anenas 78

Brhadratha

Caidya*

Pi’atya-

man

Vajranabha Minaratha 79

Kusagra
graha ?

Sankhana Satyaratha 80

Brhadratha Vyusita^va Upaguru 81

Esabha Vi^va- Upagupta 82

Puspavant Brhadbha-
saha II

Hiranyand- Svagata 83
nu tlia

Pusya Suvarcas 84

Satyahita Brhanma- Dhruvasan- Sruta 85

Sudhanvan
nas dhi

Sudar^ana Su^ruta 86
Jayadratha Agnivarna Jaya 87

Urja Sighra Vijaya 88
Drdharatha Maru Rta 89

Sambhava Pi-asu6ruta Sunaya 90
Susandhi Vitahavya 91

Jardsandha Damaghosa Vi^vajit Amarsa and Dhrti 92
Sahasvant

Vi^ruta-
vant

Brhadbala

Bahula^va 93

Sahadeva ^Uupala* Kama* Krtaksana 94

SomMhi Dhrstaketu Vrsasena Brhatksaya 95

Bhdrata tattle.']



CHAPTER XIII

MAJOR SYNCHRONISMS ESTABLISHED

In endeavouring to establish synchronisms, first may be noticed

those kings and rishis about whom there are copious or very clear

statements.

There is a very early group of synchronous kings. The Aiksvaku

genealogy of Ayodhya states plainly that PrasenajiCs son Yuvanasva

married Gaurl and their son was Mandhatr. The Paurava genealogy

says Matinara's daughter Gaurl was mother of Mandhatr. Here

there can be no doubt, for the statements are separate and explicit

(chapter VI). Prasenajit therefore was contemporary with Matinara,

Yuvanasva was one generation below and Mandhatr two genera-

tions. Further, the Ayodhya genealogy says that Mandhatr

married Sasabindu^s daughter Bindumati Caitrarathi, who was the

eldest of many brothers
;

^ and the Yadava genealogy names Sasa-

bindu, son of Citraratha, as a famous king who had very many
sons.^ Here also there can be no doubt

;
hence Mandhatr was one

generation below Sasabindu. Next Jahnu of Kanyakubja married

the granddaughter of Yauvanasva,'^ that is, Mandhatr
;
hence he was

two generations below Mandhatr.^ From all these we have a clear

set of synchronisms thus

—

Paurava Aiksvaku Yadava Kanyakuhji

Matinara Prasenajit Citraratha

Gaurl Yuvanasva II

Mandhatr

Purukutsa

Trasadasyu

Sasabindu

Bindumati

Jahnu

1 88, 70-1. Hv 12, 712-13. Br 7, 92-4. Bd iii, 63, 70-1. Vis

iv, 2, 19. Bhag ix, 6, 38. Siv vii, 60, 76-7. Gar i, 138, 22, corrupt .

^ Va 95, 18-20. Hv 37, 1971-3. Bd iii, 70, 19-20, Mat U, 18-<80

Br 15, 4. Vis iv, 12, 1-2. Pad v, 13, 3-5. Ag 274, 13-14. Bhag ix

23, 31-3. Also MBh vii, 65, 2321-4.
“ Va 91, 58-9. Bd iii, 66, 28-9. Hv 27, 1421-3; 32, 1761-2. Br

10, 19-20; 13, 87.
^ A wrong synchronism of Jahnu, Bd iii, 56, 44-8.
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The next group of synchronisms is that in which Visvamitra and

his nephew Jamadagni are the central figures. King Krtavlrya of

the Haihayas had the Bhargavas as his priests and enriched them.

His successors tried to recover the wealthy but the Bhargavas

resisted. The Haihayas maltreated them, and the Bhargavas fled

to other countries for safety.^ Gadhi or Gathi was then king of

Kanyakubja and had a daughter Satyavatl. The Bhargava rishi

Rclka Aurva, son of Urva, married her and had a son Jamadagni,

and about the same time Gadhi had a son ^ Visvaratha.^ Vis-

varatha, after succeeding to the kingdom,^ relinquished it, placed

his family in a hermitage near Ayodhya ® and gave himself ujj to

austerities for twelve years, after which he became a brahman with

the name Visvamitra. He returned and succoured prince Satyavrata

Trisahku ® of Ayodhya who had befriended his family, and restored

him to the throne, overcoming the opposition of the then Vasistha,'^

whose personal name was Devaraj.® Jamadagni married Kamall

Renuka, daughter of Renu, a minor king belonging to the Iksvaku

race, and their son was Rama Jamadagnya.® Trisahku was suc-

ceeded by his son Hariscandra, who had a son Rohita, and Visva-

mitra and Jamadagni attended as priests at the sacrifice at which

Sunahsepa was substituted for Rohita.^® Krtavirya was succeeded

by his son Arjuna Kartavirya, who was a great king (p. 41). After

a long reign he had dissension with Jamadagni, his sons killed

^ MBli i, 178, 6802 to 179, 6827. See chap. XVII for Urva.
2 MBhiii, 11044-67: v, 118

,
4005-7: xii, 49

,
1721-46: xiii,

4
,
205-47. Va 91

,
66-87. Bd iii, 66,

36-58. Hv 27, 1430-51 ; 32
,

1765-7. Br 10,
28-49. Vis iv, 7, 5-16. Bhag ix, 15,

5-11.
= Va 91 ,

92-3. Bd iii, 66,
63-5. Hv 27

,
1456-9. Br 10,

53-6.
" MBh ix, 41

, 2299, 2300. Ram i, 51 , 20. Brhadd iv, 95.

® He was connected with the Ayodhya dynasty through marriage
; see

infra.

® Called Matahga, MBh i, 71 ,
2925.

^ Va 88,
78-116. Bd iii, 63,

77-114. Br 7, 97 to 8, 23. Hv 12
,

717 to 13 , 753. Siv vii, 60, 81 to 61 , 19. Lg i, 66 ,
3-10. Vis iv, 3 ,

13-14. Bhag ix, 7, 5--6. All fully discussed, JRA8, 1913, pp. 888-
900. See chap. XVIII.

* MBh xiii, 137
,
6257: cf. xii, 234 ,

8601. JRAS, 1913, pp. 896,

903: 1917, pp. 39, 54, 63.

MBh iii, 116 ,
11072-4: v, 116 ,

3972: xii, 49
,
1746-7, Va 91,

89-91. Bd iii, 66,
60-3. Hv ^.27, 1453-5.

^

Br 10 ,
50-3.

Aitar Brahm vii, 3, 1 f. Sahkhayana Sr Sutra xv, 17-25. Bhag
ix, 7, 7-25. Br 104 . MBh xiii, 5, 186-7. Ram i, 61 , 62 . All dis-

cussed, JRAS, 1917, pp. 40, 44 f.
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Jamadagni, and Rama killed himd Here then we have these

synchronisms :
—

Hathaya

Krtavirya

Arjuna

Bhdrgava

Urva

Rcika

Jamadagni

Rama^

Rdnyakubja

Gadhi

Satyavati

Visvamitra

Aiksvaku

Trayyaruna

Trisahku

Hariscandra

Rohita

This group is connected with the preceding group by both the

Ayodhya and Kanyakubja genealogies, and also by the collateral

statement that Kusika, Gadhi^s father, married RaurukutsI, a
|

^descendant of Purukutsa’, and she was Gadhi’s mother.® Jahnu
;

was a contemporary of Purukutsa ’s son Trasadasyu (ante), and i

Visvamitra of Trisahku. The genealogies give seven descents from
|

Jahnu to Visvamitra, and eight descents from Trasadasyu to

Trisahku. They thus tally, and PaurukutsI was Purukutsa’s

descendant in about the sixth degree.
j

1 MBh i, 4172 : iii, iio, 11035
;
7^5,11089-98; 777,10202-3:

j

vii, 70, 2429: xii, 49, 1761-8. Va 94, 38, 47. Bd iii, 69, 38, 48. !

Hv 34, 1890. Vis iv, 77, 7. Mat 45, 44. Br 75, 196-7; .275, 114. '

Cf. Lg i, 68, 10 : Kur i, 32, 20 : Hv 42, 2314. Cf. MBh viii, 5, 144 :
i

xii, 362, 13879-80: xiv, 29, 824-31.
^ It should be noted that a curious statement occurs in the Ayodhya

genealogy in six Puranas, which speak of Rama at a much later time, in the
j

reign of king Mulaka (chap. VIII). Va 88, 178-9 and Bd iii, 63, 178-9 say

iMulaka was in fear ofRama and lived protected by a guard of women {ndri-

kavaca). Lg i, 66, 29, Kur i, 21, 14, Visiv, 4, 38 and Bhag ix, 9, 40 say

much the same. This must be connected with the statement in MBh xii, 49,

1770-8, which says that a thousand years after Rama had destroyed all

the ksatriyas, a fresh generation of them, including Pratardana and others,

had grown up, and he destroyed them all again and again till twenty-one

times; and with the further statement {ibid. 1792-3) that then Sarva-

karman, who is placed as king of Ayodhya at the same time as Mulaka
(chap. VIII), was brought up in secret. All this MBh account is

brahmanic and mostly fable; hence these two statements are of no

chronological value, and the statement about Mulaka would seem to be

a reflex of the fable, incorporated in the Ayodhya genealogy, while the

secret bringing up would explain the phrase narl-kavaca. This matter

is further noticed in chap. XXV. A similar fanciful mistake, MBh v,

146, 4978-81.
=* Va 91, 63-6

;
Bd iii, 66, 33-6 ;

Br 10, 24-8
;
and Hv 27, 1426-30

have the fullest text. Collated they suggest this reading :

—

Gadhir namabhavat putrah Kaulikah Pakalasauah

Paurukutsy abhavad bharya Gadhis tasyam ajayata.
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There is an extensive series o£ events which connect the Haihaya

dynasty with those of Kasi and Ayodhya. The Haihaya dynasty

rose to power under king' Bhadrasrenya, apparently in South

Malwa, and extended its sway eastwards. His fourth successor,

the great Arjuna Kartavirya mentioned above, reigned at Mahismatl

(the modern Mandhata in the R. Narbada^), carried, it is said,

his arms over the whole earth and came into conflict with Apava

Vasistha,^ so that he overran all Madhyadesa. Afterwards the

Talajahghas and other Haihayas, attended by hordes from beyond

the north-west, attacked Ayodhya and drove the king Baku from

the throne. Bahu begot a son Sagara, and Sagara defeated all

those enemies, regained his kingdom and destroyed the Haihaya

power.® Arjuna^s contemporaries have been mentioned above,

namely, Trisahku and Hariscandra of Ayodhya. The genealogies

give six more Haihaya kings, and Sagara was eighth in descent

from Hariscandra. Thus the genealogies tally with the story of

Sagara.

There are further synchronisms of certain Kasi kings with Bhad-

rasrenya and the Talajahghas, which arise out of a story told in the

Kasi genealogy.^ It runs thus. Divodasa, son of BhTmaratha, was

king of Kasi and (in consequence of a curse, it is alleged) abandoned

his capital Varanasi, and established himself in another city on the

river Gomatl in the extreme east of his territory. Bhadrasrenya,

the Haihaya king, seized the kingdom,® and a Raksasa named

Ksemaka occupied the city. Divodasa recovered the kingdom from

Bhadrasrenya’s sons, but afterwards Bhadrasrenya’s son Durdama

re-established himself in it. Divodasa was succeeded by his brother

Astaratha. Pratardana was the son of Divodasa, and he recovered

' JRAS, 1910, pp. 441-6, 867-9. Also Pad vi, 115, 3-4; 179, 2.

Va 94, 39-45; 95, 1-13. Bd iii, 69, 39-44; 70, 1-14. Mat 43,

41-3._ Hv 33, 1881-6. Br 13, 189-94. MBh xii, 49, 1753-8, which
says Apava’s hermitage was near the Himalayas.

^ Va 8S, 121-43. Bd iii, 63, 119-41. Br 8, 28-51. Hv 13, 760 to

14, 784. Siv vii, 61, 22-43. Vis iv, 3, 15-21. Also Bd iii, 47, 74 to

48, 46, which appears to contain genuine tradition. MBh iii, 106, 8832.

JRAS, 1919, pp. 354-8. Ram i, 70, 28-37 ;
ii, 110, 15-24; these call

Bahu Asita. Also Pad vi, 21, 11-34.
‘ Va 92, 23-8, 61-8 and Bd iii, 67, 26-31, 64-72, which are the best.

Br 11, 40-54. Hv 29, 1541-8, 1582-91. Parts of it in Br 13, 66-75 ;

Hv 32, 1736-49.
' Called king of Benares, Va 94, 6 ;

Bd iii, 69, 6 ;
Mat 45, 11 ;

Hv
55, 1848; Pad V, 4.2, 114.
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the kingdom and put an end to the strife with the Haihayas. His

grandson Alarka killed the Raksasa Ksemaka and regained the city.

All these events occupied a thousand years, that is, a very long time.

This story is supplemented by a further fragment of ksatriya

tradition.^ The piece of genealogy prefixed to the latter is confused,

but shows this much, that the tradition relates to the Haihayas

after the time of Talajahgha and in particular to the descendants

of king Vltahavya among them.^ Haryasva king of the Kasis

fought with the Vltahavya-Haihayas at the confluence of the

Ganges and Jumna. They killed him and returned to the city

of the Vatsyas.^ His son was Sudeva and they defeated him.

His son was Divodasa, and he reti'eated and built a city, called

Varanasi also, at the confluence of the Ganges and Gomati. They

attacked, defeated and drove him from his city. He took refuge

with his purohita Bharadvaja. His son Pratai’dana attacked and

destroyed the Vaitahavyas, and the Vltahavya king found refuge

with a Bhrgu rishi, who saved him by declaring and making him

a brahman.'^ This is confirmed from brahmanic books, which say

Bharadvaja was Divodasa'’s purohita and gave Pratardana the

kingdom.®

Putting the two stories together, it is clear that the former

gives the beginning and the end of the long contest between the

Haihayas and Kasis
;
that the latter narrates the latter part of it

;

that in the Kasi dynasty there were two Divodasas, one who was

son of Bhimaratha at the beginning and the other who was son of

Sudeva at the end
;
that between them reigned at least three kings,

Astaratha, Haryasva and Sudeva
j

that the former story prima

facie, but not necessarily, confuses the two Divodasas
;
® and that

Pratardana was son of Divodasa II. It is also plain that

1 MBh xiii, 30, 1949-96. ' Ibid. 1946-53, 1958, 1965.
^ Used here by anticipation.
* MBh xiii, 30, 1984, 1995 f. Pratardana’s conquest, xii, 96, 3576.

Pancavim^a Biahm xv, 3, 7. Kathaka Samhita xxi, 10. Vedic

Index ii, 98. These refer to this Divodasa and not the Eigvedic Divo-

dasa of N. Pancala. Also MBh xiii, 34, 2126. It is doubtful which

Divodasa is meant in xii, 96, 3577. The allusion in xii, 99, 3664 seems

spurious.
^ This is what the brahmanical fable of Galava does (MBh v, 116,

3960-77), calling Divodasa son of Bhimasena and father of Pratardana:

see chap. XII.
" MBh xii, 234, 8594, and xiii, 137, 6294 say, Pratardana king of

Ka^ i.
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Vltahavya of the second story ^ = Vitihotra of the genealogies

(chapter IX), both being Haihaya kings subsequent to Talajahgha.

The whole account thus becomes quite intelligible, the only un-

certain point being, which Divodasa built the second capital
;
he

was probably Divodasa I, but this point is not material here.

The first story makes Divodasa I contemporary with Bhadrasrenya

and Durdama, The second makes Haryasva contemporary with

Vltahavya’s sons, so that he falls after Vitihotra of the genealogies.

The intermediate kings have been lost, as would be natural in the

confusion of the dispossession.^ Hence Haryasva'’s great grandson

Pratardana would fall just after Supratika, the last Vltihotra-

Haihaya king named in the genealogies, and this would be his

natural position as the destroyer of the Vltahavya or Vitihotra

family. Pratardana did not subdue all the Haihayas. It was

Sagara who did that, hence Pratardana cannot be placed after

Sagara. Sagara evidently completed what Pratardana began,

hence he must be placed alongside Pratardana. These traditions

then establish the following synchronisms, and these stories and

the genealogies are in harmony :

—

Kdsi Haihayas Ayodhyd

Divodasa I Bhadrasrenya

Astaratha Durdama

Kanaka

Krtavirya

Arjuna Kartavirya

Trisahku
(blank)

Jayadhvaja Hariscandra

Talajahgha Rohita

Harita and Cailcu

Vitihotra (Vltahavya) Vijaya aud Ruruka

Haryasva Ananta Vrka

Sudeva Durjaya Bahu (Asita)

Divodasa II Supratika

Pratardana Sagara

These results lead on to further synchronisms in and after

Sagara’s time. The Haihayas, as mentioned, overran Madhyadesa,

^ MBh xiii, 30, 1950-1.
^ Similar blanks caused by the overthrow of a dynasty or its sinking

into insignificance will be found between Tamsu and Dusyanta, and

between Somaka and Prsata in the N. Pancala dynasty (chap. IX).
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so that the Paurava kingdom in the Ganges-Jumna doab was

overthrown
;
and this conclusion is corroborated by the fact that

the hordes from the north-west^ who aided them in the conquest

of Ayodhya, could not have reached it without passing over the

Paurava territory and also the Kanyakubja kingdom^ which dis-

appeared from this time, for its genealogy ceases with Visvamitra’s

grandson Lauhi. Sagara’s destruction of the Haihaya power would

naturally have carried him to the Narbada and their capital there,

Mahismatl. South of that was the kingdom of Vidarbha, and there

are notices which show that it had just come into existence then.

An account of Sagara^’s expedition there says the Vidarbha king

made peace with him by giving him his daughter KesinI in

marriage,^ and the genealogies say clearly that Sagara had two

wives, and the best of them name one as KesinI daughter of

Vidarbha himself,^ who gave his name to the country. Vidarbha

therefore was a generation earlier than Sagara.

This synchronism may be combined with another. There were

two kings named Marutta, one son of Aviksit and grandson of

Karandhama of the Vaisala dynasty (p. 39), and the other, son of

Karandhama of Turvasu’s lineage
; and they must be carefully

distinguished. The latter had no son and adopted Dusyanta the

Paurava.^ Dusyanta afterwards recovered the Paurava kingdom,

revived the dynasty, and so is styled its vamsa-kara.^ The adoption

could only have taken place before he gained that position, and this

corroborates the conclusion that that kingdom was in abeyance, so

that Dusyanta, as the heir in exile, might naturally accept such

adoption. He could only have restored the Paurava dynasty after

the Haihaya power had been destroyed by Sagara and Sagara’s

empire had ended, so that he would be one or two generations later

than this Marutta, and two later than Sagara. We have then these

synchronisms :

—

1 Bd iii, 49, 1-3; 51, 31, 37.

^ Va 88, 155 ;
Bd iii, 63, 154 ;

Br 8, 63 ;
and Hv 15, 797. Ram i,

38, 3. Also Vis iv, 4, 1 ;
Gar i, 138, 29 ;

Bhag ix, 8, 15 ;
VN 8, 64 ;

and MBh iii, 106, 8833, 8843. Mat 1J2, 39, 42 and Pad v. 8, 144, 147
give different names, one being Prabha, a Yadava princess (Vidarbha was
a Yadava) : similarly Lg i, 66, 15 ;

Kur i, 21, 4 ;
and Ag 272, 28.

^ Va 99, 3-4 and Bd iii, 74, 3-4 ;
both corrupting Dusyanta’s name.

Mat 48, 2-3 (where read Pauravas cdpi); also Br 13, 144-6; Hv 32,

1832-4
;
and Vis iv, 16, 2.

‘ MBh i, 68, 2801. Bhag ix, 23, 17-18.
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Vidarhha Aiksvdku

Vidarbha

Sagara

Asamanjas

Arhsumant

Paurava Turvasus

Karandhama

Marutta

Dusyanta (Dusyanta)

There are more synchronisms belonging to the same period^ in

which the Ahgirasa rishis Brhaspati, Dirghatamas and Bharadvaja

; are the central figures.

First is a story about Brhaspati and Samvarta^ which contains

1
pieces of tradition, though largely marred by later extravagances.^

•, Ahgiras ^ was priest to king Karandhama of the Vaisala dynasty.

Karandhama’s son was Aviksit, and his son the famous Marutta

i

Aviksita.® Ahgiras had two sons, Brhaspati and Samvarta, who
V were thus Marutta’s hereditary priests ^ and lived in his kingdom of

' Vaisall. They were at perpetual strife. Brhaspati declined to be

:! Marutta’s priest, declaring that he was Indra^s priest,® so Marutta

chose Samvarta and by his aid performed magnificent sacrifices.®

This Marutta gave his daughter to Ahgiras Saihvarta (chapter XI).

Another story runs thus.'^ There were two rishis, Brhaspati ® and

his elder brother, who is called Ucathya in the Vedarthadipika and

;
Brhaddevata, Utathya in the Mahabharata, Usija in the Brah-

manda and Matsya, and Asija or Asija (but sometimes Usija) in

%
' MBh xiv, 4, 85 to 7, 179 {iov putram in line 99 of Calcutta edition

read purvam)\ 8, 214-17 : &c. Va 86, 9-11. Bd iii, 61, 5-7. Bhag

I
ix, 26-8.

i ^ This is merely a gotra name. Brhaddv, 102 identifies him with the

primaeval mythical Ahgiras. See chaps. XVI, XIX.
^ MBh xiii, 137, 6260. Mark 122, 7 to 133, 5 contains a long story

about them. Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 6 calls this Marutta the

Ayogava king.

i
‘ MBh xiv, 4, 85; 6, 124, 126, 133; 7, 155.

( ® So also MBh i, 170, 6464. He seems to be confused, at least partially,

with the mythical divine priest Brhaspati.
® Also MBh iii, 129, 10528-9: vii, 55, 2170-3: xii, 29, 910-13.

Mark 130 {129), 11-18. Aitareya Brahm viii, 4, 21 says he consecrated

Marutta. Kam \u, 18 has a brahmanical fable: so also MBh xiv, 64; 65.

.
’ MBh i, 104, 4179-92: xii, 343, 13177-82. Bd iii, 74, 36-46.

Bhag ix, 20, 36-8. Twice narrated in Va 99, 36-46, 141-50 and Mat
48, 32-42; 49, 17-26. Brhadd iv, 11-15. Vedarth on Rigv vi, 52.

These versions have differences, and have received later touches,

;
especially where the incidents are made to supply explanation of names.

® Va confuses him with the mythical divine priest, Brhaspati.
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the Vayu. Utathya is a very common variant for Ucathya,^ and

Asija a mistake for Usija. There are therefore two distinct names,

Ucathya and Usija, and it will be shown further on that Ucathya

is the correct name of this rishi. He had a wife Mamata, and their

son was Dirghatamas, who was born blind. Brhaspati is said to

have consorted with her, and his son was Bharadvaja. That there

was a rishi Dirghatamas Aucathya Mamateya, ‘ son of Ucathya and

Mamata'’, who was blind, is proved by the Rigveda;^ and that

there was also a rishi Bharadvaja Barhaspatya, ‘ son of Brhaspati’,

is asserted by the Sarvanukramani in ascribing many hymns in

book VI to him.^

This story continues with Dirghatamas.^ He lived in his

paternal cousin’s hermitage, whom the Puranas apparently call

Saradvant, but indulged in gross immorality or misbehaved towards

the wife of the younger Autathya® (Aucathya). Hence he was

expelled and set adrift in the Ganges. He was carried downstream

to the Eastern Anava kingdom and was there welcomed by king

Bali. This incident finds support in the Rigveda (i, 158, 3, 5),

where he speaks of having been delivered from bodily hurt and

from danger in the rivers
;
and it is not improbable, because these

Ahgirasa rishis were living, as mentioned above, in the kingdom of

Vaisall, so that he might easily have been put on a raft in the

Ganges there and have drifted some seventy miles down to the

Monghyr and Bhagalpur country, which was the Anava realm, and

was soon afterwards called the Ahga kingdom. There Dirghatamas

married the queen’s sudra nurse and had Kaksivant and other

sons
;
® and at Bali’s desire begot of the queen Sudesna five sons,

Ahga, Vahga, Kalihga, Pundra and Suhma, who were called the

Baleya ksatra and also Baleya brahmans. This is strange yet not

’ He was an Ahgirasa, MBh xii, 90
,
3362 : xiii, 154

, 7240, &c.
^ Rigv i, 147, 3 ; 153, 6 ;

158, 1, 4, 6. Hymns i, 140-64 are ascribed

to him. Also Brhadd hi, 146.
^ Also Brhadd v, 102. Va 64

,
26. Bd il, 38 , 27. MBh xiii, 30

,

1963.
" Va 99, 26-34, 47-97. Bd iii, 74

, 25-34, 47-100. Mat 48
,
23-9,

43-89. The last part in Hv 31
,
1684-90 ; Br 13 , 29-31 ;

Vis iv, 18 , 1 ;

Bhag ix, 23
, 5. MBh i, 104

,
4193-221, with variations: xii, 343,

13177-84. Brhadd iv, 21-5, where the sequel shows the word jima is

a manifest mistake. Similarly Vedarth on Rigv i, 116 .

® Mat says Gautama, but this seems a misreading, as the sequel shows.

Va 65, 101 and Bd iii, 1 , 106 say Saradvant was Utathya’s son.

' So also MBh ii, 20, 802, which calls her AuSlnarl.
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improbable^ for brahmans did render such services.^ Afterwards he

gained his sight/ and assumed the name Gotama or GautamaA

Next, there is a story about the famous Paurava king, Dusyanta^s

son Bharata, and Bharadvaja.^ Bharata had three wives and sons

by them
;
they killed their sons because he was disappointed in

them, and he was thus bereft of heirs. In order to obtain a son he

performed many sacrifices and lastly made an offering to the

Maruts; they gave him® Brhaspati^s son Bharadvaja as an adopted

son. Bharadvaja thus became a ksatriya
;

he did not succeed

Bharata, but begot a son named Vitatha
;
Bharata then died.

Bharadvaja afterwards consecrated Vitatha as the successor, and

then either died or departed to the forest.® This is a very remarkable

^ Thus, it is said, a Vasistha, begot A^maka of king Kalmasapada’s
queen; MBh i, 4736-f; 177, 6787-91: Va 88, 177: Bd' iii, 63,

177: Lg i, 66, 27-8: Kur i, £1, 12-13: Bhag ix, 9, 38-9. Vyasa
begot Dhrtarastra and Pandu. See also MBh i, ^4, 2460-4

;
4176-8.

Brahmans with their ascetic habits escaped the enervating influences

of courts.

^ He may not have been blind, but purblind, very shortsighted, and
his sight may have improved in old age, as happens in such cases.

® Va 99, 92. Bd iii, 74, 94. Mat 48, 83-4. Brhadd iv, 15.
^ Va 99, 137~40‘; Mat 49, 14-15; Hv 3£, 1726-7; Br 13, 58. Ag

£77, 7-8. Also MBh i, 94, 3710-12, which differs slightly. Fairly fully,

Vedarth on Rigv vi, 5£.
^ For an explanation of this see infra.

® The fullest and best account is given by Mat 49, 27-34 and Va 99,

152-8, which are closely alike. Also Hv 3£, 1727-31 and Br 13, 59-61
(the former being fuller) which are based on the same original text. The
texts collated suggest the following version

;

tasmin kale tu Bharato bahubliih kratubhir vibhuh
kamya-naimittikair yajfiair ayajat putra-lipsaya,

yada sa yajamano vai putram nasadayat prabhuh
yajnam tato Marut-somam putrarthe punar aharat

tena te Marutas tasya Marut-somena tositSh 5

upaninyur Bharadvajam putrartham Bharataya vai

dayado ’hgirasah sunor aurasas tu Brhaspateh

sahkramito Bharadvajo Marudbhir Bharatam prati

Bharatas tu Bharadvajam putram prapya vibhur bravit

prajayam samhrtayam vai krtartho ’ham tvaya, vibho lo

purvam tu vitathe tasya krte vai putra-janmani

tatas tu Vitatlio nama Bharadvajat suto ’bhavat

tasmad divyo Bharadvajo hrahmanyat ksatriyo ’bhavat

dvyamusyayana-nama sa smrto dvi-pitaras tu vai

tato ’tha Vitathe jate Bharatah sa divam yayau 15

Bharadvajo divam yato by abhisicya sutam rsih

Note the Prakritism in the last words, for sutam rsi, anusvara giving the

long syllable required. Br and Hv correct the irregularity by reading

—

Vitatham cabhisicyatha Bharadvajo vanam yayau.
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story and deserves careful consideration, because it throws much

light on the traditional accounts of Bharata’s successors^ the

Bharatas or Bharatas.

It is emphasized by the statement in the Vayu that Bharadvaja

by the adoption became a ksatriya and had two fathers, and so was

called dvydwMsydyana} The Matsya varies this statement, but still

says that from Bharadvaja were descended brahmans and ksatriyas

who were known as clvydrmisydyana-kaullnas^ which also appears

to be true.® Of these two versions the Vayu’s is manifestly the

earlier, for the statement that a distinguished brahman became a

ksatriya^s son could never have come from a brahmanic source, and

that in the Matsya is also plainly a softening down of it, as the

retention of the word dvydmusydyana shows, which otherwise was

uncalled for.^ Neither version could have been composed by the

brahmans after the Purana passed into their hands as described in

chapter II. The Vayu’s statement is manifestly ancient ksatriya

tradition, which they found in the Purana and could not discard as

false, but whicli was unpalatable and was therefore modified in the

Matsya, and also in some copies of the Vayu.®

According to the brahman vamsas there were two Ahgirasa rishis,

Ucathya and Usija,® and that the names are distinct is proved by

the fact that Aucathya ^ occurs in Rigveda i, 158, 1, 4, and Ausija

in i, 18, 1 and x, 99, 11. The former means Dirghatamas by
implication and he is so called in the AnukramanI as author of

hymns i, 140-64. He is made son of Ucathya in the foregoing

story by the Mahabharata, Brhaddevata and Vedarthadlpika, but

son of Usija in the Purana version and called Ausija in the

* Lines 13 and 14 are the Va reading, except that it has dvimukhyd-
yana incorrectly. The adjective dvi-intarah is noteworthy as not good
Sanskrit. Cf. Mat 196, 52.

^ Tasmad api Bharadvajad brahmanah ksatriya bhuvi
dvyamusyayana-kaullnah smrtas te dvi-vidhena ca.

^ But see Vedarth on Eigv vi, 5.2.
* Other brahmans begot ksatriya sons without any such complication,

as mentioned above.
® Thus some Vayu MSS. read :

—

tasmad divo Bharadvaja biahmanah ksatriya vi^ah

dvyamusyayana-namanah smrta dvi-pitaras tu vai.

® Va 59, 90, 93 ; 65, 100. Ed'ii, 32, 99 ;
iii, 1, 105-6. Mat 196, 4

(read Usijam), 11.
'• Vedic Index has accidentally omitted this name, but mentions it in

i, 366.
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vamsas.1 Presumably therefore both Ucathya and Usija were his

ancestors, and this is further corroborated. Ausija in the first

passage above is Kaksivant, and in the second Rjisvan, Kaksivant

is called ^born of Usij ^ by the AnukramanI and Vedarthadipika

on Rigveda i, 116, and therefore Ausija^ in the latter, relying

on the words Kakslvantam ya Aiisijah in i, 18, 1. This would be

a metronymic, if the sudra woman whom Dirghatamas married was

named Usij.® This may be true, yet seems rather to be a guess to

explain the appellation, for it is unnecessary inasmuch as Kaksivant,

being Dlrghatamas's son, had the patronymic Ausija already.^

Moreover, that derivation is not really a satisfactory explanation,

for Rjisvan was also Ausija as mentioned above, and it cannot hold

good for him, because (1) he is called Vaidathina, ‘ son (or descen-

dant) of Vidathin in Rigveda iv. 16, 13, and Vidathin was the

name of a Bharadvaja,® and (2) it is said he was son of ‘ Bhara-

dvaja’.® Thus Rjisvan was descended from Vidathin Bharadvaja,’^

and not from Dirghatamas and that sudra woman, and his

appellation Ausija cannot be a metronymic, but is really a patro-

nymic. It proves that his father or ancestor Vidathin Bharadvaja

was descended from Usija, and that there was an ancestor Usija.

‘ Usij ^ seems to have been invented to explain Ausija ® through the

lack of the historical sense. Usija then was ancestor of both Dir-

ghatamas and Bharadvaja, and Dirghatamas^s father was Ucathya.

Usija therefore must have been ancestor of their fathers,® Ucathya

‘ Va 65, 102 and Bd iii, 1, 106, where read athAuHjo probably.

Anuvakanukramani 21 appears to be confused. In Mat 48, 83 for Asito

read Ausijo.

® Also Pancavim^a Brahm xiv, 11, 16-17. Brhadd iii, 125.

® So Brhadd iv, 24-5 : Satapatha BrShm ii, 3, 4, 35 : and Vedarth on
Eigv i, 116. AnukramanI implies it.

^ In MBh xiii, 150, 7108 read Ausijah. ® So Byhadd v, 102.

® So Vedarth on Eigv vi, 53, which assigns to ‘ Bharadvaja ’ four other
‘ sons ’, Suhotra, Sunahotra, Nara and Garga, all five being ‘ grandsons ’

of both Brhaspati and Bharata
;
and this Bharadvaja was Vidathin (see

p. 163). It has however abbreviated the genealogy, for they were not

sons but descendants, see Table of Pauravas (chap. IX) and chap. XXIII.
’’ The mention of Vaidathina as apparently distinct from Rjisvan in

Rigv V, 39, 11, does not invalidate this, for the preceding note shows
there were other Vaidathinas.

* So Vedarth account rather suggests.
® Ausija DirghaSravas named with Kaksivant in Eigv i, 113, 1 1 may

well have been one of this family who became a merchant.

2465 M
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and Brhaspati, who were thus not sons but descendants of Ahgirasd

Ueathya and Brhaspati may have been brothers as stated above and

Sarhvarta may have been their youngest brother; ^ and Usija may
well have been their father.^ The Puranas in the above story seem

to have confused Usija with his son or descendant Ueathya.

Vitatha was clearly Bharadvaja^s son, as the Brahma and Hari-

vaihsa say explicitly in line 12, which is their reading. The Vayu^

and Matsya® readings of this line make out that Bharadvaja was

known as Vitatha, but line 15, which both of them and also the

Brahma and Harivamsa have, stultifies that, for necessarily Bhara-

dvaja was born before the adoption, and line 16, which the Matsya

has and the Brahma and Harivamsa ® give more clearly, shows that

Vitatha and Bharadvaja wei’e different persons. The confusion of

the two will be explained farther on. Consequently the reading of

the Brahma and Harivamsa in line 12 is right, and those of the

Vayu and Matsya require only the simple emendation of Bliara-

(Ivajah to Bharaclvajdt or Bhdrarlvdjah and would then agree. The

fact that Bha ratals successors in the Paurava line were really of

brahmanic origin is of the highest importance, and helps to

elucidate many peculiar features in their history.

The Aitareya Brahmana says Dirghatamas consecrated Bharata

with the mahabhiseka,’^ He could not have done that until he had

established his reputation, that is, not until he was old
;
and he

certainly lived to a great age.® He would therefore be two (or even

possibly three) generations senior to Bharata. Hence the first

Bharadvaja, who was his equal in age, could not have been taken

as soon as born to Bharata as a son, as alleged.^ That both these

rishis were some two generations older than Bharata is corroborated

by the facts shown above that Bharadvaja was purohita to Divodasa,

king of Kasi, and, if a young man then, would have been con-

temporary with Pratardana, who was contemporary with Sagara

and one or two generations prior to Dusyanta—that is, two or three

* Brhadd v, 102-3 has abbreviated the genealogy.
“ So Vedarth on Eigv vi, 52.

® The brahman vam^as are manifestly uncertain about their precise

relationships, see chap. XIX.
* Tatah sa Vitatho nama Bharadvajas tathabhavat,
" Tatas tu Vitatho nama Bharadvajo nrpo ’bhavat.

® Vitatham cabhisicyatha Bharadvajo vanaih yayau.

' viii, 23 and 21. Bhagavata ix, 20, 25 says Mamateya, i.e. Dirgha-

tamas, was his priest.

® Bigv i, 158, 6. '’Va55, 151f. Mat 49, 26 f.
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prior to Bharata. The aged DTrghatamas^ and Bliaradvaja also/

may thus have lived till the beginning of Bharata^s reign. Though

that, the first, Bharadvaja could not have been given in adoption

to Bharata, yet his grandson (or perhaps great gi’andson) may have

been so given, and this was no doubt the Bharadvaja named Vidathin

above, because the fact that the Vayu, Brahmanda and Bhagavata

confuse the adopted Bharadvaja with his son Vitatha strongly

suggests that it was Vidathin who was adopted. These Puranas

have confused the two Bharadvajas as they have apparently con-

fused the names Vidathin and Vitatha.^

The introduction of the Maruts into this story illustrates how

mythology apparently grew out of a misunderstanding of namest

Brhaspati lived in the kingdom of Marutta, as mentioned above,

and was a preceptor among the Maruttas. The Brhaddevata

(v, 102-3), misunderstanding this name through the brahmanie

lack of the historical sense, says he was a preceptor among the

Maruts. His son Bharadvaja was born there, among the Maruttas,

and so also would have been his grandson (or gi-eat grandson)

Vidathin Bharadvaja. When king Bharata lost his sons, Dlrgha-

tamas, if his priest then (or one of his family, if he was then dead),

might naturally have suggested that his own relative, the young

Bharadvaja, might be adopted. So the youth was brought from

the Maruttas and given in adoption to the king
j
and this act, by

the same misunderstanding, was mythologized into the statement

that the Maruts gave Bharadvaja to Bharata.®

From all these traditions then we get these synchronisms :

—

Pauravas Angirasas Vai^cVas E. Anavus
( Angiras) Karandhama
U^ija Aviksit

Ucathya Brhaspati Samvarta Marutta Bali

Dusyanta
Dirghatamas
Kaksivant

Bharadvaja
Aiiga, &c.

Bharata
Vidathin- ) t Vidathin-
Bharadvaja

\

Vitatha
(
Bharadvaja

^ A ‘ Bharadvaja ’ knew most and lived longest, Aitareya Aranyaka

1

i, 2, 8. SEE i, 169.
' “ The derivation of Vitatha in lines 11-12 above may be an after-

''I thought.

!

^ Similar and further contusion appearsjn Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 6,

I
which says the Maruts were Marutta Aviksita’s guardsmen, Agni his

chamberlain, and the ViSve Devas his counsellors : SBE, xliv, p. 397.
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Putting together these results and those established earlier and

arrived at independently, we have these synchronisms :

—

Kdii A yodhya Pauravas Angirasas

Divodasa II Ucathya Brhaspati

Pratardana Sagara Dirghatamas Bharadvaja

Vatsa Asamanjas

Alarka Am^umant Dusyanta

Bharata

Kaksivant

Vidathin

It thus appears that Brhaspati^s son Bharadvaja was a younger

contemporary of Divodasa II of Kasi. This entirely agrees with

what has been mentioned incidentally above, that Bharadvaja was

Divodasa^s purohita, a statement found both in the epic and in

brahmanical books—thus confirming the two sets of synchronisms.

Brhaspati and Bharadvaja belonged to the country of Vaisali,

which was contiguous to the kingdom of Kasi, and so Bharadvaja

could quite naturally have become purohita in the latter; indeed

the preceding remarks about all these Ahgirasas show that they

steadily migrated westwards.

Another synchronism is that well known connecting Dasaratha,

king of Ayodhya (Ramans father), Siradhvaja Janaka, king of

Videha (Sita’s father), Dasaratha-Lomapada,^ king of Anga, the

rishi Rsyasrhga, and Pramati (or Sumati^), king of VaisalT. This

is declared in the Ramayana and is alluded to elsewhere.^ That epic

makes an Asvapati, king of Kaikeya, also contemporary
;
^ and this

may be true, though it is not supported elsewhere.®

There are ksatriya accounts of Brahmadatta and Bhisma, which

lead to important synchronisms.

Those about Brahmadatta say this.® Anuha of the Nipa family,

who was king of S. Pancala and reigned at Kampilya, married

Krtvi, daughter of Suka,'^ and their son was Brahmadatta, called

’ He gave his daughter Santa to Esya^rhga, Ram i, 5, 19 ; 10, 32-3 :

Vil 99, 103 : Br 13, 40 : Hv 31, 1696-7 : Mat 48, 94-5.
" So Ram i, 47, 17. Vis iv, 1, 18. Bhag ix, 2, 36.

e.g. MBh iii, 110, 10008-9
; 273, 15880; Bhag ix, 23, 7-8.

Ram ii, 1, 2 ; 9, 22.
® If so, there was another of the same name, far later

;
Vedic Imdex, i,

p. 44, and chap. XXVII.
® Hv 20, 1039-52, 1065-6; 23, 1241-63; 24, 1302-4. Mat .20,

21-6; 21, 11-16, 29-31. Pad v, 10, 67-71, 98-102, 115-17. MBh
xii, 344, 13261-5. (Pad vi, 131, 93 speaks of a Brahmadatta of the Solar

race in a fable, and Buddhist Jatakas of a Brahmadattn, king of Kasi.)

' Not Vyasa’s son Suka, see p. 138.
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Pitrvartin. He was a contemporary and friend of Bhisma^s grand-

father (really great grandfather, as will appear), Pratipa, the Kaurava

king. Brahmadatta married Sannati,^ daughter of a Devala.^

A JaigTsavya® is said to have taught Brahmadatta, who by his

instruction made a yoga-tantra.^ His sons were Sahkha and

Likhita (p. 69) ® and his disciples are named.® Brahmadatta gave

wealth to Sahkha.’^

Pratlpa^s successor according to the genealogies was Santanu,®

called Santanu generally in the Mahabharata and Puranas, and said

to have been his son
;
but this is an instance of the omission of

unimportant names, for both brahmanic and ordinary traditions

assert that Santanu had an elder brother Devapi,® who was well

known and is often alluded to.^® This Devapi is mentioned in

Rigveda x, 98 and is there called Arstisena,^^ ‘ son of Rstisena ^ It

is clear therefore that Devapi and Santanu were not sons of Pratipa

but grandsons, Rstisena being father of Devapi if not of Santanu

also, and that, as Devapi declined the throne and Santanu succeeded

‘ Bhag ix, 21, 25 calls her Go.
^ So Mat and Hv; and the latter {23, 1261) calls him Devala Asita,

that is, Devala, son of Asita, seethe Kaiyapas, chap. XX (Padma v, 10,

71 calls him Sudeva); but this seems a mistake.
^ This is a patronymic : others are mentioned, e. g. Lg i, 92, 52-3 ;

Pad vi, 250, 279. A Jaiglsavya and Asita Devala in a brahmanical

fable, MBh ix, 51 ;
xii, 229, 8431-2.

' Bhag ix, 21, 25-6
;
but this is a late statement.

® Mentioned, MBh xii, 23, 668-9 : Var 197, 18.
® Kur i, 48, 18-20.
’’ MBh xii, 234, 8603 : xiii, 137, 6261 (but 6263 is a brahmanical

anachronism).
* So called in Va 99, 234, 237 ; Mat 50, 39, 42 ;

Bhag ix, 22, 12-13.
® So the genealogies. Also Nirukta ii, 10 : Brhadd vii, 155 to viii, 9 :

MBh i, 94, 3750-1
; 95, 3797-8 : v, 148, 5056-66.

Va 32, 39-42
; 99, 437, 439 : Bd iii, 74, 250, 252 : Mat 273, 56,

58: Vis iv, 24, 45, 48: Bhag iv, 22, 12, 17-18: all of which say he

still lives and will restore the Paurava race in the new Krta age.

_The references to Arstisenain Vedicindexi, .378 require modification.

No Arstisena is named in MBh i, 94, 3750—1. Arstisena and Devapi in

MBh ix, 40, 2281-2, and 41, 2285-94 are manifestly differ^ent persons

as those passages show, Devapi being this prince; but that Arstisena is

there said to have lived in the Krta age (far earlier) and is no doubt the

ancient prince Arstisena who became a brahman, as stated in Va 92, 5-6
;

Bd iii, 67, 6; and also Hv 29, 1520; Br 11, 34. That Arstisena and
Devapi Arstisena must therefore be distinguished. Arstisena in Bd ii,

32, 105 and Va 59, 97 {Advisena) would as a mantra-ieciter be probably

Devapi. Arstisena in Va 91, 116 and Bd iii, 66, 87 might be either.
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Pratlpa, Rstisena had probably died early and so is omitted in

the genealogies.^ Bbisma therefore as Santanu^s son was great

grandson of Pratlpa.^

The story goes thus. Ugrayudha, the Paurava king of Dvimidha’s

line, killed Prsata’s grandfather ^ (king of N. Pancala), and Prsata

took refuge at Kampilya in S. Paficala.^ Ugrayudha then killed

Brahmadatta’s great great grandson Janamejaya Durbuddhi,® the

last Nipa king of S. Pancala.® He next menaced the Kauiava

kingdom after Santanu’s death, but Bhisma killed him and restored

Prsata to his kingdom of Ahicchattra (N. Paneala).

The foregoing data yield these synchronisms :

—

Bvimidhas

Ugrayudha

Kavravas

Pratipa

(Rstisena)

Santanu

Bhisma

N. Pancdla

Prsata

S. Pancdla

Brahmadatta

Visvaksena

Udaksena

Bhallata

Janamejaya

There are many synchronisms in the story of the Pandavas in

the Mahabharata,'^ comprising the Pauravas fi’om Santanu to

Arjuna’s son Abhimanyu, grandson Pariksit II and great grandson

Janamejaya III
;
Vasudeva, Krsna and all his relations ; Dama-

ghosa, king of Cedi, his son Sisupala-Sunitha and grandson

^ So also if Auldna iii verse 1 1 is Santanu’s patronymic (as suggested

in Vedic Index i, 129, 378, and possibly rightly), for then Rstisena and
Ulana (?) would have been Pratipa’s sons and have both died in his life-

time
;
thus Devapi and Santanu would have been first cousins, and

practically brothers, their fathers being dead and omitted.

About Santanu’s time may be placed Dustaritu Paumsayana, since

he was a contemporary of Balhika Pratipiya (Satapatha Brahm xii, 9, 3,

1-3 and 13). He was king of the Srfijayas {Vedic Index ii, 371), i. e.

of N. Paneala, and would fall in the gap between Jantu and Prsata.

Balhika or Vahllka, Pratipeya or Pratipiya son (descendant) of this

Pratipa, is often mentioned in the MBh; e. g. i, 95, 3797 : v, 22, 693 ;

vii, 157, 6932-4 : xi, 22, 621.
® Hv 20, 1083, which calls the latter Plpa

;
but it may perhaps have

confused him with the kings of S. Paneala, who were the Nipas.
^ Hv 20, 1111-12.
® He is probably Janamejaya of the Nipas who destroyed all his

relatives and friends, MBh v, 73, 2 7 2 7-9.

® Hv 20, 1066-72, 1085-1112. So also the genealogies of the two
dynasties. Mat 49, 59-68 confuses the story, and wrongly says

Ugrayudha was of the Solar race. Also MBh xii, 27, 808.
^ Full references in Sorensen’s Index.
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Dhrstaketu; Vrddhasarman and his son Dantavakra, kings of

Karusa
;

^ Ugrasena and Kamsa, kings of Mathura; Jarasandha and

his son Sahadeva, kings of Magadha; Drupada^ king of S.Pancalaj

his son Dhrstadyumna and grandson Dhrstaketu j
Brhadbala, king

of Ayodhya
;
Karna and his son Vrsasena, kings of Ahga ;

and

many others. These are exhibited so far as they come into the

table above.

Lastly, some time after the battle, there is the synchronism

of the Paurava (Kuru) king Adhisimakrsna, the Ayodhya king

Divakara and the Magadha king Senajit,^ who will be noticed in

chapter XV.

CHAPTER XIV

MINOR SYNCHRONISMS ESTABLISHED

Next may be considered a number of minor synchronisms, which

connect only a few persons or relate to a brief space of time.

The earliest of these is that YayatEs eldest brother Yati married

Go, daughter of Kakutstha® or (better) Kakutstha.^ He thus

married Kakutstha^s daughter or granddaughter, and Kakutstha

can be none other than the early king of Ayodhya, after whom
various descendants were styled Kakutstha. Yayati therefore should

be placed one, or pi’eferably two generations below Kakutstha.

There is a synchronism connecting the Ayodhya and Druhyu

dynasties. The Druhyus occupied the Panjab, and Mandhatr of

Ayodhya had a long war with the Druhyu king Aruddha ® or

Angara ® and killed him.’^ The latter’s successor was Gandhara,

who gave his name to the Gandhara country.®

‘ For the marriage connexions between these four groups, see Va, 96,

148-59, Bd iii, 71, 150-60, Mat 46, 3-9, Vis iv, 14, 10-13 : less clearly,

Br 14, 19-23, Hv 35, 1827-33. Kuntl’s story is in MBh i. 111 f.

Va 99, 270, 282, 300. Mat 50, 77
;
£71, 5. 23. Bd iii, 74, 113.

* Br 1£, 3, and Hv 30, 1601. ' Va 93, 14 and Bd iii, 68, 13.
® So Va 99, 7-8. Bd iii, 74, 7-8. Supported by Gar 139, 64 ;

Vis

iv, 17, 2 ;
Bhag ix, 23, ib

;
and Mat 48, 6.

® So Hv 32, 1837-8. Br 13, 149-50. Also MBh xii, 29, 981-2;
but in vii, 62, 2281-2, seemingly as Sudhanvan.

’’

Referred to in MBh iii, 126, 10465, where he is called ‘king of

Gandhara’ by anticipation.

«Va99. 9. Bd iii, 74. 9. Hv 5,5, 1839. Br X3, 150-1. Mat 48. 7.
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Next are some synchronisms connected with Lopamudra. She

was daughter o£ a king of Vidarbha/ and married Agastya.^ The
king is called Vaidarhha, 'son (or descendant) of A^idarbha’

;
and

is named Nimi twice.^ No king of this name occurs in the

A^idarbha genealogy (chapter XII, Table), but he was obviously

a son or near descendant of Vidarbha, and Nimi is probably a

misreading of Bhvna^ another name of Vidarbha’s son Kratha,

or perhaps the name of another son. By Lopamudra’s favour

Alarka, king of Kasi, grandson of Pratardana, had, it is said,

a very long and prosperous reign.® Agastya and she were thus

contemporary with Alarka, and were two or three generations

below Vidarbha and Pratardana. These synchronisms harmonize

with those deduced about those kings in chapter XIII.

The story about Lopamudra and Agastya goes on to make three

kings, Srutarvan, Bradhnasva and Trasadasyu Paurukutsa their con-

temporaries,® but it gives no particulars about the first two and

wrongly says Trasadasyu was of the Iksvaku race, for Trasadasyu

the Aiksvaku was far earlier than Sagara, who was a younger

contemporary of Vidarbha as shown above. The synchronisms

(infra) show that the later Trasadasyu Paurukutsya (p. 133), who

was a Bharata, was a contemporary of Rksa and a younger con-

temporary of Divodasa’s father Vadhryasva. A king Srutarvan

Arksa, 'son of Rksa,^ is mentioned,'^ and the two Rksas are

probably the same.® Hence the Bharata Trasadasyu, Vadhryasva

and Srutarvan were practically contemporaries, and Bohtlingk and

Roth’s conjecture that Bradhnasva is an error for Vadhryasva seems

right. A synchronism then inferred from the Rigveda has been

^ 'MBh iii, 96, 8561-3, prefaced by a brabmanical fable.

= MBh iii, 97, 8570-6: iv, 21, 654-5: v, 116, 3971, where she is

called Vaidarbhr. Eigv i, 179. Ram v, 24, 11.

® MBh xiii, 137, 6255 : xii, 234, 8600, where Vaidarhha is corrupted

to Vaideha.
* Helped no doubt by the above corniption, Nimi being the first king

of Videha. Vidarbha and Videha were liable to be confused
; so Pad iv,

112, 50.
® Va 92, 67. Bd iii, 67, 71. Br 11, 53; 13, 74. Hv 29, 1590;

32, 1748.
' MBh iii, 98, 8595-8608.
’’

Rigv viii, 74, 4, 13. Srutarvan alone, x, 49, 5.

* Srutarvan would then be a Paurava king in the blank between Rksa

and Samvarana
;
chap. XII, Table.
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wrongly attached to Agastya and Lopamudra/ who were con-

siderably earlier as shown, and the two Trasadasyus have been

confused. This is a spurious synchronism, a brahmanical addition

to glorify Agastya, and reveals the lack of the historical sense.

Sagara was a younger contemporary of Vidarbha as shown above.

It is stated in the story of Nala that Bhima, king of Vidarbha, and

Virabahu, king of Cedi, were contemporaries,^ and the latter’s son

Subahu and Rtuparna, king of Ayodhya, were contemporaries.^

This agrees entirely with the genealogies, for they make Bhimaratha

(of which Bhima there is the shortened form) tenth successor of

Vidarbha and Rtuparna tenth successor of Sagara, the latter being

a younger contemporary of the former.

Another group of synchronisms may he collected from the Rigveda,

though falling mostly outside the purview of the genealogies.

Divodasa Atithigva was king of North Pancala.^ His son Indrota,

Rksa^s son, and Asvamedha’s son Putakratu were contemporaries.®

Putakratu’s son was Dasyave-Vrka,® a prince who was also a rishi.’'

Asvamedha was contemporary with Trasadasyu Paurukutsya, who

was apparently a Puru king,® so Trasadasyu was son of Purukutsa ;

®

and Purukutsa was son of Giriksit and grandson of Durgaha.^”

Trasadasyu had a son Trksi.^^ Sobhari Kanva was contemporary

with Trasadasyu.^^ Contemporary with Divodasa was Prastoka,^®

who vvas a Sarnjaya,^^ that is, a descendant (not son) of Srnjaya,

the brother of Mudgala, who were Bharatas; contemporary with

Prastoka was Abhyavartin Cayamana
;

and Asvamedha was a

descendant of Bharata.^® These two princes also probably belonged

to the petty kingdoms descended from Mudgala’s brothers. The

Rksa mentioned above was probably the king of Hastinapura, who

' There was of course au Agastya living then.

MBh iii, 53, 2076 ; 69, 2706-8.
3 MBh iii, 64, 2.531; 65, 2576; 66, 2627-8: 70, 2766. See Va 88,

174 ;
Bd iii, 63, 173 ;

Br 8, 80 ;
Hv 15, 815.

* See the dynasty in chap. IX. ® R'gv viii, 68, 15, 16, 18.

® Jd. viii, 56, 2. ’ Id. viii, 51, 2. Vedic Index i, 346.
® Rigv V, 27, 3, 4. Vedic Index i, 327.
“ Rigv iv, 42, 9 ;

viii, 19, 36.

Id. iv, 42, 8. Vedic Index i, 327. Or vice versa.

Rigv viii, 22, 7. Id. viii, 19, 2, 32, 36.

Id. vi, 47, 22, 25. “ AnukramanI and Vedarth. Brhadd v, 124.

Vedarth on Rigv vi, 75. Brhadd v, 124.

So AnukramanI on Rigv v, 27', and also Vedarth, which wrongly
renders Bhdrata as ‘ son of Bharata ’.
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is called in the genealogies son of Ajamidha and father of Sarh-

varana, but the table of genealogies shows that there were many
generations, and that son means descendant and father means

ancestor. From these data we get these synchronisms :

—

Pauravas N, Pancala Kdnvas

Bharatas

Durgalia

Giriksit

Purukutsa

Mudgalas

Vadhrya^va

Srnjayas

Kksa Asvamedha
Putakratu

Dasyave-

Vrka

Trasadasyu

Trksi

Divodasa

Indrota

Prastoka Sobhari

There is a story that connects the Yadavas and Rama of Ayodhya.

It is prefaced by a spurious genealogy noticed in chapter X, but the

material passage ^ appears to contain genuine tradition because it

is corroborated elsewhere and explains the name of the country

Surasena. It gives these descendants of the great Yadava king

Madhu,^ namely, Madhava, his son Satvata, his son Bhima and his

son Andhaka, and these tally with the genealogical version Satvant,

Satvata, and Andhaka. It says Bhima Satvata was contemporary

with Rama
;
Ramans brother Satrughna killed the Yadava Lavana,

cut down the forest Madhuvana and built the city Mathura there

;

when Rama and his brothers died, Bhima recovered the city
;
and

Andhaka reigned there contemporary with Ramans son Kusa at

Ayodhya. The genealogies say that Satrughna killed the Madhava

Lavana, went to Madhuvana, built Mathura and reigned there with

his two sons Subahu and Surasena.^ Here then we have Satvant

and Bhima contemporary with Rama, and Andhaka with Kusa.

Another version ^ amplifies what the genealogies say with some

mistaken embellishments, as that Lavana was son, instead of

descendant, of Madhu, and that Madhuvana was in Ayodhya

territory, whereas South Pancala separated them. The Ramayana

' Hv 95,
5242-8.

" In all the stories cited here Madhu is wrongly called a Danava and
a Daitya, see p. 66; and so also Lavana. Of. Br 213

,
137.

® Ya 88
,
185-6. Bd iii, 63

,
186-7. Ram vii, 62

, 6 and Vis iv, 4 ,

46, wrongly calling Lavana a Raksasa
;
and so also Bhag ix, 11 , 14.

Satrughna’s killing Lavana also in Ag 11
,
6-7 : Raghuv xv, 2-30 :

Pad vi, 271
, 9 ;

Var 178, 1.

" Hv 55
,
3060-96.
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gives a third version, similar but largely amplified and brahmanized

with various mistakes.^ Mathura was the capital of the Surasena

country
;

the country appears to have obtained its name from

Satrughna’s son Surasena,^ and Andhaka’s descendants reigned there

down to Ugrasena and Kamsa; so the second version says.

Andhaka’s brother Bhajamana married two daughters of

Srnjaya,^ Nothing is said to identify this Srnjaya, but the

reference suggests he was well known, and the best known

Srnjaya was the king of N. Pancala. The genealogical table

framed according to the synchronisms established shows that

Srnjaya of N. Pancala must have reigned about this time, and as

Andhaka^s and Bhajamana^s father Bhima Satvata reigned at

Mathura as just shown, a marriage alliance between the two

neighbouring dynasties would be quite natural. There can be

little doubt then in identifying these two Srnjayas. Combining

then all these particulars we have these synchronisms :

—

A. Pancala Yadavas Ayodhyd

Satvant Rama Satrughna

Srnjaya Bhima Satvata Surasena

Bhajamana, Andhaka Kusa ^

This is corroborated by another allusion. In two lists of royal

munificence to brahmans it is said king Satadyumna gave a splendid

furnished house to the brahman Maudgalya,® descendant of king

Mudgala, of N. Pancala (chapter IX). King Mudgala therefore

was earlier than Satadyumna. The only Satadyumna mentioned

was a king of Videha, Siradhvaja’s second successor. Siradhvaja

was Rama’s father-in-law {ante), so Satadyumna would have been

Rama’s younger contemporary and therefore (according to the

’ Earn vii, 6'4 to 70, calling Lavana a Eaksasa and wrongly connecting

him with Rama’s early ancestor Mandhatr.
^ So also Ram vii, 70, 6-9 may imply. Lg i, 68, 19 suggests a

different explanation, that it was named after an earlier Surasena, a son

of the Haihaya Aijuna KartavTrya
;
but no other authority supports that,

and the Haihaya territory appears to have lain farther south, as

mentioned ante.
^ Va 96. 3. Bd iii, 71, 3. Br 15, 32. Hv 38, 2001, Mat U, 49.

Pad V, 75, 33.

* Ku^a and his brother Lava were born late in Rama’s life.

’ MBh xiii, 137, 6265 (Maudgalya) : xii, £34, 8606 (Mudgala; using

the single name for the patronymic).
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synchronisms just set out) a contemporary of Srnjaya of N. Pahcala.

Srnjaya was Mudgala’s fourth or fifth successor, and the Maudgalya

brahmans would have been established three or four generations in

Satadyumna’s time—thus entirely harmonizing with the above

allusion.

There is a synchronism between Divodasa^s and Rksa^s descen-

dants. Divodasa’s fifth successor Sudas (Sudasa, chapter IX)

defeated his foes on the Jumna and again defeated Puru and others

in battle on the river Parusnl (modern Ravi); ^ heneehe must have

driven Puru out of the Paurava kingdom of Hastinapura first to the

Jumna and then as far west as the Ravi. Tradition says that the

Paurava Saihvarana was driven out of Hastinapura by a Pancala

king and took refuge many years near the river Sindhu, but after-

wards with a Vasistha^s aid recovered his kingdom and established

a lordship over all ksatriya princes,^ which means he subdued Pancala.

The genealogies say Sudasa’s kingdom declined after his death,^

and the Rigveda shows that Somaka was less opulent than Sudas.^

Moreover a Vasistha was Sudas’s priest/ but there are no hymns

by any Vasistha in honour of his successors. There was also a long

gap between Jantu and Prsata, during which N. Pancala was

dominated by Hastinapura. It is clear then that Sudas drove Sam-

varana out, and that Samvarana and his son Kuru conquered

Sahadeva or more probably Somaka.® Hence Samvarana was a

younger contemporary of Sudas and Kuru of Somaka.

Kavasa lived in Sudas’s reign and was drowned apparently at

Sudas^s battle with the ten kings
; he was old {vrddha) then and

famous {sruta).’’ He was no doubt Kavasa Ailusa,® the reputed

author of hymn x, 33, because that is in praise of king Kurusravana

Trasadasyava, and that king, as a near descendant of Trasadasyu

who was a contemporary of Divodasa {ante), would have lived about

the time of Divodasa^s fourth and fifth successors Cyavana and

^ Rigv vii, 18 and 33] and 19. Vedic Index ii, 186; i, 499.

“ MBh i, 94, 3725-39.
' Va 99, 209. Mat 50, 15. Hv 32, 1792. Br 13, 100.
* Eigv iv, 15, 7, 8 compared with vii, 18, 22, 23.

® Eigv vii, 18 and 33. Aitar Brahm vii, 5, 34 ;
viii, 4, 21.

® Because it is said Somaka sacrificed on the Jumna, MBh iii, 125,

10420-2
;
and that could only have been before Samvarana’s reconquest.

All this is fully discussed in JRAS, 1918, pp. 233-8, 246-8.
’ Rigv vii, 18, 12. Vedic Index i, p. 143.
® A Sudra rishi, son of Ilusa and a slave-girl, Aitar Brahm ii, 3, 19.
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Sudas. The two Kavasas thus lived at the same time and were

no doubt the same rishi. He was thus contemporary with Sam-

varana. Further, Tura Kavaseya consecrated Janamejaya Pariksita

and was his purohita.^ Tura was by his patronymic a descendant

of Kavasa, and Janamejaya was Janamejaya II, son of Pariksit I

who was Samvarana’s grandson. They would thus have been con-

temporary. Kavasa appears to have been on Samvarana^s side, and

his near descendant Tura consecrated Samvarana^s great grandson

Janamejaya.

King Krta or Krti of the Dvimidha line was, as all the passages

which mention him say,^ the disciple of Hiranyanabha or Hiran-

yanabhi Kausalya, and made twenty-four saihhitas of samans
;
they

were the ‘ eastern samans \ and the chanters of them were called

Kartas or Kartis after him. Hiranyanabha was a king of Kosala,®

but his position is confused in three passages, which place him five

generations after Vyasa^ ; and that is wrong, because it would make

him one of the ^ future ^ kings after the Bharata battle (chapter III),

but he was not one of them ® and the genealogies fix his position

clearly as No. 83 in the Ayodhya dynasty
;
® and because it is in-

credible that, after the brahmans had established the Vedic schools,

two kings could have been such authorities on the samans. Krta

was one step below Hiranyanabha,

Hiranyanabha as Krta’s teacher was learned in the samans, and

they constructed the ^eastern samans’. They lived before Vyasa,

but when Sukarman Jaimini taught Pausyanji the Samaveda,

Pausyanji taught his disciples 500 (sic) samhitas of samans, and

they were known as the ^ northern saman chanters \ Then notice

had to be taken of the older ‘ eastern saman chanters and they

had to be brought into the Vedic schools, so Hiranyanabha was

^ Aitar Brahm vii, 5, 34; viii, 4, 21, Vedic Index i, p. 314- Bhag
ix, 22, 35-7 confuses this Janamejaya with the later Janamejaya III

Pariksita (chap. IX) and misplaces Kavaseya with the latter.

^ Genealogies, Mat 49, 75-6 : Hv 20, 1080-2: Va 99, 189--91 (which
reads Kauthuma wrongly) : Vis iv, 19, 13 : Bhag ix, 21, 28-9 (6 samhitas).

Also Va 61, 44-8 and Bd ii, 35, 49-55 (which name his twenty-four

disciples and misread Ka/rta as Krdnta)
;
Vis iii, 6, 7.

® Chapter XII, Table. Vedic Index ii, 506.
" Va 61, 27~8, 33. Bd ii, 35, 31-2, 39-40. Vis iii, 6, 1-4. Dis-

cussed in chap. XXVII.
® lAj Dynasties of the Kali Age, pp. 9, 10.
® A descendant was probably Para Atnara Hairanyanabha, Satapatlia

Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 4 : Vedic Index, i, 491 ;
ii, 506.
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assigned as a second disciple to Sukarman/ and is said to have

constructed 500 saihhitas also.^ This erroneous harmonizing was

added to the Ayodhya genealogy, and it is there stated® that

Hiranyanabha was the disciple of Jaimini^s grandson (Brahmanda

says, Pausyanji) in the eastern samans, learnt 500 samhitas from

him and also taught a Yajnavalkya yoga.

Next may be noticed various data which do not yield synchronisms

proper, yet help to indicate the position of kings and rishis. They

consist generally of brief allusions. Not every such allusion is

worthy of consideration, but where the same fact is referred to in

various passages, the consensus becomes important. Some of them

are marital notices and the Paurava genealogy in the Mahabharata

(i, 95, 3764 ff.) goes so far as to name the wife of every king in it,

but it is not wholly trustworthy, as shown in chapter IX, and it is

highly improbable that every queen^s name could be remembered.

Caution must also be shown in dealing with personal names,

especially of rishis, and patronymics, as pointed out above. Thus

Dusyanta the Paurava married Sakuntala, daughter of Visvamitra,

as abundant passages declare
;
^ but the position of the first and

great Visvamitra has been defined above by copious tradition as

earlier than Dusyanta^s period
;
hence she was not his daughter,

but the daughter of a Visvamitra who was one of his near

descendants. The genealogies of Ayodhya say Satyavrata Trisahku

married a Kaikeya princess,® and this statement may be accepted

because his story has been handed down in a ksatriya ballad (p. 59).

Hence the Kaikeya dynasty had come into existence before his

time
;

and therefore according to the genealogies all the other

Panjab kingdoms also, the Sivis, Madras, Sauviras, &e. (chapter IX).

Hence it is possible that his son Hariscandra^s queen was a Saivya

princess, as the Markandeya says (7, 35 ; &c.), though its story is

a fable. Jyamagha the Yadava, who was later, married a Saivya

princess.®

* Not difficult with the lack of the historical sense. The misplacement

is similar to that of Brahmadatta, p. 65.

^ See fourth note above.
^ Va 88, 207-8. Bd iii, 63, 207-8. Vis iv, 4, 48 and Bhag ix, 13,

3-4 somewhat similai’ly.

“ e. g. MBh i, 73, 2941 to 73, 2972. Bhag ix, 30, 8-22.
,

® Va 88, 117. Bd iii, 63, 115. Br 8, 24. Hv 13, 754. Siv vii, 61,

20. Lg i, 66, 10.

® Va95, 32. Bdiii, 70, 33. Br 15, 16. Hv 37, 1984. Lg i, 68, 37.

Mat 44, 32 reads Caitrd.



CHAPTEE XV

THE FOUR AGES, CHRONOLOGY AND DATE OF
THE BHARATA BATTLE

Time that is treated as historical in tradition is divided into four

ages {yiKja), the Krta (or Dharma or Satya), Treta, Dvapara and

Kali (or Tisya), and this reckoning appears to have an historical

basis, though later speculations elaborated it into an amazing yet

precise scheme of cosmogony. That scheme does not render this

reckoning of four ages unworthy of attention, because the genealogies

refer to them sometimes, and it appears that they did correspond

, to certain periods,

[
It is noteworthy that this theory of the four ages did not apply

to the whole world. It is declared repeatedly that these ages

I

prevailed in India {Bhdrata varsa)^ and the descriptions of the other

continents (vana) say nothing about the ages occurring there,^ and

portray conditions incompatible therewith. The four ages therefore

concerned India only, and it is declared that they prevailed only in

India.3 The position of these ages in the seventy-one four-age

periods which made up a manvantara * in the cosmological scheme

i; was therefore a later elaboration. The early idea was that the four

I ages were a peculiarity of India alone, hence obviously the explana-

I tion of them must be sought for in the conditions of ancient India,

1
It is a commonplace of history that great wars, conquests or

political changes put an end to one age and usher in a new age, or

mark the transition from one to the other
;
and so the Mohammedans

and the British introduced new affes into India. It is natural

therefore to surmise that similar changes occurred and were so

I

regarded in ancient India, and indications of this are found in

1 MBh vi, 10, 387. Va 2A, 1 ; 45, 137 ; 57, 22. Bd ii, 16, 68-9;

;

29, 23. Mat 142, 17. Br 27, 64. Pad i, 7, 3.

j

^ The ages do not obtain in Plaksadvlpa
; Va 49, 22 ;

Bd ii, 19, 24.
^ So Br 19, 20. Vis ii, 3, 19. Lg i, 52, 32.
* Va 45, 69 and Mat 114, 1 suggest that even the theory of the fourteen

;i
Manus applied only to India. Va 45, 67 and Mat 113, 78 have Bharata

]
ywja.
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tradition.^ The end of the Dvapara age was admittedly marked

by the Bharata battle, for it is declared that the battle occurred in

the interval [sanclhyd) between the Dvapara and Kali ages
;
^ but

this was afterwards modified,^ and the beginning of the Kali age

was fixed at the passing away of the great heroes of that battle,

Krsna and the Pandavas, in order apparently to obviate the repug-

nant idea that the deified Krsna lived into the Kali age, according

to the express statement that that age began immediately he died.*

The broad fact however is clear, that the Dvapara age closed with

that battle, and that the Kali age began with the changes in the

political condition of N. India that ensued.

Tradition speaks also of an earlier time of great destruction and

misery, when the ksatriyas were well-nigh exterminated and North

India was plunged into grievous calamities,® and brahmanic fable

attributes that to Rama Jamadagnya, though ksatriya tradition

shows it really occurred in consequence of the devastating raids of

the Haihayas, from whom Sagara delivered the land and restored

peace (chapter XXIV). That time may naturally have marked the

transition from one age to another. There is no later similar period

of calamity that suggests itself as a change of age, but tradition

treats Rama’s destruction of Ravana and the Raksasas of the

Dekhan and Ceylon as an epoch of signal vengeance upon evil

foes.® The table of genealogies in chapter XII comprises all the

kings from the beginning of the Krta to the end of the Dvapara

age, and shows that Sagara’s destruction of the Haihayas and

Rama’s reign divide the whole period into three parts of not very

unequal length, which might well constitute three ages. This

arrangement produces a scheme of four ages which is sensible,

though exactitude cannot of course be expected.

^ This is developed otherwise, MBh v, 131, 4473-8 : xii, 69, 2693-5.
- MBh i, 2, 282. But sometimes it is said the Kali age had already

begun before the battle; e. g. MBh vi, 66, 3012: ix, 61, 3364; and in

the curious tale of the sleeping Mucukunda, Hv 115, 6483 ;
Vis v, 24, 5;

Br 197, 5.

® e. g. Kur i, 27, 8.
* Mat 273, 49-50. Va 99, 42S-9. Bd iii, 74, 241. Vis iv, 24, 35,

36, 40 : v, 38, 8. Bhag xii, 2, 29, 30, 33. Br 212, 8. See p. 53.

Mr. Jayaswal treats this as a chronological basis. Journal, B. and O.

Research Socy. iii, pp. 254 f.

5 MBh xii, 49, 1775-89 : also iii, 117, 10201-5.
® Hv 42, 2327. Br 213, 126. Gar i, 215, 8-9.
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This division accords with what tradition says about the transition

from one age to another. Krsna lived at the time of the Bharata

battle and the close of the Dvapara age.^ Rama Dasarathi lived in

the interval between the Treta and Dvapara ages.^ To Rama
Jamadagnya is assigned the same position, and the references say

he lived in the Treta age,^ and smote the ksatriyas in the interval

between the Treta and Dvapara ages.'^ But this was Rama
Dasarathi’s position, and that particularization is clearly wrong, for

Rama Jamadagnya was avowedly prior as shown by the synchronisms

in chapter XIII, and the allegation that he destroyed all ksatriyas

off the earth twenty-one times (really the long-continued Haihaya

devastations) is wholly incompatible with the story of Rama
Dasarathi, It is obvious that Rama Jamadagnya belonged to the

interval between the Krta and Treta ages, when in fact the Haihaj^as

had their dominion, and the references should be to the Krta age

and that interval. The Krta age then ended with the destruction

of the Haihayas
;
the Treta began approximately with Sagara and

ended with Rama Dasarathi’s destruction of the Raksasas
;
and the

Dvapara began with his reinstatement at Ayodhja and ended with

the Bharata battle : so that, taking the numbers in the table of

genealogies, the division is approximately thus, the Krta Nos, 1-40,

the Treta Nos. 41-65, and the Dvapara Nos. 66-95.

These considerations show how the belief arose that Visnu became

incarnate when conditions on earth had become evil, in order to

destroy wickedness and re-establish righteousness,® for his three

chief alleged historical incarnations were, the earliest Rama
Jamadagnya, the second Rama Dasarathi, and the last Krsna.

Such statements are brahmanical, and historical consistency cannot

be expected in all.® The misstatement of Rama Jamadagnya’s

position arose probably from the notion that the Krta age was one

of unblemished righteousness.

There are allusions to the ages sometimes in the genealogies, and

1 MBh xii, 341 , 12953-4 : cf. vi, 66
,
3012.

^ MBh xii, 341 , 12949. * MBh xii, 341
, 12948.

* MBh i, 3, 272 ;
yet 64

,
2480 absurdly makes the Krta (read Treta)

age begin after llama’s devastation (2459). Hv 106
,
5869, Gar i, 215,

7

is nearly right.

^ Va 96,^232
; 97, 64-6; 98, 69, 98. Bd iii, 73, 70, 97. Mat 47,

235, 247. Br 180
,
26-7

; 181
,
2-3.

® So it seems to be said the Pandavas lived in the interval between the

Treta and Dvapara ages, MBh iii, 121 , 10310; 125, 10409.

N246S
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these (when without the elaboration of the ag'es which will be

noticed) appear to be sometimes right, and tend to show that

there was in ksatriya tradition some memory of the chronological

position of certain important events. Thus king Bahu of Ayodhya

lived in the Dharma (Krta) age,’- which agrees with the position,

No. 39, determined for him. Karandhama of the Vaisala dynasty

reigned at the beginning of the Treta age,^ and his twelfth successor

Trnabindu reigned at the third mouth of that age,® Vv'hich appears

to mean the beginning of the third quarter of it : and the positions.

Nos. 38 and 52, determined for them practically agree with the

approximate limits assigned to that age above. But most such

allusions occur in stories and discourses, often brahmanic, and are

sometimes right but more often wrong.* There is an inclination

to assign events to the Treta age,® and the expression Tretd-yuga ®

means at times little or nothing more than ^once upon a time’.

Such statements are generally worthless for chronological purposes.

It is unneeessaiy here to pursue this matter into the later

fully developed theory of the yugas and manvantaras, wherein

71 four-age periods (catur-yugd) made up a manvantara. It was

a fanciful brahmanical elaboration
;
and one feature in it is that

the present time is the Kali age in the 28th four-age period

of the Vaivasvata manvantara, so the events of traditional

history were sometimes distributed among those 28 periods.’’

Thus a pretentious passage declares®—Datta Atreya as Visnu’s

fourth incarnation and Markandeya lived in the 10th Treta age

(i. e. in the Treta age of the 10th four-age period)
;
Mandhatr

as his fifth incarnation® and Utathya lived in the 15th Treta;

Rama Jamadagnya as his sixth and Visvamitra lived in the

19th Treta
; Dasaratha’s son Rama as his seventh and Vasistha

’ Bd iii, 63, 121. Va 88, 123. Hv 13, 761, Br 8, 30. Siv vii,

61, 23.
“ Va 86, 7. Or his son, MBh xiv, 4, 80.
= Bd iii, 8, 36-7

; 61, 10-11. Va 70, 31 ; 86, 15.
^ e. g. Va 30, 76 : Bd ii, 13, 83 ; Mark 7, 1 : MBh xiii, 14, 701-2

;

150, 7128.
' e.g. Va 5, 201 ; 9, 46; 30, 76; 57, 39, 43; 91, 48.
® e. g. Br 34, 48 : Va 67, 43.
’’ A short explanation will he found in Hastings’s Diet, of Religion and

Ethics, s.v. ‘ Puranas ’.

« Va 98, 88-97. Bd iii, 73, 87-97. Mat 47, 242-6.
® Interpolated in Va 88, 69. Not in Bd.
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lived in the 24th age^; Vyasa as his eighth with Jatukarnya,

and Krsna as his ninth with Brahma-Gargya lived in the

28th Dvapara.^ Such assignments sometimes observe some chrono-

logical consistency, often they are erratic, and in any case, being

brahmanical notions lacking the historical sense, they are unreliable.

Bate of the Bhdrata battle.

As the Bharata battle marked the end of the Dvapara age and is

a great landmark, it is well to reach some estimate of its probable

date.^

Candragupta began to reign in or about 322 B. c. He was pre-

ceded by the nine Nandas,^ Mahapadma and his eight sons, who

are said to have enjoyed the earth one hundred years. To Maha-

padma are assigned 88 years and to his sons 12 years. The best

reading says, not that he reigned 88 years, but that he would be

(that is, lived) 88 years
;
and a hundred years for the joint lives of

him and his sons accord with an ordinary genealogical estimate, and

are not unreasonable, as his life was long. It is improbable in

the circumstances of that time that he could have gained the

throne of Magadha until he was grown up, or, say, 20 years old

at least.® The reigns of the nine Nandas would then be reduced

to 80 years, and we may reckon that they began approximately at

(322 + 80) 402 b.c.

The next question to consider is the time between Mahapadma’s

inauguration and the Bharata battle. For this three sets of data

are alleged. First, there reigned in Magadha during that time

22 Barhadrathas, 5 Pradyotas and 10 Sisunagas, and the total

of all their reigns is (940+138 + 330) 1408 years, while the totals

of the durations of the dynasties vary from (1000 + 138 + 360) 1498

to (723 + 52+163) 938 years according as we take all the highest

or all the lowest figures.® Secondly, it is said that the period from

Mahapadma’s inauguration back to Pariksit^s birth, which occurred

^ So also Bd iii, 8, 54 : Va 70, 48: Br 213, 124. Yet inconsistently,

Ravana lived in the Treta in the second period, Br 176, 15-16 : and
both are placed in the 27th period, Pad v, 14, 67-8.

“ In the 27th, Pad v, 23, 7-9.
® In the following discussion I refer for convenience to my Dynasties

of the Kali Age, as DKA.
" DKA, pp. 25-6, 69-70.
® A variation in this estimate makes no material difference.
® DKA, pp. 13-22, 67-9.

N 2
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soon after the battle/ was 1050 (or 1015) years.^ These figures

are so discrepant that it is clear no reliable tradition has survived

in them. It cannot be said that any one of them is more trust-

worthy than the others. No calculation can be based on all of

them combined, and to make computations from one or other of

them is purely random work.^ Besides they are all demonstrably

wrong. From the Bharata battle to Mahapadma there were

30 Paurava kings (for Yudhisthira must be reckoned in) and

29 Aiksvakus (excluding Siddhartha, i. e. Buddha, who did not

reign), beside the 37 Magadha kings
;
hence on a reckoning of the

kings as 30, the foregoing figures, 1408, &c., give average reigns

of 47, 50, 31 and 35 years respectively, which are all impossible

when tested by real historical averages as will be shown. Those

figures therefore cannot be relied on. The third set of data is that

Mahapadma exterminated all ksati’iyas, and that until then there

reigned contemporaneously for the same length of time 24 Aiksvakus,

27 Pancalas, 24 Kasis, 28 Haihayas, 32 Kaling’as, 25 Asmakas,

36 Kurus, 28 Maithilas, 23 Surasenas and 20 Vltihotras.^ Here

we have safer ground, for the (names and so) number of kings in

a dynasty was a much simpler matter and more easily remembered

than figures of the lengths of reigns and dynasties
;

and this

information about ten contemporary dynasties eliminates peculiarities

and extravagances about single dynasties and enables us to make

prudent calculations by means of averages of all ten. The investi-

gation will proceed on these lines.

It would have taken Mahapadma some time to conquer all those

kingdoms, the nearer earlier and the more distant later; and it

will not be far out if we strike a mean, say, of 20 yeai’s after his

accession for their destruction,® and so fix the year (402-20) 382 B. c.

for their mean termination. That list of contemporary kings can be

tested as regards. its period and the number of kings. The dynastic

account gives the Paurava, Aiksvaku and Barhadratha kings from

the time of the battle, but the prophetic portion of it stai-ts from the

* MBh xiv, 66 to 70.
^ DKA, pp. 58, 74.

’Mr. Jayaswal in Journal, B. and 0. Research Socy. i, pp. 67 f. : iii,

pp. 246 f. : iv, pp. 26-35. The astronomical statements obviously can-

not have scientific precision, and can only have been formed by estimate

at the close. Very probably regnal years have been unduly swelled by
reckoning for a king his yuvardja period as well as his reign proper.

« DKA, pp. 23-4, 69.
® This estimate may be varied without material difference.
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point of time when the Paurava king Adhisimakrsna, the Aiksvaku

Divakara and the Barhadratha Senajit were reigning contem-

poraneously, for it is clearly stated in the Paurava list that the

future kings were 25, Adhisimakrsna and his 24 successors, and in

the Barhadratha list that they were 16, Senajit and his 15 suc-

cessors; the predecessors in both cases not being so reckoned.

Hence in these three dynasties that point of time is the real initial

point throughout and the extermination by Mahapadma is the final

point.

The number of kings can be tested as regards the Aiksvakus and

the Kurus who were the Pauravas. The Aiksvaku list names

25 future kings from Divakara (omitting Siddhartha), and the list

of contemporary kings says 24 Aiksvakus, so that the two agree

practically. The Paurava-Kuru list names 25 future kings, and

the contemporary list says 36 ; but another well-attested reading

in the latter says 26,’- and it was pointed out ^ that, because of the

ease with which tr and v might be confused, ‘ in many eases either

[20 or 30] may be read as other data may indicate, irrespective of

the weight of the MSSf This reading 26 is no doubt the true

reading, because it accords better with the other numbers in the

contemporary list and agrees practically with the 25 in the former

list. The practical agreement in these two dynasties, the only

cases we can test, indicates that the contemporary list is also

reckoned from the same initial point as the three detailed dynasties.

According to the contemporary list then there reigned between

those initial and final points, 24 Aiksvakus, 27 Pancalas, 24 Kasis,

28 Haihayas, 32 Kalihgas, 25 Asmakas, 26 Kurus (Pauravas),

28 Maithilas, 23 Surasenas and 20 Vltihotras,^ that is 257 kings

in ten kingdoms, or a mean of 26 kings. For these 26 then we

must allow reigns of medium length, and the question is, at how
many years should a medium length be reckoned ? The longest

average of reigns occurred among the 20 Vltihotras, the shortest

among the 32 Kalihgas. Thus 20 long reigns = 32 short reigns =
26 medium reigns, whence we obtain the proportion— longest

average I shortest average I medium average I I 26 I 16^ ; 20. I

have examined 14 series of from 20 to 30 kings in various eastern

^ DKA, p. 24, note 16. ** Id, p. xxiii, § 39.
^ It is said the Vitihotras had passed away before the Pradyotas began,

DKA, pp. 18, 68. If so, they should be omitted; yet the reckoning here
would not be materially modified.
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and western countries
;
the longest average just exceeded 24 years

in one case, the shortest was about 12, and the average of all was

19 ;
but the average was higher in western countries and lower in

eastern countries. Hence as a medium average for these contem-

porary eastern dynasties we must take something less than 19, and

18 years will be a fair and even liberal estimate. The duration of

these ten contemporary kingdoms then would be 26 X 18, that is,

468 years, and their period would be from 850 to 382 B. c. when

Mahapadma exterminated them.

In this calculation the Magadha kings have not been included,

since they are omitted from the contemporary list, and the date

850 B. c. may now be tested with reference to them. From Senajit

(850) till Mahapadma overthrew the Sisunagas (402) reigned

16 Barhadrathas, 5 Pradyotas and 10 Sisunagas
;
that is, 448 years

are allowed for 31 reigns—an average of 14^ years. This lower

average is quite probable because of the violence that overthrew

those dynasties, and it is about the average I have found in eastern

dynasties. The above estimate therefore of 18 years for a medium

peaceful reign appears just, and the date 850 b. c. is highly probable.

This year 850 would be the approximate mean date of the

beginnings of the reigns of Adhisimakrsna, Divakara and Senajit j

and therefore the standpoint during their reigns, dividing the

‘ past ’ from the ‘ future ^ in the prophetic account,^ would be a few

years later, say, about 840 B. c.

To get the time of the Bharata battle, we must add the kings

who preceded those three kings, namely, 5 Pauravas (for Yudhisthira^s

reign must be included), 4 Aiksvakus and 6 Barhadrathas, that is,

a mean of 5, and here for so short a period the medium reign

probably was longer, say 20 years.^ Hence we must add (5 x 20)

100 years, and the date of the battle may be fixed approximately

as (850 + 100) 950 b. c.^ This reckoning has avoided special figures

' See Va 1
, 12-15; 99

, 258-9, 282, 300; Mat 1 , 4-5; 50
,
66-7;

371
,
5

, 23 : and p. 52.
^ The 60 years assigned to Pariksit II cannot be relied on (p. 53).
® Mr. Jayaswal fixes the battle in 1424 B. c., and other Indian writers

favour similar early dates, all working on the above chronological state-

ments in the Puianas (which are discrepant) without checking their

figures by comparison with reliable data from dynasties elsewhere. Such
a comparison shows that their calculations produce results contrary to

general experience : thus his date makes the medium average of 31 reigns

Irom the battle to Mahapadma about 33 years, an incredible length.
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or unique statements, except in the one ease of the Nandas where

no other course is available; and has proceeded upon general

averages (1) of the number of kings belonging to 11 con-

temporaneous dynasties and (2) of the lengths of reigns computed

from the reliable data of 14 historical dynasties in other countries;

thus it has eliminated all peculiar features and is a reasonable

general approximation.^

If we should seek to make an estimate of the ages before the

battle, it would be prudent to take a smaller length for the average

reign, because only one line, that of Ayodhya, is practically com-

plete, while there are gaps in the other dynasties, so that there is

little scope for taking medium averages of all the dynasties and

eliminating peculiarities. The lowest average mentioned above,

12 years, therefore would be a sounder estimate. Since however

it is said that insignificant kings have been omitted from the

genealogies (p. 89), it may be contended that the average should

be increased to compensate for lost kings, say, 13 or 13^ years per

step in the table in chapter XII
;

but the uncertainty and

peculiarity in such details require caution, and it would be more

prudent to adhere to 12 years as the average. To contend for

immense antiquity for the earliest ages is discredited by the

historical sense
;

and to push back the antiquity of those ages

to vast figures is to weaken joro tanio the trustworthiness of tradition

about them when everything depended on memory alone.^

Another consequence of such dating is to prolong also the ages before

the battle
;
and to put back the antiquity of any event is to weaken the

trustworthiness of tradition about it.

* With a possible error of being too liberal. For further calculations

see end of chap. XXIV.
® Indian writers are prone to do this

;
e. g. Abinas Chandra Das in

his Rigvedic India.



CHAPTER XVI

BRAHMAN FAMILIES AND CHRONOLOGICAL
TABLE OF RISHIS

Vamsas, or so-called genealogies, of the chief brahman families

are given in some of the Puranas/ and shorter notices or portions

are found in others^ and in the Mahabharata.® These all beloncc

to the present Vaivasvata manvantara. Besides them somewhat

similar genealogies assigned to the Svayambhuva manvantara are

mentioned in some Puranas.* and are mainly mythical, though they

introduce the names of some rishis well known in the present age.

Professedly however they do not belong to the present age and may
be put aside.

These brahman genealogies present a remarkable contrast with

those of the royal dynasties. It is the difference between a genuine

genealogy and one subsequently compiled
; between a genealogy

that grew contemporaneously with the pi’olongation of the dynasty,

and a genealogy that was pieced together by some compiler out of

such materials as he could collect and understand in after times.

The bulk of the royal genealogies consists of persons who are named

nowhere else
;
and it would be impossible to construct them out of

the notices of kings which occur elsewhere. The brahman vamsas

are defective in all their features. They do not set out continuous

descent except occasionally for a very few steps. They are often

manifestly incomplete where they give such descents, because they

may assign only a few steps to periods in which the royal

genealogies place many kings, as will be seen in the pedigree from

Sakti to Vyasa among the Vasisthas. Where they do set out

copious names, the names form merely a list without any genealogical

connexion.

^ Bd iii, 1 and 8 . Va 65 and 70 . Mat 195 to 202 .

» Bd ii, 32 and 33. Va 59. Lg i, 63, 49-55, 68-92. Kur i, 19 .

See p. 69.
® MBh i, 5 to 9.

* Bd ii, 11 . Va 10
,
29 f.

; 28 ;
31

,
16-18. Vis i, 10,

2-14. Lg i, 5,

24-6, 38-49
; 70

,
270 f. Kui- i, 13. Mark 52.
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There is little truly genealogical matter in these vaihsas which

cannot be found in various passages elsewhere. They mix up gods

and mythological persons with real rishis, as will be seen.

So far as tradition indicates, the ancient rishis kept practically

no genealogies. Brahmanical books contain lists of the rishis

through whom certain teaching was handed down (p. 4), but no

lists of natural descents. Spiritual pedigrees exist, natural

pedigrees are wanting. It was one of the duties of the sutas

(p. 15j to preserve the genealogies of rishis as well as of kings,

and presumably they observed it as far as they were able, but the

task must have been well-nigh impossible, inasmuch as the rishis

generally dwelt in secluded hermitages, many of their descendants

Avere of no note, their relations and families were not matters of

public interest and report, and their gotras multiplied unmanageably.

Rishi genealogies could never have been as copious as the dynastic

genealogies; certainly, if they ever were so, they were not trans-

mitted so sedulously, for they do not exist now.

The brahman families claimed descent from mythical rishis, of

whom there were eight, Bhrgu, Angiras, Marlci (whose son was

Kasyapa), Atri, Vasistha, Pulastya, Pulaha and Kratu. They are

called mind-born sons of Brahma,^ but fable devised another origin

for them with fanciful etymologies of their names.^ It appears in

various places with variations, but the general explanation is this.

Brahma offered a sacrifice and Bhrgu came into existence from it,

next Angiras, and then the others, and Kavi is also named some-

times as the same as Bhrgu and sometimes as distinct. Siva, who
had the form of Varuna, took Bhrgu as his son, hence Bhrgu and

the Bhargavas were famed as Varuua; Agni took Angiras, hence

Angiras was known as Agneya; and one account says Brahma

took Kavi, who was therefore known as Brahma, but adds that

Siva as Varuna took him, so that Kavi was also Varuna. The

account says Bhrgu begot seven sons, Angiras eight and Kavi eight

;

the sons named were not sons but descendants in various degrees.

' e. g. Va 9, 68-9; but differently, 99-104. The number of the mind-
horn sons varies. Brahma the Bitamaha created them, so they were
c-dWeA paitdmaharsis, Mat 171, 28.

* Va 65, 21, 35-48. Bd iii, 1, 20, 35-47. Mat 195, 5-11. MBh
xiii, 85, 4121-5, 4145-54, 4163. Brhadd v, 97-101, quoted by Vedaith
as introduction to Rigv v. Alluded to, Va 1, 128; 30, 76: Bd ii, 13,
83-4. Cf. MBh i, 5, 869-70 ; 66, 2605.
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Of the eight rishi progenitors, however, the last three, Pulastya,

Pulaha and Kratu, produced no true brahman families, as will be

explained,^ and only from the five others did genuine brahman

families claim descent. But it was known that these five families

were not all of equal antiquity, because it is said,
‘ Four original

families (^mula-gotra) came into existence, Angiras, Kasyapa, Vasistha

and Bhrgu; through action (karmatah) other families were pro-

duced ’ ^—omitting Atri. Tradition supports the later origin of

the Atreyas, and indicates that the Kasyapas also began later (see

chapter XX), so that the only families whose existence is carried

back in tradition to the earliest antiquity are the Bhargavas and

Vasisthas, and perhaps the Angirasas. Still the general allegation

came to be that the ancestors of all the families were the mythical

primaeval rishis. In the following chapters all these families will

be discussed, so far as they purport to have an historical connexion
;

and here the ground may he cleared by noticing briefly the mytho-

logical allegations about certain primaeval rishis in these families.

It is said that Pulastya’s offspring were Raksasas, Vanaras, Kinnaras

and Yaksas;^ that Pulaha’s offspring were Kimpurusas, Pisacas,

goblins, lions, tigers and other animals;^ and that Kratu had no

wife or child, and remained celibate, according to most accounts,®

but according to other accounts the Valakhilyas were bis offspring ®

The most noticeable allegations are made regarding ^ Brhaspati
^

son of ‘ Angiras \ It seems from an examination of the state-

ments that three primary Brhaspatis must be distinguished. First,

the Brhaspati who had a wife Tara
;
Soma seduced her and had

a son Budha by her.’^ Here Brhaspati means the planet,® and this

* Seven rd-ganas d,ve named after them all except Kratu, Va 65, 49-

50 ;
Bd iii,’ 1, 49-51.

^ MBh xii, 298, 10877-8; a brahmanical admission.
® MBh i, 66, 2751. Raksasas, Ram iii, 32, 23.
« MBh i, 66, 2572. Va 69, 204 f., 325 f.

; 70, 64-5
; 73, 25, 44. Bd

iii, 8, 70-2. Kur i, 19, 15-16. Lg i, 63, 66-7 (for Pulastyasya read

Pulahasyd).
^ Va 70, 66. Bd iii, 8, 72-3. Lg i, 63, 68. Kur i, 19, 16.

® Pad vi, 218, 64. MBh i, 66, 2573 (where Patanga-sahacarinah =
Vdlakhilydh). Mark 5.3, 24-5. Kg 20, 14.

’ Va 30, 28-43. Bd iii, 65, 29-44. Br 9, 19-32. Hv 25, 1340-55-.

Mat 23, 29 to 24, 7. Pad v, 12, 33-58. Vis iv, 6, 7-19. Bhag ix,

14, 4-14. Cf. MBh V, 108, 3972.
* Heavenly bodies were named after rishis, as is clearly shown by

Vasistha, the name of a real rishi and also of the star ^ in the Great Bear.
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story appears to be an astronomical myth about Jupiter, the Moon,

Mercury, &c. Secondly, the Brhaspati who is called the priest or

guru or acarya of the gods in their war with the asuras (Daityas

and Danavas), whose powerful priest was the Bhargava Usanas-

SukraJ Both these rishis are assigned a chronological position in

that that war is placed in Yayati’s reign and Yayati married Sukra^s

daughter DevayanI (p. 86).^ Thirdly, the historical rishi Brhaspati

who has been discussed above (chapter XIII). It may be added,

fourthly, that the descendants of this last are often undistinguished

from him as ‘ Brhaspatis

The third Brhaspati was an Ahgirasa, the first of course was not,

and it is not clear whether the second was such or not. But they

are constantly confused, especially in the later stories, as regards

both their functions and the epithet ‘ Ahgiras So the first, the

planet,^ is called in the story of Tara and in some Puranas the guru

of the gods® and an Ahgiras.® The first and second are further

confused and identified in astronomical accounts, and so the planet

is styled the dcdrya of the gods and also Angiras^ where Angiras

seems to be borrowed, if not from the second, yet certainly from the

third Brhaspati
; for it seems probable that the second was not an

Ahgiras in the sense of Ahgiras as a gotra, but may have got

that appellation through confusion with the third, since no

Ahgirasas appear definitely until far later in Karandhama’s reign

(chapter XIII). Further, attributes of the second are erroneously

' MBh i, 76, 3185 f. : vii, 63, 2295 : xii, 39, 990. Mat 25,
6 f.

; 249, 4f. Cf. MBh ix, 37, 2102: Pad vi, 8, 44-6, 50; 146,

6-10; &c.
^ Brhaspati is introduced in the fable about Nahusa, MBh v, 10, 360 f.

;

14, 480. It seems to me from some consideration of the devdsura wars,

that the stories of the conflicts between the devas and asuras are based,

partly, on religious struggles in the earliest times: cf. p. 68.
® Vide Sorensen’s Index as regards the MBh.
* The epithet hrhattejas is often applied to ‘ Brhaspati ’. Apparently

it properly belonged to the planet (Mat 138, 48 : Va 53, 81 : Bd ii, 24,
89 : Lg i, 61, 18), and was afterwards transferred to the other Brhaspatis
in the confusion; e. g. to the third Brhaspati (MBh i, 104, 4180), to

‘ Brhaspati ’ father of Samyu (Va 71, 48-9).
* Mat 23, 30. Pad v, 12, 34. Vis iv, 6, 7. Bhag ix, 14, 5. Cf.

Hv .25, 1342.
® See seventh note above, except Mat and Pad.

Va 55, 81, 107. Bd ii, .24, 89, 132. Mat 4.2S, 48. Lg i, 54, 18.

Cf. MBh i, 66, 2606.
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applied to the third, as where the latter is called the priest of

the gods.^

Among the Bhargavas Bhrgu and Kavi are purely mythical, but

as regards Usanas-Sukra, who is called their son, it must be noted

that Usanas and Sukra were names of the planet Venus also, and

the two must be distinguished. The rishi always appears as the

great priest of the Daityas and Danavas (chapter XVII) and as the

antagonist of the second Brhaspati with the same chronological

position. But he and the planet were confused and identified,^

and so the latter is styled in astronomical accounts Bhdrgava, the

‘ sacrificing priest of the asuras’ and ‘divine Further, since the

first and second Brhaspatis were confused, the antagonism led to

this rishi’s being foisted as Bfhaspati’s adversary into the story of

Tara in late Puranas.^

The mythical rishi Atri was made one with the mythical Atri,

who is called a primaeval prajapati® and father of Soma,® the moon.

Then he is confused with the Atri who was the father (or pro-

genitor) of Dattaand Durvasas (who will be noticed in chapter XIX),

and so Soma is made the brother of those two rishis.'^ Prabhakara,

the earliest Atreya mentioned, is connected in a fable with the sun,®

and the fable has no doubt been evolved out of his name and

Svastyati-eya the name of his descendants, and is explained as

referring to an eclipse of the sun.®

Kasyapa son of Marlci is alleged to be the progenitor of the

Kasyapa brahmans, but there is no mention of any rishi called

Kasyapa until Rama Jamadagnya^s time, as will be shown in

chapter XX, and MarTci^s son Kasyapa is made a prajapati,^® or is

1 MBh i, 1(>4, 4180: xiv, 5, 108 to 6, 125.
^ MBh i, 66, 2606-7

;
and genealogy, next chapter.

® Va 53, 80, 106; Bd ii, 24, 89, 131 ;
and Lg i, 61, 17 (all deva).

But Mat 128, 47, 63 {Daitya).
* Vis iv, 6, 8, 10. Bhag ix, 14, 6.

® Hv 5, 292. MBh xiii, 65, 3289.
' Va 90, 1-11, 46-7. Bd iii, 65, 1-11. Mat 298, 1. Hv 25, 1311.

Br 9, 1.

’ Br 144, 2-4. Pad vi, 218, 60-1. Mark 17, 5-10 ; 52, 21-2. Kur
i, 13, 7-8. Ag 20, 12. Genealogy in chap. XX.

* Genealogy in chap. XX. Vedarth, introduction to Rigv v. MBh
xiii, 156, 7292-7302.

^ Brhadd v, 12. MBh i, 123, 4807 and Hv 261, 14148 say Atri was

stirred up when the sun was destroyed. Satapatha Brahm v, 3, 2, 2.

« Kur i, 19, 16. Pad v, 37, 77 : vi, 218, 59-60. Mat 6, 1 f.
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identified with the Kasyapa who in accounts of the creation is made

the progenitor of all beings^ and is called the father of the gods

and asurasd Thus the first account given that professes to be

a vamsa of the Kasyapas® diverges off into the creation. It declares

that in this lineage the world had its origin, thus : Marici begot

a son, the prajapati Aristanemi, who afterwards became Kasyapa ^

and married Daksa^s daughters, whence came the origin of all

beings. It is also said Narada was Brahma’s son but, because of

Daksa^s curse, became the son of Kasyapa or of Kasyapa’s son :

and further that Kasyapa begot Narada, Parvata and Arundhatl,

w'hom Narada gave as wife to Vasistha'’.® It is all myth.

Besides the foregoing brahman families other brahman families

and gotras arose, which claimed no primaeval antiquity. They

were of three classes. First, the Visvamitras, who were descended

from Visvamitra, king of Kanyakubja, who became a brahman and

established an independent family. Secondly, sub-families founded

by ksatriya princes, some of which became brahmans forthwith,

such as the Kanvas and Vitahavyas (chapters XIX and XVII),

while others became first ksatriyan brahmans, as will be explained

in chapter XXIII, were incorporated into pure brahmanic families

I and then became entirely brahmans. These two classes took their

rise at definite chronological stages. The third class comprised

brahman families, such as the Agastyas (chapter XXII), which

appeared, but the origin of which is uncertain.

! In considering notices of rishis, it is very necessary to remember

the cautions explained in chapter XII. It will be convenient here

to give a table showing’ the chronological position of the ancient

rishis, as they are ascertained in the preceding and following

I

chapters, and it is arranged according to the scale in the table of

j

royal genealogies in chapter XII, that is, the numbers correspond

in both tables, and the two read together show what kings and

rishis were contemporaries. This table will elucidate the discussions

1 MBh i, 65, 2519; 66, 2598 : xiii, 12, 556-7.
^ Bd iii, 1, 113 f. Va 65, 109 f., which seems corrupt. Cf. Kur i,

20, 1--4.

® MBh xii, 208, 7574 says that Marici begot Ka^vapa, who was known
by both the names .Kasyapa and Aristanemi. MBh iii, 184, 12660,
12665 call an ‘Aristanemi’ Tdrksya.

^ Va 65, 135-42; Bd iii, 2, 12-18.
® Va 70, 79-80. Bd iii, 8, 86-7. Lg i, 63, 78-80. Kur i, 19, 20.
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in the following chapters. The Matsya [195 to 202) gives copious

lists of rishis and gotras in the brahman families, and it will be

found that gotras of the same name sometimes existed in two

families.’ This renders it at times hardly certain to which family

a rishi mentioned by his gotra name should be assigned, yet

generally one gotra was far more distinguished than the other, so

that it is reasonable to place such a rishi in the family in which

the gotra was distinguished. Where a rishi is mentioned only

by his gotra name without any personal name, the former is

placed within inverted commas
;
and where a rishi can be assigned

only tentatively to a particular position, his name is marked thus (?).

Rishis and teachers after the Bharata battle are dealt with in

chapter XXVII.

' Thus, Paulastya besides being a family was also a Bhargava gotra

(Vat 195, 30). Kutsa was both Ahgirasa and Bhargava {id. 195, 22 ;

196, 37). There were Kdnvas among the Vasisthas, as well as Kanvd-
yanas {Kdnvas) among the Augirasas {id. 196, 21 ; 200, 9).
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Bhargavas Angirasas Vasisthas Other Families

1 ‘ Vasistha ’

2 Cyavana ... ... ‘ Vasistha ’

3 ‘ Vasistha ’

6 U^anas-Sukra (Brha ati)

6 Sanda and
Marka. Ap-
navana

...

7-

17
... ...

18 Prabhakara-Atreya
19-

29 ...

30 Urva Varuna «* • ...

31 Kcika-Aurva Apava-
Varuni

Datta-Atreya. Burvasas-
Atreya (?)

32 Jamadagni,
Ajigarta

Devaraj (Vi^varatha-) Vi^vamitra

33

(Kama, 1

Madhucchandas, Rsabha,
Eenu, Astaka, Kati (or

Kata ?) and Galava, Vi^-

vamitras
^unah^epa-Devarata-Viii-

34
1 Sunah^epa

)

vamitra

35 ...

36 ... ...

37
38 • •• Atharvan
39 U^ija ‘ Kasyapa

’

40 Agni-Aurva,
Vltahavya

Ucathya,
Brhaspati,
Samvaita

Atharva-
nidhi I-

Apava
41 Dirghatanias,

Bharadvaja,

^aradvant I

42 ‘ Vi^vamitra ’ (Sakunta-
la’s father), Kanva-
Ka4yapa, Agastya (and
Lopamudra)

43 ... Kaksivant I

44 Sariiyu ...

45
46

47

Vidathin-
Bharadvaja
1
" adopted by
Bharata)

48
49 Garga, Nara
50 Uruksaya,

Sankrti
51 Pji^van (?)
52

53
Kapi

^resthabhaj54, ‘ Bharadvaja ’

(with Aja-
midha)
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Bhargavas Angirasas Vasisthas Other Famimes

55 Kanva
56 Mpdliatithi-

57
Kanva

58
59
60 ••• ••• Atharva- Sandilya-Kasyapa

61 Maudgal3^a
nidhi II

62 (Vadhrya^va) ...

63 (Divodasa) Payu, Vibhandaka-KaSyapa,

64 (Mitraj’u'),

Saradvant 11,

Sobhari-
Kanva

‘ Vasistha ’

Arcananas-Atreya

Ksya^rnga-Kasyapa, Ke-

65

Parucchepa-
Daivodasi

Maitreya, Kaksivant II-

(with Daia-
ratha)

bha-Ka^yapa, SyavaSva-
Atreya
Andhigu-Atreya

66

Pratardana-
Daivodasi,
Pracetas
Ananata-

Paj riya

67

Parucchepi,
Valmiki
Sumitra- ‘ Vasistha ’

68
Vadhryassva (with Sudas)

Aakti, ‘ Vi^vamitra ’ (witli

69 Viimadeva

SatajAtu

Para^ara-

Sudas), Nidhruva-
Ka^yapa

70 Brhaduktlia

Saktya,
Suvarcas

71 Pf^vapi-

72

73

Saunaka

Indrota- Vaibhandaki-Ka^yapa

74
Saunaka

75-

85
86 ‘ Jaigisavya ’

87 ^aiikha and Likhita,

88

Kandarika, Babliravj'a-

Pancala

89 (Sagava")

90 Para.4ara-

91 ‘ Bharadvaja
’

Sagara
‘ Jatukarnya’ Asita-Ka^yapa, Visvak-

92 Krsna-Dvai-
sena (-Jatukarnya ?)

Agnive^a?

93 Krpa, Drona

payana-
Vyasa
Suka Asita-Devala, Dhaumya

94 Vaisampa- A^vattliaman, Bhuri^ravas,

and Yaja, all Ka^yapas
Loma^a, ‘Jaimini’, Su-

1 yana Paila mantu



CHAPTER XVII

THE BHAEGAVAS

The Bhargavas claimed descent from the primaeval rishi Bhrgu,

and they are also called Bhrgus indiscriminately
;
thus Cyavana

is called Bhrgu ^ and Bhrgu’s son; ^ his descendant Rclka is equally

called Bhrgu ^ and Bhrgu’s son ;
^ and Relka’s grandson Rama

Jamadagnya is also called Bhrgu® and Bhrgu’s son.® This general

use of the name Bhrgu pi’oduces great confusion, if it is taken to

denote one and the same rishi, but when applied to a rishi it means

-simply a Bhrgu, a Bhargava.

The vamsa of the Bhargavas is set out in Vayu 65, 72-96,

Brahmanda iii, 1, 73-100 and Matsya 195, 11-46. The first two

give the best genealogical account
;
the third is fullest as regards

names and gotras. Brief accounts are also found in the Maha-

bharata.'^ The Vayu and Brahmanda texts collated are treated here

as the genealogy. It shows that real tradition has been mixed up

with mythology, Usanas-Sukra is identified with the planet Venus,

. and among Bhrgu’s offspring are included gods and semi-divine

personages. The Matsya account says Bhrgu married Puloman’s

daughter Divya, and had by her the twelve Bhrgu gods,® Cyavana

and Apnavana
;

Apnavana’s son was Aurva and his son was

Jamadagni. The best Mahabharata account® says Bhrgu had two

sons, Sukra-Kavi-Graha^® who was guru of the Daityas and gods

{sura), and Cyavana
; Cyavana married Manu’s daughter ArusI and

had a son Aurva
; Aurva’s son was Reika, who had a hundred sons,

the eldest of whom was Jamadagni
;
and Jamadagni had four sons of

' MBh xiii, 51, 2685. Id. iii, 122, 10316.
® Va 65, 93 ; 91, 93. Bd iii, 66, 57.

.
" MBh xiii, 56, 2910. Va 91, 67-8, 71 : &c.
® MBh vii, 70, 2435.
® See Sorensen’s Index, Rama k
^ i, 5 to 9; 66, 2605-13: and xiii, 85, 4145-6 gives a curt and

• inaccurate summary.
® Alluded to, Y& 64, 4; Bd ii, 38, 4.

;

® i, 66, 2605-13.
Confusing him with the planet.

2465 o
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whom Rama was the youngest. The other Mahabharata passages

will be considered separately.

The foregoing versions give the earliest Bhrgus as Usanas-Sukra

and Cyavana, as brothers. Both are often spoken of as Bhargavas.^

The former is sometimes called Kavi/ sometimes made distinct from

Kavi,^ and more often made Kavi’s son/ often Kavya ® and some-

times best of the Kavis,® so that tradition places Kavi above him.

Moreover it will be seen that he is placed later than Cyavana by

tradition, because Cyavana is connected with Manu’s son Saryati

and ^ukra with Yayati, who was later. Hence the two most

ancient Bhargavas were Cyavana, who is called Cyavana in Vedic

literature, and Usanas-Sukra.

Cyavana, it is often said, married Sukanya, daughter of Manuks

son, king Saryati,® and sacrificed for him.® He is also connected

with Manuks other son Prsadhra.^® His position is therefore clearly

fixed, though late, and especially brahmanic, tales wrongly introduce

him as existing at other periods; and he is made the subject of

fable even in the Rigveda.^^

Usanas-Sukra, for he had both names, is generally connected

with the Daityas, Danavas and asuras, who meant originally tribes

^ For Cyavana, see ante. For Usanas-Sukra, MBh i, 81, 3387 : xii,

291, 10665: xiii, 98, 4687-8 : &c. Mat 249, 4 f. Br 73, 31, 34.

® MBh i, 76, 3196. Pad vi, 8, 46.
5 MBh i, 66, 2606 : xiii, 85, 4150.

'

* MBh i, 66, 2606 : 76, 3204 ;
Vedarth on Rigv viii, 84.

^ MBh i, 85, 3527: xii, 291, 10660: xiii, '98, 4741. Mat 25, 9.
'(

Pad vi, 8, 47. See Kavya, Vedic Index i, p. 153.
® Kavi-vara, the genealogy. Kavindra, MBh xiii, 98, 4690. ,

’’ The connexion of Cyavana with Nahusa in MBh xiii, 51 is a manifest l

late brahmanical fahle.

» W£,]iin,121, 10313; 122, 10320-44; 124, 10371 f. : iv,^i, 650-1 : -1

V, 116, 3970. Va 86, 23. Bd iii, 61, 19. Pad iv, 14, 49 f. Piam v, !

'

24, 11. ArusI (ante) may mean Aurva’s mother.
® MBh xiv, 9, 249. Cf. Aitareya Brahm viii, 4, 21,

Va 86, 1—2. Bd iii, 61, 1-2. (Bhag ix, 2, 3—15.)

As with king KuSika of Kanyakubja, MBh xiii, 52 to 56 : in the f

Eamayana story of Sagara’s birth (i, 70, 31-2 : ii, 110, 20): in Rama’s

reign. Pad iv, 14, 26 ;
Ram vii, 60.

As that the ASvins restored him to youth, Vedic Index i, 264; .

MBh iii, 123 Bhag ix, 3, 2-17. The fahle shows he was far more i

ancient than the hymns.

MBh i, 65, 2544 ; 76, 3204 ; 85, 3527 : xii, 291, 10662, 10687-90
;

294, 10760. Mat 25, 25.
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hostile to the Aryans, being called their guru^ acdrya^ upddhydya^

purohita,'^ and ydjakad' His intimate connexion with them is often

alluded to.® In later notices his position was improved and he

became gum or dcdrya of the gods {deva) as well as of the Daityas/

and then more positively of the gods and asuras ®—an impossible

status. So he is called divine,® but never, as far as I know,

unequivocally teacher or priest of the gods alone. The change

was manifestly in this direction, for it is incredible that it could

have been the reverse way, since the Daityas and Danavas were

metamorphosed into demons by later fancy
;
hence in the passages

where he is called priest of the suras, ‘gods,'’ also, the word sura has

probably superseded as?ira sometimes. Why the change took place

is not clear, but improvement may have been felt to be required

after that metamorphosis and after the Bhargavas became famous

brahmans
;
and it is worthy of note that fables say Siva took Kavi

as his son (chapter XVI), and Uma prevented Siva from slaying

Usanas, whence Usanas became her son.^°

His original position comes out clearly from stories of the war

between the devas (gods) and astirasd''- He was on the asuras’ side

and restored the slain asuras to life by means of a potent spell

called wrla-sanjlvani^'^ which he had obtained from Siva^® and

which the devas did not know.^^ The devas’ j:)riest Brhaspati could

1 MBh i, ee, 2607 ; 81, 3367. Mat 30, 9. Br 9o, 26-8 ; 146, 24-5.

Pad vi, 4, 10.

^ Va 62, 80 ; 97, 94 f. : 98, 27. Bd ii, 36, 94 : iii, 72, 95 f. Kur i,

19, n. Fadvi, 4, 14.

® MBh i, 65, 2544 : cf. 78, 3310. ‘ Mat 25, 9. MBh i, 76, 3188.
® Va 53, 80. Bd ii, 24, 89. Lg i, 61, 17. Hv 221, 12200.
® With Vrtra, MBh xii, 280, 10004, 10012. With Bali, Br 73, 24,

31, 36; MBh xiii, 98, 4687. Taught Prahlada, MBh xii, 139, 5203.
Against the gods. Pad vi, 211, 20 ;

Vis i, 17, 48 ;
MBh xii, 291, 10660-5,

with a fable to explain it.

^ MBh i, 66, 2607.
* Line 7 of the genealogy. Vis i, 12, 97. Hv 2, 66.
* See chap. XVI, but Daitya in Mat. MBh xii, 291, 10660. He is

made father of Devi, wife of Varuna, MBh i, 66, 2616.

MBh xii, 291, 10693. Bd iii, 10, 17-18. Va 72, 15-16. Br 34,
90-1. Lg ii, 13, 6.

“ MBh i, 76, 3187 to 78, 3281. Mat 25, 6 to 27, 3; 47, 59-234.

Bd iii, 72, 92 to 73, 69. Va 97, 91 to 98, 68. Sukra among the asuras,

Brhaspati among the devas, MBh xv, 28, 753.

Also Br 95, 26, 30.

Also Lg i, 35, 16-17, 25 : Pad vi, 146, 3.

o 2

13
Also Br 95, 26.
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not restore the slain clevas to life, until (according to one version ’)

his son Kaca succeeded by stratagem in learning the spell from

Suhra. Then the devas got it and vanquished Sukra and the

asuras.^

The genealogy says Sukra’s wife was the pifr-kanyCi Go,® and

they had four sons, Tvastr, Varutrin, Sanda (or Sanda) and Marka.^

Tvastr introduces, and passes off into, mythology, with his alleged

two sons, Trisiras-Visvarupa and Visvakarman. Varutrin had three

sons (named), who were priests of the Daityas,® hostile to Indra,

and so perished. Sanda and Marka v/ere priests of the asuras

according to Vedic literature,® and are mentioned in the Puranas

in connexion with a great war between the devas and the Daityas

and Danavas. It is said that at the devas’ entreaty they abandoned

the Daityas and Danavas and helped the devas, who then were

victorious
;
and it appears to be said that Sukra then cursed them.®

Sukra had a daughter Devayani by (the genealogy says) Jayantl; *

and she married king Yayati (p. 86). Tradition then leaves Usanas-

Sukra’s lineage in this position, that it sank as the Daityas fell

and disappeared in one way or another, and certainly no brahman

family (as far as I am aware) claimed descent from him, unless

possibly the Markandeyas were descended from Marka (see infra).

It must be noticed that Cyavana’s family and Usanas-Sukra’s

family appear to have occupied different regions. Cyavana is

always connected witli the west of India, the country around the

Gulf of Cambay,^® in or near Saryati’s territory Anarta (Gujarat)

as shown by the story of his marrying Sukanya, and by the

’ MBh i, 76. Mat 25. " Also Ag 2A0, 1.

® Probably liis sister, see pp. 69-70.

MBb i, 65, 2544-5 names them differently, and says they were

asura-ydjakas.
® The Va reading brahmisthd sura-ydjakdh is clearly wrong and should

be brahmisthdsura-ydjakdh for brahmisthdh asura-yajakdh by double

sandhi as is not uncommon in the Puranas. Cf. Vis i, 17, 48, where

Bhargavas were purohitas to the Daitya king Hiranyaka^ipu.

® Both called asura-raksas, Satapatha Brahm iv, 2, 1, 4-6.

' They do not occur in the MBh. Sandha in Pad v, 19, 272.
® Va 97, 72, 86; 98, 63-7. Bd iii, 72, 72, 87; 73, 63-8. Mat 47,

54 229—33.
8 So also’Va 97, 149-54; 98, 20: Bd iii, 72, 150-6; 73, 19: Mat

47, 114-21, 186. These say Jayanti was India’s daughter.

Later passages connect ‘ Cyavana ’ with other places, as noticed

above : and MBh iii. 89, 8365.
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statement that he performed austerities near the Vaidurya Mts

(the west portion of the Satpura range) and the R. Narmada.^

Usanas-Sukra is connected rather with the central region of

N. India, for Yayati king of Pratisthana (Allahabad) met his

daughter DevayanI near his own territory and married her
;
^ and

Kapalamocana on the Sarasvatl is called his tlrtha.^ Cyavana^s

descendants remained connected with west India,** and when the

Haihayas dominated that region and the Saryata kingdom perished

(p, 98), they became associated with the Haihayas. It is they who
produced the great Bhargava family, that has now to be considered.

Two sons are given to Cyavana and Sukanya, Apnavana and

Dadhica. Apnavana is mentioned in the Rigveda,® and his name is

corrupted in the Puranas to Apnuvana,® Apravana," Atmavana ® and

Atmavant.® The Matsya account wrongly makes Cyavana and

Apnavana brothers, because Apnavana’s wife Ruei has the

patronymic Nahusi, which means no doubt that she was daughter

of the Aila king Nahusa, so that he would have been a younger

contemporary of Nahusa and therefore a descendant rather than

brother of Cyavana. Dadhica is hopelessly enveloped in fable.*®

A son Sarasvata is assigned to him, of whom a fable is narrated.**

Another account gives another son, Pramati, to Cyavana,*® but the

connexion has been greatly contracted as will be explained.

The genealogy says Apnavana^s son was Urva, but it has con-

tracted the pedigree, because, as the following account shows, Urva

was later and therefore was a descendant.*®

A notice of these Bhargavas is given in two accounts. One
says *^—The Bhrgus or Bhargavas were priests to king Krtavlrya

.
* MBh iii, 132, 10316 with 121, 10310-13; 124, 10374-7. Pad iv,

14, 12-26, 46-53; 16, 3, connecting him with the E. Payosnl (Tapti).

Cf. also MBh iii, 102, 8740.
® Also Br 146, 2-4 : Mat 27, 12-15

; 30, 4-5.
s MBh ix, 40, 2249-51, 2262.
* MBh iii, 118, 10223 and context. Brahmanical fables about

Cyavana, MBh xiii, 50 to 56.
® See Vedic Index. Not in MBh.
® Mat 195, 15, 17, 29, 32, 35.
’ In the Bd genealogy. * In the Va genealogy.
= Va 59, 96. Ed ii, 32, 104. Mat 145, 98. Pad vi, 82, 4.
*« Fables, MBh ix, 52, 2929-60: xii, 344, 13211-12.

- ** MBh ix, 52, 2931-49, 2960-77. *' MBh i, 5, 870-1
; 8, 939.

So MBh xiii, 4, 207 calls Urva’s son Rcika ‘son of Cyavana’.
** MBh i, 178, 6802-15.
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(of the Haihayas) and he bestowed great wealth on them. After

his death the princes of his family demanded it back, but the

Bhargavas refused to give it up. They used violence to the

Bhargavas, and the Bhargavas fled to other countries for safety.

One of the Bhargava wives gave birth to a son then who was

called Aurva (p. 68). The other account says,’^ in prophetic form

—

The ksatriyas fell out with the Bhargavas and slew them, and

Bhargava Urva^ was born then. His son was Rcika. Both

accounts ® say that the son born then cherished great wrath against

the adversaries but stayed it awhile. That was natural. The

Bhargavas were filled with anger against the Haihayas, yet could

not contend successfully against them. They could look for revenge

only through force of arms, and further notices show that they

turned their thoughts to arms and sought alliance with ksatriyas in

marriage. Rcika was a famous rishi.^

Thus Rcika Aurva became skilled in archery.® He soiight

in marriage Satyavatl daughter of Gadhi or Gathin, king of

Kanyakubja. Gadhi did not relish his suit and tried to evade it

by demanding a gift of a thousand peculiarly coloured horses, it is

said, but Rcika supplied them and gained her.® The genealogy

says Rcika had many sons, of whom Jamadagni was the eldest.^

None of the others ai’e named, but perhaps Ajigarta was one, for

his son Sunahsepa was a Bhargava and was adopted by Visvamitra.®

Jamadagni was trained to archery and arms,® and allied himself

with the royal hou e of Ayodhya, for he married Renuka daughter

^ MBh xiii, 56 ,
2905-7.

® Urva is also mentioned, Hv 46
, 2527 ;

Pad v, 38, 74.
® MBh i, 178, 6815 to 180

, 6855 ; xiii, 56
,
2908-10.

^ MBh iii,iJ5, 11046, 11055: xii, ^9, 1721, 1731. Va M, 66-8. Bd
iii, 66

,
37-8. Br 10,

29-30. Hv 27,
1431-2. Vis iv, 7, 5-6. Earn

i, 61
,
16-17.

= MBh xiii, 56,
2910. Of. Earn i, 75, 21-2. MBh xii, 234

,
8607 and

xiii, 137, 6267 say Dyutimant king of Salva gave his kingdom to Rcika.
® MBh iii, 115,

11044-54 : v, 118
,
4005-7 : xii, 49,

1721-2 : xiii, 4 ,

205-19; 55,2913-14. Eami,5^^,7. Also in Kanyakubja genealogies, p. 99.

' So also MBh i, 66
,
2611-13 : iii, 115,

11067 : xii, 49
,
1744.

® See JEAS, 1917, pp. 58-61. Bd iii, 66,
63-7. Va 91

,
92-6. Br

10 ,
64-6. Hv 27, 1470-2; 32

,
i774. Br 10

,
53-4 and Hv 27,

1456-7 wrongly make Sunahsepa son of Rcika and younger brother of

Jamadagni; and so alluded to in MBh xii, 294
,
10759. Vis iv, 7, 17.

Bhag ix, 16, 30, 32.
® MBh iii, 115

,
11069-70 : xiii, 56,

2910-12. Cf. Earn i, 75, 22-3.
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of Renu^ a junior raja of that line
;
^ but he was a peaceful rishi

and left martial exploits alone.^

Jamadagni had four^ or five^ sons, of whom Rama was the

youngest and greatest.® Rama is always described as a great

warrior, skilled in all weapons,® especially in archery.'^ Though

a brahman, he is generally spoken of as virtually a ksatriya,® com-

bining the two characters, hrahma-ksatra? The battle-axe is

mentioned as his special weapon,^® whence he is sometimes called

Parasu-Rama in later writings, to distinguish him from Rama of

Ayodhya, who is then called Ramacandra.^^

These Aurvas lived in Madhyadesa where they had fled and

married,^® and the Haihaya king Arjuna Kartavirya is said in his

conquests there to have molested Jamadagni. There was hostility,

and Arjuna^’s sons killed Jamadagni. Rama in revenge killed

Arjuna and also, it is said, many Haihayas (p. 151). The Haihayas

pursued their devastating raids through N. India, until Sagara

annihilated their power (p. 156). The brahmans confused all these

occurrences in the fable that Rama destroyed all ksatriyas off the

^ MBh iii, 99, 8658 ; 116, 11072—3 : v, 116, 3972. See Kanyakubja
genealogies, p. 99. Alluded to, Pad vi, 268, 8, 73-4; 269, 158. That
was about the time of Satyavrata Triiaiiku’s exile

;
see p. 59 and JRAS,

1913, pp. 885-900. Fable, MBh xiii, 95’, 96.

2 MBh iii, 116, 11071 : xii, 49, 1744: xiii, 56, 2912.
^ MBh i, 66, 2612.
* MBh iii, 116, 11074, 11080, where their names are given in a fable

of Rama’s killing his mother.
® Bd iii, 21 to 47, 62, a long brahmanical fable about him.
' MBh i, 66, 2613: iii, 116, 11088: vii, 70, 2427. Ag 4, 13.
" Va 91, 91. Bd iii, 66, 62-3. Br 10, 52-3. Hv 27, 1455.
® Hence perhaps he does not appear in the Vedic Index.
® So genealogy: also Va 65, 94 : Bd iii, 1, 98. Brdhmanam ksatra-

dliarmdnam, MBh xiii, 56, 2914. AVhy Jamadagni’s uncle, the ksatriya

Viivamitra, became a brahman, and Jamadagni’s son Rama became
virtually a terrible ksatriya, was explained by a fable about two earns

given to Jamadagni’s and Visvamitra’s mothers; MBh iii, 115, 11055-67 :

xii, 49, 1722-44: xiii, 4, 220-46: and the Kanyakubja genealogies

(p. 99) : noticed, MBh xiii, 56, 2914-17.
MBh i, 104, 4172: vii, 70, 2434: xii, 49, 1748-9: xiii, 864.

Hv 42, 2316 ; 96, 5302-4. Br 213, 116. Ag 4, 17.

Ed iii, 37, 15. Vis iv, 7, 16; 11. 7. Vedarth on Rigv i, 65.

Pad iv, 17, 14, 65 :'

vi, 143, 4 ; 281, 25.
” Jamadagni lived on the Ganges’ bank. Pad vi, 268, 21. Bd iii, 26,

42-3
; 45, 1-5 say on the R. Narmada, a late brahmanical tale

probably.
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earth twenty-one times.^ Consequently he is often styled the

exterminator of the ksatriyas.^ But tradition^ while apparently

accepting that fable^ redressed the honour of the ksatriyas by two

anachronistic fables, that Rama challenged Rama of Ayodhya to

fight and was defeated, and that he had a long contest with

Bhisma also and was worsted (p. 72).

It is fabled that Rama, after exterminating the ksatriyas,

sacrificed at Rama-tli'tha with Kasyapa as his upadhyaya and gave

him the earth (or a golden altar) as his fee : whereupon Kasyapa

banished him to the southern ocean, and the ocean made the

Surparaka country (near Bombay) for Rama, and Rama dwelt

there.® Other stories say Rama retired then to Mt. Mahendra,^

which is generally identified with the Mahendra range in Orissa

;

and he is fabled to have lived on there till long ages later.® He is

also fictitiously introduced into tales about later princes (e. g.

pp. 67, 72).

The next Bhargava rishi mentioned is the Aurva who succoured

Sagara of Ayodhya ® and whose name was Agni.’^ He is the last

Aurva alluded to.

About the same time lived king Vltahavya (or Vltihotra, p. 155),

whom a Bhrgu rishi saved from Pratardana of Kasi by impliedly

asserting that he was a brahman, and who consequently became

" MBh i, 64, 2459-64; 104, 4172-6: iii, 115, 11033-8; 116, 11089
io 117, 10204: xii, 1706; 49,1750-78; 55.9,13879: xiii,44, 866:

xiv, 29, 817-34. Pad vi, 268, 23-76. Br 213, 114-18. Ag 4, 12-19 ;

Hv 42, 2317. Cf. MBh i, 66, 2613 ; 167, 6382 ; 188, 7047. . Explained

in chap. XXIV.
' e.g. MBh i, 66, 2613 : vii, 70, 2429-39: xii, 49, 1747, 1768-78.
3 MBh iii, 85, 8185 (cf. 88, 8337): vii, 70, 2440-7: ix, 50, 2835-8:

xii, 49, 1778-82 : 234, 8600 : xiii, 62, 3136. Cf. Br 213, 119 ;
Hv 42,

2318-20; Pad vi, 268, 77. MBh iii, 117, 10204-10, which says the

tirtha is in Samantapancaka, on the R. Saiasvatl (ix, 38, 2163; 45,

2501 : Mat 7, 3) in Kuruksetra (MBh i, 1, 12-13 : ix, 54, 3008). Cf.

MBh xiii, 14, 865-6; 84, 3960-2; 137, 6256: xiv, 29, 824-34 :

differently xiii, 85, 4183 ; 86, 4220.
" MBh iii, 99, 8681-2; 85, 8158; 117, 10209: v, 187, 7338: vii,

70, 2447: xii, 2, 59. Ag 4, 19-20. Br 213, 122. Hv 4.2, 2322.

Pad i, 39, 14. Bd iii, 47, 39-62.
® MBh i, 130, 5118-20: iii, 99, 8681-12; 117, 10211-13: v, 176,

6054 : xii, 2, 59 to 5, 107. Hv 42, 2321-2. See p. 152, note
® Ram wrongly calls him Cyavana, see ante. P. 153.
' Mat 12, 40. Pad v, 8, 144. Lg i, 66, 15. Kur i, 21, 5. VK 7,

60; 8, 8, 9. JRAS, 1919, pp. 364-5.
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a brahman.^ His descendants are set out for fifteen generations.

His son was Grtsamada, whose eleventh descendant was Pramati,

whose son was RurUj whose son was Sunaka, from whom came the

Saunakas.^ It is not said which family he was adopted into, but

it was the Bhargavas, because the last portion of that genealogy,

with all the preceding ancestry omitted, is given in an account

which makes Pramati to be son of Cyavana,®and because Vltihavya,

Grtsamada and the Saunakas are named in the Bhargava vamsa.^

It is however said elsewhere that a Sunaka and the Saunakas were

descended from a Grtsamada, a son of Sunahotra, son of Ksatra-

vrddha, who founded the Kasi dynasty ® (p. 86). Both these stories

make a Grtsamada ancestor of the Saunakas. On the other hand,

it is said there was a Grtsamada, who was son of Sunahotra by

birth, was (or became) an Ahgirasa, and afterwards became a

Bhargava of the Saunaka gotra.® It is said in the first story that

Vltahavya’s son Grtsamada is mentioned in the Rigveda,'^ but this

is inconsistent, because the above comment on the Bigveda means

that the Saunakas were a Bhargava gotra before this Grtsamada^s

time, and he became virtually a descendant of Sunaka by the

adoption into the Saunakas. It appears that there were two

Grtsamadas and two Sunakas, and therefore two Saunaka gotras

;

and the others will be found among the ksatriyan brahmans in

chapter XXIII
;
hence there were numberless ‘ Saunakas ’.

The only Saunaka of importance with a personal name was

Indrota, who is called Daivapa in Vedic literature, that is, son of

Devapi Saunaka. The story about him has been narrated above

(p. 114) and fixes his time as that of Janamejaya II Pariksita.

A Saunaka was the chief of the rishis at the great saci’ifice in

Naimisa forest, to whom it is said the Mahabharata ® was recited,

and also the Matsya and other Puranas,® in the reign of Adhisi-

makrsna (p. 52).

> MBh xiii, 30, 1983-96.
* Ibid. 1997-2006.
^ MBh i, 5, 870-3; 8, 939-40. Hence Pramati is wrongly introduced

at the earliest time in Mark 114, 29 f.

* Mat 195, 18, 36, 39, 44-5. ‘Saunaka’ is often mentioned, e.g.

MBh i, A 2 ; Mat 1, 5 ;
Pad v, 1,11.

® Va 92, 2-4. Bd iii, 67, 2-4. Br 11, 31-3. Hv 29, 1517-19.
® Anukramani, introduction to Rigv ii, and Vedarth id. and on ix, 86.
’’ MBh xiii, 30, 1997-9. * MBh 'i, 1,2.
® Mat J, 5. HvJ, 11.
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Another Bhargava was Valmiki o£ the Ramayanaj^ called Pra-

cetasa.^ Other Bhargavas are named in Janamejaya IIUs time.®

The genealogy also says that many outsiders among other rishis

were known as Bhargavas,^ and such were the following who are

named by the Matsya, Maudgalayana, Sahkrtya, Gargyayana and

Gargiya, Kapi, Maitreya, Vadhryasva and Divodasa.® All these

were ‘ ksatriyan brahmans ’ (chapter XXIII). The Matsya account

says in conclusion, ‘These noble men who have been mentioned,

born in the Bhrgu vamsa, were founders of royal gotras.^

The genealogy says there were seven paksas or groups among the

Bhargavas, named Vatsa, Bida, Arstisena, Yaska, Vainya or

Pathya, Saunaka and Mitreyu,® and the Matsya list mentions them

all except Vainya or Pathya, but Pathya is obviously a mistake

for Prthya, and Vainya and Prthya are the same, viz. those who

claimed descent from Prthu son of Vena, for Vainya Prthu is

included in a list of eighteen Bhargava hymn-makers,® and appears

as Venya Prthl in Rigveda x, 148, 5. That list names Bida,®

Arstisena and Saunaka also and fourteen others.

Among the Bhargavas were also the Markandeyas,^® and

Markanda is mentioned as a gotra-founder among the Bhargavas,^^

but there is no mention of them in the genealogy. Markandeya is

a patronymic from Markanda,^® and these are sometimes treated

as equivalent terms.^® ‘ Markande
3^a

^ is a vague and elusive

^ A late Valmiki perhaps composed the E-amayana, and then was
identified with the Valmiki of Rama’s time.

^ Ram vii, 93, 16, 18 ; 94, 25. Mat 12, 51. Pad v, 8, 155. MBh
xii, 57, 2086.

=* MBh i, 53, 2045, 2049 : xiii, 40, 2262, 2268, 2300.
^ Rsy-antaresu vai bahya bahavo Bhargavah smrtah. The words vai

hdhydh might be also read as vaivahyah, and the meaning would also be

true but jejune. So the Mat account notices certain gotras as paras-

param avaivdhya {195, 32, 36, 40, 42, 45).
° Mat 195, 22-3, 33, 38, 40, 42.
® Va corrupts the names. ^ Mat 195, 17, 18, 30, 34-6, 40.
« Va 59, 96-7. Bd ii, 32, 104-6. Mat 145, 98-100. These reckon

him as two persons.
® Mentioned, Bd ii, 33, 15.

Called Bhargava, MBh iii, 183, 12617 ; 188, 12902 ;
190 , 13010 : &c.

Born in Bhrgu’s line, Var 15, 4. Pad v, 28 professes to give the origin

of Markandeya.
“ Mat 195, 20.

Mentioned, Pad v, 28, 61 ;
29. 19. Not in Vedic Index.

Mat 103, 13-15. Pad i, 40, 15, 27-34.
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figure, often mentioned as a distinguished rishi and introduced at

various times and with reference to various placesd There was of

course a family of Markandeyas, yet ‘Markandeya^ is regarded

sometimes as only one rishi who was long-lived.^ He appears

always without any personal name or definite connexion. Though

a Bhargava, ‘ Markandeya ^ always stands rather apart, and there

is no real explanation, as far as I know, how the Markandeyas arose.

Markandeya is said to have been a son of a rishi Mrkanda or

Mrkandu,^ but they are placed in the Svayambhuva manvantara,^

which is irrelevant here. It seems probable that Markanda is to

be connected with Marka,^ son of Usanas-Sukra. All Sukra’s

descendants by holding to non-Aryan tribes disappeared, except

Sanda and Marka as mentioned above
;
and if so, the descendants

of Marka would have obtained a permanent position among the

Aryans, and may have been the Markandeyas.

CHAPTEE XVIII

THE VASISTHAS

The Vasistha family was connected with the kings of Ayodhya

from the earliest times and the Vasisthas were their hereditary

priests.® Thus a Vasistha is mentioned in connexion with Iksvaku

and his son Vikuksi-Sasada,'^ and with Iksvaku’s son Nimi the first

king of Videha
;
but these particular allusions may be mythical

and the fable about Nimi and Vasistha will be noticed infra.

Many Vasisthas can be distinguished in tradition, but they have

been sadly confused in brahmanic stories through the habit of

* e.g. MBh iil, 84, 8058-9 ; 88, 8329-30
; 183, 12597-8.

2 MBh iii, 183, 12598-9 : Pad v, 38, 22, 24; vi, 336, 3, 92 : which
say he is immortal. Of. MBh iii, 35, 952-3.

® Pad V, 38, 3 f.
;

vi, 336, 1-2, 18. Ag 30, 10. Mentioned, Va 41,

44 ;
Pad vi, 363, 27.

* Va 38, 5. Bd ii, 11, 7. Vis i, 10, 4. Mark 53, 16.
* Marka + the rare affix anda-, Whitney’s Grammar, §1201. The

affix has been found in an inscription, Indian Antiquary, 1910, p. 212.

Mricanda is a name invented.
® Bd’ iii, 48, 29. Vis iv, 3, 18. Pad vi, 319, 44 ; 337, 1. MBh i,

174, 6642.
" Va 88, 14, 19, 21. Bd iii, 63, 15, 20, 22.
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referring to them only by their gotra name Vasis^ha. It is rare

to find any Vasistha mentioned by his personal name until we reach

Sakti, and the confusion may be illustrated in two ways. First,

the epithet of the primaeval mythical Vasistha, ‘ Brahma’s sou’,

is applied to the fiftlU of the Vasisthas distinguished here, and

also to the fourth and seventh confused
;
^ and similarly Arundhatl ^

is the name of the wife of the mythical Vasistha and also of the

fourth Vasistha,^ of the fifth,® and of the seventh.® Secondly the

confusion went so far that it was declared that one Vasistha had

been priest to many generations of Aiksvakus,'’^ and finally that

there was only one great Vasistha who had lived through all the

ages.®

Consequently the framing of the Vasistha genealogy became

perplexing and difiicult; still a vamsa was constructed. The Vayu,

Brahmanda and Lihga® give a common version with minor varia-

tions. The Kurma gives a short and different version, which hardly

merits notice. The Matsya has a full list of the rishis and gotras

without any pedigree except the piece from ‘Vasistha’ to Dvaipa-

yana (Vyasa).^® Collating the first three texts, the version appended

seems most probable, omitting the first nine lines which refer to

* Eaghuv i, 64, 93. Pad vi, 199, 32 ; 219, 38. " Lg i, 64, 8, 37.
® MBh i, 233, 8456-7. Others which are vague, MBh i, 199, 7352

:

iii, 113, 10092 : &c. Mat 187, 45. Ram v, 24, 10.
* Lg. i, 64, 5, 14, 16, &c.
® Baghuv i, 56-7

;
ii, 71. Pad vi, 198, 25.

® Mat 201, 30 ;
and genealogy following. MBh i, 174, 6638 f. is

confused.
’’ Bd iii, 48, 35.
“ MBh i, 174, 6 6 3 8-45. Cf. sandtana, xiii, 78, 3733.
® Va 70, 79-90. Bd iii, 8, 86-100. Lg i, 63, 78-92.
^0 Kur i, 19, 20-7. Mat 200 and 201.

Arundhatyam Vasisthas tu Saktim utpadayat sutam *

Sagaram t janayac Chakter Adylyanti Para^aram

Kali Para^araj jajne Krsnam Dvaipayanam prabhum

Dvaipayanad Aranyam vai Suko jajne gunanvitah

utpadyante ca Pivaryam sad ime Suka-stinavah 5

Bhuri^ravah Prabhuh Sambhuh Kfsno Gaura^ ca pancamah

kanya Kirtimatl caiva yoga-mata dhrta-vrata

janani Brahraadattasya patni sa tv Anuhasya ca

Svetah Krsna^ ca Gaura^ ca Syama Dhumrah sa-mulikah

* So also Kur i, 19, 23. Lg sutam utpddayac ckatam.

+ So Va. Bd Svdgajam. ILg jydyaso.
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the mythical Vasistha. The genealogy consists of three distinct

sections, lines 1-11, 12-16 and 17-18, which seemingly start from

one and the same Vasistha but really give separate disconnected

pedigrees as will appear. It is not accurate, but may supplement

information derived from elsewhere
;
and the only safe course is to

distinguish the several Vasisthas in connexion with the kings with

whom they were associated, and if possible to fix the distinction by

names or by appellations that are applied to them and that may be

personal names or may reasonably be utilized as such.

The earliest Vasistha who has a definite position was the famous

priest of Ayodhya in the reigns of Trayyaruna, Satyavrata-Trisanku

and Hariscandra, whose story has been alluded to (p. 151), and

may be narrated here.^

Satyavrata was banished by his father Trayyaruna and was kept

in exile by Vasistha, who held the kingdom on Trayyaruna^s

departure. Then occurred a famine for twelve years. At that

time Visvaratha was king of Kanyakubja, but relinquished his

kingdom, gave himself up to austerities,^ became a brahman and

took the name Visvamitra. He championed Satyavrata’s cause,

and overcoming Vasistha^’s opposition restored him to the throne.

Satyavrata appointed Visvamitra the royal priest. Vasistha, thus

Usmada Darikal * caiva Nlla^ caiva Para^arah 10

Paraiaranam astau te paksah prokta mahatmanam
ata urdhvam nibodhadhvam Indrapramati-sambhavam

Vasisthasya KapiSjalyam Ghrtacyam udapadyata
Kuniti t yah samakhyata Indrapramatir ucyate

Prthoh sutayam sambhutah putias tasyabhavad Vasuh 15

Upamanyuh sutas tasya yasyeine by Aupamanyavah
Mitravarunayos caiva Kundino ye ^ parilrutah

ekarseyas tatha canye Vasistha nama viirutah

ete paksa Vasisthanam smrta ekadasaiva tu.

* Some Va, Usmapa DdrakdL Lg NUo BddarikaL The correct

reading may be Usmd Badarikds 2

t Some Va Ku&iti. There was a Kuilti much later, see chap. XXVII.
A Kuni mentioned, Hv 268, 14538.

J Bd Kuvdineydh. Lg Kaundinyd ye.

^ For the references, see p. 151 note -. Brahmanic versions (fables),

MBh i, 175 : ix, 41, 2296—2314 : but differently, v, 105, 3720—31
;
Ram

i, 51, 16 to 60, 34. Fully discussed, JEAS, 1913, pp. 888-900: 1917,

pp. 37-40.
^ The references in p. 151, note say ‘ in low lands near the sea’,

sagardnupe-, but MBh vs., 40, 2273-9, 2283; 41, 2307, 2313 say at

Eusahgu’s tlrtha on the R. Sarasvati. The two might agree, if the sea

then encroached on the Rajputana desert
;

see note in chap. XXV.
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deprived of the kingdom and the priesthood, bore deadly enmity

against Visvamitra, and sought revenge bj'- denying his brahman-

hood. Vasistha’s personal name was Devaraj.

The story goes on thus.^ On Satyavrata’s death his son Hari-

scandra was placed on the throne by Visvamitra, and Visvamitra

offered the rajasuya sacrifice for him. But Vasistha’s hatred and

opposition led to Visvamitra’s being obliged to depart, and he went

to Puskara and gave himself up to austerities there. ^ Vasistha thus

regained the priesthood. Hariscandra then begot a son Rohita,

whom he had vowed to sacrifice to Varuna, but put off fulfilment

for some twenty-two years, and then Eohita saved himself by

buying the rishi Ajlgarta^s son Sunahsepa as a victim in his own

stead. Sunahsepa was a Bhargava and appears to have been

Visvamitra^s grand-nephew, and, when the sacrifice was due, Visva-

mitra took part in it (his brahmanhood being now acknowledged),

it was turned into a formal rite, and Sunahsepa was set free.

Sunahsepa, having lost his position in his own family by the sale,

was adopted by Visvamitra as his son with the name Devarata.^

About the same time, according to tradition and the same

synchronisms, lived Apava Vasistha, whose hermitage near the

Himalayas Arjuna Kartavirya burnt and who cursed him.^ Apava

appears to be a patronymic, for he is called ‘ son of Varuna ’,

A'aruni,® and dpu is supposed to be equivalent to Varuna.

The next great Vasistha was priest of Ayodhya in the time of

Hariscandra^s eighth successor, Bahu, whose position has been

established above (p. 155). Biihu was driven from his throne by

the Haihaya-Talajahghas aided by Sakas, Kambojas, Yavanas,

Paradas and Pahlavas fi’om the north-west, but Vasistha maintained

his position. Afterwards Bahu’s son Sagara conquered all those

^ Altar Brahm vii, 5, 1 f. Saiikhayana Sr Sutra xv, 17-25. Vedartli

on Rigv i, 24. Br 104, Bhag ix, 7, 7—27. MBh xiii, 3, 186-7.

Brabnianic ver.sion (fable), Ram i, 61, 5 to 62, 27. Fully discussed in

JRA8, 1917, pp. 40-67.
' It is this period of austerities probably that has been so magnified in

the brahmanic versions.

® Also Vis iv, 7, 17: Bbag ix, 16, 30-2. P. 198.

Va 94, 39-47; 95, 10-13. Bd iii, 69, 39-47; 70, 9-14. Mat 43,

41 ; 44, 12-14. Br 13, 189-94. Hv 33, 1884-8. MBh xii, 49,

1753-8. Mat 68, 9, erroneously calls him Cyavana. MBh i, 99, 3924-5

wrongly places the hermitage near Mt. Meru.
® Va 94, 42-3. Bd iii, 69, 42-4. MBh i, 99, 3924-6.
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foeSj regained the kingdom and determined to exterminate those

tribes, which had meanwhile settled down in his territories, but

Vasistha interposed and made him spare them.^ This Vasistha is

called Apava^ and Atharvanidhi,® and these may be taken as

a name to distinguish him, Atharvanidhi I Apava, from Athar-

vanidhi II who will be mentioned soon. He is confused with

Devaraj Vasistha in brahmanieal tales, and thus his connexion with

the Sakas and other tribes led to the absurd detail in the fables

about the contest between Vasistha and Visvamitra, that Vasistha’s

cow created all those and other tribes to fight against Visvamitra.^

The fourth noted Vasistha was priest to Mitrasaha Kalraasapada

Saudasa, king of Ayodhya
;

the fifth was priest to DilTpa II

Khatvahga ;
the sixth was priest to Dasaratha and his son Rama

;

and the seventh was priest to Paijavana Sudas (Sudasa), king of

N. Pancala (p. 116). The fifth is sometimes introduced as having

instructed Dilipa,^ and they are the dramatis personae in the first

three cantos of the Raghuvarhsa,® where (i, 59) the epithet Athar-

vanidhi is given him. This may be taken as a name for him, and

he may therefore be known as Atharvanidhi II, to distinguish him

from the third Vasistha. The sixth holds a prominent position in

the Ramayana, but no special personal epithet seems to be applied

to him.

The common name Vasistha, and the similarity in the names of

their royal patrons, led to the fourth and the seventh Vasisthas

being somewhat confused. A Vasistha had a son Sakti,’^ who had

a son Parasara, as the genealogy says
;
he was one of these two

Vasisthas, and, as some of the stories confuse them, it is necessary

to discuss and distinguish them.

As regards the fourth Vasistha the simplest story is this.® The

^ All fully discussed in JRAS, 1919, pp. 353-63.
' Bd iii, 49, 43. ' VN 8, 63. JEAS, 1919, pp. 362-3.
* Ram i, 54, 18 to 55, 3. MBh i, 175, 6 6 8 3-6: ix, 41, 2304-5:

xiii, 78, 3732-3. -TEAS, 1919, p. 364.
® e. g. Pad vi, ^30, 1-2.
® The story is also told in Pad vi, 197, 98 to 199, 65. One has copied

from the other apparently.
’ MBh xii, 351, 13642

;
and Vedavth on Eigv i, 65, which quotes the

former’s verse as from ‘ Puranas Sakti is often called Saktri in the

Epic and Puranas.
® Vis iv, 4, 20-38. Bhag ix, 9, 18-39. Also Ram vii, 65. VN 9,

3-151 similarly as far as the killing of the brahman.
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king Kalmasapada Saudasa beguiled by a Raksasa, offered Vasistha

human flesh as food and was cursed by him. He then became a

Raksasa and cannibal,^ and killed and devoured a brahman, but after

twelve years regained his sanity. At his desire Vasistha begot

a son Asmaka of the queen Madayantl.^

As regards Sudas and his priest Vasistha the simplest story is

in two parts. One ® is that, at a great sacrifice by Sudas, Visvamitra

was overcome by Sakti, but the Jamadagnyas gave him speech and

succoured the Kusikas. The other* is that Sakti went to the

forest, the king’s servants who were under Visvamitra’s bidding

cast him into a forest fire, and Vasistha on learning of Sakti’s fate

restrained his grief.®

Next come the stories that introduce confusion. The Brhaddevata

says Vasistha Varuni’s hundred sons were, slain by the Saudasas,

or by Sudasa who in consequence of a curse had been transformed

into a Raksas.® The Lihga says that a Raksasa instigated by

Visvamitra possessed king Kalmasapada Saudasa and in consequence

of Sakti’s curse devoured Sakti and all Vasistha’s hundred sons;

and Sakti’s widow Adrsyantl bore Parasara afterwards.'^ The

Mahabharata amplifies the tale greatly.® Kalmasapada had a

dispute with Sakti and struck him and was cursed by him. Visva-

mitra, who coveted Vasistha’s position, caused a Raksasa to possess

the king, and the king then offered human flesh as food to an

indigent brahman and was cursed by him. The king became

a Raksasa,® a cannibal*® maniac, and killed Sakti and all Vasistha’s

hundred sons.** Vasistha without seeking revenge tried to destroy

himself, but in vain, and Sakti’s widow Adrsyantl then bore

Parasara. After twelve years Vasistha cured the king and they

w'ere reconciled. Vasistha then begot Asmaka of the queen

* Alluded to, MBIi xiii, 6, 326 : xiv, 56, 1656.
^ Wife of Saudasa, Earn v, 24, 12.

® Brhadd iv, 112-15. Vedarth on Rigv iii, 53.
* AnukramanI and Vedarth on Rigv vii, 32.
® I know of no allusions to these two stories in the Puranas.
® Brhadd vi, 28 (Saudasas), 33-4 (Sudasa), on Rigv vii, 104.
’ Lg i, 63, 83 ; 64, 2-47.
® MBh i, 176 and 177; 182, 6891-6912. Alluded to, id. xiii, 78,

3732-5: Y& 1, 175-7; 2, 10-11: Bd i, ,2, 10-1 1.

® Alluded to. Pad vi, 132, 11-12.

Alluded to, MBh iii, 207, 13817-18.

Attributed to Visvamitra, MBh xiii, 3, 183 : i, 174, 6640-1.
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Madayanti.^ Manu says ^Vasistha swore an oatli to Paijavana’,

and the commentators explain (turning the story round) that

before king Sudas Visvamitra accused Vasistha of being a Raksas

or Yatudhana and eating his (the king’s) hundred sons, and

Vasistha took an oath denying the charge.^

This last story may be mistaken, but it is unnecessary to examine

the differences in all these stories, because the material question

here concerns Vasistha’s son Sakti, whether he was killed by

Kalmasapada Saudasa, or by Sudas (or, his people, the Saudasas),

for both cannot be true and the two kings were apart in time

(pp. 147-8).
_ ^

^

There is one certain fact, Parasara, Satayatu and ^Vasistha'’

were contemporaries of Sudas Paijavana.® That Parasara was

SaktPs son is well attested ;
^ and also that Sakti was killed

;

®

and it is said his widow Adrsyanti bore Parasara after his

death,® a statement that appears true, and otherwise there is

no reason why it should have been made in the above stories,

and it finds some support from the above Rigvedic passage

which omits Sakti. Satayatu then could not be Sakti and was

probably another son of Vasistha.'^ Thus Sakti lived in the

time of Sudas of N. Pancala and not in that of Kalmasapada

Saudasa of Ayodhya ; hence he has been wrongly introduced

into the story of the latter king. It seems then most probable,

that Kalmasapada in his madness killed the sons of his priest

'Vasistha’, and that Sakti alone, the son of Sudas’s priest

' Vasistha \ was killed in Sudas^s reign. The Brhaddevata has

kept the two occurrences distinct in the passages cited above,

but otherwise they have been confused, and the Mahabharata

and Linga, which know nothing of Sudas, have combined both

^ Alluded to, MBh i, 122, 4736-7 : xii, 234, 8604 : xiii, 137, 6262.
Also Va 88, 177 ;

Bd iii, 63, 177 ;
Kur i, 21, 12-13.

Manu viii, 110. Cited Narada i, 243.

® Rigv vii, 18, 21-22. ‘Vasistha’ is connected with him and conse-

crated him; Aitar Brahm vii, 5, 34; viii, 4, 21.

^ Anukramani andVedarth on Eigvi, 65. MBh i, 181, 6885 {Sdktra),

{Saktreyd) •. xii, 351, 13642: &c.

* See references above.

® MBh and Lg accounts above. Implied in Va i, 175 (read Adrsyan-
tydm)

;
cf. id. 2, 12. She is named, MBh v, 116, 3970.

So Geldner suggested; Vedic Index ii, 352.

2165 p
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occurrences into one story and transferred the whole of it to

Kalmasapada Saudasad

We may endeavour to distinguish these two Vasisthas further as

regards their personal names. Kalmasapada'’s Vasistha is called

hrahma-kom^ and twice Srestha-bhdj

}

Either word might he an

epithet or name. The former word appears to be an epithet,

‘ treasury of sacred lore/ because it is joined with other epithets,*

and is applied to other rishis also.® ^resthabhaj is rare, and as an

adjective, ‘ sharing in or possessing the best,’® has no obvious fitness

in its context, where it would be quite appropriate as a name ;
and

it is not given to any other rishi as far as I am aware. It may,

then, be reasonably taken as a name, and Kalmasapada^s Vasistha

may be distinguished as Sresthabhaj.

Sudas’s Vasistha is not alluded to in Puranic tradition, but is

mentioned in three stories in the epic, if he was the Vasistha who

is connected with Saihvarana in them, namely, how Samvarana was

driven out of his kingdom of Hastinapura by a Pancala king (who

was Sudas) and after obtaining ^ Vasistha'’s ’ aid recovered his

kingdom ; '' how afterwards ‘ Vasistha ’ obtained Tapatl as wife for

Samvarana; and how afterwards again ‘ Vasistha’ governed the

kingdom during twelve years of drought when Samvarana was

absent.® No special epithet is applied to Vasistha in the latter two

stories,® but in the first he is called Suvarcas.*® This was a name,

not uncommon,** hence it may reasonably be taken here also as

a name, and Samvarana’s Vasistha at that time may be distin-

* So also Va 1, 175. Also MBh xii, 49, 1792-3 (which is brahmanical),

wrongly making Para^ara preserve (Kalmasapada-) Saudasa’s son

Sarvakarman (see p. 152) in Eama Jamadagnya’s time, all three persons

being widely apart in time.

2 MBh xiii, 78, 3733, 3735.
3 MBh i, 177, 6760, 6788.
* Siddha, sandtana, and gavdm ujpanisad-vidvdn.
® To Atri, Va 64, 27 ;

Ed ii, 38, 28. Cf. Va 28, 5 ;
Bd ii, 11, 6.

® So in MBh xii, 343, pratihvddhas tu ^restha-bhdk. Sorensen

does not give it. Srestha-bhdgin as an adjective, Va 60, 37 ;
Bd ii, 34, 40. ,

* MBh i, 94, 3725-37. P. 172. JBAS, 1918, pp. 245-8.’

« MBh i, 173, 6618-30. P. 66. JBAS, 1917, pp. 38-9.
® In MBh i. 173, 6596, Calcutta edition, for amitraghnam read I

amitraghnas as in the Bombay edition.

MBh i, 94, 3733.
** A king, MBh xiv, 4, 72. A prince, i, 117, 4549. A rishi, Mark 99,

11. See dictionary also.
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guished as Vasistha Suvarcas. But Sudas^s Vasistha was an old

man in Sudas^s reign^ because bis grandson Parasara was old enough

to take part in the hymn (vii, 18). He might be the Vasistha in

the first story, but can hardly have been the Vasistha of the second

and third stories.

It seems more probable, however, that the same Vasistha is meant

in the three stories, and in that case Samvarana’s Vasistha would

not be the same as Sudas^s Vasistha, but rather a son. If so, there

is no name to be assigned to Sudas^s Vasistha, and Samvarana’s

}

Vasistha would have the name Suvarcas,^ and would be the ninth

‘ Vasistha ’ of note, reckoning Sakti as the eighth. Till this time

the Vasisthas had been almost exclusively connected with Ayodhya

or Videha,^ and Sudas^s Vasistha is the first who was definitely

priest to an Aila king.® It may be suggested that the conquest of

Surasena and Mathura by Ramans brother Satrughna (p. 170),

a little earlier than Sudas^s reign, may have led some of the Vasisthas

into other kingdoms. Afterwards the Vasisthas spread elsewhere,

and various places were connected with ' Vasistha

In these three rishis, ‘'Vasistha,^ his son Sakti and his son

Parasara, occurs the first genuine pedigree® in the genealogy

(lines 1, 2), the first part of the first section. It goes on to say

that Parasara was father of Krsna Dvaipayana, that is, Vyasa, by

Kali. Now Vyasa was certainly son of a Parasara and Kali, as will

be noticed, but he was born in king Santanu’s reign and she became

Santanu^s queen. There was a long interval with many kings

between Sudas (Sudasa) of N. Pancala and Santanu (p. 148), and

it is impossible that Sakti’s son Parasara of Sudas’s time® could

i have been Vyasa’s father. Vyasa then was son of a Parasara

ij but not of Parasara Saktya. Hence there must have been two

J Parasaras. This is not improbable (p. 130), and certain particulars

I
support this conclusion.

* Probably priest to Samvarana’s son Kura, MBh ix, 39,
2211-13.

^ They belonged to the ‘ east’, so MBh v, 107, 3773.
® Rantideva Sahkrtya, who was earlier (p. 39), is said to have done

honour to a ‘Vasistha’, MBh xiii, 137
,
6250: xii, 234

,
8591. In

brahmanical fables ‘Vasistha’ is connected with king Nahusa the Aila

erroneously. Pad ii, 108 ', also as priest with Pururavas, Br 151 , 8, 10.

^ e.g. MBh i, 215 ,
7813-14: hi, 82 ,

4097-8.
® Mat 201 , 30-31. Kur i, 19, 23.
® This Parasara is said to have destroyed Raksasas, MBh i, 181

,

6866-85 ; Lg i, 64 , 107 ; Vis i, 1
,
4-34.
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First, Parasara (line 2) is called Sdgara or Svdgaja, and these two

words are an instance of the importance of readings that appear

unmeaning (p. 83). The Lihga’s reading throws no light on

them, for it is obviously an ‘ emendation ’ to suit the alteration it

has made in the preceding line, declaring that Sakti was the eldest

of the hundred sons according to its confusion of the stories noticed

above. Svdgaja suggests svdgraja, but the possible readings svd-

grajam, svdgrajo and svdgrajdt are untenable, if we consider the

force of sva, the fact that Sakti had only one son Parasara who

was born after his death, and the consequent meaning of the

sentence. Sdgaraw or Svdgajam must therefore be an accusative

agreeing with Pardsaram. Sakti^s son was Parasara Saktya, hence

the passage suggests that there was a Parasara called Sdgara or

Svdgaja, and that it has blended the two.

Secondly, the AnukramanT, in its mention of Parasara as part

author of hymn ix, 97, seems conscious of a difference. It says

that ^ Vasistha ’ saw the first three verses, that the nine ‘ Vasisthas ’,

Indrapramati, Vrsagana, Manyu, Upamanyu, Vyaghrapad, Sakti,

Karnasrut, Mrllka and Vasukra, each saw three more verses

separately, and that Parasara composed 14 and ‘ Kutsa ’
the rest.

It thus knew that Sakti was a Vasistha, and also that he had

a son Parasara, for it attributes hymns i, 65 to 73 to Parasara

Saktya, and so knew that Parasara was a Vasistha. If then this

Parasara of ix, 97 was Sakti’s son, it might naturally have called

him Vasistha or Saktya, yet it does not do so and leaves his name

without particularization. This suggests that there might be

a Parasara other than Saktya.^ The Vedarthadipika on the same

hymn tends to confirm this doubt, for it specifies ‘Vasistha’ as

Maitravaruni, calls the nine others ‘sons of Vasistha^, yet makes

no reference to Parasara, who as author of 14 verses was more

important than any of them, thus suggesting that it was not clear

who this Parasara was. Those nine Vasisthas were not all sons of

one Vasistha, for Upamanyu was Indrapramati^s grandson, as will

appear, and the Vedarthadipika says they composed their verses

all quite independently. The hymn therefore was not composed

^ Rigv V, 29 is attributed to Gaurivlti Saktya, but x, 73 and 74 simply

to Gaurivlti by the Anukramanl, and it will appear among the Sahkrtyas

in chap. XXIII that there were probably two GaurivTtis : but the

Vedarth ascribes the two latter hymns also to Saktya.
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at one time, bat grew in the coui'se of time, so that Parasara’s later

14 verses may well have been added by a second Parasara.

There are reasonable grounds then, chronological and textual, for

holding that there were two Parasaras, and there is no improbability

in this, for there were other Parasaras later still; see chapter XXVII.
The same names reappeared, as is proved by the fact that one of

Krsna Vyasa’s grandsons also was called Krsna as the genealogy

(lines 2-6) and other authorities that will be noticed say. To this

later Parasara,^ who lived in Santanu’s time, we may fairly attach

the epithet Sagara or Svagaja. Svagaja is not grammatically

a properly formed patronymic, but Sagara is
;

hence we may
prefer the latter and distinguish him as Sagara, ‘son of Sagara

The genealogy would then have blended the two Parasaras,^

just as it will now be shown to have confused two Sukas, yet

its preservation of these two epithets has saved some trace of the

distinction.

Next comes the second part of the first section. Krsna Dvaipayana

Vyasa^ was the son of this later Parasara by the fisher-maiden

Kali, who was called Satyavatl^ and became king Santanu’s queen.®

Vyasa^s wife was Arani, and their son was Suka,'^ called Karsni,®

Vaiyasaki ® and Araneya.^® Suka’s wife was PivarT, who appears to

have been his half-sister, for the expression pitr-kanya in her case

could not mean ‘daughter of the Pitrs’ (p. 69). They had five

sons, and also, it is said, a daughter Kirtimatl, and, if so, the

genealogy is certainly wrong in making her Anuha^s queen

and Brahmadatta’s mother, by confusing two Sukas as shown

^ Para^arya Sarika (MBh ii, 4, 108) was probably his descendant.

^ Sagara was a real name, that of the famous king of Ayodhya.

A more curious case, Samudra father of A^va, Satapatha Brahm xiii,

2, 2, 14.

® So also MBh i, 60, 2209: xii, 3ol, 13642-3: xiii, 21, 1677. Vis

iii, 3, 18, 21 ; 4, 2 ;
vi, 2, 6, 9, 10.

^ He is called a Vasistha, Va 1, 10.
= MBh i, 60, 22O8-9 ';’

63, 2396 f. : &c. Pp. 69-70. Vis vi, 2, 10.

« MBh i, 95, 3801-2; 100, 4011 to 101, 4067: &c.

’ MBh i, 1, 103 ; 63, 2418 : xii, 231, 8485 : &c. Id. xii, 326, 12187-

97 in a brahmanical fable makes Suka the son of Vyasa through the

arani. Lg i, 63, 85 gives them a second son Upamanyu apparently

erroneously, see infra.
« MBh xii, 327, 12258; 328, 12264.
^ MBh xii, 231, 8485- Bd ii, 33, 14.

MBh xii, 326, 12207; 329, 12339, 12342: &c.
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above (p. 64). The five sons were Bhurisravas/ Prabliu (or

Prthu), Sambhu, Krsna and Gaura.

The Matsya says that Parasara’s descendants composed six

pravaras, sub-families, named Gaura, Nila, Krsna, Sveta, Syama
and Dhumra

;
^ but the genealogy says they formed eight paksas,

groups,’ namely, six bearing those six names and two others,

which the readings leave doubtful but of which one seems probably

Badarika.

The second section of the genealogy (lines 12-16) says that
‘ Vasistha ’ had by his wife Kapinjall Ghrtacl a famous son Indra-

pramati,^ well known as Kunin or Kunlti.^ He married Prthu’s

daughter and had a son Vasu,® and Vasu had a son Upamanyu,®

the progenitor of the Upamanyus or Aupamanyavas. Indrapramati

was a well-known rishi,’^ and there were more than one rishi named

Upamanyu, as will appear. These two and Sakti and six other

Vasisthas, as mentioned above, each composed three verses of

Rigveda ix, 97, all independently, so that Upamanyu’s contribution

must have been some time after Indrapramati’s, if the order of the

rishis is chronological; and Indrapramati later than Maitravaruni

Vasistha, if the opening verses were composed by the latter.®

The third section of the genealogy (lines 17-18) says that from

Mitra and Varuna sprang the Vasisthas who were called Kundins,

Kundineyas or Kaundinyas.® This deals with the Vasistha who

was called Maitravaruna or Maitravaruni.^^ This name is

^ Mentioned, Ed ii, 33, 14.
^ Mat 201, 33-8, which gives the gotras in each sub-family.
^ Also Va 60, 25, 27. Mat 200, 13. There was a later Indrapramati,

see chap. XXVII.
Or Kusiti; see the genealogy. Also a later Kiiilti, chap. XXVII.

' He may be Vasumant, who was famous, Va 64, 27 : Bd ii, 38, 29.

® Upamanyu occurs in Eigv i, 102, 9.

' Mat 145, 109-11
;
Va 59, 105-6; Ed ii, 32, 115-16 :

Vasistha^ caiva Sakti^ ca trtiya^ ca Para4arah

caturtha Indrapramatih pancamas tu Bharadvasuh
sasthas tu Maitravarunah * Kundinah saptamas tatha

ity ete sapta vijueya Vasistha brahma-vadinah.

Where * Mat reads Mitravarunah.
® So Vedarth on the hymn. ® A Kaundiuya, MBh ii, 4, 111.

Eigv vii, 33, 11. Third note above.
“ MBh i, 178, 6801: ix, 43, 2386: xii, 304, 11222. Br 240, 7.

Brhadd v, 160. Vedarth on Eigv i, 166, introduction to vii, and on

ix, 97.
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acknowledged to be a patronymic and is taken to mean ‘ son oi;

Mitra and Varuna \ and is explained by a fable, that from them

both, after they saw the apsaras UrvasI, Vasistha was born in a jar

and so was son of both, and Agastya also was so begotten and

born at the same time.^ The fable appears in Rigveda vii, 33,

:! but the statements there are hardly consistent or have blended

a different fancies, for verse 13 says both were so born in a jar

'i together,^ while verse 12 says that Vasistha was born of Urvasi

I

the apsaras.

I

The fable was obviously devised to explain the name Maitra-

varuna, and the hymn has combined that with another fable that

' ^Vasistha’ (and not Agastya^) was born of Urvasi in order to

explain the metronymic /hirvasa which was the name of a

‘ Vasistha This view is supported by another fact, that a reason

why ‘Vasistha’ was born from Mitra and Varuna was necessary

and was supplied by another fable, often linked with the former.

Nimi, the first king of Videha, and ‘Vasistha’ had a quarrel and

cursed each other to become bodiless {vi-deha)

;

® both then went to

Brahma and he assigned Nimi to the eyes of creatures, whence

they wink {nimesa), and said Vasistha should be son of Mitra and

Varuna with the name Vasistha.® This fable has manifestly been

fabi’icated or modified to explain the name Videha and supply

a reason for the birth from Mitra and Varuna.

The fable is impossible. Maitrdvaruna is a proper patronymic

from Mitnlvaruna. The earliest rishis sometimes bore the names

^ Sai'vanukramam and Vedarth on Rigv i, 166. Niriikta v, 13. Mat.

61, 26-31, 36, 50 ; 201, 23-9. Pad v, 22, 29-34, 37-40. Vis iv, 5, 6,

Cf. MBh xiii, 158, 7372. Differently, Earn vii, 56, 12-23; 57, 1-9.

Vasistha’s lawbook says this Vasistha was Satayatu (xxx, 11; SBE xiv.

p. 140)—chronologically impossible, see ante.
- Brhadd v, 149-56 develops this story with details and adds

a third outcome of this production, namely, ‘ Matsya ’.

® No Agastya is called .dwrOTirt, as far as I know. Aurvaseya is said to

be a name of ‘ Agastya’ by lexicographers.
^ Brhadd ii, 37, 44, 156: iii, 56. Under id. ii, 37 Prof. Macdonell

says hymns vii, 101 and 102 are ascribed to him.
® Mat 61, 32-6; 201, 1-17. Pad v, 22, 34-7. Vis iv, 5, 1-5. Va

89, 4. Bd iii, 64, 4. Bhag ix, 13, 1-6. Ram vii, 55 to 56, 11 ; 57,

9-16.
® Mat 201, 17-22 and Pad v, 22, 37-40, where the signification of

the name seems to be that offered by Brhadd v, 156, ‘from the root vas,

expressive of pre-eminence’. Bhag ix, 13, 6-11.
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of gods (p. 131), and if they chose the double name of these two

gods who are so often united, it would appear as Mitravaruna,^

which does actually occur as the name of a Vasistha.^

The genealogy makes this Vasistha Maitravaruna ancestor only

of the Kundins, or Kundinas as the name is more often given.

This family obviously took its name from its ancestor, just like the

Visvamitras, Kanvas and others. Hence he was Kundin, or

Kundina, Maitravaruna, son of Mitravaruna. Kundina is named

as a Vasistha twice and mentioned along with Mitravaruna,^ and

both (p. 214) were Vasisthas who were hrahma-vdclins. Kundina

would naturally be connected with kundin, ‘ having a pitcher,^ and

Maitravaruna was taken to mean ^ son of Mitra and Varuna ’

j
thus

these two names reveal at once how the above fables were fabricated

by way of folk etymology.

The fable about Vasistha and Agastya is very ancient, because

it was current when hymn vii, 33 was composed in or soon after the

reign of Sudas, whom it praises and whose chronological position

has been fixed (p. 172) ;
and it required time for its develop-

ment. So far as it concerns Agastya it will be further noticed in

chapter XXII. The Vasisthas were a well known family then, as

verses 2-9 show
;
hence it obviously refers to some progenitor, and

therefore Maitravaruna was a Vasistha far earlier than Sudas’s priest

Vasistha. Vasistha Maitravaruni is said to have composed the first

three verses of hymn ix, 97 and hymns vii, 1 and 3 to 17,'^ and

even all the hymns in the seventh mandala,® but vii, 33 can be his

^ The long medial d might he a relic of the dual formation Mitrd-

varunau, as in the plural compound Mitrd-Varuna-Daksdjh^a-, &c.

(Brhadd iv, 82), or the lengthening of the medial vowel, as in viivdnara,

Visvdmitra, gurtdvasu (see Macdonell’s Vedic Grammar, p. 10, 4 d). If

the meaning were really ‘ relating to (descended from) Mitra and Varuna
Maitrdvdruna might perhaps be expected, as Maitrdhdrhaspatya shows.

^ See twelfth note ante, where Mat reading Mitravaruna is probably

correct rather than Va and Bd reading Maitrd^, for the latter might
easily be an ‘ emendation ’ of the former, whereas the reverse is highly

improbable. Mitravaruna is mentioned again. Mat 200, 16, and is

probably the true name. The Vedarth may support this perhaps, for it

attributes hymn viii, 67 in the alternative to Manya (i. e. an Agastya),

Mitrdvaruna-'putra, which means naturally ‘ son of Mitravaruna ’

;

whereas ‘ son of Mitra and Varuna ’ should rather be Mitra-Taruna-'putra
in its Sanskrit.

® Mat 200, 15, 16. ' Brhadd v, 160.
^ Vedarth on i, 166, and introduction to vii.
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only if Maitravariini means a descendant of Maitravaruna, for

Maitravaruna, as shown, lived far earlier. The epic applies Maitra-

varuni to the fourth Vasistha, who was Kalmasapada’s priest/ and

this is quite possibly right
;
hut the Brhaddevata calls him Varuni

(vi, 33-4), perhaps for short. All that seems clear is that Maitra-

varuna was Kundina and was long prior to Sudas^s Vasistha, and

that Mitravaruna Vasistha was earlier still.^

The patronymic Varuni is also applied to a Vasistha who sang

the fable about king Nahusa (Yayati ?) and the Sarasvatl,^ and to

Apava Vasistha {ante). A Vasistha unspecified is said to have had

a father Varuna.^

Other Vasisthas are alluded to : thus, one was purohita of

Mucukunda,® as would be natural, since this Mueukunda was no

doubt the son of Mandhatr of Ayodhya (p. 93) ;
and another, as

mentioned above, received honour from king Eantideva, who was

about contemporary with king Hastin (pp. 112, 146).

The Jatukarnyas were a Vasistha gotra.® This name is a patro-

nymic, and so there were several of the name. Jatukarna or a

Jatukarnya is said to have taught Vyasa the Veda'^ and the

Purana,® and is described as Vyasa’s predecessor as regards the

Veda.® There were other Jatukarnyas later.^®

1 MBh i, 178, 6801.
^ Some passages even make Maitiavaruni Vasistha the purohita of

Mann’s sons, Mat 12, 4-5: Pad v, 8, 109-10. This may have some
connexion with the above fable and with the fable that IManu’s daughter
Ila was produced by Mitra and Varuna at Manu’s sacrifice

;
Va 85, 6, 9,

13 ;
Bd iii, 60, 5, 8, 12 ;

Hv 10, 615-22
;
Br 7, 3-8

;
Vis iv, 1, 6-8.

® Brhadd vi, 20-4. ^ Id. vi, 11-15.
® MBh xii, 71, 2811-14.
® Mat 200, 19. Va 1, 9-10. Bhag ix, 2, 21 says Jatukarnya famed

as Kanina was Agnive^ya, and derives him from Narisyanta, Manu’s son
(chap. XXIV) : if so, he would be a different person in a different gotra.

’ Va 1, 44. Hv 42, 2364. Vedic literature says Vyasa was a disciple

of Visvaksena, Vedic Index, ii, 339. The two may be the same.
* Bd i, 1, 11.
® In the fanciful lists of the successive Vyasas in the 28 Dvaparas of

this manvantara, Va 23, 115-219 : Bd ii, 35, 116-25 : Vis iii, 3, 11-19 :

Lg i, 7, 12-18 ; 24, 12-127 ; Kur i, 52, 1-8.

See Vedic Index.



CHAPTER XIX

THE ANGIRASAS AND KANVAS

The mythical founder Ahg-iras has been noticed in chapter XVP
and also the divine priest Brhaspati. A vaihsa of the Ahgirasas is

given by the Brahmahda and Vayu^ and the Matsya gives a long

list of the rishis and gotrasd Genealogical statements are found

elsewhere but are few and brief. ^ Ahgiras,’ like the names of the

other primaeval rishis, is applied indiscriminately to Ahgirasa rishis
;

thus Utathya is so called,^ and also Dronaorhis father Bharadvaja.^

The names Brhaspati^ and Bharadvaja® were also freely used

instead of patronymics, as will appear, and are often quite vague.

The accounts in the Brahmanda and Vayu collated suggest the

probable text
;
but they are not a genuine genealogy, for they mix

up mythological persons as the Ahgirasa deities and Rbhus with

historical persons and have confused the relationships of the x’ishis.

We must therefore consider tlie various Ahgirasa rishis according’

to the information available elsewhere. A remarkable point is that

the genealogy gives the first Ahgiras the name Atharvan and

makes Atharvan Ahgiras the progenitor of all the Ahgirasas,® so

that ‘ Atharvan ^ and ‘ Ahgiras ^ become equivalent, and they may
all be designated Atharvahgiras.

The earliest rishi who is called an Ahgiras is the priest Brhaspati

who supported the gods {denas) in their war against the Daityas,

Danavas and asuras, who were aided by the priest Usanas-Sukra

1 Bd iii, 1
,
101-13. Va 65

,
97-108. Mat 196 .

2 MBh xii, 90
,
3362.

® MBh V, J50, 5114.
" e.g. Va 59

,
131.

° e.g. Va 59
,
131. In fables, Br 121 ; 133 .

® Atharvahgiras = Ahgiras, MBh v, 17
, 548-51, which says Ahgiras

has the name Atharvahgiras in the Atharvaveda and connects him with

that. Mundaka Upanisad i, 1
,
1—2 mythologizes

;
SBE xv, 27.

^ Referred to in MBh i, 76, 3188; xii, 37
, 1353; 152 , 5667; 338,

12752 : probably in vi, 50,
2073. For the divine priest, see chap. XVI

;

and the devasura wars, p. 187, note
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(chapter XVII). That story gives him a chronological position, but

it seems doubtful if he really was an Angiras, for he is not, I believe,

ever derived from Atharvan Angiras. Fable in one form says

he had a son Kaca (p, 196). References to ^ Brhaspati ’ occur in

connexion with other persons, which show the lack of the historical

sense and are vague, and being worthless for the present purpose

are not cited here.^

The earliest time at which Ahgirasas are alleged to have existed

was in the reign of Mandhatr king of Ayodhya, for he himself, his

sons, grandsons and his descendants the Visnuvrddhas and Haritas

are said to have joined the Ahgirasas (chapter XXIII), but no

Ahgirasas are named about that time.

The earliest time at which a real Ahgirasa rishi is alleged to

have existed was in the reign of Hariscandra of Ayodhya, when

Ajigarta sold his son Sunahsepa as a sacrificial victim instead of

Rohita, and Ayasya officiated as a priest at the ceremony

(chapter XVIII). In the brahmanieal books Ajigarta is called an

Ahgirasa, but they have made mistakes (pp. 10, 100) and introduce

extravagant mythology into the story; and they are no doubt

wrong in making Ajigarta an Ahgirasa, because better authority

says his son Sunahsepa was a Bhargava (chapter XVII). Ayasya

was an Ahgirasa rishi,^ but no reliance can be placed on those

books when they say he was present, in view of those mistakes

and because the Brahma substitutes (though probably wrongly)

Vamadeva for him. There is nothing to show to what time

Ayasya should be assigned. He was the reputed author of

hymns.®

The traditions which give the earliest genuine historical setting

to the Ahgirasas connect them with the kings who reigned in the

portion of North Bihar of which Vaisall became the capital after-

wards (p. 97). They come into notice there first with king

Karandhama, his son Aviksit and his son the famous Marutta

Aviksita, being their hereditary priests. Their chronological

position and connexions have been explained above (pp. 157 f.),

^ e. g. MBh vii, 94, 3476.

' So the genealogy. Vedic Index. Ed ii, 32, 110. Va 59, 101
{Aydpya). Mat 196, 4 {Ajasya). Not in Sorensen’s Index to the MBh,
but for Payasyah in xiii, 85, 4147 read Aydsyah.

* Rigv ix, 44 to 46 : x, 67 and 68.
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namely, of Usija, his three sons ^ Ucathya ^ (or Utathya), Brhaspati^

and Samvarta/ Ucathya^s son Dirghatamas by his wife Mamata,
and Brhaspati’s son Bharadvaja ® and descendant (probably great

grandson) Vidathin Bharadvaja. These rishis thus began in the

country of Vaisali, and moved westwards in time. Bharadvaja moved

to Kasi, and became purohita to king Divodasa II of Kasi.® Vidathin

Bharadvaja was adopted by king Bharata as his son (p. 159), and

the Bharadvajas remained connected with the Paurava dynasty.

Dirghatamas was set adrift in the Ganges and carried down to

the country called Ahga afterwards. He lived there and married

a sudra woman, to whom the name Usij appears to be wrongly

attributed (p. 161). She is called AusInarT.® By her he had

Kaksivant and other sons. He gained his sight and assumed the

name Gautama or Gotama.® He and his sudra-born sons went to

Girivraja in the country known afterwards as Magadha,^® and after

long austerities they attained brahmanhood there. Kaksivant begot

many sons who were called the Kusmanda Gautamas, and he

must be distinguished from a later Kaksivant {infra). Towards

tlie end of his life Dirghatamas consecrated king Bharata. These

particulars have been discussed above (pp. 158, 162).

* ‘ Ahgiras’ is called father of the three, and confused with the primaeval

rishi, MBh i, 66, 2569.
^ He is wrongly made to instruct Mandhatr Yauvanalva in a

brahmanical story, MBh xii, 90, 3362. An absurd fable is told about

him, saying his wife was Soma’s daughter Bhadra, xiii, 154, 7240-63.
Called Ahgiras in both.

®
‘ Brhaspati ’ is wrongly made to instruct Vasumanas, king of Kosala,

in a brahmanical story, MBh xii, 68, 2536-41. He is called Ahgiras,

ibid, 2595.
“ He was an Ahgirasa, MBh xiv, 10, 281 ;

younger brother of Brhaspati

xii, 39, 913.
® So also Va 64, 26 : Bd ii, 38, 27.
® MBh xiii, 30, 1963, See pp. 154 and 164.
’’ MBh i, 104, 4193-4, 4205, say he had a wife Pradvesi and sons

Gautama, &c., before he was set adrift.

« MBh ii, 30, 802.

So, apparently, Brhadd iii, 125; MBh xii, 343, 13184. But some-

times Gautama is treated as an earlier patronymic, being given to him
and his younger brother. Mat 48, 53, 84. This name {go-tama) has no

doubt some connexion with the allegation of his immoral imitation of

cattle, Va 99, 47-61, 88-92; Bd iii, 74, 47-61, 90-4; Mat 48, 43-56,
79-84.

MBh ii, 30, 798-805 says the sons were born there.

” Or Krsndhga, as some copies of Va read.
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A paternal cousin of Dirghatamas is called Saradvant/ but

nothing more is said of him. The Saradvant mentioned in the

genealogy may be he or a later Saradvant^ infra.

Bharadvaja Barhaspatya Vidathin, who was adopted by Bharata

(p. 163), is said to have had five sons, Suhotra, Sunahotra, Nara,

Garga and Rjisvan, who were Bhai’advajas and could claim

optionally to be grandsons of Brhaspati or of Bharata.^ The option

involved that they could be either brahmans or ksatriyas, and the

mention of it implies that they exercised it, as will appear in

chapter XXIII. The Vedarthadipika also says they belonged to

the Barhaspatya gotra of Sariiyu (who is elsewhere declared to have

been son of a Brhaspati,® and was therefore prior to these five

persons), and they expanded * the family of the Bharadvajas
; but

its genealogy is contracted and incorrect, for they were not

brothers, and thev were not sons but descendants of Vidathin

Bharadvaja.® Rjisvan was a son or descendant of Vidathin, for he

is called Vaidathina
;
® and he is also called son of ^ Bharadvaja ’ and

son’s son of ‘ Brhaspati ’ or of Bharata,’^ where the word ‘ son
’

obviously does not mean immediate sonship. Accordingly, since

he and the other four mentioned were born in the Paurava line and

yet he was of Samyu’s gotra, Samyu son of ‘ Brhaspati ’ ® must be

placed before Vidathin and after the Brhaspati mentioned above;

and Rjisvan with or soon after Garga and Nara’s son Sankrti

(pp. 112, 191).

A later Bharadvaja was connected with the Paurava king

Ajamidha.® Next may be mentioned Payu, who was a Bharadvaja.

' Va 99, 48, 57-62. Bd iii, 74, 48 ,
58-62.

^ Anukramani and Vedarth on Rigv vi, 52. The latter’s account
hardly agrees with the itihasa it quotes, for it explains the option by
asserting the five sons had two mothers, while the itihasa says they were
all sons of one wife (verse 14) and explains that option by the adoption

(verses 12-15).
,

^ Va 71, 37-8, 48-9. Bd iii, 9, 38, 49; 30, 17. Satapatha Brahm
i, 9, 1, 26.

* Read nirvrtty-artham in Vedarth loc. cit. ?

® See p. 112, and also chap. XXIII.
' Rigv iv, 16, 13 : v, 29, 14. Rjisvan Au^ija in x, 99, 11 may be the

same, because Bharadvaja was descended from U^ija (p. 161).
’’

Vedarth on Rigv ix, 98.
* Va 71, 48-9; 83, 13-14, 129. Bd iii, 9, 49-50: 19, 12-13 with

20, 23. Cf. MBh iii, 218, 14131.
® Va 99, 168-9. Mat 49, 45-6.
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He was a contempoi’ary of Prastoka Sarnjaya.^ Abhyavartin

Cayamanaj and Divodasa king of N. Pancala.^

Vamadeva was a well-known Angirasa rishi, as the genealogy

says.^ Hymns ascribed to him show he was a Gautama “ and

refer to Dlrghatamas.^ In one hymn ‘Vamadeva’ shows he was

later than Rjisvan Vaidathina/ and others ascribed to him indicate

he was later than Divodasa Atithigva and Trasadasyu ® who were

contemporaries (p. 170), and was a contemporary of Somaka

SahadevyaJ Elsewhere ‘Vamadeva’ is connected with kings Sala

and Dala,® who appear to be the kings of Ayodhya, No. 77

(p. 149), later still. These indications suggest that the first Vama-
deva lived in the time of Somaka. Descendants of his would appear

later, and among them Brhaduktha is called his son and was a

well-known rishi.® ‘Vamadeva’ consecrated Durmukha Paneala.^®

Other references to ‘ Vamadeva ’ are quite vague.^^

The next noted Angirasa was Saradvant, son of a Gautama,^^

who married Ahalya,^® sister of king Divodasa of N. Pancala

(p. 116) ;
and his descendants are given in the N. Paiicala

genealogy,’^ but the pedigree is very greatly abbreviated, only

three generations being mentioned from Divodasa’s time to that

' AnukramanT and Vedarth on Eigv vi, 75. Brhadd v, 124-8. 138-9.

P. 170.
2 Also Va 59, 90, 101 : Bd ii, 33, 110 : Mat 145, 104 ; 196, 4, 35-6.
® Eigv iv, 4, 11 ; 32, 9, 12. Brhadd iv, 126-7. Vedic Index ii, 286.
* Bigv iv, 4, 13. Also Au^ija, 21, 6^7.
= Id. iv, 16, 13, 18. ® Id. iv, 26, 3; 38, 1.

’ Id. iv, 15, 7-10. Vedarth on Rigv iv, 15.

® MBh iii, 192, 13180 f. MBh xii, 92 to 94 about Vasumanas are

indeterminate and brahraanical.

® Va 59, 93, 102. Bd ii, 5.2, 101, 1 11. Mat 445, 95, 105 ; 495, 35-6.

Vedic Index ii, 71. AnukramanI and Vedarth on Rigv x, 54 to 56.

Aitareya Brahm viii, 23.

e. g. Manu x, 106 : Pad vi, 281, 6, 11.

MBh i, 130, 5072 : v, 165, 5768.
12 It is of her that Ram tells the story of Indra’s seduction of Ahalya

(i, 48, 14 f.) in that her son was Satananda (i4. 54, 1-6). It is told

again with fanciful additions (id. vii, 30, 21-35). Often alluded to,

MBh V, 44, 373 : xii, 544, 13205 : xiii, 44, 2328 ; 455, 7218 : Lg i, 29,

27 : with variations. Also Vedic Index : Br 122, 49 : Pad v, 51. The
story is attached in a fable to Medhatithi Gautama and his son Cirakarin,

MBh xii, 267, 9482-9552.
11 Va 99, 201-5. Mat 50, 8-12. Hv 32, 1784-8. Vis iv, 19, 16-18.

Ag 277, 22-3. Wrongly in Bhag ix, 21, 34-6. MBh i, 130, 5072-89,

omitting Satananda and Satyadhrti.
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of Santanu, wamely Satananda, Satyadhrti and the twins Krpa and

Krpi, whom Santanu succoured.^ All these were Gautamas^ and

therefore descendants of Ucathya,® There is nothing to fix the

times of Satananda and Satyadhrti.

Another Kaksivant was the author of Rigveda i, 116 and 117,

where he calls himself Pajriya Kaksivant. These hymns and also

118 to 126 are attributed to Kaksivant Dairghatamasa Aurija, but

this rishi cannot be the former Kaksivant {ante), because (1) Dlrgha-

tamas and his son Kaksivant lived in the time of Dusyanta and

Bharata (p. 163), (2) this Pajriya Kaksivant speaks of Divodasa^

(who appears to be the king of N. Pancala) but not of Pijavana

nor Sudas, whence it seems he lived between them, (3) there was

a long interval of many kings between Bharata and his descendant

Divodasa (p. 146), and (4) the description and treatment of this

young rishi in the story of him and king Svanaya Bhavayavya®

does not accord with the base birth of the earlier Kaksivant. The

two Kaksivants therefore were different persons. This rishi belonged

to the family of the Pajras,® of whom there is no mention before

Dirghatamas. Moreover, it will be shown in the following section

that the Kanvas did not come into existence till after Ajamidha,

so that the reference in hymn 117, 8 to Kanva and that in i, 18

(attributed to Medhatithi Kanva) to ^ Kaksivant who is Ausija ’ as

a contemporary, both show that Pajriya Kaksivant could not be

the earlier Kaksivant, but was a later descendant, for Pajra was an

Aurija.'^ Thus there were two Kaksivants, both Ausijas, the first

son of Dirghatamas in Bharata’s time and the second son (or

descendant) of Pajra (and also probably a descendant of Dirghatamas)

soon after Divodasa. The Anukramani and Vedarthadipika have

confused them. This fixes the time of king Svanaya as between

Divodasa and Sudas.®

1 Also MBh i, 63, 2435-6 : v, 165, 5767-8.
- So KrpI, MBh i, 130, 5114-15; and Krpa, 137, 5433.
® Va ve&AingRtathyd in the genealogy should be Autathyd {=Aucathyd).

Mat dhhydtd and Hv ete te have ‘ emended ’ the patronymic they did not

understand (cf. pp. 82-3). This Saradvant apparently is cdXXeA. Autathya
Gautama, Va 64, 26: Bd ii, 38, 28.

^ Eigv i, 116, 18. ® Brhadd iii, 141-50. ® Eigv i, 126, 2, 4, 5.

' Eigv i, 122, 4, 7, 8. Hence Nahusa there is different from Nahusa
father of Yayati.

® He belonged probably to one of the petty Pancala dynasties descended
from Bhrmya^va (p. 117).
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Krpa brings us down to the reign of Santanu of Hastinapura.

A Bharadvaja had his hermitage at Gahgadvara ^ and was of

Ahgiras’ lineage.^ Prsata was then king of N. Pancala and was his

friend. Prsata^s son Drupada and Bharadvaja’s son Drona were

playmates,^ but Drupada on becoming king despised Drona. Drona

was a great archer and warrior and taught Dhrtarastra'’s sons and

the Pandavas all the art of war.^ With the Pandavas’ aid he

conquered Drupada (p. 116), and apparently became himself king

of N. Pancala. He married Krpi, and their son was Asvatthaman.®

This Bharadvaja is said to have taught Agnivesa the art of the

agneya weapon, and Agnivesa taught it to Drona.®

Other Brhaspatis and Bharadvajas are mentioned, but with want

of personal distinction.’^ One Brhaspati gave his daughter Romasa

to king Svanaya Bhavayavya :
® another is said to have been the

preceptor of king Vasu of Cedi :
® and another the preceptor of

Vyasa’s son Suka.^® One Bharadvaja taught Satrunjaya king of

the Sauvlras:^^ another with his son Yavakri is connected with

Raibhya and his sons Arvavasu and Paravasu. Many other

Ahgirasas, authors of Vedie hymns and others, are mentioned, some

of whom were of more or less note, such as Hiranyastupa, Kutsa,

Gotama Rahugana and Apastamba
;

but there is no sufficient

evidence to fix their positions. A Canda Kausika, called son of

Kaksivant Gautama, is made contemporary with Brhadratha and

Jarasandha, kings of Magadha, by contracting the genealogy.^®

1 The story is in MBh i, 130, 5102-12 ; 166, 6328-35.
^ So his son Drona, MBh i, 130, 5122 ; 132, 5280.
® The fable of Drona’s birth is noticed under the Agastyas, chap. XXII.
^ MBh i, 67, 2705-6; 132 ] 166, 6344-7.
® MBh i, 130, 5114-15. Vis iv, 19, 18.

MBh i, 130, 5107-8; 139, 5524-5.
' ‘ Brhaspati’ wi’ongly with Mandhatr, MBh xiii, 76, 3668. A Bharad-

vaja, Manu X, 107.
® Rigv i, 126, 6-7. Brhadd iii, 155 to iv, 3. His position has just

been fixed, ante.

® MBh xii, 338, 12753-6. Id. 326, 12209-10.
“ Id. 140, 5249-50.

Id. iii, 135, 10703-4 : see chap. XXI.
Rigv i, 77 and 78. The story in Satapatha Brahra i, 4, 10-19 (SBE

xii, 104-6) is a brahmanical fable.

MBh iii, 297, 16875: xiii, 66, 3320. To be distinguished from the

Apastambi gotra among the Bhargavas, Mat 195, 33.

MBh ii, 16, 688 to 17, 740.
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A Paila, son of Vasu, is mentioned mth the Pandavasd For later

Angirasas, see chapter XXVII.
The genealogy says there were 15 parties {pakm') among the

Ahgirasas, but 16 or 17 names are given, namely, Ayasya, Utathya

(Ucathya), Vamadeva, Ausija, Bharadvaja, Sahkrti, Garga, Kanva,

Rathitara, Mudgala, Visnuvrddha, Harita, Kapi, Ruksa (read

Uruksaya), Bharadvaja, Arsabha and Kitu. Matsya 196 names all

these as gotras except the last two. Of these parties, however, the

nine, Sahkrtis to Uruksayas, were not Angirasas by origin, but

sprang from ksatriyas and were incorporated among the Angirasas.

The Kanvas became brahmans straightway, as will be now explained,

but all the rest of these became ksatriyan brahmans, as will be

explained in chapter XXIII, and ultimately wholly brahmans.

Most of these names are also mentioned as those of celebrated

Ahgirasa hymn-makers.^

Kanvas or Kanvdyanas

.

Among the Ahgirasas were the Kanvas,® and they were an offshoot

from the Paurava line, as all the authorities agree, but two distinct

points are assigned for their branching off in two different accounts.

Both accounts say, Kanva had a son Medhatithi, and from Medha-

tithi were descended the Kanva
3
'’anas who were brahmans. One

account says, Kanva was son of Apratiratha (or Pratiratha), one of

the sons of king Matinara (or Rantinara, p. 144) : but the other

makes Kanva son of AjamTdha, a king who was Martinara^s suc-

cessor by some 32 generations. This difference involves a great

discrepancy as to the time when Kanva lived. Both origins can

hardly be true, for it is difficult to believe that Kanvas started

from ‘ Medhatithi son of Kanva ’ twice over many generations

apart, that is, the double origin of a single brahman family from

two persons ages apart. A gotra called Kanvas is named among
the Vasisthas,* but, even assuming that that unique mention is

correct, that gotra appears unknown otherwise
j

and the above

two accounts undoubtedly refer to one and the same family of

Kanvas.

The earlier origin is given by the Vayu, Harivamsa, Yisnu and

^ Id. 32, 1239. He may be connected with Vyasa’s disciple Paila,

p. 21.
" Va 59, 98-102. Bd ii, 32, 107-12. Mat U5, 101-6.
' Va 99, 199. Mat 50, 5. Hv 32, 1782. * Mat 200, 9.

Q24C5
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Bhagavata.^ The Agni mentions Pratiratha, Kanva and Medhatithi,

and the Garuda makes Medhatithi son of Pratiratha,^ but neither

say anything about Kanvayanas, and so do not assert that the

Kanvayanas began at this point.

The later origin from AjamTdha is given by the Vayu, Matsya,

Visnu and Garuda,® which are all in agreement, while the Bhaga-

vata ^ derives from him the Priyamedhas instead, who also were

Ahgirasas.®

The Harivaihsa, Brahma and Agni make Jahnu son of Ajamidha

and Kesini, and so substitute the Kanyakubja dynasty for the

Kanvayanas, and this is clearly wrong (pp. 99 f.). Their false

substitution here shows that they have ousted some other line of

descendants, and the only other line at this point mentioned any-

where is the Kanvayana family, hence the inference is that it

originated here. The Bhagavata moreover in giving Praskanva

the earlier origin is clearly wrong, because Praskanva Kanva was

not earlier than Sudas of N. Pahcala,® and therefore was long

posterior to the time it assigns him. Of the four Puranas therefore

which assert the earlier origin, the Bhagavata is wrong, the

' Va 99, 130-1, misleading Kantha and Kdnthayana here as also

elsewhere (e. g. verses 199, 344, 346):

—

dhuryo ’pratirathasyapi Kanvas tasyabhavat sutah

Medhatithih sutas tasya yasmat KSnvayana dvijab.

Dhurija appears to be an adjective, but even if a name does not affect this

question. Vis iv, 19, 2 agrees closely. Hv 32, 1718 says

—

putrah Pratirathasyasit Kanvah samabhavan nrpah

Medhatithih sutas tasya yasmat Kanvo ’bhavad dvijah.

Bhag ix, 20, 6-7 :

—

Kanvo ’pratirathatmajah

tasya Medhatithis tasmat Praskanvadya dvijatayah

which is equivalent, for Praskanva was a Kanva.
^ Ag 277, 5. Gar 140, 4.

‘

® Mat 49, 46-7 and Va 99, 169-70 (which here also misreads Kantha
and Kanthayanxi )

:

—

Ajamldhasya Ke^inyam Kanvah samabhavat kila

Medhatithih sutas tasya tasmat Kanvayana dvijah.

Similarly Vis iv, 19, 10 and Gar 140, 9.

« Bhag ix^ 21, 21

Ajamldhasya vam^yah syuh Priyamedhadayo dvijah.

“ Anukramanl on Rigv viii, 2.
® Rigv i, 47, 2, 5, 6 (attributed to him) : 45, 3-5, which show he was

later than Priyainedha.
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Karivamsa highly suspect because of its untrue substitution of the

Kanyakubja dynasty at the later point, and the Vayu and Visnu

give both accounts and therefore stultify themselves. The weight

of authority then is in favour of the later origin.

Next, there appears to be nothing to show that the Kanvas

existed before Ajamidha. A Kanva is mentioned in Dusyanta^s

time. He adopted Sakuntala, and Dusyanta met her in his

hermitage and married her, but this Kanva is expressly called

a Kasyapa (see next chapter), and so could not be a member of the

Kanvas, who were Ahgirasas. Kanva was his personal name.

There is no other mention of any Kanva before Ajamidha. On the

other hand there were many Kanvas after him, as the Rigveda

shows. By the group of synchronisms at page 163, Sobhari

Kanva^s position has been fixed, and (accepting the AnukramanFs

ascriptions of authorship) there are the following indications

:

Pragatha Kanva was contemporary with Dui'gaha^s grandsons,^

and so the positions of his father Ghora, brother Kanva and three

sons are fixed
;
Prsadhra Kanva was contemporary with Dasyave-

vrka
;
^ and Praskanva has been noticed above. Through Kaksivant

Pajriya {ante) can be placed Devatithi Kanva,® Vatsa Kanva,

^

Sadhvaihsa Kanva (who was later than Trasadasyu) ® and Medha-

tithi Kanva ®—all later than Ajamidha.

It is clear that the Kanvas sprang from Ajamidha and not from

Matinara’s son Apratiratha, and this accords with the fact that

both just before and after Ajamidha the Paurava line threw off

branches which became brahmans, as will be explained in

chapter XXIII. The erroneous earlier origin may perhaps be

explained by the Harivarhsa text. It says Apratiratha^s son was

Kanva, a king, and quite possibly there was a junior king Kanva

then, and afterwards the second line

—

Medhatithih sutas tasya yasmat Kanvayana dvijah

which is found generally in both accounts and belongs properly

to the second, was mistakenly added to the first, especially when

Jahnu was foisted in as a son of Ajamidha and ousted the Kanva-

yanas from their proper place. The Kanvas thus belonged to the

^ Rigv viii, 65, 12. Brhadd vi, 35-9.
“ Eigv viii, 56, 1; 2. ® Id. viii, 4, 17. * Id. viii, t», 47.

^ Id. viii. 8, 4, 7, 8, &c. ® Id. i, 18, 1. Medhatithi II?
’’

‘ Ajamidha’ is named among the Ahgirasas, Mat 196, 47.

Q 2
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period of the N. Paheala dynasty (pp. 146, 148), and various Kanva
rishis are named in connexion with Rigvedic hymns. The position

of one, Sobhari, has been fixed as mentioned. Others were earlier

and later, as noticed above, and the positions of others can be per-

ceived in a general way through allusions to kings, to themselves

and to other persons, but can hardly be particularized.^

CHAPTER XX

THE ATREYA

S

Thk mythical rishi Atri has been noticed above (chapter XVI),

and the name is also loosely applied to various Atreyas, as will be

noticed. The genealogy of the Atreyas is given in Brahmanda hi,

8, 73-86, Vayu 70
,
67-78 and Lihga i, 63,

68-78
;

and also

partially in connexion with the Paurava dynasty in Brahma 13
,

5-14 and Harivamsa 31
, 1658, 1661-8. All these passages are

closely alike and collated suggest the original text. The Matsya

{
197

)
gives a list of Atreya rishis and gotras. The genealogy is

very brief in its range,^ confuses Prabhakara with the primaeval

mythical Atri in making him father of Soma, and explains the

names Prabhakara and Svastyatreya by a brahmanical fable evidently

fabricated out of them. So far as it is genealogical it agrees with

tradition elsewhere.

Prabhakara, who is called Atri or Atreya,^ is the earliest of this

family to whom an historical position is given, namely, that he

married the ten daughters of Bhadrasva or Raudrasva and Ghrtacl.

Bhadrasva, as he is called in two Puranas,^ or Raudrasva, as he is

generally called,® was an early Paurava king; the Vayu, Matsya

and Bhagavata name his queen as Ghrtacl ;
® and the Vayu, Brahma

^ MBh, see Sorensen, where Kanva Ka^yapa (a?^te)Inust be distinguished.

In fables, Br 85 ;
148.

^ Kur i, 19,
18-19 shortens and confuses the account.

® So also Va 99
,
127. See chap. XVI.

* Mat 49
,
4. Ag 277

,
3.

® MBh i, 94 ,
3698. Va 99 ,

123-7. Vis iv, 19
,

1. Gar i, 140
,
2.

Bhag ix, 20
,
3. Br 13

,
4. Hv 31 ,

1658.
® Generally confused with the apsaras, see p. 135.
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and Harivamsa add, their ten daughters married the Atreya

Prabhakara. Prabhakara^s position is therefore defined. The

genealogy says he had ten sons, called the Svastyatreyas,^ and

from him the best Atreya gotras were descended. Chief among his

Svastyatreya descendants (not sons) were two famous rishis Datta

and Durvasas.^

Datta Atreya, or Dattatreya as he is generally called,^ is always

connected in tradition with the great Haihaya king Arjuna Karta-

vlrya, who propitiated him and was favoured by him.^ He was

therefore, from this position, a descendant (not son) of Prabhakara.

In late or brahmanical stories however he is yvrongly introduced at

other times.® He is said to have been placid, beneficent and un-

blemished,® and is regarded as the fourth incarnation of Visnu

;

yet he is sometimes described as addicted to sensual pleasures and

spirituous liquor.® It is said he had a son Nimi, who was the first

to institute the sraddha.®

Durvasas Atreya is called Datta’s brother,^® but his position is

not definite, because he is not certainly connected with any king,

and he appears often in tales, introduced at all stages of traditional

history, especially in brahmanical stories.^^ He is nearly always

presented as a very irascible and furious rishi,^^ and his character

* A Svastyatreya, Brhadd iii, 56; Hv 168
,
9571. One is the reputed

author of Rigv v, 50 and 51 . A Svasti, Brhadd i, 128 ; &c.
" Mark 17,

6-16 mythologizes their birth and characters.
^ e. g. Br 213

, 106, 110. Mark 17
,
7 . MBh xiii, 153

, 7224.
^ MBh iii, 115

, 11036 : xii, 49
,
1750-1 : xiii, 152

, 7189; 153
, 7224;

157
, 7351. Va 94

,
10-11. Bd iii, 69

,
10-11. Br 13, 161. Hv 33

,

1852—3; 42
,
2309. Mark 18 and 19. Mat 43

,
15. Pad v, 12

,
118.

Vis iv, 11
, 3. Bhag ix, 15, 17 ; 23, 2_4. Ag 274

, 5.

® e. g. earlier with the Aila king Ayu, Pad ii, 103
,
101—135. Later

with Alarka, Mark 16 , 12 ; 37
, 26 ;

&c. : Br 180 ,
31-2 : Gar i, 218 .

® Genealogy, line 22. Mark 17
, 6, 13, 18.

’ Va 98, 89. Bd iii, 73
,
88. Mark 17, 7. Genealogy. Br 213 . 106-

13. Hv 42
,
2305-12.

« Mark 17
, 20-5; 18

, 23, 28-31. Pad ii, 103
,
106-9, 114.

® MBh xiii, 91
,
4328-46. But xiv, 92,

2887 attributes it to Jamadagni.
Both lived about the same time.

Both sons of Atri, Br 117, 2 : Ag 20 ,
12 . See chap. XVI.

e. g. with the^ ancient Ambarlsa (pp. 39 f.), Bhag ix, 4
, 35 f. With

an ancient king Svetaki, MBh i, 223
,
8098, 8132-41. With Rama

Ha^arathi, Pad vi, 271 , 44. "With BhTsma, MBh xiii, 26, 1763. With
KuntI, MBh i, 67

, 2768; 111
,
4385. With the Pandavas, MBh iii, 85 ,

8265. With Krsna, Hv 298 to 303 . In myth, Ag 3 ,
1-2.

Mark 17, 9-16. Vis i 9
, 4, 6. MBh iii, 259, 15415 f.
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is well taken off in a story about Krsna.^ Curses imprecated by

him serve at times to explain pitiable misfortunes and hardly-

merited sufferings.^ He is called an incarnation of Siva.^ No
gotras appear to have claimed descent from him.

The genealogy says that among gotras descended from Datta

four were widely renowned, named after their founders, Syavasva,

Mudgala (or Pratvasa), Balaraka (or Vagbhutaka or Vavalgu) and

Gavisthira. The Matsya mentions as gotra names, Syavasva and

Gavisthira {197, 5, 7, 8), but not the second and third. I have

found nothing to elucidate Mudgala. Six Atreyas were hymn-

makers,^ Atri, Arcananas, Syavasva, Gavisthira, Balgutaka (or

Avihotra, or Karnaka), and Purvatithi. The fifth is plainly the

same as the third gotra, but it is difficult to fix the correct

name.

Arcananas was an Atreya and Syavasva was his son. Both are

mentioned in the Rigveda. Many hymns are attributed to

Syavasva ® and one to his son Andhigu.® Arcananas and Syavasva

sacrificed for king Rathavlti Darbhya, and Syavasva married his

daughter. Contemporaries then were Taranta and Purumidha,

both of whom are said to have been sons of Vidadasva.'^ In two

of those hymns Syavasva mentions Trasadasyu,® who would be the

Trasadasyu mentioned in other hymns and whose position has been

fixed above (p. 163). This fixes the position of Arcananas and

Syavasva as soon after his time.

Other Atreyas are mentioned, such as the ‘ Atri ’ (one or several),

who received wealth from Tryaruna, Trasadasyu and Asvamedha,

and also from king Rausama,® and whose position (but not name or

names) is fixed accordingly (p. 163) : also a Babhru, who was priest

to Rnamcaya.^®

' MBh xiii, 159, 7414 f.

- As in the plav of Sakuntala, Act iv, introduction.

3 MBh i, 323, 8132. Mark 17, 9-1 1. Vis i, 9, 2.

^ Va 59, 104 ;
Bd ii, 32, 113-14 ;

Mat 145, 107-9
;

collated.

® Eigv V, 52 to 61, 81, 82: viii, 35 to 38 and ix, 32 simply to

Syavasva.
“ Id. ix, 101.
’’ Eigv V, 61 and Vedarth thereon. Brhadd v, 50-81. Vedic Index

i, 36 : ii, 400. SEE xxxii, 359.
® Rigv viii, 36, 7 ; 37, 7.

® Brhadd v, 13, 31.

Id. V, 13, 33-4.
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The Kd&ija'pas.

The accounts of the mythical Kasyapas have been noticed in

chapter XVI. Two so-called vamsas of the Kasyapas are found,

one of which is wholly mythical and has been noticed there. The

other deals with historical members of the Kasyapa brahman family

and is given by four Puranas.^ Their versions are based on a

common original, and are closely alike, but the Kurma has intro-

duced some variations, which do not however materially alter the

purport. The Vayu, Brahmanda and Lihga collated suggest the

original reading. The Matsya {199) gives a long list of rishis

and gotras.

The genealogy says that Kasyapa had two sons Vatsara and

Asita. Vatsara begot Nidhruva and Raibhya. Nidhruva married

Sumedhas, daughter of Cyavana and Sukanya, and was the

progenitor of the Kundapayins. Raibhya was progenitor of the

Raibhyas. Asita married Ekaparna and their son was Devala,

best of the Sandilyas.^ But this genealogy is hopelessly wrong, as

will appear from a chronological survey of Kasyapa rishis who are

mentioned.

Vatsara (or Vatsara, as it appears sometimes) is not mentioned

in the Yedio Index? Kasyapa, he, Naidhruva, Raibhya, Asita and

Devala were the six Kasyapa brahmavadins,^ and he is one of the

seven rishis now said to be stationed in the sky.® His alleged son

Nidhruva’s wife cannot have been the daughter of Cyavana and

Sukanya, for they belonged to the very earliest age, and the reading

Sukanydydm should probably be hi kanyd yd, meaning that his wife

was daughter of a Cyavana, who may have been the king of

N. Pancala, as will appear in the next paragraph. A Naidhruvi

is once mentioned in Vedic literature, and a Kundapayin also.®

A Nidhruvi is the reputed author of Rigveda ix, 63. Raibhya (or

Rebhya), the name of the other son assigned to Vatsara, is a

1 Va 70, 24-9. Bd iii, 8, 28-33. Lg i, 63, 49-55. Kur i, 19, 1-7.

“ The last line of the genealogy seems unintelligible.

® Can he be Avatsara of Rigv v, 44, 10? An Avatsara was son of

Prasravana, Aitar Brahm ii, 3, 24.
" Va59, 103. Bd ii, 32, 112-13, Vat 145, 106-7. This suggests

his identification with Avatsara.
® Va 64, 28. Bd ii, 38, 29. “ Vedic Index, s.v.

'' He must be distinguished from a Eaibhya among the ViSvamitras

(chap. XXI). A Raibhya and his son Kuksi, MBh xii, 350, 13588-9.
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patronymic, and should no doubt be Rebha; and if so, he may be

the Rebha Kasyapa who is the reputed author of Rigveda viii, 97,^

and perhaps also the Rebha who is called a rishi ^ and mentioned

several times in the hymns.^ Nothing can be fixed about his time,

except that he was prior to Kaksivant Pajriya, who mentions

him.^ This synchronism shows that the Cyavana mentioned above

cannot be the primaeval rishi and is more probably the N. Paneala

king (p. 148). The other persons named in the genealogy will be

noticed in turn.

The earliest time at which a Kasyapa is mentioned is that of

Rama Jamadagnya, who, according to brahmanic fable, offered a

great sacrifice with Kasyapa as his upadhyaya (p. 200).

The next Kasyapa is Kanva Kasyapa, in whose hermitage Sakun-

tala dwelt.® She married the Paurava king Dusyanta and was

mother of the famous king Bharata.® ‘ Kanva ’ is said to have

been the chief priest at Bharata’s sacrifices,"^ and Bharata gave him

gifts
;
® and he is no doubt this Kanva (or perhaps his son). The

Kanva family had not come into existence then as shown in the

last chapter.

The next Kasyapa was the progenitor of the Sandilyas.® His

position is not known, but they existed in the time of Dillpa II

Khatvahga, king of Ayodhya, because an old verse says that a

Sandilya sacrificed for him
;

and they would be even earlier, if the

statement is reliable, that Bhumanyu, probably the Paurava king,

gave food to a Sandilya.^^ These allusions show that the genealogy

is wrong if it means, as it seems to mean, that the Sandilyas sprang

from Asita or Devala, who were far later.

The next Kasyapa was Vibhandaka, who had his hermitage on

the R. Kausiki (the modern Kosi in N. Bihar). His son was

^ Hymns ix, 99 and 100 are attributed to his two sons.

“ Rigv i, 117, 4. ® Vedic Index ii, 226.
‘ Eigv i, iid, 7, 24; ij!7, 4, 6.

® MBh i, 70, 2870, 2874, 2893-4
; 73, 2975. The play of Sakimtala,

verses 18, 26, &c.
® MBh i, 73, 2972 ; 74, 3105-6, 3117-18 : xiv, 3, 50. Also the play.

Bhag ix, 20, 8-22. Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 13.

" MBh i, 74, 3122. ® MBh vii, 68, 2387: xii, 29, 942.

Named in the Mat list, 199, 18. But a Sandili is named among the

Viisisthas also, Mat 200, 5.

Va 73, 41-2. Bd iii, 10, 90-1. Hv 18, 991-3.

MBh xiii, 137, 6266.
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the rishi Rs3'asrhg'aj whom Lomapada, king of Ahga, in whose

territory they lived, inveigled to his capital to bring rain after

a long drought, and to whom he gave his daughter Santa in

marriage.^ Rsyasrhga was afterwards invited to the court of

Dasaratha, king of Ayodhya, and performed a sacrifice that the

king might have a son.^ A descendant Vaibhandaki, whose name

was apparently Purnabhadra, is connected with Lomapada’s fourth

successor Haryanga.^

Next would probably come Nidhruva and Rebha as noticed

above.

The next famous Kasyapa was the rishi Asita.^ His wife was

Ekaparna (p. 69), and their son was Devala.® This portion is

given in the genealogy. Devala is often called Asita Devala,®

and sometimes even simply Asita hence it is not always clear

which is meant, and he must be distinguished from other Devalas.®

The genealogy says that Devala, and therefore Asita presumably,

were Sandilyas, thus indicating that it is imperfect, and that they

must have had an ancestor Sandila, who lived much earlier, as

pointed out above. Asita is made contemporary with Bhlsma, for

he had asked for Satyavatl in marriage
;
^ Devala with the

Pandavas,’^® and Devala^s younger brother (cousin ?) Dhaumj^a

' MBh iii, 110, 9989 to 113, 10093 : xii, 334, 8609 : xiii, 137, 6269.
Ram i, 9 and 10. Cf. Vis iv, 18, 3. It is said Lomapada had a son

through Esya^rhga’s favour, Va 99, 104; Mat 48, 95-6; Br 13, 41;
Hv 1697-8'.

^ Ram i, 11, 19 f. But not so in MBh iii, 273, 15 8 7 7-9.

® IIv 5jf, 1700-1. Br i5, 44. Mat 98-9 (Vibhandaka).
* Mat 199, 19. Lg i, 63, 51. Brhadd ii, 157. Probably MBh xii,

47, 1594. Auukiam and Veilarth on Rigv ix, 5 and 24. Asita Dhanva
of the asuras {Vedic Index i, 399) would be different. There were
several Asitas, see Sorensen.

® Lg i, 63, 53-4. MBh xii, 1, 4: xiii, 139, 6298: &c. So implied

in MBh ix, 51 and perhaps ii, 52, 1917. But one brabmanical book
inverts the relation and calls Asita Daivala wrongly, Vedic Index i, 380.

® MBh ii, 4, 105 ; 11, 441 ; 12, 510 ; 58, 2038 : &c.
^ MBh xii, 229, 8431-6; 276, 9874-7.
* A son of Vi^vamitra, Hv 27, 1462; Br 10, 60. The father of

Brahmadatta’s queen Sannati, Mat 20, 26; Hv 24, 1274-8, 1297-8:
but Hv 23, 1261—2 identifies him with Asita Devala wrongly. A son of

Pratyusa (mythical ?), MBh i, 66, 2590 ;
Va 66, 26 ;

Bd iii, 5, 27 ;
Br 3,

41 ;
Hv 3, 159; &c.

® MBh i, 100, 4045. With Yudhisthira, ii, 76, 2574.
MBh ii, 53, 1917: iii, 85, 8263 :”xii, 1, 3-5.
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became their purohita.^ Both Asita and Devala were celebrated

brahma-vadins, as mentioned above
;
^ and other statements are

made about them in brahmanical accounts.^

Various other Kasyapas are mentioned, such as Yaja, who became

king Drupada’s sacrifice
;

^ but they are generally indefinite or

unimportant.

The genealogy says there were three groups among the Kasyapas,

the Sandilyas, Naidhruvas and Raibhyas.

•CHAPTER XXI

THE VISVAMITRAS

The family of the Visvamitras was founded by the great Visva-

mitra, and the story about him has been narrated above (p. 205).

His brahmanhood was disputed by the great Devaraj Vasistha, and

he succeeded in establishing it, with the result that he held a

position independent of all other brahmans, and so founded an

independent brahman family, the only separate brahman family

founded by a ksatriya.® His position has been fixed above (p. 152).

The various Visvamitras who will be noticed are however often

confused, and sometimes regarded as one and the same person,®

with the result that no allusions occur which can well suggest names

to distinguish them. An account of YYsvamitra and his sons is

given by four Puranas and the texts should be collated. Lists

^ MBh i, 183, 6914, 6918-19; &c. : xv, 23, 632. P. C. Roy’s trans-

lation of xiv, 64, 1903 makes Agnive^ya his (Yudhisthira’s) priest, and

says Agnive^ya was another name of Dhaumya : but purohita and Agni-
veiya are distinct, and the rendering should be ‘ his priest ’ (i.e. Dhaumya)
‘ and AgniveSya ’.

^ Rigv ix, 5 to 24 are ascribed to one or other of them.
® e. g. Asita declared prtliivl-gUa ^lokas to DharmadhvHjin Janaka, Vis

iv, 24, 54. Devala in Pad vi, 197, 27 f.

^ MBh i, 167, 6362 f. : ii, 78, 2662.
= MBh xiii, 3, 185; 4, 247-8. ' e.g. MBh i, 71, 2921-8.

Hv 27, 1460-3
; 32, 1767-9. Br 10, 57-60 ; 13, note to verse 91.

These are closely alike. Ya 91, 96-7 and Bd iii, 66, 68-9 are alike but

give only two lines. But all these sons may not have been sous of the

first ViSvamitra.
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of the gotras are also given by various authorities and will be

noticed.

Visvamitra had many sons^ chief among them being Madhu-

cchandaSj Kati (or Kata?) Rsabha, Renu, Astaka^ and Galava.^

He also adopted the Bhargava Sunahsepa with the name Devarata

and made him the chief of all his sons.® Astaka appears to have

succeeded Visvamitra in the kingdom of Kanyakubja (p. 146), but

all the rest were entirely brahmans. Accounts concur (though

differing in details) that Visvamitra’s sons did not all accept

Devarata^s headship
;
and it is said that Visvamitra cursed those

who repudiated it to become dog-eaters or mlecchas,* such as

Andhras, Pundras and Sabaras.® The Ramayana says absurdly

that he cursed all his sons, because they refused to offer themselves

as victims in Sunahsepa’s stead, to be dog-eaters dwelling like the

Vasisthas among the lowest castes.® This is certainly wrong, for

Madhucchandas and others were not degraded. There are allusions

at times to degraded Visvamitras,’^ but it is difficult to say what

that means,® and it is distinctly stated that all his sons were munis

who declared sacred lore.®

The Bhagavata says^®—Madhucchandas was the middle son.

The elder sons resented Devarata^s position, but Madhucchandas

and the younger sons accepted it
;
so Visvamitra blessed them and

Devarata as ‘ Kusikas \ and they constituted the Kausika gotra,

while the elder sons were separate and known as ‘ Visvamitras ^

^ Vedarth on Rigv ix, 70 and x, 104:. But possibly sons of different

ViSvamitras have been mixed up. The 13 chief Kusikas are named,

mu, 33, 117-19; Mat i45, 111-14.
^ In story of Satyavrata Tri^anku, p. 38. MBh xiii, 4, 251. In

various stories, Mark 30, 42 io 31, 4; 31, 33. Cf. p. 142, and

second note above.
^ P. 206. Ram i, 57, 3-4 gives him four sons with names all wrong.

Brhadd iv, 95 and Bhag ix, 16, 29 say 101.
^ MBh xiii, 3, 188.

, ^

° Aitareya Brahm vii, 18. Sahkhayana Sr Sutra xv, 26.
® Ram i, 63, 9-17.
^ As Raksasas, Va 69, 195; 70, 53, 56 : Bd iii, 8, 59, 62.
® It may have been developed out of the story that a Visvamitra, com-

pelled by. hunger, once ate dog’s flesh from a candala’s hand
;
Br 93, 5-24 ;

Manu X, 108; MBh xii, 141, 5344-5417. But more probably it means
that some of Vi^vamitia’s descendants became priests to non-Aryan tribes

and so degenerated to the level of their clients. It is said he created

yatudhanas, MBh xiii, 3, 4. See Paulastyas, note, next chapter.

® MBh xiii, 4, 248, 259. Bhag ix, 16, 29, 33-7.
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But tradition hardly seems to aeknowledge this distinction^ for the

Visvamitras generally seem to have been known as Kusikas and

Kausikas^ after Visvamitra's grandfather king Kusika (p. 144).

The next Visvamitra was the father of Sakuntala, Dusyanta’s

queen and Bharata’s mother {ante). Nothing particular is said

about him and he is generally confused with the first Visvamitra/

though there was a considerable interval between them (pp. 144,

146). His position is therefore fixed. A Visvamitra is next

mentioned in the story of Kalmasapada Saudasa, king of Ayodhya,

but he appears to have been mistakenly introduced into it through

confusing this Saudasa with Sudasa (p. 208). A later Visvamiti’a

is introduced in the Ramayana, as obtaining Ramans help to destroy

the demon Taraka, and as narrating various wonderful legends to

Rama.^ There were of course Visvamitras at that time, but his

appearance there is doubtful and seems intended to glorify Rama.^

Moreover, he is there wrongly identified with the first Visvamitra,^

and the brahmanic fable of the contest between that Visvamitra

and Vasistha is narrated as concerning him.®

An important Visvamitra was the rishi who was connected with

Sudas (Sudasa) king of N. Pancala (p. 148), and was a rival of the

seventh Vasistha noticed in chapter XVIII. Both these rishis were

priests to Sudas, as the Rigveda shows,® and one appears to have

ousted the other
;
and the point for consideration here is which was

first Sudas’s priest, and which afterwards. It is said that Vasistha

consecrated Sudas as king,'^ and this if accepted would settle the

question. Tradition says that this Vasistha^s son Sakti was killed

by Sudas’s servants through Visvamitra’s instigation (p. 208); and

there are two facts, first, that there is no hymn by any Vasistha in

praise of Sudas’s son Sahadeva or grandson Somaka
;
and secondly,

hymn iii, 33, attributed to Visvamitra, describes the Bharatas as

crossing the rivers SutudrT (Sutlej) and Vipas (Beas), and appears

to refer to Sudas and his Bharatas, because no Visvamitra is said to

have been pi’iest to the other Bharata line, the Pauravas of Hastina-

’ As in MBh i, 71, 2923-8, where he and other Visvamitras are

confused.
* Ram i, 18, 39 f. Vis iv, 4, 41-2 copies.

^ The RamopakhySna (MBh iii, 276) says nothing about it.

' Ram i, 18, 39-40. ® Id. i, 51, 19 f.

“ ViSvaniitra
;

iii, 53, 9, 11, 12. Vasistha; vii, 18, 4, 22, 23.
' Aitai'eya Brahm viii, 4, 21.
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pura
;

that is, it appears to refer to Sudas’s campaign against

Saihvarana westwards into the Panjab. These considerations

corroborate the point that Sudas’s first priest was Vasistha, that

Vasistha’s son Sakti was killed through Visvamitra'’s instigation,

and that ultimately Vasistha departed to Saihvarana and Visvamitra

became Sudas’s priest.^ Manuks story (p. 209) may help to explain

how Visvamitra ousted Vasistha.

^ Visvamitra ’ is said to have had a son Raibhya,^ who had two

sons Arvavasu and Paravasu.^ They are connected in stories with

‘ Bharadvaja^ and his son Yavakri, and a king Brhaddyumna/ and

with Vasu king of Cedi and a Raibhya Dhanusj ® and Paravasu

with Rama Jamadagnya;® but these allegations are inconsistent

brahmanical fables.'^ The river Kausiki (Kosi in N. Behar) was

said to have been specially connected with ‘Visvamitra"’, and named

after his patronymic Kausika.® Other references to ‘Visvamitra’

occur,® but are uncertain, especially as the different Visvamitras

and Kausikas were confused.

Visvamitra"’s descendants formed many gotras, and more lists are

given of them than in any other brahman family. Pour Puranas

contain lists, which are all different versions of one and the same

original list.^° The Matsya {198) gives a longer list, which agrees

with those lists in ten names only. The epic also gives a long list

of rishis in this family, and only some fifteen names practically

agree with those in the former lists.^^ The gotra names generally

found in these lists are—Babhru, Devarata, Galava, Hiranyaksa,

Jabala, Karlsi, Kusika or Kausika, Lohita, Madhucchandas, Panini,

Saindhavayana, Salahkayana, Susruta, Tarakayana, Yajnavalkya.^^

^ See p. 172, and JRAS, 1918, pp. 233-8, 246-8. Vedie Index ii, 89
inverts this.

^ MBh xii, 49, 1771. A Raibhya also among the Kalyapas {ante).

8 MBh iii, 135, 10704; 138, 10792 : xii, 49, 1771-2.
' MBh iii, 135 to 138. “ MBh xii, 338, 12754-8.
® MBh xii, 49, 1772-5. See tables, pp. 144 f., 191 f.

® MBh i, 71, 2924: iii, 84, 8109-10; 110, 9987-90.
® e. g. Kauiika, MBh ii, 20, 807 ;

v, 116, 3972. Galava’s son Srhgavaut,
ix, 53, 2992-5.

Ya 91, 97-102. Bd iii, 66, 69-74. Hv 27, 1463-9; 32, 1770-3.
Br 10, 61-3; 13, note to verse 91. See p. 101.

MBh xiii, 4, 248-59.
There was a Yajnavalkya gotra among the Vasisthas also, Mat 200, 6.



CHAPTER XXII

AGASTYAS, PAULASTYAS, PAULAHAS, AND KRATUS

Agastyas.

There is no genealogy of the Agastyas, and the Matsya alone

{202) gives a list of gotras, which it calls their vamsa. ‘ Agastya ^

appears in various stories at various times from the earliest age

down to the Pandavas’ time,^ and there is great indefiniteness

about the Agastyas.

Fable, which has been noticed in connexion with Vasistha

Maitravaruna (chapter XVIII), gives ‘ Agastya ’ an origin with
‘ Vasistha ^ in making them both born in a water-jar, sons of the

two gods Mitra and Varuna, ‘Agastya'’ being thus ‘ Vasis-tha’s
’

younger brother.^ Hence ‘ Agastya ^ had the patronymic Maitra-

varuni,® and the names Kumbhayoni,^ Kumbhajanman ® and other

synonyms.® Maitravaruni really meant ‘ son (or descendant) of

Mitravaruna but was taken to mean ‘son of Mitra and Varuna^

(as explained in chapter XVIII), and so the common patronymic of

‘Vasistha’ and ‘Agastya^ led to the fable that they were begotten

together
;

and it is noteworthy that no reason is given why
‘ Agastya ’ was so born, such as is given for ‘ Vasistha ’.

Kumbhayoni maj’’ have been a real name, for queer names were

not uncommon, as witness Trnabindu, Sunahsepa and many others,

and it can be matched ’with Urjayoni, the name of a son of

Visvamitra.® If so, it would naturally have led to the allegation

that he was born in a jar, just as Vasistha'’s name Kundina

' e. g. with king Nahusa, MBh v, 16, 520-1 : xiii, 99 f. (fable). With
Rama Jamadagnya, MBh xiii, 84, 3967-9. With Blilsma, -id. 26, 1761.

All fables.

- Also Mat 61, 19 : Pad v, 22, 20-1 ; 33. 121.

MBh iii, 103, 8776 : xii, 344, 13216 : xiii, 99, 4771 : &c. Vedarth

on Rigv i, 166. Shortened to Vdruni, MBh iii, 103, 8774-5; 105,

8805-7.
' Mat 61, 50. Pad v, 22, 56. MBh iii, 98, 8595-6 : xii, 344,

13216.
® Eaghuv xii, 31. ® Cf. Bd iii, 35, 42, 53.

’ MBh xii, 208, 7595 : xiii, 150, 7113 : 165, 7666.
® MBh xiii, 4, 258.
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did {ante
) ;

but it seems more likely to have been coined out of

the fable, thus— ^ Vasistha ^ and ^ Agastya ^ were both Maitravaruna,

interpreted as 'son of Mitra and Varuna^. 'Vasistha^ was

Kundina, interpreted to mean 'connected with a jar^, therefore

Agastya must also have been their son born at the same time and

in the same way, and so was Kimlha-yoni. This is illustrated by

Drona, whose name gave rise to a precisely similar explanation,^

whence he also is styled Kumbhayoni ^ and Kumbhasambhava.^

Hence the name would seem to have been devised out of the fable,

and it may be noted that 'Vasistha’ is never called Kumbhayoni,

because he had the name Kundina
;
and the fable was also utilized

to explain Manya, the patronymic of an Agastya.

As noticed above, the stories in which ' Agastya ’ is introduced

at various times are generally brahmanic stories, unsupported other-

wise, and worthless chronologically. The only Agastya, to whom
a genuine historical position is assigned, is the rishi who married

Lopamudra, and whose place has been fixed above (p. 168). He is

sometimes called Kumbhayoni and Maitravaruna.'* Their son was,

it is said, Drdhasyu, who was called Idhmavaha also.® Drdhasyu^s

name is variously given as Drdhasya, Drdhayus and Drdhadyumna
;

and Idhmavaha as Vidhmavaha and Indrabahu.® They were how-

ever different persons,’^ because the former’ is no doubt Drdhacyuta,®

the reputed author of Rigveda ix, 25

;

and Idhmavaha was his son^

for as the reputed author of ix, 26 he is called Dardhaeyuta.

' Agastya ^ and these two are said to have been the most famous

Agastis.®

The Veda throws very little light on the Agastyas because it

mentions them only hy their family name Agastya. ' Agastya *
is

said to be the author of hymns i, 165 to 191, but this is only the

family name and no doubt includes several Agastyas, for, while to

the Agastya who married Lopamudra would belong hymn 179, the

author of hymn 185 apparently calls himself Sumedhas (vei’se 10),

and the Sumedhases were a gotra among the Agastyas.^® Agastyas

' MBh i, 63, 2434-5 ; 130, 5102-6
; 137, 5433 ; 166, 6328-32.

2 MBh vii, 157, 6947; 185. 8364, 8367.
= MBh vii, 157, 6956 ; 193, 8823. ' Mat 61, 50, 53.

® MBh iii, 99, 8640-2. " Mat 145, 114; 202, 8, 11.

So treated in Mat loe. cit. ’, Bd ii, 32, 119-20.
® He seems to be referred to in Vedarth oii Rigv ix, 5.

® Mat 145, 114-15. Mat 202, 2.
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are alluded to sometimes,^ but very few are mentioned b^- name

besides those noticed above.^ One was Mana, for the author of

hymn 189 calls himself Manas’s son ; the Manas are mentioned and

the patronymic Manya occurs.^ Mandarya is probably another

patronymic pointing' to a Mandara, and Mana and Mandara were

in the same line of descent because the author of hymns and 166

calls himself Mandarya Manya/ and it is said that Manya was

Maitravaruni, son (or descendant) of Mitravaruna.®

There is nothing to show when or how the Agastyas ai’ose. The

fable noticed above connects ‘Agastya’ with 'Vasistha'’, but that

seems merely a fabrication from the fact that a Vasistha and an

Agastya both had the same patronymic Maitrdvamna. Tradition

generally connects ^ Agastya ’ with the southern region ® and even

with CeylonJ Thus 'Agastya’ met Lopamudra at the great tirtha

on the river Sindhu/ that is the Sindh, a southern tributary of the

Jumna. 'Agastya'’ is ealled ‘lord of the southern region’/ and

is sometimes said to dwell on Mt. Malaya^® at the extreme south.

Canopus, the brightest star in the southern hemisphere, bears his

name. Fables also connect ' Agastya ^ with the south, such as his

altering the height of the Vindhya Mts.,^^ the story of Ilvala and

Vatapi,^^ and others.^® He had a hermitage apparently near

Mt. Vaidurya^* (the western part of the Satpura range), another

called Saubhadra on the southern ocean, and another among the

Pandyas.^® But the Agastyas spread elsewhere, and so mention is

made of 'Agastya’ in connexion with the Jumna, Prayaga and

other places,^'^ and Gaya appropriated some of the fame of Agastya

and Lopamudra.^®

^ MBhpii, 26, 971 : xii, 311, 13216 (Calc, edition).

^ One Sarniin, MBh xiii, 68, 3400. ^ Bigv i, 177, 5 ; 184, 4, 5.

‘ As Kaksivaut is styled Dairghatamasa and Au^ija (p. 161).
® AnukramanT and Vedarth on Bigv viii, 67.

® Ram iii, li, 78-84; Br 84, 8 ; 118, 6, 8. Eaghuv iv, 44.
‘ Mat 61, 51 (Lanka). * MBh iii, 130, 10541.
® Br 118, 2 ; 158, 11 : Hv 117, 6591. ‘ Conqueror,’ Ram vi, 117, 14.

Mat 61, 37. Pad v, 22, 40. Va 48, 20-3. Earn iv, 41, 15-16.
“ MBh iii, 104. Br 118, 2-8.

MBh iii, 96, 8543-52; 99, 8615-32; 206 . xii, 141, 5389. Ram
iii, 11, 55 f.

’2 Pad V, 19, 160 f. ; 22, 40 f. Many in MBh.
“ MBh iii, 88, 8344. MBh i, 216, 7839-46 ; 217, 7377.
1® MBh iii, 88, 8339 : probably 118, 10217.

MBh iii, 87, 8314-17; 96, 8540; 99, 8645-6; 161, 11794 : &c,

Va 108, 53-6
; 111, 53.
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The Tauladyas.

An account which professes to give an historical explanation of

Pulastya’s offspring is found in five Puranas.^ It derives them

from the royal line of VaisalT. Narisyanta, son of Marutta, had

a son Dama (p. 147). His (eighth) successor was Trnabindu, who

was king at the third mouth of the Treta age (p. 178). Trnabindu’s

daughter was Ilavila and he gave her to Pulastya. Their son was

the rishi Visravas Ailavila.^ Visravas had four wiveSj a Brhaspati’s ®

daughter Devavarnini, Malyavant’s daughters Puspotkata and

Vaka, and Malin^s daughter KaikasT. Visravas’s son by Deva-

varnini was Kubera Vaisravana/ and Kubera had four sons

Nalakubara, Ravana/ Kumbhakarna, and Vibhisana and a daughter

Surpanakha. Kaikasi bore Dasagriva and other sons
;
Puspotkata

bore Khara and other sons
;

and Vaka various sons. Pulastya^s

offspring (putting aside Kubera) were Raksasas, and the

Matsya says {202, 12-13) that Pulastya, seeing that, adopted

Agastya’s son (who is not named) ® and so the Paulastyas were

Agastyas.

The account continues. These Agastyas were thus classed along

with the great body of Raksasas, and they together with another

group called Vaisvamitras or Kausikas were reckoned Paulastya

Raksasas.'^ How the Vaisvamitras or Kausikas came to be treated as

such is not explained (but see chapter XXI, note). The Paulastyas

thus comprised three groups, Pulastya^s own descendants, the

Agastyas and the Vaisvamitras or Kausikas
;

and Kubera was

king of all the Yaksas and of the Agastyas and Vaisvamitras, who

' Va 70, 29-56. Bd iii, 8, 34-62. Lg i, 63, 55-66. Kur i, 19,

7-15. Pad vi, 269, 15-19 and Bhag ix, 2, 31-2, partially. Cf.

MBh iii, 273, 15881 to 274:, 15896 : differently. Ram vii, 2 io 5 and 9;
see iii, 22.

^ He dwelt on E. Narmada, MBh iii, 89, 8357-8. This, if true,

would make the Paulastyas begin there, in the NW. Dekhan.
^ He is called acdrya of the gods, being identified with the semi-

mythical Brhaspati (chap. XVI).
^ Called Ailavila, MBh v, 138, 4717-8 : ix, 48, 2753.

As regards Ravana’s relations, see also Ram iii, 48, 2-5
; 50, 9 ; 68,

16 : iv, 58, 19 : v, 23, 6-8 ; vi, 19, 10; 35, 6.

® Mark 52, 22-3 says Pulastya’s son was Dattoli, who was known as

Agastya in the Svayambhuva manvantara. Cf. Ag 20, 13.
' It is perfectly clear that Rdksasa here does not mean demon, but

uncivilized non-Aryan tribes.

2AK E,
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wei’e Paulastya Raksasas, cruel brahma-raksasas,^ who studied the

Veda and performed austerities and religious exercises.^ There

were four other groups who were reckoned Raksasas, three of

which were aetive in the day time, but the Paulastyas, Agastyas,

Kausikas and Nairrtas were active at night.® Wise Agastya

brahma-raksasas are said to attend on Kauberaka (Kubera ?) on

Hiranyasrhga.^

It is noteworthy that all the Paulastyas (except Kubera, who

was reckoned a god) belonged to S. India and Ceylon, and that

Pulastya is made a contemporary of Trnabindu, whose position has

been fixed (p. 178), so that Pulastya was not a primaeval rishi,

and a definite time is assigned for the origin of the Paulastyas.®

As ah-eady shown, Visvamitra and Agastya existed before that

time, so Vaisvamitras and Agastyas could have been incor-

porated among the Paulastyas. At the same time it must be

noted that some passages connect these Paulastya Raksasas with

the Himalayan region also,® and Kubera with Ceylon as well as

with that region.®

^ This appears to be an epithet of the Agastyas and Vaisvamitras, and
to mean Raksasas who had been or were descended from brahmans, or

brahmans who had allied themselves with Raksasas. Of. also Ya 69,

195-6; Bd iii, 7, 162-3. Ram i, 8, 17 and 13, 18 speak of ‘wise

brahma-raksasas ’.

This is noteworthy with reference to chap. XXI, note. Paulastya

yatudhanas are mentioned, MBh vii, 156, 16372. Their Veda might be
the Atharvaveda.

^ These words seem to mean, from the preceding description, that

these degraded brahmans performed their religious rites at night.

^ Va 47, 60-1, Bd ii, 18, 63-4.
° This does not harmonize with the story that, when Arjnna Karta-

vlrya captured ‘ Ravana ’ and imprisoned him at Mahismatl, Pulastya

appealed for leniency, and Arjuna then released ‘Ravana’; for Arjuna

was much earlier than Trnabindu: Va 94, 35-6; Bd iii, 69, 35-7;
Hv 33, 1876-8; Br 13, '\S4-7; Mat 43, 37-9; Pad v, 13, 136-8.

Fancifully elaborated. Ram vii, 31 to 33. Ravana is probably not a

personal name, but a Saiiskritized form of the Tamil word ireivan or

iraivan, ‘God, king, sovereign, lord’ (JRAS, 1914, p. 285); and if so,

Arjuna may have captured a Dravidian ravana or king, and Pulastya

may have been introduced afterwards (Vis iv, 11, 6 says nothing about

Pulastya), when the Ravanas were confused.
« e.g. MBh iii, 374, 15901: v, 110, 3830. Ram iii, 33, 14-16.

Pad vi, 369, 20-1.
’ e.g. Ram vii, 3, 22-33. MBh iii, 374, 15920-1.
« e.g. MBh V, 110, 3830-1, 3840: xiii, 19, 1412 f.

; 110, 4860.
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Paulahas.

Pulaha^’s fabulous progeny has been noticed (chapter XVIj^ but

the Matsja says {202, 10-11) that Pulaha had three sons (who are

not named and, not being pleased with them, adopted Agastya^s

son Drdhasya (that is, Drdhacyuta, ante), and so the Paulahas

were Agastyas. The Padma says (vi, 218, 62-3) that he begot

a son Dambholl, who had been Agastya formerly.® No further

particulars are given of the Paulahas,

Kratus.

Kratu has been noticed (chapter XVI), and the Matsya says

{202, 8-9) that he adopted ‘ Agastya’s ’ son Idhmavaha {ante), and

the Kratus therefore were Agastyas.

CHAPTER XXIII

KSATRIYAN BRAHAIANS

A PECULIAR combination of the ksatriya and brahman, of the

prince and priest, has now to be noticed, in that branches of royal

families became brahmans at times and yet retained their ksatriya

status, and were described as ksatropetd dvijcitayali, which may be

rendered ^ksatriyan brahmans^. This happened in several families

and can be best studied among the junior branches of the Pauravas

after Bharata^s time.

Much has been written about early contests between brahmans

and ksatriyas, and Muir has noticed most of them,® but the subject

may be discriminated more properly thus. Contests were of three

kinds, first, where a king slighted, quarrelled with, injured or killed

a brahman
; secondly, where he, as a ksatriya, arrogated the right

to perform religious ceremonies himself and so disputed or infringed

brahmanic privileges
;

and thirdly, where a ksatriya sought to

become a brahman. The vast majority of contests mentioned were

of the first kind. Very few of the second kind are recorded, and

they arose only in later times when the brahmans had established

^ Mark 62, 23-4 calls them Kardama, Arvavira and Sahisnu. Cf.

Ag.20, 13.

^ Compare eleventh note above. ® Sanskrit Texts i, pp. 58-174.

R 2
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their right to perform sacrifices^ such as king Janamejaya IIFs

dispute,^ for it seems that in early times kings themselves sacrificed.

These two kinds were the analogues of disputes and contests in

Europe between the temporal and spiritual powers. The third is

the only kind that concerns us here^ and of this kind there is really

none, as far as I am aware, except the great contest between

Vasistha and Visvamitra. That has been described above (p. 205)

and was a personal quarrel, not a general denial of a ksatriya^s

right to become a brahman, and Vasistha’s denial of Visvamitra^s

brahmanhood was simply a means of revenge.*^ The brahmans in

later times distorted the story into ridiculous fables, which extolled

their pretensions.

There was no general denial of a ksatriya’s right in those early

times to become a brahman.® There are abundant instances of

kings’ becoming rishis, rdjarsis, without any difficulty, and that

was tantamount to becoming brahmans. The earliest is that of

Nahusa’s son Yati, who relinquished the kingdom to his brother

Yayati and became a brahman muni.^ Others prior to Visvamitra

were Mandhatr, Kasya and Grtsamada, and after his time there

were numerous instances, as will be shown.®

The term ksatropetd dvijdtayah was used comprehensively some-

times, as shown in a passage which enumerates many of them.®

There it includes three classes: ksatriyas who relinquished their

own status and became brahmans, such as Visvamitra; others of

lower rank who became brahmans, such as Kaksivant (p. 220) ;
and

ksatriyas who became brahmans and still retained their ksatriya

status, that is,
‘ ksatriyan brahmans \ and it is this class to which

the term more properly and mainly applies. They developed in

both the Solar and Lunar lines, rarely and only in the earliest times

in the former, oftener and at various periods in the latter. They

were real brahmans with the ksatriya status superadded.’^ There

1 Mat 50, 57-65. Va 99, 250-6.

JRAS, 1913, p. 900; 1917, pp. 41-44.
® Impliedly acknowledged iu allusions, e.g. MBli i, 137, 5432.
^ Bd iii, 68, 14. Br 12, 3. Hv 30, 1602. Va 93, 14. Lgi,66, 63.

MBh i, 75, 3156. Mat 24, 51 and Pad v, 12, 104 say he became a

Vaikhanasa yogin. Cf. Ag 273, 21. P. 167.

® A Janaka became a brahman through a Yajuavalkya’s boon, so

Satapatha Brahm xi, 6, 2, 10.

® Va 91, 115-18. Bd iii, 66, 86-9.
^ Parallels occurred in later times, as in the Kanvayana dynasty

(Mat 272, 32-7. Va 99, 343-7. Bd iii, 74, 156-160.’ Vis iv, 24, 12.

Bhag xii, 1, 19-21), and in the Maratha Peshwas.
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i
is no sug-gestion that there was any difficulty in the assumption of

! brahmanhood in such eases, and hymns composed by such persons

^ were admitted into the Rigveda. Princes who became rishis in the

I

earliest times are often described as having qualified themselves by

long austerities, but, apart from the general statement about austeri-

ties in the passage cited above, there is no indication that these
‘ ksatriyan brahmans underwent any such initiation, and it seems

' they merely assumed brahmanhood. In the Lunar line those after

Bharata^s time could claim brahman ancestry, because they were

descended from the Bharadvaja, whom Bharata adopted as son

and who continued his lineage (p. 159 f.), so that they could regard

themselves as ksatriyas or brahmans or both combined.^

There were two differences between these ksatriyan brahmans

and Visvamitra. First, he relinquished his ksatriyahood and

kingdom to become a brahman : they relinquished nothing and

assumed brahmanhood. The combination however was not stable,

and the members gravitated to one or the other status; thus the

eldest princes, who succeeded to the throne, became mainly ksatriya,

and their successors gradually dropped their brahmanic character,

while among the junior scions the latter predominated and they

developed into pure brahmans. The other difference was that Visva-

mitra established a separate brahman family as noticed above, but

these ksatriyan brahmans were admitted into, and their descendants

formed gotras in, one or other of the great brahman families,

especially the Ahgirasas and Bhargavas.

.There is no good reason to distrust the tradition about these

ksatriyan brahmans, as has been shown above (p. 124). Even the

Bhagavata, avowedly a brahmanic Parana, acknowledges the origin

of the Uruksayas, Kapis, Gargyas, Priyamedhas and Maudgalyas

from the Paurava dynasty,^ as will be shown. That brahmans

sprang from this dynasty is alluded to in other passages.^

The sub-families of ksatriyan brahmans may now be considered

individually according as they sprang first from the Solar and

secondly from the Lunar race.

' See Vedarthadip on Rigv vi 52. ~ Bhag ix, 21, 19-21, 33.
^ Mat 50, 88; Va 99, 278 ;

Vis iv, 21, 4 :

—

brahma-ksatrasya yo yonir
vathsah ; which is true, whether we take it as ‘ brahmans and ksatriyas

or as ‘ those who combined the brahman and ksatriya status '. Even
Bhag ix, 22, 44 similarly, and ix, 20, 1 says of this dynasty :

—

yatra rajarsayo vam^ya brahma-vam^ya^ ca jajnire.
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Ksatriyan brahmans in the Solar race.

Visnuvrddhas and Hdntas.

The chief development in the Solar race occurred among- the

descendants of king Mandhatr (p. 93), who was reckoned a ksatriyan

brahman,'^ and their genealogy stands thus according to four

Puranas ^ :

—

Miindliati’®

_ I

“

I I
,

1

Purukutsa ® Ambarisa ^ Mucukunda

I
,

1

Trasadasyu Yuvana^va ®

1 I

Sambhuta Harita

I !

[ I

The Haritas

Visnuvrddlia Anaranya

'I' I

The Visnuvrddhas Solar line

The texts say the Visnuvrddhas and Haritas were ksatriyan

brahmans ^ and joined the Angirasas
;

accordingly both are

mentioned in the variisa of the Angirasas.® Nothing more appears

to be said about them.®

HathUaras,

Descended from Manu'’s son Nabhaga was Rathitara (p. 98).

His sons, born ksatriyas, became Angirasas, and the Rathitara

gotras were ksatriyan brahmans.’^ Accordingly they are named

^ He and Purukutsa, Va 91. 115-16 : Bd iii, 66, 86-7.
" Lg i, 65, 39-43. Kur i, 20, 25-8. Va 88, 71-5 and 79 b and c (see

p. 81). Bd iii, 63, 72-3 (incomplete). Almost similarly. Vis iv, 2, 19

;

5. 5, 12 : Bhag ix, 6, 34-8 ; 7, 1-4. Cf. Gar i, 138, 22-3.
^ All these were hymn-makers among the Angirasas, Va 59, 99, 102 :

Bd ii, 32, 108, 112: Mat 145, 102, 106. Nabhaka Kanva imitated

Mandhatr’s manner of praise, Rigy viii, 40, 12 ;
and x, 134 is attributed

to Mandhatr. The Kanvas were Angirasas, chap. XIX.
^ Cf. Va 91, 117 : Bd iii, 66, 88.

° Va 65, 107. Bd iii, 1, 111. Mat 196, 33, 39, where read probably

Visnuvrddha for Visnusiddhi.
® Two Haritas, Vedic Index i, 184: Pad vi, 220, 43.
‘ Va, 88, 5-7

;
Bd iii, 63, 5-7 and Vis iv, 2, 2 say :

—

ete ksatra-prasuta vai punai cAhgirasah smrtilh

Rathitaianam pravarah ksatropeta dvijatayah

Bhag ix, 6, 1-3 quotes this verse incorrectly and makes the Rathitaras

sons of Rathltara’s wife and Aiigiras; and the commentator on Vis

repeats the misconception. Cf. Va 91, 117: Bd iii, 66, 88.
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among the Angirasas.^ It has been shown that the Ahgirasas

hardly appeared as a full brahman family until the time of Karan-

dhama, the Vaisala king (pp. 157 f.)
;
but when the Rathitaras

were incorporated among them is uncertain
;
and it is possible that

the Rathitara line of ancestry has been greatly abbreviated. They

are rarely referred to.

Ksatriyan brahmans in the Lunar race.

Saunakas and Ar^fisetias.

The first instance occurred in the Kasi dynasty. Sunahotra, one

of the earliest kings, had three sons, Kasa, Sala and Grtsamada.

Grtsamada’s son was Sunaka, and from him were descended the

Saunakas, who comprised all four castes. Sala’s son was Arstisena.

The Saunakas and Arstisenas were ksatriyan brahmans.^ ‘ Son
’

here means probably ' descendant but even so, this statement

implies a very early time for these two gotras. It is not said that

they were admitted into any of the great brahman families. This

Arstisena is the rishi mentioned above (p. 165, note There

was a Saunaka among the Bhargavas (p. 201) who was different,

and these Saunakas would seem to be the gotra named among the

Atreyas.® Nothing more, however, definite is said about these two

sub-families.

Bhdratas.

It has been pointed out (p. 159) that king Bharata adopted the

Ahgirasa rishi Bharadvaja as his son, and Bharadvaja begot Vitatha

who continued the Paurava dynasty, and consequently that the

Bharatas could assert either ksatriya paternity or brahman paternity

or both combined.^ Some of the junior branches did avail them-

selves of this option, and their development into ksatriyan brahmans

and brahmans occurred at three stages.

The first arose among Vitatha^’s near successors. The portion of

the genealogy which explains this is found in four Puranas.® The

' Mat 196, 38.
' Va 92, 3-6. Bd iii, 67, 3-6. Br 11, 32-4. Hv 29, 1518-20.

Bhag ix, 17, 2-3 somewhat similarly.

® Mat 197, 2, where perhaps read SaunakArstisenau.
^ AnukramanT and Vedarth on Rigv vi, 52. P. 221.

Mat 49, 35-41. Va 99, 158-64. Vis iv, 19, 9-10. Bhag ix, 21,

1-2, 19-20.
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oldest and best versions are in the Matsya and Vayu, which are

derived from a common original, and show variations chiefly due

to corruptions. The Visnu in prose agrees closely with them, and

the Bhagavata repeats the account fairly clearly. The other

accounts either say nothing, or speak briefly and incorrectly, in no

case noticing the brahmanic developments.

By collating the Matsya and Vayu (the former being the better),

and using the Visnu and Bhagavata for comparison, a version that

seems fairly trustworthy can be obtained and is given below.^ The

genealogical tree obtained therefrom is given on p. 112. It is

definitely stated that from the three younger sons of Bhuvamanyu
sprang four brahman sub-families, from Mahavirya the Uruksayas

and Kapyas, from Nara^ the Sahkrtis, and from Garga® the

Gargas or Gargyas, that the Uruksayas became brahmans, and

that the Gargas, Sahkrtis and Kapyas were ksatriyan brahmans.

Even the brahmanical Bhagavata says plainly that Gargya from

a ksatriya became a brahman. These sub-families will now be

considered separately.

Sdnkrtis or Sdnkriyas.

The Sahkrtis were ksatriyan brahmans and joined the Ahgirasas,

and they are named as a gotra among the Ahgirasas,^ and Sahkrti

' Dayado Vitathasyasid Bhuvamanyur mahaya^ah
maliabhutopamah putra^ catvaro Bhuvamanyavah
Brhatksatro MahavIr3'o Naro Garga^ ca vTryavau

Narasya Sahkrtih putras tasya putrau mahaujasau

Gurudhi RantidevaS ca Sahkrtyau tav ubhau smrtau 5

Gargasya caiva dayadah Sinir vidvan ajayata

smrtah Sainyas tato Gargah ksatropeta dvijatayah

MahavTrya-suta^ * capi dluman Ssld Uruksayah
tasya bharya Vi^ala tu susuve putra]<a-trayam

Ti-ayyaiunam Puskarinam Kapim caiva mahaya^aht 10

Uruksayah smyta by ete sarve brahmanatam gatah

KapySnam tu vara hy ete trayah prukta maharsayah :j;

Gargah ^Sahkrtayah Kapyah ksatropeta dvijatayah

sam^ritAhgirasam § paksam

—

* Mat Ahdrya-tanayas. t Accusative plural = Pi’akrit malidyaid.

J A line seems to have dropped out as they are not named.

§ That is, samsritdh Angirasam by double sandhi.

^ Rigv vi, 35 and 36 are attributed to Nara.
® Rigv vi, 47 is attributed to Garga.
' 'K&i_196, 30, 32. Of. Va 91, 115; Bd iii, 66, 86. But a rishi

Sahkrti Atreya is mentioned, MBh xii, 334, 8596.
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is named as a hymn-maker among* them.^ Of the two Sahkrtis

mentioned Rantideva was a famous king (pp. 39-42) renowned for

liberality and hospitality.^ His kingdom was on the R. Carman-

vatl (Chambal), for that river was connected with him;^ it

embodied his fame^ and his capital was Dasapura.^ With him the

ksatriya status predominated^ but his kingdom disappeared, and

his descendants would seem to have become brahmans.

The other Sahkrti^s name is given as Gumvlrija (Vayu), Gurudhi

(Matsya), Gtiru (Bhagavata) and RuciradJil (Visnu), He is no

doubt the same rishi who is named among the Ahgirasas as

Guruvita® and Gauraviti,® and the correct name is Gauriviti.

Rigveda v, 29 is attributed by the AnukramanI to Gauriviti SFiktya

and s, 73 and 74 to Gauriviti simply, but the Vedarthadipika says

nothing about the former and ascribes the latter to Gauriviti

Saktya. If Saktya refers to Vasistha’s son Sakti (pp. 207 f.),

then Gauriviti Saktya was a Vasistha and later than this time.'^

But nothing clear can be decided, because there was also a Sakti

among the Ahgirasas.®

Gargas or Gdrgyas.

The Gargyas were a well-known family and were reckoned among

the Ahgirasas, and so also their sub-family of the Sainyas.® Garga

and Sini are named as hymn-makers among the Ahgirasas,^®

Various Gargas or Gargyas are mentioned in tradition; thus,

taking them in order, a Gargya cursed Janamejaya II Pariksita for

injuring his son (p. 114); another was Vasudeva’s purohita, and

' Bd ii, 32, 107. Mat 145, 101. Va 59, 98.

- MBh iii, 82, 4096; 293, 16674; vii, 67, 2361-74: xii, 29, 1017-

1021 ; 234, 8591 : xiii, 66, 3351, 3365; 137, 6250. Bhag ix, 21, 2 f,

* MBh vii, 67, 2360 : xii, 29, 1016. Pad i, 24, 3.
* Meghaduta i, 46-8.
® Mat 145, 102. The corresponding name in Va 59, 99 and Bd ii, 32,

108 is Purukutsa.
° Mat 196, 32. Also a Guru, ibid. 45.

,

, He is made contemporary with Rsabha Yajuatura, king of the Sviknas

(Satapatha Brahm xii, 8, 3, 7 ;
xiii, 5, 4, 15), and though Rsahha’s

position is unknown, Pratidarla Svaikna was a contemporary of Suplan-

Sahadeva, king of N. Pancala {id. ii, 4, 4, 3-4), p. 148.
® Mat 196, 25.
® Mat 196, 23, 24 (where for Saitya read Sainya), 48.

Bd ii, 32, 107. Va 59, 98. Mat 145, 101.
” A Gargya, ‘ son of Viivamitra is mentioned, MBh xiii, 4, 254.
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was father of Kalayavana,^ who fought against Krsna and was

killed. Also Vrddha Garga ^ and Kuni Garga ^ are mentioned

;

and others."*^

TJriikmyas anil Kupyas.

Mahavirya in the genealogy is called Aharya in the Matsya

version in line 8. The importance of stray readings has been

pointed out (p. 83) and Aharya is supported by another statement

which says he was a hymn-maker among the Ahgirasas.® Aharya

would seem therefore to be the better form,® but the variation

suggests that the name may be corrupt. Rigveda x, 118 is ascribed

to Uruksaya Amahlyava, ^ son of Amahiyu'’, and it seems quite

probable that Amahiyu may be the true name here,’^ for Mahavirya

and Aharya might be easy corruptions of it.®

Uruksaya and Kapi would seem to be named as hymn-makers

among the Angirasas.® The genealogy speaks of the Kapyas as

distinct from the Uruksayas, for it says the Uruksayas all became

brahmans (line 11) and the Kapyas were ksatriyan brahmans

(line 13).^® Hence it suggests that the descendants of Uruksaya^s

two elder sons formed the Uruksayas, and those of Kapi a distinct

gotra. All joined the Ahgirasas, and so in the Ahgirasa vaihsa

is named Uruksaya, though not Kajri unless Kapibhu stands

for it.^^

' Br U, 48-56. Hv 110, 6163-6; 111, 6243-5; 115, 6428 f. Pad
vi, 273, 2.

^ MBh ix, 38, 2132 ; xiii, 125, 5996. Mat 229, 2.

MBh ix, 53, 2981.
^ Vedic Index. A folk-tale of ‘ Garga’s ’ seven disciples and their

transmigrations is connected with king Brahmadatta, Mat 19, \2 io 21',

Pad V, 10, 46 f.
;
&c. It appears in other connexions, e. g. Hv 19,

1013 f.

;

&c. Alluded to, MBh xii, 344, 13264-5 ;
Ag 117, 54-5 ;

&c.

° Va 59, 100. Bd ii, 32, 109. Mat 145, 103 {’svahciryad).

^ The reading in line 3 then would he tatliAlidryo.

' If so, the Amahiyu to whom ix, 61 is ascribed is certainly a different

and later rishi, for the hymn alludes to Divodasa.
® So also in the passage cited in third note above.

*

Comparing the passages cited in fourth note above, the probable

reading of the second pada would seem to be Euksayah Kapir eva ca,

where the initial u might have combined with, or been dropped after,

the preceding ca, for such irregularities do occur in the Puranas.

Also Va 115 : Bd iii, 66, 86.

Mat 196, 29.
'

Ibid. 48-9.
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Maudgalyas and Maitreyas.

The next group of ksatriyan brahmans arose out of the N. Paneala

dynasty, which was Bharata, and is set out above (p, 116).^

Mudgala^s eldest son became a brahman. His descendants, the

Mudgalas or Maudgalyas, were ksatriyan brahmans and joined

the Ahgirasas.^ His grandson Vadhryasva and Vadhryasva’s son

Divodasa both exei’cised priestly functions as the Rigveda shows,^

and appear to have joined the Bhargavas, for both of them are

named in the Bhargava varhsa.^ Divodasa^s successor was king

Mitrayu who was a brahman, and his son was Maitreya, from

whom came the Maitreyas, who were ksatriyan brahmans and

joined the Bhargavas,® and accordingly they were named in the

Bhargava vamsa.® Neither the Maudgalyas nor the Maitreyas

produced any rishi of note. A Maudgalya has been mentioned

(p. 171), and three others are alluded to.'^ The Visnu Purana

professes to have been declared by Parasara to a Maitreya. Other

Maitreyas are noticed in the Vedic Index?

Vddhyah'as and iJaivoddsas.

Here may be noticed some of the descendants of Vadhryasva and

Divodasa. Parucchepa Daivodasi, the reputed author of Rigveda i,

127 to 139 would seem to have been alive with Divodasa {130, 7)

and would therefore have been his son or grandson
;
and his son or

descendant was Ananata, the reputed author of ix. 111. Pratardana

Daivodasi, the reputed author of ix, 96, would seem to have been

a near descendant of Divodasa. Sumitra Vadhryasva, the author

of X, 69 and 70, was a contemporary of king Cyavana Pijavana

(p. 120). All these were probably Bhargavas, as were Vadhryasva

and Divodasa.

^ Fully discussed in JRAS, 1918, pp. 230-1, 239-43.
= Va 99, 198-201. Mat 50, 5-7. Hv 32, 1781-4. Br 13, 97.
^ Rigv X, 69, 2, 4, 9, 10 : viii, 103, 2.

' Mat 195, 42. Divodasa in Mat 145, 100; Va 59, 87 ; Bd ii, 32,
106.

= Va 99, 206-7. Mat 50, 13-14. Hv 32, 1789-90. Br 13,

97 (note).

° Mat 195, 40. See also p. 202.
’’

(1) Pad vi, 68, 5 ; 111, 21—33, which says the Mudgalas were visikha,
‘ devoid of the top-knot’. (2) Br 136, 1. (3) MBli iii, 259 to 260.

» Also MBh iii, 10, 352, 363 : xiii, 120, 5794-5.
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Other rishis.

Lastly may be noticed Devapi Arstisena,^ the author of hymn
Xj 98, whose story is often told.^ He was apparently the eldest

grandson of king Pratipa, and Santanu a younger grandson

(p. 165). He was an excellent prince ^ but had a skin disease/

and so was excluded from the throne by the opposition of the

people which was led by the brahmans/ or he declined it in

Santanu’s favour.® So Santanu became king. Devapi departed

to the forest in his youth
’’

and became a muni, a teacher of the

gods.® But a twelve-year drought occurred, whicb was attributed

to the supersession, so Santanu offered him the kingdom
;

® but he

declined it, became Santanu’s purohita instead,^® and composed

Rigveda x, 98.^^

’ To be distinguished from another Arstisena, p. 165.
2 Va 99, 234, 236. Mat 50, 39-41." Br 13, 117. Hv 32, 1822.

Vis iv, 20, 4-9. Bhag ix, 22, 12, 14-17. Other references in p. 165,

note
3 MBh V, 148, 5054-66.
^ MBh V, B^’liadd

; leprosy, so Mat.
^ ]\Iat, MBh V. “ Bfhadd, Bhag.
’’ MBh i and v, Va, Mat, Vis, Bhag. ® Va, Br, Hv.
® Nirukta, Brhadd, Vis, Bhag.

Nirukta, Brhadd.

Or, according to Vis and Bhag, Santanu’s ministers (or brahmans)

sent teachers who maliciously perverted Devapi from the Vedas, and he

was tlierefore excluded as a heretic—an amazing story, incompatible

with the hymn, with Va 99, 236, Br 13, 117, Hv 32, 1822, and with

the future destined for him, p, 165, note



CHAPTER XXIV

ANCIENT HISTORY FROM TRADITION

All the genealogical data have now been considered^ synchronisms

co-ordinating them have been established, and the resulting chrono-

logical scheme has been set out in the tables at pages 144-9 and

191-2. That is a skeleton, and an attempt may now be made to

add thereto all the other particulars to be gathered from tradition,

and to sketch in outline the course of history which all that infor-

mation suggests. This is now offered here, based on what

tradition actually says. It is impossible to avoid repeating a good

deal of what has been narrated above in various connexions, but

that has been reduced as much as possible, and this sketch should

be read with the genealogical exposition in chapters VII to IX and

with the discussions of synchronisms in chapters XII to XIV
and elsewhere. The authorities for every statement are cited in the

notes or by reference to preceding pages, and no statement is made

without authority. In considering this outline we must put aside

views formed from brahmanieal literature, for to construct history

from theological works and especially works with a strong priestly

bias and lacking the historical sense is inadmissible (pp. 10, 14, 61).

There is nothing in this account inconsistent with the Rigveda, as

far as I am aware, if we do not read preconceived ideas into the

Veda.

Tradition naturally begins with myth, and the myth that seeks to

explain the earliest conditions in India derives all the dynasties that

reigned there (not the populace) from a primaeval king Manu Vaivas-

vata, son of Vivasvant (the sun), as briefly noticed above (p. 84). It

is narrated in three forms, of which the second and third have more

in common than the first. According to the first,^ Manu had

ten sons of whom the eldest was Ha, and Ha while on conquest

entered Siva’s grove Saravana and became changed into a woman,

Ha, because Uma had laid a curse that any male creature which

entered it should become female. Ha consorted with Budha, son

' Mat 11
, 40 to 12 , 19. Pad v, 8,

75—124. Amplified into a

brahmanieal romance and connected with the Godavari, Br 108. King
Ha mentioned, Pad ii, 64

, 41.
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of Soma (p. 58), and Ha (sic) had by him a son Puvuravas Aila.

Then through Siva’s favour Ha became a Kimpurusa named

Sudyumna, a man one month and a woman another month.

According to the second form,’^ Manu had nine sons and offered

a sacrifice to Mitra and Varuna to obtain a son, but a daughter Ha
was born therefrom. She met Budha and bore Pururavas. Then

she became a man named Sudyumna but through the same curse ^

was turned into a woman. Finally, through Siva^s favour she

regained manhood as Sudyumna. The third form ^ agrees generally

in this version, but places the transformation into manhood and

back again into womanhood before she met Budha. Other books

condense or combine these versions.^

Pururavas was thus fabled to be the son of Ha or Ha by Budha,®

and was well known as Aila.® Sudyumna had three sons,'^ two of

whom were Utkala and Gaya, and the third is named Haritasva® or

Vinatasva ® or shortly Vinata.^®

Manu had nine other sons (p. 84), and divided the earth, that is,

India, into ten portions.®^ The distribution among the sons is not

stated and some were excluded as Prsadhra. Some Puranas imply

that Sudyumna had a portion,^^ but others say he obtained none

* Va 85. Bd iii, 60. Br 7, 1-23. Hv 10, 613-40. Siv vii, 60,

2-19. The last three omit the final transformation into womanhood and

hack into manhood. Cf. Satapatha Brahm i, 8, 1.

‘ Va 85, 27 and Bd iii, 60, 27 call the forest Umavana.
® Vis iv, 1, 5-11. Mark 111 Bhag, fully, ix, 1, 11-40.
^ Lg i, 65, 17-31 combines the first and second forms. Ktir i, 20,

4-10 combines all three. Ag 272, 5-10 aud Gar i, 138, 2-3 condense

the story. ’ Bam vii, 87 to 90 follows the first form but confusedly; and

says Ila was king of Balhi (87, 3; 90, 18) or Ballnka (87, 7). MBh
says (i, 75, 3140—4

; 95, 3760) Manu’s daughter was Ila and her son was

Pururavas, she being both his mother and his father. Cf. Br 226, 34.

® Also Mat 24, 9-10. Vis iv, 6, 20. Va 90, 45 ; 91, 1. Bd iii, 65,

45; 66, 1. Br 9, 33; 10, 1.’ Hv 25, 1357; 26, 1363. Gar i, 'l39, 2.

" Bigv X, 95, 7,18: and passages cited above.

^ Va 85, 18-19. Bd iii, 60, 17-19. Br 7, 17-19. Hv 10, 631-2.

Siv vii, 60, 14-15. Lg i, 65, 26-7. Ag 272, 8-9. Mat 12, 16-18.

Pad V, 8, 121-3.

So Mat and Pad.

So the others in second note above.

So Vis iv, 1, 12 : Kur i, 20, 9 : and Gar i, 138, 3. Mark 111, 15-16

and Bhag ix, 1, 4\ vary.
,

“ Va 85, 20-1. Bd iii, 60, 20-1. Br 7, 20-1. Hv 10, 633-5. Siv

vii, 60, 16. Cf. Baudhayana ii, 2, 3, 2.

Mat 12, 18-19 and Pad v, 8, 123-4.
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because be had been a womaiid Nevertheless the authorities

generally declare, first, that he received the town Pratisthana ^ and

gave it to Pururavas ®
;
and secondly, that his three sons had

territories of their own,^ thus Utkala had the Utkala country,^

Vinatasva had a western country,® and Gaya had the city Gaya

and the eastern region
;
but accoi’ding to two Puranas,'^ Gaya had

only the city Gaya, and Haritasva had the eastern region together

with the Kurus, that is, the Northern Kurus. These three princi-

palities may be designated here collectively the ‘ Saudyumnas a

name which is sometimes given to them.®

The nine sons assigned to Manu ® were Iksvaku, Nabhaga (or

Nrga^^), Dhrsta, Saryati, Narisyanta, Prariisu,^^ Nabhanedistha,^®

Karusa and Prsadhra.

From Karusa were descended the numerous ksatriya clans of the

Karusas, who were determined fighters.^^ They occupied the

^ So those in second note above (except Siv); Vis iv, 1, 12; and
Lg i, 65, 29.

^ The later Prayaga (Allahabad) : see p. 85.

^ Va 85, 21-3; Bd iii, 60, 21-2 ;
Br 7, 21-3

;
Hv 10, 635-6 ;

Siv

vii, 60, 17-19; and Lg i, 65, 29-31; collated. Vis iv 1, 12-13,

Ag 272, 9-10, and Bhag ix, 1, 42 equivalently. Mark 111, 17-18
varies.

* The passages cited in ninth note above suggest this text :

—

UtkalasyOtkalam rastram Vinata^vasya pa^cimain

dik purva tasya rajarser Gayasya tu Gaya purl.

Bhag ix, 1, 41, is late and wrong.

The country west of Bengal and south of Gaya.
'' Not jsarticularized, and never alluded to afterwards.
' Mat 12, 18 and Pad v, 8, 123. ® e. g. Va 99, 266.
^ P. 84. MBh i, 75, 3142-3 says he had 50- other sons, who perished

through mutual dissension.

More probably Nabhaga. Cf. Nabhcika in Rigv viii, 40, 5.

So Bd and Vis. Lg calls him Nabhaga and also Nrga (i, 66, 45).

Bhag makes two sons of these names.

Kuianabha in Mat and Pad. Siv and Mark differ.

This name has been greatly corrupted (through the influence of the

name Nabhaga), thus, Ndbhagodista, Ndbhdgarista, &c., and then split

up into two, Nabhaga and Dista, Arista or Eista. It is the Ndbhd-
nedistha (as Vis reading Ndbhdganedista, iv, 1, 5, 15, shows) which occurs

in Rigveda x, 6l, 1 8, a hymn attributed to him.
“ Va 86, 2-3. Bd iii, 61, 2-3. Br 7, 25, 42. Hv 11, 658. Mat

12, 24. Pad V, 8, 129. Siv vii, 60, 31. Ag .27.2, 17. Mark 113, 1.

Lg i, 66, 51. Vis iv, 1, 14. Gar i, 138, 4. Bhag ix, 2, 16, which says

they protected N. India, i. e. from attacks from the south.
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Karusa country, the region round the modern Rewa and eastwards

to the R. SoneA From Dhrsta^ came a number of clans called

Dharstakas, who were reckoned ksatriyas.® Nothing further

is said about them except that the Siva says they occupied

the Balhika country,^ which may mean Balkh, but was more

probably the Vahlika country in the Panjab.® About Narisyanta^s

offspring there is much confusion. Some Puranas say they were

the Sakas.® If so, they lay outside India. The late Bhagavata

gives a list of his descendants, and says they developed into the

Agnivesyayana brahmans
;
^ but this, if true, more probably refers

to Narisyanta, king of the Vaisala dynasty.® Prsadhra, it is said,

became a sudra, because he killed his guru's cow and was cursed ®
:

and two Puranas say the guru was Cyavana.^® Nabhaga and his

son Ambarlsa (p. 98) probably reigned on the R. Jumna,^^ but

their line played no part in traditional history. Nabhanedistha’s

line reigned in the country of Vaisall (p. 96) ;
and Saryati, who

' Mark, my translation, p. 341.

- Hv, Lg and Siv, Dhrsnu. Mat 12, 20-1; Pad v, 8, 125-6; and

Lg i, 66, 46 give him three sons.

® Ya 88, 4-5. Bd iii, 63. 4-5. Br 7, 25. Hv 10, 642. Vis iv, 2, 2.

Ag 272, 11. But Gar i, 138, 15 says these ksatriyas became ‘vai^yas’,

and Bhag ix, .2, 17 ‘ chiefly brahmans’.
* Siv vii, 60, 20—Varsneyo {read Dharsneya) Balhikam ksetram avasan.

® Mark, my translation, p. 311.
,

® Br 7, 24; Hv 10, 641; Ag 272, 10; and Siv vii, 60, 19, say

—

dS^arisyatah Sakdh putrcih. Mat 12, 20 and Pad v, 8, 125 give him

instead a sou Suka

;

and Lg i, 66, 49 a sou Jitdtman.

ix, 2, 19-22—ending with Agniveiya who was the great rishi

Jatukarnya famed as Kanina; and from him sprang the Agnivesyayana

family ot brahmans. But see p. 217.

® Br 7, 27 is misplaced and refers to Narisj^anta and Dama of the

Yai^ala dynasty
;

cf. Ya 86, 12 : Bd iii, 61, 8 : and p. 147.

“ Br 7, 43. Hv 11, 659. Lg i, 66, 52. Siv vii, 60, 32. Mat 12,

25. Ag 272, 18. Yis iv, 1, 13. Gar i, 138, 4. Pad v, 8, 130. Bhag

ix, 2, 3-14 amplifies the story with inventions.

Ya 86, 1-2. Bd iii, 61, 1-2.

Nrga is sometimes substituted for Nabhaga {ante), and Bhag ix, 2,

17-18 provides Nrga with descendants, but that genealogy seems to have

been fashioned partly by mistakenly inverting the ancestry of king Nrga

and his grandfather Oghavant in MBh xiii, 2, 120-3. Lg i, 66, 45 is

absurd. See eighth note below.

MBh iii, 129, 10514. It would have soon disappeared under the

early Aila conquests.

Vaisall is Easar, JRAS, 1902, pp. 267 f.
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is called Saryata in braLmanical books,^ founded the dynasty of

Anarta (p. 97).

Iksvaku, the eldest and chief son, obtained Madhyadesa,^ and

was the progenitor of the Solar race or dynasty/ with its capital

at Ayodhya. There are two versions of the development of his

descendants. One found in six Puranas* says—Iksvaku had a

hundred sons^® chief of whom were the eldest Vikuksi, and Nimi

and Danda (or Dandaka) : of those sons fifty, chief of whom was

Sakuni, were kings in Uttarapatha (N. India) and forty-eight

others, chief of whom was Vasati, were rulers in Daksinapatha (the

Dekhan).® Vikuksi (also named Sasada) succeeded Iksvaku and

reigned at Ayodhya, and his successor was Kakutstha (p. 93).

The other version is given by four Puranas'^ and runs thus:—
Iksvaku had a hundred sons of whom the eldest was Vikuksi ® (and,

as the Padma says, two others were Nimi and Dandaka). Vikuksi

had fifteen sons who were kings north of Meru, and the 114 others ^

were kings south of Meru. The eldest (of Vikuksi’s sons) was

Kakutstha. The Bhagavata (ix, 6, 4-5) gives a third version, but

it is too late to be worthy of notice. The other Puranas give no

such information.

From Iksvaku’s son Nimi (or Nemi) sprang the dynasty that

reigned in Videha.^® He dwelt in a town famed as Jayanta (of

which however nothing more seems to be known) and the capital

* See Vedic Index, ii, 364, 375.

^ Br 7, 20. Hv 10, 634. Siv vii, 60, 17. Lg i, 65, 28. Cf. Bd iii,

do, 20; Va 85, 21.
® Mat 13, 15. Pad v, 8, 120. Other accounts imply it.

' Va 88, 8-11, 20, 24 ; Bd iii, 63, 8-11, 21, 25; Br 7, 45-8, 51 ;

Hv 11, 661-4, 667 ;
and Siv vii, 60, 33-5, 37 ;

collated. Vis iv, 3, 3, 6
agrees.

® So also MBh xiii, 3, 88.
® Among them would be his tenth son Da^a^va, who reigned at

Mahisraati on the R. Narbada and whose descendants are mentioned,

according to MBh xiii, 3, 88-172. King Nrga, who is mentioned, ibid.

I

120-3, and who appears to be the same as Nrga who reigned on the

R. Payosnl (Tapti : MBh iii, 88, 8329-32; 130, 10290; 131, 10291),

II

was probably of a different family. See infra.
^ Mat 13, 26-8

;
Pad v, 8, 130-3

;
more briefly Lg i, 65, 31-2, and

Kur i, 30, 10-11 ; collated.
,

® These Puranas do not mention Sasada as his name.
® That is, apparently, the rest of Iksvaku’s and Vikuksi’s sons.

- See pp. 84, 95-6, 215.

2466 S
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was also Mithila, which is said to have been named after his son

Mithi.i

Some of the Puranas, as just mentioned, assign to Iksvaku a

third son called Danda or Dandaka, and it is said that after him

was named the great Dandaka forest ^ which more or less covered

the Dekhan. This seems to be an eponym to account for the name

of the forest, because it clashes with the other statements about the

many kings that occupied the Dekhan. However that may be,

the noteworthy point is that the original sovereignty in that region

was attributed to the same stock or race which was dominant in

Ayodhya and Videha.^

The kingdoms mentioned continued as they have been described,

with the exception of the Aila dynasty at Pratisthana. That

quickly developed. Northward its expansion was limited by the

kingdom of Ayodhya and southward by the warlike Karasas, hence

its extension began north-westward and eastward along the Ganges.

Pururavas was succeeded by Ayu at Pratisthana, and another son

Amavasu founded another kingdom, the capital of which was then

or afterwards Kanyakubja (Kanauj).^ Ayu was succeeded by

Nahusa,® and another son Ksatravrddha established himself at

Kasi (Benares).® Nahusa was a famous king.^ His son and suc-

cessor Yayati was a renowned conqueror,® extended his kingdom

widely, and was reckoned a samraj.® He appears to have conquered

not only aU Madhyadesa west of the Ayodhya and Kanyakubja

kingdoms, and north-west as far as the R. Sarasvatl,^® but also the

‘ Va 89, 1-2, 6. Bd iii, 64, 1-2, 6.

® Pad V, 34, 5, 14-59. Ram vii, 81, 18-19. The Dandakas are

mentioned, MBh ii, 30, 1169 : their kingdom, xiii, 153, 7223.
^ So even Bhag says (ix, 1, 2-3)—Satyavrata, king of Dravida, became

Vivasvant’s son Manu, and his sons were Iksvaku and others, kings.
* First mentioned as the capital in Gadhi’s time, MBh v, 118, 4005.
® Fables about them in MBh, and Pad ii, 103, 101 to 117. Nahusa

and Yayati, Ram ii, 5, 10 : iii, 66, 7.

® Ka^i capital, Va 93, 6, 18, 21; Bd iii, 67, 7, 20, 23. Varanasi,

Va 93, 23-68
;
Bd iii, 67, 26-72.

^ He had a large kingdom, MBh i, 75, 3151-4.
«Va95, 90. Bd iii, 6^5, 19, 92. Mat 34, 55-6. Lg i, 67, 13. Br

13, 4, 18. Hv 30, 1602, 1616. MBh xii, 39, 987. Yayati Nahusa is

often mentioned.
* MBh i, 75, 3156. Also sa/rvdbhauma, 139, 10516.
Rigv vii, 95, 2. MBh ix, 43, 2349-52. Cf. Brhadd vi, 20-4.

Nabhaga’s line (ante) thus disappeared early.
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country west, south, and south-east of his territory of Pratisthana.^

He had five sons, Yadu, Turvasu, Druhyu, Anu and Puru (p. 87).

After a long reign ® he divided his territories among them.^ Puru

the youngest is said to have been the most dutiful* and Yayati

installed him as his successor ® in the ancestral sovereignty in the

middle region, that is, in the southern half of the Ganges-Jumna

doab with the capital Pratisthana, and gave the elder sons the out-

lying territories.® The texts collated show that Yadu got the

south-west, Turvasu the south-east, Druhyu the west and Anu the

north. These directions are taken with reference to the ancestral

kingdom that Puru obtained; hence Yadu’s realm lay in the

country watered by the rivers Chambal (Carmanvati), Betwa

(Vetravatl) and Ken (Suktimati) ;
Druhyu^s kingdom in the country

west of the Jumna and north of the Chambal
; Ann’s realm com-

prised the northern portion of the Ganges-Jumna plain
; and

Turvasu’s kingdom the territory around Rewa, the Karusas, who
occupied it {ante) having been subdued, for nothing more is said

^ MBh V, 113, 3905 rightly makes Pratisthana his capital, but 114,

3918 is wrong, see p. 142.

He is fabled to have had extra life, because Puru gave him his own
youth in exchange for his old age for a time

;
Va 93, 28-75

;
Bd iii, 68,

29-76; Br 12, 22-48; Hv 30, 1621-47. Mat 32 to 34:. MBh i, 75,

3161-80; 83 to 85’, Vis iv, 10, 3-8
;
Bp 146’, Ram vii, 58’, 59. The

old age is made the i-esult of U^anas-Sukra’s curse in Mat, MBh, Ram
and Vis.

3 Va 93, 90. Bd iii, 68, 92. Br 12, 18. Hv 30, 1617. Lg i, 67, 13
(incorrectly). So MBh vii, 63, 2296 speaking of the four sons other

than Puru : xii, 29, 990.
* See second note above.
® MBh i, 75, 3181 ; 85, 3531 ; v, 148, 5051 : vii, 63, 2301.
® MBh i, 87, 3555 : iii, 129, 10515-16 : xii, 29, 991. Mat 36, 5, 12.

’ Va 93, 88-90. Bd iii, 68, 90-2. Kur i, 22, 9-11. Lg i, 67, 11-12.

These suggest the following text :

—

Abhisicya tatah Purum sva-rajye sutam atmanah
di^i daksina-purvasyam Turvasum tu nyave^ayat

daksinaparato raja Yadum jyestham nyavelayat

praticyam uttarasyaih ca Druhyum cAnum ca tav ubhau.

Vis iv, 10, 16-18 is similar, but corrupts daksindparato to daksind2)athafo.

Hv 30, 1617-19 is similar, but misplaces Yadu in puTvSttaraspam,

which is impossible because there lay the Ayodhya kingdom. Br 12,
19-20 is somewhat alike, but misplaces Yadu in purvasyam, which is

impossible because Ka^i lay there. The late Bhag (ix, 19, 22-3) follows

the Visnu’s mistake, reading for daksindpathato its equivalent daksinato,

and interchanges Turvasu and Druhyu.

s 2
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about Karusa until Vasu king of Cedi conquered it long afterwards

(P. 118 );^

At this time then the Aila race had dominated the whole of mid

North India with the exception of the Ayodhya kingdom, and had

developed into seven kingdoms, those of Yayati’s five sons and the

two earlier of Kanyakubja and Kasi. It had subjugated Madhya-

desa and made it emphatically Aila. The other kingdoms mentioned

above continued, except that the Karusas, and apparently the

Nabhagas, had been subdued. The Saudyumna stock remained

unaffected. The Ayodhya realm prospered,^ and one of its early

kings named Sravasta is said to have founded the city Sravastl.®

The chief development occurred among Yadu’s descendants, who
increased and divided at once into two great branches, the

Haihayas and Yadavas (p. 87). Subsequent occurrences show that

the Yadava branch occupied the northern portion of Yadu’s

territory and the Haihayas the southern part.

There is some suggestion that the southern part of the Rajputana

desert was still a very shallow sea ^ in those times, for in the story

of the rishi Utanka Sravasta’s second successor Kuvalasva is said to

have killed a Raksasa, Daitya or asura, Dhundhu (whence he got

the name Dhundhumara), near a sand-filled sea called Ujjalaka in

the desert plains, which mean that desert.® Again, Visvamitra

performed austerities and attained brahmanhood at Rusangu^s

tirtha on the R. Sarasvatl, in low lands near the sea (p. 205, note .

The Sarasvatl would have flowed into that sea. Further, there

* MBh V, 148, 5046-52 says—Yadu was disobedient and dwelt in

Nagasahvaya, so Yayati cursed him and removed him to Gandhara : but

this is wrong, because the Yadavas never were in Gandhara, and Naga-
sahvaya, i. e. Hastinapura, did not exist till built long afterwai’ds,

probably by Hastin. MBh i, 85, 3533, Mat 34, 30 (and Pad v, 12, 109
partially), give instead a wholly different account, thus :

—

Yados tu Yadava jatas Turvasor Yavanah smrtah

Druhyoh sutas tu vai Bboja Anos tu mleccha-jatayah

which seems unintelligible compared with all other tradition, and is

probably late and certainly very doubtful.

* The statement in MBh i, 95, 3765 that Puru’s second successor

Pracinvant conquered the east is coined out of his name wrongly.

^ So the genealogies, especially in Va and Bd. SravastI is identified

with Saheth Maheth, JRAS, 1909, pp. 1066 f.

* Imp. Gaz. of India (1907), i, p. 38.

* Va 88, 28-60. Bd iii, 63, 31-62. Br 7, 54-86. Hv 11, 676-703.

Visiv, .2, 13. MBh iii, .200, 13489 to .205, 13625. Bhag ix, 0, 21-3.

The story, though in fabulous form, is worthy of note.
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is no mention (as far as I know) of any crossing the southern part

of the desert even long afterwards.^ If the sea did extend then

over the southern part of that desert, that will throw some light

on subsequent developments, and explain the fact that the southern

part of the Indus region appears to have lain outside all early

historical tradition.

The Yadava branch first developed a great kingdom under its

king Sasabindu, who was a famous cakravartin,^ which means he

extended his sway over neighbouring countries. The neighbouring

countries were the Paurava realm on his east and the Druhyu

territory on his north. He appears to have conquered the Pauravas,

because there is a great gap in the Paurava genealogy from this point

till Dusyanta restored the dynasty long afterwards,® which means

that the dynasty underwent an eclipse. He also probably pressed on

the Druhyus and forced them more into the Panjab, as will appear.

He had many sons, who were known as the Sasabindu or Sasa-

bindava princes ;
^ hence it would seem that his territories were

divided among them into many small principalities, for none of his

successors were of great note.

The kingdom of Ayodhya then rose to very great eminence

under Yuvanasva II ® and especially his son Mandhatr.® The latter

married Sasabindu’s daughter Bindumatl (p. 150). He was a very

famous king, a cakravartin and a samraj, and extended his sway

very widely'^ (pp. 39, 40). He must have overrun the Kanyakubja

^ The pilgrims’ itinerary (MBh iii, 82, 4097-5032) was from Arbuda
(Mount Abu) south to Prabhasa (Somnath), then north to the junction of

the Sarasvati with the sea, south to Dvaravatl (Dwarka), then to the

mouth of the Indus (which must have been jjartly by sea), and north up
the Indus. There is absolutely nothing in historical tradition (which

goes back far beyond the Eigveda) to support the conditions conjectured

by Abinas Ch. Das in his liigvedic India (map at p. 90), and the whole
of tradition negatives them as this and the next two chapters show.

^ See p. 39. Also Va 95, 19. Bd iii, 70, 19. Mat 44, 18. Pad v,

13, 3. Vis iv, 12, 1. Ag 274, 13. 'Bhag ix, 23, 32.
5 See pp. 144, 146, 156-7.
* See passages following those cited in second note above. Also MBh

vii, 65, 2322-4 : xii, 29, 999 : Lg i, 68, 26 : Gar i, 139, 26.
^ Wrongly called Saudyumni in an absurd fable, MBh iii, 126,

10432-5.
® Called Mandhdtr in Bigveda. See the genealogies.

MBh iii, 126, 10462. Kings are mentioned as conquered by him,

MBh vii, 62, 2281-2 : xii, 29, 981-2 : but the names are uncertain.

Gaya might be the king on the Payosnl (p. 40), and Nrga (if correct) the

king in p. 257 note For another later Nrga, p. 109.
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kingdom and the prostrate Paurava realm/ because, pushing beyond

them westwards, he had a long contest with and conquered the

Druhyu king, who appears to have been then on the confines of

the Panjab
;
^ so that the next Druhyu king Gandhara retired

to the north-west and gave his name to the Gandhara country

(p. 167). These indications suggest that he also pressed on the

Anavas, who lay almost between him and the Druhyus. There

is no allusion that he assailed the Yadavas, nor probability, because

the Sasabindavas were his brothers-in-law. He appears to have

been a great sacrifieer and a hymn-maker.^

Mandhatr had three sons, Purukutsa, Ambarisa and Mueukunda.^

Tradition suggests that Mandhatr or his sons carried their arms

south to the river Narmada.® Purukutsa’s wife was named Nar-

mada;® and a fable says that the Nagas induced him through

the river^s mediation to destroy the Mauneya Gandharvas, who had

despoiled them.’^ Moreover Mucukunda, who was a famous king

(p. 93), appears to be the Mucukunda whom the Harivamsa describes

in an erroneous setting. He built and fortified a town on the rocky

bank of that river, at the foot of both the Vindhya and Rksa

(Satpura) ranges, that is, at a place where the two ranges approach

the river. It was Mahismati,® the modern Mandhata on an island

in the river.® He also built a spacious town named Purika on the

' For he sacrificed on the R. Jumna (MBh iii, 125, 10421), which was

in Paurava or Anava territory.

^ He sacrificed in the country afterwards called Kuruksetra {id. 126,

10467), which was Druhyu or Anava land then.
“ chap. XXIII. Agni was Mandhatr’s chiefest Dasyu-slayer, Rigv

viii, 39, 8. The Alvins are said to have succoured him among the

ksetrapatyas, no doubt referring to his conquests; id. i, 112, 13.
* See chap. XXIII. The fable about his fifty daughters and the rishi

Saubhari is discussed, p. 73.

® Purukutsa at the Narmada, Vis i, .2, 9 ;
vi, 8, 44.

° Page 69, and genealogies.
’’

Vis iv, 3, 6-12 (bis); and so identified, p. 69.
* Hv 95, 5218-28, the genealogy of which is wrong, as explained, see

pp. 122, 170. His city Mahismati existed long before the time of

Madhava and Sattvata, who are made contemporaries of Mucukunda in

this story (verses 5205-6, 5240-2). It was the capital also of Arjuna
Kartavirya (see infra).

® The passages that show this are—Hv 33, 1870. Br 13, 176-8.

Va 94, 28 and Bd iii, 69, 28 (in both which for hema read phena).

Eaghuv vi, 43. Pad v, 12, 130-2. Mat 43^ 29-31. Discussed in

JRAS, 1910, pp. 444-7, 867-9.
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south bank near the Rksa range. They were his capitals. His

kingdom did not survive long, as will appear.

The supremacy o£ Ayodhya soon waned, and the Kanyakubja

kingdom rose into local prominence under its king Jahnu; ^ and

shortly afterwards, and perhaps in consequence of the disturbances

caused by Mandhatr’s conquests, three great movements occurred

among the Haihayas, Anavas and Druhyus.

The Haihayas prospered in their region of South Malwa, and

one of their kings Sahanja is said to have founded a city called

Sahanjam,^ and his son Mahismant also the town Mahismati®

mentioned above. Their successor Bhadrasrenya ^ carried his arms

eastward, conquered the kingdom of Kasi, took possession of

Benares and reigned there, which means that he traversed the

prostrate Paurava kingdom. The Kasi king Divodasa I recovered

his territory and capital from Bhadrasrenya'’s sons, sparing one

young son Durdama, but abandoned it afterwards ® and built a new

capital on the R. Gomatl at the eastern border of his land. The

Raksasa Ksemaka then took possession of Benares, and Durdama
reconquered the kingdom. This occupation by Raksasas suggests

that the country had been so devastated by war that rude tribes

from the forests around occupied itj and in consonance with this it

is said a conflict took place between Anaranya king of Ayodhya,

who reigned about this time, and a Ravana,® who would be a king

from the Dekhan.^ The Haihayas held the Kasi territory and seem

to have been mainly engaged in raiding N, India.

^ After him the Ganges which flowed through his territory was named
JahnavT. But a fable is told to explain it, Va 91, 54-8 : Bd iii, 66,

25-8: Br 10, 15-19; 13, 83-6: Hv ^7, 1417-21; 33, 1757-61:
Vis iv, 7, 2-3 : Bhag ix, 15, 3 : MBh xiii, 4, 202. Bd iii, 56, 44-8 an

anachronism.
^ Only Br 13, 156 and Hv 33, 1845-6 say so. His name is given

differently by Mat, Va, &c.
® Only Hv 33, 1847 says this; and, if this is true, he probably

captured the place from Mucukunda’s successors, and gave it his own
name. Pad vi, 115, 4 says it was founded by Mahisa.

^ All this account is discussed, p. 153.
’’’ This is explained as the consequence of a curse by Nikumbha in a

fable about Siva and Parvatl in connexion with Benai’es: Va 93, 24-61 :

Ed iii, 67, 27-64 and Hv .29, 1542-82, 15491. Bv 11, 41-3, 54 and
Hv 33, 1737-9 relate the curse briefly.

® Kavana killed him, so Bd iii, 63, 74 ; Lg i, 65, 44 ;
Earn vi, 60, 8-10

and vii, 19 (amplified), both identifying him with the later Ravana killed

by Rama. Reversely, Va 88, 75.
’’

Other Ravanas will be mentioned. Bhag ix, 6, 33 errs.
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The movements among the Anavas and Druhyus seem to have

been connected. The Anavas (p. 108) rose to power about this

time under two able kings, Mahasala and Mahamanas, and the

latter appears to have encroached on the east of the Panjab, because

he is styled a cakravartin and lord of the seven dvlpas.^ Under
his two sons, Usinara and Titiksu, the Anavas divided into two

branches. One branch headed by Usinara^ established separate

kingdoms on the eastern border of the Panjab (p. 109), namely,

those of the Yaudheyas, Ambasthas, Navarastra and the city

Krmila
;
and his famous son Sivi Ausinara (pp. 39-41) originated

the Sivis® in Sivapura and, extending his conquests westwards,

founded through his four sons the kingdoms of the Vrsadarbhas,

Madras (or Madrakas), Kekayas (or Kaikeyas) and Suviras (or

Sauviras), thus occupying the whole of the Panjab except the

north-west corner. The Druhyus ruled in the Panjab at that time

{ante), so that Sivi and his sons must have driven them back into

that corner, which became known as Gandhara after the Druhyu
king Gandhara. There the Druhyus maintained their position per-

manently, and it is said that five generations afterwards they began

to multiply and in time founded many principalities in the mleccha

countries in the northern region beyond India.^ They would have

formed the dominant ksatriya class there and have also carried their

religion there.

The other branch of the Anavas under Titiksu moved eastward

and, passing beyond Videha and the Vaisali country, descended

into East Bihar among the ruder Saudyumna stock. There they

founded a kingdom, which was called the kingdom in the east

(p. 109), and which afterwards developed into Anga and four other

kingdoms as will be explained.

About this time lived Kusa, king of Kanyakubja, and his younger

son Amurtarayas ® (or Amurtarayas^ son Gaya) is said to have carved

‘ Va 99, 16-17. Bd iii, 74, 15-16. Mat 48, 14. If, as seems

probable, dmpa here means ‘ doab ’, he might well have been lord of

the northern portions of the seven doabs from the R. Gomatl north-

westwards.

Well known, MBh xiii, 67, 3689.

^ Called Sivas in Rigv vii, 18, 7.

‘‘ See p. 108, notes ’' and ^ The mention or a ‘hundred sons’ means
here ‘ near descendants ’ as it does elsewhere.

® Va 91, 62. Bd iii, 66, 32. Vis iv, 7, 3. Gar i. 139, 5. Hv 27,

1425 and Br 10, 23 call him Murtimant. Mat 49, 8 wrongly makes
him son of the Paurava king Antiniira (= Matinara).
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out for himself a kingdom from another portion of the Saudyumna

stock in the country known afterwards as Magadha : ^ and this was

quite possible, for the only intervening territory was Kasi, which

had been ravaged by the Haihayas. Gaya reigned in the Gaya

district and was a king of note (pp, 39, 40). Nothing more is

said of this dynasty, except that it was overthrown afterwards.-

The genealogies give Amurtarayas a younger brother Vasu;® and

it is said Vasu founded a kingdom at Girivraja,^ but this is very

doubtful, for he seems to be confused with Vasu Caidya who con-

quered Magadha afterwards (p. 118).

It was about this time apparently that the Saryata kingdom

in Gujarat came to an end.® The capital Kusasthali was captured

by Punyajana Kaksasas, and the Saryatas fled inland to other

j

countries where they developed into bands of noble ksatriyas
;
and

j

Saryatas are mentioned as forming one of the five groups of the

Haihaya-Talajahghas (p. 102). The Harivamsa adds that ulti-

I

mately they became merged with hill tribes,® which would seem

to mean that, after Sagara destroyed the Haihaya power, they

became so merged.

I

The principal brahmans who dwelt in the lower region of the

Narbada were the Bhargavas. They were ill-treated by the

successors of the Haihaya king Krtavlrya and fled into Madhyadesa.

About that time or a little earlier was born the famous rishi Rclka

Aurva, who was chief among them.’^ Krtavirya’s son Arjuna®

then propitiated Datta the Atreya and was favoured by him (p. 229).

He was a great monarch and conqueror (p. 41), and continuing

j

' Ram i, 32, 7 says in Dharmaranya
;
which was a wood near Gaya,

I
MBh iii, 84

, 8063-4; 87,
8304-8: xiii, 25

, 1744; 165
,
7655. The

i Ram genealogy, however, is full of errors, p. 118.
^ By Raksasas Ram i, 24

,
25-31. But long afterwards the queen of

i Dilipa II of Ayodhya is said to have been a Magadha princess
;
Pad vi,

;

198
,
2-4: Raghuv i, 31, 57.

® First four passages, third note above.
^ Ram i, 32

, 2-3, 7-10, where Vaidarbhl is an anachronism.
® Va 88,

1-4. Bd iii, 63 ,
1-4. Br 7, 37-41. Hv 11

,
653-7. Siv

vii, 60,
28-30. Vis iv, 2,

1-2. Bhag ix, 3
, 36.

® So probably also Br reading, corruptly.
' These events are fully noticed, pp. 68, 151, 197-9.
® For his doings, see the Haihaya genealogies (p. 102). He is highly

extolled there (p. 41) and in MBh xii, 49
, 1759: xiii, 152

,
7188-9 :

Mark 19
,
21-31. But he is sometimes described as a bad king, especially

in stories of his conflict with Rama Jamadagnya, e. g. MBh iii, 115
,

11038-42: xii, 49,
1755-8: xiv, 29, 818 f: Pad vi, 268,

34f.
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the successes mentioned above, raised the Haihaya power to pre-

eminence during a long reign. He captured Mahismatl from the

Karkotaka Nagas ^ and made it his fortress-capital. He extended

his conquests from the mouth of the Narbada^ as far as the

Himalayas (p. 206). He defeated a Ravana, who is called king of

Lanka (in Ceylon) and had apparently come northward on conquest,

and imprisoned him in Mahismatl but released him afterwards.®

The Bhargavas were incensed against the Haihayas and sought to

strengthen their position by alliances with ksatriyas and the use of

arms.^ Thus RcTka Aurva married SatyavatT, daughter of Gadhi,

king of Kanyakubja. Their son was Jamadagni, and GadhTs son

Visvaratha became the brahman Visvamitra, and was succeeded by

his son Astaka.® Jamadagni married a princess of Ayodhya.

At that time the kingdom of Ayodhya passed through a crisis.

King Trayyaruna banished his only son Satyavrata Trisahku and

handed the realm over to his priest Devaraj Vasistha, but after

twelve years Visvamitra restored Satyavrata to the throne, over-

coming Vasistha. Satyavrata was succeeded by his son Hariseandra

;

Rohita succeeded him and is said to have built a fortress-town

Rohitapura.®

Arjuna had many sons.^ Chief among them was Jayadhvaja

who reigned in Avanti; and others were Sura and Stirasena,® who

may have had territories of their own.® Jayadhvaja’s son was

Talajahgha, and he had many sons, chief of whom was Vltihotra.

At the end of his long reign Arjuna came into collision with

Jamadagni and his son Rama. The genealogical accounts do not

explain how that happened, except as the result of Apava^s curse

^ The Karkotakas were in the Dekhan, MBh viii, 44, 2066. Karko-
taka was a Naga chief, iii, 66, 2611 : viii, 34, 1483: Hv 168, 9502:
cf. Pad vi, 342, 2. They may have conquered Mahismatl, see ante.

® This region was Anupa
;

cf. MBh iii, 116, 11089 ; 117, 10209.
® See p. 242. Noticed, Raghuv vi, 38-40.
* All this fully discussed, pp. 151, 197-9, 205-6.
® So Kanyakubja genealogies, p. 146. Acknowledged in the brah-

manical fable of Galava and its sequel (p. 73): MBh iii, 197, 13301-2

;

V, 118, 4019, 4024: Mat 37, 6.

® Hv 13, 756.

'For these particulars see the genealogies, p. 102.
® They are named in Bd. iii, 45, 1 ;

46, 21, 23.
,

® See p. 171. There is no clear mention of the Surasenas about this

time except in Bd iii, 49, 5-6, but that seems to be an anachronism, for

it speaks of their capital Madhura (Mathura) also, which was not founded

till afterwards, as will be narrated.
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(p. 206). The simplest stories say that Arjuna or his sons raided

Jamadagni^s hermitage^ ill-treated him and carried off his calfj

Rama in revenge killed Arjuna; Arjuna^s sons killed Jamadagni;

and Rama declared war against them and slew many of them and

of the Haihayas.^ These stories are largely brahmanical,^ and there

is no ksatriya version,^ yet some incidental allusions suggest that

Rama and the Bhargavas were supported by the princes of Ayodhya

and Kanyakubja, who were allied to them by marriage ^ and who
would naturally have opposed the dangerous raids of the Haihayas.

Such a combination would explain how Rama vanquished the

' Haihayas. Hostilities then ceased for a time.® The Haihayas

received a set-back,® because it was not till later that they overcame

Kanyakubja and Ayodhya.

The Haihayas grew in power, and comprised five leading groups,

the Vitihotras,’^ Saryatas,® Bhojas,® Avantis and Tundikeras, all of

whom were Talajanghas (p. 102). Their dominion stretched from

the Gulf of Cambay to the Ganges-Jumna doab and thence to

Benares.^® They continued their raids and there is no suggestion

that they founded new kingdoms in the countries they overran.

The Kanyakubja kingdom soon fell, for the dynasty ends with

Asteka’s son Lauhi. The kingdom of Ayodhya was open to assault,

and the Haihayas attacked it with the co-operation of Sakas,

S

I MBh iii, 115, 11035; 116, 11089 to 117, 10203 : vii, 70, 2429-33 :

xii, 49, 1760-70: xiii, 34, 2126. See pp. 161, 199.
^ Wholly brahmanical fables are Bd iii, 21, 5 to 47, 61, which make it

all turn on Jamadagni’s wonderful cow; and Pad vi, which says she

I
was the celestial cow Surabhi

!

® Bd iii, 47, 64-87 contains the nearest approach to a ksatriya

! account, and is noteworthy. It says nothing about the destruction of

I

all ksatriyas.

^ This would account for the remark in id. 74, that many years

afterwards the Talajahgha ‘ remembering the former hostility ’ attacked

ijj Ayodhya and drove out Sagara’s father. Pad vi, 268, 73-4 and 269,

158, though brahmanical, admit that Rama acknowledged his kinship

with the Ayodhya princes and did not destroy them.
® MBh xii, 49, 1769-76.
® Bd iii, 47, 67-73, apparently exaggerating, says that Talajahgha and

the Haihaya princes then took refuge a long time at the Himalayas, and
regained their kingdom only when Rama turned from war to austerities.

Or Vitahotras or Vitahavyas, p. 155.
® See pp. 97, 98, 102, &c.
® This is the first appearance of this family, except the doubtful state-

ment about Druhyu’s offspring, ante.

MBh xiii, 30, 1946, 1950-4.
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Yavanas^ Kambojas^ Paradas and Pahlavas from the north-west/

and this fact shows that all the kingdoms between the north-west

and Ayodhya must have been overthrown. In fact, the long-

continued Haihaya devastations left North India a tempting prey

to the hardy races of that frontier. Bahu ^ king of Ayodhya was ,

driven from his throne, took refuse in the forest and died near

the hermitage of Aurva Bhargava, whose personal name was

Agni.® His queen gave birth to a son Sagara there and Aurva I

educated him.

The Haihaya conquests had thus reached to the kingdoms of ^

Vaisall and Videha. The Vaisali realm was then under the rule

of Karandhama, his son Aviksit and his son Marutta, three noted

kings (pp. 147, 157). It is said that Karandhama was besieged by !

a confederacy of kings and at length defeated them ;
that Aviksit

had a great conflict with the king of Vidisa (Besnagar) and others

and was captured, but Karandhama and his allies beat them and

rescued him
;
and that Marutta had a contest with Nagas.^ There

can be little doubt that those enemies were the Haihayas, for

Vidisa was in the Haihaya region, and that they were beaten off.
!

There is no indication that the Haihayas conquered the Vaisala ;

kings, and Marutta was a famous king and cakravartin.® The ;

Haihaya conquests eastwards must have been stopped by some i

kingdom, and tradition suggests that it was these Vaisala kings

who did that.®

About the time of Karandhama was Paravrt, king of the Yadava :

* Narrated in the ksatriya ballad in Va 88, 122-43
;
Bd iii, 63, 120-

41 ;
Br 8, 29-51 ;

Hv 13, 760 to 14, 784 ;
and Siv vii, 61, 23-43. Also

in Vis iv, 3, 15-21 : Pad vi, 21, 12-34 : VN 7, 7 to 8, 63 : Bd iii, 47,

74 to 48, 49 : Bhag ix, 8, 2-7 (late): Bam i, 70, 28-37 and ii, 110, 15-24
(partially). Discussed in JE.AS, 1910, pp. 9-10; 1914, pp. 279-81

; ;

1919, pp. 354-61. ^ Called Asita in Earn.
5 Mat 12, 40. Pad v, 8, 144. Lg i, 66, 15. Synonyms, Valini, Kur 'i

i, 21, 5. Tejonidhi, VN 7, 60 ; 8, 8, 9.
i

* Mark 121 to 131, a long account with fanciful details, yet not '

brahmanical. It makes Aviksit’s conflict grow out of a svayamvara at
;

i

Vidisa.
j

See pp. 39-41. MBh xii, 29, 981, which says that Mandhatr con-
; ]

quered Maiutta, cannot mean this Marutta, for Mandhatr was long
^

prior. The corresponding passage, id. vii, 62, 2281-2 does not name
;

1

Marutta.
* But MBh iii, 129, 10528-9 perhaps goes too far in its enthusiasm in

;

i

saying that Marutta sacrificed on the Jumna near Kuruksetra.
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branch. It is said ^ he placed his two youngest sons in Videha.

This is improbable, for the Haihayas dominated all Madhyadesa,

and Videha is no doubt a mistake for Vidisa.^ His son Jyamagha

was expelled by his two elder brothers and sought his fortune

southward in the hilly upper region of the Narbada, at Mekala,®

Mrttikavatl and in the Rksa hills (Satpura range), which country

was wild and inhabited by Nagas and other rude tribes. He
established himself on the R. Suktimatl (the Ken), in the hills near

its source. There he led a predatory life. He or his son Vidarbha

moved south and carved out a kingdom on the Tapti, and there

Vidarbha reigned, the country being called Vidarbha (Berar), and

the capital Vidarbha and Kundina.®

When Ayodhya was conquered, the foreign tribes settled down

in the country. They were ksatriyas, had the ministrations of

brahmans and observed brahmanic rites.® Hence the then Vasistha,

Atharvanidhi I Apava (p. 207), maintained his position as the great

priest of Ayodhya among them. So the kingdom remained for

more than twenty years till Sagara attained manhood.

Meanwhile the Kasi kings had been carrying on a long struggle

from the eastern portion of their territory, which adjoined the

Vaisall kingdom, against the Haihayas, and at length Pratardana,

son of Divodasa II, defeated the Vitahavyas (or Vitihotras, who
were the chief Talajahgha-Haihayas) and recovered his territory,

though not Varanasi itself, which was still occupied by Raksasas

(pp. 153-5). He or his son Vatsa ^ carried the victory farther,

* All these occurrences in Va 95, 27-36 : Bd iii, 70, 28-37 : Br 15,

11-21 : Hv 37, 1979-88: Mat 44, 28-37: Pad'v, 13, 11-20 : Lg i, 68,

32-9.
“ So one MS of Br. reads.

^ Mekala hills, north-west of Chhattlsgarh : Mark, my translation,

p. 341.
* South of Vatsabhumi, MBh iii, 253, 15245.
® Vidarbha, MBh iii, 71, 2772 : Hv 117, 6588, 6606. Kundina, MBh

V, 157, 5363 : Hv 104, 5804 ; 106, 5855 ; 118, 6662, 6693. Also

Kwndinagara, Hv 108, 6003. They were the same, MBh iii, 73,

2852-3 : Hv 117, 6588-91. A later capital Bhojahata was founded by
Eukmin in Krsna’s time, MBh v, 15f, 5361-4: Hv 118, 6690-3,

® Implied in the first five passages in fifth note above
;
and particu-

larly in Bd iii, 48, 29-47. JRAS, 1919, pp. 358-61.

^ Id. Hence Pratardana was called Satrujit, and Vatsa’s other names
were Rtadhvaja and Kuvalaya^va; Vis iv, 8, 5-7; Gar i, 139, 10-11.
A fanciful tale about them, Mark 20 to 26. Bhag ix, 17, 6 confuses

these names.
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and annexed the country around KausambT, which was thence named
the Vatsa country

Sagara had by this time reached manhood. He defeated the

Talajangha-Haihayas and regained Ayodhya.^ He extended his

campaign and subdued all the other enemies in N. India. He
crushed the Haihayas in their own territories, and annihilated their

dominion, and nothing more is said about them till long afterwards.

He determined to destroy the foreign tribes, but at their entreaties

Vasistha interposed; so Sagara spared their lives but reduced them

to great religious and social degradation. Then he invaded Vidarbha

and made peace by marrying the king^s daughter (p. 156), and was

received with honour by the Surasena Yadavas, who were his

mother’s brethren. He was a famous monarch (p. 39).

Vatsa^s son Alarka followed up Pratardana’s successes by driving

the Raksasas out of Varanasi, and re-establishing it as the Kasi

capital, during a long and prosperous reign.®

All these events may be summed up thus. Arjuna Kartavlrya

and the Haihayas maltreated the Bhargavas and killed Jamadagni.

Rama and the Bhargavas (with probably the help of Kanyakubja

and Ayodhya) killed Arjuna and punished the Haihayas, who were

then cheeked in their career of conquests.^ There the enmity

between them ended.® After Rama’s time the Haihayas recovered

their power and extended their conquests into N. India, making con-

tinual raids, overthrowing kingdoms, founding none, and devastat-

ing the countries, which were then overrun by tribes from the north-

west also. The ksatriyas must have perished by thousands. The

Haihayas overwhelmed Kanyakubja and Ayodhya, but were arrested

by the Vaisall kings, and afterwards Sagara destroyed all those

^ Va 93, 65, 73. Bd iii, 6?, 69, 78 (where for vamSau read Vatsyo).

Br 11, 50, 60; 13, 68, 78. Hv 39, 1587, 1597; 33, 1741, 1753.

Vatsa in MBh xiii, 30, 1946 is used by anticipation, meaning the

country, and not a person as Sorensen (see Haihaya*, p. 316) takes it;

and so also Vatsya in id. 1951.
“ These events are described in the passages in fourteenth note above,

and especially in Bd iii, 48 to 49, 10, which seems generally to have

preserved something like genuine ksatriya ti'adition. Noticed in MBh
iii, 106, 8831-3.

^ See passages following those in p. 153, note *
]
also p. 168. Mark

37 to 44 has a long brahmanical and incorrect account of him.
" Cf. MBh V, 155, 5281-6.
“ So a Bhrgu rishi afterwards saved the Vitabav3'a king from Pratar-

dana’s vengeance by turning him into a brahman, p. 200.
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enemies^ rescued India from those evils and re-established peace.’^

I'

The carnage and ruin must have continued nearly a century, and

the deplorable condition to which North India was reduced ^ may

li be imagined by that caused by the Marathas and the Persian and

I
Afghan invasions in the eighteenth century, for the Haihayas

I

occupied the same region as the Marathas and the two periods are

I

strictly comparable and remarkably alike.

All these events were turned by the brahmans into the fable

j

that Rama destroyed all ksatriyas off the earth twenty-one times,

slaughtering each generation as it grew up.® It seems to have

arisen thus. The slaughter began with Rama’s killing the Hai-

hayas, and their career was checked a while. The brahmans knew

that the carnage began again and continued long, though through

their lack of the historical sense they did not understand that it

occurred after Rama’s time, first, through the Haihayas, and lastly

through Sagara : but it was easy, since the Bhargavas were no

longer at enmity with the Haihayas, to imagine that Rama was

still at work and to attribute the Haihaya devastations to him;

and finally it was quite simple to credit Sagara’s final destruction

of all the enemies to Rama, who was an Aurva (pp. 198-9), because

it was alleged that Sagara destroyed them with Rama’s magical

fire-weapon, which Bhargava Aurva who educated him gave him,^

and that the great Talajahgha ksatriya host was destroyed by

Aurva single-handed.®

Sagara had a long reign.® He discarded his eldest son Asa-

^ Peace described, though not in his name, MBh 1, 64, 2467-80.
Fancifully described in MBh xii, 49, 1784-6.

® See p. 200, note b It is sometimes alleged that the ksatriyas were
lenewed by the ksatriya ladies and brahmans, MBh i, 64, 2459-64

; 104,
4176-8 : xiv, 39, 833.

* See first seven passages in p. 268, note b
® MBh xii, 153, 7223, which suggests confusion of the two Aurvas.

Similarly Pratardana’s defeat of the Vaitahavyas is attributed to his

priest Bharadvaja (p. 164), MBh xiii, 34, 2126; which also says the
Bhrgus conquered the Talajanghas.

® Myth says Sagara had 60,000 sous by one of his wives (p. 19), while
his other wife had only one son Asamanjas. They followed Sagara’s

sacrificial horse to the S.E. ocean, where it disappeared in the earth.

They dug down in the ocean to the lower region, and all except four

were burnt up by Kapila (who was Visnu). By Kapila's favour the
ocean (samvdra) restored the horse to Sagara and became Sagara’s son
{sagara). Va 88, 144-63. MBh iii, 106, 8831 to 107, 9912. Hv 14,
785 to 15, 806. Ram i, 38 to 41. &c.
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manjas for cruelty to the citizens, and was succeeded by Asamanjas’s

son Aibsumantd

When Sagara established his empire over North India, the only

noticeable kingdoms that survived were the Videha, Vaisall and

Anava kingdoms in the east, Kasi in Madhyadesa, Turvasu’s line

in the hilly country of Rewa, the new kingdom of Vidarbha, and

apparently the Yadava branch on the R. Chambal. After his

death, the overthrown dynasties appear to have generally recovered

themselves, and the Yadavas of Vidarbha seem to have extended

their authority northward over the Haihaya territory. Vidarbha

had three sons, one Bhima Kratha succeeded him; Cidi, the son

of another son Kaisika, founded the dynasty of Caidya kings in

Cedi,2 the country lying along the south of the Jumna; ® and the

third Lomapada founded a separate kingdom, the position of which

is not defined (p. 103). Kaisikas however still dwelt in Vidarbha

with the Krathas.* The Anava kingdom in the east, the nucleus

of which was Anga, became divided up into five kingdoms, said to

have been named after king Bali’s sons (p. 158), Ahga, Vanga,

Kalifiga, Pundra and Suhma.® The capital of Ahga was MalinI,

and its name was changed afterwards to Campa or Campavati

(Bhagalpur) after king Campa.®

The Paurava claimant then was Dusyanta, for the Paurava realm

had been overthrown since Mandhatp’s time, and Dusyanta had

been adopted as heir by Marutta of Turvasu’s line, but after Sagara^’s

death he re-established the Paui’ava dynasty (pp. 108, 156). His

son by Sakuntala was the famous and pious Bharata.’^ Their

1 Va 88, 167-9. Bd lii, 51, 51-69; 55, 22 ; 63, 164-5. MBh iii,

107, 8884-95. Earn i, 38, 20-3: ii, 36, 16, 19-26; 110, 26. VN 8,

71, 121. Br 8, 73; 78, 40-3. Hv 15, 807-8. His four sons were
varhsa-karas, that is apparently, established minor dynasties, Va 88,

148-9: Bd iii, 63, 146-7.
^ See passages following those cited in p. 269, note Also Hv 117,

6588—9. Cedi in the story of Nala, MBh iii, 65, 2578, &c.
® JASB, vol. Ixiv (1895),, Part I, no. 3.

" e.g. Hv 117, 6588-91.
® See p. 158, note Vanga, central Bengal. Pundra, NW Bengal.

Suhma, Hooghly and Midnapur. Kalinga, the Orissa coast (except

north part of Balasore) and Ganjam.
® MBh xii, 5, 134 ; xiii, 42, 2359. Va 99, 105—6. Mat 48, 97.

Br 13, 43. Hv 31, 1699, Vis iv, 18, 4. It was on the BhagIrathI,

MBh iii, 84, 8141 ;
and in Suta-visaya, id. 307, 17151, Bhag ix, 8, 1

is wrong.
’’

Pp. 39-41, 232. Called also Sarvadamana, MBh i, 74, 2995; vii,

68, 2383.
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territory however appears to have been shifted to the northern

portion of the Ganges-Jumna doab, for Pratisthana is no longer

mentioned and its district was included in the Vatsa realm. Some
passages make Hastinapura ^ the capital of Dusyanta and Bharata,^

and say Bharata’s territory stretched from the R. Sarasvati to the

Ganges/ and that is no doubt right, because he was a great

monarch with a wide sway (pp. 39-41) ;
but their fifth successor

Hastin is distinctly stated to have founded that city.^ If those

passages are right, Hastin may have enlarged it and given it

his name. Bharata’s successors were the Bharatas or Bharatas

(p. 113), and how his line was continued has been explained above

(pp. 159-61).

Such seems to have remained the condition of India for some

time. Ayodhya rose to prominence again under Aihsumant’s second

successor Bhagiratha,® and Bhagiratha’s third successor Ambarlsa

Nabhagi® (pp. 39-41). The Yadavas appear to have been divided

up into a number of small kingdoms,'^ and at the western end of

the Satpura hills was the small principality of Nisadha, the king

of which about this time was Nala.® Bharata’s fifth successor

Hastin made Hastinapura his capital (see above), and soon after

Hastin’s time Traabindu’s second successor Visala built Visala or

Vaisali® as the capital of the kingdom which has been hitherto

called the kingdom of VaisalT in anticipation.

^ It had many synonyms based on the fact that hastin means
‘elephant’, e.g. Gajasahvaya, Varanahvaya, Nagatahvaya.

^ Dusyanta’s, MBh i, 74, 3000. Bharata’s, id. 94, 3736.
® MBh vii, 68, 2384 : xii, 39, 939.
" MBh i, 95, 3787. Va 99, 165. Mat 49, 42. Vis iv, 19, 10. Bhag

ix, 31, 20.
® After him the Ganges was called Bhagirathi, because he is fabled, to

have bi-ought it down (from heaven) : sequels to passages in twelfth

note above; also Bd iii, 56, 32-53
;
Br 78, 55-77 ;

Pad vi, 33, 7—18

;

367, 52-4 ;
Va 47, 24-40. The fable was developed by tacking it on to

the story of Sagara’s burnt sons (said note)
;
MBh iii, 107, 9903 to 109,

9965 ;
&c.

® Extolled, Va 88, 171-2 : Bd iii, 63, 171-2 : Lg i, 66, 21-2.

e.g. Vidiia (Besnagar). Pad ii, 31, 4-13 and vi, 39, 18 profess to

name certain of its kings.
* P. 169. His stoiy, MBh iii, 53 to 79. For its position, Mark, my

translation, p. 343. Nala is alluded to elsewhere. Mat 13, 56 : Hv 15,

815, 830-1 : Br 8, 80, 93: Va 88, 174-5 : Bd iii, 63, 173-4: Pad v, 8,

160-1 (wrongly) : Lg i, 66, 24—5 : Vis iv, 4, 18.

® Va 86, 15-17. Bd iii, 61, 12. Vis iv, 1, 18. Ram i, 47, 12.

Bhag ix, .2, 33.

2465 T
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Hastin had two sons, Ajamidha and Dvimidha, and under them

the Paurava dynasty expanded and formed fresh kingdoms. A cousin

of Hastin, Rantideva Safikrti, a famous king, who was also a

Paurava, had a kingdom with capital Dasapura, that encroached

into the Yadava territory and lay on the R. Chambal,^ Hvimidha

founded the dynasty of the Dvimidhas (pp. Ill, 115) in a new

realm which was apparently the modern district of Bareilly.^

Ajamidha’s realm was divided on his death among his three sons,

the main kingdom with the capital Hastinapura, and the two others

in the Krivi country (named Pahcala afterwards which had

evidently been conquered, namely, a northern called Ahiechattra,

of which the capital was then or soon afterwards Ahiechattra and

Chattravatl, and a southern, of which the capitals were afterwards

Kampilya and Makandl (p. 113). These three dynasties were

Pauravas, Bharatas and Ajamidhas. Paurava was always applied

to the main branch at Hastinapura. Ajamidha was never generally

used, but in so far as it was used was also applied to that branch.'*

The use of Bharata will be noticed.

About this time Kalmasapada reigned at Ayodhya, and the

kingdom seems to have gone through trouble immediately after-

wards, because the genealogies then give two lines of kings

(pp. 93-4), which suggest that there was a division with two rival

lines reigning for some six or seven kings, until Dillpa II Khatvahga

re-established the single monarchy. It seems possible to connect

this split with Kalmasapada^s conduct to Vasistha described above

(pp. 208-9), for it can hardly be doubted that the brahmans of

Ayodhya would have been inflamed and have sought revenge. This

would explain the statements that Sarvakarman in one line was

brought up in secret, and that Mulaka in the other fled to the

^ See pp. 39-42, 112, 249.
“ The indications are these. It must have been part of or adjacent

to the Paurava territory of Hastinapura. It did not comprise Pancala,

which r emained to Ajamidha as will appear. One of its later kings

Krta was a disciple of Hiianyanabha king of Kosala (p. 173), whence
presumably they were neighbours. A later king Ugrayudha killed

Prsata’s grandfather in N. Pancala and then overthrew S. Pancala

(p. 166), whence presumably N. Paiicala intervened between him and
S. Pancala.

® Satapatha Brahm xiii, 5, 4, 7. Vedic Index i, p. 198. Krivi has

nothing to do with Euru, for king Kuiu was considerably later.

^ e.g. MBh i, 94, 3737 : ii, 44, 1601 : iii, 5, 249 : &c.
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forest for safety. There would have been a contest similar to that

of Rama Jamadagnya’s time described above, and the two contests

would through the lack of the historical sense have been confused

in brahmanic stories as shown (p. 152).

The main line at Hastinapura was undistinguished and played

no noteworthy part at first, for the names of all its kings except

Rksa have been forgotten till Saihvarana^s time (pp. 146, 148).

The northern of the two other kingdoms first rose to eminence.

One of its early kings, Bhrmyasva,^ had five sons, to whom was

given the nickname Pancdla (p. 75),^ and it seems they all received

principalities because of that explanation and because one of the

younger sons is called a king (p. 116). His territory then, which

was not large, would have been divided into five small districts,

and Mudgala and the other sons would have been quite petty

rajas.® Mudgala^s son and descendants became brahmans, the

Maudgalyas (p. 251), but his grandson Vadhryasva raised the

kingdom, and Vadhryasva^s son Divodasa augmented it (p. 120).

They and their sueeessors are the kings who play a prominent

part in the Rigveda, and the other kings, who are named with

them there, were probably the petty rajas in the lineage of Mud-
gala^s brothers. All these kings of N. Pancala were ksatriyan

brahmans (chapter XXIII).

About Mudgala's time Ayodhya rose to prominence under a famous

king Dilipa II Khatvanga^ and his immediate descendants Raghu,

Aja and Dasaratha, and by this time the country had acquired the

name Kosala.® Videha was flourishing, and there was a kingdom

at Sahkasya, where Siradhvaja Janaka killed its king and installed

his brother Kusadhvaja.® The Yadavas seem to have been divided

into small kingdoms, but about this time the noted king Madhu
must have consolidated them, if his territory extended from Gujarat

to the Jumna as alleged,'^ and the Paurava kingdom which belonged

* Nirukta ix, 23-4.
2 So also Ag 277, 20 : Gar i, 140, 19.
® Mudgala’s petty status would help to explain the hymn attributed to

him, Rigv X, 102, witli the Vedarth annotation. Vedic Index ii, p. 166.

JRAS, 1910, p. 1328 ; 1918, p. 235.

" Pp. 39-41, 207.

® So in Ram; and Rama’s mother was Kausalya. Earn ii, 49, 8-12
makes remarks about its south-western boundary.

® So Ram i, 70, 2-3 (which says it was on the R. Iksumati) : 71, 16-20.
' Hv 94, 5157-73. See p. 170.
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to Rantideva {ante) had succumbed. His descendants were the

Madhus or Madhavas.^

In Dasaratha’s time then the Yadavas had a powerful kingdom,

the Pauravas had at least four states in the Ganges-Jumna
plain, with North Pancala particularly prominent, and among
the Pauravas there had been a great development of brahmanism

as explained in chapter XXIII. It is remarkable then in the

Ramayana, that Kosala^s friendliest relations were with the eastern

kingdoms of Videha, Anga and Magadha {sic), the Panjab king-

doms of Kekaya, Sindhu and Sauvira, the western kingdom of

Surastra {sic)^ and the Daksinatya kings, for these are specially

named among the invitations sent out for Dasaratha’s sacrifice

;

and no mention is made of any of the kings of the middle region

of North India except Kasi.® This remark holds good for the

Ramayana generally. Prayaga is described as in a great forest,

opposite Srhgaverapura the capital of a Nisada kingdom on the

north side of the Ganges^—which is very improbable as the Vatsa

kingdom comprised that region.

The story of Dasaratha’s son Rama® brings South India into

view definitely for the first time. The Yadavas had established

themselves in the north-west portion of the Dekhan, and all the

rest of the Dekhan lay outside the scope of traditional history

except in the above notices of the two Ravanas, and was largely

occupied by the great Dandaka forest. Yet the religion of North

India had penetrated that region, for the story often speaks of

munis there whom the Raksasas maltreated. There was a large

colony of people who are called Raksasas in the lower Godavari

‘ Br 15, 27. Hv 37, 1994-5. Lg i, 68, 47.

Surastra extended to Prabhasa, MBh iii, 88, 8344-6. Cf. xiv, 83,

2477-8, though it is confused.

® Earn i, 13, 21-9; though Hastinapura and Pancala are mentioned

elsewhere, ii, 68, 13. Matsyas are mentioned (ii, 10, 37) and Vira-

matsyas (ii, 71, 5).

" Id. ii, 50, 33 to 52, 11 : 54, 1-8.

® The Ramayana is strongly brahmanical, full of traditions and state-

ments rendered largely fabulous, and its statements must be received

with caution (e.g. pp. 91 f). Ramopakhyana, MBh iii, 272 to 291.

Shortly in Hv 42, 2324—58 : Pad vi, 269 : Kur i, 21, 17—53 : Br 123 :

Gar i, 142, 10—18; 143. Noticed, Mat 12, 50-1 : Pad v, 8, 155 : &c.

Pad narrates what it calls the Purdtana Rdmdyana (iv, 112) in rather

colloquial style, and also the story (v, 35).
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valley called Janasthana/ and it appertained to a flourishing

kingdom of Raksasas in Ceylon with their capital Lanka, which

is described as situated on a hill in or jutting out into the southern

ocean.2 These so-called Raksasas were not uncivilized, for Lanka

is described in the most glowing terms,® and allowing for poetical

exaggeration both therein and also to the contrary in personal

descriptions,^ it is obvious that their civilization was as high as that

of North India.® These Raksasas were evidently a sea-going people,

as the connexion of their colony in Janasthana with Lanka indicates.

Their king was ‘ Ravana ’, called also Dasagriva (and synonymously

Dasaslrsa, Dasanana &c.). Ravana, a name given also to the two

earlier kings above mentioned, was probably the royal title, the

Tamil iraivan, ‘ king ^ (p. 242)

;

and Dasagriva or one of its

synonymous forms was probably his personal Dravidian name

Sanskritized, which accordingly gave rise to the fable that he had

ten heads. The story of Rama appears now largely as fable, but

it is fairly clear that the fabulous in it is a perversion of simpler

occurrences distorted gradually in accordance with later brahmanical

ideas about Raksasas and the marvellous, especially in the Ra-

mayana.

Through the intrigue of his step-mother Rama was banished,

with his wife SIta and brother Laksmana, from Ayodhya to spend

fourteen years in the Dandaka forest.® He travelled south to

Prayaga, then south-west to the region of Bhopal, then south

across the Narbada, and then to a district where he dwelt ten years.

That was probably the Chhattisgarh district, because that was called

‘ MBh iii, 376, 15986 : vii, 59, 2226. Earn ii, 116, 11 : hi, 18, 25.
2 Ram hi, 47, 29 ; 57, 4 : iv, 58, 20, 24 : v, .2, 19 ; 4, 24-5

; 65, 10-
11: vi, 3, 21-2; 113, 54. MBh iii, 377, 16035; 381, 16252. The
hill is called Trikuta, Earn vi, 3, 11 ; 39, 17-19

; 40, 2-3 ; 135, 3 : but
cf. V, 1, 200-2 ; 3, 1. Tradition says it was south-east of Trincomali,

and has been swallowed up by the sea, Winslow’s Tamil Diet. s. v. llankai.

The name Lanka was also extended to mean Ceylon.
® Ram V, 4 f. Eavana and his bi others knew the Veda and were

religious! MBh iii, 374, 15901.

^ e.g., as regards Surpanakha, Ram iii, 17, 9f, a ridiculous travesty

since she was a princess. Ravana sometimes has two arms and is other-

wise beautiful, Hopkins, Mythology, 42. The Raksasas had beauty,

id. 39 : MBh iii, 113, 10070-1
; 374, 15894, 15897.

® Ravana and his fellow Raksasas are said to have been descended
from the royal family of Vai^Ml, see Paulastyas, chap. XXII.

For the geography, JRAS, 1894, pp. 231 f.
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Daksina Kosala, and in it was a hill called Ramagiri. His long

stay there would have connected it with his home, Kosala; hence

probably arose its name.^ Afterwards he went south to the middle

Godavari, where he came into conflict with the Raksasa colony

of Janasthana. It is said he avenged on the Raksasas their ill-

treatment of munis. Ravana carried Sita off to Lahka.^ Rama
went south-west to Pampa lake and there met Sugriva (with his

counsellor Hanumant) who had been expelled by his brother Balin,

king of Kiskindha.^ They went south there, and Rama killed

Balin and placed Sugriva on the throne. These persons and the

people of Kiskindha are called monkeys, but they were a Dravidian

tribe and were apparently akin to the Raksasas of Lanka, for

Ravana and Sugriva are spoken of as ‘ like brothers With their

aid Rama proceeded south to what was afterwards Pandya, crossed

over to Ceylon by Adames Bridge, killed Ravana and recovered

Sita. Thus the only civilized communities in S. India mentioned

at that time were in Janasthana and at Kiskindha. No others are

alluded to, not even the Pandyas, through whose country Rama
passed. Hence Pandya had not then come into existence, nor

therefore Cola or Kerala® (p. 108).

Rama succeeded to the throne of Ayodhya and was its last famous

sovereign. His brothers obtained kingdoms elsewhere. Bharata’s

mother was a Kaikeya princess and he obtained that kingdom

apparently.® His two sons Taksa and Puskara are said to have

conquered Gandhara and reigned there in Taksasila and Puskaravatl

respectively.'^ Laksmana had two sons, Angada and Candraketu,

and to them are assigned two countries near the Himalayas, with

the capitals Ahgadlya and Candracakra respectively, both in
f

^ Also later, the people of Eastern Kosala (i.e. Kosala) through fear of

Jarasandha migrated to the south, no doubt to this district, MBh ii, 13,

591-2
;

cf. 30, 1117. JRAS, 1908, p. 323. See eleventh note infra.

It is said, through the air
;
but probably by sea.

® Its description. Ram vi, 28, 30-2 ;
but cf. iv, 33, 1-5.

* Ram V, 51, 2-3 : vi, 20, 10.

® They are mentioned only in the later geographical chapter, iv, 41,

12, 19. Cola and Kerala are introduced erroneously into the story of

Sagara, Br 8, 50, Hv 14, 782 ;
see JRAS, 1919, p. 358. Raghuv vi, 60

has therefore an anachronism.
® But Raghuv xv, 87 says he got the Sindhu country.
’ Va §8, 189-90. Bd iii, 63, 190-1. Vis iv, 4, 47. Pad v, 35, 23-4.

Pad vi, 271, 10, Ag 11, 7-8, and Raghuv xv, 88-9 miscall Gandhara

Gandharva.
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Karapatha-desa.^ Satruglina (marching' probably round by Prayaga,

for no mention is made of the Panealas^) attacked the Satvata-Yada-

vas on the west of the Jumna, killed Madhava Havana and built the

capital Mathura in the country thenceforward called Surasena, and his

two sons Subahu and Surasena reigned there (pp. 170-1).2 Rama^
had two sons Kusa and Lava.^ Kusa succeeded him and is said

to have founded a town Kusasthali on the Vindhya hills.® Lava

obtained the northern portion of Kosala with the city Sravasti.

Those collateral kingdoms seem to have disappeared soon. Bhima
Satvata expelled Satrughna’s sons from Mathura, and he and his

descendants reigned there (p. 170). The two states in Gandhara

receive no further notice and were probably absorbed among the

Druhyus. Nothing more is said about the principalities of Laks-

mana^s sons nor about Lava’s kingdom. Henceforth Ayodhya

plays no prominent part in traditional history, and the chief actors

are the Pauravas and Yadavas.

The large Yadava kingdom appears to have been divided among
Satvata^s four sons, Bhajamana, Devavrdha, Andhaka and Vrsni.®

Bhajamana^s kingdom is not specified, and his descendants attained

no distinction. Devavrdha is connected with the R. Parnasa (the

modern Banas in West Malwa), and he, his son Babhru and his

descendants reigned at Marttikavata, which was apparently in the

Salva country’^ around Mt. Abu. Andhaka reigned at Mathura,

^ Va 88, 187-8. Ed iii, 63, 188-9. Vis iv, 4, 47. Raghuv xv, 90.

Pad V, 35, 24 : vi, 371, 11-12 places them mistakenly in Madra.
“ Raghuv XV, 36 says he put his two sons Satrughatin and Subahu in

Mathura and Vidisa.
’ The later story of Rama after his return to Ayodhya is told in

Pad iv, 1 to 68 Ram vii. Shortly, Pad vi, 370, 371. Fancifully,

Pad iv, 113.
^ It is said they sang a poem composed by Valmlki praising Rama’s

exploits before Rama
; and so kusllava came to mean a ‘ minstrel ’ (Mat

337, 119. MBh xiii, 90, 4280). This is not improbable, cf. the words,

euhemerist, hurke, boycott, howdler. What they sang could not have been
the present Ramayana, which is a brahmanical production of much later

date : see p. 202, note
® Not Kusasthali in Gujarat, but presumably on the eastern spurs of

the Vindhya range near Daksina Kosala. Pad vi, 371, 54-5 is mistaken
and confuses the two KuSasthalls.

® For all these particulars, see pp. 103 f.
’’ MBh iii, 30, 791 ; cf. xvi, 7, 245. It must be distinguished from

Mrttikavatl mentioned above. Marttikavata existed bel'ore, e.g. accord-

ing to the story of Rama Jamadagnya, MBh iii, 116, 11076 : vii, 70, 2436,
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the chief Yadava capital, as mentioned above. He had two sons,

Kukura and Bhajamana. Kukura and his descendants, the

Kukuras, formed the main dynasty there down to Kamsa, while

this Bhajamana’s descendants, who were specially known as the

Andhakas, formed a princely line somewhere there, and Krtavarman

was their king in the Pandavas’ time.^ Vrsni reigned probably at

Dvaraka in Gujarat, because his descendant Akrura reigned there.^

Besides these there were Vidarbha, and other Yadava kingdoms in

Avanti,® Dasarna^, &c., and probably a small Haihaya kingdom

at Mahismati.® The Bhojas were a family among the Haihayas

(p. 102), and yet the name Bhoja is used widely of many Yadavas.

Andhaka was the ^ great Bhoja’, and Devavrdha’s descendants

were Bhojas (p. 105). Ugrasena and his son Kamsa were Bhojas,®

and so was Krtavarman.^ So also Bhismaka and his son Rukmin
of Vidarbha.® In fact the Bhojas were widespread,® and it would

almost seem as if the name belonged to the Yadavas generally,

except perhaps the Vrsnis in Gujarat.^®

About this time there reigned in North Pancala Smjaya, his son

Cyavana-Pijavana and his son Sudasa-Somadatta, the Vedic Sudas

(p. 120). Cyavana was a great warrior, and Sudas extended his

territory.^^ They raised the dynasty to its height. They seem to

have conquered both the Dvimidha dynasty and South Pancala,

for there is admittedly a gap in the former genealogy (p. 115)

which appears to occur at this time, and the reference to king Nipa

and his sons in the latter implies the same apparently at this time,

just as a similar remark about Somaka afterwards certainly

Its adjective Marttilcavaliha, id. vii, 48, 1892 ;
and °vataka, id. iii, 14,

629; 116, 11076.
^ MBh xi, 11, 309 ;

and Sorensen’s Index.

2 Va 96, 60. Bd iii, 71, 62. Br 17, 5. Hv 40, 2095. Vis iv, 13,

35-70
; 14, 2.

^ Mat 44, 66, 70. Pad v, 13, 56. Bd iii, 71, 128. Hv 38, 2023.

Br 15, 54.
^ MBh V, 190, 7417 f. Hv 91, 4967.
® MBh ii, 30, 1124: v, 165, 5751.
® Hv 55, 3102-4; 113, 6263, 6380. MBh vii, 11, 388-9.
’ MBh V, 56, 2252 ; 164, 5737 : &c.
« MBh V, 157, 5350-1, 5366. Hv 93, 5016 ; 99, 5496.
® MBh ii, 13, 570. It is never applied, I believe, to Krsna.

Rigv vii, 30, 2. P. 120.

Compare Va 99, 175-6, 209-10: Mat 49, 52-3; 50, 15-16: Hv
30, 1060-2

; 33, 1793 : Br 13, 99-101 : Vis iv, 19, 11, 18. VamSakara
is applied to the king 'who restored a dynasty; so Dusyanta (p. 156),

and Samvarana, MBh i, 94, 3724; 95, 3790.
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covers a long gap. Sudas drove the Paurava king Sarhvarana of

Hastinapura out, defeating him on the Jumna. His conquests

' stin-ed up a confederacy of the neighbouring kings to resist him

—

Puru (Samvarana), the Yadva (the Yadava king of Mathura), the

Sivas (Sivis, who were Anavas, p. 109), Druhyus (of Gandhara,

ante), Matsyas (west of Surasena), Turvasa (the Turvasu prince,

i apparently in Rewa) and other smaller states.^ Sudas defeated

them in a great battle near the R. Parusnl (Ravi), and Puru,

Samvarana, took refuge in a fortress near the R. Sindhu (Indus)

many years. Sudas was succeeded by his son Sahadeva and

grandson Somaka, and the kingdom declined. ^ Samvarana re-

covered his kingdom of Hastinapura with ‘ Vasistha’s^ aid (p. 210)

probably from Somaka,^ and so conquered North Paneala. His son

Kuru raised the Paurava realm to eminence and extended his sway

beyond Prayaga, which means that he subdued South Paneala which

intervened. He gave his name to Kuruksetra and to Kurujangala,

which adjoined it on the east and in which Hastinapura lay (p. 76).^

His successors were called the Kurus or Kauravas, a name that was

extended also to the people.®

Kuru^s grandson Janamejaya II lost the throne, which then

passed to a younger branch (p. 114), and the kingdom appears

to have declined. North Paneala had sunk into insignificance, but

the Dvimidha dynasty revived, and also South Paneala under the

Nipas in their capital Kampilya. Soon afterwards Vasu, a descen-

dant of Kuru, conquered the Yadava kingdom of Cedi and established

himself there, whence he was known as Caidya-uparicara (p. 118).

His capital was Suktimati on the R. Suktimatl (the Ken).® He
extended his conquests eastwards as far as Magadha and apparently

north-west also over Matsya which existed before as just mentioned
;

hence he was reckoned a samraj and cakravartin.^ He divided his

territories among his five sons, consisting of Magadha, Cedi,

^ MBh i, 94, 3725-39. Rigv vii, 18-, 19, 3, 6, 8. JRAS, 1910,

pp. 49-50 : 1918, pp. 246-8. Vedic Index ii, 186.
^ Sudas perished through ill conduct, Manu vii, 41.
® Somaka is said to have put his only son Jantu to death in order to

obtain more sons; MBh hi, 127, 10471 io 128, 10497. Noticed briefly

i in the genealogies. MBh i, 109, 4337, 4360 : 199, 7355.
® So the genealogies. These Kurus have nothing to do with the

!

Uttara Kurus, p. 132.

j

« MBh i, 63, 2367 : hi, 22, 898 : xiv, 83, 2467.
:

’’ MBh i, 63, 2362. Hv 154, 8815.

i
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KausambI, Karusa and apparently Matsya, His eldest son

Brhadratha took Magadha, with Girivraja as his capital/ and

founded the famous Barhadratha dynasty there
; and with it

Magadha for the first time took a prominent place in traditional

history.

Laterj the Kauravas again became eminent under Pratipa ^ and

his successor Santanu, who superseded his elder brother or cousin

Devapi (p. 252) ;
and South Pancala under Brahmadatta (p. 164).

Ugrayudha of the Dvimidhas conquered North Pancala and destroyed

the dynasty in South Pancala. He then attacked the Kauravas

after Santanu^s death, but Bhisma killed him, and Prsata, the heir

to North Paiicala, who had taken refuge in Kampilya, recovered

his ancestral kingdom (p. 166). S. Pancala with its dynasty

destroyed would seem to have been under the sway of the Kauravas.

Jarasandha, king of Magadha, then rose to the highest power,®

and extended his supremacy around,^ and as far as Mathura, where

Kamsa, the Yadava king, who had married two of his daughters,

acknowledged him as overlord. Kamsa relying on his favour

tyrannized over his own subjects, and Krsna killed him. This

roused Jarasandha’s wrath against Krsna and the Bhojas of

Mathura. For a time they resisted him,® but feeling their position

there insecure migrated in a body to Gujarat and established

themselves in Dvaraka,® where Krsna ultimately obtained the

leadership.'^

Santanu^s grandsons were Dhrtarastra and Pandu. Dhrtarastra

had many sons Duryodhana, &c., who as the elder branch were

called the Kauravas. Pandu had five sons, Yudhisthira, Bhima,

Arjuna, Nakula and Sahadeva, who were known as the Pandavas.

Pandu died early, and there was intense jealousy between the

cousins.

* MBh ii, 13, 626-7; 20, 798-800, 810; which he built, Hv
6598. Kajagrha was also the capital, i, 113, 4451 ; 201, 7476 : iii, 84,

8082 : xiv, 82, 2436-7, 2444—apparently the same.
“ Famous, MBh v, 148, 5053.
® These events are described in MBh ii, 13, 571-632; 18, 761-7:

Hv 87 to 93; 99; 100 ;
117, 6579 f: Br 195, 1-12.

* Over Karna king of Ahga, MBh xii, 5, 134. Over Cedi, Hv 117,

6602-3. Over Ahgas, Vahgas, Kalihgas and Pundras, ibid. 6607.
® A long account of the war, Hv 87 to 94, 5138 ; 99; 100 ;

110.
® Krsna’s story, Br 180 to 212 : Hv 57 to 190 : Vis v : Bhag : Pad

vi, 272 io 279. “Briefly, MBh v, 47, 1881-92.
' His later war with kings, Hv 282 to 293 ; 295 to 320-
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Prsata was succeeded by his son Drupada in North Pahcala, but

Drona, whom Drupada treated with disdain, conquered him with the

aid of the young Pandavas and Kauravas. Drona got both North

and South Pahcala, and keeping North Pancala for himself gave

Drupada South Pancala. With Drupada in that transfer went the

Srnjayas and Somakas, for they accompanied him at the Bharata

battle.^

The young Pandavas then contended with Duryodhana and the

other sons of Dhrtarastra for their share of the Kaurava territory

and received the small principality of Indraprastha (Delhi). Being-

ambitious they had to reckon with Jarasandha, and Bhima and

Arjuna with Krsna^s help killed him, their common enemy.^ They

were banished for fourteen years, as the penalty of losing at dice,

and at the end of that time re-claimed their principality, but

Duryodhana refused all terms, and they appealed to arms. They

were aided by the Matsyas, Cedis, Karusas, Kasis, South Pancalas,

Western Magadhas and the Western Yadavas from Gujarat

and Surastraj and on Duryodhana^s side were all the Panjab

nations, and all the other kingdoms of Northern India and the

north of the Dekhan. The contest began rather as an armed

demonstration,® but soon developed into deadly earnest, and ended

in the victory of the Pandavas, with the slaughter of nearly all the

kings and princes who took part in it.* It was the famous Bharata

battle. Yudhisthira became king of the Kurus® and reigned at

Hastinapura.

Much stress has been laid on the fact, that the Brahmanas and

Sutras make no reference to the Pandavas and the Bharata battle,®

as throwing doubt on the alleged events, but the explanation is

simple. That battle was a purely political contest, had no religious

significance, and (though described at great length in the epic) was

a brief struggle between the Pandavas and Dhartarastras. All that

it decided was which of them should hold the Kuru realm. Hence

it did not concern the recluse brahmans who composed the religious

1 MBhi, 131, 5134-45. Hv .20, 1113-15. P. 116.

^ MBh ii, 19 to 23, 930. Pad vi, 279, 1-12.
® The feats attributed to BhTsma, who was a very old man, show that

the early fighting is greatly exaggerated.
* All discussed in JE.AS, 1908, pp. 309 f.

5 MBh xiv, 89, 2679 : xv, 37, 1012 : xvii, 1, 8 : &c.

Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 136. Not in Vedic Index.
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literature, and naturally they did not mention it. Moreover, the

name Pandava was a transient one. The sons of Dhrtarastra and

of Pandu were cousins, all Kurus or Kauravas, and the patronymic

Pandava was needed as distinctive only during- their struggle, for

the Pandavas when they conquered succeeded as Kurus to the

Kuru realm, their cousins were all killed, and the name Pandava

had no longer any raison d’etre. Consequently it appears far less

often in the last seven books than in the earlier books of the epic,

and naturally finds no place in the religious literature which was

composed after the kingdom was settled in Yudhisthira's successors.^

This matter is a signal illustration of the difference between

ksatriya and brahmanie thought (p. 59), and of the futility of

expecting purely secular history in the priestly books. Politically

and for ksatriyas that contest and its results were a very great

event
;

religiously and for brahmans (especially recluse brahmans)

it had no importance whatever.

Dhrtarastra after some years longer retired to the forest^ and

was consumed in a conflagration.^ The accounts of what happened

subsequently, so far as tradition discloses events, are chiefly in the

early and closing chapters of the Mahabharata ^ and the prophetic

sketches of 'future kings ^ in the Puranas.® Some years after the

battle ® the Yadavas of Gujarat were ruined by fratricidal strife

and Krsna died. Under Arjuna^s leadership they abandoned

Dvaraka (on which the sea encroached) and Gujarat and retreated

northwards, but were attacked and broken up by the rude Abhlras

of Rajputana. Arjuna established Hardikya’s son at Marttikavata,

Yuyudhana’s grandson on the R. Sarasvatl, and bringing the bulk

of the people to Indraprastha (Delhi) placed Vajra, the surviving

Vrsni prince, as king over them.’^ Yudhisthira and his brothers

then abdicated and placed Arjuna’s grandson Pariksit II on the

throne.®

’ See chap. XXVI and XXVII.
“ MBh XV, A 6; 5, 71 say 15 years—an exaggeration?
® MBh XV, 57 f.

‘‘ The accounts there appear grossly distorted as manifestly brahmanie
fable, but no doubt embody real facts.

® My Dynasties of the Kali age, pp. 65-69.
® MBh xvi, 1, 1, 13 say 36 years—an exaggeration ?

^ MBh xvi, 7, 185-253 : xvii, 1, 8, 9. Br 210 to 212. Vis v, 57;
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The great slaughter of ksatriyas in the battle must have seriously

weakened the stability of the kingdoms, especially in the north-

west, which was faced by hostile frontier tribes. Consequently

it is not surprising that the accounts indicate disorganization.

Nagas established themselves at Taksasila and assailed Hastinapura

—which indicates that the Panjab kingdoms that played so pro-

minent a part in the battle had fallen, and certainly little more

is heard of them.^ The Nagas killed Pariksit 11, but his son

Janamejaya III defeated them and peace was made. Still they

held the north-west, the principalities on the Sarasvatl and at

Indraprastha disappeared, and Hastinapura remained the outpost of

the Hindu kingdoms of North India.^

So affairs remained fora time, but Janamejaya^s fourth successor

abandoned Hastinapura and made KausambI his capital, because

(it is said) Hastinapura was carried away by the Ganges. The

explanation is inadequate, because, if that were the whole truth, he

could have chosen some other town near by as a new capital, and there

was no necessity to move more than 300 miles south across South

Pancala to KausambI. Manifestly he was obliged to abandon all

the northern part of the Ganges-Jumna doab, and there can be no

doubt that he was driven south by pressure from the Panjab. This

retreat mixed up the Kurus of Hastinapura with the South Pancalas,

and led to the combination of the Kurus and Pancalas (including

the Srnjayas), that is, the blended Kuru-Pancalas,® a fusion which

may be reckoned, according to the dates estimated in p. 182 (for

this king was Adhisimakrsna^s son), at about 820 b.c. The

Kaurava-Pauravas thus reigned at KausambI which was in the

Vatsa country, and one of the latest kings was Udayana, who was

a king of note.^

No further changes are alluded to for a long time. A list is

given of the noteworthy kingdoms that continued to exist (p. 180),

viz. states in the eastern part of North India, Ayodhya, Kasi, the

* So the Brahmanas, which began soon after this time (chap. XXVII),
have very little to say about them. This explains Yedic Index ii, 430,

s. V. Sindhu, which notices the change.
2 MBh i, 43, 1786 to 44, 1807 ; 50, 2007 to 58, 2175 : xviii, 5, 178f.

See p. 114. A brahmanical account, Hv 191, 192, 195, 196.
^ JRAS, 1920, p. 99. Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 135, note, and

Vedic Index i, p. 165 differ as to whether they constituted one single

kingdom.
^ My Dynasties of the Kali age, pp. 7, 66. ^
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Maithilas (of Videha), Barhadrathas (of Magadha, which probably

included Ahga), and Kalihga; the middle states of the Vltihotras,

Haihayas and Asmakas
;
and those that bounded these along their

west side, North Pancala, the Kurus (the combined Kuru-Pancalae),

Surasena and Avanti. The omission from the list of all the

countries further west and north-west is significant, and suggests

that great changes had occurred there. This is corroborated by

allusions to the Panjab nations in the Mahabharata, which show

a steady deterioration in brahmanic estimation from the time of

the battle when their princes ranked equally with those of Madhya-

desa, until at length those nations are pronounced to be wicked and

mlecchas ^ and are unsparingly reprobated.^

The first change recorded occurred in Magadha, where the

Barhadrathas were supplanted by the Pradyotas, and these after-

wards by the Sisunagas. Next, it is said, Mahapadma Nanda

destroyed all those kingdoms and brought all their territories under

his sole sway.®

Here this attempted outline may close, for the Sisunagas and the

subsequent history are dealt with in V. A. Smith’s Early History of

India, but something may be added with regard to the chronology

down to Candragupta.

The calculations made in pages 179-82 yielded these approxi-

mate dates as regards Magadha—Senajit began to reign about

850 B.c.
;

he and his 15 successors, and the 5 Pradyotas and

the 10 Sisunagas reigned altogether 448 years (the average reign

being thus about 14^ years)
;
Mahapadma then began in 402 ;

he

and his eight sons reigned 80 years
;
and Candragupta ascended the

throne in 322 B.c. According to that average the 5 Pradyotas

with 72 years would have begun in 619 B.c., and the 10 Sisunagas

with 145 years in 547 b.c.
;

but the synchronisms of Buddha,

Bimbisara and Ajatasatru (the fifth and sixth Sisunagas) ^ show

that Ajatasatru had come to the throne before Buddha’s death

about 487 b.c., and that the beginning of the Sisunagas should be

placed earlier than 547 though not necessarily as early as 602 b.c.

The above average makes the combined duration of the Pradyotas

and Sisunagas (72 -t- 145) 217 years; and it is noteworthy that the

^ MBh vii, 93, 3379-80 : xii, 207, 7560-1.
* MBhviii, 40, 1836-58; 44,2028 to 45,2110. JKAS, 1919, p. 360.
® My Dynasties af the Kali age, pp. 18-25, 68-9.
* Discussed, Smith’s Early Hist, of India, pp. 31-3, 44-8.
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1
Matsya g-ives the Pradyotas 53 years and can be read as assigning

the Sisunagas 163 years, that is, 315 years altogether. This

remarkable agreement suggests that the only modification needed

in the above calculations is to transfer 30 years from the Pradyotas

to the Sisunagas, whereby the chronology may be arranged thus :

—

Accession of Senajit Barhadratha b.c. 850.

He and 15 Barhadratha kings (average, 14^ years) 331 years.

Beginning of the Pradyotas b.c. 619.

5 Pradyotas (average, 10^ years) 53 years.

Beginning of the Sisunagas b.c. 567.

10 Sisunagas (average, 16^ years) 165 years.

Accession of Mahapadma Nanda b.c. 403.

He and his eight sons 80 years.

Accession of Candragupta b.c. 333

These figures will I think be found to fit in with all the chrono-

logical particulars ^
;

yet, if any further adjustment is needed, we

might quite fairly shorten the Barhadratha period by a few years

(^ year per reign), and date the beginning of the Pradyotas about

637 B.c. and that of the Sisunagas about 575 b.c., or both even

5 years earlier.

CHAPTEK XXV

INFERENCES SUGGESTED BY TRADITIONAL
HISTORY

What the foregoing account based on tradition suggests may
now be considered as regards the origins of the dynasties, Aryan

and non-Aryan peoples and tribes, the Aryan occupation of India

and how the Aryans entered India. Here also one must put away
all preconceived ideas and see what tradition indicates.

The whole of the myth regarding origins has been set out

(pp. 353 f). In it there is no connexion between Manu’s nine

sons and Pururavas Aila and Sudyumna except through Ha with

' We are not bound to fix Bimbisara’s reign at 28 years precisely, nor
Ajata^atru’s at 27, as tradition alleges.
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her fabulous changes of form. It seems probable that three different

myths have been blended together in an attempt to unify the

origins of three different dominant races, said to have been derived

from Manu, Pururavas and Sudyumna, and apparently constituting

three separate stocks.

Tradition thus alleged that at the earliest time all the kings and

chiefs throughout India, with two exceptions, belonged to one

common stock descended from Manu; and it says so doubly,

because it declares, first, with regard to his sons that he divided

the earth (that is, India) among them, and secondly, with regard

to the offspring of his son Iksvaku that they were kings throughout

the whole of India ^ according to both the versions given (p. 257).

It also says that of that common stock four kingdoms were pre-

eminent, namely, the Aiksvakus at Ayodhya, the Janakas in

Videha, another (afterwards called the Vaisalakas) in the country

immediately north -of Patna, and the Saryatas at Kusasthall in

Anarta
;
with apparently three less prominent, the Karusas in the

country around Rewa, a kingdom at MahismatT on the R. Narbada,

and another on the R. Payosnl (p. 257, note ®) ;
with perhaps an

eighth, the Dharstakas in the Panjab (p. 256), and possibly a ninth,

Nabhaga'’s line, on the Jumna (p. 256). Those two exceptions

were first, Pururavas Aila at Pratisthana, and secondly, the

Saudyumnas, who occupied the town Gaya, the country eastward

of a line drawn roughly from Gaya to Cuttack, and the region

north of the Ganges eastward of Videha and the Vaisalaka

kingdom.

According to tradition then Pururavas Aila and his lineage at

Pratisthana formed one stock, the chieftains of Gaya and eastern

India formed a second stock, and ail the kings and chiefs of the

rest of India belonged to a third stock with their principal dominion

in Oudh and North Bihar. The first is the well-known Aila qr

Aitfa ^ race, often called the ^ Lunar race
’
because myth derived it

from Soma, ‘ the moon \ The second may be distinguished as the

Saudyumna race,® as already mentioned (p. 255), but it never played

any noteworthy part. The third has no definite common name

in tradition, yet being derived from the sons of Manu, son of

^ Ram iv, 18, 6 has probably a reminiscence of this, where Rama says

to Balin at Kiskindha, ‘ This earth belongs to the Iksvakus ’.

^ Aida Pururavas, Va 2, 20 ; 56, 1, 5, 8 ;
Bd i, 2, 20 ;

ii, 28, 1, 9.

® Saudyumnas distinct from Alias and Aiksvakus, Va 99, 266.
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Vlvasvant, Ghe sun/ ifc might be designated the Mdnava and
' Solar ^ race. The term Manava is used sometimes to denote

particularly Manu’s immediate descendants/ and so is applied in

the myth to Sudyumna.^ It is also extended to distant descendants

more as a racial term than as a patronymic,"' and is used as a

definite racial term in distinction from Aila/ But Manava
commonly meant simply ‘ man and became hardly characteristic.

The title
‘ Solar ’ is generally restricted to the Aiksvaku ® dynasty

of Ayodhya, and so cannot well be applied to the whole stock.

A general term is however needed, and this stock may be

described and distinguished by the name Mdnva,^ which is

equivalent to Mdnava, but not being found in Sanskrit is a

neutral term.

According to these traditions royal power first developed mainly

in the Gangetic plain, in the towns Ayodhya, Mithila, Pratisthana

and Gaya, with an off-lying branch at Kusasthall on the western

sea-coast, and apparently two others on the rivers Narbada and

Tapti. The Manva city Ayodhya is made the most ancient,’^ and

these allegations imply that civilization was as far advanced (or

perhaps more so) among the Manvas as among the Ailas, when the

latter entered India.

These traditions deal only with the ruling classes, the kings,

chiefs and ksatriyas, and not with brahmans nor the people

generally. It is nowhere declared (as far as I am aware) that

^ Applied to Karusa, Bhag ix, 2, 16. To Saiyata, Aitareya Biahm
viii, 21. To Sukanya, Pad iv, 15, 1-2: v. 8, 106. To Manu’s sons,

p. 84, note Mat 12, 1, 8. Manu lord of the Manavas, Ram i, 5, 6

;

6
,
20 .

' Va 85, 16, 24. Bd iii, 60, 15, 22.
® To Marutta of the Vai^all kingdom, MBh xiii, 137, 6260. Also

Pathya Manavi, in references, p. 218, note Of. vamso Mdnavdndm,
MBh i, 75, 3138-40

;
also ii, 20, 803. Certain rishis are called Mdnava

rishis, MBh xiii, 150, 7107-9.
^ Va 61, 86 and Bd ii, 35, 96, which say:

—

Manave caiva ye vam^e Aila-vamse ca ye nrpah.

The Iksvaku race and Aila race are clearly distinguished as different,

MBh ii’ 13, 568-9 : Va 32, 47-8
; 99, 266, 431-2, 438-9, 450-1 : Bd

iii, 71, 244-5, 263-4 : Mat 50, 74 ; 273, 52-3
, 57-8,^ 65, 68-9.

® Pad vi, 271, 10-11 wrongly extends Iksvaku to Saryati’s line.

® After the analogy of Yadva from Yadu, and Mddhva from Madhii.
’’

Founded by Manu, Ram i, 5, 6 : ii, 71, 18. He reigned there, id.

i, 6, 20. So also Vikuksi, Br 7, 46 : Hv 11, 662.

2465 TJ
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brahmans, vaisyas and sudras generally were Manuk’s offspring.^

The brahmans expressly claimed other origin (chap. XVI). Nothing

is said about the real origin of the vaisyas, sudras and populace

generally. The brahmanieal figment that the four castes were

produced from different parts of Brahmans body in no wise asserts

any common origin. There are, however, abundant indications that

India contained many folk of rude culture or aboriginal stock,

such as Nisadas,^ Dasas and Pulindas. Powerful races of hostile

character are often mentioned, such as Danavas, Daityas, Raksasas,

Nagas and Dasyus. Some of these were partially civilized, while

others were rude and savage and were sometimes cannibals.

Those races were reduced to subjection and their barbarous practices

were repressed
;
and, as they came under the influence of Aryan

civilization, those names became opprobrious, until at length they

ceased to possess any ethnological force and turned into purely evil

appellations, just like the word asura, and all became synonymous

with the meaning ^ demon This process has gone on con-

tinuously
;
^ thus, Pisaca was originally the name of a tribe ® and

ultimately turned to mean an impish goblin. The following are

instances.

These names, Danava, Daitya, &c., denoted peoples originally.®

Thus king Yayati married Sarmistha, daughter of Vrsaparvan

(p. 87) who was king of the Danavas and a Daitya.’^ The Salvas

were a people of note, who occupied the country around Mt. Abu,®

and they are called Danavas and Daiteyas.® Bhima killed the

Raksasa chief Hidimba, and had by his sister Hidimba a son

^ Even MBh i, 75, 3138-9 does not imply that, which says—From
iManu was the race of the Maiiavas

;
the Manavas were brahmans,

ksatriyas and others
;
brahmans were then united with ksatriyas.

^ The Nisadas were fabled to have sprung from Prthu, son of Vena.

For references, see p. 16. note
^ e. g. Asuras (Mat 25, 8, 39), Danavas {id. 17, 30, 39), Daityas {id.

26, 17) and Raksasas {id. 25, 37). Va 68, 14. Bd iii, 6, 14.
^ At the present day the candalas in some parts of Bengal repudiate

that appellation and call themselves namaiudra.
« ZDMG, Ixvi, 49. JEAS, 1912, 711. Pad v, 74, 12.
“ See MBh xii, 228, 8359-413.
’ MBh i, 80, 3337-8; 82, 3410; 83, 3455. Mat 30, 10; 31, 14.

Yet he is called an asura, MBh i, 81, 3369 ;
Mat 30, 1 1 : and his daughter

also, Va 93, 16; Mat 27, 8; 31, 3: Hv 30, 1603; &c.
* MBh iv, 1, 12; 30, 972: v, 174 , 5 9 7 7-9.

MBh iii, 14, 633-4; 17, 695, 710; 22, 885-6. Ag 275, 22.
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Ghatotkaea,^ who was king o£ the Raksasas ^ and took part and

was killed in the Bharata battle.^ Bhagadatta, king of Pragjyotisa

(north-east Bengal)^^ took part in that battle with a contingent of

Cinas/ and his kingdom is called mleccha/ and it and his city

belonged to Danavas^ Daityas and DasyusJ In all these cases

these names obviously refer to human beings. Similarly the

Raksasas in the story of Rama were the inhabitants of Ceylon and

the Godavari valley (p. 277).®

As these peoples were generally enemies, these names turned to

mean alien and hated, hostile or savage, men.® So Krsna’s son

Aniruddha married the daughter of Bana, who is called king of

the Daityas.i® These names next became terms of hatred, oppro-

brium and abuse. Thus the adherents of Kaihsa, king of the

Yadavas at Mathura, are called Danavas
; and Madhu, the great

king of the Yadavas, Krsna’’s ancestor, from whom he obtained

the patronymic Madhava, is styled a Daitya and king of the

Danavas, although his descent from Yayati and Yadu is acknow-

ledged (p. 66). This abusive use led to the attribution of evil

characteristics to such people, who were then described as demonic

beings, and so these terms approximated to asura in meaning.^^

Thus Madhu’s descendant, Lavana Madhava, is called Danava,

Raksasa and asura (p. 170); Jarasandha, the great king of

Magadha, who was a Bharata, is stigmatized as an asura and

the Buddhists and Jains are treated as asuras and Daityas.^^

1 MBh i, 152 to 155. ' MBh vi, 82, 3559; 84, 3663.
3 MBh V, 161, 5591 : vii, 180, 8171-2.
^ JASB, Ixvi, Part I, p. 104.
® MBh V, 18, 584 : cf. ii, 25, 1002.
® With Yavanas, MBh ii, 50, 1834.

MBh v, 47, 1889: xii, 341, 12956-7. Hv 121, 6791-6; 122,
6885-8. Yet he is called an asura, MBh vii, 29, 1290; and his

kingdom, v, 47, 1887.
® Ravana called an asura, Pad vi, 143, 3.

® The passages cited in the preceding notes will illustrate this.

Various classes of Eaksasas are named, Va 69, 164 f. : Bd iii, 7, 132 f.

Hv 175 to 777; 190. Pad vi, 277, 3-4, 17 ;
and even ‘lord of the

hlmtas’
,
ibid. 25/11.

“ MBh xii, 341, 12954.

So the Chinese called Europeans ‘ foreign devils and Chinese

Christians ‘ secondary foreign devils ’.

MBh xii, 341, 12960-1.

P. 68. Br 160 seems to give similar expression to the contest

between brahmaiiism and Dravidian religion in the south.

u 2
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Finally, in the latest stories and versions o£ stories all these

names and amra became virtually synonymous and meant
‘ demons ’

;
^ and are so used, as in the story of Kuvalayasva,^

and in the fables of devasura wars.^ These changes in the appli-

cation of these terms give some help towards discriminating tales

and allusions as old or as late, while we remember, however, that

older stories underwent modifications later, as pointed out (p. 74).

By far the greater part of ancient historical tradition deals with

the doings of the Aila stock, its growth and expansion. Quite

different were the fortunes of the Manva stock. It occupied the

greatest part of India originally, but steadily lost ground before

the Ail as. At two epochs it is said to have risen in the Ayodhya

realm to paramount dominion, first, in Mandhatr’s conquests, and

again when Sagara overthrew the Haihayas and foreign tribes, but

the supremacy was short-lived, and the Ailas renewed their progress.

After Sagara^s time the three Manva kingdoms of Ayodhya,

Videha and Vaisall played almost entirely a conservative part,

influencing little the political development of India, which thence-

forward was worked out by the two Aila branches, the Pauravas

and Yadavas. The expansion of these two and the other branches

has been explained in the last chapter. We may now take stock

of the racial and political changes that had taken place, down to

the time of the Bbarata battle.

Of the Manva kingdoms, that existed originally, three remained,

those of Ayodhya, Videha and VaiMi; and all the Dekhan except

the NW. part remained unchanged, though it is said that the

ruling families in Pandya, Cola and Kerala were offshoots from

the Turvasu branch of the Ailas (p. 108).

The Saudyumnas had been almost overwhelmed b}" the Anavas

and Pauravas, and were restricted to the Utkalas and other clans

which occupied the hilly tracts from Gaya to Orissa. All North

and East Bengal was held by the Pragjyotisa kingdom, which is

nowhere connected with any of these races and would seem to have

.been founded by an invasion of Mongolians from the north-east,

though tradition is silent about this outlying development. The

configuration of the five Anava kingdoms in the east, the Ahgas,

^ See also Mat 24l5, 1-34 : Earn ii, 9, 11-13
; 44, 11.

' Mark 20, 42 to 21, 89.
' e. g. Mat 129 to 110 ;

179 : Lg i, 74 ;
94 : Pad v, 38 to 44.
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i
Vangas, Pundras, Suhmas and Kalingas, which held all the sea-

i
coast from Ganjam to the Ganges delta, and formed a long compact

I

curved wedge with its base on the sea-coast and its point above

Bhagalpur, suggests that there had also been an invasion from the

I

sea, that penetrated up the Ganges valley, leaving the hilly tracts

on its west and east alone
;

^ and this conjecture, if reasonable,

would mean that the invaders had driven the Saudyumna stock

into those hilly tracts, and that that had taken place before those

live kingdoms were formed. But there is no trace in tradition of

any such invasion of this distant region.

All the rest of North India and the north-west part of the

Dekhan had been dominated by the Aila stock and was held thus :

—

The Pauravas ruled the whole of the Ganges and Jumna plain

from the Siwalik hills to Magadha, except Surasena (which was

I

Yadava) and Kasi, namely, the kingdoms of Hastinapura, Pancala,

Cedi, Vatsa, Karusa and Magadha (in all of which the ruling

j

families were Bharatas), and possibly Matsya. Kasi was an Aila

I

kingdom of earlier foundation (p. 258).

The Yadavas held all the country between the Rajputana desert

and a line drawn roughly from Bombay to SE. Berar and then

north to the Jumna, excluding petty chieftainships in the hills and

I

probably Matsya.

i

The Anavas held (1) all the Panjab (except the NW. corner),

I
comprising the kingdoms of Sindh u, Sauvira, Kaikeya, Madra,

Vahllka, Siviand Ambastha; and (2) all East Bihar, Bengal proper

(except the north and east) and Orissa, comprising the kingdoms of

Anga, Vanga, Pundra, Suhma and Kalihga.

[ The Druhyus held the Gandhara kingdom and the NW. frontier,

and are said to have spread out beyond that and established

kingdoms in the mleccha countries outside in early times.

The Turvasu line had disappeared, except that the Pandya, Cola

and Kerala dynasties claimed descent from it.

These results are exhibited in the annexed table and map.^ They

do not mean that the Aila stock constituted the bulk of the popula-

tion, but that it had conquered those lands and was the dominant

body in them. It supplied the ksatriya class, which would have

influenced the bulk of the people profoundly, so that the higher

1 JRAS, 1908, p. 851.
" Published in JEAS, 1914, p. 290: now revised.
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classes were no doubt largely leavened with Aila blood, though the

lower grades would have remained racially the same, namely, the

various groups of pre-existing folk.

The broad result stands out clear that the Aila stock, which

began in a small principality at Allahabad, had dominated the

whole of North India and down to Vidarbha, with the exception

of the three Manva kingdoms of Ayodhya, Videha and Vaisall

;

and these had been influenced by the Ailas. So it is said, the

earth was dominated by the five races (vamsa) descended from

Yayati.^ This result agrees exactly with the Aryan occupation

of India, so that what we call the Aryan race is what Indian

tradition calls the Aila race, and so Aila = Aryan. The Saud-

yumna stock would no doubt be the Munda race and its branch

the Mon-Khmer folk in the east
;
^ and in the intervening region

it would have been subjugated by the Anava occupation, and also

by a prior invasion of Bengal by new-comers from the sea if the

above surmise of such an invasion be true. The Manva stock,

which held all the rest of India including the above three

kingdoms, seems naturally to declare itself Dravidian.^ These

conclusions are not put forward anywhere in the genealogies or

Puranas. True, it is said that the earth was dominated by the five

races* descended from Yayati, but the ethnical significance of this

statement is nowhere noticed, and no precedence is accorded to those

1 P. 124. Cf. Mat 34
,
20-1 : Pad v, 13

,
72.

^ Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, iv, pp. 8, 21.

® The fact that many of the names of the early kings of the Manva
stock have a Sanskrit appearance does not necessaril}’’ militate against

this, because they would have naturally been Sanskritized in the course

of time. Daityas, Danavas and Raksasas also have Sanskritic names.

Later kings no doubt adopted Aryan names.
* The term ‘ the five peoples ’ often used in Eigv and other Vedic

literature has received three explanations; (1) the five tribes descended

from Yayati; (2) the five families of the Pancalas
;
and (3) all people:

Vedic Index i, p. 466. This last is possible, for in the present day ‘five
’

is used *to convey general comprehensiveness, thus pane jan often means
‘ everybody It is hardly necessary that the term should have the same

meaning everywhere, and it may be suggested that all three are possible.

It may have the first meaning in Rigv i, 7, 9 ;
vi, 14 , 4 ; 46, 7 ;

ix, 65 ,

23 and x, 45, 6, for these hymns are attributed to rishis who lived before

the Pancalas existed. It may have the second meaning in iii, 53, 16
and iv, 38 , 10; and possibly in viii, 9

, 2 ;
33

, 22 and x, 60 , 4; hut not

probably in i, 176
, 3 or ix, 93, 3. As regards other passages in Eigv

there appear to be no chronological indications.
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Aila families, for in the genealogical accounts the post of honour in

being described first is always given to the Solar or Manva race.

The unintentional way in which these conclusions present them-

selves from those accounts lends strong support to their truth, and

those who maintain other views about the Aryan occupation of

India must explain how such accounts arose, possessing no ethnical

bias and yet enshrining real ethnical facts.

Moreover, these conclusions are entirely supported by the evidence

of language, as set out by Sir G. Grierson.^

According to tradition in chapter XXIV the Ailas or Aryans

began at Allahabad, conquered and spread out north-west, west and

south, and had by Yayati’s time occupied precisely the region famed

as Madhyadesa. They possessed that Mid -land definitely and made

it their own thoroughly, so that it was ^ their true pure honie^, as

Sir G. Grierson describes it linguistically.- Tliey expanded after-

wards into the Panjab and East Afghanistan, into West India

and the north-west Dekhan, into East and South Bihar and into

Bengal—precisely as he finds the Aryans did linguistically in those

very regions, which he calls the ‘ Outer Band h® Also it has been

pointed out that the Ayodhya realm was non-Aila, was not subdued

by the Ailas and was only influenced by them. This agrees exactly

with his linguistic inference, that in Oudh ‘ there is a mixture [of

language] of the same nature, although here the Midland language

has not established itself so firmly as it has in the west and south

Thus the political account as tradition reveals it accords precisely

with Sir G. Grierson’s linguistic exposition, and explains the

linguistic facts simply and fully. Current opinion, in order to

explain those facts, postulates not only an invasion of Aryans from

the north-west, but even a double invasion, and the theory is that

the inhabitants of the Midland represent the latest stage of Indo-

Aryan immigration ’, and that the latest invaders entered ‘ into the

heart of the country already occupied by the first immigrants,

forcing the latter outwards in three directions, to the east,, to the

south and to the west This theory is improbable in itself, and

certainly implies a severe and bitter struggle between the second

and the first immigrants, of which one would expect to find some

echo in tradition, for it concerned the very heart of India, yet

^ Imp. Gaz. of India (1907), i, pp. 349 f.

^ Id. p. 358. ^ Id. p. 359.

2 Id. p. 357.
® Id. p. 358.
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there is absolutely none. It is wholly unnecessary according to

tradition.

Moreover, as will be shown in the next chapter, the bulk of the

Rigveda was composed in the great development of brahmanism

that arose under the successors of king Bharata who reigned in the

upper Ganges-Jumna doab and plain. The language of the

Rigveda, as Sir G. Grierson holds, represents the archaic dialect of

the upper doab, and that was the region in which the Aryan speech

was the purest and whence it spread outwards.^ The two agree.

Lastly, there was some connexion between Sudyumna and the

Uttara Kurus and Kimpurusas,^ and that accords with the con-

nexion which Sir G. Grierson notices between the Munda language

and the ‘ Pronominalized Himalayan languages h® In every respect

therefore the evidence of language accords with the Puranic

accounts, and is strong testimony to the value of tradition.

These conclusions raise the question, what does tradition say

about the origin of the Ailas or Aryans ? It makes the Aila power

begin at Allahabad, and yet distinctly suggests that they came

from outside India. The legends and fables about the progenitor

Pururavas Aila all connect him with the middle Himalayan region.^

He was closely associated with the Gandharvas. His wife UrvasT

was a GandharvI, as well as called an apsaras.® The places he

frequented were the river Mandakini, Alaka, the Caitraratha and

Nandana forests, the mountains Gandhamadana and Meru, and the

land of the Uttara Kurus—regions to which the Gandharvas were

assigned.® From the Gandharvas he obtained sacrificial fire
;

his

sons were known in the Gandharva world
;

and he ultimately

became united with the Gandharvas.® Further, the fables about

^ Imp. Gaz. of India (1907), p. 357.
' P. 255. Mat 12, 16-19. Pad v, 8, 121-4. Lg i, 65, 22.
® Imp. Gaz. of India, i, pp. 386-7. JRAS, 1907, p. 188.
* Except one fable in Mat 115 to 120 about him as king of Madra in

a former birth.

" Va 91, 9, 25. Bd iii, 66, 9. Hv 26, 1374.
« Mat 114, 82. MBh v, 110, 3830-1 : vi, 6, 212. Va 39 to 41. For

the geography, see Mat US', 114, 59 f; 121
;
Va 55; 41] 47.

’’ They all married Gandharva maidens, Kur i, 23, 46 : but not Ayu.
* Va 91, 5-8, 40-8, 51. Bd iii, 66, 5-8, 19, 22. Hv 26, 1367-70,

1402-10. Br 10, 5-8, 11. Ag 273,14. Lg i, 66, 57. MBh i, 75,

3148. Mat 24, 19. Pad v, 12, 70-1. Satapatha BrMim xi, 5, 1, 13-17.
Vis iv, 6, 38 f. Cf. Va 1, 189. Similarly Yayati, MBh i, 75, 3172 ;

85, 3508; 119, 4637 : v, 110, 3831.
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his birth (pp. 253-4) point to that region, and two accounts connect

his alleged parent Ha with the northern country Ilavrta, which

they say was named after himd
i

Now these tales are mythical,^ and tradition becomes mythical

when it reaches back to origins, yet such mythical tales can hardly

have sprung from pure imagination, and must have been developed

from some germ of reality. They certainly suggest that Pururavas^s
;

origin was in that north region
;
and this agrees with and explains

j

the fact that that region, the countries in and beyond the middle of
j

the Himalayas, has always been the sacred land of the Indians.
^

Indian tradition knows nothing of any Aila or Aryan invasion of

India from Afghanistan, nor of any gradual advance from thence

eastwards. On the other hand it distinctly asserts that there

was an Aila outflow of the Druhyus through the north-west

into the countries beyond, where they founded various kingdoms Ij

and so introduced their own Indian religion among those ?

nations.^ d
'i

The north-west frontier never had any ancient sacred memories, v

and was never regarded with reverence. All ancient Indian belief

and veneration were directed to the mid-Himalayan region, the only
jj

original sacred outside land
;

^ and it was thither that rishis and t

kings turned their steps in devotion, never to the north-west. The

list of rivers in Rigveda x, ?5 is in regular order from the east to

the north-west ®—not the order of entrance from the north-west,

but the reverse. If the Aryans entered India from the north-west,

and had advanced eastward through the Panjab only as far as the

Sarasvatl or Jumna when the Rigvedic hymns were composed, it is

very surprising that the hymn arranges the rivers, not according

to their progress, but reversely from the Ganges which they had

hardly reached.® This agrees better with the course of the Aila ^

expansion and its outflow beyond the north-west.'^ It was, however,

a route for any one travelling from the Ganges to the north-west.

^ Mat 13,14:. Padv, S, 119.
^ Other mythical details; MBh i, 75, 3144 : Va 3, 15 : Bd i, 3, 15.

® P. 264. JRAS, 1919, pp. 358-61.
* See the eulogy of the Northern region, MBh v, 110

:

vi, 13.
® So Sir M. A. Stein, JRAS, 1917, p. 91.
® Macdonell, Sansk. Lit. pp. 143, 145.
’’

Perhaps the arguments used to prove the advance of the Aryans

from Afghanistan into the Panjab might simply be reversed.
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as the author of the hymn perhaps did.^ Again, Sudas’s battle with

the ten kings had (as shown in the last chapter) nothing to do

with the progress of the Aryans from the north-west into India,

for he was an Aila king of North Pahcala, and the Ailas (or Aryans)

had entered and dominated North India long before his time. It

was part of his conquests westward into the Panjab (p. 2). Further

remarks that go to corroborate these conclusions will be found in

the next chapter.

The notices of rivers in the Rigveda are no certain guide as to all

that the Aryans knew of the geography of India then, for, while

the Sindhu and Sarasvati are mentioned often, no other rivers in

N. India are alluded to more than once, twice or thrice.^ The

Sindhu no doubt attracted attention because of its immense size,

and the Sarasvati because of its sanctity,^ which was largely due

to its being in the territory of the Bharata kings of Hastinapura,

among whom (and not in the Panjab ^) the development of Rigvedic

brahmanism took place, as will be explained in the next chapter.®

The Rigveda knows of the Sarayu, and there is no good reason

for doubting that that is the river of Oudh. Its silence about the

Vindhya Mts. and other geographical features proves no ignorance,

when one considers its silence about the banyan (p. 125), about

salt,® and about the Pariyatra hills (the Aravalli range), which the

Aryans had actually reached according to the current view.

Tradition or myth thus directly indicates that the Ailas (or

Aryans) entered India from the mid-Himalayan region, and its

attitude towards the NW. frontier lends no support to any invasion

from that quarter.’^ These are very noteworthy facts. Myth suggests

' He, Sindhuksit Praiyamedha, would have been a descendant of

Ajamidha (p. 226), the Bharata (p. 146), who reigned on the Ganges.
^ See Vedzc Index, names of rivers.

* See remarks about it in next chapter.

* Vedic Index, ii, p. 295, s.v. Vitasta, note
® If the southern part of the Rajputana desert was a very shallow sea

in early times (p. 260), the Sarasvati flowed into it {Vedic Index ii, 436).

A small rise in the level of that area would have turned the sea into

desei’t and affected the river.

® Macdonell, Sansk. Lit. p. 150.
^ The only passages which may lend support to the theory of a north-

western invasion are the two in the Ram, which make Ha king of Balhi

or Balhika (p. 254, note ''), if these words mean Balkh
;
but they might

mean the Vahllka country in the Panjab (Mark, my translation, p. 311),

and the Ram is quite untrustworthy in its traditions when uncorroborated

elsewhere (pp. 82, 93).
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the country Ilavrta in the north as the region from which they

came. Pururavas’s name Aila occurs in the Rigveda and appears to

be more ancient than the fable of Manu’s daughter Ha/ which

seems to have been devised in order to explain that name^ for such

explanatory tales were common (p. 75). The suggested connexion

between Ila and Ilavrta may be ancient and may merit credence.^

In this regard it may be noted that Sudyumna, the male form of

Ila, is said to have been a Kimpurusa and ultimately departed to

Ilavrta. The Kimpurusas were placed in that same north region
;

^

so that myth connects the Saudyumna stock with that land, and

in some Puranas with the Northern Kurus (p. 297). If then the

Ailas did not enter India from the north-west, we must, in con-

sidering tradition and the conclusions it suggests, put away all ideas

drawn from that hypothesis.

Further light is thrown on this matter by a treaty between a

Hittite king and a king of Mitanni found at Boghazkeui. It

mentions, as noticed by Professor Jacobi,^ certain gods who can

be none other than Mitra, Varuna, Indra and the Nasatyas

(Asvins). These are Indian Aryan gods,® and he has shown

that they could not belong to the period prior (according to

the current theory) to the separation of the Indian and Iranian

branches. The date of the treaty has been fixed reliably now about

1400 B.C., and therefore the folk of Mitanni who worshipped these

gods had arrived there earlier, probably late in the sixteenth century.

These facts prove (1) that there was an outflow of people from

India before the fifteenth century b. c.
; (2) that they brought

Aryan gods from India
; (3) that therefore Aryans and their gods

existed in India before the sixteenth century; and (4) that the Aryans

had entered India earlier still. These facts and conclusions are hardly

reconcilable with the current theory about the entrance of the Aryans

into NW. India and the composition of the hymns of the Rigveda.®

^ See Professor Keith, JEAS, 1913, pp. 412 f.

* Cf. the formation of Ilavrta with Brahmdvarta and Arydvarta.
=* e.g. Va 46, 4-18; Lg i', 52, 33-43: Mat 121, 71.
* JEAS, 1909, p. 723. The published text is in Keilschrifttexte aus

BoyhazkUi, vol. i. No. 1, Eev. 55-6. I have to thank Professor Langdon
foi' information on this matter.

^ The names of the gods and kings are discussed seriatim in Atner.

Journal of Sem. Lang. vol. 33, p. 261. The names of the gods might

not be significant singly, but the four combined give cumulative evidence

of Indian origin that cannot be explained away.
® Professor Jacobi’s remarks, loc. cit.; Professor Keith, JRAS, 1914,

p. 737 f.
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But these facts and conclusions are in full agreement with what

tradition saj^s about the outspread of the Druhyus beyond the

north-west of India (p. 264), for that is assigned to about the time

No. 40 in the genealogical table (p. 146), namely, some 55 steps

earlier than the Bharata battle of 950 B. c. (p. 182) ;
and if we allow

12 years per step (p. 183), that outflow would have begun 950 + 660,

that is, about 1600 b. c., and would have spread gradually to allow

of the appearance of Indian gods in the treaty of 1400 b. c. Tra-

dition shows that the Ailas or Aryans had entered North India

earlier still, and had dominated the greater part of it by the time of

that outflow. Their entry, calculated on the 92 steps from

Pururavas to the Bharata battle, according to the same scale, would

be placed 950-1- 1104, that is, about 2050 b. c. Indian tradition

and the facts of that treaty are thus in complete harmony, and the

former furnishes a simple and sufficient explanation of the latter.

This is testimony to the value of Indian tradition, and goes to show

that the genealogies are substantial and may supply a scale for

approximate chronological computation. Those migrants kept the

names of their gods correctly,, but the kings naturally modified

their own names as they and their language became more separated

from India.

Further, if we accept the current theory, the above conclusions

from the treaty would require that the assumed Indo-Iranian period

should be placed much earlier than the sixteenth century b. c.—

a

result that would render the theory hardly tenable. The above

tradition suggests that there may have been no such period, and

that the Iranians may have been an offshoot from India, for the

outspread from India can not only account for the existence of gods

with Indian names and kings with Iranian-like names in the

treaty, but may also have led to the genesis of the Iranians. The

linguistic and religious differences of Iran may be explained quite

as well in this way as by the current theory.^

Vedic literature says, I believe, nothing about the entrance of the

Aryans from the north-west into India. If one starts with that

view, arguments for it may no doubt be discovered in the Rigveda

;

but if one puts aside all preconceived ideas and examines the hymns

in the light of historical tradition, nothing will, I think, he found in

^ Imp. Gaz. of India (1907), i, pp. 352 f. It may be noticed that

Druhyu’s descendants are said to have been Bhojas (p. 260, note ’), and
sun-worshipping priests were called Bhojakas (Bhavisya i, 117).
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them really incompatible with traditional history, and a great deal

is elucidated thereby. Moreover, tradition explains why the sacred

land of the Aryans was the region north of the mid-Himalayas—

a

fact which the prevalent view does not account for
;
and the con-

nexion of Persia with India does not prove that the Aryans entered

India from that direction, for it may find a quite possible explana-

tion reversely in the outflow of Druhyus as just shown.

The current theory, that the Aryans invaded India through the

north-west after separating from the Iranians, and entered in two

streams, must face and account for the following facts and con-

siderations
: (1) Indian tradition knows nothing whatever of that.

(2) The north-west and the Panjab were not regarded as an ancient

home, nor with veneration or special esteem. (3) Tradition has

preserved copious and definite accounts giving an entirely different

description of the earliest Ailas (Aryans) and their beginnings in

India. (4) The mid-Himalayan region was the sacred land, and

those accounts reveal why. (5) They elucidate the Aila domination

of India so that it agrees with the Aryan occupation, geog’raphically

and linguistically, altogether accurately yet quite unostentatiously.

(6) Tradition makes the brahmans originally a non-Aryan institu-

tion, ascribes the earliest of the Rigvedic hymns to non-Aryan kings

and rishis, and makes the earliest connexion of the Vedas to be

with the eastern region and not with the Panjab, as will appear

in the next chapter. (7) All this copious tradition was falsely

fabi’icated, and the truth has been absolutely lost, if the current

theory is right
;

is this probable ? (8) If all this tradition is false,

why, how, and in whose interests was it all fabricated ? (9) If

it is false, how comes it that the fifth point above is right ?

(10) Indian tradition suggests a reverse origin for the Iranians,

which is linguistically tenable, which harmonizes with the Boghaz-

keui treaty, and which can account for their language and religion.



CHAPTER XXVI

THE ANCIENT BRAHMANS AND THE VEDAS

Something may be discovered from historical tradition about the

condition of the earliest brahmans and about the composition of the

Rigveda and the other Vedas. Here we must premise that it is

futile to expect to learn the truth about these matters from the

priestly literature, because that was composed after the brahmans

had put forward their pretensions about themselves and the Veda.

Naturally they would set out therein their own version of what

they then held (and what they wished others to believe) about these

matters, and would say nothing that v/ould stultify the same, ‘as

they actually did with regard to Visvamitra (pp. 60, 244). Facts

or traditions that proved awkward for their developed pretensions

would not be admitted, as has been pointed out with regard to

Vyasa (p. 10) and the ksatriyan brahmans (p. 124). There was

nothing strange in such conduct. It was simply what priesthood

has not seldom done,^ and the brahmans formed a priestly caste

supreme in position and education, pride and influence. The views

here put forward were not reached through any preconceived

speculation, but evolved themselves gradually out of all the

preceding investigation, and are all based on definite statements

which are cited. They are all drawn from traditions, which could

not have been fabricated in late times, as will appear, but are

ancient, and of which the brahmans have been the custodians for

more than two thousand years. They are a signal illustration of

the fact, that the Puranie and Epic brahmans preserved ancient

traditions, quite unconscious that those traditions often belied the

brahmanic pretensions which were developed later (p. 61).

The accounts given in chapters XVII to XXII show what tra-

dition discloses about ancient rishis and brahmans, with an attempt

to fix their chronological position, the results of which are exhibited

in pages 191-2. Those accounts bring out the following particulars

touching the earliest positions of the great brahman families,

^ The present Bhavisya (p. 46) is a striking instance of what religious

unscrupulousness is not ashamed to perpetrate.
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and these particulars stand, even apart from that chronological

scheme.

TheVasisthas were connected originally andfor long with Ayodhya,
and slightly with the junior kingdom of Videha. The Bhargavas
consisted of two branches, one derived from Cyavana and the other

from Usanas-Sukra. Cyavana was connected with Saryati and the

country of Anarta, and his descendants afterwards with the

Haihayas who occupied the neighbouring region of the Narbada,

when apparently the Saryata kingdom had fallen. Usanas was the

j)riest of the Daityas and Danavas (or asuras) in mid North India,

and his descendants disappeared. The earliest Ahgirasas alleged

(unless we reckon Brhaspati, the priesc of the devas against Usanas)

were connected with Mandhatr king of Ayodhya; the earliest

Ahgirasa rishi named was connected with Hariscandra king of

Ayodhya
;
and the earliest definite Ahgiras was priest to the Vaisall

dynasty, and so also were his near descendants. The earliest Atreya,

Prabhakara, was not connected as priest with any dynasty, though

he married the daughters of the Paurava king Raudrasva
;
and the

first well-known Atreya, Datta, became attached to the Haihaya

king, after the Haihayas had broken with Cyavana^s descendants.

The first mention of any Kasyapa brahman occurs with Rama
Jamadagnya the Bhargava in Madhyadesa. These were the five

famous families that were brahmans from their beginning. The

Agastyas arose later and their origin is uncertain, yet tradition

connects them with the Dekhan. The other brahman families and

gotras that sprang from ksatriya stocks do not concern us here.

It thus appears tliat of the true brahman families the earliest

began with the Manvas, as the Vasisthas at Ayodhya and Cyavana^’s

branch of the Bhargavas in Anarta; or began with Daityas and

Danavas,^ as Usanas-Sukra’s branch of the Bhargavas. Those

that arose later began either with the Manvas, as the Angirasas in

the Ayodhya and Vaisall kingdoms
;

or with the outermost Aila

race in the west, as the Atreyas with the Haihayas
;
or later in

Madhyadesa, as the Kasyapas with the Bhargava Rama Jama-

dagnya; or in the Dekhan, as the Agastyas probably. Not a single

brahman was connected as priest with any of the early Aila kings

;

merely three intermarriages are alleged, namely, Apnavana’s with

Nahusa’s daughter Ruci (p. 197), Yayati’s with Usanas'’s daughter

Danava rishis are mentioned, MBh iii, 169, 12101.
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Devayani (p. 86) and Prabhakara^s mentioned above. Thus the

earliest brahmans were priests to the Manvas or to the Daityas and

Danavas, but never to the early Adas. Brhaspati, the so-called

Ahgirasa priest of the devas, makes no exception, for he is not con-

nected as priest with any Aila, No brahman then was priest to an

Aila, that is Aryan, king in the very earliest times (except in a few

late brahmanical fables). ‘ Manava brahmans ’ ^ and ‘ Manava

rishis
^ ^ are alluded to, but never I believe ‘ Aila brahmans or

rishis ’.

This conclusion is not likely to have been the result of fabrication,

and the negative argument is corroborated by the direct fact that

tradition speaks of the earliest Aila kings actually opposing

brahmans, but never says that any of the earliest Manvas did so.

Two occasions are alleged when early Manva kings had disagree-

ments with brahmans, namely, very early between Nimi and
^ Vasistha^ (p. 215), and much later between Marutta and Brhas-

pati (p. 157), and both arose, not through antagonism, but through

injured friendship, because those brahmans failed to sacrifice as

those kings desired. Quite different was the attitude of the earliest

Aila kings. They are praised in general terms sometimes in fables

;

thus Pururavas is extolled,® Nahusa and Yayati made large gifts

of cattle,^ and Yayati helped the devas against the Daityas and

Danavas
;
® but when spoken of in connexion with brahmans they

are severely censured. So it is said that Pururavas made war on

vipras and robbed them of their jewels, he was deaf to advice, and

intoxicated with power perished through the curse of the maharsis.®

Also he coveted the golden sacrificial floor of the rishis of Naimisa

forest and was killed by them.'^ His son Ayu was chosen by the

rishis and behaved righteously ;
® and it may be noted that he

1 MBh i, 75, 3140. “ Id. xiii, 150, 7107.
® Va 91, 1-4. Bd iii, 66, 1-4. Mat 34, 10-15, 20. Pad v, 13, 62-6,

71. Br 10, 1-4. Hv 36, 1363-6.
* MBh xiii, 81, 3806. Nahusa praised in a fable, id. 51.
® MBh vii, 63, 2295 : xii, 39, 990 : but it is not refeiTed to in the

account of the devasura war that occurred early in his time before his

marriage (Mat 35, 6 f; 37, 3f: MBh i, 76, 3185 f; 78, 3281 f), and
it is discredited in that he married the daughters of the Daitya priest

U^anas and the Danava king Vysaparvan (pp. 86—7).
« MBh i, 75, 3145-7. Cf. Mat 34, 18: Pad v, 13, 70.
’’ Va 3,^ 14-23 ;

confusedly 1, 188-92. Bd i, 3, 14-23 ;
confusedly 1,

162-7. Siv V, 3, 93-4.
* Va i, 191-2; 3, 23-4. Bd i, 1, 166-7 corrupt; 3, 23-4.

X3469
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married the daughter of Svarbhanu, who was a Danava and asurad

But his son Nahusa, who made no such alliance and married his

own sister (p. 86), became intoxicated with pride, ^ made the rishis

pay tribute and oppressed them grievously.^ Nothing of the kind

is said about Yayati, and he married Usanas-Sukra’s daughter

Devayani and the Danava king Vrsaparvan’s daughter/ yet he was

cursed by Usanas on Devayani’s complaint.®

There can be no doubt that herein we have ancient tradition.

The close connexion constantly asserted between Usanas-Sukra and

the Daityas and Danavas ® could not have been the product of later

times, when the Bhargavas were a renowned family and those

people were regarded as demonic. So also as regards the early

Alias, because from them were descended the Yadavas and Pauravas,

from the Yadavas spi-ang Krsna, and from the Pauravas the famous

Bharatas. To praise Usanas-Sukra and these early Alias ® would

be the natui’al inclination of after times
;
but to depict the latter

as inimical to brahmans would be repugnant, hence the allusions

that present them as such are specially noteworthy.

Brahmanism then originally was not an Aila or Aryan institu-

tion. The earliest brahmans were connected with the non-Aryan

peoples, and were established among them when the Ailas entered.

This is corroborated by the close connexion that existed between

them and the Daityas, Danavas and asuras. It has just been

pointed out as regards Usanas-Sukra. The Danava Sambara is

1 P. 85. Va 1, 188 ; 68, 8, 22, 24. Pd iii, 6, 23-4.
^ ilBh iii, 99. Kebuked by rishis, xii, 363, 9388-90.
® MBh i, 75, 3153. Of. Pad v, 17, 179; 19, 141. Developed into

a long brahmanical fable, MBh v, 10 to 17, which calls him ahrahmanya

{14, 469) and a hater of brahmans {17, 556), and glorifies Agastya (an

anachronism) who turned him into a snake for his impiety. Told briefly,

iMBh xii, 344, 13214-6: xiii, 99, 4753 to 100, 4806. Alluded to,

MBh iii, 103, 8777 : Lg i, 39, 28. Freed therefrom by Yudhisthira,

MBh iii, 178, 12386 to 181, 12533: xiii, 100, 4800-3—a necessary

supplementary fable.

^ Pp. 86-7. Also Va 68, 23-4 : Bd iii, 6, 23, 25.
“ MBh i, 83, 3446 f. Mat 33, 23 f. - YR.93, 29. Vis iv, 10, 3-5.
® Pp. 194-k Accounts are given of the Daityas, Va 67, 57 f;

Bd iii, 5, 3 f
;
Mat 6, 7 f-, Vis i,31, 1-3, 13, 14; Pad v, 6, 40-8 : and of

the Danavas, Va 68, 1 f; Bd iii, 6, 1 f

;

Mat 6, 16 f; Vis i, 31, 4-13
;

Pad V, 6, 49-61.
^ e.g. MBh xii, 381, 10025-9. Hv 30, 1159-78.
* e.g. Pururavas, Mat 13, 62 : 'QrlOl. Yayati, Pad ii, 74 ; 75.
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represented as devoted to brahmansd It is said that the Bhargavas

were purohitas to Hiranyakasipu/ the original Daitya monarch,®

and that 'Vasistha^ was his hotr.^ Further, it is often declared

that Indra incurred the sin of brahmanicide by killing Vrtra® and

Namuci,® so that those two famous Danavas were brahmansJ The

ideaSj that brahmans were priests to demons, that demons them-

selves were brahmans, and that the chief of the gods incurred the

most heinous sin by killing demons, were so grotesque, if not

blasphemous, to orthodox brahmanism, that they could never have

been imagined in later times, and are not, I believe, to be found in

brahmanical literature. Indeed in the Rigveda Indra is often

praised for slaying Vrtra and other demons,® so that these ideas

must be more ancient still. In the Rigveda Usanas (who is a

figure of the distant past) was rehabilitated,® and Indra’s sin of

killing brahmans had become his great glory of destroying

demons ;
so change had taken place before that, and tradition

has preserved ideas more primitive than the hymns that speak of

these matters.

There is nothing in the names of the great brahman families

inconsistent with this conclusion. Kasyajpa may be non-Aryan, for

it invites comparison with kaSipu in the name of the Daitya

monarch Hirmiyakasijm. Angiras and Atri might be non-Aryan

quite as well as Aryan. The only names that ostensibly are Sanskrit

are Bhrgu and Vasistha, and yet strangely enough they are those

that are most definitely connected with non-Aryans, for the Vasisthas

were originally priests to the Manvas of Ayodhya, and the two

earliest Bhrgus were associated, Cyavana with the Manvas of

Anarta, and Usanas-Sukra with the Daityas and Danavas. The

Sanskritic look of their names then does not prove Aryan origin

;

’ MBh xiii, 36. ^ Vis i, 17, 48.
® MBh iii, 102, 8758 ; 271, 15834-5. Mat 161, 2. Pad v, 42, 2, 87.

42, 2238-9; 231, 12610.
^ MBh xii, 344, 13209-10 impliedly.

® MBh v, 12, 411-13 : xii, 283, 10153-200. Bam vii, 85, 19 ; 86, 2.

Cf. Br 122, 48-9. It is said, Vrtra’s offspring were Eaksasas and yet

were brahmavid and dharmika, Va 68, 34-6 : Bd iii, 6, 35-7.
« MBh ix, 44, 2430-44.
' Praised as righteous. Pad vi, 263, 19-21.
^ Macdonell, Yedic Mythology

,

pp. 58 f. ^ Id., p. 147.

So also in fables of Indra’s killing Vrtra, as Mat 172 to 178
;
Pad v,

37 and 38
;
Hv 43 to 49.

X o
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and similarly many Daityas, Danavas and Raksasas have names

equally Sanskritic in appearance. Non-Aryan names appear to

have been Sanskritized or translated into Sanskrit equivalents
;

indeed both processes prevailed.^
^

What the very early brahmans wete is evidenced by what is said
^

about their doings. They are sometimes connected with sacrifices,

especially in late tales and late versions of older stories,^ but what !

is constantly associated with them is tapas, ‘ austerities That ;

was their chief pursuit and main exercise, and its efficacy was in

their belief to acquire superhuman powers which would enable them '

to dominate the natural and supernatural worlds : hence it is often '

alleged that by ta'pas they (and other men also *) gained from the \

gods the boons they wanted, or that the gods were terrified and

endeavoured to break their tapas. It was in that age what sacrifice

became afterwards.® Their reputation rested on their claim to

possess ‘ occult
’

faculties and powers and the popular belief that

they possessed them. Thus it appears that the original brahmans
;

were not so much priests as ‘ adepts ’ in matters supernatural,

‘ masters ^ of magico-religious force, wizards, medicine-men.® Their
^

reputation gave them very high rank, equal to that of their princes. )

They do not appear to have constituted a caste then. It is said
;

brahmans were united {sangata) with ksatriyas originally, and as a

^
e. g. see JRAS, 1913, pp. 396 f. 1

’ Cf., for instance, in p. 254 the accounts of Manu’s sacrifice in Va &c. 5
(note ') with those in Vis &c. (note which introduce a priest.

^ Tapas was first and dharma afterwards, MBh xiii, 98, 4692. ^
Brahmans became perfect by tapas, id. 36, 2177 : and so also ksatriyas

and others, Va 91, 115-18; Bd iii, 66, 86-9. Tapas excelled sacrifice,

Va 57, 121-5; 91, 114: Bd 'ii, 30, 39-43: Mat 143, 37-41. Tapas

modified through Buddhism (1), Va 11, 9.

‘ The Danavas were noted for tapas
;

see their character in Va 68, 1-3
,

and Bd iii, 6, 1-3, where the Va text appears preferable. The Daityas

were drinkers of soma, but not the Danavas, so Bd iii, 6, 14: differently

in Va 68, 14; but from the context Bd reading seems preferable and Va
corrupt.

’ Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 182-3.
' J. Kennedy expressed a somewhat similar view(JEAS, 1920, p. 40),

after I reached this conclusion. Pad vi, 230, 20 says, • Of yore in the

Krta age brahmans were tapasvins, a non-brahman was never a tapasvin’.

Magical powers were ascribed to the earliest rishis and magical wiles to

the Daityas and Danavas. Cf. Hastings’ Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics, V, 1-2.

' MBh i, 75, 3 1 39.
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shown (p. 244) there was no difficulty in early times in ksatriyas’

becoming brahmans. Thus it is intelligible that intermarriages

took place between the brahmans and the early Aila royal family.^

While tradition thus clearly indicates that brahmanism was alien

to the earliest Ailas, it yet offers very little suggestion as to what

their religious practices were. It is said that Pururavas obtained

sacrificial fire from the Gandharvas, learnt the way of making fire

from asvattha firesticks and sacrificed therewith, and that out of

that fire he himself constituted three separate fires.^ He and his

successors therefore performed sacrifices of some kind, and appear

to have sacrificed for themselves, for nothing is said of any priests

in connexion with them, except that in a few late brahmanical

tales or additions brahmans are made their priests. Thus, the

Sodasa-rajika says ^ that Yayati offered multitudes of various

sacrifices and lavished wealth on the brahmans, but its description

shows by its sacrificial anachronisms that it has been elaboi’ated

by late brahmanic hands, and in fact it greatly overdoes its eulogy

of the kings for brahmanism.

Marriage connexions tended to bring brahmans and the early

Aila kings together and remove their antagonism, and Yayati’s

eldest brother Yati became a muni (p. 86). Further, the victorious

expansion of the Ailas over the non-Aryans seriously affected the

position and prestige of the brahmans and discredited their magical

pretensions, so that those who adhered to the non-Aryans shared in

their downfall and disappeared, as happened with Usanas-Sukra’s

descendants (p. 196). Hence regard for their own future would

have inclined them towards the Ailas. That necessitated some

assimilation of their religious beliefs and practices with those of

the Ailas, and caused a gradual change from magic to religious

worship, from medicine-man to priest proper.

Approximation first appeared among the outermost Yadavas in

the west, for Cyavana’s descendants (Bhargavas) became priests to

the Haihayas (pp. 197, 265), and, when they broke with the

Haihayas, the Atreyas succeeded to their position (pp. 198, 229).

^ Bhag ix, 18, 5 with the ideas of a late age wonders at Yayati’s

marriage with Sukra’s daughter (p. 86) as 'pratiloma.

“ Va 91, 40-8. Bd iii, 66, 19 (incomplete). Hv 36, 1402-10. A
corresponding brahmanical fable, Hv 313, 11859-63. The three fires

are not specified.

® P. 39. MBh vii. 63

:

xii, 39, 987-9.
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The Kasyapas arose in Madhyadesa after the Haihaya devastations

(p. 23.2). During all that period the Paurava kingdom in Madhya-

desa was in abeyance, and there is no mention of any brahmans

with the northern branch of the Yadavas (p. 261), or the Anavas or

the Druhyus. Later on, the Ahgirasas, who appeared in the non-

Aila kingdom of Vaisali, moved west to the Aila realm of Kasi

(p. 220) and then to the newly revived Paurava kingdom in the

Ganges-Jumna doab in Bharata’s time, where they flourished

greatly and admitted into their ranks the ksatriyan brahmans who

developed soon afterwards among his descendants (pp. 247 f).

Kanva Kasyapa was there in Dusyanta^s time (p. 232). In fact,

in the Ganges-Jumna doab, the region specially occupied by the

Alias, it was not until Dusyanta^s and Bharata’s period that any

brahman became connected with them as priest (p. 232).

Those brahmans who associated with the Alias thus became

established and multiplied into the great brahman families, and the

others disappeared or took lower rank,’^ except the Vasisthas who

maintained their high position in the powerful Manva kingdom of

Ayodhya. The Aila kings appear to have been their own sacrificers,

and the brahmans on becoming established among them assimilated

Aila religious ideas and rites and became priests, and Aila princes

also became brahman-priests. Brahmanism thus gradually changed

its character and became the well-known system, priestly and not

magical,^ which took its great development among the Bharatas

as displayed especially in the Rigvedic hymns of the times of

Vadhryasva, Divodasa and their successors.® It ov/ed a great deal

to Bharata and his descendants. He was a powerful and pious

monarch, he adopted the brahman Bharadvaja as his son, and not

only were his successors (p. 159) friendly to brahmans, but many

of them also became brahmans (chapter XXIII). The infusion of

royal scions into the ranks of the brahmans must have enhanced

brahmanhood greatly and also no doubt modified it, and therefrom

^ As happened afterwards appai-ently with Vaiivamitras, pp. 235,

note 242, note b There is some substance in MBh xiii, 152, 7200-2.

They no doubt degenerated into low-class priests, such as are found in

S. India.
^ The magical character however never wholly left it, and gradually

turned its new rites into the elaborate and practically magical sacrifices

of the Brahmanas.
® Pp. 120, 251. Cf. Macdouell, Sansk, iiY, p. 65.
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arose a fresh, vigorous and illustrious development of it with

apparently a strong stimulus to sacrificial worship, as the statements

infra about the Veda, sacrifice and dharma also indicate. The Ailas

Aryanized the brahmans^ as they did the other peoples, and then

the new brahmanism became the stronghold of Aryanism.

Another conclusion follows from this exposition. Bhargavas and

Atreyas became priests first to Aila kings in W. India, but, broadly

speaking, brahmans did not become priests to Aila kings elsewhere

until about the time of Dusyanta and Bharata; and the table on

pp. 144-7 shows that by that time the Ailas (Aryans) had dominated

the whole of N. India (excluding the three Manva kingdoms) and

the NW. Dekhan, that is, they had reached their full expansion

except in distant outlying regions. ^The bi’ahmans thus had little

to do with the Aryan conquest, and in fact it proceeded in great

measure against them while they were associated with non-Aryans.

It was the Aila ksatriyas who achieved the whole, and the brahmans

joined them when that was practically effected. Hence one reason

is clear why, as noticed above (pp. 8, 9), it is ksatriya genealogies,

and they alone, which give an account how the Aryan domination

took place, and why the brahmanic literature has really nothing to

say about that great transformation. Where the brahmans did

claim some credit, as in the story of Mathava, king of Videgha

(Videha), and his priest Gotama Rahugana,^ it does not refer to the

Ailas, for Videha was a Manva kingdom.

The foregoing sketch has explained thedevelojiment of brahmanism

in its general aspect, and we may now consider what an examination

of the reputed authorship of the Rigvedic hymns discloses.^ A

* This may explain the fact that these princes became brahmans and
lisatriyan brahmans without difficulty (p. 245).

^ Satapatha Brahm i, 4, 10-19. See p. 224, note It is a fable,

for it is discredited by tradition about Videha as narrated in chap. XXIV

;

and, if Agni VaiSvauara went burning along the earth from the Sarasvatl

to Videha, Agni burnt over the Paurava territory (including N. Pancala)

and the Ayodhya realm, two of the most famous and best cultivated

regions even in early times—which is absurd. If it enshrines any
historical truth, it might mean that the reformed brahmanism passed

from the Pharata kingdom to Ayodhya and then to Videha.
® The making of hymns was not confined to brahmans, for it is said

that among ksatriyas Manu and Pururavas Aila were mantra-vadins, and

among vaiiyas Bhalandana,. Vatsa or Vasasva (read VatsaprlV) and

Sankila were hymn-makers : Mat 145, 115-17 : Bd ii, 32, 120-2.

See p. 97.
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small number are attributed (putting- aside seemingly mythological

beings such as Trisiras Tvastra ^ and Aristenemi Tarksya) to very

early kings such as Manu Vaivasvata/ Nabhanedistha Manava,^

SaryataManava/ VatsaprlBhalandana^and MandhatrYauvanasva;

or to very ancient rishis who are not free from myth such as Cyavana

Bhargava/ Kavi Bhargava ® and Usanas Kavya
;
® but when hymns

are ascribed to truly historical rishis, none are earlier than Visva-

mitra^s time. The chronological list (p. 191) shows that the earliest

really historical rishi-authors were Visvamitra, his sons Madhue-
chandas, Sunahsepa-Devarata, &c., and Jamadagni. With his time

then we enter definitely upon the true Vedic age, and all the other

reputed authors who were historical were later, as has been shown

with regard to the prominent rishis in that list and the kings in

the earlier list (pp. 144 f).

Further, the most ancient kings and rishis above-mentioned, to

whom hymns are attributed, were not Ailas. The kings were all

Manvas, and the rishis were connected with the Manvas or with
,

Daityas and Danavas, Only one hymn is ascribed to an early

Aila, viz. x, 95 to Pururavas, yet it was obviously not composed by
|

him but by some later author, just as were x, IQ and 86. Not
a single other hymn is attributed to any early Aila king until Sivi

Ausinara (x, 179) and Gathi or Gadhi (iii, 19 to 22). The hymns
therefore that are said to be the most ancient are ascribed to !

Manvas and their rishis, and not to Ailas. Those Manva kings all
j

reigned at Ayodhya or in the Vaisali realm, that is, in the eastern
1

region, except 6aryata who was in the west. No hymns are assigned

to any one who lived in the north-west until Sivi. These facts f

supply ground for the declaration that the Vedas were first chanted |

in the eastern region —not in the north-west. They are significant

facts which must be accounted for on the current view, that the tffl

Aryans entered India from the north-west and composed the (11

Rigvedic hymns in the Panjab country. They rather suggest that [l

the making of hymns passed with the above described approxima-

^ Alleged son of Tvastr Bhargava, p. 196 and MBh v, 8, 222.
)

2 viii, 27 to 31. ® X, 61, 62. *
x, 92.

® ix, 68: X, 45, 461 P. 97. ® x, 134. ’ x, 19.

** ix, 47 to 49 ; 75 to 79 ? ® viii, 84 ;
ix, 87 to 891

MBh v, 107, 3770. Professor Hopkins says no tradition associates t

the ancient literature with the Panjab (JAOS, xix, 20); and his dis- a
illusioned remarks there about the Panjab point towards a more easterly I
region—as tradition declares.

*
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tion o£ the brahmans to the Ailas; and it is probable that the Aila

Visvamitra on becoming- a brahman modified the older and perhaps

cruder brahmanie character and functions
;
and, if so, the difference

would have accentuated the hostility that Vasistha (who was a

Manva brahman) showed to his brahmanhood (p. 244). The fact

that those earliest Manva hymns appear now in Sanskrit does not

disprove their non -Aila origin, for they would naturally have been

Sanskritized in the course of time, as has been noticed above with

regard to non-Aryan names.

The next great stage in the composition of the hymns began

with the above-mentioned development of brahmanism in connexion

with sacrifice after Bharata’s time, culminating with the rishis,

Nos. 49 &e. in the chronological list (p, 191). The bulk of the

Rigvedic hymns date from after that period. His territory included

the tract between the rivers Drsadvati and Sarasvatl, and he

sacrificed on the latter/ which was a large river then. That region

probably had some sanctity before, for on the Sarasvatl was

Usanas-Sukra^s tirtha Kapalamoeana,^ and the river constituted

the boundary between the Panjab and the Ganges-Jumna basin,

^

whether it flowed into the Rajputana desert, or especially if the sea

extended northwards into that desert then (p. 299). That region

was held by Bharata^s successors till long afterwards, and the con-

nexion with them and their development of brahmanism apparently

made it become specially sacred.^ This is supported by the general

statement (ignoring special mahatmyas) that the most sacred region

in the Krta age was Naimisa forest, in the Treta Puskara, in the

Dvapara Kuruksetra, and in the Kali age the Ganges.® Naimisa

was on the R. Gomati ® in the Ayodhya kingdom, thus the site of

earliest sanctity in India is placed among the Manvas in the eastern

region. So the brahmans whom Pururavas came into special con-

flict with were the rishis of Naimisa as mentioned above. The

Dvapara age began between Divodasa^s and Sudas^s times (p. 177),

Kuru reigned early in it (p. 148), from him the region of the

Sarasvatl obtained the name Kuruksetra, and so both became

1 MBh vii, 68, 2384-5 : xii, 29, 939-40.
2 P. 197 and MBh iii, 83, 7005-7.
^ See geographical remarks by J. Kennedy, JRAS, 1919, pp. 603-5.
* Macdonell, Sansh. Lit., p. 174. Vedic Index i, 374.
® Mat 106, 57. Kur i, 37, 37. &c.
® Va 2, 8-9. Bd i, 2, 8-9, MBh iii, 87, 8301-3; xii, 357, 13801.
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specially sacred in that ageA The region was called Brahmavarta

also,^ though from what time is not clear. ,

Brahmanism thus appears to have developed in accordance with
|

Aila ideas, and to have owed much of its advance to the influence
j

of ksatriyas/ first, of A^isvamitra and his sons, and afterwards 1

mainly of the Bharata princes and ksatriyan brahmans It con-
]

tinned to flourish in harmony with later kings of that family, and
\

consolidated its position as a caste, especially in connexion with

sacrifice. That such Aila influences did produce modifications is

suggested by the remarkable statements made in the Ramayana ;

(which can hardly have been the outcome of later brahmanical

views)
;

first, that, while eastern and southern kings and kings of

the distant Panjab were invited to Dasaratha’s sacrifice at Ayodhya,
|

none of the neighbouring Paurava (Bharata) and Yadava kings,
|

who flourished then in all the middle region of N. India (pp. 170-2, f

276), were invited
;
and secondly, that Dasaratha called in the help, h

not of brahmans from Madhyadesa, but of the rustic Rsyasrhga i;

from Ahga.^ It was at that time that the great development of J

brahmanism had taken place among the Bharatas. Ayodhya and
j-.

the Vasisthas had no association then with that brahmanically eliie t

region. Brahmanism as it took shape under the Bharatas apparently

differed from that at Ayodhya. Moreover all those brahmans had

little in common with the non-Aryan tribes of the Dekhan (though

Dekhan kings were invited to the sacrifice), as is suggested by the

maltreatment of munis by Raksasas in the story of Rama, for

estrangement grew into hostility, which when developed was

portrayed in the frequent stories how rishis were afflicted by such

folk stigmatized and mythologized as demonic—a view which was

carried back into earlier times in later brahmanic stories. Ultimately

brahmanism as developed among the Bharatas became the dominant

form.

Tradition supplies some indications touching the compilation of

the Veda. Although the later theory was that the Vedas issued

* Later brahmanic tales of course ignored this, and carried the river’s

special sanctity back to the earliest times, e. g. Br 101.
^ Manu ii, 17, 19. Other names, MBh iii, 83, 5074, 7073-8.
^ Vedic Index ii, 87. There is no good reason to doubt that brahmans

learnt from princes
;
see ante, p. 96.

^ For his alleged upbringing and qualifications, see MBh iii, 110,

9990 f; Ram i, 9 and 10. See p. 164.
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from Brahmans mouths at the beginning" of creation (p. 30), yet

other statements occur which betray some recollection of their

real commencement. Thus it is said,^ that the mantras were put

together {samldta) in the Treta age;^ that the Vedas were put

together at the beginning of the Treta age and were arranged in

the Dvapara age; ^ and that sacrifice {yajha) was instituted at the

same time,^ and so dharma was constituted then.® This taken

literally is erroneous, because tradition suggests that the Treta age

began about Sagara’s time, and most of the rishis who composed

the great bulk of the hymns were much later.® According to that

reckoning Visvamitra and his sons (with whom began the real

Vedic age, as mentioned above) lived towards the close of the Krta

age, and so also Jamadagni
; Ucathya, Brhaspati and Sariivarta

lived at its end
;

Dirghatamas and the first Bharadvaja at the

beginning of the Treta, and the earliest Atreya hymn-makers about

the same time. The above statements however would be true to

this extent, that the hymns composed by these rishis would have

formed incipient collections {samhitds) among the Visvamitras,

Bhargavas, Ahgirasas and Atreyas about the commencement of the

Treta age. The alleged institution of sacrifice then agrees with

the remarks above about its development soon after Bharata^s time.

Those collections would have grown with the fresh hymns com-

posed by later rishis'^ and especially during the great advance of

brahmanism under the various branches of the Bharatas,

when and by whom sacrificial rites appear to have been largely

' These statements are noteworthy, though they occur in a fanciful

description of the Treta age, Va 57, 39 f
;
Ed ii, 29, 43 f; Mat 14,2, 40 f.

It is relegated to the Svayambhuva manvantara, but obviously belongs

to historical time, as the introduction of king Vasu Caidya-uparicara

shows, see eighth note infra.
^ Va 57, 47, 60, 83. Mat 142, 48, .55, 56, 75. Ed ii, 29, 52, 65, 66,

90.
* Va 57, 47. Bd \i,29, 52. Mat 142, 48. Sirailaily, Va 58, 10-11

;

Bd ii, 31, 11; (Mat 144, 10-11 varies). Cf. Lg i, 39, 56-7 : Kur i,

29 43.
* Va 57, 61, 86, 89. Bd ii, 29, 66 ; 30, 1, 5. Mat 142, 56 ; 143, 1, 5.

Cf. Lg i, 39, 51 : Gar i, 215, 8.

Va 57, 63, 81. Bd ii, 29, 68, 88-9. Mat 142, 58, 74. Cf. Va
58, 5 ;

Mat 144, 5 : Bd ii, 31, 5 different.

* E. 177; and chronological lists, pp. 144-9 and 191-2»
’ Definitions of rsi, paramarsi, mahard, rslka or rsiputraka, and

Srutard, Va 59, 79 i'
;
Ed ii, 32, 86 f; Mat 145, 81 f.
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developed ^ as the hymns show. Tradition does not indicate any

marked stage for a long time afterwards, except that it suggests/

that in the time of Vasu Caidya-uparicara (pp. 118, 149) the

question became acute, whether animals should be offered in

sacrifices or only inanimate things. He was the foremost monarch

of his day. He was appealed to as an authority on dharma, and

declared that the practice of sacrificing animals was quite per-

missible, and so incurred the anger of brahmans who asserted the

doctrine of ahimsd
;
® though it is said he made a great sacrifice in

which nothing living was offered.^

The next stage to be noticed is that the division of re, yajus

and sdman had apparently come into existence before the time of

Hiranyanabha, king of Kosala, because be and his disciple, king Krta,

constructed samhitas of samans, which were called the ^eastern

samans’,®and the chanters of them were called Kartas (p. 173).

Here also appears the influence of ksatriyas. This and the following

compilation were in the Dvapara age, and the statement above that

the Vedas were arranged in that age is true.

By the time of king Brahmadatta of S. Pancala (pp. 148, 165)

the collections of hymns appear to have been largely constituted,

for they were definitely combined into a whole by his two ministers,®

Kandarlka (or Pundarlka) and Subalaka (or Galava) Babhravya

Pancala.'^ Kandarlka is described as dvi-veda, chandoga and adhmryu^

and as the promulgator {pravartaka) of the Veda-sastra.® Babhravya

Pancala was hahvrea and dedrya and knew all the sastras ;
he

^ Cf. Va 57, 125 ;
Bd ii, 30, 48 ;

Mat 143, 42 ;
and fourth note above.

Rigv iv, 43 and 44 are attributed to Purumllba and Ajamilha, Sauhotras,

who were no doubt king Ajamidha and his brother Purumidha, p. 112.
" Va 57, 91-121. Bd ii, 30, 9-48. Mat 143, 5-37. MBh xiv, 91,

2828-35. All in fabulous form.
^ Kur i, 29, 41 makes the doctrine begin in the Treta age.

« MBh xii, 338, 12754-63, in a fable, 337, 12712 to 339, 12859.
° Here would apply the statement that the Vedas were first chanted in

the eastern region (p. 312), if the word ‘chanted’ be emphatic.
® Hv 20, 1049-50; 23, 1256-7

; 24, 1303-4. Mat 20, 24 ; 21, 30-1.

Pad v, 10, 69, 116-17. MBh xii, 344, 13262-4. He, his mother, queen

and ministers were all devotees of yoga. The folk-tale (p. 250, note ‘) is

told of him and the two ministers.

’ Called Pdneika, Hv 23, 1256.

* Hv 23, 1257. Siv vii, 64, 10.

® Mat 21, 31. Pad v, 10, 117 misreading Vaidya°.

Hv 23, 1257. Siv vii, 64, 9. ” Mat 21, 30. Pad v, 10, 116.
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s composed the Siksa ^ and instituted it
;
^ he also devised the

Krama, mastered it thoroughly and instituted it.® This tradition

i is corroborated by the statement in Vedic literature that Babhravya

Pancala was the author of the Kramapatha of the Rk-samhita,^

: though it gives no clue to his position or time.

These statements say Rigvedic hymns had been made into a

‘ collection by Kandarlka. His epithets dvi-veda, chandoga and

i adhvaryu mean (I take it) that he was specially proficient in the

I sdman and yajus departments. Babhravya, working apparently on

I

that collection, applied himself specially to the Rigveda as his

:
epithet bahvrca suggests, and composed the Siksa and devised the

!
Kramapatha. Tradition thus declares that the first substantial

I

compilation and study of the hymns of the Veda in its triple

departments of rc, yajus and sdman were made in S. Pancala by

j

these two brahman ministers of Brahmadatta,® whose position may
be estimated as about a century and a half before the Bharata

i battle (pp. 148, 164-5). But Kandarika^s compilation was not the

Veda as we have it now, first, because certain hymns, such as

I

1 Hv 20, 1049; 24:, 1304. ' Pram,, MBh ydx,344, 13263.

!

® Pra7n,ihid. 13262-3: Hv 20, 1049; 24, 1304: Mat 21, 30 and

Pad Y,10, 116 (both which misread Kdmasdstra for Kramapatha). The
Padapdtha would have been older, Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 50-1.

i

* Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 34, showing the error of the above

!
reading Kdmasdstra, it being also inconsistent with the character of

I

these persons as devotees of yoga (ninth note above). The error is

explained by Yatsyayana’s statement in his kdmasulra i, that Svetaketu

composed a work on kdma, it was abridged by Babhravya Pancala, and
he studied Babhiavya’s work. It is shown from many passages (pp. 164-6,

and next chap.) that Brahmadatta (and therefore his minister Babhravya)

I was long prior to Svetaketu, and Vatsyayana’s single statement making

i his Babhravya posterior to Svetaketu cannot, by identifying the two

Babhravyas, override that finding; for he wrote eight or nine centuries

later than Svetaketu (
Vdtsydyana—the Author of the Kdmasutra

;
by

Haranchandra Chakladar : Journ. of Depart, of Letters, Calc. Univ.,

vol. IV). His Babhravya was clearly another, later than Svetaketu.

There is nothing improbable in this, because Babhru was a very common
name (see the Index, and also Vedic Index), and therefore Babhravya
also

;
and two Babhravyas of Pancala some four or five centuries apart

are nothing surprising after what has been pointed out in chap. XI. The
Mat and Pad have confused the two, and altered the earlier Babhi-avya’s

work, the Kramapdtha, to the latter’s, a Kdmasdstra. This is only

another instance of the confusion of persons of the same name, so often

pointed out (pp. 130-4, 203-4, 213, 234, &c.).

® He and they are in the transmigrations, p. 250, note
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Devapi’s for instance (x, 98

:

p. 165), could not have been included

since they were later
;
and secondly, because tradition is unanimous

that Vyasa ^ arranged^ the Veda, which means a real arrangement

of the Veda as it was finally settled.

The final compilation was made after Devapi’s time and not until

that of Vyasa, who followed him by about half a century, because

hymns are attributed to Asita or Devala, and Devala was a con-

temporary of the Pandavas (p. 233) and so of Vyasa. Vyasa ^

must have added all the hymns that were incorporated latest, and

completed the canon. Tradition entirely supports this. It says

generally that he arranged the Veda,^ he divided the Veda into

four,^ he divided the four-pada Veda into four;^ and there are

explicit statements that he compiled the Rigveda.® Both tradition

and the latest hymns in the Rigveda therefore show the time when

the canon was established, and tradition proclaims the man by whom
that was done. Only a rishi of commanding ability, knowledge

and eminence could have made it a canon accepted unquestioningly

thereafter’, and that is exactly the character and position which

tradition unanimously attributes to Vyasa, a rishi pre-eminent above

all others.® He would probably have completed that work about

a quarter of a century before the Bharata battle, that is, about

980 B. c. (p. 182). The priestly literature has suppressed all these

facts (p. 10).

There is no definite tradition about the Atharvaveda, but some

statements throw light on it.

First, as regards its names. The early mention of its songs

occurs under the names Atliarvdnas and Aiigirasas, and the oldest

^ Learning from Jatukarnya, p. 217.

Va 60, 12; 61, 77. Bd ii, 34, 12; 35, 86. Kur i, 52, 9-10. Siv

V, 1, 33. Cf. Bhag xii, 6, 49-50 : Br 158, 33-5.
= Va 58, 11 ; 73, 17. Bd iii, 10, 69. Mat 144, 1 1. Ag 150, 23-4.
< Va 1, 179 ; 77, 75. Bd iii, 13, 77. Hv 42, 2365. Kur i, 29, 43.

Lgi, 59, 56-7. Gar i, .255, 1 1. Vis iii, 5, 2, 6, 7, 14, 15.

® Va 60, 19 and Bd ii, 34, 19 say;

—

tatah sa rca uddhrtya Rgvedam samakalpayat.

So also Vis iii, 4. 13, substituting Jcrtavdn munih for samaTcalpayat.

Similarly Kur i, 52, 1 6, but corruptly.

® He was venerated as an incarnation of Visnu, Va 1, 42-3
;
Kur i,

30, 66 ;
Gar i, 87, 59 ;

&c. : also of Siva, Kur ii, 11, 136 : and of

Brahma, Va 77, 74-5; Bd iii, 13, 76: and as Brahma’s son, Lg ii,

49, 17.
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name is Atharvdngirasas} Now tradition calls the earliest certain

' Angiras AtJiarvan Angiras (p. 218), and these two names and

ij the compound o£ both are virtually the same appellation. The

I
Atharvahgirasa rishis began in the kingdom of Vaisali (p. 219),

that is, among the Manvas and not the Ailas. The hymns are also

[

specially connected with the Bhrgus,^ who were originally associated

I with the Manvas, and so the ancient Bhargava Usanas, the teacher

of the Daityas (that is, non-Ailas) is called Atharvandm nidhis? It

is said there was a Vasistha named Atharvan, and the appellation

i Atharvanidhi is given to two Vasisthas (p. 207) and the Vasisthas

1 belonged to the Manvas of Ayodhya. All these names therefore

j

connect these songs with the Manvas and not the Ailas, and mainly

1
with the eastern region (p. 312).

i
Next, as regards this Veda’s character. It is a heterogeneous

collection of the most popular spells current among the masses, and

its most salient teaching is sorcery.^ Now the populace was non-

Aila (p. 290), and magical power was the particular pursuit of the

earliest brahmans, who belonged to the non-Ailas, as shown above.

These features indicate that these songs began with and embody

the ancient beliefs and practices of the peoples whom the Ailas

subjugated, so that naturally the spirit which breathes therein is

that of a prehistoric age,® of the times prior to the higher develop-

ment of brahmanism among the Ailas.

Thirdly, may be noticed the word brahma. The original thing

denoted by it was, as I understand, the magical power, whether

incantation, charm or what not,® by which a man could exert

influence over all natural and supernatural beings—what anthro-

pologists now call mana? The Atharvan songs were brahma, and the

man who employed that was brahman, the wizard or medicine-man.®

^ "Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., pp. 148-9. Macdonell, Sansic. Lit.,-p. 189.

Vedic Index i, 18. Va 90, 12. Bd iii, 65, 12. Hv 25, 1323.
^ Weber, p. 148. Macdonell, p. 189. Cf. Va 29, 9; Bd ii, 12, 10;

Mat 51, 10, for a fancied connexion.
^ Bd iii, 30, 51-4 with MBh i, 76, 3188-90 and Mat 25, 9-11.
* Macdonell, p. 185.
^ Id., p. 185.
® MBh xiii, 4, 260. Weber, p, 149, note. Macdonell, pp. 189-90,

195. Deification of the Bitrs was Atharvana vidhi, Va 76, 1-2
;
Bd iii,

12 ,
1-2.

'' Even Eaksasas knew brahma, Va 68, 36 ;
Bd iii, 6, 37.

® Bralima-dhdnas are classed with ydtu-dhdnas and brahma- raksasa.s,

Va 69, 130-5; Bd iii, 7, 95-100.
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So the Atharvan books called this Veda the BraJimaveda} and

claimed that it was the Veda for the hrahman? They used the

words in the earlier sense, and the other Vedic books regarding-

(I suggest) the words from the later point of view of reformed

brahmanism disputed that claim. It is said that in former times

only a Vasistha could act as brahman ®—quite appropriately, since

the songs were then Manva.

Speaking generally therefore, the Atharvaveda was the accumu-

lation of magical beliefs, observances and practices, starting from

the non-Aila races and gaining accretions from the Ailas and the

people at large; while the Rigveda with its ancillary Yajus and

Saman was the religious expression of mainly the Ailas or Aryans

as developed through reformed brahmanism and exhibited in

sacrifice.

What Vyasa did seems to have been this. The statement that

he arranged and divided the four-pada Veda into four suggests

(1) that, though rc, saman, and probably yajus and Atharvan *

were distinguished before, as shown above, yet they had not been

treated distinctly, all co-existed as four padas in one general Veda,

and he definitely separated them and constituted them respectively

as four distinct Vedas: or (2) that, at any rate, he expressly and

formally fixed the fourfold division and completed the canon of each

Veda in definite shape, which became final subject to small modi-

fications afterwards.® He had four disciples and entrusted to each

of them one Veda, viz. the Rigveda to Paila, the Yajurveda to

Vaisampayana, the Samaveda to Jaimini and the Atharvaveda to

Sumantu.® The priestly literature has suppressed all this just as it

has ignored Vyasa (p. 9), for something of this sort must have

taken place on any theory of the compilation of the four Vedas.

^ Also Va 65, 27 ;
Bd iii, 1, 26.

^ Weber, pp. 123, 149-50. Macdonell, pp. 189, 194-5. So Vyasa
by this Veda constituted the status of the brahman, Va 60, 18 ;

Bd ii,

54, 18; Ag J50, 25.
® Weber, p. 123.
* General remarks about these and mantras and their kinds, Bd ii, 33,

36-46; 35, 71-3 : Va 61, 63-4.
® Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 47-50.
® Va 60, 12-15. Bd ii, 54, 12-15. Vis iii, 4, 7-9. Lg i,59. 55-60.

Kur i, 52, 11-13. Gar i, 215, 12-13. MBh xii, 329, 12337-8; 342,

13025-7 (which substitutes Suka for the suta, see p. 21); 351, 13647-9
(similarly). Bhag xii, 6, 51-3.
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The Vedic age thus closed roundly at about 1000 b. cd Anteriorly

it stretched back for centuries^ as the chronological list on pages 191-2

read with pages 144-9 shows. There was a vast difference in time

between the earliest hymns and the latest in the Rigveda. Hymns
handed down orally during those centuries could hardly have

escaped being gradually modified in their diction as the language

gradually changed, and when they were at last collected into the

canon, their diction would be rather that of the age when the

collection was formed than that of the times when they were com-

posed.^ Hence it is not surprising, if the hymns betray no marked

differences of language commensurate with the long Vedic period.

They were sacred, but their text would not have attained to fixity

and verbal veneration until the canon was completed and closed.

Yet even then phonetic chatiges went on, and the sarhhita text did

not take its final shape till after the completion of the Brahmanas,

or about 600 b.c.^

CHAPTER XXVIT

THE VEDIC SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS AND THE
BRAHMANAS

Though the Puranas say very little about secular history after

the Bharata battle, yet the Puranic brahmans incorporated notices

of the Vedic schools and later teachers. The development of those

schools among Vyasa’s disciples is described best in the Vayu and

Brahmanda, less fully in the Visnu, and the Bhagavata has copied

less clearly and intelligently.^ Many of the teachers named ® are

alluded to in Vedic literature, but their assignment in those several

schools does not, I believe, always tally with their assignment in

that literature
;
yet there may be truth in both, since teachers were

^ So estimated also by Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., p. 47.

Id., pp. 47. 66. Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 20.
® Macdonell, op. cit., pp. 48, 50.
‘ Cf. Kur i, 52 ,

17-18
;
Va 1

, 180 ; 61
,
73-7

;
Bd ii, 35

,
83-6.

® Also in Bd ii, 33
,
3-17 (not in Va) : Kur i, 53,

5~25 : Lg i, 7,
14-

52 ;
24

,
11-132 : but the lists are jumbled. There is much variation in

many of the lesser names, and Va is generally followed when they are

uncertain.

246S Y
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no doubt masters of more than one Veda. The account in the first

two Puranas mentioned was obviously drawn up and added by the

Puranic brahmans themselves, and deserves attention, because they

had knowledge of those schools, and because the account was

endorsed by the brahmanic Visnu and again by the still more

brahmanic Bhagavata.^ As I have not studied Vedic literature

closely, I cannot venture to discuss intricacies, and so merely set

out the account briefly here with a few comments. Care must be

taken not to confuse different persons of the same name, for the

account shows there were many such
;
thus, as will appear, there

were two Sumantus and several Yajnavalkyas, and the Jaimini

who taught Pauspindya was great grandson of Vyasa^’s disciple

Jaimini.^

Higvecla? Paila made two versions and gave them to his

disciples, one to Indrapramati ^ and the other to Vaskala. Vaskala

made four saihhitas of his version and gave them severally to his

four disciples, Bodhya, Agnimathara, Parasara ® and Yajnavalkya.

Indrapramati taught his version to Mandiikeya; he taught it to

his son Satyasravas
;
he to Satyahita

;
and he to his son SatyasrI.

Satyasri had three great disciples, Devamitra Sakalya, Rathltara

Sakapurna® and Vaskali Bharadvaja
;
and they established sakhas.

Sakalya made five saihhitas and taught them to his five disciples,

Mudgala, Golaka, Khallya, Vatsa and Saisireya. He was very

conceited.'^ King^Janaka^ of Videha performed a horse-sacrifice

and a great concourse of rishis attended it. He offered great wealth

(including slaves®) to whoever should be the greatest among them,

so they challenged one another to discussion. Yajnavalkya, son of

Brahmavaha, vanquished them all with his questions, and then

challenged Sakalya with the penalty that whichever failed should

' Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., p. 142, note, refers to the Vis and Va
accounts, but doubts their trustworthiness—gratuitously.

2 They are treated as one, Weber, op cit,, p. 240, note *.

^ Va 60, 24-32, 63-6
; 61, 1-4. Ed ii, 54, 24-33; 35, 1-7. Vis iii,

4, 16-26. Ag 150, 25-6; .258 (a disquisition)
; 370, 2-3. Bhag xii,

6, 53-60.
* To be distinguished from the earlier Indrapramati, p. 214.
'* To be distinguished from earlier Para^aras, p. 213.

“ Sakapuni, Weber, op. cit., p. 85.

^ Jfidndhankdra-garvita

;

hence called Vidagdha, Weber, pp. 33, 129:

Vcdic Index ii, 296. Cf. MBh xiii, 14, 689-92 ?

* Videha slaves, Vedic Index, ii, 212.
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forfeit his life. He answered all Sakalya^s questions, but Sakalya

could not answer his single question and so perished,^ Yajhavalkya

then carried ofE the prize.^ Sakapurna Rathitara made three

samhitas and also a nirukta. He had four disciples, Ketava,

Dalaki,^ Satabalaka and Naigama.^ Vaskali Bharadvaja made

three samhitas, and had three disciples, Nandayaniya, Pannagari

and Aryava.

Yajurveda? Vaisampayana made 86 samhitas (27, Visnu) and

all his disciples received them except Yajhavalkya, who was dis-

carded because of his presumption. Those 86 disciples fashioned

samhitas, and comprised three groups distinguished geographically,

the northern, the madhyadesya and the eastern, the chiefs of which

were respectively Syamayani, Asuri and Alambi. They were all

called Carakas and Carakadhvaryus, and (says the Visnu) Taittirlyas.

Yajhavalkya, called Brahmarati,® fashioned independently separate

yajuses,'^ and had 15 disciples, Kanva, Madhyamdina, &c. (names

given) : they were called Vajins. So there were 101 recensions

altogether.

All these occurrences and names are explained in a story,® which

consists largely of fable and gi-ew out of a misunderstanding of

names. It says (among other things) that Yajhavalkya Brahmarati

when discarded had to disgorge the yajuses he had learnt from

Vaisampayana, and the other disciples picked them up; that he

then worshipped the sun and obtained his own special yajuses from

the sun
;
and that the name Vajin arose because he was aSva-rupa.

Now vajin can be synonymous with vdja-sani, the name of a

^ Va 60,^ 32-62, Bd ii, 34, 33-68. Referred to, MBli xiii, 14, 689 ?

Va adds— Sakalya’s disciples on his death incurred the guilt of brah-

manicide, but went to Badaditya tirtha at Pavanapura and were purified

{60, 67-75 and 59, 108-30).
^ This might explain the name Vdjasani of a YajSavalkya (Weber,

p. 104), except that the name Vajasaneya appears to have arisen earlier;

see infra under Yajurveda.
® Here Va {60, 65-6

; 61, 1) has apparently confused the text and
inserted six names wrongly.

^ Vis says, the fourth disciple made a nirukta.
= Va'di, 5-10, 23-6. Bd ii, 35, 8-13,26-30. Vis iii, 5, 1^2, 12-13.

Ag 150, 27-8
;
259 (a disquisition) ; 270, 3-5. Bhag xii, 6, 61-74.

® Vis says, son of Brahmarata : Bhag, son of Devarata.
''

Called aydtaydma, which Vaisampayana did not know
;

so Vis.

Bhag copied this.

* Va 61, 11-23. Bd ii, 35, 14-26. Vis iii, 5, 3-28, embellishing.
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Yajnavalkya; this Yajnavalkya was (either Vajasani or) Vajasaneya;

hence his disciples, the Vajasaneyas of the White Yajus, were

called shortly Vajins : but vd^in was misunderstood as a ‘ horse

and so he is styled a&varupa} Similarly, Tittiri was apparently

the chief of the disciples of the Black Yajus,^ and his followers were

the Taittirlyas.

This Yajnavalkya as Vaisampayana’s disciple would have been

prior to Janamejaya III, and his teaching- appears to have been

adopted by that king-, for, it is said, Janamejaya established the

Vajasaneyaka school in disregard of a Vaisampayana and in spite

of his curse, but ultimately abdicated.^ In other respects this

account of the Yajurveda, and especiallj^ of the Black Yajus, appears

from its brevity and indefiniteness and the large number of

disciples and recensions to have contracted the succession of

teachers; and the three leaders of the Taittirlyas, Syamayani,

Asuri and Alambi, should be placed soon after Adhisimakrsna'’s

time, if this Asuri is the same as Pancasikha^s teacher (see infra).

iidmave(la.‘^ Jaimini taught this to his son Sumantu, he to his

son Sutvan, and he to his son Sukarman. Sukarman Jaimini made

a thousand samhitas of it.® He had two famous disciples, Pausyanji

or Pauspinji® and Hiranyanabha Kausalya. Pauspinji made

500 saiiihitas and taught them to his four disciples, who were

called the ^ northern saman chanters Hiranyanabha made 500

also (15, Vismi) and taught them to his disciples, who were called

the ^eastern saman chanters k Pauspinji^s disciples were Laugaksi

(or Lokaksi), Kuthumi, Kusitin and Lahgali. Laugaksi had five

disciples, and their schools were those of Ranayanlya, Tandiputra, &c^

(names given). Kuthumi had his three sons as his disciples, Aurasa,

^ Vis, misuiKlerstaiiding, makes the sun appear asvarupa. Bhag copied.
' Weber, pp. 41, 87, 90-1. Vis, misunderstanding, turned him and

the other disciples into partridges
;
and so also Bhiig. Tittiri was a name,

see p. 105.
® Mat 50, 57-65. Va 99, 250-6. This Vaisampayana can hardly

liave been Vyasa’s disciple, chronologicall3% He may have been the

Vaisampayana of the MBh (i, 60, 2227 f.)
;
but there he has been con-

fused with Vyasa’s disciple, and so Vyasa and the earlier VaiSampayana
have been wrongly introduced.

* Va 61, 27-47. Bd ii, 35, 31-55. Partially, Vis iii, 6, 1-8 : Bhag
xii, 6, 75-80 : Ag 150, 28-9

; 360 (a disquisition)
; 370, 6-8.

“ Here Va and Bd tell a fable about him and Indra.
® Pausyanji (Va, Bd) is a misreading of Pausiniiji (Vis), i. e. Paus-

pindya; Yedic Index, ii, 27.
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Parasara ^ and Bhagavitti, and these Kauthumas formed three

sections. Sauridyu and Srhgiputra were apparently disciples of

Aurasa or Bhagavitti,^ and Srhgiputra declared three saihhitas,

those of Caila, PracTnayoga and Surala. Parasarya Kauthuma

declared six saihhitas, those of Asurayana, a Patahjali, &e. (names

given). Lahgali and Salihotra^ each declared six sarhhitas.

Lahgali’s six disciples were Bhaluki, Jaimini, Lomagayani, &c.

(names given)
; and they promulgated samhitas.

Hiranyanabha Kausalya’s disciple was prince Krta. He made

24 samhitas, and declared them to his disciples, Rada, Gautama,

Parasara, &e. (names given)
;

and they were the Karta ^ sliman

chanters. Pauspinji and Krta were the most famous of all saman

chanters. This statement about Hiranyanabha, Krta and his

disciples is wrongly introduced here, for they belonged to a much

earlier period (p. 173) : it has been inserted in order to bring them

into the scheme of Vedic schools derived from Vyasa.

Atharvaveda.^ Sumantu divided it into two and taught it to

Kabandha. Kabandha divided it into two again and g-ave one part

to Pathya and the other to Devadarsa (or Vedasparsa). The latter

made four versions and taught them to his four disciples, Moda,

Brahmabala, Pippalada and Saulkayani. The Pathyas had three

divisions, those of Jajali,“ Kumudadi and a ‘Saunaka^. ^Saunaka^

made two samhitas, and gave one to Babhru and the other to

Saindhava
3^ana. Saindhava gave that to Munjakesa and it was

again made into two. The best vikalpanas of the samhitas are

the Naksatrakalpa, Vaitana, Samhitavidhi, Ahgiras’s kalpa and

Santikalpa.

This account of the Vedic schools has brought them well into the

Brahmana period, and the chronology of that period may be con-

sidered. The great Brahmanas'^ were composed in the country of

' To be distinguished from other Para^aras, p. 213.
' The text is defective.

/

^ Salihotra may = Kusltin, but Bd makes him = Lahgali.
^ Va and Bd misread this as Krdnta (p. 173).
= Va 61, 49-55. Bd ii, 35, 55-62. Vis iii, 6, 9-15. Ag 150, 30;

261 (a disquisition)
; 270, 8-9. Bhag xii, 7, 1-4.

® Jajali in Hv 142, 7999 (if genuine) was much earlier.
’’

Their formation, ten functions [vidhi), See.

;

Bd ii, 33, 47-58 : Va
(incompletely) 59, 130, 132-41. Their declarers are styled rsi-prara^as.

Bd ii, 33, 1.
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the Kurus or allied Kuru-Pancalas,^ hence the fusion of those two

peoples is important, which occurred more than a century after the

Bharata battle or about 820 b.c. (p. 285).

The Pancavimsa and Taittirlya Brahmanas are the most archaic

of the regular Brahmanas.^ The Pancavimsa, though its home

apparently lay farther east, yet contains a minute description of

sacrifices performed on the rivers Sarasvati and Drsadvatl, and has

no allusion to the Kuru-Panealas ; hence it was apparently composed

before the blending,® and while the Kuras still reigned at Hastina-

pura and over Kuruksetra (say) about 830 b.c. The Taittirlya

refers to the united Kuru-Pancalas,* and was therefore composed

after the fusion, (say) soon after 800 b. c. 'A more recent group

is formed by the Jaiminlya, the Kausitaki and the Aitareya

Brahmanas. The first of these is probably the oldest, while the

third seems, on linguistic grounds at least, to be the latest of the

three.’ The Satapatha is posterior to these. Latest of all are

the Gopatha Brahmana and the short Brahmanas of the Samaveda.®

All these would be posterior to the fusion of the Kurus and

Pancalas, and so the Jaiminlya refers repeatedly to the Kuru-

Pancalas, and they are mentioned in the Satapatha and Gopatha.®

The Brahmana period ended apparently before or about 600 b.c.
;

hence the Satapatha may be placed somewhat before that date, and

it will probably not be far wrong to put the Jaiminlya, the KausT-

taki and the Aitareya about half-way between the Taittirlya and

the Satapatha, in the last quarter of the eighth century and the

first quarter of the seventh, the Jaiminlya first and the Aitareya

third.

By the end of the seventh century b.c., the original Puranas had

been compiled as shown in chapter IV, and the old traditions

became known to a certain extent to the recluse brahmans who

composed the Brahmanas (pp. 10, 63) : hence the Satapatha notices

much legend, though seemingly with doubtful success.® The fact

’ Vedic Index, i. 165. ^ Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., p. 203.
® Id., p. 210. Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit., pp. 67-8.
^ Vedic Index, i, 165.
® Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., p. 203.
“ The Kuru-Pancala dynasty ended about 400 b.c. (p. 180).
' Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 50, 215, Winternitz, in his Geschichte der

Indischen Litteratur (i, p. 25) makes the landmark the rise of Buddhism,

which practically agrees.

* e. g. its story of Gotama Rahugana, pp. 224, 311.
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that the Brahmanas make no reference to the Pandavas or the

Bharata battle has been explained
;

^ and the reason why the

Bharatas are not mentioned in the geographical lists of the Aitareya

Brahmana, in Mann, or in the Buddhist texts^^ is simply that the

term Bharata had become too wide for particular use, as noticed in

p. 293. The futility of expecting to find secular history in the

Brahmanasj which are purely priestly literature, is emphasized by

the fact that they take very little notice even of contemporary

kings.

The foregoing succession of teachers of the Vedic schools during

the Brahmana period may be supplemented by notices of various

brahmans who were contemporary. Many are mentioned in

Vedic literature and in the Mahabharata and Puranas, but

generally in brahmanic statements without definite historical con-

nexions : ® yet here may be noticed certain of them on whom light

can be thrown so as to suggest their mutual, and approximately

real, positions.

A near relative probably of the Pandavas^ purohita Dhaumya was

Ayoda Dhaumya, who lived in the time of their successor Pariksit II

and his son Janamejaya III.^ He had three disciples, Upamanyu,

Aruni Uddalaka Pancalya and Veda. Veda became Janamejaya’s

purohita.® Uddalaka ® was son of Aruna Aupavesi Gautama. Aruna

had learnt of Upavesa and of Asvapati'^ prince of the Kekayas,

who instructed also Pracinasala Aupamanyava. Uddalaka learnt

also of Patancala Kapya (p. 250). He was contemporary with

Svaidayana Saunaka and Sauceya PracTnayogya,® and he or his

^ P. 283. See also Macdonell, Sanf^k, Lit, p. 216.
^ Vedic Index, ii, p. 96.
® MBh i, 53, 2044-50 is a brahmanical jumble.
* Dhaumya was a Ka^yapa (p. 233). So Aitar Brahm (vii, 5, 27) says

the KaSyapas were Janamejaya’s hereditary priests.

® MBh i,3, 673-97, 740-6; 53, 2047. Weber, Hist of Ind. Lit

^

p. 71. An Aruni, Var 37, 7.

® He was an Ahgirasa, Mat 196, 4, 6, 8. He must be distinguished

from Uddala or UddMaki, an Atreya (Mat 197, 2), whose son was
Naciketas, called also Naciketa. They appear in brahmanical fables;

MBh xiii, 17, 1291-2; 71, 3486-7: Y&.y 193, 12 f. Vedic Index i,

pp. 88-9, 432. Katha Upanisad i, 1, 1 and 11; ii, 4, 5 apparently

identifies them.
^ There were more than one A^vapati, see p. 164, and Mat 208, 5.

* Satapatha Brahm xi, 4, 1-9
; 5, 3.
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son Auddalaka were contemporary with that Pracinasala, four

other brahmans and Asvapati.^ Uddalaka had a son begotten

of his wife by a disciple at his request, Svetaketu Auddalaki

Aruneya.^ He had a favourite disciple Kahoda (Kausltaki^) and

gave him his daughter Sujata in marriage, and their son was

Astavakra. Kahoda was vanquished by Vandin in a controversy

before king ‘ Janaka ’ and was drowned. Svetaketu and Astavakra,

uncle and nephew, were of the same age and were brought up in

Uddalaka^s hermitage. When Astavakra learnt of his father^s

fate, they both went to Janaka Ugrasena Puskaramalin and over-

came Vandin.^ Contemporary with Svetaketu were the Pancala

king Pravahana Jaivala® and Jala Jatukarnya.®

It is said Svetaketu, who was reckoned a rishi,’^ established strict

monogamy for women, in relation to brahman women.® It is

amazing that such a story should have been fabricated and preserved,

if not true; and if true, it would indicate that laxity among

brahmans (which various stories suggest in early times) did not

disappear till some time later than the Bharata battle.®

Uddalaka had as pupils Yajnavalkya Vajasaneya^® and Proti

Kausurubindi. The Vajasaneya school was established in or

by Janamejaya Ill’s time (p. 324). Yajnavalkya had Asuri as

* Chandogya Up. v, 11-17.

MBh i, 122, 4724, 4735: iii, 132, 10599: xii, 34, 1229: xiii,

165, 7671. Webei’, pp. 71, 137. Called by abridgement, ‘ sou of

Gautama,’ SEE i, pp. 76-7
;

Vedic Index ii, p. 409. Mentioned, MBh
ix, 39, 2207-9.

^ Vedic Index, i, p. 145.
^ MBh iii, 132, 10599 to 134, 10690. Bam vi, 121, 16. Fables about

Astavakra, MBh xiii, 19, 1390 f.
;
Br 212, 72 f.

Chandogya Up. v, 3, 1. Brhadaranyaka Up. vi, 2, 1.

® Vedic Index ii, p. 409. Apastamba i, 2, 5, 4-6.
® MBh i, 122, 4724-35. Yet the same is attributed far earlier to

Dirghatamas, 104, 4202-3. Both possibly true.
® Cf. the story of Jabala and her son Satyakama, who were later

{infra)', Chandogj'a Up. iv, 4, 1-2. Cf. Vedic Index i, 273, 479-80;
ii, 84, 259. As regards polyandry, MBh i, 195, 7244 to 196, 7271. Was
the description of a brahman by adding futra to his mother’s name (a

practice that prevailed about this period) due to such laxity 1 Weber,
Hist, of Ind. Lit., pp. 71, 131 : where Krsna Devakiputra, the scholar,

is plainly different from Krsna the king; so Vedic Index, i, p. 184.

Krsna was a very common name, and Devaka (and therefore the feminine

Devaki) an ordinary name.
Bhag ix, 22, 38, if correct, would refer to an earlier Yajnavalkya.

There were many Yajnavalkyas (p. 237).
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pupil.^ AsurPs first disciple was Pancasikha, who was of Parasara^s

gotraj was a bhiksu,^ and was called Kapileya (it is said) after his

foster-mother Kapila and shortly Kapila by the Sahkhyas.® He
went to Janaka Janadeva, king of Mithila, and the king gave up

his hundred teachers and followed Pancasikha, who taught him

moksa according to the Sahkhya
;

* and Janaka Dharmadhvaja also

was his disciple.® Two stages below Asuri was Asurayana, with

whom Yaska was contemporary.® This Yajnavalkya also taught

Madhuka Paihgya, he taught Cuda Bhagavitti, he Janaki Aya-

sthuna, and he Satyakama Jabala.’^

In a chronological succession of teachers are named (downwards)

—

Upavesi, Aruna, tiddalaka, Yajnavalkya, Asuri and Asurayana :
®

and Vodhu (or Vodha), Kapila, Asuri and Pancasikha are mentioned

as connected teachers,® treating Kapila and Pancasikha as distinct.

These particulars yield something like a chronological scheme,

and all the more important of these teachers are shown in the

following table, which is in continuation of those on pages 148-9

and 192. It starts with teachers contemporary with the Pandavas,

Pariksit II and Janamejaya III, and nearly all the persons in the

first four columns are connected by synchronisms. There are few

synchronisms touching the teachers in columns 5-8, yet something

may be done to estimate their positions, for the notice of some of

them in the Brahmanas would no doubt warrant the inference

that such a person flourished well before the Brahmana which

mentions him, at least a quarter of a century prior. The steps are

^ Weber, op. cit., pp. 128, 131, 235-6. Vedio Index i, 72.
- MBh xii, 322, 11875.
* Cf. Mat 3, 29. He is confused with the mythical Kapila, MBh vi,

34. 1230: y3\, 342, 13078-9; 341, 12932; 344, 13254; 351, 13703;
iii, 220, 14197 : Mat 171, 1-4 : story of Sagara’s sons (p. 271) : Pad ii,

75, 2—and so called cira-jlvin, MBh xii, 218, 7890.
^ MBh xii, 218, 7883-7900

; 219, 7930-4. Fable, 269, 9600-4.
MBh xii, 322, 11855, 11875 with 321, 11839-40.
Weber, pp. 128, 235-6. Vedic Index i, 72.

^ Weber, pp. 130, 134. Brhadaranyaka Up. vi, 3, 7—11.
** Brhadaranyaka Up. vi, 5, 2—3.
•' Va 101, 338. Bd iv, 2, 273-4. Mat 102, 18 and Kur i, 53, 15

(both placing Vodhu third). Cf. Va 23, 141 : Lg i, 7, 41 : 24, 41 :

T\IBh xii, 320, 11783-4 (which all omit Vodhu).
Cf. Bd ii, 33, 1-17

;
wliich is wanting in Va. For the references for

ihe following statements see Vedic Index generally. The dates of the
Brahmanas are those suggested above.
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Kuru-Pauravas Janakas ofVideha Other kings Various teachers

92 Vicitravirya Dhrti Krsna-Dvaipayana-
Vyasa

93 Dhrtarastra Bahula^va Suka

94 Pandavas Krtaksana Bhurisravas, &c. (p.

214)

96 Abhimanyu Upavesa

96 Pariksit II A^vapati of

Kekaya
Ayoda, Patancala,

Aruna, Praclna^ala

97 Janamejaya III Uddalaka, Veda,
‘Uparaanyu,’ Svai-

dayana, Pracina-
yogya

98 ^atanlka Janaka-Ugraseiia Kahoda, Vandin,
Yajnavalkya-Vaja-
saneya

99 A^vamedha-
datta

Pravahana of

Pancala
6vetaketu, Astavakra

100 Adhisimakrsna Yaji'iavalkya (son of

Brahmavaha)

a Asuri, Madhuka

b Janaka-Janadeva Panca^ikha

c Janaka-Dharma-
dhvaja

Cuda-Bhagayitti

d Asurayana, Yaska

e Janaki-Aya-
sthuna

f Satyakama-Jabala
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Of Rigveda Of Yajurveda
1

Of Samaveda Of Atharvaveda

j

92

93

Paila Vai^ampayana Jaimini Sumantu 94

Indrapramati,
Vaskala

Sumaiitu-Jaimini Kabandha 95

Bodhya, ‘Yajna-
valkya,’ Para-
^ara, Mandukeyn

Yajfiavalkya-
Brahmarati

Sutvan-Jaimini Pathya, Deva-
dar^a

96

Satya^ravas Tittiri Sukarman-Jaimini Pippalada, &c. 97

Satyahita Pauspindya Jajali, Saunaka 98

Satya^rl Madhyamdina,
Kanva, & .

Laugaksi, Kuthumi,
Kuiitin, Langali

Saindhavayana,
Babhru

99

Sakalya, Vaskali,

Sakapurna

• Yajnavalkya ’ Ranayaniya, Tandi-
putra, Paia^ara,

Bhagavitti, &c.

100

Pannagari, 6ai-

^ireya, Vatsa,

^atabalaka

Syamayajii,
Asuri, A Iambi

Munjake^a a

... Lomagayani, Para-
^arya, Pracina-
yoga

b

c

Asurayana, a ‘ Pa-
tanjali ’

d

e

f
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numbered as far as 100, but beyond that there are no clear royal

synchronisms to mark definite steps.

Thus the Taittirlya Brahmana shows that Aruna Aupavesi ^ lived

well before 800 b.c., and the synchronisms coupled with the date of

the Bharata battle assign him to the early half of the ninth

century b. c. Similarly the Jaiminlya shows that Yajhavalkya

Vajasaneya lived well before 725, and his position in the table

places him more than a century earlier. The Satapatha notices

Uddalaka, Svetaketu, Sakalya, Asuri, Madhuka, Pracinayogya and

Satyakama, and shows that Satyakama, the latest of them, lived

well before 600 b.c. The Kausitaki mentions Uddalaka, Svetaketu

and Madhuka, and fixes their time closer in that Madhuka, the

latest of these, lived well before 700. The most effective indication

is that to the Tandins belonged the Tandya or Pancaviriisa

Brahmana of the Samaveda,^ so that Tandiputra and all the prior

teachers of that Veda in column 7 were anterior to 830 B.c.

If then we work on these inferences according to the sequence in

the table and with the scale proposed at page 182, we may estimate

the periods when the teAGhevs flourished, except as regards those of

the Atharvaveda for whom there are no synchronisms. In the

ninth century b. c. flourished Uddalaka in the flrst quarter,

Svetaketu about the middle, and Sakalya and Tandiputra in the

third quarter. In the eighth century Asuri and Madhuka at the

beginning, Pancasikha in the middle, and Asurayana and Yaska

in the fourth quarter. In the seventh century Satyakama in the

second quarter. This estimate for Pancasikha agrees with Buddhist

legends, which speak of him as long prior to Buddha.^

The account of the Vedic schools shows that Vyasa’s successors

exercised individual liberty in dealing with the text of the Vedas as

arranged by him, and so there grew up a multitude of modifications

which constituted different ‘ uses ’. Five Puranas explain briefly

how that happened.^ The differences arose from the idiosyncrasies

{drsti-vihhrama) of the various teachers, and consisted in their

arrangement of the mantras and Brahmanas and in their trans-

position of tones and syllables {svara-varna), but the essential text

' Vedic Index i, 35.
- Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., pp. 209-10. Weber, op. cit., p. 6S.

Weber, op. cit., p. 236.

^Va 58, 12-18. Bd ii, 8L 12-18. Mat 11-17. Lg i, 59, 58-60.

Kur i, 29, 44-6.
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itself remained fixed apparently.’- The multiplicity and variance

of the different uses must have worked their own remedy in the

gradual selection of the best versions and the elimination of the

rest, until at length one use became generally accepted as the

established Sarhhita text.^ The table shows that the growth of

diversities continued during at least eight successions of teachers,

that is, nearly two centuries according to the above estimated dates.

The reverse process could hardly have taken much less time. The

two processes therefore probably occupied nearly four centuries, and

this may be suggested as one reason why ^the Samhita text did

not come into existence till after the completion of the Brahmanas
’

or about 600 b.c.^

Moreover, when we compare the teachers in column 4 with those

in columns 5-8, we notice that there is no agreement between the

two classes (except perhaps as regards No. 100, ' Yajnavalkya'’) ^

until we reach Asuri and Asurayana. This want of agreement is

entirely what should be expected, because the Vedic schools could

not have dominated all the religious teachers forthwith, and had

gradually to make good their special province and authority, each

as regai'ds its own Veda. That process would have been slow, not

only because of religious conservatism and jealousy,® but also

because the multiplicity of competing versions would have weakened

their prerogative. It would have required a long time ;
and the

table shows that from Vyasa^’s disciples to Asuri (when the influence

began to appear) was more than a century and a half. During

that period religious teachers of the old order would have continued

to flourish independently alongside the growing Vedic schools, and

that is what column 4 shows.® The two streams of teaching

would have persisted, with gradually diminishing difference, even

longer than that, and may not have blended till the close of the

Brahmana period. Hence that condition may be suggested as

another cause why ^ the Samhita text did not come into existence

till after the completion of the Brahmanas

' So Macdonell, Sansk. Lit., p. 49.
^ Weber, op. cit., pp. 13—14. ® Macdonell, cit., p. 50.
* Not certain, because there were several Yajnavalkyas.
® Weber, op. cit., p. 13. This would have restricted the citation by

one school of teachers of another school.

® Such must have been the position that naturally resulted from the

establishment of the Vedic schools, however they were established.
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Here notice o£ historical tradition on the religious side closes, for

the Puranas and epic contain nothing noteworthy about later

teachers. Their account stops with Asurayana, who has been

assigned to about the end of the eighth century b. c. It was

drawn up by the Puranic brahmans as mentioned above, and the

fact that they continued the lines of religious teachers, beyond the

stage where their secular tradition closed (p. 57), down to about

700 B. c. with precise statements, and allude to nothing later

personal except to Buddha curtly or vaguely, indicates that those

additions were made then as a second stage while personal knowledge

was fresh. Not long afterwards Jainism and Buddhism challenged

the supremacy of the brahmans, and no traditions about later

teachers were added. Secular chronicles preserved knowledge of

the dynasties and kings who reigned in the chief countries, and

were incorporated in the Bhavisya Purana, and copied later into the

Matsya ^ and otlier Puranas in the third century a. d. and afterwards

(p. 50). Religious tradition about the same period would seem to

have become too scanty, uncertain or confused amid the religious

conflicts to gain admittance into the Puranas.

Ancient tradition was compiled into the original Purana about

the ninth century b. c., later religious historical tradition was

added till the end of the eighth century b. c., and the chronicles of

the kings of the Kali age were incorporated in the Puranas in

prophetic guise down to the early part of the fourth century a. d.

Such were the three main stages of the compilation of historical

tradition in the Puranas.

It existed before (p. 51).



INDEX
The following words have been generally included in this index, but

are sometimes omitted when merely descriptive and not materially

important, namely, (1) generic names such as Aila, Yadava and Ahgirasa;

(2) proper names used generically such as Vasistha and Bharadvaja

;

(3) names of countries, districts, towns, rivers and mountains.

ABBREVIATIONS

aps apsaras metr

h brahman mt
c country, district p
f family, gotra pair

g god, goddess

k king pr
m man

Abhayada k

Abhibhu ^101.
Abhijit k 105, 148.

Abhimanyu 94, 148, 166, 330.

Abhlra 284.

Abhyavartin k 8, 169, 222.

Abu mt 261, 279, 290.

acarya 195, 316.

Acchoda riv 69.

Adam’s Biudge 278.

Adhisimakrsna k 52, 167, 181-2,

201, 285,’ 324, 330.

adhvaryu 316-17.

adi-deva g 47.

Adina ^86.
adi-Purana 23-4.

Adrika aps 69.

Adr^yantl w 204, 208-9.

Advisena r 165.

Afghan p 271.

Afghanistan 296, 298.

Agasti r 239.

Agastya r (1) husband of Lopd-
mudrd 38, 59, 75, 168-9, 191,

240, 243. (2) Maitrdvaruna 63,

215-16, 238-9. (3) indefinite 8,

71, 73, 142, 238-43, 306. (4)/
73, 189, 224, 238-40, 304.

metronymic pss princess

mountain
9.

queen
people r rishi

patronymic riv river

place t town
prince w woman

Agastya^239, 241-3.

Ages 175-9.

Agneya 185, 224.

Agni (1) g 163, 185, 262. (2) VaU-
vdnara 311. Purana 14, 80.

Agni r (1) Aurva 68, 131, 140,

191, 200, 268. (2) 131.

Agnimathara h 322.

Agnivarcas 6 23.

Agnivarna k 91, 93, 94, 121, 149.

Agnive^a r 192, 224.

Agnive^ya r 217, 234, 256.

Agnive^yayana f 256.

Aguha ^65.
Ahalya w 76, 116, 222.

Ahampati k 128-9.

Ahamyati ^ 110, 128, 141, 144.

Aharyay>r 248, 250.

Ahicchattra c 113, 166, 274.

Ahicchattra t 113, 274.

ahimsa 316.

Ahinagu k 94, 129, 149.

Ahinaiva k 129.

Ahrti A: 103.

Ahuka k 105.

Aida = Aila 288.

Aidavida metr 147.

Aiksvaka patr 90, = Aiksvaku.
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Aiksvaku pair and / 39, 48, 79-

82, 84, 89, 90, 122, 180-2, 204,

288-9.

Aila (1) pair or metr 41, 88, 211,

254,287-8. (2) race 8, 1 8, 38,

40, 79, 84-5, 99, 124-5, 221,

258, 260, 289, 292-6, 305-6,

309-14, 319-20.
Ailavila metr 39, 42, 241.

Ailusa j9a<r 172,

Aindiadyumiii 96.

Aitareya Brahmana 326.

aitihasika 34, 70.

Aja (1) k 92, 121, 126, 132, 147,

275, (2)pl32.
Ajaka A; 144.

Ajamidha k (1) 7, 90, 99-101,

110-13, 115-17, 122-3, 133,

146, 170, 191, 221, 223, 225-7,

_ 274,299,316. {2) Somaka 116.

Ajamidha/ 274, 294.

Ajanillha ^316.
Ajasyafor Ayasya 219.

Ajata^ati'u k 286-7.

Ajigarta r 191, 198, 206, 219.

akhyana 21, 33, 35.

akhyayika 54-5.

Akrodhana k 110, 148.

Akr^a^va A: 145.

Akrtavrana 6 23.

Akrura k 107, 280.

Aksamala w 134.

Alaka < 297.

Alambi h 323-4, 331.

Alambusa (1) aps 135. (2) q
135-6.

Alarka k 16, 25, 27, 147, 154, 164,

168, 229, 270.

Alexander, °dria 137.

Allahabad, see Pratisthana and
Prayaga.

Amahlyava ^jair 250,

Amahlyu r 250.

Amarsa k 149.

Ainavasu k 85, 88, 99, 123, 144,

258.

Ambarisa k (1) Mdnava 40, 92,

98, 256. (2) Ayodhyd. 34, 39-42,

92-3, 98, 126, 147, 229, 262,

273. (3) Hariscandra 92. (4)

p>r 246.

Ambastha p 109, 264, 293.

Amitrakarsana k 102.

Aih^u k 146.

Am^umaut k 147, 157, 164, 272-3.
Amurtarayas k (1) Gaya 40, 133,

264-5. (2) w.-esi! 40, 133.

Amurtarayasa pair 39, 40.

Anala k 103.

Aiianiitra k Ayodhyd 94.

Anamitra_pr Yddava (1) 103, 105,

107. (2) 103, 105-7.

Anauata r 192, 251.

Ananta /e 102, 146, 155.

Anaranya k (1) 145, 246, 263.

_ (2) 93.

Anarta (1) k 98. (2) c 85, 88, 98,

122, 137, 196, 257, 288, 304.

Anava (1) race 40, 78, 87-8, 108,

124, 145, 147, 149, 262, 264,

292-4, 310. (2) eastern 87-8,

158, 272, 295.

Ancestors, see Pitrs,

Andhaka (1) k 103-6, 148, 170-1,

279-80. (2) / 104-5, 280,

j

294.

Audhigu r 192, 230.

Andhra p and c 235.

Andira k 108.

Anenas k (1) Aiksvaku 145. (2)
Aila 85-6, 88, 127. (3) Videha

149.

Aiiga (1) k 132, 147, 158, 163,

272. (2) r 132. (3) c and p
39, 42, 109-10, 131-2, 142,

158, 167, 220, 264, 272, 276,

I 282, 286, 292-4, 314.

auga, hook 1.

Angada ^ 278.

Augadiya t 278.

Angara^ 108, 142, 144. 167.

Angarasetu k 108.

Angiras r (l) primeval 185, 220.

(2) Atliarvan 218-19. (3) in

Vaisdli 157, 162-3, 220, 304.

(4) general 76, 186-7, 218, 246,

307.

Angiras hymns 318.

Angirasa(l)/ 112, 158, 160, 163-4,

186-7, 190-2, 201,218-25, 245-

51, 304, 310, 315, 327. (2) g
218.
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Augiras-kalpa 325.

Anila = Vayu Purana, 77.

Aniruddha pr 291.

Afijana k 95, 149.

Antara k 28, 144.

antariksa-ga 118.

Antibhara, °iiara k 83, 129, 264.

Anu (1) k 61, 87-8, 108-9, 142,

145,259. (2)/ 87-8, 139.

Anuha k 64-5, 69, 148, 164, 204,

213.

Anupa c 16, 266.

I

anusauga 24.

j

anu^u^ruma 18.

i anuvam^a 28.

\

Aparna w 69, 70.

Apastamba (1) r 224. (2) author

_ 43-51, 53-4.

I

Apastamba-tlrtha 7 4.

1 Apastambi / 2 2 4

.

j

Apava r (1) 153, 191, 206, 217,

I

266. (2) 191, 207, 269.

1

Apnavana r 129, 191, 193, 197,

- 304.

Apnuvana, Apravana r 197.

Apratiratba k 225-7.
apu 206.

Aiadhi, °dhin k 128, 148.

Araneya r 21 3.

Arani w 134, 136, 204, 213.

i
Aravalli hills 299.

i Aravin ^ 128.

Arbuda mt 261.

I

Ai'cananas r 192, 230.

Ardra k 145.

Arhata 37, 68.

i
Ariha ^ (1) 110. (2)110.

j

Arista k 255.

! Aristanemi (1) k 149. (2) r 189.

(3) Tdrksya 189, 312.

Arjuna k (1) Kdrtamrya 7, 16, 25,

41, 72, 76, 130, 144, 151-3,

155, 171, 199, 206,229, 242,

262, 265-7, 270. (2) Pdndava

_ 52, 130, 166, 282-4. (3)'l30.

Arksa 8, 133, 168.

Arsabha/ 225.

Arstisena r (1) 165, 247, 252. (2)
Devdpi 165, 252. (3) 202.

Artha^astra 54.

Aruddha k 167*

Aruna b (1) 131. (2) 131, 327,

329-30, 332.

Arundbati (1) iv 135, 189, 204.

(2) star 135.

Aruneya^air 328.

Aruni pair 327.

ArusI w 193-4.

Arvavasu r 224, 237.

Arvavira r 243.

Aryaman g 44.

Aryans 1-3, 8, 124, 137, 287,

295-6, 305-6, 311-12, 320.

Aryava 6 323.

Aryavarta c 300.

A^ija r 157-8.

A^maka (1) k 91-2, 94, 131-2,

147, 159, 208. (2) p 131-2,

180-1, 286. (3) h 131.

A^man, name 133.

asi’ama 37.

A^va TO 213.

A^vamedha k 133, 169-70, 230.

aSvamedha 114, 133.

A^vamedhadatta k 330.

ASvapati k (1) 164, (2) others

327-8, 330.

aSvarupa 323-4.

A^vattba (1) name 133. (2) tree

309.

A^vatthaman pr 148, 192, 224.

Alvins g 66, 71, 194, 262, 300.

Astaka k 142-3, 146, 235, 266-7.

Astaratlia k 145, 153-5.

Astavakra h 328, 330.

Asamanjas k 147, 157, 164, 271-2.

Asamaujaspr 105.

Asangapr 107.

Asanga k 8.

asceticism 62, 308.

Asija r 157.

Aslmakrsna k 52.

Asita (1) k Bdhu 19, 134, 147, 1 53,

155, 268. (2) r 8, 69, 192,

231-4, 318, (3) pair 165, 192.

(4) asura 233. (5) for Auiija

161.

asura 66, 68, 87, 187-9, 194-6,

_ 218, 290-2, 304, 306.

Asurayana h 325, 329-34.

Asuri b 57, 323-4, 328-33.

Asvaharya r 250.

2465
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atatayin 44.

Atharvan (1) r 191, 218-19, 319.

(2) Vasistha 319. (3) hymns

_ 318.

Athavvana 21, 319.

Atharvangiras 55, 218, 319.

Atharvanidhi r (l) 191, 207, 269,

319. (2) 192,207,319.
Atliarva-veda 54, 218, 242, 318-

20, 325, 331-2.

Atinara ^83.
Atithi /c (1) 91, 149. (2) 127.

Atitliigva k 116, 169, 222.

Atithina k 39, 40.

Atmaii 96.

Atmavaua, °vant r 129, 197.

Atnara ^173.
Atreya/23, 186, 188, 191-2, 228-

30, 265, 304, 309, 311, 315,

327.

Atri (1) prajapati 188. (2) r 8,

76, 185-6, 188, 228-30, 307.

Aucathya 140, 158, 223.

Auddalaka, °ki 328.

AulSna k 166.

Aupamanyava / 205, 214, 327.

Aupave^i patr 327, 332.

Aurasa h 324-5.

Aurava r 132.

Aurva 68, 75, 140, 151, 191,

193-4, 198-200, 265-6, 268,

271.

Aurva^a, °^eya r 215.

Au^ija patr 140, 160-1, 221-3,

225, 240.

AuElnara 39, 41-2, 109, 142,

264, 312.

Au^marl w 158, 220.

Autathya r 158, 160, 223.

Avacina ^ 110, 128.

Avadhita ^128.
Avanti c and p 102, 266-7, 280,

286.

Avatsara r 231.

Aviddlia ^89.
Avihotra r 230.

Avlksit^' 97, 133,147, 156-7, 163,

_ 219, 268.

Aviksita k 7, 39, 42, 157, 163,

_ 219.

Ayapya r 219.

Ayastlmna k 329-30.
Ayasya r 76, 78, 219, 225.

ayatayama 323.

Ayoda h 327, 330.

Ayodhya t and dynasty 10, 29, 40,

52-3, 57, 84, 88-95, 139, 145,

147,149, 150-6,164,167,170-1,

183, 198, 203,205, 211, 257-8,

260-1, 266-7, 269-70, 273,

278-9, 285, 288-9, 292, 295-6,

304, 311-12, 314.

Ayogava 157.

a-yoni-ja 76.

Ayu, Ayus k 42, 85, 88-9, 101,

123, 127, 144-5, 229, 258, 305,
Ayutauayin ^110.
Ayutayus ^ (1) 147. (2) 148.

Babhravya h (1) 192, 316-17, (2)
317.

Babhru k (1) 108, 131, 144. (2)

103, 131. (3) 104-5, 131, 279.

Babhru r (l) 230. (2) 237. (3) h

325, 331. (4) name, 317.

Badaditya tirtha 323.

Badarika '?/ 205, 214.

Baku k 19, 91, 133-4, 147, 153,

178, 206, 268.

Bahuda riv 135.

Bahugava k 144.

Bahula^va k 149, 330.

Bahuratha k 148.

bahvrca 316-17.

Bala ^ 149.

Balaka^va k 144.

Balaraka r 230.

Balaramapr 98, 107, 131, 135,

Balasore c 272.

Baleyap«<r 158.

Balhi c 254, 299,

Balhika k = Vahllka, 166.

Balhika c 256.

Balhika c 254, 299.

Balgutaka/ 230.

Bali (1) k 63, 109, 131, 147, 158,

163, 272. (2) asura 64, 109,

131, 195.

Balin k 278, 288.

Balkb c 256, 299.

Bana (1) ^ 291. {2) author ^9.
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Banas riv 279.

Bandhumant ^147.
banyan 125, 299.

Bareilly < 274.

Barhadratha patr 118, 179-182,

282, 286-7, 294.

Barhaspatya patr 158, 221.

Basar t 256.

Beas riv 236.

Behar c, see Bihar.

Beuares 101, 153—5, 258, 263, 267

:

see Ka4i and Varanasi.

Bengal c 272, 292-3,’ 295-6.

Berar c 269, 293.

Besnagar t 268, 273.

Betwa riv 259.

Bhadra w 220.

Bhadrai’atha k 149.

Bhadra^renya k 144, 153, 155,

263.

Bhadra^va k 228.

Bhagadatta ^291.
Bhagalpnr t 158, 272, 293.

Bhagavata Parana 14, 53, 57,

80-1.

Bhagavitti h (1) 325, 331. (2)
329-30.

Bhaglratha k 6, 39-42, 91-2, 142,

147, 273.

BhagIrathI (1) patr 136. (2) riv

41, 136, 272-3.

Bhajamana k (1) 103-5, 171, 279.

(2) 104-5, 280.

Bhajin k 103, 105.

bhakti 32, 37.

Bhalandana k 07, 145, 311.

Bhalandana yjair 97, 312.

Bhallata ^ 115, 148, 166.

Bhaluki 6 325.

Bhahgakara 107.

Bhanu name 66.

Bhanumant k 95, 147.

Bhanu^candra k 94.

Bhanu-tirtha 74.

Bharadvaja r ((1)first 76, 154, 158,

161-2, 191, 220, 224, 271, 315.

(2) Vidathin 112, 146,157, 159-

60, 162-4, 191, 220-1, 224,

245, 247, 310. (3) father of

Drona 192, 218. (4) others 163,
191,’ 224, 237, 322-3.

Bhai’advaja f 138, 140-1, 218,
224-5.

Bharadvaja m 23.

Bharadvasu r 214.

Bharata k (1) Paurava 7, 11, 39-

41, 61, 63-6, 99, 100, 112, 113,

120, 129,131,133,136,138,146,
159-64, 169, 191, 220-1, 223,

232, 236, 243, 245, 247,272-3,
297, 310-11, 313, 315. (2)
mythic \Z\. ifi) ofAyodhya 05

,

131,278.
(fi)

error for Marutta
108.

BhSrata / 65-6, 100, 113, 123,

138, 140, 160, 168-70, 236,

273-4, 291, 293-4, 299, 306,

310-11, 314, 327.

Bharata battle 52-3, 57, 89, 94,

114, 149, 173, 176-7, 179-80,

182, 190, 283, 291-2, 301, 317-
18, 321, 326-8, 332.

Bharata-rsahha 11, 64, 113.

Bharata-varsa 40, 131, 175.

Bharata ynga 175.

Bharga k 101, 149.

Bhargava f 68-9, 86, 151, 186-8,

190-203,245,251,265-7,270-1,

304, 306-7, 309, 311, 315.

Bharmya^va pair 120.

Bhavayavya pair 223-4.

Bhavisya Parana 14, 43-53, 303,
334’.

Bhavisyat Parana 43-8, 50-3.

Bhavya k 8.

Bhima A; (1) Kdnyakuhja 99, 144.

(2) Yadava 103, 146, 168, 279.

(3) Yadava 148, 170-1. (4) Vi-

darhha 169, 272. (5) Pdndava
127,282-3. {6)name\i6.

Bhimaratha k (1) Kdsi 145, 153-4.

(2) Yadava 146, 169.

Bhimasena k (l) Kaurava 110,

130, 148. (2) Pdndava 127,

130-1. (3) Kdsi 154. (4) pr
Pdriksita 113, 130, 148.

Bhindhudvipa ^129.
Bhisma (1) pr 37, 59, 65, 67, 71-2,

115-16, 136, 148, 164-5, 200,

229, 233, 238, 282-3. (2) name
130.

Bhlsmaka ^ 280.

z 3
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Bhoja (1) f 102-5, 280, 282, 294.

(2) p 260, 267, 301.

Bhojaka 301.

Bhojakata t 269.

Bhojanagara <142.
Bhopal c 277.

Bh^-gu (1) r 'primaeval 185-6, 188,

193, 307. (2) r indefinite 138,

140, 154, 270. (3) g 193. (4)

/ 69, 193-4, 197, 200, 202, 271,

319.

Bhrmya^va It 75, 116-17, 146, 223,

275.

Bhumanyu h 42, 112, 232.

Bhuri^ravas r 192, 204, 214,

330.

bhuta 291.

Bhuvamanyu (1) h 112, 146, 248.

(2)/ 248.

Bible 9.

Bida/ 202.

Bihar c 87, 264, 288, 293, 296.

bijartha 48.

Bimbisara k 286-7.

Bindumahya 127.

Bindumatl g 111, 127, 141, 150,

261.

Black Yajus 324.

Bodhya h 322, 331.

Boghazkeui, °k6i t 300, 302.

Bombay 293.

Bradhna^va ^168.
brahma 15, 16, 30-2, 319.

Brahma Parana 14, 49, 50,

77-9.

Brahma 185.

Brahma y 24, 30—1, 33, 37, 98,

185, 189, 204, 215, 315, 318.

Brahmabala h 325.

Brahmadatta k (1) S. Pancala 42,

64-5, 69, 134, 148, 164-6, 174,

204, 213, 233, 250, 282, 316-17.

(2) Edsi 164. (3) spv/rious 164.

(4) name 130.

brahma-dhana 319.

Brahma-Gargya r 179.

brahma-koSa 210.

brahma-ksatra 17, 48, 199, 245.

brahman priest 319-20.

Brahmanas 2, 58, 62—3, 310, 321,

325-7, 329, 332-3.

Brahmanda Parana 14, 23, 50, 53,

56, 77-8.

brahmanicide 307, 323.

brahmanism 68, 291, 299, 306-14.
brahmanya 5, 7, 306.

Brahmaputra riv 71.

brahma-raksasa 242, 319.

Brahniarata, °ti h 323, 331.

brahma-vadin 214, 216, 234.

Brahmavaha h 322, 330.

Brahmavarta c 300, 314.

Brahmaveda 320.

brahma-vid 27, 307.

Brahmistha pr 116, 146.

Brhadanu k \ \Z.

Brhada^va A 19, 145.

Brhadbala k 52, 94, 149, 167.

Brhadbhanu A; 149.

Brhaddhanus ^146.
Brhaddyumna k 237.

Byhadgarbha k 109.

Brhadisu ^113, 146.

Brhadratha ^ (1) Magadha 118—19,

'l49, 224, 282. (2) Anava 149.

(3) Videha 130. (4) Aiiga 39,

40, 142.

Brhaduktha (1)^ 129, 145. (2) r

192, 222.

Brhaduttha k 129.

Brhadvasu A 112-13, 146.

Brhanmanas k 149.

Brhanmedhas A: 103.

Brhaspati 58, 186-8.

Brhaspati, priest of the devas 66,

157, 187-8, 191, 195, 218, 241,

304-5.

Brhaspati r (1) brother of Ucathya
'66, 157-9, 162-4, 187, 191,

220-1, 305, 315. (2) Samyu’s

father 159, 161, 221. {fi)general

8, 64, 187, 191, 218-20, 241.

(4)

/ 187, 224.

Bfhat k 111-12.

Brhatkarman ^ (1) 146. (2) 149.

Bj-hatksatra k 101, 112, 146,
248.'

Bfhatksaya k 149.

bfhattejas 187.

Buddha 57, 68, 180, 286, 332,

334.

Buddhism 68, 80, 308, 326, 334.
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Buddhist 37, 68, 291.

Budha jsZawei 58, 186.

Budha k (1) mythical 58, 253-4.

(2) Vaiidll 147.

Caidya 7, 118, 149, 265, 272.

Caidyoparicara 118, 281, 315-16.

Caila 6 325.

Caitraratha (1) pair 39, 141, 150.

(2) forest 297.

caki'avartin 39-41, 261, 264, 281.

Caksus name 1 33.

Cambay, gulf of 267.

Campa k 109, 149, 272.

Canipa, °pavati t 272.

Cancu k 147, 155.

Canda r 224.

candala caste 235, 290.

Candracakra < 278.

Candragiri k 94.

Candragupta k 179, 286-7.

Candraketu k 278.

Candramas, Ddnava 85.

Candravaloka ^ 94.

Canopus, star 131, 240.

Caraka 323.

Carakadhvaryu 323.

CSrana 16.

Carmanvatl riv 113, 249, 259.

Caturahga k 149.

catur-yuga 178.

Cayamana k 8, 169, 222.

Cedi c and p 103, 114, 118-19,

146, 149, 166, 237, 272, 281-3,

293-4.

Ceylon 13, 176, 240, 242, 266,

277, 291.

Chambal riv 113, 249, 259, 274.

chandoga, 316-17.

Chattravatl t 113, 274.

Chhattlsgarh c 269, 277.

Cidi k 146, 272.

Cina p 291.

cintaka 28.

Cirakarin r 222.

Citra w 135.

Citrakapr 106-7.

Citrangada k 69.

Citraratba ^(1) Yddava_\Q&, 109,

141, 144, 150. {2)Anava 147.

Cola c and p 108, 278, 292-3.
Columbus, °bia 137.

Constantine, °nople 137.

Contests between brahmans and
ksatriyas 243-4.

Cuda h 329, 330.

Cuttack < 288.

Cyavana, Cyavana r 38, 67, 98,

131, 140,142,191,193-4,196-7,
200-1, 206, 231, 256, 304, 307,

309, 312.

Cyavana k (1) N. Pancdla 115,

120, 148, 172,231-2, 251, 280.

(2) Kaurava 131, 149.

Dadhica r 197.

Dadhivahana ^ 147.

Dairgbatamasa ^a<r 140, 223, 240.

Daiteya 290 = Daitya.

Daitya 13, 66, 68, 87, 122, 170,

187-8, 193-6, 218, 290-2, 295,

304-8, 312, 319.

Daivala^a<r 233.

Daivapa pa<r 114, 201.

Daivarati patr 96.

Daivodasa, °si patr 133, 192, 251.

VtdiksB, prajdpati 122, 189.

Daksina Kosala c 278-9.
Daksinapatha c 257, 259.

Daksinatya c 276.

Dalai!: 149, 222.

Dalaki b 323.

Dama k 147, 241, 256,

Damaghosa i; 119, 149, 166.

Dambboli r 243.

Danava 13, 64, 66, 85, 87, 122,

170, 187-8, 194-6, 218, 290-2,

295, 304-8, 312.

Danda, °daka k 257-8.

Dandaka (1) forest 258, 276. (2) 2^

258, 277.

Dantavakra k 118-9, 167.

Daraka, Darika 1 f 205.
Darbhya ^ 230.

Dardbacyuta r 239.

Dasa^ 290.

Da^agrlva ( 1 )
Rdvana 277

. (2) pr
241.

Da^anana k 277.

Da^apura < 249, 274.
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Da^aratha A (1) Ayodhya 6, 7, 29,

42, 94, 97, 121, 139, 147, 164,

178, 192, 207, 233, 275-6, 314.

(2) Lomapdda 164. (3) Yadava
146.

DaSarathi pair 26, 39, 41-2, 72,

177, 229.

Da^arha k 146.

Da^arhapair 140.

Da^arna c 128, 280.

Da^a^Irsa k 277

.

Da^&^va k 257.

Dasyave-vrka k 169-70, 227.

Dasyu 262, 290-1.

Datta Atreya r 7, 8, 26, 72,

178, 188, 191, 229-30, 265,

304.

Dattatreya = Datta 229.

Dattoli m 241.

Dauhsanti 129.

Daurgaha 133.

Daussanti, Dausyanti »a<?'39, 129.

David 12.

Dekhan 176, 257-8, 263, 276, 283,

292-3, 296, 304, 314.

Delhi t 283-4.

Demon 290—2, 307.

Desert 205.

Deva g 46-7, 187-8, 195-6, 218,

304-5.

Devadai^a h 325, 331.

Devaka (1) pr 105. (2) name
328.

Devaki 328.

Devakiputra h 328.

Devaksatia k 103, 146.

Devala(l) r, son of Asita 69, 165,

192, 231-4, 318. (2) three

others 165, 233.

Devamldha ^ (1) 106. (2) 147.

DevamTdhusa k 105-7, 148.

Devamitra h 322.

Devana k 146.

Devanika k 149.

Devapi r (l) Arstisena 7, 48, 89,

94, 165, 252,” 282, 318. (2)

Saunaka 192, 201.

Devivraj (1) r 70, 151, 191, 206-7,

234,266. (2)^137.
Devaiaja k 128.

Devaiata (1) r 191, 206, 235, 237,

312. (2) k 128, 145. (3) k

146. (4)5 323.

Devarha k 105.

Devasura wars 68, 187, 218, 292,

305.

Devatithi (1) k 110, 127, 148.

(2) r 227.

Devavant^ 107.

Devavarninl w2A\.
Devavydha k 16, 26, 42, 103-4,

279-80.

DevayanI 5" 19, 86-7, 187, 196-7,

305-6.

devil 291.

Devi w 195.

Dhanus r 237.

Dhanva ^145.
Dhanva, pair 233.

Dhanvantari A; 145.

Dharma ^ 108, 128, 144.

dharma 36—7, 48—9, 308, 311,

315-16.

Dharma a^e 175, 178.

Dharmadhvaja k 95—6, 329-30.

Dharniadhvajin k 234.

Dharmaketii ^ 147.

Dharmanetra k 144.

Dharmaranya /oresi 265.

Dharmaratha k 109, 147.

Dharma^astra 54.

Dharsneya/ 256.

Dharstaka/ 256, 288.

Dhartarastra pair 283.

Dhaumya r (1) 192, 233-4, 327.

(2) Ayoda 327.

Dhysnu k (1) 105. (2) 256.

Dhrsta k (1) 84, 255-6. (2) 146.

Dhrstadyumna ^ 113, 148, 167.

Dhrstaketu k (1) Kdii 147. (2)

Cedi 119, 149, 167. (3) Videha

145. (4) S. Pahcdla, 148, 167.

Dhrta k 108, 128, 144.

Dhrtarastra (1) k 69, 127, 132,

148, 159, 224, 282, 284, 330.

(2) name 130.

Dhrti k 149, 330.

Dhrtimant ^ (1) 145. (2) 146.

Dhruvasandhi k 93, 149.

Dhumra/204, 214.

Dhumra^va k 147.
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Dhundhu (1) k 144. (2) 260.

Dhundhumara k 42, 260.

Dhyusita^va ^ 128.

Dillpa k (1) I, 67, 92-3, 147. (2)

II, 39-42, 69, 91-4, 121, 126,

147,207,232,265,274-5. (3)

Kaurava 148.

Dlrghabahu ^ (1) 94, 126-7, 147.

(2) 127.

Dlrgha^ravas to 161.

Dirghatamas r 8, 157-8, 160-4,

191, 220-3, 315, 328.

Dirghatapas k 101, 145.

Dista 255.

Divakara k 52—3, 66, 167, 181-2.

Diviratha k 147.

Divodasai (1) Kdsi, 1, 145, 153-5,

162, 263. (2) Kdsi, II, 101,

133, 138, 142, 147, 153-5, 164,

220, 269. (3) N. Pancdla 7, 38,

115-17, 120, 133, 138, 146,

154, 168-70, 172, 192, 202,

222-3, 250-1, 275, 310, 313.

(4) name 130, 138.

Divya w 193.

doab 264.

dog-eaters 235.

Dravida c 258.

Dravidian 242, 291, 295.

Drdhacyuta r 239, 243.

Drdhadyumna k 239.

Drdhanemi k 146.

Drdliaratha k 149.

Drdha^va k 90, 126, 145.

Drdhasya r 239, 243.

Drdhasyu r 239.

Drdhayus r 239.

Drona r 67, 117, 133, 148, 192,

2i8, 224, 239, 283.

Drsadvati (1) riv 134, 313, 326.

(2) q three 135.

Drti, name 133.

Druliyu (1) k 61, 87, 88, 108—9,

144, 146, 267, 301. (2) race

87-8, 108, 124, 139, 144, 146,

167, 259, 261-4, 279, 281,

293-4, 298, 301-2, 310.

Drupada k 65, 116-17, 148, 167,

224, 234, 283.

Duhsanta k 129.

Duliduha ^94.

Durbuddhi k 166.

Durdama k {\)Haihaya 127, 144,

153, 155, 263. (2) Druhyit

108, 144.

Durgalia k 133, 169-70, 227.

Durjaya ^ 81, 102, 146, 155.

Durmada ^127.
Durmukha k 222.

Durvasas r 8, 141, 188, 191, 229.

Duryodhana 282-3.

Dusmanta k = Dusyanta, 129.

Dussanta ^129.
Dustarltu A; 166.

Dusyanta k (1) 7, 71, 99, 108,

111-12, 123, 129, 146, 155-7,

159, 162-4, 174, 223, 227, 232,

236, 261, 272-3, 310-11. (2)

113.

Dvaipayana r 9, 21, 192, 204, 211,

213, 330.

Dvapara age 175-7, 179, 217, 313,

315-16.

Dvaraka, °ravati t 98, 261, 280,

282, 284.

Dvimidha (1) k 94, 111-12, 115,

146,’ 274. (2)/ 94, 113, 115,

117, 146, 166, 173, 274, 280-2,

294.

dvipa 264.

dvi-veda 316-17.

dvyarausyayana 159-60.

Dwarka i 261.

Dyuta k 128.

Dyutimant k (1) 103. (2) 198.

East, kingdom of the, 88, 264.

Ekadasaratha ^ 146.

Ekapaina w 69, 70, 231, 233.

Ekapatala w 69, 70.

Ekairhga to 69.

Faith, see bhakti.

Fires 68, 120, 122, 297, 309.

Five peoples 295.

Forefathers, see Pitrs.

foreign devil 291.

Four-age periods 178.

Future, the, 50-4, 57, 182.
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Gadhi k 7, 41, 67, 99, 129, 136,

144, 151, 198, 258, 266, 312.

Gairiksita 133.

Gajasalivaya < 273.

Galava (1) r 73, 191, 235, 237,

266. (2)6316. (3)wamel42, 154.

Gana k 129.

Gandhamadana mt 297.

Gandhaia (1) k 108, 144, 167,

262,264. (2) c and p 88, 106,

132, 137, 167, 260, 262, 264,

278-9, 293-4.

Gandhari q 105, 107.

Gandharva 98, 262, 278, 297, 309.

Gandinl g' 76.

Ganga, Ganges 41, 85, 113, 115,

117, 136, 158, 199, 259, 263,

267, 273, 285, 293, 298-9, 313.

Ganga GautamI (Godavari) riv 20,

31, 71.

Gangadvara gjL 224.

Ganges-Jumna doab or plain 273,

276, 285, 293, 297, 310, 313.

Gaugeya metr 136.

Ganjam c 272, 293.

Garbha k 108, 144.

Garga r (1) 112, 161, 191, 221,

248-9. (2) others 250.

Garga/ 225, 248-9.

Garglya 202.

Gargya r (1) 59, 112, 114, 179,

249. (2) 249. (3) 249. (4) f
7, 245, 248-9.

Gargyayana f 202.

Garuda Purana 14, 49, 53, 80.

gfitha 21, 25, 33.

Gathi, °tbin k 64, 67, 99, 129,

151-2, 198, 312.

Gama r and/ 204, 214.

Gauraviti r 249.

Gaurl, q 72, 83-4, 135, 150.

Gaurika metr 83.

Gauriviti r (l) 212, 249. (2) 212.

Gautama (1) r 81, 158-9, 220.

(2) 6 325. (3) / 220, 222-4.

327-8.

GautamI, see Gaiiga Gautami.
Gavisthira r 230.

Gaya ^ (1) 254-5. (2) Magadha
39, 40, 133, 264-5. (3) West

133, 261.

Gaya t 19, 240, 255, 265, 288-9,
292.

gayatri 32.

Gharma ^128.
Ghatotkaca A; 291.
Ghora r 227.

Gbrta k 128.

GhrtacI (1) aps 135. (2) q 135-6,

228. (3) It; 135, 205, 214.

gifts 49.

Giriksit k 133, 169-70.

Girivraja t 220, 265, 282.

Go (1) q 134. (2) w 134, 167.

(3) w 69, 134, 196.

Gobhanu k (1) 108, 144.

Godavari riv 20, 31, 35, 71, 253,

276, 278, 291.

Golaka h 322.

Gomati riv 153-4, 263-4, 313.

Gopatha Brdhmana 326.

Gotama r (1) 159, 220. (2) Rdhu-
gana 224, 311, 326.

Graba 193.

grama 10.

Great Bear 131, 135.

Grtsamada r (1) 8, 201. (2) 201,
'244, 247.

Gujarat 85, 98, 122, 196, 275,

280, 282-4.

Guru, Gurudhi, Guruvirya, Guru-
vita r 112, 248-9.

Haihaya (1) ^ 87—8, 144. {2) tribe

41, 68, 70, 87-8, 98, 101-2,

144, 146, 151, 153-6, 176-7,

180-1, 198-9, 206, 260, 263,

265-72, 280, 286, 292, 294,

304, 309-10.

Hairanyanabha gjtztr 173.

Halayudha 76.

Hainsa, °si 133-4.

Hardikya k 284,

Hari^candra k 6-8, 10, 41, 59,

70-1, 91-2, 145, 151-3, 155,

174, 205-6, 219, 266, 304.

Harita k (1) 147, 155. (2) 246.

Harita/93, 219, 225, 246.

Harita^va k 254-5.

Harivaih^a 14, 77—9, 81, 201.

Harsacarita 49.
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Haryanga k 149, 233.

Harya^va k (1) I 89, 145. (2) II

142-3, 145. (3) Zait 147,

154-5. (4) Videha 147. (5)
spurious 122.

Haryatvata ^86.
Hastiu (1) k 111-12, 146, 217,

260, 273-4. (2) elephant 273.

Hastinapura t 57, 100, 111—13,

117, 132, 137, 169, 172, 236,

260, 273-5, 281, 283, 285,

293-4, 299, 326.

Hema k 147.

Hemacandra k 147.

Hemavarman ^ 128.

Hidimba, Edksasa 290.

Hidimba w 290.

Himalaya mts 242, 266-7, 297-9,

302.

Himavant mts 69.

Hiranyakalipu k 196, 307.

Hiraiiyaksa r 237.

Hiranyanablia, °bhi k 72, 94, 115,

126, 149, 173-4, 274, 316,-

324-5.

HiranyaSrnga 242.

Hiranyastupa r 224.

Hiranyav'arman k 128.

Hittite 300.

Hooghly c 272.

Horse-sacrifice 114, 322.

Hrasvaroman k 147.

Hrdika k 105-6.

icchauti 28, 122.

Idavida m 94.

Idhmavaha r 239, 243.

Iksumatr riv 275.

Iksvaku k (1) 41-2, 75, 84, 88, 95,

145, 203, 255, 257-8, 288. (2)
Vaisali 97. (3)/ 90, 122, 134,

288-9.

Ha k 84, 89, 253-4, 298-9.

Ha pss 58, 84-5, 88-9, 144-5,

217, 253-4, 287, 300.

Ilavilapss 241.

Ilavrta c 298, 300.

Ilinl 111.

Ilusa r 172.

Ilvala asura 240.

India 175.

Indra g 70, 73, 86, 136-7, 157,

196, 222, 300, 307, 324.

Indrabahu r 239.

Indrapramati, °pratima (1) r 127,

205,212,214,322. (2)6322,331.
Indraprastha t 283-5.

Indrasena 111.

Indrasena (1) q 111, 116, 120, 134.

(2) pss 134.

Indrota (1) r 114, 192, 201. {2)k
169-70.

Indus riv 261 : see Sindhu (1).

iraivan 242, 277.

Iran, Iranian, 300-2.

Isiratha k 99.

Itihasa 1, 15, 21-2, 32, 34-6, 54-6.

itivrtta 54.

Jabala w 328.

Jabala (1) r 237. (2) 6 329-30.

Jahnavi {\) patr 136. (2) riv 136,

263.

Jahnu^(l) Kdnyakuhja 7, 99-101,

134, 142, 144, 150, 152, 226-7,

263. (2) Kaurava 113-14, 149.

JaigTsavya r 69, 165, 192.

Jaimini 6 (1) Vydsa’s disciple 21,

174, 192, 320, 322, 324, 331.

(2) Sukarman 173, 322, 324,

331. (3) 325. {‘E)patr9Zl.

Jaimimya Brdhmana 326.

Jain, Jainism 37, 68, 80, 291, 334.

Jaivala y)a<r 328.

Jajali 6 (1) 325, 331. (2) 325.

Jala k 328.

Jamadagni (l) r 8, 73, 151-2, 191,

193, 198-9, 229, 266-7, 270,

312,315. (2)/ 139.

Jamadagnya patr, see Hama Jama-
dagnya.

Janadeva ^ 96, 329-30.

Janaka (1) k 96, 145. (2) others

322,328-30. (3) / 29, 64, 96,

141, 164, 234, 244, 275, 288.

Janaki pa^r 329-30.

Janamejaya k (1) I 130, 144. (2)
II 59, 63, 113-14, 130, 133,

137, 148, 173, 201, 249, 281.

(3) III 52-3, 75, 113-14, 133,
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137, 166, 173, 202, 244, 285,

324, 327-30. (4) S. Pancala

65, 115, 117, 148, 166. (5)

Vaisdli 147. (6) 42. (7) name
130.

Janapida k 89.

Janasthana c 277-8.

Jantu k (1) N. Pancala 116-17,

148, 166, 172, 281. {2)Yddava
146.

Jaiasandha k 76, 119, 149, 167.

224, 278, 282-3, 291.

Jatukarna, °nya r 179, 192, 217,

256, 318, 328.

JayaA:(l) 86. (2) 149.

Jayadhvaja k 71-2, 81, 144, 155,

266.

Jayadratha A (1) 109, 149. (2) 146.

Jayauta t 257.

Jayanti 196.

Jayatsena k (1) 86. (2) 110, 148.

Jimuta ^ 146.

Jina 68.

Jitatman •pr 256.

Jumna 85, 122, 172, 240, 256,

259, 262, 267-8, 275, 281, 288.

293, 298.

Jupiter 187.

Jyamaglia k 146, 174, 269.

Kabandha h 325, 331.

Kaca r 196, 219.

Kahoda 6 328, 330.

KaikasT lo 241.

Kaikeya c and p 109, 164, 174,

264, 278, 293.

Kai^ika (1) pr 102, 146, 272. (2)

/ 272.

Kakseyu ^ 108.

Kakslvant r (1) 158, 161. 163—4,

191, 220, 223-4, 240, 244. (2)
Pajriya 8, 136, 140, 192, 220,

223-4, 227, 232.

Kakudmin k 98.

Kakutstha k 92, 145, 167, 257.

Kakutstha jjair 73, 93, 167.

Kalanala k 145.

Kala-yavana k 93, 250.

Kali age 25, 27, 48, 50, 52-3, 57,

62, 78, 175-6, 178, 313, 334.

Kali 10 69, 118-9, 204, 211, 213.

Kalidasa 37, 121.

Kalindl (1) riv 134. (2) q two

134.

Kalinga (1) k 158, 272. (2) c and

p 16, 109-10, 180-1, 272, 282,

286, 293-4.

Kalki Upapurdna 52.

Kalmasapada k 8, 42, 59, 75, 80,

91-3, 127, 138, 147, 159, 207-

10, 217, 236, 274.

Kalmasangbri A 128.

kalpa 21, 33-4.

Kamala 134.

Kamall pss 151.

Kamaiastra 317.

Kamasutra 317.

Kambalabarhis k 105, 144.

Kamboja c and p 206, 268.

Kampilya (1) k 116. (2) t 113,

117, 164, 166, 274, 281-2.

Kamsa k 67, 105, 148, 167, 171,

280, 282, 291.

Kanaka k 144, 155.

Kanauj, see Kanyakubja.

Kancana ^127.
Kancanaprabha k 99, 127, 144.

Kancanavarman k 128.

Kandarlka h 192, 316-17.

Kanina r 217, 256.

Kantha/or Kanva (4), 226.

KSiithayana for Kanvayana (1),

226.

Kanva (1) r 8, 192, 225-6. (2) r

227. (3) Kdhjapa 191, 227-8,

232, 310. (4) k 226-7. (5)

others 139, 223, 323, 331. (6) /
see Kanva (1).

Kanva / (l) Ahgirasa 66, 123,

169-70, 189-90, 192, 216, 218,

223, 225-8, 246. (2) Vdsistha

190.

Kanvayana (1) / 190, 225. (2)

dynasty 244.

Kanyakubja (1) t 16, 41, 156, 189,

198, 205, 235, 258, 260-1. (2)

dynasty 40, 79, 80, 85, 88, 99-

101, 122-3, 144, 146, 150-2,

226-7, 263, 267, 270, 294.

Kapalamocana firtha 197, 313.

Kapeya 6 23.
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Kapi (1) r 112, 191, 202, 250.

(2) f 225, 245.

Kapibhu r 250.

Kapila (1) ^ 116. (2)6 329. (3)

mythic 271, 329.

Kapila w 329.

Kapileya melr 329.

Kapinjall w 205, 214.

Kapotaroman h 105, 148.

Kapya/112, 248, 250, 327.

Karala k 96.

Karambha ^146.
Karandhama k (1) Vaisdll‘^2, 133,

147, 156-7, 163, 178, 187, 219,

247, 268. (2) Turvasu 89, 108,

133, 146, 156-7.

Karapatha-de^a c 279.

Kardama r 243.

Karisi r 237.

Karkotaka,iVagfa(l)^266.(2)p266.

Karna'^ 67, 133, 149, 167, 282.

Karnaka/230.
Karna^rut r 212.

Karsni pair 213.

Karta, °ti 173, 316, 325.

Kartavirya, see Arjuna (1).

Karusa (1) k 84, 255, 289. (2) c

and p 118-19, 167, 256, 260,

282, 293-4.

Karusa p 255, 258-60, 283, 288.

Ka^a * 101, 145, 247.

Ka^i (1) t 41-2, 70, 85, 142, 168,

220, 258-60, 265, 293, 310.

(2) dynasty 57, 79, 80, 86, 88,

99, 101, 145, 147, 149, 153-5,

164, 180-1, 201, 263, 269-70,

272, 276, 283, 285, 294. (3)

name 130.

Ka^ika A 101.

Ka^ya(l) A; 101, 244. {2)adj.lQA.

KaSyapa {l) prajdpati 185, 188-9,

231. (2) r 188, 191, 200, 307.

KaSyapa/ 23, 186, 188-9, 191-2,

231-4, 304, 310, 327.

KaSyapeya pair 23.

Kasyapika samhitd 23.

Kata, °ti r 191, 235.

Kauberaka gr 242.

KaundiDya/205, 214.

Kaurava / 132, 140, 166, 281-4,

294.

Kau^alya (1) ^ 127. (2) adj, see

Kausalya.

Kausalya (see Hiranyanabha) 72,

94, 127, 173, 324-5.

Kausalya q 103, 275.

Kau^ambi t 118, 270, 282, 285,

294.

Kaulika (1) patr 152. (2) k 103.

(3) for Kaisika 103.

Kau^ika / (1) Ahgirasa 224. (2)

Vaisvdmitra 235-7, 241-2.

Kau^ikl riv 232, 237.

Kausitaki (1) Brdhmana 326. (2)

b 328.

Kausurubindi h 328.

Kauthuma pa<}’ 173, 325.

KautilTya ArtbaSastra 17, 34, 54-5.

Kautilya b 54-5.

Kavasa r 172-3.

Kavaseya jjair 173.

Kaveil riv (1) south 135. {2)ioest

135.

Kaverl q 134-5.

Kavi r 185, 188, 193-5, 312.

Kavya r 18, 19, 194, 312.

Kekaya (1) k 109, 145. (2) c and

p 109, 264, 276, 327, 330.

Ken riv 259, 269, 281.

Kerala (1) k 108. (2) c and p
108, 278, 292-3.

Ke^idhvaja k 95.

Ke^inT q 156, 226.

Ketava b 323.

Ketumant k (1) 145. (2) 147.

Kevala ^147.
Khagana k 129.

Khallya b 322.

Khandikya k 95-6.

Khaninetra k 147.

Khanitra A: 1 45.

Kliara jar 241.

Khatvanga k 39, 69, 93-4, 147,

207, 232, 274-5.

Kimpurusa ja and c 186, 254, 297,

300.

Kinnara j) 186.

Kirata (l)p 132. (2)6 132.

Kirtiraja, °rata k 128, 147.

Kirtiratha A; 147.

Kirtti ^{; 64.

Kirttimati w 64-5, 69, 204, 213.
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Kiskinclha c 278, 288.

Kitu/225.
Kola (1)^108. (2)cl08.
Kosala c 173, 275-6, 278-9.

Kosala, Daksina c 278-9.

Kosi riv 232, 237.

Krama, Kramapatha 317.

Kranta = Karta, 173, 325.

Kratha (1) k 103, 146, 168, 272.

(2)/ 272.

Kratu(l)^ 128. (2) r 185-6, 243.

Krivi c 274.

Krmi k 109.

Krmila t 109, 264.

Krmilasva ^116.
Krostr k (1) 87, 102, 105. (2) for

Vrsni 105.

Krostii k (1) 87-8, 103, 105, 144.

{2) for Vrsni 103, 105.

Kppa r 116, 192, 223-4.

KrpI w 116, 223-4.

Kr^a^va ^147.
Krsna r (1) Vyasa 9, 21, 131, 192,

204,211,213,330. (fl) Suka's

son 204, 213-14. (3) Harlta

131. if) Devaki-putraX^iX. (5)

/ 204, 214, 328. (6) namo
328.

Krsna k 25, 32, 45, 52-3, 57, 67,

74, 93, 104, 106-7, 131, 133,

135, 148, 166, 176-7, 179, 229-

30, 250, 269, 280, 282-4, 291,

306, 328.

Krsnaiiga / 220.

Krta (1) DvimldJia 72, 94, 115,

148, 173, 274, 316, 325. (2)

Videha 128. (3) Kaurava 149.

Krta age 48, 165, 175—8, 313,

315.

Krtadharma ^ 86.

Krtadhvaja k 95.

Krtaksana ^ 143, 149, 330.

Krta^armau k 69.

Krtavarman k 104-5, 280.

KrtavTi'ya ^ (1) 141-2, 144, 151—2,

*197, 265. (2) 141.

Krteyu ^ 128.

Krti A (1) Dvimldha 173. (2) Vi-

deha 96. (3) 86.

Krtvl q 64-5, 70, 164.

Ksatradharma, °man k 86, 88.

Ksatravrddha ^ 85-6, 88, 101, 145,

201, 258.

ksatrij'an brahmans 120, 123, 189,
’

202, 243-51, 275, 303, 310-11,

314.

ksatropeta dvijataj'ah 243-4, 246,

248.

Ksema ^147.
Ksemadhanvan k 127, 149.

Ksemaka, Rdksasa 153-4, 263.

Ksemari ^149.
Ksemya k 148.

Ksupa k 42, 145.

Kubera g 241-2.
Kuksi r 231.

Kukura (1) k 104-5, 148, 280.

(2)

/ 104-5, 280, 294.

Kulajit ^128.
Kuli k 130.

Kulya k 108.

Kumbha-janman, °sambhava, °yoni

r 238-9.

Kumbhakarna, Rdksasa 241.

Kumudadi h 325.

Kundala 127.

Knndapayin / 231.

Kundin(l) r 216. (2)/205, 214,

216.

Kundina r 214, 216-17, 238-9.

Kundina, “nagara t 269.

Kundineyaf 205, 214.

Kuni r 250.

Kuni k 130.

Kunin, °mti r 205, 214.

Kunti k (l) 144. (2) 146.

Kunti q 167, 229.

Kui-ma Purana 14, 81.

Kuru (1) ^ 7, 76, 78, 110-13, 118, I

132, 148, 172, 211, 274, 281,
]

313. (2)/113, 132, 167, 180-1, ‘

274, 281, 283-6, 294, 326, 330.

(3) p, see Uttara Kurus. *

Kurujahgala c 76, 281. ?

Kuruksetra c 76, 200, 262, 268,
j

281,’ 313, 326.
j

Kuruhga 133. ‘

Kuru-Pancala p 285-6, 326.
'

KuruSravana A; 172. •<

KuSa k (1) Kdnyakvhja 99, 144,

264. (2) Cedi 118. (3) Ayodhyd

149, 170-1,279. (4) name 130.
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Kusadhvaja h 95, 275.

Ku^agra h 149.

Ku^amba ^118.
KuSanabba h 255.

Ku^astbali t (1) Dvdraka 98, 265,

279, 288-9. (2) 279.

Ku^a^va ^144.
Ku^ika (1) k 41, 99, 144, 152,

194, 236. (2)/ 208, 235-7.

ku^Ilava 279.

Kii^in r 205.

Ku^Iti(l)r 205,214. (2)6 214,324.

KusTtin h 324—5, 331.

Kutbumi h 324, 331.

Kusmanda/ 220.

Kutsa r (1) Angirasa 190, 224.

{2) Bhdrgava l°iQ. (3)212.
KuvalaSva k 9, 145, 260.

Kuvalaya^va k 269, 292.

Laksmana^ 277—9.

Lalittba ^118.
Langali h 324-5, 331.

Langaladhvaja 76.

Lanka t 240, 266, 277-8.

Laugaksi h 324, 331.

Lauhi ^ 146, 156, 267,

Lauhitya riv 71.

laukika 21, 46.

Lava ^ 171, 279.

Lavana^r 122, 170-1, 279,291.
Likhita r 69, 165, 192.

Linga Purana 14, 81.

Lohita r 237.

Lokaksi 6 324.

Lomagayani 6 325, 331.

Lomaharsana = Eoma°, 21.

Lomaharsanika samhitd 23.

Lomapada k (1) Anga 42, 147, 233.

(2) Yadava 38, 103, 272.

Loma^a r 192.

Lopamudra pss 38, 59, 75, 168-9,

191, 239-40.

Lunar race 84, 99, 288.

Madayanti q 208-9.

Madhava^a^^•(l) 66, 140, 170, 262,

276, 279, 291, 294. (2) °vl 142.

Madhu (1) k 66, 122, 146, 170, 275,

289, 291. (2) amra 66. (3)/276.

I

Madhucchandas r 8, 142, 191, 235,

I

237, 312.

I

Madhuka h 329-30, 332.

lladhura t 266.

Madhu-vana 122, 170.

Madhva 289.

Madbyade^a c 87, 153, 155, 199,

257-8, 260, 269, 286, 296, 304,
'

310, 314.

j
Madhyamdina h 323, 331.

I Madia, °draka (1) ^ 109. (2)cand

i p 109, 174, 264, 279, 293,

I
297.

MadrI q 105, 107.

Magadha c and j? 16, 39, 52-3, 57,

78, 114, 118-19, 149, 167, 179,

182, 220, 265, 276, 281-2, 286,

291, 293-4.

Magadha (l)a(7j 180, 265, 283. (2)

bard 16-18, 55. (3) caste 16-18,
55.

magic 308-10.

Mahabbarata 22-3, 33, 49, 50, 82,

201 .

Mahabhauma k 110, 148.

mahabbiseka 162.

Maba-Bhoja 105.

Mahadhrti A 147.

Mahamanas k 87, 109, 145, 264.

Mabant ^ 115, 146.

Mahapadma k 179-82, 286-7.

Maharoman k 147.

mabarsi 26, 29, 305, 315.

Maha^ala k 145, 264.

Mahavirya (1) k 145. (2) jjr 112,

248, 250.

Mahendra mts 200.

Mahisa m 263.

Mahismant k 144, 263.

Mahismatl t 153, 156, 242, 257,

262-3, 266, 280, 288.

Mabodaya ^ 16.

Mainaka mt 69.

Maithila 95-6, 180-1, 286.

Maitrabarbaspatya 216.

Maitravaruna, °ni r (1) Vasistha

212, 214-17, b8-9. (2) Agas-
tya 238-40.

Maitreya(l) k 116, 146, 251. (2)
r 192, 202. (3) others 251.

(4)/ 116, 251.
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Makandl t 113, 274.

MalatT 134.

Malaya mts 71, 240.

Maliii m 241.

Maliiu (l) t 272. (2) name 134.

Malwa c 263, 279.

Malyavant m 241.

Mamata w 158, 220.

Mamateya r 158, 162.

Maiia r 240.

mana 319.

Manasvim q 134.

Manasyu k 110, 144.

Manava (V) patr and race 84, 289-

90,305,312. (2) ‘man’ 289.

MandakinI riv 297.

Mandara r 240.

Mandarya r 240.

Mandhata island and t 153, 262.

MSndhatr k 6, 7, 25-6, 39-42, 56,

72-4, 76, 80, 83-4, 93, 111,

127, 133-4, 141, 145, 150, 167,

171, 178, 217, 219-20, 224, 244,

246, 261-3, 268, 272, 292,304,
312.

Mandukeya b 322, 331.

Manes, see Pitrs.

Manikundala 127.

Manivahana k 118.

Manslaughter 43-4.

Mantra 27, 311, 315, 320, 332.

Manu (1) Svayamhlmva 184. (2)

others 47.

Manu Vaivasvata 42, 58, 75, 79,

81-2, 84, 88, 89, 92, 96-8,

144-5, 175, 193-4, 217, 246,

253-4, 258, 287-90, 300, 308,

311-12.

manusa, manusya, 46-7.

Manva race2S9, 292, 295-6, 304-5,

307, 310-13, 319-20.

manvantara 36, 175, 178, 217.

Manya r 216, 239-40.

Manyu r 133, 212.

Maratha p 271.

Marici r 185, 188-9.

Marka r 191, 196, 203.

Markanda r 202-3.

Markandeya r 64, 67, 178, 196,

202-i
Markandeya Parana 14, 82.

Marttikavata t 104-5, 279, 284,
294.

Marttikavataka, °tika 280.

Maru^(l) 48, 93-4, 149. (2) 147.

Marut g 63, 159, 163.

Maruta A; 1 18.

Marutta k (l) Vaisall 7, 38-42,

97, 133, 147, 156-7, 163, 219,

241,268,289,305. {2)Turvasu

108, 133, 146, 156-7, 272.

(3) Yddava 144. (4) 86.

Mary^a, name, 134.

Mata k = Maru 48, 94.

Matahga ^151.
Mathailya ^118.
Mathava A; 311.

Mathura t 167, 170-1, 211, 266,

279, 281-2, 291, 294.

Matinara k 83, 110, 129, 134, 144,

150, 225, 264.

Matsya (1) ^ 118-19. (2) c and j?

56, 118-19, 276, 281-3, 293-4.

(3) /s/i 36, 56. (4) 215.

Matsya Parana 14, 44—5, 50-3,

77, 79-81, 201, 334.

Maudgalayana/ 202.

Maudgalya (1) r 116, 171, 192.

(2) others 251. (3) / 172, 245,

251, 275.

Mauneyap 262.

Mavella ^118.
Mavellaka^; 118.

mayamoha 68.

Medhatithi r (1) 192, 223, 225-7.

(2) 8, 227. (3) Gautama 222.

medicine-man 308-9, 319.

Mekala hills 269.

Mekala tl 269.

Mena w 69, 70.

Menaka (1) a^s 135. (2)g' 116,135.

'Ylercxxvj planet 187.

Meru mt 206, 257, 297.

Midnapur c 272.

Mliiaratha k 149.

Mitadhvaja ^95.
Mitanni p 300.

Mithi k 96, 145, 258.

Mithila t 57, 96, 258, 289.

Mitra g 63, 205, 214-15, 217,

238-9, 254, 300.

Mitrasaha k 42, 59, 75, 147, 207.
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li Mitravaruna r (1) Vasistha 205,

214-17. (2) Agastya 238, 240.

Mitrayu (1) k 115—16, 146, 192,

251. (2)r23.
Mitrajyotis 86.

Mitreyu r 202.

mlecciia 108, 235, 260, 264, 286,

291.

Moda b 325.

Monghyr < 158.

Mongolian 292.

Mon-Khmer^ 295.

Monogamy 328.

Moon, see Soma 187, 288.

Mrkanda, °da r 203.

i Mrllka r 212.

mrta-sanjlvani 195.

Mrttikavatl t 269, 279.

j

Mucukunda k 41-2, 93, 176, 217,

246, 262-3.

Mudgala (1) k 116, 120, 146, 169,

171-2, 230, 251, 275. (2) /
170-1,225,251. (3)5 322.

Mulaka k 94, 147, 152, 274.

mula-samhita 23.

Mulika 204.

Munda p 295, 297.

Muni k 149.

muni 62.

Muuja 133.

Munjake^a 5 325, 331.

Murtimant k 264.

mythology 63.

Nabhaga k 84-5, 92, 98, 129, 246,

255-6, 258, 288.

Nabhaga (1) k 92, 98, 147. (2)

patr 41, 98. (3) / 98, 143,

260.

Nabhagadista A: 98.

Nabhaganedifita k 255.

Nabhagansta k 255.

Nabhagi (1) 40. (2) 39, 273.

Nabhagodista k 84, 255.

Nabhaka 129, 255.

Nabhaka r 246.

Nabhanedistha k 84, 88, 96, 98,

145, 255-6, 312.

Nabhas k 149.

Naciketa 5 327.

Naciketas 5 327.

Naga (1) p 262, 266, 268-9, 285,

290. (2) name 130.

Nagasahvaya t 260, 273.

Nahusa k (1) 41-2, 61, 69, 70, 73,

85-6, 88-9, 136, 142, 144-5,

187, 194, 197, 211, 223, 238,

244, 258, 304-6. (2) 136, 223.

(3) wrong 92.

Nahusa patr 39, 142, 197, 217,

258.

Naidhruva, °vi/ 231, 234.

Naigama 5 323.

Naimisa /oresi 67, 143, 201, 305,

313!

Nairrta 242.

Naksatra-kalpa 325.

Nakulapr 282.

Nala ^,(1) Ayodhyd 130, 133, 149.

(2) SankJiana 94. (3) Naisadha

39, 91, 130, 133, 169, 272-3.

(4) Kukura 105, 148.

Nalakubara m 241.

nama^udra caste 290.

Namuci asura 307.

Nanda (1) k 280-7. (2) / 179,

183.

Nandana /ores< 297.

Nandanodaradundubhi k 75, 105.

Nandayanlya h 323.

Nandivardhana k 145.

Nara (1) pr 112, 161, 191, 221,

248. (2) 147.

Narada r 189.

Narbada, see Narmada, 153.

narl-kavaca 152.

Narisyanta k (1) Mdnava 84, 217,

255-6. (2)FaiiaZi 147,241, 256.

Narmada (1) riv 68-9, 80, 135,

153, 156,' 197, 199, 241, 257,

262, 265-6, 269, 277, 288-9,

304. (2)^ 69,80,134-5,262.
Nasatyas g 300.

Nava \ 109.

Navarastra c 109, 264.

Nemi k — Nimi (1) 95, 257.

Nidhruva, °vi r 192, 231, 233.

Nighna (1) k 94. (2)^r 107.

Nikumbha (1) ^ 89, 145. (2) 263.

Nlla(l)^ 111-12, 116, 146. {2)f
205, 214.
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Nimi k (1) Videha 84, 88, 95, 145,

203,215,257,305. {2)Vidarhlia

42, 168.

Nimi r 229.

Nipa (1) k 92, 115, 117, 148, 164,

166,280. (2) 92. (3) / 117,

166, 281.

nirukta 30, 323.

Nirvrti ^146.
Nisada p 276, 290.

Nisadha (1) ^ 91, 149. (2) c 273.

non-Aila, non-Aryan 306-9, 311-

14, 319-20.

Northei'n Kurus, see Uttara Kurus.
Nrga k (1) Mdnava 255-6. (2)
Au^nara 109, 261. (3) 256.

(4) 257, 261.

Nrpanjaya k 148.

Odyssey 49.

Oghavant ^ 256.

Orissa c 200, 272, 292-3.

Oudh c 288, 296, 299.

pada 23-4.

Padapatha 317.

Padma Purana 14, 44, 49, 50, 77,

79.

Padminl 134.

Pahlava p 206, 268.

Paijavana 120, 207, 209.

Paila r (1) 21, 192, 225, 320, 322,

331. (2) 225.

Paingya 6 329.

Paitamaharsi 185.

Pajra 223.

Pajriya r 136, 192, 223, 227, 232.

Paka^asana y 152.

paksa 202, 225, 234.

Pampa lake 278.

Pancajana k 115—17, 120.

panca janah, see Five peoples.

Pancala (1) name 75, 132. (2) c

and p 57, 100, 132, 172, 180-1,

274-5, 279, 293,295,326, 328,

330. (3) North 2, 41, 78, 112-

13, 115-16, 120, 126, 166, 169-

71, 207, 224, 275-6, 280-3,

286, 294, 299. 311. (4) South

65, 92, 112-13, 117, 166-7,

170, 280-3, 285, 294,316-17.
Pancala, °lya 316-17, 327.

panca-laksana 36.

Panca^ikha b 57, 324, 329-30, 332.

Pancavim^a Brdhmana 326, 332.

Paficika 6 316.

Pandava / 52, 57, 70, 110, 113,

ii9, 130-2, 141, 148, 166,

176-7, 224-5, 229, 233, 238,

282-4, 294, 318, 327, 329-30.
Pandu k 69, 132, 159, 282, 284.

Pandya (l) k 108. (2) c and p
168, 240, 278, 292-3.

Panini 237.

Panjab 87-8, 261-2, 264, 276,

283, 285-6, 288, 293-4, 296,

298-9, 302, 312-14.

Pannagari h 323, 331.

Para k 17^.

Para k (1) 146. (2) 148.

Paraday) 206, 268.

paramarsi 315.

Paramesthin 113.^

Parasara r (1) Sdktya%, 1^2, 204.,

207-14. (2) Sdgara 9, 26, 69,

192, 212-14, 251, 329. (3)/
205, 329. (4) others 322, 325,

331.

I Para^arya yjair 9, 213, 325, 331.

Para^u-Eama 199 : see Eaina Jama-
dagnya.

Paravasu r 224, 237.

Paravrt k 102, 146, 268.

Paiiksit k (1) I 113-14, 130, 133,

148, 173. (2) II 52-3, 114,

130, 133, 166, 179, 182,284-5,

327, 329-30. (3) Ayodhyd 95,

114.

Parlkslta k = Paiiksit 113-14.

Pariksita, °tiya 59, 114, 139,

17^ 201, 249.

Paripatra k 94, 114, 149.

Pariyatra hills 299.

Parna^a riv 279.

Partha^ravasa pair 28.

Parucchepa r 192, 251.

Paruccbepi yjair 192.

Parusnl riv 172, 281.

Parvata r 189.

ParvatT g 31, 58, 70, 263.
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Past, the 52-4, 57.

Patallputra ^ 92.

PataScala b 327, 330.

Patanjali b 325, 331.

Pathya (l)/202. (2) b 325, 331.

Pathya w 289.

Patna i 288.

Paul 11.

Paula name 130.

Paulaha 2)atr 243.

Paulastya / (1) 190, 235, 241-2.

(2) Bhdrgava 190.

Paumsayaiia pair 166.

paurana 26.

Pauranika (1) 25-9, 55. (2) official

55. (3) mentioned in Puranas

17, 26, 55.

Pauianikottama 25.

Paurava (1) race 25, 40, 52-3,

78-9, 87-9, 109-12, 124, 140,

144-9, 156, 163-7, 170, 172,

180-2, 220, 225, 243, 245, 261,

272, 274. 281, 292-4, 304,

306,310-311,314,330. (2)^
146.

Paurorava 78. 101.

Paurukutsa, °tsya pair (1) 73,

168-9. (2)°sI152.

Paururava jjair 78, 101.

Pauspindya, °spinji, °syanji b 173-4,
322, '324-5, 331.

'

Pavanapura i 323.

Payu r 192, 201.

Persia, Persian 271, 302.

Peshwa 244.

Pijavana k 116-17, 120, 223, 251,

280.

Pippalada b 325, 331.

PiSacay) 186, 290.

Pitp-kanya 69, 70, 86, 196, 213.

pitr-mant 47.

Pitps Forefathers 25, 45—8, 69, 70,

213, 319.

Pitp-vam^a 69.

Pitrvartin A 165.

Plv'arl w 69, 204, 213.

Plaksa name 133.

Plaksa-dvipa 175.

Playogiyja^r 8.

Polyandry 328.

Prabha q (1) 85. (2) 156.

Prabhakara r 66, 188, 191, 228—9,
304-5.

Prabhasa t 261, 276.

Prabhu r 204, 214.

Prabhusuta h 1 29.

Pracetas (1) k 108, 146. (2) r

192.

Pracetasa pair 202.

Praclnasala b 327-8, 330.

Praclnayoga b 325, 331.

Pracinayogya b 327, 330, 332.

PrScinvant k 144, 260.

Pradve^i w 220.

Pradyota/179, 181-2, 286-7.

Prad3mmna ^149.
Pragatba r 227.

Pragjyotisa c and p 292.

Prablada asura 195.

Praiyamedha patr 299.

Prajani k 97, 145.

prajapati 188-9.

prakriya 24.

Prama'^ti (1) k 97, 139, 147, 164.

(2) r 197, 201.

Pramoda k 126, 145.

Pramiu k (1) 84, 255. (2) 145.

Prasena ^ 107.

Prasenajit k 42, 83—4, 126-7, 145,

150.

Praskanva r 226-7.

Prastoka k 169—70, 222.

Prasu^ruta k 93-5, 129, 149.

Pratardana (1) k 7, 42, 101, 133,

142-3, 147, 152-5, 162, 164,

168, 200, 269-71. (2) r 133,

192, 251.

Pratldar^a k 249.

Pratiksatra ^ (1) 86. (2) 105.

pratiloma 17, 18, 309.

Pratimbaka, “tindhaka, °tinvaka k

128, 147.

Pratipa k 65, 89, 148, 165-6, 252,

282.

Pratipeya, °plya y5a^r 166.

Pratiratha k 225-6.

pratisarga 36.

Pratistbana t 85, 197, 255, 258-9,

273 ', 288-9, 294-6.

Prativindhya name 130.

Pratvasa 230.

Piatj^agraba A 118, 149.

A a2465
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Pratyusa 233.

Pravahana k 328, 330.

Pravira k (1) 110, 144. (2) 89.

Prayaga t 85, 240, 255, 276-7, 279,
281.

Priyamedha (1) r 226. (2)/ 245.
Proti h 328.

PrsadaSva ^98.
Prsadhra (1) pr 84, 194, 254-6.

(2) r 227.

Pysata k 65, 116-17. 148, 155,

166, 172, 224, 274, 282-3.
Prini ^107.
Prthi = Prthu (1) 202.

Prthu k (1) Vainya 16, 17, 39-41,

202, 290. (2) Ayodhya 145.

(3) S. Pancdla 148. (4) 107.

(5) 205, 214.

Prthu r 214.

Prthulaksa k 149.

Prthusena A 146.

Prthu^ravas ^ 144.

Pythya/ 202.

Pulaha r 185-6, 243.

Pulastya r 185-6, 241-2.

Pulinda^ 290.

Puloman asura 193.

Punarvasu ^ 105, 148.

Pundarika (1) k 149. (2) b 316.

Pundra (1) k 158, 272. (2) c and

^ i09, 235, 272, 282, 293.

Punyajana Rdksasa 98, 265.

Purandara 136.

pura-kalpa 33.

Parana 1, 5, 6, 15, 21, 29-39, 43-

51, 54-8, 62, 217, 326, 334.

Purana-sarhhita 23.

Purana-jna, °vacaka, °vetty 2 5-9, 32

.

Parana-veda 30.

Purana-vid 25-6.

Puranic brahmans 29-32, 36-7,

49, 57, 71, 77, 160, 321, 334.

puranika 25.

Puranjaya ^ 145.

puratana 27, 35.

pura-vid 25, 27.

Purika t 262.

Purnabhadra r 233.

Puru (1) k 12, 42, 61, 87-8, 101,

110, 122, 144, 259-60. (2) /
87, 134, 139, 169, 172, 281.

Purudvant ^146.
Purujanu, '’jati k 116, 146.

Purukutsa k (1) Ayodhya 69, 70,

80 89, 91, 93, 133-4, 145, 150,

152, 246, 262. {2) Bhdrata 133,

169-70. (3) 249.

Purumidha, °mllha^ 112, 230, 316.
Pururavas k 38, 41-2, 71, 85,

88-9, 99, 101, 135, 144-5, 211,

254-5, 258, 287-8,294, 297-8,
300-1, 305, 307, 309, 311-13.

Puruvasa k 146.

Purvatithi r 230.

Puskara pr (1) Bharata’s son 132,

278. (2) Nala’s brother 132.

(3) 132.

Puskara (1) t 132, 206, 313. (2)
continent 132.

Puskaramalin A 328.

Puskaravati t 278.

Puskarin pr 112.

Puspapura i 92.

Puspavant ^149.
Puspotkata m 241.

Pusya k 149.

Putakratu k 169—70.

putra 328.

Rada b 325.

Radha w 135.

RSghavapatr 140.

Raghu ^ (1) 91-2, 94, 121, 126-7,

140, 147, 275. (2) 94.

Raghuvam^a 91-4, 121.

Rahampati A 129.

Rahu 85.

Rahugana r 224, 311, 326.

Raibhya r (1) Visvdmitra 224, 231,

237. (2) Kdiyapa 231, 234,

237.

Raivata ^98.
Rajadhideva k 105.

Rajagyha t 282.

rajasuya 10, 11, 206.

Rajeya/86, 88.

Raji k 85-6, 88.

Rajputana desert 205, 260, 293,

299, 313.

Rajyavardhana ^ 97.

Raksas 196, 208—9.
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Raksasa 13,82, 98, 153-4, 170-1,

176-7, 186, 208, 211. 235,

241-2,263, 265, 269-70, 276-8,

290-1, 295, 307-8, 314, 319.

Rama h Ddsarathi 6, 7, 13, 26,

39-42, 65, 71-2, 90-1, 93, 121,

131, 140, 147, 164, 170-1,

176-8, 199, 200, 207, 211,

229, 236, 276-9, 288, 291,

314.

Eama r Jdmadaqnya 8, 39, 67-8,

71-3, 131, 140, 151-2, 176-8,

188, 191, 193-4, 199, 200, 210,

232, 237-8, 265-7, 270-1,274,

279, 304.

Rama ( 1 )
Balardma 131. (2) others

131.

Ramacandra ^199.
Ramagiri mt 278.

Rama-tirtha 200.

Ramayana (1) 33, 82, 90-3, 202,

276, 279. (2) Purdtana 276.

Rambha k 85-6, 88.

Ranayaiilya b 324, 331.

Rantideva k 25-6, 39-42, 112,

211, 217, 248-9, 274, 276.

Rantinara k 129, 134, 225.

Rastravardhana ^147.
Rathavara A; 146.

Rathavlti k 230.

Rathitara (1) k 98, 246. (2) b

322-3. (3)/85, 98,225, 246-7.

Ratinara ^ 8^
Raudra^va k 89, 109-10, 135, 144,

228, 304.

Raumabarsani 31.

Ravana k (1) 263, 276. (2) 242,

266, 276. (3) 176, 179, 241,

263, 277-8, 291.

Ravana name 242.

Ravi riv 1 72, 281.

Rbhu 218.

rc 23, 30, 55, 316-17.

Rceyu k 110, 144.

Rcika r 8, 68, 134, 140, 151-2,

191, 193, 197-8, 265-6.

Rebha r 192, 232-3.

Rebhya r 231
Renu(l) k 151, 199. (2) r 191,

235.

Renuka^ss 151, 198.

. A

Reva k 98. >

Revatl w 135.

Rewa t 256, 259, 272, 288.

Rhodes, °desia 132, 137.

Rigveda 1, 2, 54, 63, 253, 297,

299, 300, 317-18, 320-2,
331.

Rishis (1) Seven 48. (2) Mdnava
289. (3) Ddnava 304. (4)
general 4, 48, 62-3, 315, 328.

Rista k 255.

Rjiivan r 161, 191, 221-2.

Rksa k (1) I 90, 111-12, 130, 146,

168-70, 172, 275. (2) II 110,

114-15,130,148. 1^^) N. Pan-
cdla 116, 146. (4) 132.

Rksa mts 262-3, 369.

Rnamcaya k 230.

RocamSna k 98.

Rohida^va ^143.
Robin! 135.

Rohita, °ta^va k 59, 70-1, 91-2,

127, 147, 151-2, 155,206, 219,

266.

Rohitapura < 266.

Romabarsana 21-5, 29, 31, 35, 54.

Roma^a q 224.

Rsabha k (1) 41. (2) 249. (3)
Magadha 119, 149. (4) name
133. (5) r 191, 235.

rsigana 48, 186.

rsTka 315.

rsi-putraka 315, 325.

Rstisenajjr 148, 165-6.

Rsya^rnga r 164, 192, 233, 314.

Rta k 128, 149.

Rtadhvaja k 269.

Rtatbya r 223.

Rteyu ^128.
Rtujit k 128, 149.

Rtuparna k 91, 147, 169.

Rucipss 197, 304.

Ruciradhi r 249.

Rucira^va ^146.
Rudra g 37, 81.

Rukmakavaca k 146.

Rukmaratha A; 115, 148.

Rukmin k 269, 280.

Ruksa b 225.

Ruru r 201.

Ruruka k 147, 155.

2
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RuSacla^vn ^143.
Eu4adgu h 144.

Ru^adratlia h 145.

Riisangu r 205, 260.

Sahara, p 235.

Saiuya y’ (1) Yadava 105-7. (2)

Angirasa 112, 248-9.

Sai^ireya h 322, 331.

Saiva itihdsa 36.

Saivya 174.

Saka;j 206-7, 256, 267.

Sakalya b 322-3, 331-2.

Sakapuni, °purna b 322-3, 331.

Sakti ?• (1) Vdsistha 67, 131, 133,

138, 184, 192,204, 207-9,211-

12, 214, 236-7, 249. {2) Angi-
rasa 131, 249.

4aktis 37.

Saktra, “treya^air 209.

Saktri = Sakti (1) 207.

Saktya^a^r 192, 211-12, 249.

Sakuni k (1) Yadava 146. (2)

Videha 95, 130, 133, 149. (3)

257.

Sakuntala g 71, 99, 100, 112, 136,

141, 174, 191, 227, 230, 232,

236, 272.

Sala (1) k 222. (2) pr 247.

Salankayana / 237.

Salihotra b 325.

Salva c and

p

198, 279, 290.

Samba, see Samba.

Sambara asura 306.

Sambhu r 204, 214.

Samin k 105.

4amsanti 28.

Sam^apayana, °ui b 23.

Sam^apayanika samhitd 23.

Samyu r 187, 191, 221.

Sanda r 191-6.

Sandila ? r 233.

Sandili r 232,

Sandilya/ 192, 231-4.

Sankara 66.

Sankha r 69, 133, 165, 192.

Sankhana k 92-4, 129, 149.

Santa yjss 164, 233.

Santanu k 7, 65, 69, 89, 134, 136,

148, 165-6, 211, 213, 223-4,
252, 282.

Santi-kalpa. 325.

Saradvant r (1) 158, 191, 221.

(2) 116, 192, 221-2.

Sara-vana 253.

Sarmin r 240.

Sarmistha
, 290.

Sarutha ^ 89, 108, 129.

Saryata, °ti k 74, 84-5, 88, 97-8,

102, 142, 194, 196, 255-7, 289,

,
304.

Saryata (1) k 289, 312. (2) /79,
81, 97-8, 102, 143, 197, 265,

267, 288-9, 304.

Sa^abiudava 261-2.

Sa^abindu (1) k 7, 25, 27, 39, 40,

141,144,150,261. (2)/ 261.

(3) name 130.

Sa^ada k 75, 84, 88, 92, 145, 203,

,
257.

Sa^vata ^130.

Satabalaka b 323, 331.

Satadyumna k 42, 149, 171-2.

Satajit k 88, 144.

Satananda r 64, 222-3.

Sataiuka k 330.

Satapatha Brahmatm 58, 326.

Sataratha k 94, 147,

Sata^ilaka r 69.

Satayatu r 192, 209, 215.

Satmghatin ^ 279.

Satrughna k 65, 170-1, 211, 279.

Satrujit ^ 269.

Satrunjaya k 224.

Sauceya b 327.

Saulkayani 6 325.

Saunaka / (1) Bhdrgava 201-2,

247. (2) Atreya^ 114, 192,

247. (3) others 325, 327, 331.

Saurasena 110.

Sauri pair 1 40.
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Sauridyu 6 325.

Sighra k 93, 149.

Siksa 317.

Sineyu k 144.

Sini (1) k 106-7. (2) p- 112,

248-9.

Siiunaga / 179, 182, 286-7.

Si4upala ^ 119, 149, 166.

Siva g 31, 37, 58, 70, 185, 195,

230, 253-4, 263, 318.

^iva » 264, 281.

Siva Purana 8 1

.

^ivapura t 264.

Sivi (1) k 7, 39-42, 109, 142-3,

145,264,312. (2) 109, 174,

264, 281, 293-4.

Sonasva ^ 105.

^raddha 229.

Sravasta k 145, 260.

SravastI t 137, 260, 279.

Sresthabhaj r 191, 210.

Srideva k 103.
r

Srngavaut r 237.

Srngaverapura < 276.

Srngiputra b 325.

Sruta^ (1) 127, 149. (2) 147.

^ruta 19 f, 78.

^mtarsi 25, 29, 315.

Srutarvan k (1) 8, 133, 168. (2)

133, 168.

^rutasena y?r 113-14.

Srutayus k (1) 94. (2) 149.

^ruti 19 f, 30, 78.

^ruti-sammita 30.

^ruyate, °yante 21.

4udi'a caste 290.
/

Suka (1) r Vydsa’s son 64-5, 69,

70, 131, 133, 136, 164, 192, 204,

213, 224, 320, 330. (2) Brah-
madatta’s grandfather 64—5, 131,

164,213. (3)jpr 256.

Sukra (1) r, see U^anas-Sukra.

(2) r Jahdla 131. (3) 'planet

131, 188.

Suktimatl (1) riv 259, 269, 281.

(2) t 281.

Sunaliotra (1) 161, 221. (2) r

201 .

Sunah^epa r 10, 11, 59, 60, 64, 71,
73,' 151, 191, 198, 206, 219, 235,

,
238, 312.

Sunaka (1) r 201. (2) 201,247.

Sura k Haihaya 266. (2) Vrsni

,
106-7, 148. (3) 105.

Surasena k (l) Haihaya 71, 171,

266. (2) Satrughna’s son 110,

,
170-1, 279.

Surasena (1) c ancZp 65, 92, 170-1,

180-1, 211, 266, 279, 286, 293.

, (2)/ 270.

Surpanakha pss 241, 277.

Surparaka c 200.

SutudrI riv 236 : see Sutlej.

Svaikna 249.

Svaphalka jj?- 106-7.

Sveni k 103.

Sveta (1) k 103. (2)/ 204, 214.

(3) name 130.

Svetaketu r 317, 328, 330, 332.

Svetaki k 229.

Svikna p 249.

Syama/ 204, 214.

Syaniayaui b 323-4, 331.

Syava^va r 192, 23^0.

Sanda, Sandlia = Sanda.

Soda^arajika 39, 309.

Sabhaksa pr 107.

Sabhanara k 145.

sacrifice 32, 308-11, 314-16.
Sadhvamsa r 227.

Sagara (l) k 6-8, 19, 38-40, 59,

60, 68, 71, 113, 123, 140, 147,

153-7, 162, 164, 168-9, 176-7,

194, 199, 200, 206, 213, 265,

267-73, 278, 292, 315, 329.

(2) r 192, 213.

Sagara pa<r 192, 204, 212-13.

sagara ocean 271.

sagaranupa 205.

Sabadeva k (1) N. Pahcdla 7, 41,

116, 120, 139, 148, 172, 236,

249, 281. (2) Magadha 52,

149, 167. (3) Vaisall 147. (4)

Panidava 282. (5) 86. (6) name
130.'
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Sahadevya 139, 222.

Sahanja k 144, 263.

SahaSjani t 263.

8ahasrabahu ^76.
SahasrSda A; 87.

Sahasrajit k 42, 87-8, 144.

Sahasra^va A: 94.

Saiiasrapad 76.

Sahasvant^ 149.

Saheth MahethpZ 260.

Sahisnu r 243.

Saindhavayana (1) / 237. (2) h

325, 331.

Saitya 249.

salt 299.

Samamada 56.

samaii 55, 173-4, 316-17, 324-5.

Samantapaucaka 200.

Samara k \\7, 148.

samasena 89.

Samaveda 54, 173, 320, 324-6,
331-2.

Samba 45, 52-3, 148.

Sambhava k 149.

Sambhuta k 70, 145, 246.

Samhata^va ^145.
Samhitavidhi 325.

Sammada 36, 56.

Sampati A: 128.

samraj 40-1, 258, 261, 281.

Samudra m 2 1 3.

Samvarana k 7, 66, 71, 90, 111,

113, 117, 148, 168, 170, 172-3,

237, 275, 281.

Samvarta r 7, 8, 38, 133, 157,

162-3, 191, 220, 315.

Samyati k 128, 144.

Sanadvaja k 149.

Sanati ^148.
Sanjati k 89.

Sanjaya ^ (1) 86. (2) 149.

SankasyS t 95, 275.

Sankl)ya 329.

Sankila m 97, 311.

Sankrti (1) ^ 86. (2) 1 12, 191

,

221, 248. (3) f Angirasa 248.

Saiikyti (l) k liantideva 39, 112,

225, 274. (2) h Itreya 248.

Saiikrti, °tya/ 7, 42, 202, 211-12,
248-9.

sanksei^ena 89.

Sannati (1) ^ 147. (2) g- 134, 165,
233.

Sannatimant k 148.

Sarasvata r 197.

Sarasvatl (1) riv 197, 200, 205,

217, 258, 260-1, 273, 284-5,
298-9, 311, 313, 326. (2) q
134.

Sarayu riv 299.

sarga 36.

Sarika r 2 1 3.

Sarnjaya 139, 169, 222.

Sarupya A 129.

Sarvabbauma (1) k 110, 114, 148.

(2) k 115, 146. (2) title 41,

258.

Sarvadamaua k 272.

Sarvakama^ 147.

Sarvakarman k 92-3, 152, 210,
274.

Satpura mts 197, 240, 262, 269,

273.

Satrajitpr 106-7.

Satvaut k 65, 146, 170-1.

Satvata A: 170, 262.

Satvata and f 65, 102-5, 107,

127, 140, 148,' 170-1, 279, 294.

Satya age = Krta 175.

Satjmdbrti (1) k 146. (2) r 110,

222-3.

Satyabita (1) k 149. (2) h 322,

331.

Satyakapr 103-4, 107.

Satyakiima h 328-30, 332.

Satyaketu k 147.

Satyaratba k (1) 109, 147. (2)

149. (3) 111,127.

Satyaratba g 111, 127.

Satyasandba k 42.

Satya^ravas h 322, 331.

Satya^ri h 322, 331.

Satyavatl (l)g 22, 65, 69, 70, 134,

213, 233. (2) pss 134, 151-2,

198, 266.

Satyavrata k (1) see Tri^anku. (2)

258.

Saubhadra tirtba 240.

Saubbari r 56, 72—3, 80, 262.

Saudasa pair (1) Ayodhyd 91-3,

207-10, 236. (2) N. Pancdla

209.
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Saudyumna pair and f 255, 260,

264-5, 288, 292-3, 295, 300.

Saudyumni ^a<r (1) 261. (2) 129.

Saul 11.

Saumaki pair 117.

Saurya 'patr 66.

Sauvlra c and p 109-10, 137, 174,

224, 264, 276, 293.

Savarni h 23.

Savarnika samhitd 23.

Seleucus, °cia 137.

Senajit k (1) 127. (2) 117, 146.

Senajit A 52-3, 167, 181-2,286-7.

Setu h 108, 144.

Siddharthapr 180-1.

Sindh riv, see Sindhu (2).

Sindhu {X^riv north 172, 181, 299.

(2) riv toest 240. (3) c and p
276, 278, 293. (4) name 127.

Sindhudvipa (1) k 129, 147. (2)

127.

Sindhuksit r 299.

Slradhvaja k 76, 95-6, 147, 164,

171, 275.

Sita q 76, 134, 164, 277-8.

Siwalik hills 293.

Skanda Parana 49.

smfta 1 8 f.

smrti 20, 30.

Sobhari r (1) Kdnva 133, 169-70,

192, 227-8. (’2) 72-3.

Solar race 84, 90, 257, 289, 296.

Solomon 12.

Soma (1) moon 47, 58, 186. 188,

220, 228, 254, 288. {2) juice

308.

Soma ^ 116, 146.

Somadatta k (1) N. Pahcala 115-

16, 280. (2) Vaisall 147.

Somadatti 6 23.

Somadhi ^149.
Somaka (1) k 7, 41, 116-17, 120,

139, 148, 155, 172, 222, 236,

280-1. (2) / 117, 283, 294.

Soma-vam^a 27.

Somnath « 261.

Sone riv 256.

South, the, 240.

Synjaya k {j) N- Pahcala 7, 115-

17, 120, 148, 169, 171-2, 280.

(2) Anava 145. (3) VaUdll

147. (4) / 117, 166, 170, 283,

285, 294. (5) name 130.

stavaka 17.

Subahu ^ (1) KdH 101. (2) Cedi

146, 169. (3) 170. (4) 279.

Subalaka 6 316.

submarine fire 68 .

Sucandra ^147.
succession of kings 89, 183.

Sucetas k 108, 146.

Sudar^anaA 91, 93, 149.

Sudas, Sudasa k, 2, 7, 38, 64,

100, 115-18, 120, 138, 148,

172-3, 192, 207-11, 216-17,

223, 226, 236-7, 280-1, 299,
313.

Sudasa k Ayodhyd 91-2, 138, 147.

Sudesna 5
' 158.

Sudeva k 147, 154-5.

Sudhanvan k
( 1 )

Ayodhyd 94, 127.

(2 )
Paurava 144. ( 3 )

Kaurava
113, 118, 149. (4) Magadha
149. (5) 167.

Sudliarman k 115, 128.

Sudhyti A: (
1
) 145. (

2
)
147.

Sudyumna k 42, 254, 287-9, 297,
300.

Sugriva ^ 278.

Subma ( 1 ) k 158, 272. (2) c and

p 109, 272, 293.

Suhotra ^ (1) Kdnyakvhja 99, 101,

144. (2)^aifl01. {2) Paurava
39, 40, 101, 112, 142, 146, 161,

221. (4 )
Kaurava 149.

Sujata w 328.

Sukanya^ss (1)38, 98,194, 196-7,

289. (2) wrong 231.

Sukarman h 173-4, 324, 331.

Suketu k (1) 145. (2) 147.

Sukyti A: 148.

sukta 30.

Sukumara ^147.
Sumanta k 103.

Sumantu h (1) 21, 192, 320, 322,

325, 331. (2) 322, 324, 331.

Sumati k (1) Ayodhyd 127. (2)

Vaisdli 97, 164. (3) Dvimldha
148. (4) h 23.

Sumedhas (1) r 239. (2)w2Z\.
Sumitra (1) ^ 103, 105, 107. (2)

b 120, 192, 251.
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Sun 37, 45, 66, 188, 289, 323.

Sunaha k 144.

Sunahotra h 101, 145, 201, 247.

Sunanda q 134.

Sunaj’a ^149.
Sunltha k (1) Kcdi 147. (2) Cedi

119, 166.

Supar^va ^ (1) 148. (2) 149.

Suplan k 116, 249.

Supratika ^ 146, 155.

sura 193, 195-6.

Sura 66.

Suiabhi cow 267.

Surala 6 325.

surarsi 26.

Surastra c 122, 276, 283.

Suratiia ^ 113-14, 149.

Surya (1) 66. (2) Ddnava 66, 85.

Susandhi k 93, 149.

Suianti k 116, 146.

Su^arman 6 23.

Susravas name 131.

Su^ruta (1) k 149. (2) r 127,

237.

suta (1) hard 15 f, 35, 55, 62, 71,

320. (2) caste 16-18, 55.

Suta c 16, 272.

Sutapas ^147.
,

Sutlej riv 236. See Sutudrl.

Sutvan h 324, 331.

Suvarcas (1) k 149. (2) r 192,

210-11 .

Suvarman k 128, 146.

Suvibhu k 147.

Suvira k (1) 109-10. (2) 148.

(3) p 264.

Suvrata k (1) 109. (2) 74.

Suyajna k 144.

Svagajapair 204, 212-13.

Svagata ^ 130, 149.

Svahi k 28, 144.

Svaidayaiia b 327, 330.

Svanaya k 8, 223—4.

Svarbhanu (1) k 85, 306. (2)

Rahu 85.

Svainaromaii k 147.

Svasti 229.

Svastyatreya / 188, 228-9.

Svayambhoja k 1 05.

Svayainbbuva mantantara184,203,
241, 315.

Taittirlya (1) Brahmana 326. (2)
school 323-4.

Taksa ^ 278.

Taksasila t 278, 285.

Talajangha (1) k 102, 146, 154-5,

206,266-7,269-71. (2)/ 102,

153, 265, 294.

Tandin school 332.

Tandiputra b 324, 331-2.

Tandya Brahmana 332.

Tadisu ^ 111, 123, 144, 155.

Tapana m 66.

tapas 308.

tapasvin 308.

Tapatl q 66-7, 70, 210.
Tapi, R. Tapti 40, 66, 197, 257,

269, 289.

Tara 58, 186—8.

Taraka asura 236.

Tarakayana/ 237.

Taranta k 230.

Tarapida ^ 94.

Tarksya 56, 312.

Tasman, °niania 137.

Tejonidhi r 268.

Tirtbas 32, 36, 73-4.

Tisya age = Kali, 175.

Titiksu k 87-8, 109, 145, 264, 294.

Tittiri (1) k 105, 324. (2) b 324,

331.

Trasada 70, 93.

Trasada^va k 145.

Trasadasyava 172.

Trasadasyu k (1) Ayodhyd 69, 70,

73, 89, 91, 93, 128, 133, 145,

150, 152, 168-9, 246. (2)

Bhdrata 73, 133, 168-9, 170,

172, 222, 227, 230.

Trayyaruna (1) k Ayodhyd 145,

152, 205, 266. (2) pr 112.

Treta age 175, 177-9, 241, 313,

315-16.

Tribandbana ^ 128.

Tridhanvan k 128, 145.

Trikuta 7nt 277.

Trincomali t 277.

Tri^anku (1) k 8, 11, 26, 38, 59,

60, 70-1, 75, 80,111, 123, 127,

145,151-3,155,174,199,205-6,

235, 266. (2) teacher 11.

Trisanu k 89, 108, 146.
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Tri^iras 196, 312.

Trksi k 169, 170.

Trnabindu ^ 7, 135, 147, 178, 238,

241-2, 273.

Tiyaruna r 230.

Tundikera/102, 267.

Tura r 173.

Turva^a = Turvasu, 61, 87, 106,

281.

Turvasu (1) k 61, 87—8, 106, 108,

144, 259. (2) race 87-8, 106,

124, 139, 144, 146, 156-7, 272,

281, 292-4.

Tvastr 196, 312.

Tvastra ^;a<r 312.

Ucathyar 157-8, 160-4, 178, 191,

218, 220, 223, 225, 315.

udaharana 54-5.

Udaksena ^ 148, 166.

Udavasu k 94-5, 145.

TJdayana k 37, 57, 285.

Uddala, °]aki b 327.

Uddalaka h 327-30, 332.

Ugrasena (1) k 105, 148, 167, 171,

280. (2) pr 113-14. (3) k

328, 330.

Ugra^ravas m 24.

Ugrayudha k 38, 59, 71, 115, 148,

166, 274, 282.

Ujjalaka sea 260.

Uktha k 149.

Ulana? pr 166.

Uluka 133.

Uma g 19, 69, 70, 195, 253.

Uma-vana 254.

Upadeva^ 107.

upakhyana 21, 33, 35.

Upagupta k 95, 149.

TJpaguru k 149.

Upamaiiyu r (1) 212. (2) 213.

(3) 205, 214. (4) 327, 330.

Upamanyu / 214.

upanisad 1, 62-3.

uparicara 118.

upasamhara 24.

Upave^a b 327, 330.

Upave^i b 329.

upodghata 24.

urdhvacarin 118.

Urja k 149.

Urjavaha k 149.

Urjayoni r 238.'

Uruksaya (l)r 112, 191,225, 248,

250. (2) / 112, 245, 248, 250.

Urvaj-68, 140, 151-2, 191, 197-8.

UrvaSi (1) aps 215. (2) q 38, 71,

135, 297. (3) Ganges 135.

U^anas-Sukia r 18, 69, 70, 86,

131, 134, 140, 187-8, 191,

193-7, 203, 218, 259, 304-7,

309, 312-13, 319.

U£aua3 planet 131, 188.

U^aiias k 144.

TJ^Ij w 161, 220.

U^ija r 157-8, 160-3, 191, 220-1.

U^Inara k 7, 41, 87-8, 109, 142,

145, 264, 294.

Usma, DsmSda, Usmapa, 205.

Utanka (1) r 260. (2) b 67.

Utathya r — Ucathya, q. v.

Utkala (1) k 254-5. (2) c and p
255, 292.

Uttama k 28.

Uttara k 2%.

Uttara Kurus p 132, 255, 281,

297, 300.

Uttarapatha c 257.

Vadhrya^va k 7, 38, 116—17, 120,

135-6, 146, 168, 170, 192, 202,

251, 275, 310.

Vadhryasva y)a<j' 111, 192, 251.

Vagbhutaka/ 230.

Vahllka (1) k 166. (2) c and p
256, 293, 299.

Vahni (1) k 108, 144. (2) r 268.

Vaibbandaki pair 192, 233.

Vaidarbha 168, 265, 294.

Vaidathina pair 161, 221-2.

Vaideha 168.

vaidika 21.

Vaidurya mts 197, 240.

Vaikhanasa 244.

Vainya pair (1) Prtlm 39-41, 202.

(2) Bhdrgava 202.

Vaipascita, °pasyata 56.

Vairocana, °ni, pair 64, 131.

Vaiiala dynasty 40, 82, 96—7, 126,

139, 156-7, 163, 178, 268.
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VaiiSalaka 97, 288.

Vaifiali t 71, 85, 88, 97, 137, 145,

147, 157-8, 164, 219-20, 241,

256, 268-70, 272-3, 277, 292,

295, 304, 310, 312, 319.

Vai^ampayana h (1) 21, 192, 320,

323-4, 331. (2) 324.

Vaisnava 22.

Vai4ravanay>ci<r 241.

Vai^vamitra / 241-2, 310.

Vai^vanara Agni 311.

vai^ya (1) caste 290. (2) hymn-
makers 97.

Vaitahavya / 154, 271.

Vaitana 325.

Vaitathiiiapair 40.

Vaivasvata (1) Manu 66, 84, 88,

253, 312. (2) mimvantara 178,

184.

Vaiyasak
i
y>a<r 213.

Vajasaneya (1) h 323—4, 328, 330.

(2) school 324, 328.

Vajasani h 323.

Vajin 323-4.

Vajrajsr 284.

Vajranabha k 92, 149.

Vaka w 241.

Valakhilya 186.

Valmlki r 192, 202, 279.

Vamadeva r 8, 114, 192, 219, 222,

225.

vam^a-cintaka 28.

vam^a-kara 156, 280.

vamsa-purana-jna 28.

vamsa-^amsaka 17.

vam^a-vid, “vittama 26-7, 122.

vanara 186.

Vandin h 328, 330.

vandin minstrel 16, 17.

Vabga (1) k 158, 272. (2) c and

2) 109, 272, 282, 293-4.

Vapusmant ^103.
Varaha Pttrana 14.

Varanahvaya ^ 273.

Varanasi t (1) 153, 258, 269-70.

(2) 154.

Varjinivata 28.

Varsneya^a<r (1) 140. (2) 256.

Varuna g 63, 185, 195, 205—6,

214-15, 217, 238-9, 254,

300.

Varuna r (1) Vasistha 131, 191,

217. (2) Bhdrgava 131.

Varuna, °ni 185, 191, 206,

208, 217, 238.

Varutha k 108.

Varutrin h 196.

Vasafiva m 97, 311.

Vasava 118, 294.

Va^ati A 257.

Vasistliar (y') ‘primaeval 185, 205,

307. (2) with Iksvdku and Nimi
203, 305. (3) Devaraj 8, 11, 59,

60, 70, 138, 151, 191, 205, 207,

234, 236, 244, 266, 313. (4)

Apava 153. (5) Atharvanidhi I

8, 138, 206-7, 269-70, 319.

(6) Atharvanidhi II 207, 319.

(7) Sresthahhdj 8, 138, 159,

207-11, 274. (8) 'with Sudds

172, 192, 207-11, 216-17,

236-7, 249. (9) Suvarcas 66,

71,172,210-11,281. {I0)with

Daiaratha 29, 138, 178, 192,

207. (11) Maitrdvarvma, °ni

203, 214-17, 238-40.’ (12)

father of Indrapramati 214. (13)

indefinite 26, 64, 67, 135, 189,

191, 217, 307.

Vasistha f 7, 8, 96, 138-40, 184,

186, 190-2, 203-17, 225, 235,

304, 310, 314, 319-20.

Vasistha 23, 67, 139, 214.

Vaskala 6 322, 331.

Vaskali h 322-3, 331.

Vasu k (1) Caidya 7, 69, 70, 114,

118-19, 149, 224, 237, 260,

265, 281, 294, 315-16. (2)

265.

Vasu r (1) Vasistha 205, 214.

(2) A'hgirasa 225.

Vasuda k 70, 93, 128.

Vasudevapr 104, 106-7, 135, 148,

166, 249.

Vasudeva 140.

Vasukra r 212.

Vasumanas k 72, 81, 142-3, 145,

220
,
222 .

Vasumant r 214, 217.

Vasumata ^ 127, 145.

Vatapi asnra 240.
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Vatsa (1) k 147, 164, 269-70.

(2) h 322, 331. (3) name 133.

(4) vaiiya 97, 311. (5) c and

p 57, 270, 273, 276, 285, 293.

Vatsa r (1) Bhdrgava 202. (2)
Kdnva 227.

Vatsabhumi c 269.

VatsaprI k 97, 145, 311-12.

VatsSra r 231.

Vatsya c and

p

154, 270.

Vatsyayana h 317.

Vavalgu / 230.

Vayavlya Parana 77.

Vayu y 78.

Vayu Parana 14, 23, 49, 50, 52-3,

56-7, 77-81.

Vayu-prokta 78.

Veda 1, 9, 10, 21-2, 68, 217, 242.

252-3, 310-11, 314-18, 320-2,

332-3.

Veda h 327, 330.

Veda-cintaka 28.

Vedanta-vid 27.

Veda-sammata, °mita 30.

Vedaspar^a 6 325.

Veda-vid, “vittama 20, 27, 30-3.

Vedic age 312, 315, 321.

Vedic schools 321-7, 332-3.

Vegavant ^ 147.

Vena k 16, 202, 290.

Venuhotra ^149.
Venus 188, 193.

Venya 202.

Vetravatl riv 259.

Vibhandaka r (1) 192, 232. (2)
233!

‘

Vibhisana y??- 241.

Vibhraja k 148.

Vibhu k 147.

Vibudha ^147.
Vicitravirya k 69, 148, 330.

VidadaSva 230.

Vidagdba h 322.

Vidarbba (1) k 102-3, 146, 156-7,

168-9, 269. (2) c and p 42,

102, 110, 156-7, 168, 269-70,

272, 280, 295.

Vidarbba t 269.

Vidathin h 161, 163-4, 191, 220-1.

Videgha 311.

Videha (1) k 95. (2) c and p 64,

76, 84, 88, 94-6, 145, 147, 149,

168, 203, 211, 215, 257-8,

268-9, 272, 275-6, 286, 288,

292, 295, 304, 311, 330.

Vidhmavaha r 239.

Vidi^a c 268-9, 273, 279.

Viduratha ^ (1) Yddava 105, 146.

(2) Kaurava 110, 113, 148.

Vijaya k (1) 147, 155. (2) 109.

(3) 99. (4) 149. (5) 86.

Vikrti k 146.

Vikuksi k 84, 88, 137, 145, 203,

257, 289.

Viloman k 105, 148.

Vim^a k 145.

Vinata, °ta^va k 254-5.

Vindhya mts 240, 262, 279, 299.

Vipapman k 85, 127.

Vipa^ riv 236.

Vlra k 39.

Virabahu k 146, 169.

Viraja q 69, 86.

Viramatsya ^ 276.

Virata ^119.
Virocana asara 64.

Virupa k 98.

Vi^ala k 97, 147, 273.

Vi^ala « 97, 273.

Visnu g 19, 30-1, 33, 37, 66, 69,

72, 177-8, 229, 271, 318.

Visnu Parana 14, 53, 77, 79, 80.

Visnu aathor 66.

Visnusiddhi 5 246.

Visnuvrddba (1) pr 78, 81, 246.

(2) / 219, 225, 246.

ViSravas (1) k 147. (2) b 241.

viSruta 78.

Vi^rutavant k 149.

Vistara^va ^145.
vistarena 87, 89.

Vi^vajit k (1) 146. (2) 149.

Vi^vakarman 196.

Visvaksena (1) k 148, 166. (2)

r 9, 192, 217.

Viivaniahant k 69, 70.

Visvamitra r (1) Visvaratlia 1, 5,

8, 10-12, 18, 59, 60, 64, 70, 73,

99-101, 142, 144, 151-2, 156,

174, 178, 189, 191, 198-9,

205-6, 234-6, 242, 244-5,

260, 266, 303, 312-15. (2)
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Sakuntald’s father 99, 174, 191.

(3) with Kalmdsapdda 20%, 236.

(4) with Rama 236. (5) with

SudasOl, 100, 123, 192, 208-9,

236-7. (6) indefinite 138-40,

142, 233, 237-8, 249. (7) /
96, 189, 191-2, 216, 234-7,
315.

Vi^varatha k 18, 151, 191, 205,

266.

ViSvarupa 196.

Vi^vasaha ^(1) 1 69, 94, 147. (2)
II 149. (3) 103.

ViSvalarman A: 69.

Viive devas 163.

Vltahavya, VTti°, (l) ^ Videha 149.

(2) k Haihaya 154-5, 200-1,

267. (3) r 191, 201. (4) /
154, 189, 269-70.

Vitahotra f 207.

Vltaratha k 103.

Vitatha^ 40, 101, 112, 146, 159,

162-3, 247-8.

Vltihavya r, see Vita° (3).

Vitihotra (1) k 102, 146, 155,

180-1, 200, 266, 269. (2)/
102, 267, 286, 294.

Vivasvant g 253, 258, 289.

Vivimsa k 145.

Vodha, Vodhu b 329.

Vrddha-Garga r 250.

Vrddha^arman k (1) Ayodhyd 69,

70, 94, 147. (2) Aila 85-6.

(3) Karusa 119, 167.

Vrhannaradlya Purana 14.

Yrjinivant ^144.
Vrka k 147, 155.

Yrsadarbha (1) k 41. (2) k 109.

(3) / 264.

Yysadarbhi k 42.

Yrsagaiia 212.

AYsaparvan k 87, 290, 305-6.

Yrsaseiia;;r 149, 167.

Yrsni (1) pr 103-5, 107, 148,

279-80. (2) pr 105, 148. (3)

/ 105, 107, 280, 284, 294.

Yrtra asura 195, 307.

Yyaghrapad 6 212.

Yyasa r 5, 9, 21-2, 30, 49, 54, 65,

69, 70, 136, 159, 173, 179, 184,

192, 204, 211, 213, 217, 224-5,

303, 318, 320-2, 324-5, 330,

332-3.

Vyasas, twenty-eight 217.

Yyoman k 146.

Yyusita^va k (1) Ayodhyd 26, 95,

128, 149. (2) 95.

White Yajus 324.

Wizard 308, 319.

Yadava race 40, 79, 87-9, 98,

102-5, 107, 118, 122, 124, 140,

143-4, 146, 148, 170-1, 260-1,

272-3, 275-6, 279-80, 283-4,

291-4, 306, 309-10, 314.

Yadu k (1) 61, 82, 87-8, 102-3,

122, 144, 259-60, 289, 291.

(2) 118. (3) 122. (4)/ 87,

139.

Yadva^jair 281, 289.

Yaja r 192, 234.

Yajuatura k 249.

Yajnavalkya r (1) Visvdmitra 237.

(2) son of Brahmavdha 322-3,

330. (3) Brahmardti, 323-4,

331. (4) Vdjasani 323-4. (5)

Vdjasaneya 324, 328-30, 332.

(6) others 174, 244, 328-9,

331, 333. (7) / 237, 322,

328.

Yajur-veda 54, 320, 323-4, 331.

yajus 55, 316-17, 323-4.

Yaksa 186, 241.

Yama g 66, 70.

Yam! g 70.

Yamuna, see Jumna.
Yaska r 202.

Yaska b 34, 329-30, 332.

Ya^oda q 69.

Yati pr 86, 88, 134, 167, 244,

309.

yatudhana 82, 209, 235, 242, 319.

Yaudheya p 109, 264.

Yauvana^va, °4vi pi<^t'>' 39-41, 134,

150, 220, 312.

Yavakrl r 224, 237.

Yavana p 206, 260, 268, 291.

Yavinara ^ (1) 116. (2) 146.
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Yayati h 12, 19, 25, 39-42, 60-1,

69, 73, 85-9, 99, 113, 122, 124,

136, 142-5, 167, 187, 194,

196-7, 217, 223, 244, 258-60,

290-1, 295-7, 304-6, 309.

yoga 27, 32, 37, 165, 316-17.

yoga-tantra 165.

yogin 244.

Yudhajit Tc 105-7.

Yudhisthira h 52. 67, 180, 182,

233-4, 282, 284, 306.

Yuga age 175-9.

Yugandhara k 107.

Yuvanaiva k (1) I 42, 81, 126,

145. (2) 11 83-4, 135, 145,

150, 261. (3) pr 246.

Yuyudhana^;r 107, 284.
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COREIGENDA

P. 39

42

45

65

68

69

»»

70

85

110

112

117

JJ

124

129

130

136

148

> f

161

163

165

191

198

204

209

211

218

225

234

246

254

259

260

262

265

277

1. 26 for Sivi read Sivi

32 Aviksita Aviksita

22 (or Samba) (or Samba)

11 Sukas Sukas

14 Urva Urva

11 SataSilaka Sata^ilaka

Sahkha Sahkha

10 Suka Suka

17 Vipapman Vipapman

39 Anavas Anavas

in the Garga line of descent /or Ahgirasas read Ahgirasas

1. 26 for Nipas i'ead Nipa’s

30 Jamamejaya Janamejaya

38 Anavas Anavas

1 Sarutha Sarutha

29 222 122
21 Santanu Santanu

1 S. Panca S. Pancala
No. 79 Aradhin Aradhin

1. 40 Vedarth Vedarth

27 E. Anavas E. Anavas

last Arstisena Arstisena

1. 6 Brha ati Brhaspati

25 hou e house

37 Gaural GauraS

32 Narada Narada

25 Santana’s Santanu’s

3 Brahmahda Brahmanda

24 Maitinara Matinara

5 sacrifice sacrifice!’

25 Ahgirasas Ahgirasas

27 and and

23 Br Br

19 Sravasta’s Sravasta’s

24 Anava Anava
11

last

Saryata

insert ® for the note.

Saryata



368 CORRIGENDA

280 117 for Vrsnis read Vysnis

286 36 Si^unagas ^i^unagas

294 4 Anavas Anavas

*> 6 Sivie Sivis

297 37 Avu Ayu
308 28 Va Va
322 12 Pauspindya Pauspindya

324 1 Yajnavalkya Yajnavalkya

330 No. d Asurayana Asurayana

331 No. 99 Kanva & Kanva &c.

,

332 1. 24 Asurayana AsurSyana

335 2 descriptive descriptive

3 Angirasa Angirasa
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